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Preface

PREMISE

This text covers what must still be the most important element of the marketing mix for most students and practitioners. With a move away from the selling function towards more esoteric areas of marketing over the past few years, this vital aspect of marketing has been somewhat neglected. However, in the end it has to be face-to-face contact that eventually wins the order, and this text therefore explains and documents the selling and sales management process from both the theoretical and practical viewpoints.

BOOK STRUCTURE

More precisely, the text is split into five logical parts: Sales Perspective, Sales Environment, Sales Technique, Sales Management and Sales Control. Sales Perspective examines selling in its historical role and then views its place within marketing and a marketing organisation. Different types of buyers are also analysed in order to help us achieve an understanding of their thinking and organise our selling effort accordingly. Sales Technique is essentially practical and covers preparation for selling, the personal selling process and sales responsibility. Sales Environment looks at the institutions through which sales are made; this covers channels, including industrial, commercial and public authority selling followed by selling for resale. International selling is an increasingly important area in view of the ever increasing ‘internationalisation’ of business and this merits a separate chapter. Sales Management covers recruitment, selection, motivation and training, in addition to how we must organise and compensate salespeople from a managerial standpoint. Finally, Sales Control covers sales budgets and explains how this is the starting point for business planning. Sales forecasting is also covered in this final section, and a guide is given to the techniques of forecasting and why it is strictly a responsibility of sales management and not finance. Each chapter concludes with a mini-case study and practical exercises, together with formal practice questions typical of those the student will encounter in the examination room.
NEW TO THIS EDITION

The eighth edition provides an integration of recent cutting edge selling and sales management research into chapters throughout the book. Also, the Internet and IT applications in selling and sales management chapter has been substantially revised to reflect recent advances, and technological applications in selling integrated into relevant chapters in the book. We wish to thank, John O’Connor, chief executive, Deep Insight, for his work on this chapter. More coverage of ethics in selling and sales management, systems purchasing and selling, sales training, sales force organization, B2B and B2C selling and the sales cycle is provided in this edition. This eighth edition also includes new cases featuring major companies. As always, this edition continues to place emphasis on international aspects of selling and sales management to reflect the importance of international markets in today’s global economy. In particular, a new case focusing on selling to China has been written.

TARGET MARKET

This text will be invaluable to those students studying for the examinations of the Chartered Institute of Marketing, the Communication, Advertising and Marketing Education Foundation, the London Chamber of Commerce and Industry higher stage selling and sales management subject, marketing specialisms on Higher National Certificate and Diploma in Business Studies, first degrees with a marketing input, and postgraduate courses like the Diploma in Management Studies and Master of Business Administration that have a marketing input. In addition, the text emphasises the practical as well as the theoretical, and it will be of invaluable assistance to salespeople in the field as well as to sales management.
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Part one of *Selling and Sales Management* consists of two introductory chapters that set the context for the remainder of the book.

Chapter 1 introduces the nature and role of selling and sales management before relating this to the marketing concept. The incontrovertibly interlinked relationship between selling and sales management is then explained and the notion of more sophisticated marketing thought is described as having its roots in sales. Philosophies, or orientations, of production, sales and marketing are explained as well as how the marketing concept is implemented in practice, namely through the marketing mix. Key concepts such as market segmentation and targeting and the ‘four Ps’ marketing mix variables of price, product, promotion and place are introduced. The chapter then concludes with a more detailed explanation of the relationship between marketing strategy and personal selling.

Sales strategies and how these relate to marketing planning form the basis of Chapter 2. The traditional marketing planning process is explained with emphasis on issues like targeting, pricing, customer retention and the allocation and control of resources to assist implementation of the plan. The place of selling in the marketing plan is examined in detail, explaining how pivotal the sales function is in achieving success, along with a related discussion of how the notion of ‘inside-out’ planning is being replaced by ‘outside-in’ thinking. Selling is traditionally referred to as an element of the ‘promotional mix’, but the view is taken that this should more correctly be described as the ‘communications mix’. An explanation is given of the place of selling alongside traditional elements in the communications mix, namely advertising, sales promotion and publicity/public relations. More contemporary elements of the communications mix, namely direct marketing and interactive/internet marketing are also examined in terms of how these interface with the sales process.
1 Development and role of selling in marketing

OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Understand the implications of production, sales and marketing orientation
2. Appreciate why selling generally has a negative image
3. Know where selling fits into the marketing mix
4. Identify the responsibilities of sales management
5. Recognise the role of selling as a career

KEY CONCEPTS

- break-even analysis
- business to business (B2B)
- business to consumer (B2C)
- communications mix
- exclusive distribution
- intensive distribution
- market penetration
- market segmentation
- market skimming
- marketing concept
- marketing mix
- product life-cycle
- sales management
- selling
- target accounts
- targeting
1.1 BACKGROUND

Perhaps no other area of business activity gives rise to as much discussion among and between those directly involved and those who are not involved as the activity known as selling. This is not surprising when one considers that so many people derive their livelihood, either directly or indirectly, from selling. Even those who have no direct involvement in selling come into contact with it in their roles as consumers. Perhaps, because of this familiarity, many people have strong, and often misplaced, views about selling and salespeople. Surprisingly, many of these misconceptions are held by people who have spent their working lives in selling, so it might well be a case of ‘familiarity breeds contempt’.

It is important to recognise that selling and sales management, although closely related, are not the same and we shall start in this chapter by examining the nature and role of selling and sales management in the contemporary organisation and exploring some of the more common myths and misconceptions.

We shall also look at the developing role of selling because, like other business functions, it is required to adapt and change. Perhaps one of the most important and far-reaching of these business changes has been the adoption of the concept and practice of marketing, due to changes in the business environment. Because of the importance of this development to the sales function, we shall examine the place of marketing within the firm and the place of selling within marketing.

1.2 THE NATURE AND ROLE OF SELLING

The simplest way to think of the nature and role of selling (traditionally called salesmanship) is that its function is to make a sale. This seemingly obvious statement disguises what is often a very complex process, involving the use of a whole set of principles, techniques and substantial personal skills, and covering a wide range of different types of selling task. Later we will establish a more precise meaning for the term selling, but first we will examine the reasons for the intense interest in this area of business activity.

The literature of selling abounds with texts, ranging from the more conceptual approaches to the simplistic ‘how it is done’ approach. Companies spend large sums of money training their sales personnel in the art of selling. The reason for this attention to personal selling is simple: in most companies the sales personnel are the single most important link with the customer. The best designed and planned marketing efforts may fail because the salesforce is ineffective. This frontline role of the salesperson means that for many customers the salesperson is the company. Allied with the often substantial costs associated with recruiting, training and maintaining the salesforce, there are powerful reasons for stressing the importance of the selling task and for justifying attempts to improve effectiveness in this area. Part Three of this book addresses this important area of sales techniques.
The term selling encompasses a variety of sales situations and activities. For example, there are those sales positions where the sales representative is required primarily to deliver the product to the customer on a regular or periodic basis. The emphasis in this type of sales activity is very different from the sales position where the sales representative is dealing with sales of capital equipment to industrial purchasers. In addition, some sales representatives deal only in export markets whilst others sell direct to customers in their homes. One of the most striking aspects of selling is the wide diversity of selling roles.

Table 1.1 lists the strengths of personal selling and one weakness: compared to other communications media selling is costly. For example, a visit to a business customer is far more expensive than sending an email.

### Table 1.1  Strengths and weakness of personal selling

| + Interactive: questions can be answered and objectives overcome  |
| + Adaptive: presentations can be changed to meet customer needs    |
| + Complex arguments can be developed                              |
| + Relationships can be built because of its personal nature      |
| + Provides the opportunity to close the sale                      |
| − Sales calls are costly                                          |

1.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF MODERN SELLING

Today, a salesforce must have a wide range of skills to compete successfully. Gone are the days when salespeople required simple presentational and closing skills to be successful. Today selling requires a wide array of skills, which will be identified in the next section. In this section we discuss the characteristics of modern selling. Salespeople who do not understand these characteristics will be ill-equipped to tackle their jobs.

The characteristics of modern selling are given in Figure 1.1.

1. Customer retention and deletion: many companies find that 80 per cent of their sales come from 20 per cent of their customers. This means that it is vital to devote considerable resources to retaining existing high volume, high potential and highly profitable customers. Key account management has become an important form of sales organisation because it means that a salesperson or sales team can focus their efforts on one or a few major customers.

At the other end of the spectrum, companies are finding that some small customers actually cost the organisation money. This is because servicing and distribution of products to those customers may push costs beyond the revenue generated. Larger companies may have to change to telemarketing and/or the internet as a means of servicing these small customers or drop them altogether.

2. Database and knowledge management: the modern salesforce needs to be trained in the use and creation of customer databases, and how to use the internet to aid the sales task (e.g. finding customer and competitor information). In the past salespeople
recorded customer information on cards and sent in orders through the post to head office. Today, technological advances such as email, mobile phones and video conferencing have transformed the way knowledge is transferred. Laptops mean that salespeople can store customer and competitor information, make presentations and communicate with head office electronically. Furthermore, information supplied by the company, such as catalogues and price lists, can be held electronically.

3. **Customer relationship management**: customer relationship management requires that the salesforce focuses on the long term and not simply on closing the next sale. The emphasis should be on creating win–win situations with customers so that both parties to the interaction gain and want to continue the relationship. For major customers, relationship management may involve setting up dedicated teams to service the account and maintain all aspects of the business relationship. This form of organisational structure, key account management, is discussed in Chapter 9, and Chapter 10 is devoted to relationship selling.

4. **Marketing the product**: the modern salesperson is involved in a much broader range of activities than simply planning and making a sales presentation. Indeed, face-to-face presentations can now sometimes be replaced by information presented on web pages and by email attachments that give the customer up-to-date information on many topics more quickly and comprehensively, and in a more time-convenient manner than many face-to-face interactions. The role of the salesperson is expanding to participation in marketing activities such as product development, market development and the segmentation of markets, as well as other tasks that support or complement marketing activities such as database management, provision and analysis of information, and assessing market segments.
5. **Problem solving and system selling:** much of modern selling, particularly in business to business situations, is based upon the salesperson acting as a consultant working with the customer to identify problems, determine needs and propose and implement effective solutions. This approach is fundamentally different from the traditional view of the salesperson being a smooth fast-talker who breezes in to see a customer, persuades the customer to buy and walks away with an order. Modern selling often involves multiple calls, the use of a team-selling approach and considerable analytical skills. Further, customers are increasingly looking for a systems solution rather than the buying of an individual product. This means, for example, that to sell door handles to a company like Ford a supplier must not only be able to sell a door system that includes door handles as well as locking and opening devices but also have a thorough knowledge of door technology, and the ability to suggest to Ford solutions to problems that may arise.

6. **Satisfying needs and adding value:** the modern salesperson must have the ability to identify and satisfy customer needs. Some customers do not recognise they have a need. It is the salesperson’s job in such situations to stimulate need recognition. For example, customers may not realise that a machine in the production process has low productivity compared to newer, more technologically advanced machines. The salesperson’s job is to make customers aware of the problem in order to convince them that they have a need to modernise the production process. In so doing, the salesperson will have added value to the customer’s business by reducing costs and created a win–win situation for their company and the customer.

### 1.4 SUCCESS FACTORS FOR PROFESSIONAL SALESPEOPLE

A key issue for aspiring and current salespeople and sales managers is an understanding of the key success factors in selling. A study by Marshall, Goebel and Moncrief (2003) asked sales managers to identify the skills and knowledge required to be successful in selling. Table 1.2 shows the top ten success factors.

**Table 1.2 The top ten success factors in selling**

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Listening skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Follow-up skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Ability to adapt sales style from situation to situation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Tenacity – sticking to the task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Organisational skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Verbal communication skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Proficiency in interacting with people at all levels within an organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Demonstrated ability to overcome objections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Closing skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Personal planning and time management skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This book addresses all of these issues. It is important to recognise these success factors since such knowledge has the potential to improve the overall efficiency and effectiveness of the salesperson–customer interaction in several ways. First, sales managers can use this knowledge of widely accepted sales success factors to improve their recruitment and training practices. Second, candidates for sales jobs can use this knowledge of success factors to ensure they work towards high levels of proficiency in those key areas they can control, and do as well as possible emphasising their own capabilities during the job interview. Third, sales educators at universities and colleges have information upon which to ensure their curricula best reflect the skills and knowledge most valued by practitioners.

1.5 TYPES OF SELLING

The diverse nature of the buying situation means that there are many types of selling job: selling varies according to the nature of the selling task. Figure 1.2 shows that there is a fundamental distinction between order-takers, order-creators and order-getters. Order-takers respond to already committed customers; order-creators do not directly receive orders since they talk to specifiers rather than buyers; while order-getters attempt to persuade customers to place an order directly.

There are three types of order-takers: inside order-takers, delivery salespeople and outside order-takers. Order-creators are termed missionary salespeople. Finally, order-getters are either front-line salespeople consisting of new business, organisational or consumer salespeople, or sales support salespeople who can be either technical support salespeople or merchandisers. Both types of order-getters operate...
in situations where a direct sale can be made. Each type of selling job will now be discussed in more detail.

**Order-takers**

*Inside order-takers*

Here the customer has full freedom to choose products without the presence of a salesperson. The sales assistant’s task is purely transactional – receiving payment and passing over the goods. Another form of inside order-taker is the telemarketing sales team who support field sales by taking customers’ orders over the telephone.

*Delivery salespeople*

The salesperson’s task is primarily concerned with delivering the product. In the UK, milk, newspapers and magazines are delivered to the door. There is little attempt to persuade the household to increase the milk order or number of newspapers taken: changes in order size are customer-driven. Winning and losing orders will be dependent on reliability of delivery and the personality of the salesperson.

*Outside order-takers*

These salespeople visit customers, but their primary function is to respond to customer requests rather than actively seek to persuade. Outside order-takers do not deliver and to a certain extent they are being replaced by more cost efficient telemarketing teams.

**Order-creators**

*Missionary salespeople*

In some industries, notably the pharmaceutical industry, the sales task is not to close the sale but to persuade the customer to specify the seller’s products. For example, medical representatives calling on doctors cannot make a direct sale since the doctor does not buy drugs personally, but prescribes (specifies) them for patients. Similarly, in the building industry, architects act as specifiers rather than buyers, and so the objective of a sales call cannot be to close the sale. Instead, in these situations the selling task is to educate and build goodwill.

**Order-getters**

The final category, called order-getters, consists of those in selling jobs where a major objective is to persuade customers to make a direct purchase. These are the front-line salespeople and in many ways this type of selling represents the most challenging of the different types of selling. Order-getting demands several skills on the part of the salesperson including, for example, the ability to identify new prospects, persuading
and negotiating, and ultimately building new and profitable business in the face of often fierce competition.

**Technical support salespeople**

The task of this type of salesperson is to provide sales support to front-line salespeople so they are normally considered to belong in the order-getters group. Where a product is highly technical and negotiations are complex, a salesperson may be supported by product and financial specialists who can provide the detailed technical information required by customers. This may be ongoing as part of a key account team or on a temporary basis with the specialists being called into the selling situation as and when required.

**Merchandisers**

These people provide sales support in retail and wholesale selling situations. Orders may be negotiated nationally at head office, but sales to individual outlets are supported by merchandisers who give advice on display, implement sales promotions, check stock levels and maintain contact with store managers.

**Business to business (B2B) and business to consumer (B2C) marketing and selling**

Marketers and salespersons often distinguish between two major categories of types of marketing and selling based upon the category of customers being targeted. These two major categories of distinct customer groups or markets are business versus consumer customers or put another way, business marketing to consumers (B2C marketing) and businesses marketing to other businesses or organisations (B2B marketing). Though the basic principles of marketing and selling apply to both markets, as we shall see later in this and several subsequent chapters, there are also some significant differences between the two with regard to marketing and selling. In preparation for some of these subsequent chapters therefore we have explained some of the important characteristics of consumer versus business customers and markets in marketing each of these markets.

**Business to consumer (B2C) markets**

Consumer markets are markets where the distinguishing characteristic is that the customer is purchasing products and services their own or their family’s use. The principal motives for purchase, therefore, are personal in nature.

However, within the consumer market there are a number of different types or sub-markets depending on the type of product and consumer purchase we are considering. These different types of consumer markets are considered below.

1. **Fast moving consumer goods (FMCG):** FMCG markets are markets where customers are purchasing products, which generally involve relatively low financial outlays, are bought frequently and are generally non-durable. They include, therefore,
products such as toothpaste, confectionery, cigarettes, grocery products, cosmetics, some of the more frequently purchased electrical items such as, say, batteries, light bulbs, and so on. Buyers will spend relatively little time searching for information and evaluating between different product offerings. If satisfied they will tend to buy the same brand routinely.

2. **Semi-durable consumer goods**: semi-durable consumer goods markets include products such as clothing and shoes, soft furnishings, jewellery, and so on. As the term suggests these are products which are bought less frequently than FMCG products, last longer, and the customer may spend more time choosing between different competitive offerings.

3. **Durable consumer goods**: durable consumer goods include products such as refrigerators, cars, computers, and so on. These are purchases which are made less frequently; often involve considerable outlays, and commit the customer to the product purchased for some time. The customer will often take considerable care in choosing between different product offerings and will be looking for lots of information and help in purchasing.

### Business to business (B2B) markets

Business to business (B2B) markets are characterised by often large and powerful buyers, purchasing predominantly for the furtherance of organisational objectives and in an organisational context using skilled/professional buyers. Demand in B2B markets is normally derived demand; customers are often geographically concentrated and negotiation is the order of the day in dealings between marketer and customer.

Marketing and selling in these markets is very different from that encountered in B2C markets. Buyers are much more likely to negotiate on price, and delivery and service are particularly important. The salesperson is likely to be dealing with skilled negotiators and the process of buying, and hence selling can extend over months or even years for certain types of capital equipment. As in consumer markets, there are several distinct types of sub-markets within B2B markets, the main ones being:

- Markets for supplies and consumables e.g. raw materials, semi-manufactured goods;
- Markets for capital equipment e.g. plant, machinery;
- Markets for businesses services e.g. consultancy, technical advice.

### Selling as a career

The sub-divisions of the sales roles just outlined give an idea of the range of sales positions that are available. Generally, there is much less personal pressure involved in being an order-taker than an order-maker and a prime attribute for an order-maker is a pleasant, non-combative personality. However, the opportunity for higher rewards belongs to order-takers as their remuneration normally rests on some kind of commission or bonus where payment is linked to the amount of orders they take. It is an acknowledged fact that in many business situations the opportunity to earn really high incomes at a relatively young age is present in this kind of situation.

With such a large range of selling situations and positions in sales, it is not possible to provide a specific prescription of the qualities required for a successful sales
career. There is no definitive test or selection procedure that can be used to distinguish between successful and less successful salespeople and apart from ‘trying it out’ there is no way of knowing if a person is suited to a career in sales. However, there are a number of key qualities that are generally recognised as being important:

1. **Empathy and an interest in people:** such a skill will help in more accurately identifying customers’ real needs and problems in terms of thinking oneself into the other person’s mind and understanding why the customer feels as they do.

2. **Ability to communicate:** this means an ability to get a message across to a customer and, more importantly, an ability to listen and understand. The skill of knowing when to stop talking and when to listen is essential.

3. **Determination:** although the salesperson must be able to take no for an answer, this should not come easily to someone who wants to succeed in selling. It is a fact that customers might say no when they really mean maybe, which can ultimately lead to yes. Determined salespeople have a need and a will to succeed and success can mean closing a sale.

4. **Self-discipline and resilience:** most salespeople spend much of their time unsupervised and, apart from seeing customers, they are alone. As part of their job they can expect setbacks, rejections and failures. A salesperson thus needs to be both self-disciplined and resilient to cope with these facets of the sales task.

### 1.6 IMAGE OF SELLING

Mention of the word *selling* will prompt a variety of responses. It will evoke a high proportion of negative, even hostile, responses, including ‘immoral’, ‘dishonest’, ‘unsavoury’, ‘degrading’ and ‘wasteful’. Is such an unfavourable view justified? We suggest not. In fact the underlying attitudes to selling derive from widely held misconceptions about selling, some of which are outlined below.

1. **Selling is not a worthwhile career:** this notion is held by many, the common attitude being that if one has talent then it will be wasted in sales. Unfortunately this attitude is often held by those in a position to advise and influence young people in their choice of careers. In some circles it is fashionable to denigrate careers in selling, with the consequence that many of our brighter graduates are not attracted to a career in selling.

2. **Good products will sell themselves and thus the selling process adds unnecessarily to costs:** this view assumes that if you produce a superior product then there will always be buyers. This may be all right if a firm can produce a technologically superior product, but then it is likely that additional costs will accrue in terms of research and development, and there will be continued research and development costs involved in keeping ahead. In addition, as developed later in the text, the role of selling is not solely to sell; it can be used to feed back information from customers to the firm – particularly product performance information – and this is of direct use to research and development.

3. **There is something immoral about selling, and one should be suspicious about those who earn their living from this activity.** The origin and reason for this most pervasive and
damaging of the misconceptions about selling stems from the ‘foot in the door’ image that has been perpetuated. Such attitudes can make life difficult for the salesperson who has first to overcome the barriers which such mistrust erects in the customer/salesperson relationship.

There are a number of elements in the sales task that act as demotivators:

1. Because of their perceived low status, salespeople are constantly exposed to the possibility of rejection and often have to suffer ‘ego punishment’ such as being kept waiting, appointments cancelled at short notice and ‘put downs’ from customers, to which they cannot adequately respond as buyers have the power in such circumstances. Thus, in business to business (B2B) and business to consumer (B2C) selling in particular a certain amount of psychological risk is involved.

2. In B2B situations in particular, salespeople visit buyers in their offices, so they are effectively working in ‘foreign’ territory and might sometimes feel uneasy when entering the premises. The customer might keep the salesperson waiting, thus heightening discomfort.

3. The salesperson tends to work alone, often staying away from home for periods. An attraction is independence, but it can be a lonely existence. Thus there is a certain amount of psychological risk attached to such situations.

Selling is therefore not an easy task, and those who are concerned to improve its image must be more vociferous, yet objective, in presenting its case and recognise that misconceptions invariably have some basis in fact. There are always unscrupulous individuals and companies ready to trade on the ignorance and gullibility of unsuspecting customers. These individuals are not salespeople: at best they are misguided traders and at worst criminals. At some times in our lives we inevitably feel that we have purchased something we did not really want or on terms we could not really afford because we were subjected to high-pressure selling.

Selling then is not entirely blameless, but salespeople are becoming more professional in their approach to customers. Some of the worst excesses in selling have been curbed – some through legal means, but increasingly voluntarily. To overcome some of these misconceptions, selling needs to sell itself and the following facts about selling should be more universally aired:

1. There is nothing immoral or unscrupulous about selling or about those involved in this activity. Selling provides a mechanism for exchange and through this process customers’ needs and wants are satisfied. Furthermore, most people, at some stage, are involved in selling – even if only selling their skills and personalities in an attempt to obtain a job.

2. Selling is a worthwhile career. Many of those who have spent a lifetime in selling have found it to be a challenging, responsible and rewarding occupation. Inevitably a career in selling means meeting people and working with them, and a selling job often offers substantial discretion in being able to plan one’s own work schedule.

3. Good products do not sell themselves. An excellent product may pass unnoticed unless its benefits and features are explained to customers. What appears to be a superior product may be totally unsuited to a particular customer. Selling is unique in that it deals with the special needs of each individual customer, and the salesperson, with specialist product knowledge, is in a position to assess these circumstances and advise each customer accordingly.
Why sales skills are the key to a firm’s success

Would-be entrepreneurs usually have high levels of creativity, drive, enthusiasm and motivation. In addition, they are by nature risk-takers. However, many entrepreneurs lack some of the essential skills of selling and hence often turn out to be unsuccessful in their new ventures.

Perhaps this is why Sir Alan Sugar, in his highly successful *The Apprentice* series on UK television, often sets the contestants selling tasks. Perhaps it is the ability and the skills necessary to sell which marks out those entrepreneurs who are destined to succeed in business.

According to Patrick Joiner, Chief Executive of the Institute of Sales and Marketing Management,

> The most essential skill of selling is to put yourself in your client’s shoes. [This is, indeed, where many entrepreneurs fall down.] They are often people with a special knowledge about their industries or a technology that helped them to come up with their business ideas. But being totally fired up by their own products, they’re locked into seeing it from their own perspective. Being very driven and enthusiastic means they can come across as overbearing.

He continues,

> You should always be trying to build a relationship with your customer. You need more than just something different or low cost or even effectiveness in selling – the market changes quickly and you will keep these advantages for only so long. What you need most of all is a good relationship with your customers.


1.7 THE NATURE AND ROLE OF SALES MANAGEMENT

In the same way that selling has become more professional, so too has the nature and role of sales management. The emphasis is on the word management. Increasingly, those involved in management are being called upon to exercise in a professional way the key duties of all managers, namely: planning, organising and controlling. The emphasis has changed from the idea that to be a good sales manager you had to have the right personality and that the main feature of the job was ensuring that the salesforce were out selling sufficient volume. Although such qualities may be admirable, the duties of the sales manager in the modern company have both broadened and changed in emphasis.

Nowadays, the sales manager is expected to play a much more strategic role in the company and is required to make a key input into the formulation of company plans.
This theme is developed in Chapters 2 and 15. There is thus a need to be familiar with the techniques associated with planning, including sales forecasting and budgeting (discussed in Chapter 16). The sales manager also needs to be familiar with the concept of marketing to ensure that sales and marketing activities are integrated – a theme expanded in this chapter. In many companies the emphasis is less on sales volume and more on profits. The sales manager needs to be able to analyse and direct the activities of the salesforce towards more profitable business. In dealing with a salesforce, the sales manager must be aware of modern developments in human resource management.

Viewed in the manner outlined above, the role of the sales manager may seem formidable: that person must be an accountant, a planner, a personnel manager and a marketer. However, the prime responsibility is to ensure that the sales function makes the most effective contribution to the achievement of company objectives and goals. In order to fulfil this role, sales managers will undertake specific duties and responsibilities:

- determining salesforce objectives and goals;
- forecasting and budgeting;
- salesforce organisation, salesforce size, territory design and planning;
- salesforce selection, recruitment and training;
- motivating the salesforce;
- salesforce evaluation and control.

Because these areas encompass the key duties of the sales manager, they are discussed in detail in Parts Four and Five.

Perhaps one of the most significant developments affecting selling and sales management in recent years has been the evolution of the marketing concept. Because of its importance to selling, we will now turn our attention to the nature of this evolution and its effect upon sales activities.

### 1.8 THE MARKETING CONCEPT

In tracing the development of the marketing concept it is customary to chart three successive stages in the evolution of modern business practice:

1. Production orientation.
2. Sales orientation.

### Production orientation

This era was characterised by focusing company efforts on producing goods or services. More specifically, management efforts were aimed at achieving high production efficiency, often through the large-scale production of standardised items. In such a situation other functions such as sales, finance and personnel were secondary to the main function of the business, which was to produce. More importantly, the
Sales perspective

underlying philosophy was that customers would purchase products, provided they were of a reasonable quality and available in sufficiently large quantities at a suitably low price.

Such a philosophy was initiated by Henry Ford when he mass produced the Model T Ford in Detroit in 1913. His idea was that if he could produce a standard model vehicle in large quantities using mass production techniques, then he could supply a potential demand for relatively cheap private transport. At the time, Ford was correct; such a demand existed, and his products proved successful. A production orientation to business was thus suited to an economic climate where potential demand outstripped supply, as was the case in the United States at that time. However, times change, and such a philosophy is not conducive to doing business in today’s economic climate, where potential supply usually outstrips demand.

Sales orientation

With the large-scale introduction of mass production techniques in the 1920s and 1930s, particularly in the United States and Western Europe, and the rapid worldwide increase in competition which accompanied this, many firms adopted a sales orientation.

The sales orientated company is one where the focus of company effort switches to the sales function. The main issue here is not how to produce but, having products, how to ensure that this production is sold. The underlying philosophy towards customers in a sales orientated business is that, if left to their own devices, customers will be slow or reluctant to buy. In any case, even those customers who are seeking to purchase the type of product or service the company produces will have a wide range of potential suppliers. This situation is exacerbated when, in addition to sufficient capacity on the supply side, demand is depressed. Such was the case in many of the developed economies in the 1930s, and it was in this period that many ‘hard sell’ techniques developed. Many of these were dubious, even dishonest, and much of the tainted image accompanying selling derives from their use.

Many companies still adopt a sales orientated approach to doing business, even though customers are better protected against its worst excesses, as discussed in Chapter 13.

Marketing orientation

It is unclear exactly when the idea of marketing or customer orientation began to emerge; in some ways the central importance of the customer has perhaps always been recognised in the long history of trading. Not until the 1950s, however, did the ideas associated with the marketing concept begin to emerge and take shape. The marketing concept – initially a US phenomenon – arose partly as a result of a dissatisfaction with the production and sales orientations, partly as a result of a changing environment, and partly as a result of fundamental business sense.
The marketing concept holds that the key to successful and profitable business rests with identifying the needs and wants of customers and providing products and services to satisfy them. On the surface such a concept does not appear to be a far-reaching and fundamentally different philosophy of business, but in fact the marketing concept requires a revolution in how a company thinks about, and practises, its business activities as compared with production or sales orientation. Central to this revolution in business thinking is the emphasis given to the needs and wants of the customer. The contrast between this approach and, for example, that of a sales orientated company is shown in Figure 1.3.

Increasingly, companies have come to recognise that this different approach to doing business is essential in today’s environment. Consumers are now better educated and more sophisticated. Real incomes have increased steadily over the years and consumers now have considerable discretionary spending power to allocate between an increasingly diverse range of products and services. Too many companies have learned the hard way that having what they feel to be a superior product, efficient production and extensive promotion – laudable though these may be – are not sufficient to confer automatic success. To have any chance of success, customer needs must be placed at the very centre of business planning. In part, this emphasis on understanding the consumer explains the development of those concepts and techniques aimed at understanding buyer behaviour. In Chapter 3 we develop a framework within which consumer and organisational buying behaviour may be analysed.
1.9 IMPLEMENTING THE MARKETING CONCEPT

For a company to be marketing orientated requires that a number of organisational changes take place in practices and in attitudes. To become of value it requires that the discipline of marketing contributes what might be termed a technology of marketing. By this we mean that management requires the development of a set of tools (techniques and concepts) to implement the marketing concept. We have already mentioned that the behavioural sciences can lead to an understanding of buyer behaviour; another example is the development of quantitative and qualitative techniques of marketing research for analysing and appraising markets. Some of the more important and useful concepts in marketing are now discussed.

Market segmentation and targeting

The fact that marketing focuses on customer needs and wants requires that companies identify these needs and wants and then develop marketing programmes to satisfy them as a route to achieving company objectives. The diversity of customer needs and wants, and the multiplicity of ways in which these may be satisfied, mean that few if any companies are in a position effectively to serve all customers in a market in a standardised manner. Market segmentation is the process of identifying those clusters of customers in a market that share similar needs and wants and will respond in a unique way to a given marketing effort. Having identified the various segments in a market, a company can then decide which are most attractive and to which segments it can market most effectively. Company marketing efforts can then be tailored specifically to the needs of these segments on which the company has decided to target its marketing.

Market segmentation and targeting are two of the most useful concepts in marketing, and a set of techniques has been developed to aid companies in their application. Some of the more important benefits of effective segmentation and targeting are as follows:

- a clearer identification of market opportunities and particularly the analysis of gaps (where there are no competitive products) in a market;
- the design of product and market appeals that are more finely tuned to the needs of the market;
- focusing of marketing and sales efforts on those segments with the greatest potential.

There are a number of bases for segmenting markets, which may be used singly or in combination. For example, a manufacturer of toothpaste may decide that the market segments best on the basis of age, i.e. the seller discovers that the different age groups in the market for the product have different wants and needs and vary in what they require from the product. The seller will find that the various segments will respond more favourably, in terms of sales, if the products and marketing programmes are more closely tailored to the needs of each segment. Alternatively, the seller may find that the market for toothpaste segments on the basis of income – the different income groups in the market...
Meeting customers’ needs in growth markets – online gaming

It is important to recognise that an overall market usually consists of discrete segments made up of consumers with different needs. Two obvious segments for broadband are business and household. Both can be broken down into sub-components where relevant.

Household customers can be defined by age or income in addition to the type of use they make of the web:

- educational – research for homework;
- communication – email, instant messaging;
- sport – navigating pages about football;
- music – downloading tracks;
- online gaming.

Relatively early in the growth of online gaming BT identified that customers with a gaming interest had a high propensity to adopt broadband technology. Two tiers of online gamers were identified.

- Tier 1 consisting mainly of males aged 16–35.
- Tier 2 consisting of family users, i.e. parents whose children were potential online users.

Research showed that customers were passionate about gaming and that they enjoyed using new technology with the latest games and up-to-date consoles. Customer research showed that the social aspect of gaming is important – users enjoy playing against their friends. This social aspect of online gaming has continued to grow and has caused the growth of entirely new segments in this market.

A recent article in the *San Francisco Chronicle* illustrates how social networks such as Facebook and MySpace are now increasingly attracting a new segment of ‘social gamers’ who want to combine playing online games with meeting new friends. People who have never played games before or became disillusioned with the often highly combative nature of playing online games with strangers now play among a circle of online friends.

As an example of the growth of this segment, ‘Friends for Sale’, an online game on Facebook, is estimated to have attracted nearly 1 million regular players in a matter of months.


vary in their product requirements. Finally, the seller may find that the market segments on the basis of a combination of both income and age characteristics (see box).
Among some of the more frequently used bases for segmentation are the following:

1. Consumer products/markets
   - age
   - sex
   - income
   - social class
   - geographical location
   - type of residence (A Classification of Residential Neighbourhoods – ACORN)
   - personality
   - benefits sought
   - usage rate, e.g. heavy users versus light users.

2. Industrial products/markets
   - end-use market/type of industry/product application
   - benefits sought
   - company size
   - geographical location
   - usage rate.

Whatever the base(s) chosen to segment a market, the application of the concepts of segmentation and targeting is a major step towards becoming marketing orientated.

Application of segmentation

When marketing a product category, firms need to identify different market segments. Segmentation involves identifying sets of characteristics that distinguish particular groups of customers from others. For example:

1. Based on demographics, i.e. dividing up the population into groups based on age, gender, etc.: BIC uses this approach, recognising that different retailers appeal to different types of consumer based on age profiles and income, and different groups of end-consumers seek different products, e.g. male and female shaver requirements. Promotion, advertising and presentation of products are therefore tailored to these differences.

2. Based on usage: in addition to its world-leading range of pocket lighters, BIC introduced BIC Megalighter designed to light barbecues and has since developed its ‘Surestart’ candle lighter as household usage of candles, principally for decorative and entertaining purposes, has become a growth segment.
Application of segmentation (continued)

3. Based on the behaviour/needs of consumers. BIC’s research into its stationery product category showed that there were three distinct types of writing instrument shopper:

- **Seeking specific benefits**

- **Best value for money**

- **Impulse buy**

**Best value for money**

This type is typically bought by offices and households that have writing instruments in virtually every room. Everyone is allowed to use any available pen, so there is no great problem if one is misplaced. Households tend to seek lower priced pens and regularly make new purchases of assortments of writing instruments based on current needs.

**Seeking specific benefits**

Here consumers are looking for a more personalised item – something they regard as ‘my pen’. It will be kept in a private place belonging to that individual, who may be reluctant to let anyone borrow it. Buying decisions will typically take longer and involve careful consideration over choice. Key features looked for will include the pen’s being comfortable to hold and its capacity for producing smooth writing that reflects the individual, e.g. by colour or handwriting style. Marketing activity therefore needs to focus on these more sophisticated individual needs.

**Impulse buy**

Impulse buys are unplanned. Innovative designs will attract this segment, largely because the consumer is buying for pleasure. Purchasing in this segment is far more emotional, so the skilful marketer will seek to create ‘objects of desire’. Attention grabbing point-of-sale displays are essential to stimulate impulse buys.

BIC aims to create a balanced product portfolio, including:

- reliable, value for money products for regular household purchasers;
- premium high-quality products for the consumer that wants ‘something special’;
- novel, attractive products, sometimes with a fairly short life-cycle.

Sources: http://www.thetimes100.co.uk/case_study; http://www.bicworld.com, reprinted with permission.
The marketing mix

In discussing the notion of market segmentation, we have frequently alluded to the company marketing programme. By far the most important decisions within this marketing programme, and indeed the essence of the marketing manager’s task within a company, are decisions on the controllable marketing variables: decisions on what E. Jerome McCarthy termed the ‘four Ps’ of price, product, promotion and place (or distribution).\(^7\) Taken together, these four variables, plus the chosen market segments, comprise what Neil Borden termed the marketing mix – a concept which is central to modern marketing practice.\(^8\)

Generally speaking, company management has a number of variables or ingredients that it can control. For example, the management of a company has discretion over the range of products to be produced, their features, quality levels, etc. The task of marketing management is to blend these ingredients together into a successful recipe. The term marketing mix is appropriate, for there are many marketing mix ingredients and even more ways of combining them. Each element of the four Ps requires that decisions are taken:

1. **Price:** price levels, credit terms, price changes, discounts.
2. **Product:** features, packaging, quality, range.
3. **Promotion:** advertising, publicity, sales promotion, personal selling, sponsorship.
   More correctly, the combination of these five elements is termed the communications mix. Getting these five elements to work together in harmony is termed ‘integrated marketing communications’. The emergence of the internet and the increased use of direct marketing techniques in particular have more recently led to a greater emphasis on this aspect of the marketing mix.
4. **Place:** inventory, channels of distribution, number of intermediaries.

It will be seen that personal selling is considered to be one component of the promotional decision area of the marketing mix. We shall return to the place of selling in the mix later in this chapter, while the notion of a promotional mix is considered in more detail in Chapter 2. At this stage we will consider in greater detail the other elements of the mix.

**Product**

Many believe that product decisions represent the most important ingredient of the marketing mix. Decisions in this area, they argue, have the most direct and long-lasting influence on the degree of success that a company enjoys. At first glance this may seem to constitute evidence of a production as opposed to marketing orientated stance. However, it does not. There is no doubt that product decisions are the most important of the marketing decisions that a company makes. It is true that unless there is a potential demand (a true market need) for a product, then no matter how good it is, it will not succeed. This is not to say that decisions about products should be made in isolation. It is also true that there are many examples of products that had considerable market potential, but failed because of poor promotional, pricing and distribution decisions. In effect, product decisions determine the upper limit of a company’s sales potential. The effectiveness
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of decisions on other elements of the mix determines the extent to which this potential is realised.

The term *product* covers anything a company offers to customers to satisfy their needs. In addition to physical, tangible products offered for sale, there are also services and skills. Non-profit organisations also market their services to potential customers. Increasingly, charities, educational establishments, libraries, museums and political candidates make use of the techniques of marketing. There are a number of ways of classifying products, depending upon the basis chosen for classification. For example, a broad distinction can be made between consumer and industrial products, the basis for classification here being the end-user/buyer.

Regardless of the basis of classification, one important factor to bear in mind is that the customer is purchasing a package of benefits, not product features. This concept of a product is yet another example of a market orientated approach to doing business. It looks at the product from the point of view of what the customer is actually purchasing, i.e. needs and wants. For example, when people purchase cosmetics they are purchasing attractiveness. Theodore Levitt provides us with a graphic example of this concept of a product when he states: ‘Purchasing agents do not buy quarter inch drills; they buy quarter inch holes.’ Viewing the product in this way can provide insights that can be used in marketing a product. In the sales area it can be used to develop the sales presentation by emphasising ways in which the product or service provides a solution to the customer’s problems.

*The product life-cycle*

One of the most useful concepts in marketing derives from the idea that most products tend to follow a particular pattern over time in terms of sales and profits. This pattern is shown in Figure 1.4 and is known as the product life-cycle curve.
The product life-cycle is analogous to the life-cycle pattern of humans and has four distinct stages – introduction (birth), growth, maturity and eventually decline. Its shape can best be explained by outlining briefly the nature of each of the stages.

1. *Introduction:* in this stage, sales growth is relatively slow. Dealers must be persuaded to stock and promote the product. Consumers must be made aware of its existence, persuaded to be interested and convinced that it is a worthwhile purchase. They may have to be educated in how to use the product and their existing purchasing and lifestyle habits might change (e.g. microwave ovens and their associated convenience). There are few profits at this stage and heavy launch costs often mean a financial deficit.

2. *Growth:* after initial slow acceptance, sales begin to escalate at a relatively rapid pace. There is a snowball effect as word-of-mouth communication and advertising begin to take effect. Dealers may request to stock the product. Profits begin to be made, especially if a newly introduced product can command high initial prices (known as *market skimming*).

3. *Maturity:* the growth of sales begins to slow as the market becomes saturated. Few new buyers are attracted to the product and there is a high proportion of repeat sales. Attracted by the high profit and sales figures, competitors have now entered the market. Partly because of this increased competition, profits, having peaked, then begin to decline.

4. *Decline:* sales begin to fall and already slim profit margins are depressed even further. Customers might have become bored with the product and are attracted by newer, improved products. Dealers begin to de-stock the product in anticipation of reduced sales.

*Implications of the product life-cycle*

Not all products exhibit such a typical cycle of sales and profits. Some products have hardly any life-cycle at all (many new products are unsuccessful in the marketplace). Similarly, sales may be reduced abruptly even in a period of rapid sales growth as a result of, perhaps, the introduction of a new and better competitive product. Products also vary in the length of time they take to pass through the life-cycle. Unlike the human lifespan, there is no average life expectation for products. Nevertheless, the fact that a great number of products do tend to follow the generalised life-cycle pattern has a number of implications for marketing and sales strategies. Some of these are considered in more detail in Chapter 2. Two of the more important implications of the product life-cycle concept are considered now.

The first obvious implication of the concept is that even the most successful products have a finite life. Further, there is some evidence to suggest that intensifying competition and rapid technological change are leading to a shortening of product life-cycles. This explains the importance and emphasis now attached to the continued development of new products. The salesforce has an important role to play in this process. Because of their often daily contact with customers, they are usually the first to detect signs that products are about to embark upon the period of decline. Such detailed knowledge of customers, competitors and market requirements makes them potentially a valuable source of new product ideas.
A second implication of the life-cycle concept is that different marketing and sales strategies may be appropriate to each stage. For example, in the introductory stage the emphasis may be on locating potential prospects. In the growth stage, the salesforce may find themselves having to deal with the delicate issue of rationing products to their customers as demand increases more rapidly than capacity. In the maturity and decline stages, the salesforce will increasingly have to rely on competitive pricing and special offers in order to combat increasing competition and falling sales. Again, this is covered in more detail in Chapter 2.

Product adoption and diffusion

This theory was first put forward by Everett Rogers in 1962 and is closely related to the product life-cycle. It describes innovative behaviour and holds that the characteristics of a new product can affect its rate of adoption. Figure 1.5 describes its characteristics.

Consumers are placed into one of five ‘adopter’ categories, each with different behavioural characteristics. These adopter categories contain percentages of first-time buyers (i.e. not repeat buyers) that fall into each category. What will attract first-time buyers to a product or service, and the length of time it will take for the diffusion process to be completed, will depend upon the nature of the product or service.

If we consider a new range of female fashions, then the time taken for the diffusion process to be completed might be less than one year. Here, the innovators (i.e. the first 2.5 per cent) are likely to be fashion-conscious rich people. However, if we consider a new type of computer software then innovators are more likely to be technically minded computer ‘experts’ and the time for diffusion will be over a longer period. Similarly, although microwave ovens were developed almost 30 years ago, they have not yet totally diffused through the marketplace as they are now in the
‘laggard’ stage. Having said this, many potential consumers will never adopt for a variety of reasons (e.g. some people refuse to have a television because it destroys the art of conversation). A number of factors can determine the rate at which the innovation is taken up:

- its relative advantage over other products or services in the marketplace;
- the extent to which it is compatible with the potential needs of customers;
- its complexity in terms of how it can be used and understood;
- its divisibility in terms of how it can be tried beforehand on some kind of test basis before a commitment is made to purchase;
- its communicability, which is the degree to which the innovation can be described or demonstrated prior to purchase (see box).

Meet friends and influence people

The phenomenal growth of online social network sites such as MySpace and Facebook mentioned earlier in this chapter illustrates these factors affecting the speed and extent of diffusion of innovations. Online social networking has grown rapidly because it has many of the characteristics which speed the diffusion process. For example online social networking is highly ‘compatible’ with current social and customer needs; offers significant perceived ‘relative advantages’ is not ‘complex’ to use and understand and is ‘divisible’ in that it can be trialled on a limited scale first.

Pricing

As with the product element of the mix, pricing decisions encompass a variety of decision areas. Pricing objectives must be determined, price levels set, decisions made as to credit and discount policies and a procedure established for making price changes. Here we consider some of the more important inputs to pricing decisions, in particular from the point of view of how they affect selling and sales management.

Inputs to pricing decisions

A vital element in marketing is the buying power of customers. If a company cannot differentiate its products or services from those of its competitors it must be able to offer a more competitive price. The capacity to set prices is constrained by what competitors charge, but an important consideration relates to what is termed ‘perceived value’. This is where price differentials between companies should be justified on the basis of ‘differential utility’. Some salespeople concentrate on selling product features instead of taking the opportunity to differentiate the product offering. When differentiation is weak, price competition becomes all-important and it is easy to sell at low prices. The way to reduce price sensitivity is a challenge to make the product more distinctive. It should, however, be recognised that customers will differ a great
deal in terms of sensitivity. For some, price is the overriding criterion, but for others factors such as delivery, service and image are more important.

Market-based pricing as opposed to cost-based pricing is where a firm acknowledges that price represents value and not just costs. Conventionally, companies add their direct and indirect costs and overheads plus profit to arrive at a selling price. Once the price is set, the salesperson’s task is to convince clients that the product being offered is worth it. Depending on the volume demanded, price can then be lowered if demand is small or raised if demand is large. A cost-based approach ignores customers and competition. Market-based pricing commences by considering the worth or value customers see in owning a product and considering their opportunities for acquiring comparable products or brands. Value to customers is a function of the product, the services that supplement it, how the company relates to customer needs and the impression the customer has of the product.

Increased value inevitably means higher costs in terms of better products and levels of service. The secret is to attain a balance between what customers will offer and the costs related to this approach.

In the determination of price levels, a number of factors must be considered. The main factors include the following:

1. **Company objectives:** in making pricing decisions, a company must first determine what objectives it wishes its pricing to achieve within the context of overall company financial and marketing objectives. For example, company objectives may specify a target rate of return on capital employed. Pricing levels for individual products should reflect this objective. Alternatively, or additionally, a company may couch its financial objectives in terms of early cash recovery or a specified payback period for the investment.

2. **Marketing objectives:** these may shape the pricing decision. For example, a company may determine that the most appropriate marketing strategy for a new product that it has developed is to aim for a substantial market share as quickly as possible. Such a strategy is termed a market penetration strategy. It is based on stimulating and capturing demand backed by low prices and heavy promotion. At the other extreme, the company might determine that a market skimming strategy is appropriate. Here, high initial prices are set – again often backed by high levels of promotional spending – and the cream of the profits is taken before eventually lowering the price. When the price is lowered, an additional, more price-sensitive band of purchasers then enters the market. Whatever the financial and marketing objectives set, these determine the framework within which pricing decisions are made. Such objectives should be communicated to sales management and to individual members of the sales team.

3. **Demand considerations:** in most markets the upper limit to the prices a company can charge is determined by demand. Put simply, one is able to charge only what the market will bear. This tends to oversimplify the complexities of demand analysis and its relationship to pricing decisions. These complexities should not, however, deter pricing decision-makers from considering demand in their deliberations. One of the most straightforward notions about the relationship between demand and price is the concept of a demand curve for a product, as shown in Figure 1.6. Although it is a simple concept, the demand
curve contains much useful information for the decision-maker. It shows that at lower prices, higher quantities are normally demanded. It is also possible to read off the curve the quantity demanded at any given price. Finally, it is possible to assess how sensitive demand is to changes in price. In other words, we can calculate the percentage change in quantity demanded for any given percentage price increase or decrease. Such information is useful for making pricing decisions, but obtaining information about the relationship between the price and demand is not easy. Factors other than price have an important effect on demand. Despite this, pricing decisions must reflect demand considerations and some estimate should be made of the likely relationship between demand levels and price. Here again, the salesforce can play a key role in the provision of such information and many companies make full use of this resource when pricing their products.

A final point to be considered is the slope of the demand curve. Figure 1.6 is a ‘conventional’ curve, in that it slopes downwards to the right, which means that at lower prices higher quantities are demanded. However, it is dangerous to assume that this is always the case. In some circumstances it is possible to charge too low a price for a product or service; far from increasing demand, such low prices actually reduce it. This can be the case for products that are bought because they are highly priced, i.e. where there is some prestige attached to having purchased what everyone knows is an expensive product. Similarly, low prices may cause the customer to suspect the quality of a product.

4. **Cost considerations:** if demand determines the upper threshold for price, then costs determine the lower one. In a profit-making organisation, in the long run, prices charged need to cover the total costs of production and marketing, with some satisfactory residue for profit. In fact, companies often begin the process of making decisions on price by considering their costs. Some techniques of pricing go further with prices being determined solely on the basis of costs; for example, total costs per unit are calculated, a percentage added for profit and a final price computed. Such cost-plus approaches to pricing, although straightforward,
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have a tendency to neglect some of the more subtle and important aspects of the cost input. As with demand, cost considerations can be quite complex. One of the important distinctions that a cost-plus approach often neglects is the distinction between the fixed and variable costs of producing a product. Fixed costs are those which do not vary – up to the limit of plant capacity – regardless of the level of output, e.g. rent and rates. Variable costs do differ with the level of output – as it increases, so too do total variable costs, and vice versa as production is decreased, e.g. direct labour costs, raw materials, etc. This apparently simple distinction is very useful for making pricing decisions and gives rise to the technique of **break-even analysis**. Figure 1.7 illustrates this concept. Fixed, variable and total costs are plotted on the chart, together with a sales revenue curve. The point at which the revenue curve cuts the total cost curve is the break-even point. At this point the company is making neither profit nor loss. From the break-even chart it is possible to calculate the effect on the break-even point of charging different prices and, when this is combined with information on demand, break-even analysis is quite a powerful aid to decision-making. Sales managers should understand the different costing concepts and procedures and, while they do not need detailed accounting knowledge, they should be familiar with the procedures that go into the costing of products they are responsible for selling.

5. **Competitor considerations**: few companies are in the position of being able to make pricing decisions without considering the possible actions of competitors. Pricing decisions, particularly short-term tactical price changes, are often made as a direct response to the actions of competitors. Care should be taken in using this tactic, particularly when the movement of price is downwards. Once lowered, price can be very difficult to raise and, where possible, a company should consider responses other than price reduction to combat competition.
Distribution

The distribution (or place) element of the marketing mix, particularly the management of physical distribution, has long been felt to be one of the areas in business where substantial improvements and cost savings can be made. Representing, as it often does, a substantial portion of total costs in a company, in recent years, the distribution area has attracted considerable attention in terms of new concepts and techniques designed better to manage this important function. The management of distribution is now recognised as a key part of the strategic management of a company and in larger organisations is often the responsibility of a specialist. Because of this we can do no more here than give a non-specialist overview of some of the more important aspects of this element of the mix.

In its broadest sense distribution is concerned with all those activities required to move goods and materials into the factory, through the factory and to the final consumer. Examples of the decision areas encompassed in the distribution element of the marketing mix are as follows:

1. **The selection of distribution channels**: this involves determining in what manner, and through which distribution outlets, goods and services are to be made available to the final consumer. Marketing channels may be very short, e.g. where goods and services are sold direct to the customer, such as via mail order. Alternatively, the channel may include a whole set of intermediaries, including brokers, wholesalers and retailers. In addition to selecting the route through which products will reach consumers, decisions must also be made as to the extent of distribution coverage. For example, some companies have a policy of exclusive distribution where only a small number of selected intermediaries are used to distribute company products. In other cases, a company may decide that it requires as wide a distribution cover as possible (intensive distribution) and will seek a large number of distribution outlets.

2. **Determining the level of customer service**: in addition to selecting channels of distribution, decisions must also be made concerning factors such as delivery periods and methods of transportation. Reduced delivery times can provide a significant advantage to a company in marketing its products. On the other hand, such a policy is often accompanied by a necessity to increase inventory levels, thereby increasing costs. A policy decision must, therefore, be made as to the requisite level of customer service, after consideration of the benefits and costs involved.

3. **The terms and conditions of distribution**: included under this heading would be conditions of sale on the part of distributors, minimum order/stocking quantities and the determination of credit, payment and discount terms for distributors.

There are other areas to be considered in the distribution element of the marketing mix, and in Chapter 14 we explore channel management in greater detail.

At this point we should note that distribution decisions have a significant impact on sales activities, e.g. the extent of distribution directly influences territory design and route planning (dealt with in detail in Chapter 15). Terms and conditions of distribution influence the framework within which sales are negotiated. The management of physical distribution influences the all-important delivery terms that the
salesforce are able to offer their customers. Probably no other area of the marketing mix has such a far-ranging influence on the sales process.

Communications

This final element of the marketing mix has the most direct influence on sales because personal selling itself is considered as one element of the total promotional mix of a company. Other elements of this communications sub-mix (sometimes called a promotional sub-mix) include advertising, sales promotion, publicity and sponsorship.

The notion of the integrated communications mix was first put forward by Shultz, Tannenbaum and Lauterborn in 1992. The view was taken that the various sub-elements of communications have traditionally been considered as separate entities. They advocated linking all of these together to convey a cohesive message to target markets, one in which each aspect supports other parts of the communications programme. The American Association of Advertising Agencies defines integrated marketing communications as:

A concept of marketing communications planning that recognises the added value of a comprehensive plan that evaluates the strategic roles of a variety of communications disciplines and combines them to provide clarity, consistency and maximum communications impact through the seamless integration of discrete messages.

The implication of the integrated communications mix for selling is that the salesforce must be kept fully informed of any new sales promotions, direct marketing and advertising campaigns. Sometimes promotional campaigns have been counterproductive because sales staff have not been informed. It is clearly unsatisfactory when customers are the first to tell sales staff about a special offer that has been made through an advertising campaign of which they are not fully aware.

All of these sub-elements are covered throughout the text in a variety of contexts and their relationships with selling are fully examined. At this stage, however, it would be useful to return to our distinction between B2C and B2B markets to examine briefly how the application of the elements of the marketing mix differs between the two.

The marketing mix in B2C versus B2B markets

In discussing how the marketing mix tools may apply within each broad category of market we have to be careful because as we have seen there are several different types of B2C and B2B markets. Bearing this in mind, the following represent some of the key considerations in the application of the marketing mix tools in each type of market.

The marketing mix in B2C markets

As already mentioned, B2C marketing involves marketing to customers purchasing for their own or family needs and for private use and motives. In this type of context, although we find all sorts of different combinations of the marketing mix according
to an individual company’s positioning strategy, and so on, as a generalisation when it comes to the mix elements we might expect to find the following.

1. **Product:** aspects of the product element of the mix that are particularly important in B2C contexts include branding, packaging, logos and design. The product itself is often standardised. Branding and brand image in particular are important as these provide reassurance for a customer and facilitate relatively easy brand choice. In many B2C markets products and brands have short product life-cycles, often due to fashion influences or consumers simply becoming bored. New product development and innovation is important in B2C markets then, if only by way of repositioning, repackaging, and so on, in order to keep customers interested.

2. **Promotion:** with regard to the promotional element of the mix there is likely to be heavy emphasis on non-personal tools of promotion such as advertising rather than personal selling. Advertising will generally be aimed at the mass market and will again tend to stress brand image and persuasive advertising messages rather than detailed factual messages. Sales promotion tools are used extensively and brand and corporate image are important.

3. **Price:** the importance and role of price in B2C marketing varies enormously across different products and markets, but value for money is likely to be particularly important and predominant in customer choice. Negotiation between buyer and seller regarding price is likely to be used infrequently in B2C marketing and selling. Nor is tendering widely used, though the importance and prevalence of negotiation will depend upon the culture in a market. In some cultures, therefore, negotiation is the order of the day even for B2C marketing.

4. **Place:** distribution in B2C markets will often need to be intensive and will often take place through intermediaries and particularly, of course, retailers. Although relationship marketing, particularly through the brand element of the marketing mix, may still be important in B2C markets, the degree of brand switching in this type of market often means that relationships are difficult to develop and maintain with customers. Finally, although we should not dismiss it entirely, in the past customer service played a less important role in B2C marketing than it did in B2B markets, though this is changing as markets become even more competitive and B2C customers more selective.

**The marketing mix in B2B markets**

Again remembering that there are several different types of B2B market, and again with the caveat that even within each of these markets the marketing mix will differ even between companies in the same category of B2B market, the following represent some of the considerations and differences in applying the marketing mix in B2B markets compared to B2C.

1. **Product:** in B2B markets buyers frequently choose on technical product specifications. Products are often customised to individual customer requirements, with quality assurance, and product after-sales and technical services being of particular importance. The reliability of the product, together with the degree of back-up service being offered are crucial elements of the marketing mix in B2B markets.
2. **Promotion:** in terms of the promotional element of the mix in B2B markets, much more emphasis is likely to be placed on personal selling as opposed to the advertising element, something we shall return to in more detail in later chapters. As in consumer markets, however, sales promotion is used extensively in B2B markets and especially when marketing to distributors/intermediaries. Publicity is also a valuable promotional tool in B2B marketing, especially when launching new products. Finally, direct marketing can be a very effective promotional tool in B2B markets as mailing lists tend to be more accurate and the message can be tailored more closely to individual customer needs.

3. **Price:** although price is a major factor in B2B markets, it would be a mistake to assume that all B2B customers buy only on price. They do not. In fact, as in consumer markets, it is overall value that counts. However, price is always going to be a key factor in the marketing mix in B2B markets. Prices are much more likely to be negotiated in the B2B market and we may get different processes for pricing and particularly quoting prices, such as tendering.

4. **Place:** with regard to place in B2B markets, although intermediaries are used, distribution is often direct. The logistics aspects of distribution are particularly important in B2B markets as speed and, above all, reliability of delivery are vital. This emphasis on reliability of delivery has increased in recent years with the introduction of just-in-time (JIT) and flexible manufacturing systems in purchasing and production.

---

**Travis Perkins’ customers and the marketing mix**

- The internal customer – all employees and associates of the business are important; they are the point of contact with the external customer.
- The external customer – they buy goods from the business and they are also customers the business hopes to attract in the future.

Travis Perkins must strive to continuously improve performance and be better than the competition in keeping existing, and attracting new, customers. In order to pursue competitive advantage Travis Perkins is constantly reviewing and adjusting its marketing mix, paying attention to the little things that make a difference.

**Price**

Travis Perkins does not aim to be the cheapest. Its aim is to provide value for money and a service that customers can rely upon. Customers may have tight deadlines. A reliable supply to finish the job is essential.

Some customers are more price sensitive than others. Account customers are given preferential rates depending on their product requirements and purchasing habits.
Travis Perkins’ customers and the marketing mix (continued)

Volume and overall spend are two key drivers to create the correct price levels for a specific customer. Goods can also be delivered from the yard or direct from manufacturers to produce the most competitive rate.

Product
Travis Perkins needs to be aware of lifestyle and fashion changes when it decides which products are offered for sale. Many products are standard building materials but adding value to the product is important.

Place
Accessibility for customer and supplier is vital to the success of any business. It must also consider how to display goods within its premises, for instance, placing similar or complementary products close to each other and labelling products clearly.

Promotion
All businesses need to tell the customer what they have to offer. It is important that Travis Perkins considers carefully the most effective methods of promotion to maximise sales. Strategies might include special offers, online ordering, point of sale offers, trade shows and exhibitions.

The marketing mix for Travis Perkins:

Price
- standard prices for one-off customers
- differentiated discounts for account holders/frequent purchasers
Travis Perkins’ customers and the marketing mix (continued)

- discounts on many products
- value for money and an excellent service.

Place
- branches need to be accessible by road
- adequate car and van parking
- space for loading/unloading
- complementary products need to be near each other
- impulse buys at point of sale
- associated services such as hire, kitchen planning where appropriate
- safe and friendly environment.

Product
- needs to reflect lifestyle changes
- needs to enable ‘one stop’ shopping/ordering
- needs to reflect legislation and technology advances
- needs to be environmentally friendly using, for example, renewable sources and recyclable materials
- needs added value, such as pre-packed bags of sand and cement for easy transportation
- ready-made wooden constructions such as trellis, fence panels, doors and windows
- link selling to ensure the customers buy associated products such as fixings and finishing materials.

Promotion
- website www.travisperkins.co.uk
- online ordering
- online tool hire
- exhibitions
- customer surveys
- special offers and value lines – Spotlight and Red Hot Offers feature the very best deals each month
- catalogues/direct mail
- sports sponsorship
- PR – through for example links with several charities including NCH, MENCAP, the Lighthouse Club.

Sources: http://www.thetimes100.co.uk/case_study with permission; http://www.travisperkins.co.uk.
1.10  THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SALES AND MARKETING

Throughout this chapter we have examined the nature and roles of selling and sales management and have discussed a general move towards marketing orientation. In addition, we have seen that sales efforts influence, and are influenced by, decisions taken on the ingredients of a company’s marketing mix, which in turn affect its overall marketing efforts. It is essential, therefore, that sales and marketing be fully integrated. The adoption of the marketing concept has in many companies been accompanied by changes in organisational structure, together with changes in the view of what constitutes the nature of selling.

Examples of the possible organisational implications of adopting the marketing concept are shown in Figure 1.8 which shows the organisation charts of a sales orientated and a marketing orientated company.

Perhaps the most notable difference between the pre- and post-marketing orientated company is the fact that sales are later seen to be a part of the activity of the marketing function. In the marketing orientated company, the marketing function
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takes on a much wider controlling and co-ordinating role across the range of company activities. This facet of marketing orientation is often misunderstood by those in sales, and a great deal of resentment is often engendered between sales and marketing. Such resentment is often due to insensitive and undiplomatic management when making the changes necessary to re-orientate a company. Selling is only a part of the total marketing programme of a company and this total effort should be co-ordinated by the marketing function. The marketing concept, however, does not imply that sales activities are any less important, nor that marketing executives should hold the most senior positions in a company.

In addition to changes in organisational structure, the influence of the marketing function and the increased professional approach taken to sales has meant that the nature and role of this activity has changed. Selling and sales management are now concerned with the analysis of customers’ needs and wants and, through the company’s total marketing efforts, with the provision of benefits to satisfy these needs and wants. Figure 1.9 gives an overview of the relationship between marketing and personal selling and outlines the key areas of sales management.

As with all parts of the marketing mix, the personal selling function is not a stand-alone element, but one that must be considered in the light of overall marketing strategy. At the product level, two major marketing considerations are the choice of target market and the creation of a differential advantage. Both of these decisions impact on personal selling.

Target market choice

The definition of a target market has clear implications for sales management because of its relationship with target accounts. Once the target market has been defined (e.g. organisations in a particular industry over a certain size), sales management can translate that specification into individual accounts to target. Salesforce resources can then be deployed to maximum effect.

Differential advantage

The creation of a differential advantage is the starting point of successful marketing strategy, but this needs to be communicated to the salesforce and embedded in a sales plan that ensures they can articulate it convincingly to customers. There are two common dangers:

1. The salesforce undermine differential advantage by repeatedly giving in to customer demands for price concessions.
2. The features that underlie the differential advantage are communicated, but customer benefits are neglected. Customer benefits need to be communicated in terms that are meaningful to customers. This means, for example, that advantages such as higher productivity may require translation into cash savings or higher revenue for financially minded customers.

The second way in which marketing strategy affects the personal selling function is through strategic objectives. Each objective – build, hold, harvest and divest – has
Figure 1.9  Marketing strategy and management of personal selling
implications for sales objectives and strategy, outlined in Table 1.3. Linking business or product area strategic objectives with functional area strategies is essential for the efficient allocation of resources and effective implementation in the marketplace.

As we have seen, selling objectives and strategies are derived from marketing strategy decisions and should be consistent with other elements of the marketing mix. Indeed, marketing strategy will determine if there is a need for a salesforce at all, or whether the selling role can be better accomplished using some other medium such as direct mail. Objectives define what the selling function is expected to achieve. Objectives are typically defined in terms of the following:

• sales volume (e.g. 5 per cent growth in sales volume)
• market share (e.g. 1 per cent increase in market share)
• profitability (e.g. maintenance of gross profit margin)
• service levels (e.g. 20 per cent increase in number of customers regarding salesperson assistance as ‘good or better’ in annual customer survey)
• salesforce costs (e.g. 5 per cent reduction in expenses).

Salesforce strategy defines how those objectives will be achieved and the following may be considered:

(a) call rates
(b) percentage of calls on existing versus potential accounts
(c) discount policy (the extent to which reductions from list prices is allowed)
(d) percentage of resources
• targeted at new versus existing products
• targeted at selling versus providing after-sales service
• targeted at field selling versus telemarketing
• targeted at different types of customer (e.g. high versus low potential)

(e) improving customer and market feedback from the salesforce

(f) improving customer relationships.

Given this link between sales and marketing, it is important that personnel in these functions work effectively together. In particular, sales personnel who manage the external relationship with customers must collaborate internally with their colleagues in marketing to agree joint commercial objectives and to develop marketing programmes (for example, new products and promotions) that meet the needs of trade customers and that are readily adopted by them. Any lack of collaboration between sales and marketing has the potential to jeopardise the supplier’s successful marketing to the trade customer, and, consequently, the firm’s overall success in the marketplace.12

Unfortunately, the sales–marketing relationship, while strongly interdependent, is reported as being neither particularly collaborative nor harmonious. The relationship appears to be characterised by a lack of cohesion, poor co-ordination, conflict, non-cooperation, distrust and dissatisfaction.13 Research by Dewsnap and Jobber (2004) found that improved working relations can result when senior management actively supports the close collaboration between the two functions, and when sales and marketing personnel are placed in physical proximity to one another in the company.14

Subsequent research has also shown that collaboration between sales and marketing positively affects company performance and is facilitated by a positive senior management attitude toward collaboration between the two groups, the reduction of conflict between sales and marketing, the improvement of communications and a commitment to organisational learning (e.g. sharing new ideas and developing good practice).15

1.11 CONCLUSIONS

The nature and role of selling and sales management have been outlined and discussed and some of the more widely held misconceptions about these activities explored. It was suggested that selling and sales management are becoming more professional, and those individuals involved in these activities must now be trained and skilled in a range of managerial techniques.

One of the most significant developments in modern business thinking and practice has been the development of the marketing concept. Companies have moved from being production orientated, through being sales orientated to being market orientated.

Some of the key concepts in marketing have been outlined, including market segmentation and targeting, the product life-cycle and the marketing mix. The implications
of marketing orientation for sales activities and the role of selling in the marketing programme have been demonstrated.

Because of the emphasis given in marketing to the needs and wants of the customer, Chapter 3 is concerned with exploring further the nature of consumer and organisational buying behaviour.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

Mephisto Products Ltd

‘Yet another poor year,’ reflected the senior executive of Mephisto Products. ‘Profits down by 15 per cent, sales and turnover static in a market that was reckoned to be growing at a rate of some 20 per cent per annum. It cannot go on.’ These were the thoughts of Jim Bullins, and he contended that the company would be out of business if the next year turned out to be as bad.

Jim Bullins had been senior executive at Mephisto for the past three years. In each of these years he had witnessed a decline in sales and profits. The company produced a range of technically sophisticated electromechanical control devices for industry. Mephisto’s major customers were in the chemical processing industry. The products were fitted to the customer’s processing plant in order to provide safety and cut-out mechanisms, should anything untoward happen in the manufacturing process.

The products were sold through a UK salesforce of some 12 people. Each represented a different area of the country and all were technically qualified mechanical or electrical engineers. Although some 95 per cent of Mephisto’s sales were to the chemical industry, there were many more applications for electromechanical control devices in a wide variety of industries.

The reason that sales were concentrated in just the one industry was historical, in that the firm’s founder, James Watkinson, had some 30 years earlier married the daughter of the owner of a major detergent manufacturer. As an engineer, Watkinson had seen the potential for such devices in this type of manufacture and, with the aid of a small loan from his father-in-law, had commenced manufacture of such devices, initially for his father-in-law’s company and later for wider application in the chemical industry. Watkinson had long since resigned from active participation in Mephisto Products, although he still held a financial interest. However, the philosophy that Watkinson had brought to the company was one which still pervaded business thinking at Mephisto.

The essence of this philosophy was centred on product and production excellence, backed by strong technical sales support. Watkinson believed that if the product was right, i.e. well designed and manufactured to the highest level of quality, there would be a market. Needless to say, such a product then needed selling (because customers were not necessarily aware that they had a need for such safety mechanisms) and salespeople were encouraged to use what may be described as high pressure salesmanship, pointing out the consequences of not having such mechanisms in a manufacturing plant. They therefore tended to emphasise the negative aspects (of not having such devices) rather than the positive aspects (of how good they were, time saving in the case of plant breakdown, etc.). Needless to say, in Watkinson’s day such products then needed selling and, even though sales were to industrial purchasers, it was felt that such selling techniques were justified. This philosophy still pertained and new salespeople were urged to remember that, unless they were pressed, most customers would not consider updating their control equipment.

Little advertising and sales promotion were carried out, although from time to time, when there was some spare cash, the company did purchase advertising space in the Chemical Processors’ Quarterly. Pricing was done on a cost-plus basis, with total costs being calculated and a fixed percentage added to account for profits. Prices were thus fixed by the accounts department and sales had no say in how they were established.
This led to much dissent among the salespeople, who constantly argued that prices were not competitive and if they were cut, sales could be increased substantially.

Delivery times were slow compared with the average in the industry and there were few discounts for large order quantities, with the salesperson first having to clear such discounts with accounts before agreeing to such an arrangement. Again, Watkinson’s old philosophy still prevailed: ‘If they want the product badly enough, they will wait for it,’ and ‘Why offer discounts for large quantities – if they did not want that many they would not order them.’

During the previous five years, from being a relatively successful company, market share for Mephisto Products dropped substantially. The market became much more competitive with many new entrants, particularly from EU countries, coming into the UK market that had traditionally been supplied by UK manufacturers. Many of these market entrants had introduced new and updated products, drawing upon recent advances in electronics. These new products were seen by the market as being technically innovative, but the view taken by Mephisto management was that they were faddish and, once the novelty had worn off, customers would revert to Mephisto’s superior products.

Unlike many of his colleagues, Jim Bullins was worried by developments over the past five years and felt there was a need for many changes. He was aware that the more successful new entrants to the industry had introduced a marketing philosophy into their operations. Compared with ten years ago in this type of business, it was now common practice for companies to appoint marketing managers. Furthermore, he knew from talking to other people in the industry that such companies considered sales to be an integral part of marketing. At a recent meeting with his senior staff, he mentioned to the sales manager the possibility of appointing a marketing director. The sales manager, who was shortly expecting to be made sales director, was scathing about the idea. His view was that marketing was suitable for a baked beans manufacturer but not for a company engaged in the manufacture and sale of sophisticated control devices for the chemicals industry. He argued that Mephisto’s customers would not be swayed by superficial advertising and marketing ploys.

Although Jim Bullins always took heed of advice from his senior managers, recent sales figures had convinced him that the time had now come to make some changes. He would start, he decided, by appointing a marketing manager. This person would have marketing experience, and most probably come from the chemical industry. The person appointed would have equal status to the sales manager, and ultimately either the new appointee or the existing sales manager would be promoted to the board of directors.

Discussion questions

1. Criticise Mephisto Products’ approach to sales and marketing.
2. Comment on the following as they exist now at Mephisto Products:
   (a) marketing orientation
   (b) the marketing mix
   (c) the product life-cycle
3. What problems can you anticipate if Jim Bullins goes ahead and appoints a marketing manager?
4. What general advice can you give to the company to make it more marketing orientated?
Examination questions

1. Discuss the place of selling in the marketing mix.
2. How does the role of selling tend to differ between
   (a) industrial products and
   (b) consumer products?
3. Differentiate between production, sales and marketing orientation.
4. Give reasons as to why the shape of the curve of the product life-cycle is similar to that of the adoption of innovations curve.
2 Sales strategies

OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Understand and appreciate the differences between sales and marketing strategies
2. Appreciate where the key marketing concepts fit into the planning process
3. Identify component parts of the communications mix
4. Differentiate between objectives, strategies and tactics

KEY CONCEPTS

- branding
- budget
- cold calling/canvassing
- external audit
- internal audit
- promotional mix
- PEST/PESTLE/STEEPLE analysis
- push and pull strategies
- sales forecast
- sales planning process
- SWOT analysis
2.1 SALES AND MARKETING PLANNING

To be effective, sales activities need to take place within the context of an overall strategic marketing plan. Only then can we ensure that our sales efforts complement, rather than compete with, other marketing activities. Accordingly, sales strategies and management are afforded a more holistic perspective and tend to cover the whole organisation. Hence, the current general consensus is that sales strategies and tactics may only be arrived at, implemented and assessed against a framework of company-wide objectives and strategic planning processes. Before discussing sales strategies and tactics, the nature and purpose of strategic market plans and the place of selling in these plans is outlined and discussed.

2.2 THE PLANNING PROCESS

The nature of the sales planning process is outlined in Figure 2.1. This process can be likened to that of operating a domestic central heating system. We first determine the temperature required, timing, etc. (setting objectives) and procedures which must be followed to make sure that this is achieved (determining operations). Next we have to implement appropriate procedures, including ensuring that the necessary resources are available (organisation). At this stage we can commence operation of the system (implementation). Finally, we need to check how the system is operating, in particular the temperature level that has been reached (measuring results). Any deviations in required temperature are then reported and corrected through the thermostatic system (re-evaluation and control).

This planning process can be described through the acronym MOST which describes the process from the general to the specific: mission, objective, strategy, tactics.
2.3 ESTABLISHING MARKETING PLANS

There is no universal way of establishing an ideal marketing plan; nor is the process simple in practice because every planning situation is unique. Conceptually, however, the process is straightforward, consisting a series of logical steps. The marketing plan (Figure 2.2) can be portrayed as a hierarchy consisting of three levels:

- Objectives: where do we intend to go? (goals)
- Strategies: how do we intend to get there? (broadly descriptive)
- Tactics: the precise route to be taken (detailed)

Business definition (corporate mission or goal)

As a prerequisite to the determination of marketing plans, careful consideration should be given to defining (or re-defining) the overall role or mission of the business. This issue is best addressed by senior management’s asking and answering the question: ‘What business are we in?’ The definition of the role of a business should be in terms of what customer needs are being served by a business rather than in terms of what products or services are being produced. For example, the manufacturer of microcomputers might define the company as being in the business of rapid problem-solving. In the automobile industry, companies might define their business as being the provision of transport, conferring status, etc., rather than manufacturing cars.

This process of business definition is important. Not only does it ensure that a company thinks in terms of its customers’ wants and needs, but also in terms of the planning process, it forms a focusing mechanism for more detailed aspects that follow.

Situation analysis/marketing audit

The precise content of this step in preparing the marketing plan will vary from company to company, but will normally consist of a marketing analysis and an analysis of strengths/weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT).
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Market analysis (or marketing audit)

Examples of data and analysis required under the internal audit include:

1. Current and recent size and growth of market. In the multi-product company this analysis needs to be made in total, by product/market and by geographical segment.
2. Analysis of customer needs, attitudes and trends in purchasing behaviour.
3. Current marketing mix.
4. Competitor analysis, including an appraisal of:
   - current strategy;
   - current performance, including market share analysis;
   - their strengths and weaknesses;
   - expectations as to their future actions.

As well as analysing existing competition, potential new entrants should be appraised.

The external audit consists of an analysis of broad macro-environment trends – Political, Economic, Socio-cultural and Technological (PEST) – that might influence the future of the company’s products. This original description was first extended to SLEPT with the introduction of Legal factors, and then to PESTLE with the introduction of Environmental factors and now to STEEPLE with the introduction of Ecological factors.

Application of PEST analysis to Corus

Corus, an International company producing a wide range of steel products as part of the India bases Tata group, examined its construction strategy in light of the external environment to identify future market needs. By linking Corus competencies and technical knowledge to future market needs, Corus aims to develop products that give the company a competitive advantage in construction using steel products. PEST analysis is a powerful tool that can be used to help analyse the external construction environment. This analysis involves examining the current situation with regard to the following factors:

**Political**

International government policies and directives, for example, planning and environmental issues, including sustainability, affect the construction industry.

**Economic**

The health of the economy and interest rates affect demand for commercial and residential property. Many governments throughout the world are using taxation as a means to encourage improving environmental performance, e.g. The Climate
Application of PEST analysis to Corus (continued)

Change Levy, Aggregates and Landfill taxes. The global construction industry is increasingly interested in whole life costs of buildings, which include initial capital costs, operating and maintenance costs – understanding how better design can improve all these costs.

Social
Changes in the birth/divorce rates and the average number of people living in a household affect the demand for housing. Increasing crime, an ageing population, and people’s well-being are part of the social dimension. Corus makes sure that major social trends and changes and their possible implications for demand for their products are carefully monitored and assessed.

Technology
New construction technologies affect working practices, for example in the building industry, constructing more component systems in factories rather than on building sites.

PEST analysis can be extended to SLEPT through the addition of Legal factors including legislation that regulates industry. A PESTLE analysis is extended further and includes two additional factors.

Legislation
In many parts of the world the construction industry has poor safety and environmental protection records. This has led many governments to look towards improving the performance of the industry in terms of safety and environmental performance through new legislation.

Environmental
Two of the main issues here are meeting the Kyoto Agreement in reduction of carbon dioxide from the burning of fossil fuels and waste going to landfill.

Note: When using PESTLE as a tool for analysis it is possible to get overlap with a specific issue that can be put into two sections. What is important is to identify the changes and to understand the impact those changes will have on the construction industry.

The factors identified in the analysis are concerned with the current situation. However, it is essential to plan for the future through forecasting events over future years using factors from the PESTLE analysis. For example, if we take the development of new products in the construction industry, Corus must think and plan several years ahead. This is partly due to the need to have accreditation for products. This is a testing regime carried out by an independent body against relevant international
Application of PEST analysis to Corus (continued)

standards and building regulations. On successful outcomes of the tests, a performance certification is issued for the specific product in the specific application – generally stating the structural, fire, acoustic, thermal and durability performance of the product. This is important as the construction industry is generally conservative and hence, to introduce a new product, it is essential to have third-party validation that the product will perform as the manufacturer states. Achieving this accreditation can take up to two years and it then takes a substantial amount of time to develop the product for today's construction industry.

The process of forecasting future events is known as Road Mapping. It allows companies such as Corus to understand changes in PESTLE factors over time and identify how these affect the construction industry and link product developments to these changes. It also allows Corus to identify market opportunities, develop products to meet these and identify which existing technologies can manufacture them.

Sources: http://www.thetimes100.co.uk/case_study with permission; http://www.corusgroup.com.

Both internal and external audits are deliberate and detailed coverage of the internal and external elements that have been described. They can be carried out by people within marketing or from other departments and, most importantly, they must have the backing of top management as they are central to both the marketing planning and corporate planning horizons of the company.

Analysis of strengths/weaknesses, opportunities and threats

Here management must make a realistic and objective appraisal of internal company strengths and weaknesses in the context of potential external opportunities and threats (SWOT analysis). Opportunities for the future of a business and threats to it stem primarily from factors outside the direct control of a company and in particular from trends and changes in those factors which were referred to earlier as the macro-environment – namely political, economic, socio-cultural and technological factors. It is important to recognise that the determination of what constitutes an opportunity/threat, and indeed the appraisal of strengths and weaknesses, must be carried out concurrently. An ‘apparent’ strength, for example, a reputation for quality, becomes a real strength only when it can be capitalised on in the marketplace.

A SWOT analysis is not a lengthy set of statements; it is simply a number of bullet points under each heading. It should be short and uncomplicated as it is from the SWOT that marketing strategies are generated.

Statement of objectives

On the basis of the preceding steps, the company can now determine specific objectives and goals that it wishes to achieve. These objectives, in turn, form the basis for the selection of marketing strategies and tactics.
A company may have several objectives. Although marketing objectives usually tend to support business objectives, business and marketing objectives may also be one and the same. It should be pointed out that there are several types of objectives, such as financial and corporate objectives. Additionally, objectives may be departmental or divisional. However, regardless of the type or format, each objective requires its own strategy.

Objectives are needed in a number of areas – production objectives, financial objectives, etc. In a market-driven company, marketing objectives are the most important as they reflect customer needs and how the company can satisfy these. In a market-driven company, marketing plans come first in the overall corporate planning process. The objectives of other areas must then be consistent with marketing objectives. In addition to this element of consistency, objectives should be expressed unambiguously, preferably quantitatively, and with an indication of the time span within which the objectives are planned to be achieved. The acronym SMART describes the requirement for such objectives: Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time related.

This time span of planned activities often gives rise to some confusion in planning literature. Marketing plans are often categorised as being short range, intermediate range and long range. The confusion arises from the fact that there is no accepted definition of what constitutes the appropriate time horizon for each of these categories. What is felt to comprise long-term planning in one company (say five to ten years) may be considered intermediate in another. It is suggested that the different planning categories are identical in concept, although clearly different in detail. Furthermore, the different planning categories are ultimately related to each other – achieving long-term objectives requires first that intermediate and short-term objectives be met. The following criteria are necessary for setting objectives:

1. **Ensure objectives focus on results**
   - Because the effects of marketing activity are essentially measurable, sales and marketing strategies should enable the quantification of marketing achievement.

2. **Establish measures against objectives**
   - Return on investment.

3. **Where possible have a single theme for each objective**
   - Imprecise objectives such as ‘reduce customer defections by 20 per cent through best-in-class service’ are not acceptable. There are at least two objectives here and each should be quantified.

4. **Ensure resources are realistic**
   - Best practice: attempt to answer common marketing problems through the use of test and roll-out plans.
   - Because testing enables roll-out costs to be estimated reasonably accurately, this should ensure that campaign running costs are realistic. (Although overheads or labour cost may not be.)

5. **Ensure marketing objectives are integral to corporate objectives**
   - This is indisputable, because there will be a serious mismatch if corporate objectives differ from marketing objectives, e.g. general corporate objectives suggest expansion into new member countries of the European Union, and specific marketing objectives only include current member countries.
A most important document in a company is the annual marketing plan, which the sales manager plays a key part in preparing. The remainder of this chapter discusses planning in the context of the preparation of this annual document.

Determine sales and market potential and forecast sales

A critical stage in the development of marketing plans is the assessment of market and sales potential followed by the preparation of a detailed sales forecast. Market potential is the maximum possible sales available for an entire industry during a stated period of time. Sales potential is the maximum possible portion of that market which a company could reasonably hope to achieve under the most favourable conditions. Finally, the sales forecast is the portion of the sales potential that the company estimates it will achieve. The sales forecast is an important step in the preparation of
company plans. Not only are the marketing and sales functions directly affected in their planning considerations by this forecast, but other departments, including production, purchasing and human resource management, will use the sales forecast in their planning activities. Sales forecasting, therefore, is a prerequisite to successful planning and is discussed in detail in Chapter 16.

Generating and selecting strategies

Once marketing objectives have been defined and market potential has been assessed, consideration should be given to the generation and selection of strategies. In general terms, strategies encompass the set of approaches that the company will use to achieve its objectives.

This step in the process is complicated by the fact that there are often many alternative ways in which each objective can be achieved. Although several strategies may be evaluated, only one strategy can be employed, giving rise to the formula: one strategy per objective. For example, an increase in sales revenue of 10 per cent can be achieved by increasing prices, increasing sales volume at the company level (increasing market share) or increasing industry sales. At this stage it is advisable, if time consuming, to generate as many alternative strategies as possible. In turn, each of these strategies can be further evaluated in terms of their detailed implications for resources and in the light of the market opportunities identified earlier. Finally, each strategy should be examined against the possibility of counter-strategies on the part of competitors.

The example that follows was provided by PR Artistry and concerns one of their clients, MCRL. It provides an illustration of how the planning process is implemented through the application of what the company has termed GOSPA.

**GOSPA for MCRL**

GOSPA is a corporate performance management process that implements and produces measurable results. It stands for *Goals, Objectives, Strategies, Plans and Actions*. Using this process improves communication, control, morale, measurement and performance through a set of easy to implement steps. It gives management a structure for business planning, change, restructuring, measurement and consistent communication after an initial short training period. It is appropriate for organisations both large and small.

*Goals in relation to press relations for MCRL in Europe*

**G1** To build a strong brand and market for MCRL by raising awareness in the press and amongst potential customers within the retail sector in the UK, France, Italy and Germany

**G2** For MCRL to be an immediate shortlist choice as a supplier to the ‘Enterprise Service Bus’ in terms of content integration and digital media/store-innovation projects within retailers in the UK, France, Italy and Germany.
GOSPA for MCRL (continued)

Objectives

O1 Implement a regular press release service, issuing a target of one release per month per country to a specific target press list concentrating on quality rather than volume starting January 2008.

O2 Produce articles and opinion pieces for the target press using James Pemberton, Michael Jaszczyk and Mike Camerling to position MCRL as the company that provides the technology for retailers to adopt what is next in retail starting January 2008.

O3 Produce additional case studies of customers to illustrate how MCRL applications can benefit customers, in-store staff, operations and IT departments starting January 2008.

O4 Monitor forward feature opportunities in target publications, contributing relevant and authoritative material whenever possible beginning December 2008.

O5 Provide a co-ordinated approach to the press in the UK, France, Italy and Germany.

Strategies

S1 To target three distinct audiences within retailers – marketing, operations and IT. To agree key messages for each of these audiences, e.g. for IT to give advice and guidance as to how to provide the ‘Enterprise Service Bus’ concept.

S2 For Mary Phillips of PR Artistry to work with James Pemberton of MCRL to produce an opinion piece per quarter for proactive placement with the retail press.

S3 To build a selected list of target publications in each country and a target list of freelance writers in the retail sector. Possibly three sub-lists dealing with the three target audiences mentioned in S1.

S4 Proactively identify and target forward features in the target press on a continuous basis, making submissions wherever possible.

Plans for January, February, March

P1 Produce media lists for each country.

P2 Prioritise the first six press releases for each country:
  • Metro – shopping list management
  • HIT – PSA in use since July at Dohle Retail Group
  • Wincor Nixdorf partner release regarding Retail Management System (RMS)
  • PSA uses Flash MX for the first time
  • Retail framework to integrate with portable shopping systems (PSS) to by-pass Point of Sale (POS)
  • MCRL and RMS certified SIF (store integration framework) by IBM

P3 Write and issue the first three press releases.

P4 Agree and prioritise the first two opinion pieces – possible topics:
  • MCRL provide the infrastructure necessary for retailers to benefit from the next wave of in-store systems, including in-store digital media, kiosks, PSA, PDA and intelligent scales.
Examples of strategies

We begin by supposing that the objective is to maximise profit from dealings with established customers.

Strategy 1: Targeting  To the marketer, targeting is equivalent to segmentation. A segmentation/targeting strategy may be based on any or all of the following:

- value (high or low consumption, value of goods purchased);
- customer preference (telephone/email ordering service, type of products/services purchased);
- lifestage (status of relationship between supplier and customer: active/lapsed/dormant customer/months since last purchase).

At this point it is important to emphasise that:

- segments must be potentially profitable;
- segments are not mutually exclusive;
- segments are not stable.

Hence, a consumer may fall into more than one segment or different segments at different times. If the segment requires a special effort to reach or appeal to it, then it must have sufficient potential purchasing power to justify the effort.

Strategy 2: Pricing  In line with the classic marketer’s approach, the following pricing strategies may be adopted:

- make short-term tactical reductions;
- establish price premiums;
- elevate perceived quality.

Thus, the classic principle of elevating the perceived quality of a brand so that it can command a higher selling margin may be adopted. Additionally, a discount has more value if the worth of what is being discounted is understood.
Discounting is of course prevalent in all marketing. In fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) markets it tends to be driven by competitive or retailer pressures. Often, tactical cuts are seen as defensive.

**Strategy 3: Customer retention**  Because advanced technology enables suppliers to track the progress of an enquirer or customer, focus is increasingly shifting from mere product profitability to the profitability of customer relationships. However, customer profitability will be determined by:

- the cost of acquisition;
- the losses of customers or would-be customers at various key stages in the relationship.

Key stages in the customer relationship could be revised as:

- enquiry
- conversion to customer
- repeat purchase
- up-trade
- threatened dormancy
- recovery.

The probability of loss usually declines with the length of the relationship. In consumer markets (but not in business markets) most often the duration of a relationship outweighs rate of spending in determining the lifetime value of the relationship. Here, a customer database will not only facilitate measurement of this relationship, but more importantly enable corrective action to be undertaken more easily. Thus, an offer may be triggered to prevent the customer ‘going dormant’. Consequently, if the customer fails to respond and does go dormant, further offers may be made to recover the customer and re-start the relationship/recovery.

Additionally, there could be a customer development and retention strategy, which could provide the means to retain customers. There may be a retention strategy based on customer care and a development strategy based on sales promotion.

From this list of alternative strategies a choice must be made with regard to the broad marketing approach which the company considers will be the most effective in achieving objectives. This must then be translated into a strategy statement which must be communicated to and agreed with all those managers who will influence its likely degree of success or failure. Once again, the specific contents of such a strategy statement will vary between companies, but as an example a strategy statement might encompass the following areas:

1. A clear statement of marketing objectives.
2. A description of the choice of strategies for achieving these objectives.
3. An outline of the broad implications of the selected strategies with respect to the following key areas in marketing:
   - target market
   - positioning
   - marketing mix
   - marketing research.

At this stage the strategy statement should give a clear and concise indication of the focus of the major marketing efforts of the company. Once this has been discussed and agreed a detailed plan of action can be prepared.
There are many tools available for generating strategic options, the most popular of which are the Boston Matrix and the GE/McKinsey Matrix. A description and application of such tools is more appropriate to corporate strategy and strategic marketing planning texts and does not fall within the sphere of this text. However, analysis using the product life-cycle concept and diffusion of innovations is appropriate in this context and these have been discussed in Chapter 1. SWOT analysis is a useful method of generating strategies. A number of stages are necessary:

1. Evaluate the influence of environmental factors (PESTLE) on the company.
2. Make a diagnosis about the future.
3. Consider company strengths and weaknesses in relation to all key areas of the company.
4. Develop strategic options.

For example, in Figure 2.3 let us consider the case of a specialist, low volume UK sports car producer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1    Well-established brand name</td>
<td>1    Production only semi-automated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2    In business since 1920</td>
<td>2    Maximum production 30 units per week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3    Cult following</td>
<td>3    Long waiting list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4    Low price</td>
<td>4    Only sold in UK, USA, Germany, Holland, Belgium and Scandinavia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5    Consistently good press reviews</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1    USA market can take twice their allocation</td>
<td>1    Some purchasers not prepared to wait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2    Other European countries would like to purchase</td>
<td>2    Other volume manufacturers now producing niche models like this</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.3** SWOT matrix for a sports car producer

**Strategic possibilities using SWOT analysis**

As an illustration, here are two strategic possibilities for the sports car producer mentioned in Figure 2.3. Use existing strong, well-established brands to raise production levels through automation to market to other European countries (S1, S2, W1, W2, O2, T2). Raise the basic price (S4, W3, O1, T1, T2).

This is an application of the use of the SWOT matrix which in essence takes elements of SWOT and brings them together to form marketing strategies. It was first proposed by Weihrich in 1982.1

**Preparing the marketing programme**

The strategy statement prepared in the previous section provides the input for the determination of the detailed programme required to implement these strategies. The first step in the preparation of this programme is the determination of the
marketing mix. Detailed decisions must be made with respect to product policy, pricing, promotion and distribution. Care should be exercised to ensure that the various elements of the marketing mix are integrated, i.e. that they work together to achieve company objectives in the most effective manner.

At this stage of the planning process what has previously been an outline plan for guiding decision-making becomes a detailed operational plan and this section is inevitably the lengthiest part of the planning document. It is on the basis of this part of the plan that day-to-day marketing activities and tactics of the company will be organised, implemented and assessed.

Allocating resources – budgeting

Having made detailed decisions with respect to the elements of the marketing mix, the next step is to assemble a budget for each of these elements. In most companies limited resources ensure that managers from the different functional areas have to compete for these scarce resources. It is likely that much discussion will take place between those responsible for each element of the marketing mix. In addition, it may be found that initial marketing objectives, strategies and detailed plans for the marketing programme to achieve the forecast level of sales may, in the light of financial and other resource constraints, be unrealistic. In this event modifications to the original plan may have to be made.

It should be noted that at this stage an estimate can be made of both costs and revenues and a forecast profit and loss statement prepared.

Implementation

The procedure so far should have resulted in the preparation of a detailed document setting out what is to be done, when it will be done, who is responsible and estimated costs and revenues, as well as agreed time frames for the various activities in the plan. Once approved, details of the marketing plan should be communicated to everyone involved. This communication is an essential and sometimes neglected aspect of marketing planning. Many companies have elaborate marketing plans that are not implemented because key people have not been informed or have not agreed the proposed plan.

Control

Finally, the plan should contain an outline of the control mechanisms that will be applied. This should include details of major objectives and key parameters in the measurement of the degree of success in achieving the objectives, thereby enabling corrections and modifications to be made as the plan unfolds. This control part of the marketing plan should specify what is to be measured, how it is to be measured and what data are required for measurement. It may also include details of what action is to be taken in the light of deviations from the plan. This contingency planning is a key feature of any planning process, recognising as it does that plans need to be flexible in order to accommodate possible unforeseen or unpredictable changes in the market. The overall marketing planning process is summarised in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4  An overview of the marketing planning process
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2.4 THE PLACE OF SELLING IN THE MARKETING PLAN

We have examined how marketing plans are prepared. The sales function has an important role to play in this process and we now look at the nature of this role and, in particular, the contribution that the sales function makes to the preparation of the marketing plan and how the sales function itself is influenced by the marketing plan.

Contribution of the sales function

Throughout the planning process alternative courses of action need to be identified and decisions taken as to which of these alternatives is the most appropriate. Contingency planning measures such as these involve identifying alternatives and choosing between them, which requires accurate and timely information. A key role of the sales function in the planning process is the provision of such information. This becomes clearer if we examine some of the stages in the planning process where the sales function can make a valuable contribution:

(a) analysis of current market situation (marketing audit)
(b) determining sales potential/sales forecasting
(c) generating and selecting strategies
(d) budgeting, implementation and control.

Toyota

By constantly finding out what its customers will want to buy next, Toyota has achieved profitable line extension and replacement. In fact, by being able to make additional low-cost sales to its established customers, Toyota has not only achieved sustainable competitive advantage through customer retention, but is also in a stronger position to invest in expansion.

As a result, in 70 years Toyota has now become the world’s largest vehicle manufacturer employing more than a quarter of a million people on six continents.


Analysis of current market situation (marketing audit)

The proximity of the sales function to the marketplace places it in a unique position to contribute to the analysis of the current market situation facing the company. In particular, sales is often well placed to contribute to the analysis of customer needs and trends in purchasing behaviour. The sales manager can also make a valuable contribution in terms of knowledge about competitors and their standing in the marketplace. This informational role of sales managers should not be ignored.
because, through the salesforce, they are ideally equipped to provide up-to-date, accurate information based on feedback from customers.

**Determining sales potential/sales forecasting**

As we see in Chapter 16, an important responsibility of the sales manager is the preparation of sales forecasts for use as the starting point for business planning. Short-, medium- and long-term forecasts by the sales manager form the basis for allocating company resources in order to achieve anticipated sales.

**Generating and selecting strategies**

Although decisions about appropriate marketing strategies to adopt rest with marketing management, the sales manager must be consulted and should make an input to this decision. Again, the sales function is ideally placed to comment on the appropriateness of any suggested strategies.

The sales manager should actively encourage sales staff to comment upon the appropriateness of company marketing strategies. The field salesforce are at the forefront of tactical marketing and can more realistically assess how existing target markets will respond to company marketing initiatives. Indeed, the fact that there are front-line people who benefit from the most contact with customers should not be overlooked.

**Budgeting, implementation and control**

Preparation of the sales forecast is a necessary precursor to detailed marketing plans. The sales forecast is also used in the preparation of the sales budget.

On the basis of the sales forecast, the sales manager must determine what level of expenditure will be required to achieve the forecasted level of sales. The important thing to remember about this budget is that it is the cornerstone of the whole budgeting procedure in a company. Not only the activities of the sales department, but also production, human resource management, finance and research and development will be affected by this budget. Because of this importance, sales budgets are considered in detail in Chapter 16. At this stage it is sufficient to note that in preparing the sales budget the sales manager must prepare an outline of the essential sales activities required to meet the sales forecast, together with an estimate of their costs. The precise contents of the annual sales budget will vary between companies, but normally include details of salaries, direct selling expenses, administrative costs and commissions and bonuses.

Having agreed the sales budget for the department, the sales manager must assume responsibility for its implementation and control. In preparing future plans, an important input is information on past performance against budget and, in particular, any differences between actual and budgeted results. Such ‘budget variances’, both favourable and unfavourable, should be analysed and interpreted by the sales manager as an input to the planning process. The reasons for budget variances should be reported, together with details of any remedial actions that were taken and their effects.
Influence of marketing plan on sales activities: strategies and tactics

Any planning process is effective only to the extent that it influences action. An effective marketing planning system influences activities, both strategic and tactical, throughout the company. The classical marketing approach favours the inside-out planning model proposed by Schultz, Tannenbaum and Lauterborn (Figure 2.5).²

However, the reverse outside-in planning model is becoming increasingly popular. Figure 2.6 shows an outside-in planning sequence, starting with a calculation of the cost per sale to current customers, then to lapsed customers and prospects on the database, and finally to new customers. The cost-per-sale calculations determine the sales target in each case.

This process is followed by a strategy for each discrete segment. A product may not, for example, be offered to each segment at the same price. Similarly, types of communication will be different for each segment.

Figure 2.5  Inside-out planning model
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Figure 2.6  Outside-in planning model
Both the segment strategy and the content of communications will, ideally, be tested against reasonable alternatives. The most successful alternatives on testing will then be rolled out to the remaining population in each segment.

Although the inside-out model is financially driven, it is much less safe than the customer orientated planning model. Perhaps this influence is most clearly seen through decisions relating to the marketing programme or marketing mix. Sales strategies are most directly influenced by planning decisions on the promotional element of the marketing mix. Here we will consider briefly the notion of a ‘mix’ of promotional tools, outlining the considerations in the choice of an appropriate mix and the implications for sales strategies. In particular, the important and often misunderstood relationship between advertising and selling is explained and discussed. We conclude this section by examining briefly the nature of sales tactics.

**The promotional mix**

Earlier in this chapter we suggested that an important facet of marketing planning is the preparation of a marketing programme, the most important step in this preparation being the determination of the marketing mix – product, price, distribution and promotion. As selling is only one element in the promotion part of this mix, it is customary to refer to the **promotional mix** (or more correctly the communications mix) of a company. This traditional promotional mix is made up of four major elements:

1. advertising
2. sales promotion
3. publicity/public relations
4. personal selling.

To these traditional elements can now be added:

5. direct marketing
6. interactive/internet marketing.

In most companies all four traditional elements can contribute to company sales, but a decision has to be made on where to place the emphasis. This decision is made at the planning stage. In addition, it is important that the elements of the promotional mix work together to achieve company objectives. An important planning task of management is the co-ordination of promotional activities.

Several factors influence the planning decision on where to place emphasis within the promotional mix. In some firms the emphasis is placed on the salesforce with nearly all the promotional budget being devoted to this element of the mix. In others, advertising or sales promotion is seen as being much more efficient and productive than personal selling. Perhaps the most striking aspect of the various promotional tools is the extent to which they can be substituted for each other. Companies within the same industry differ markedly in where they place the promotional emphasis, a fact which makes it difficult to be specific about developing the promotional mix within a particular company. As a guide, some of the more important factors influencing this decision are now outlined.

1. **Type of market.** As we explained in Chapter 1 one of the major distinctions between types of markets is that which exists between business and consumer markets and
hence B2B and B2C marketing. As we saw, the application of the marketing mix elements will often differ when marketing in each of these markets. For example, we saw that in general, advertising and sales promotion play a more important role in the marketing of consumer products, whereas personal selling plays the major role in marketing to business buyers. We examined some of the reasons for this in Chapter 1 but a major reason for differences between B2B and B2C marketing stem from differences between business and consumer buyer behaviour processes, which are outlined in Chapter 3. An obvious contrast is the marketing of fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) with the marketing of often highly technical, expensive capital goods to industry. Despite this, it is a mistake to conclude that advertising does not have a role to play in the marketing of industrial products. Indeed, the contribution of advertising is often undervalued by sales personnel and discounted as a waste of company resources. The relationship between advertising and sales is considered later in this chapter.

The ‘new’ promotional mix increasingly involves e-commerce possibilities and this is highlighted through developments in this field and the numbers of companies using this facility. In addition, the use of freephone facilities is also making communication easier and cost-free to the potential customer. These more contemporary issues are highlighted in the two examples that follow.

E-commerce is made e-asy with new site

PSICommerce is a new e-commerce package designed by PSINet to open up the world of global trading to small and medium businesses. It claims to make merchandising on the web a simple and cost-effective process.

The PSICommerce basic package costs from £125 for SMEs to register and get the package components to be connected to the internet. An ongoing connection charge starts at £100 a month.

A Government Competitiveness White Paper says UK e-commerce transactions are currently worth over $US5 billion. Growth over the next three years could reach over $US50 billion, with 70–80 per cent of e-commerce revenues expected to involve small and medium sized enterprises, either in business-to-business or business-to-consumer roles.

The Managing Director of PSINet UK and Vice President of Europe, suggests that SMEs’ appetite for e-commerce is rapidly developing. But adoption of it is often throttled because of fear of costs related to the technical complexities of developing and building an internet ‘shop’ and integrating to the credit card payment systems.

The PSI package allows any small business to instantly trade globally on the internet. They may have only two or three clients worldwide but the internet enables them, by negating location, to overcome the physical barrier to trade.

Source: www.psicommerce.co.uk.
Benefits to business of marketing numbers

Many companies do not realise that telephone numbers can be an effective marketing tool in terms of generating revenue and increasing customer bases. Research shows that marketing numbers can increase calls by up to 300 per cent. Experts in this industry have suggested a number of benefits when using marketing numbers and has given a number of questions to be asked when weighing up the pros and cons:

- Are you trying to increase awareness of the company, products and services?
- Are you trying to improve the quality of your customer service?
- Are you trying to broaden the reach of your business?
- Do you already have a solid customer base and want to generate a new revenue stream?

For example, Telecom1, one of the most innovative companies in this market, include the following facilities for marketers:

**Freephone (0800/0808)** – customers reach the company free of charge.

**Local rate or Lo-call (0845/0844)** – customers pay a few pence per minute according to the time of day and day of the week, regardless of where in the country they call from.

**National rate (0870/0871)** – a single, location-independent number. Calls cost the same as local rate calls. Customers pay national rate charges and the business benefits from revenue generated from every call it receives.

**Gold numbers** – this is based on offering a memorable number that will hopefully stick in a customer’s memory and thus generate more business.

**Alphanumeric numbers** – dialling a word in place of a number, e.g. 0800 BUSINESS.


2. **Stage in the buying process.** In Chapter 3 it is suggested that for both industrial and consumer products it is useful to consider the stages through which the prospective purchaser passes en route to making a purchase decision. Although there are a number of ways in which this process may be conceptualised, essentially it consists of the potential purchaser moving from a position of being unaware of a company and/or its products, to being convinced that its products or services are the most appropriate to the buyer’s needs. The sequential nature of this process is shown in Figure 2.7.

For a given outlay, advertising and publicity are more effective in the earlier stages of moving potential purchasers through from unawareness to comprehension. Personal selling is more cost effective than other forms of promotional activity at the conviction and purchase stages. This is not to suggest that ‘cold calling’ is not an important area of sales activity but, as we see later, such cold calling is rendered much more effective if the customer is already aware of the company’s
Cold canvassing or ‘cold calling’ is normally associated with direct selling to the general public. Such sales personnel often rely on a previously prepared sales script, and this has given rise to the term ‘canned selling’ in that it comes out of a tin can, so to speak. The script comprises a logical set of questions, and when the salesperson meets an obstacle they remember what is in the script and methods of overcoming it. The script covers a range of techniques from opening the sales interview to closing techniques. The major problem lies in making the initial call, and cold canvassing training suggests that this initial call should be about fact finding to gain information and then setting up the next meeting. In so doing, the foundations are being laid for establishing trust and building an alliance, because if the order is requested too early and the answer is ‘No’, it is subsequently difficult to persuade the customer to change their mind. Better to ask for the order later when the salesperson has ascertained that a ‘Yes’ answer is a more likely outcome.

The Tack3 School of Sales Training was one of the earliest disseminators of such approaches in the United States after the Second World War and the approach gives practical advice on such matters as:

- the importance of getting the person’s name right;
- using open questions to engage the prospective customer;
- asking initial qualifying questions before commencing the sales pitch;
- not requesting irrelevant information;
- not pretending to have knowledge you do not possess;
- not sounding too enthusiastic as it might be interpreted as desperation; and
- confirming appointments in writing.

Cold canvassing is often viewed negatively and adverse publicity is sometimes attached to such techniques. A number of television programmes have highlighted cases where high pressure techniques have been applied to unsuspecting customers.
3. **Push versus pull strategies.** One of the most important determinants in the choice of promotional mix is the extent to which a company decides to concentrate its efforts in terms of its channels of distribution. This can perhaps be best illustrated if we contrast a push strategy with that of a pull strategy.

A **push strategy** is one in which the focus of marketing effort is aimed at pushing the product through the channel of distribution. The emphasis is to ensure that wholesalers and retailers stock the product in question. The idea is that if channel members can be induced to stock a product they in turn will be active in ensuring that your product is brought to the attention of the final customer. In general a push strategy entails a much greater emphasis on personal selling and trade promotion in the promotional mix.

A **pull strategy** relies much more heavily on advertising to promote the product to the final consumer. The essence of this approach is based on the notion that if sufficient consumer demand can be generated for a product this will result in final consumers asking retailers for the product. Retailers will then ask wholesalers for the product, who will contact the producer. In this way the product is ‘pulled’ through the channel by creating consumer demand via assertive advertising. (Channel management is considered in detail in Chapter 10 and in particular the diminishing role of wholesalers is examined.)

4. **Stage in the product life-cycle.** Chapter 1 introduced the concept of the product life-cycle. There is evidence to suggest that different promotional tools vary in their relative effectiveness over the various stages of this cycle. In general, advertising and sales promotion are most effective in the introduction and growth stages of the life-cycle, whereas it is suggested that the emphasis on personal selling needs to increase as the market matures and eventually declines.

**Co-ordinating promotional efforts: the relationship between advertising and selling**

In discussing factors affecting choice of promotional tools, it may have appeared that to some extent these tools are mutually exclusive – for example, one chooses to concentrate either on advertising or personal selling. This is not the case. The relationship between the various promotional tools, including personal selling, should be complementary and co-ordinated. Perhaps this obvious point would not need to be stressed were it not for the fact that often this complementary relationship is misunderstood. Nowhere is this misunderstanding more evident than in the relationship between advertising and selling.

It is unfortunate that many sales managers and their salesforces believe that expenditure on advertising is a waste of company resources. Very rarely, they argue, does a customer purchase simply because a product is advertised, particularly where that customer is an industrial purchaser. Because of this, the argument continues, the money ‘wasted’ on advertising would be better spent where it will have a direct and immediate effect – on the salesforce. Increasingly, evidence suggests the notion that advertising money is wasted in industrial markets is misplaced. Among the functions that advertising can perform in such markets are:

1. Corporate advertising can help to build the reputation of a company and its products.
2. Advertising is particularly effective in creating awareness among prospective clients. The sales representative facing a prospect who is unaware of the company or product faces a much harder selling task than the representative who can build on an initial awareness.

3. Advertising can aid the sales representative in marketing new products by shouldering some of the burden of explaining new product features and building comprehension.

4. Advertising using return coupons may be used to open up new leads for the salesforce.

Overall, by far the greatest benefit of advertising in industrial markets is seen not through a direct effect on sales revenue, but in the reduction of overall selling costs. Evidence suggests that, given adequate frequency, this reduction in selling costs to customers exposed to advertising may be as high as 30 per cent. Conversely, non-advertisers may find themselves at a disadvantage. The cost of selling to customers exposed to competitors’ advertising may be increased by as much as 40 per cent.

In marketing consumer goods, branding and brand image are very important and advertising is generally thought to be the most effective promotional tool. However, personal selling and a well-trained salesforce can contribute significantly to increased market penetration by influencing stockists to allocate more shelf-space to company products and persuading new dealers to stock them.

At all times, sales and advertising should be co-ordinated to achieve company objectives. It is important for sales personnel to be informed about company advertising campaigns. This advertising should be utilised in selling, the advertising theme being reinforced in the sales presentation.

From sales strategies to tactics

We have seen that a number of factors influence the setting of sales strategies. It has been suggested that this influence is most direct in determining the relative emphasis to be given to sales activities in overall company and promotional strategy. Sales strategies are also influenced by the marketing and sales objectives specified in the marketing plan. As an illustration, a marketing objective of increased market share may mean that the sales manager has to ensure that sales in the forthcoming year increase by 10 per cent. Furthermore, the planning document should specify the route or strategy by which this objective will be accomplished, e.g. ‘Additional sales effort is to be targeted on the opening of new accounts’. Sales objectives and strategies, therefore, also stem directly from the planning process, after consultation and agreement with relevant personnel.

However, not all researchers support the merits of relationship marketing, and opposing this outlook, Shaw argues: ‘Marketers must stop their obsession with loving customers since it has become a distraction from the basics of selling and tracking the origins of sale success.’ Having agreed these strategic guidelines, a more detailed set of activities must be built into the planning process. The sales manager must determine the specific actions required to achieve sales goals, i.e. tactics.

Tactics encompass the day-to-day activities of the sales function in the achievement of marketing and sales objectives. Tactics also include actions which need to be
Sales strategies

Figure 2.8 The relationship between objectives, strategies and tactics

taken in response to unexpected short-term events in the marketplace, for example, a special promotional effort by a competitor. The relationship between objectives, strategies and tactics is shown in Figure 2.8.

Tactical decisions represent the ‘fine tuning’ of sales activities and encompass many decision areas covered in greater detail elsewhere; for example, the deployment of sales personnel – territory design and planning (Chapter 15) – can be considered a tactical aspect of sales. Similarly, the design of incentive systems (Chapter 15) should form part of a tactical plan, designed to accomplish sales goals within the framework of sales strategies.

The importance of tactics should not be underestimated; even the best formed strategies fail for want of proper tactics. As an example of the use and importance of tactics in selling, we consider briefly an aspect of purchasing which is of vital interest to many companies, namely brand/supplier loyalty.

**Brand/supplier loyalty**

If we examine the purchase of products and services over time, we find that often the purchasing sequence of individuals indicates that they repeatedly buy the same brand of a product or, if the product is an industrial one, they consistently buy from a particular supplier. For such individuals, if we imagine that the brand or supplier in question is called X, the purchasing sequence would be as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purchase occasion</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand purchased/supplier</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no doubt that brand/supplier loyalty does exist. Moreover, the cultivation of such loyalty among customers often accounts for a significant part of tactical marketing and sales effort, representing, as it does, a substantial market asset to a company.

By favouring a longer-term perspective, such a cultivation of customer loyalty complements traditional brand-building techniques. Indeed, as Martin insists, customer relationships with brands help insulate brands from competitors, ‘the customer-brand linkage can be viewed as an important subset of relationship marketing’.

Additionally, while Reichheld and Schefter also support this theory when they claim ‘a large group of customers are influenced primarily by brand’ and that these
customers ‘are looking for stable long-term relationships’, Curtis succinctly summarises that ‘customers need to feel that they are part of a brand’s crusade’.

Before considering the part that sales tactics can play in this process of cultivating brand loyalty, it is important to explain precisely what is meant by brand loyalty, an apparently simple notion that gives rise to some misunderstanding.

Let us return to the purchasing sequence just shown. Although we have suggested that such a sequence is associated with a brand-loyal customer, the existence of such an array of purchases for a customer does not, of itself, constitute evidence that this customer is brand loyal. There are a number of possible explanations for this purchasing behaviour. One such explanation might be that this customer concentrates much of their purchasing in one particular retail outlet and it so happens that this particular retail outlet only stocks brand X of this product, i.e. the customer exhibits loyalty, but to the store, rather than the brand. Another possible explanation is that this customer pays little regard to the particular brand or supplier; they are not consciously brand loyal at all, but rather have simply slipped into the habit of purchasing this brand and cannot be bothered to switch. In this second example it is true to say that the customer must be reasonably satisfied with the brand being purchased consistently. If this were not the case, or the customer became dissatisfied, they would then make the decision to switch. Nevertheless, the fact is that this is not true brand loyalty.

True brand or supplier loyalty exists when customers make a conscious decision to concentrate their purchases on a particular brand because they consider that supplier or brand superior to others. There may be a number of reasons/bases for such perceived superiority, e.g. superior quality, better delivery and after-sales services, the availability of credit, or some combination of these or other factors. In discussing possible reasons for brand/supplier loyalty, we enter the realms of motives, perceptions, attitudes, etc., and more complex behavioural areas discussed in Chapter 3.

The concept of brand/supplier loyalty is a difficult one, and care should be taken in interpreting the often conflicting evidence for its causes. Nevertheless, there are some indications that the salesperson can play a key role in helping to establish brand/supplier loyalty among a company’s customers. One of the reasons for this is that learning theory suggests we have a tendency to repeat experiences that give us pleasure and to avoid those that do not. Among the most powerful and lasting impressions that serve as a source of pleasure or displeasure in purchasing activities are experiences in the face-to-face encounters with sales staff. Favourable attitudes and behaviour of sales personnel in dealing with their customers can contribute significantly to the creation of brand/supplier loyalty.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS

A framework for sales strategies and tactics has been established. We have seen that these are developed and operated within the framework of marketing planning. The sales function makes a valuable contribution to the establishment of marketing plans, providing, as it does, key data on customers, markets, competitors, sales forecasts
and budgets. In turn, selling activities are directly influenced by decisions taken at the marketing planning stage. In the meantime, the increasingly essential role of databases should not be ignored.

We have looked at planning decisions for the marketing programme or marketing mix and, specifically, at the communications mix in a company. Factors such as type-of-product market, steps in the buying process, push versus pull strategies and stage in the product life-cycle have all been shown to influence promotional and consequently sales strategies.

Finally, we examined sales tactics, the relationship between advertising and selling, and the important area of brand/supplier loyalty. It was shown that advertising plays a key role in aiding the sales effort, reducing selling costs and easing the sales task. Brand/supplier-loyal customers are a valuable asset to any company and the salesforce is central to the establishment and maintenance of such customer loyalty.
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Auckland Engineering plc

Jim Withey, Sales Manager for Auckland Engineering plc, a well-established engineering company in the Midlands, received the following memo from D.C. Duncan, his recently appointed Marketing Director.

Memo

To: J. Withey, Sales Manager
From: D. C. Duncan, Marketing Director
Date: 16 January 2008
Subject: Preparation of annual marketing plan

You will recall that at our series of preliminary meetings to discuss future marketing plans for the company I suggested that I was unhappy with the seemingly haphazard approach to planning. Accordingly, you will recall it was agreed between departmental heads that each would undertake to prepare a formal input to next month’s planning meeting.

At this stage I am not seeking detailed plans for each product market, rather I am concerned that you give thought to how your department can contribute to the planning process. Being new to the company and its product/markets, I am not fully up-to-date on what has been happening to the market for our products, although as we all know our market share at 35 per cent is down on last year. I would particularly like to know what information your department can contribute to the analysis of the situation.

To help in your analysis I have summarised below what came out of our first planning meetings.

1. Business definition. It was agreed that the business needs re-defining in customer terms. An appropriate definition for our company would be: ‘Solutions to engine component design and manufacturing problems’.

2. SWOT analysis

   Our main strengths are:
   - Excellent customer awareness and an image of reliability and quality.
   - Salesforce is technically well qualified.
   - Manufacturing flexibility second to none – we respond quickly and effectively to individual customer needs.

   Our main weaknesses are:
   - Prices approximately 10 per cent above industry average.
   - Spending higher proportion of turnover on advertising than most main competitors.
   - Salesforce not skilled in generating new leads.

   Our major opportunities are:
   - Some major competitors having difficulty keeping customers because of quality and delivery problems.
• Recent legislation means research and development programme on new TDIX component, emphasising lower exhaust emission levels, should prove advantageous.
• Recent and forecast trends in the exchange rate should help export marketing efforts.
• Buyers in the industry seem prone to switching suppliers.

Our major threats are:
• Our largest customer threatening to switch owing to our higher than average prices.
• Apart from TDIX programme, we have not been keeping pace with rapid technological change in the industry.
• Some major export markets are threatened by possibility of import restrictions.

3. Objectives

Financial
• To increase return on capital employed by 5 per cent.
• Net profit in the forthcoming year to be £4 million.

Marketing
• Sales revenue to be increased to £35 million in the forthcoming year.

4. Marketing strategy

Target markets
• Major manufacturers of diesel engines worldwide.

Positioning
• Highest engineering quality and after-sales service in supply of specialist low-volume diesel engine components.

I would welcome your comments on my analysis, together with any views on the appropriateness of the objectives I have set.

For the next meeting I suggest that as sales manager you give some thought to where the relative emphasis should be placed in our promotional effort. As I have mentioned, we seem to be spending an excessive amount on advertising compared with our competitors. Perhaps you could give me your thoughts on this, as I understand you were in favour of raising our advertising budget from 1 per cent to 2 per cent of turnover last year. As you are aware, from a limited budget, we must decide where to place the relative emphasis in our communications mix. Perhaps you can indicate what you feel are the major considerations in this decision.

Discussion questions

1. Give a brief outline of ways the sales manager can contribute to the marketing planning process at Auckland Engineering.
2. Looking at Duncan’s analysis of the previous meeting, what issues/problems do you see that are of relevance to the activities of the salesforce?
3. How would you respond to Duncan’s comments on the promotional mix and in particular to his comments about the level of advertising expenditure?
4. What is the logic in conducting a SWOT analysis in this context?
1. Explain the differences between marketing strategies and sales strategies.
2. What is the relationship between objectives, strategies and tactics?
3. Discuss the component parts of the communications mix.
4. What is the relationship between SWOT analysis and the SWOT matrix?
5. What is meant by contingency planning and when is it required in the marketing planning process?
Chapter 3 provides a detailed examination of consumer and organisational buyer behaviour. In particular, their differences are considered in terms of how each purchasing situation calls for an entirely different sales approach. Consumer buying behaviour is then considered in more detail. The key area of marketing to buying organisations is then examined in terms of important factors that affect this process, including buy class and product type. Developments in purchasing practice, especially centralised purchasing and ‘just-in-time’ or lean manufacturing, and how these have affected the seller/purchaser relationship are then examined. The notions of ‘reverse marketing’ and ‘relationship marketing’ have sprung out of these developments and these are described in terms of their influence on the practice of selling.

Sales settings are examined from a macro point-of-view in Chapter 4 and environmental and managerial forces acting upon sales are discussed, including issues such as rising consumer and organisational buyer expectations and the expanding negotiating power of major buyers. Technological forces linked to IT are discussed as are new managerial techniques that have developed largely as a result of these developments. The bulk of the remainder of Chapter 4 is concerned with sales channels and their selection, appraisal and characteristics. It analyses categories of industrial, commercial and public authority selling, and how these differ from selling to consumers, along with issues such as concentration of markets, the complexity of purchasing decisions, long-term relationships and reciprocal trading. Selling for resale is considered, including a separate discussion on franchising, and this is followed by the selling of services. Sales promotions to consumers and trade customers are then analysed, and the respective effectiveness of exhibitions and public relations in supporting sales activities is discussed.

International selling issues are examined in Chapter 5, and consideration is given to economic issues such as the balance of payments, UK share of international trade and the European Union. A micro view is then taken in terms of how international selling operates at the company level. Cultural factors are an important element of international business and Chapter 5 addresses issues such as aesthetics, religion, social organisation and cultural change. How international selling is organised is also an important business issue and to this extent a distinction is made between multinational marketing, international marketing and exporting. Agents, distributors, licensing and joint ventures are all aspects of overseas
trading arrangements, and these are discussed with special consideration being given to international pricing issues.

Chapter 6 concerns law and ethical issues. Law is considered in terms of contract issues including terms and conditions. This is followed by terms of trade and general business practices. The chapter concludes with a discussion of ethical issues, covering matters such as bribery, deception and reciprocal trading.
OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Understand the different motivations of consumer and organisational buyers
2. Formulate strategies for approaching consumer and organisational buyers
3. Recognise the importance of relationship management

KEY CONCEPTS

- ACORN
- brand personality
- buy class
- buy phase
- buying centre
- centralised purchasing
- choice criteria
- consumer decision-making process
- creeping commitment
- decision-making unit (DMU)
- financial lease
- interaction approach
- just-in-time (JIT) delivery/purchasing
- life-cycle costs
- lockout criteria
- operating lease
- organisational buying behaviour
- reference group
- relationship management
- reverse marketing
- strategic partners
- total quality management (TQM)
- value analysis
3.1 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CONSUMER AND ORGANISATIONAL BUYING

There are a number of important differences in emphasis between consumer and organisational buying that have important implications for the marketing of goods and services in general and the personal selling function in particular.

**Fewer organisational buyers**

Generally, a company marketing industrial products will have fewer potential buyers than one marketing in consumer markets. Often 80 per cent of output, in the former case, will be sold to perhaps 10–15 organisations, meaning that the importance of one customer to the business to business marketer is far in excess of that to the consumer marketing company. However, this situation is complicated in some consumer markets where the importance of trade intermediaries, for example, supermarkets, is so great that, although the products have an ultimate market of many millions of people, the companies’ immediate customers rank alongside those of important organisational buyers.

**Close, long-term relationships between organisational buyers and sellers**

Because of the importance of large customers, it makes sense for suppliers to invest in long-term relationships with them. This is reflected in the growth of key account selling where dedicated sales and marketing teams are employed to service major customers. Customers also see the advantages of establishing close relationships with suppliers. Ford, for example, has reduced its number of suppliers from 30,000 to 3,000 and many now have single-supplier status. The nature of relationships in many consumer markets is different: customers and manufacturers rarely meet and for many supermarket products, brand switching is common.

**Organisational buyers are more rational**

Although organisational buyers, like all people, are affected by emotional factors, for example, like or dislike of a salesperson, the colour of office equipment, etc., it is probably true that on the whole organisational buying is more rational. Often decisions will be made on economic criteria. This is because organisational buyers have to justify their decisions to other members of their organisation. Caterpillar tractor salespeople based their sales presentation on the fact that, although the initial purchase price of their tractors was higher than the competition, over the life of the tractor costs were significantly lower. This rational economic appeal proved very successful for many years. Customers are increasingly using life-cycle cost and value-in-use analysis to evaluate products. Rail companies, for example, calculate the life-cycle costs including purchase price, running and maintenance costs when ordering a new locomotive.
Organisational buying may be to specific requirements

It is not uncommon in business to business marketing for buyers to determine product specifications and for sellers to tailor their product offerings to meet them. This is feasible because of the large potential revenue of such products, for example, railway engines. This is much less a feature of consumer marketing, where a product offering may be developed to meet the need of a market segment but, beyond that, meeting individual needs would prove uneconomic.

Reciprocal buying may be important in organisational buying

Because an organisational buyer may be in a powerful negotiating position with a seller, it may be possible to demand concessions in return for placing the order. In some situations the buyer may demand that the seller buys some of the buyer’s products in return for securing the order. A buyer of tyres for a car manufacturer may demand that, in return for the contract, the tyre producer buys its company cars from the car manufacturer.

Organisational selling/buying may be more risky

Business to business markets are sometimes characterised by a contract being agreed before the product is made. Further, the product itself may be highly technical and the seller may be faced with unforeseen problems once work has started. For example, Scott-Lithgow won an order to build an oil rig for British Petroleum, but the price proved uneconomic given the nature of the problems associated with its construction. GEC won the contract to develop the Nimrod surveillance system for the Ministry of Defence but technical problems caused the project to be terminated with much adverse publicity. Another example was British Rail, which encountered technical problems with the commissioning of the Class 60 diesel locomotive built by Brush Traction, although these were eventually resolved.

Organisational buying is more complex

Many organisational purchases, notably those which involve large sums of money and are new to the company, involve many people at different levels of the organisation. The managing director, product engineers, production managers, purchasing manager and operatives may influence the decision of which expensive machine to purchase. The sales task may be to influence as many of these people as possible and may involve multi-level selling by means of a sales team, rather than an individual salesperson.1

Negotiation is often important in organisational buying

Negotiation is often important in organisational buying because of the presence of professional buyers and sellers and the size and complexity of organisational buying. The supplier’s list price may be regarded as the starting point for negotiation, but the price actually paid will depend on the negotiation skills and power bases of buyers and sellers.
3.2 CONSUMER BUYER BEHAVIOUR

Consumers are individuals who buy products and services for personal consumption. Sometimes it is difficult to classify a product as either a consumer or an organisational good. Cars, for example, sell to consumers for personal consumption and to organisations for use in carrying out their activities (e.g. to provide transport for a sales executive). For both types of buyer, an understanding of customers can only be obtained by answering the following five questions:

1. Who is important in the buying decision?
2. How do they buy?
3. What are their choice criteria?
4. Where do they buy?
5. When do they buy?

This chapter addresses the first three of these questions since they are often the most difficult to answer.

Who buys?

Many consumer purchases are individual. When purchasing a Mars bar a person may make an impulse purchase upon seeing an array of confectionery at a newsagent’s counter. However, decision-making can also be made by a buying centre, such as a household. In this situation a number of individuals may interact to influence the purchase decision. Each person may assume a role in the decision-making process. Blackwell, Miniard and Engel describe five roles. Each may be taken by husband, wife, children or other members of the household:

1. Initiator: the person who begins the process of considering a purchase. Information may be gathered by this person to help the decision.
2. Influencer: the person who attempts to persuade others in the group concerning the outcome of the decision. Influencers typically gather information and attempt to impose their choice criteria on the decision.
3. Decider: the individual with the power and/or financial authority to make the ultimate choice regarding which product to buy.
4. Buyer: the person who conducts the transaction: who calls the supplier, visits the store, makes the payment and effects delivery.
5. User: the actual consumer/user of the product.

One person may assume multiple roles in the buying centre. In a toy purchase, for example, a child may be the initiator and attempt to influence their parents who are the deciders. The child may be influenced by a sibling to buy a different brand. The buyer may be one of the parents, who visits the store to purchase the toy and brings it back to the home. Finally, both children may be users of the toy. Although the purchase was for one person, marketers have four opportunities – two children and two parents – to affect the outcome of the purchase decision.
The marketing implications of understanding who buys lie within the areas of marketing communications and segmentation. Identifying the roles played within the buying centre is a prerequisite for targeting persuasive communications. As the previous discussion has demonstrated, the person who actually uses or consumes the product may not be the most influential member of the buying centre, nor may they be the decision-maker. Even when they do play the predominant role, communication to other members of the buying centre can make sense when their knowledge and opinions may act as persuasive forces during the decision-making process. The second implication is that the changing role and influences within the family buying centre are providing new opportunities to creatively segment hitherto stable markets (e.g. cars).

The consumer decision-making process – how they buy

Behavioural scientists regard the **consumer decision-making process** as a problem-solving or need-satisfaction process. Thus, an electronic calculator may be bought in order to solve a problem – inaccuracy or slowness in arithmetic – which itself defines the need – fast and accurate calculations. In order to define which calculator to buy, a consumer may pass through a series of steps, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

![Figure 3.1 The consumer decision-making process](source: Adapted from Blackwell, R.D., Miniard, P.W. and Engel, J.F. (2003) *Consumer Behaviour*, Orlando, FL: Dryden. Reprinted with permission of South-Western, a division of Thomson Learning: www.thomsonrights.com. Fax: 800-730-2215.)
Needs

In the case of the calculator, the needs (stimulated by problem identification) are essentially functional. In this situation the salesperson would be advised, after identifying the buyer’s needs, to demonstrate the speed and accuracy of the calculators they are selling. Successful selling may involve identifying needs in more detail; for example, are special features required or does the buyer only have to perform a standard, basic set of calculations, implying a less elaborate and cheaper calculator? For other products need satisfaction may be emotional or psychological. For example, a Sheaffer pen is bought largely for its status rather than any marginal functional superiority over other pens. An accurate assessment of the kinds of needs that a product is satisfying will enable a salesperson to plan the sales presentation correctly, presenting the product as a means of satisfying the buyer’s needs or solving the buyer’s problems.

How do needs arise? They may occur as a natural process of life; for example, the birth of children in a family may mean that a larger car is required. They may also arise because of stimulation. An advertisement for video-recorders or a salesperson’s talk may create the need for extra in-house entertainment and, at the same time, provide a means of satisfying that need.

Salespeople should also seek to understand need inhibitors. These prevent a need being activated and, therefore, they prevent the decision-making process from starting. For example, someone may want to buy an item on eBay but may be inhibited by fear of paying for but not receiving the good. eBay has recognised this problem as the boxed case discussion explains.

Need Inhibitors and Buying on eBay

A consumer may be tempted to buy products on eBay but be concerned about such issues as trust (will they receive the goods) and the security of financial information. Such worries can act as need inhibitors preventing consumers buying despite attractive prices and benefits. While financial security issues have largely been addressed by systems developed by eBay and Amazon, on eBay where sellers are independent individuals or organisations the fear of not receiving goods remains.

eBay has introduced its PayPal system to overcome this need inhibitor. The PayPal icon is assigned to sellers who have a reliable history of selling goods on eBay and provides some financial protection against fraud. The company has also developed a feedback system that allows buyers to post information on their transactions and their experiences with sellers. This is available to potential buyers when the seller next places an item for sale. Although the system is not infallible (some unscrupulous eBay members have in the past auctioned feedback for vendors enabling them to create a false impression of positive trade), the steps eBay has taken have proven effective in encouraging buyers to overcome their inhibitions regarding online purchasing.

Information gathering

Many needs can only be satisfied after a period of information search. Thus a prospective car purchaser who requires a small, economical car may carry out a considerable search before deciding on the model that best satisfies these needs. This search may involve visiting car showrooms, watching car programmes on television, reading car magazines and Which? reports and talking to friends. Clearly, many sources of information are sought besides that provided by the salesperson in the showroom. Indeed, in some situations the search may omit the salesperson until the end of this process. The buyer may reduce the number of alternatives to a manageable few and contact the salesperson only to determine the kind of deal available on the competing models.

Information search by consumers is helped by the growth of internet usage and companies that provide search facilities, such as Google and Yahoo! Many consumers now gather information on products and prices before entering a store. For example, over 80 per cent of Ford buyers in the USA have researched their intended purchase on the internet before entering a dealership and over 75 per cent of mobile phone buyers in America research on the web before buying.4

Evaluation of alternatives and selection of the best solution

Evaluation may be thought of as a system, as depicted in Figure 3.2.

1. Evaluative (choice) criteria: these are the dimensions used by consumers to compare or evaluate products or brands. In the car example, the relevant evaluative criteria may be fuel economy, purchase price and reliability.
2. Beliefs: these are the degrees to which, in the consumer’s mind, a product possesses various characteristics, e.g. roominess.
3. Attitudes: these are the degrees of liking or disliking a product and are in turn dependent on the evaluative criteria used to judge the products and the beliefs about the product measured by those criteria. Thus beliefs imply knowledge,
e.g. model X does 36 miles per gallon at a steady 56 miles per hour, whereas attitudes imply liking or disliking, e.g. model X is poor with regard to fuel economy.

4. Intentions: these measure the probability that attitudes will be acted upon. The assumption is that favourable attitudes will increase purchase intentions, i.e. the probability that the consumer will buy.

Given this system, it makes sense for a salesperson to find out from a prospect the evaluative criteria being used to judge alternative products. For example, a stereo system salesperson will attempt to find out whether a potential buyer is evaluating alternative stereo units primarily in terms of external design or sound quality. Further, it can be effective to try to change evaluative criteria. For example, if the stereo system salesperson believes that the competitive advantage of the product range lies in its sound quality, but the buyer’s criterion is primarily external design, the salesperson can emphasise the sound quality of the product and minimise the importance of external design. Alternatively, if the primary consideration of the buyer is sound quality but a competitor’s system is preferred, the sales task is to change attitudes in favour of their own system. Tools at their disposal include the use of performance comparisons from hi-fi magazines and in-shop demonstrations.

**Post-purchase evaluation of decision**

The art of effective marketing is to create customer satisfaction. Most businesses rely on repeat purchasing, which implies that customers must gain satisfaction from their purchases (otherwise this will not occur). Festinger introduced the notion of ‘cognitive dissonance’ partly to explain the anxiety felt by many buyers of expensive items shortly after purchase. The classic case of this is the car buyer who assiduously reads car advertisements after having bought the car in an effort to dispel the anxiety caused by not being sure that they have made the correct purchase.

Salespeople often try to reassure buyers, after the order has been placed, that they have made the right decision, but the outcome of the post-purchase evaluation is dependent on many factors besides the salesperson’s reassurance. The quality of the product and the level of after-sales service play an obvious part in creating customer goodwill, and it is the salesperson who can help buyers in ensuring that the product they buy best matches their needs in the first place. This implies that it may not be in the salesperson’s long-term interest to pressure buyers into buying higher priced items which possess features not really wanted – although this may increase short-term profit margins (and commission), it may lead to a long-term fall in sales as consumers go elsewhere to replace the item.

**Choice criteria**

Choice criteria are the various features (and benefits) a customer uses when evaluating products and services. They provide the grounds for deciding to purchase one brand or another. Different members of the buying centre may use different choice criteria. For example, a child may use the criterion of self-image when choosing shoes whereas a parent may use price. The same criterion may be used differently.
For example, a child may want the most expensive video-game while the parent may want a less expensive alternative. Choice criteria can change over time due to changes in income through the family life-cycle. As disposable income rises, price may no longer be a key choice criterion but may be replaced by considerations of status or social belonging.

Choice criteria can be economic, social or personal. Economic criteria include performance, reliability and price. Social criteria include status and the need for social belonging. For example, Nike, Reebok and Adidas trainers need ‘street cred’ to be acceptable to large numbers of the youth market. Social norms such as convention and fashion can also be important choice criteria, with some brands being rejected as too unconventional (e.g. fluorescent spectacles) or out of fashion (Mackeson stout).

Personal criteria concern how the product or service relates to the individual psychologically. An important issue here is self-image, which is the personal view we hold of ourselves. For example, one person might view herself as a young, upwardly mobile, successful executive and wish to buy products that reflect that image. Audi tried to appeal to such a person when they ran an advertising campaign that suggested Audi drivers ‘arrived’ more quickly than other drivers. Many purchase decisions are ‘experimental’ in that they evoke feelings of fun, pride, pleasure, boredom or sadness. Such feelings need to be taken into account when marketing products or services. For example, in retail marketing, stores such as Next and Principles recognise the importance of creating the right atmosphere through the correct choice of in-store colour and design.

Salespeople and marketing managers need to understand the choice criteria being used by consumers when they evaluate their products or services. Such knowledge allows the salesperson to tailor the correct appeal to each customer they talk to and provides marketing managers with the basis for product or service design and the correct messages to use in advertising.

3.3 FACTORS AFFECTING THE CONSUMER DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

There are a number of factors that affect the consumer decision-making process and its outcome. These can be classified under three headings:

1. The buying situation.
2. Personal influences.
3. Social influences.

The buying situation

Howard and Sheth identified three types of buying situation:

(a) extensive problem-solving;
(b) limited problem-solving; and
(c) automatic response.
When a problem or need is new, the means of solving that problem is expensive and uncertainty is high, a consumer is likely to conduct extensive problem-solving. This involves a high degree of information search and close examination of alternative solutions. Faced with this kind of buyer, the salesperson can create immense goodwill by providing information and assessing alternatives from the product range in terms of how well their benefits conform to the buyer’s needs. The goodwill generated with this type of buyer in such a situation may be rewarded by a repeat purchase when the buying situation changes to one of limited problem-solving. Thus successful car salespeople often find themselves with a group of highly loyal buyers who purchase from them, even if the dealership changes, because of the trust built up during this stage.

Limited problem-solving occurs when the consumer has some experience with the product in question and may be inclined to stay loyal to the brand previously purchased. However, a certain amount of information search and evaluation of a few alternatives occurs as a rudimentary check that the right decision is being made. This process provides a limited opportunity for salespeople of competing products to persuade consumers that they should switch model or brand by providing relevant comparative information and, perhaps, by providing risk-reducing guarantees, for example, free replacement of any defective parts.

Companies who have built up a large brand franchise will wish to move their customers to the state of automatic response. Advertising may be effective in keeping the brand in the forefront of the consumer’s mind and in reinforcing already favourable attitudes towards the brand. In this situation, personal selling to the ultimate consumer may be superfluous. Companies selling consumer durables may offer generous trade-in terms for their old models. Black and Decker have used this technique whereby an old, unusable lawnmower could be traded in as part payment on a new model.

A key influence on whether a consumer conducts extensive or limited problem-solving or automatic response is their level of involvement with the purchase. High involvement is associated with important purchases that are of high personal relevance. When a purchase affects one’s self-image, has a high degree of perceived risk, has social (e.g. status) implications, and the capacity to give a lot of pleasure, it is likely to be high involvement. When the opposite is the case, the consumer is likely to experience low involvement with the purchase. Figure 3.3 shows the relationship between involvement and the buying situation.

In high involvement situations (e.g. car or house purchase), the customer is looking for lots of information upon which to make a decision. A salesperson must be able to provide that information and answer in-depth queries. In low involvement situations, the customer is not likely to be an active searcher for information. Repetitive advertising is often used for these kinds of purchases.

**Personal influences**

A second group of factors that influences the consumer decision-making process concerns the psychology of the individuals concerned. Relevant concepts include personality, motivation, perception and learning.
Although personality may explain differences in consumer purchasing, it is extremely difficult for salespeople to judge accurately how extrovert or introvert, conventional or unconventional, a customer is. Indeed, reliable personality measurement has proved difficult, even for qualified psychologists. Brand personality is the characterisation of brands as perceived by consumers. Brands may be characterised as ‘for young people’ (Levis), ‘brash’ (Castlemaine XXXX) or ‘intelligent’ (Guinness). This is a dimension over and above the physical (e.g. colour) or functional (e.g. task) attributes of a brand. By creating a brand personality, a marketer may create appeal to people who value that characterisation. Research by Ackoff and Emsott into brand personalities of beers showed that most consumers preferred the brand of beer that matched their own personality.7

Sellers need to be aware of different buyer personality types. Buzzotta, Lefton and Sherberg proposed a two-dimensional approach to understanding buyer psychology.8 They suggest that everyone tends to be warm or hostile, dominant or submissive. Although there are degrees of each of these behaviours, they believe it is meaningful to place individuals in one cell of a two-by-two matrix. Each behaviour is defined as follows:

1. Dominant: in face-to-face situations, dominance is the drive to take control of others. It implies a need to lead in personal encounters, to have control of situations and to have a strong desire to be independent.
2. Submissive: submission is the disposition to let others take the lead. It implies a willingness to be controlled, a need to comply with the wishes of others and an avoidance of confrontation.
3. Warm: warmth is having a regard for others. A warm person is described as one who is outgoing, good humoured, optimistic and willing to place trust in others.

Figure 3.3 Level of purchase involvement and the buying situation
4. **Hostile**: hostility is lacking regard for others. It suggests a person who is cold, distrustful and disdainful of others. Hostile people like to be in a position to say, ‘I told you so’.

Figure 3.4 shows this dimensional model of buyer behaviour.

Buzzotta, Lefton and Sherberg claim that, although there are as many distinctions as people, in general each person primarily falls into one of the four groups. To help identify each type, the salesperson must look for their hallmarks:

- **Q1: Dominant-hostile**: these people are loud, talkative, demanding and forceful in their actions. They are hard-nosed, aggressive and assertive. They are usually difficult to get along with and can be offensive. They tend to distrust salespeople.
- **Q2: Submissive-hostile**: these people are cold, aloof and uncommunicative. They tend to be loners and work in jobs that demand concentration rather than socialisation, for example, research, accountancy and computer programming. When responding to questions, they tend to be short and terse: ‘maybe’, ‘all right’, ‘possibly’. Q2s prefer to avoid sales interviews, but if they cannot avoid them they take on a passive, almost detached role.
- **Q3: Submissive-warm**: these people are extrovert, friendly, understanding, talkative and positive-minded people who are not natural leaders. They prefer to buy from someone they like and view a sales interview as a social occasion. Generally they accept most of what the salesperson tells them, but if they feel any doubt they will postpone the decision to buy – possibly to seek advice from friends.
- **Q4: Dominant-warm**: these people are adaptable and open minded but not afraid to express their ideas and opinions. They tend to want proof of sales arguments and become impatient of woolly answers. They are not hesitant to buy from anyone who can prove to their satisfaction that there is a benefit to be gained. They like to negotiate in a business-like manner and can be demanding and challenging in a sales interview.

**Implications for selling**

What are the implications for selling? Decormier and Jobber argue that salespeople should modify their behaviour accordingly.

- **Q1**: To win the respect of **dominant-hostile** people, the appropriate salesperson behaviour is to adjust their dominance level upward to meet that of the buyer. This
would involve sitting upright, maintaining eye contact, listening respectfully (but passively) and answering directly. Once Q1 buyers realise that the salesperson is their psychological equal, a meaningful discussion can take place.

Q2: When first meeting with a submissive-hostile Q2 buyer, a salesperson should not attempt to dominate, but gradually try to gain their trust. The salesperson should match the buyer’s dominance level and ask open-ended questions in a slow, soft manner. The salesperson should lower their stature, keeping eyes and head at the same level as the buyer.

Q3: Submissive-warm people like and trust people. The salesperson should satisfy their social needs by being warm and friendly. They should not attempt to dominate, but should instead share the social experience. Once liking and trust have been established, the salesperson should guide the interview towards the goal of decision-making.

Q4: Dominant-warm people consider respect more important than being liked. To gain respect, the salesperson should match the Q4’s dominance level while maintaining a warm (empathetic) manner. Sales arguments need to be backed up whenever possible by evidence.

Sellers also need to probe for the buyer’s motivations. The true reason or motive for purchase may be obscure. However, by careful probing a salesperson is likely to find out some of the real motives for purchase some of the time. Motivation is clearly linked to needs; the more strongly a need is perceived by a consumer, the more likely they are to be moved towards its satisfaction. Thus, a salesperson can increase buyer motivation by stimulating need recognition, by showing the ways in which needs can be fulfilled and by attempting to understand the various motives which may be at work in the decision-making process. These may be functional, e.g. time saved by a convenience food, or psychological, e.g. the status imparted by the ownership of a Jaguar or BMW car.

Not everyone with the same motivations will buy the same products, however. One of the reasons for this is that how someone decides to act depends upon their perception of the situation. One buyer may perceive a salesperson as being honest and truthful while another may not. Three selective processes may be at work on consumers.

1. Selective exposure: only certain information sources may be sought and read.
2. Selective perception: only certain ideas, messages and information from those sources may be perceived.
3. Selective retention: only some of them may be remembered.

In general, people tend to forget more quickly and to distort or avoid messages that are substantially at variance with existing attitudes.

Learning is also important in consumer decision-making. Learning refers to the changes in a person’s behaviour as a result of their experiences. A consumer will learn which brand names imply quality and which salespeople to trust.

Lifestyle

Lifestyle patterns have attracted much attention from marketing research practitioners. *Lifestyle* refers to the patterns of living as expressed in a person’s activities, interests and opinions. Lifestyle analysis, or *psychographics*, groups the consumers according to
their beliefs, activities, values and demographic characteristics such as education and income. For example, Research Bureau Ltd, a UK marketing research agency, investigated lifestyle patterns among housewives and found eight distinct groups:

1. **Young sophisticates**: extravagant, experimental, non-traditional; young, ABC1 social class, well-educated, affluent, owner-occupiers, full-time employed; interested in new products; sociable with cultural interests.

2. **Home-centred**: conservative, less quality conscious, demographically average, middle-class, average income and education; lowest interest in new products; very home-centred; little entertaining.

3. **Traditional working-class**: traditional, quality conscious, unexperimental in food, enjoy cooking; middle-aged, DE social group, less education, lower income, council house tenants; sociable; husband and wife share activities, like betting.

4. **Middle-aged sophisticates**: experimental, not traditional; middle-aged, ABC1 social class, well-educated, affluent, owner-occupiers, full-time housewives, interested in new products; sociable with cultural interests.

5. **Coronation Street housewives**: quality conscious, conservative, traditional; DE social class, tend to live in Lancashire and Yorkshire TV areas, less educated, lower incomes, part-time employment; low level of interest in new products; not sociable.

6. **Self-confident**: self-confident, quality conscious, not extravagant; young, well-educated, owner-occupier, average income.

7. **Homely**: bargain seekers, not self-confident, houseproud, C1C2 social class, tend to live in Tyne Tees and Scottish TV areas; left school at an early age; part-time employed; average level of entertaining.

8. **Penny-pinchers**: self-confident, houseproud, traditional, not quality conscious; 25–34 years, C2DE social class, part-time employment, less education, average income; enjoy betting, enjoy saving, husband and wife share activities, sociable.

Lifestyle analysis has implications for marketing since lifestyles have been found to correlate with purchasing behaviour. A company may choose to target a particular lifestyle group (e.g. the middle-aged sophisticates) with a product offering, and use advertising which is in line with the values and beliefs of this group. As information on readership/viewing habits of lifestyle groups becomes more widely known, so media selection may be influenced by lifestyle research.

**Social influences**

Major social influences on consumer decision-making include social class, reference groups, culture and the family. The first of these factors, social class, has been regarded as an important determinant of consumer behaviour for many years. Social class in marketing is based upon the occupation of the head of the household or main income earner. The practical importance of social class is reflected in the fact that respondents in market research surveys are usually classified by their social class, and most advertising media give readership figures broken down by social class groupings. These are shown in Table 3.1. However, the use of this variable to explain differences in purchasing has been criticised. It is often the case that people within the same social class may have different consumption patterns. Within the C2 group, i.e. skilled manual workers, it has been found that some people spend a high proportion
Table 3.1  Social class categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social grade</th>
<th>All adults 15+ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY:

Social grade  Social status  Occupation
A  Upper middle-class  Higher managerial, administrative or professional
B  Middle-class  Intermediate managerial, administrative or professional
C1  Lower middle-class  Supervisory or clerical and junior managerial, administrative or professional
C2  Skilled working-class  Skilled manual workers
D  Working-class  Semi- and unskilled manual workers
E  Those at the lowest level of subsistence  State pensioners or widows (no other earner), casual or lowest grade workers

Source: Adapted from National Readership Survey, January–December 2007, with permission.

of their income on buying their own houses, furniture, carpets and in-home entertainment, while others prefer to spend their money on more transitory pleasures such as drinking, smoking and playing bingo.

Such findings have led to a new classificatory system, A Classification of Residential Neighbourhoods (ACORN), which classifies people according to the type of area they live in. This has proved to be a powerful discriminator between different lifestyles, purchasing patterns and media exposure.11

The term reference group is used to indicate a group of people that influences a person’s attitude or behaviour. Where a product is conspicuous, for example, clothing or cars, the brand or model chosen may have been strongly influenced by what the buyer perceives as acceptable to their reference group (e.g. a group of friends, the family, or work colleagues). Reference group acceptability should not be confused with popularity. The salesperson who attempts to sell a car using the theme that ‘it’s very popular’ may conflict with the buyer’s desire to aspire to an ‘exclusive’ reference group, for which a less popular, more individual model may be appropriate.

Culture refers to the traditions, taboos, values and basic attitudes of the whole society within which an individual lives. It is of particular relevance to international marketing since different countries have different cultures, affecting the conduct of business and how products are used. In Arab countries, for example, salespeople may find themselves conducting a sales presentation in the presence of a competitor’s salesperson. In France chocolate is sometimes eaten between slices of bread.

The family is sometimes called a primary reference group and may play a significant part in consumer buyer behaviour. The decision as to which product or brand to purchase may be a group decision, with each family member playing a distinct part.
Thus, in the purchase of motor cars, traditionally the husband decided upon the model, while his wife chose the colour. The purchase of cereals may be strongly influenced by children. The cleaning properties of a carpet fibre may be relatively unimportant to the principal breadwinner but of greater significance to the partner who performs the housework tasks. When a purchase is a group decision, a salesperson will be wise to view the benefits of their products in terms of each of the decision-makers or influencers.

### 3.4 ORGANISATIONAL BUYER BEHAVIOUR

Organisational buyer behaviour has usefully been broken down into three elements by Fisher.13

1. **Structure**: the ‘who’ factor – who participates in the decision-making process and their particular roles.
2. **Process**: the ‘how’ factor – the pattern of information getting, analysis, evaluation and decision-making which takes place as the purchasing organisation moves towards a decision.
3. **Content**: the ‘what’ factor – the choice criteria used at different stages of the process and by different members of the decision-making unit.

#### Structure

An essential point to understand in organisational buying is that the buyer or purchasing officer is often not the only person who influences the decision, or who actually has the authority to make the ultimate decision. Rather, the decision is in the hands of a **decision-making unit (DMU)**, or buying centre as it is sometimes called. This is not necessarily a fixed entity. The people in the DMU may change as the decision-making process continues. Thus a managing director may be involved in the decision that new equipment should be purchased, but not in the decision as to which manufacturer to buy it from. Bonoma and Webster have identified six roles in the structure of the DMU:14, 15

1. **Initiators**: those who begin the purchase process.
2. **Users**: those who actually use the product.
3. **Deciders**: those who have the authority to select the supplier/model.
4. **Influencers**: those who provide information and add decision criteria throughout the process.
5. **Buyers**: those who have authority to execute the contractual arrangements.
6. **Gatekeepers**: those who control the flow of information, e.g. secretaries who may allow or prevent access to a DMU member, or a buyer whose agreement must be sought before a supplier can contact other members of the DMU.

The factors which influence the nature of the DMU will be examined later. Obviously, for different types of purchase the exact formation will vary. For very important decisions the structure of the DMU will be complex, involving numerous people.
within the buying organisation. The salesperson’s task is to identify and reach the key members in order to convince them of the product’s worth. Often, talking only to the purchasing officer will be insufficient, since this may be only a minor influence on which supplier is chosen. Salespeople need to avoid two deadly sins:

1. Working within their ‘comfort zone’. This is where they spend too much time with people they like and feel comfortable with, but who are unimportant with regard to which product to buy or which supplier to use.

2. Spending too much time with ‘nay sayers’. These are people who can say ‘no’ (the power of veto) but who do not have the authority to say ‘yes’. It is the latter group, i.e. the decision-makers, to whom most communicational effort should be channelled.

When the problem to be solved is highly technical, suppliers may work with engineers in the buying organisation in order to solve problems and secure the order. An example where this approach was highly successful involved a small US company that secured a large order from a major car company owing to its ability to work with the company in solving the technical problems associated with the development of an exhaust gas recirculation valve. In this case, its policy was to work with company engineers and to keep the purchasing department out of the decision until the last possible moment, by which time it was the only company qualified to supply the part.

Where DMU members are inaccessible to salespeople, advertising may be used as an alternative. Also, where users are an important influence and the product is relatively inexpensive and consumable, free samples given by the salespeople may be effective in generating preference.

**Process**

Figure 3.5 describes the decision-making process for an industrial product. The exact nature of the process will depend on the buying situation. In certain situations some stages will be omitted; for example, in a routine re-buy situation the purchasing officer is unlikely to pass through stages 3, 4 and 5 (search for suppliers and an analysis and evaluation of their proposals). These stages will be bypassed, as the buyer, recognising a need – perhaps shortage of stationery – routinely reorders from the existing supplier.

In general, the more complex the decision and the more expensive the item, the more likely it is that each stage will be passed through and that the process will take more time.

1. Need or problem of recognition. Needs and problems may be recognised through either internal or external factors. An example of an internal factor would be the realisation of undercapacity leading to the decision to purchase plant or equipment. Thus, internal recognition leads to active behaviour (internal/active). Some problems which are recognised internally may not be acted upon. This condition may be termed internal/passive. A production manager may realise that there is a problem with a machine but, given more pressing problems, decides to live with it. Other potential problems may not be recognised internally and only become problems because of
A production manager may be quite satisfied with the production process until being made aware of another more efficient method. Clearly these different problems have important implications for the salesperson. The internal/passive condition implies that there is an opportunity for the salesperson, having identified the condition, to highlight the problem by careful analysis of cost inefficiencies and other symptoms, so that the problem is perceived to be more pressing and in need of solution (internal/active). The internal/active situation requires salespeople to demonstrate a differential advantage of one of their products over the competition. In this situation, problem stimulation is unnecessary, but where internal recognition is absent, the salesperson can provide the necessary external cues. A forklift truck sales representative might stimulate problem recognition by showing how their trucks can save the customer money, due to lower maintenance costs, and lead to more efficient use of warehouse space through higher lifting capabilities.
2. **Determination of characteristics, specification and quantity of needed item.** At this stage of the decision-making process the DMU will draw up a description of what is required. For example, it might decide that five lathes are required to meet certain specifications. The ability of a salesperson to influence the specifications can give their company an advantage at later stages of the process. By persuading the buying company to specify features that only their product possesses (lockout criteria), the salesperson may virtually have closed the sale at this stage.

3. **Search for and qualification of potential sources.** A great deal of variation in the degree of search takes place in organisational buying. Generally speaking, the cheaper, less important the item and the more information the buyer possesses, the less search takes place.

4. **Acquisition and analysis of proposals.** Having found a number of companies which, perhaps through their technical expertise and general reputation, are considered to be qualified to supply the product, proposals will be called for and analysis of them undertaken.

5. **Evaluation of proposals and selection of suppliers.** Each proposal will be evaluated in the light of the criteria deemed to be important to each DMU member. It is important to realise that various members may use different criteria when judging proposals. Although this may cause problems, the outcome of this procedure is the selection of a supplier or suppliers.

6. **Selection of an order routine.** Next the details of payment and delivery are drawn up. Usually this is conducted by the purchasing officer. In some buying decisions this stage is merged into stages 4 and 5 when delivery is an important consideration in selecting a supplier.

7. **Performance feedback and evaluation.** This may be formal, where a purchasing department draws up an evaluation form for user departments to complete, or informal through everyday conversation.

The implications of all this are that a salesperson can affect a sale through influencing need recognition, through the design of product specifications and by clearly presenting the advantages of the product over competition in terms that are relevant to DMU members. By early involvement, a salesperson can benefit through the process of creeping commitment, whereby the buying organisation becomes increasingly committed to one supplier through its involvement in the process and the technical assistance it provides.

**Content**

This aspect of organisational buyer behaviour refers to the choice criteria used by members of the DMU to evaluate supplier proposals. These criteria are likely to be determined by the performance criteria used to evaluate the members themselves. Thus a purchasing manager who is judged by the extent to which they reduce purchase expenditure is likely to be more cost-conscious than a production engineer who is evaluated in terms of the technical efficiency of the production processes they design.

As with consumers, organisational buying is characterised by both functional (economic) and psychological (emotive) criteria (see Table 3.2). Key functional considerations for plant and equipment may be return on investment, while for
Sales environment

Table 3.2  Choice criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic</th>
<th>Emotional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price</td>
<td>Prestige</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delivery</td>
<td>Personal risk reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productivity – cost versus revenues</td>
<td>Office politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life-cycle costs</td>
<td>Quiet life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Pleasure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durability</td>
<td>Reciprocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgradability</td>
<td>Confidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical assistance</td>
<td>Convenience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial assistance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

materials and component parts they might be cost savings, together with delivery reliability, quality and technical assistance. Because of the high costs associated with production down-time, a key concern of many purchasing departments is the long-term development of the organisation’s supply system. Psychological factors may also be important, particularly when suppliers’ product offerings are essentially similar. In this situation the final decision may rest upon the relative liking for the suppliers’ salesperson. A number of important criteria are examined above.

Quality

The emergence of total quality management (TQM) as a key aspect of organisational life reflects the importance of quality in evaluating a supplier’s products and services. Many buying organisations are unwilling to trade quality for price. In particular, buyers are looking for consistency of product or service quality so that end products (e.g. motor cars) are reliable, inspection costs reduced and production processes run smoothly. They are installing just-in-time (JIT) delivery systems which rely upon incoming supplies being quality guaranteed. Jaguar cars under Sir John Egan moved from a price orientated purchasing system to one where quality was central and purchasing departments were instructed to pay more, provided the price could be justified in terms of improved quality of components.

Price and life-cycle costs

For materials and components of similar specification and quality, price becomes a key consideration. For standard items, such as ball-bearings, price may be critical to making a sale given that a number of suppliers can meet delivery and specification requirements. However, it should not be forgotten that price is only one component of cost for many buying organisations. Increasingly buyers take into account life-cycle costs, which may include productivity savings, maintenance costs and residual values, as well as initial purchase price, when evaluating products. Marketers can use life-cycle costs analysis to break into an account. By calculating life-cycle costs with a buyer, new perceptions of value may be achieved.
Continuity of supply

One of the major costs to a company is a disruption of a production run. Delays of this kind can mean costly machine down-time and even lost sales. Continuity of supply is therefore a prime consideration in many purchase situations. Companies which perform badly on this criterion lose out, even if the price is competitive, because a small percentage price edge does not compare with the costs of unreliable delivery. Supplier companies who can guarantee deliveries and realise their promises can achieve a significant differential advantage in the marketplace. Organisational customers are demanding close relationships with ‘accredited suppliers’ who can guarantee reliable supply, perhaps on a just-in-time basis.

Perceived risk

Perceived risk can come in two forms: functional risk, such as uncertainty with respect to product or supplier performance, and psychological risk, such as criticism from work colleagues. This latter risk – fear of upsetting the boss, losing status, being ridiculed by others in the department, or indeed losing one’s job – can play a determining role in purchase decisions. Buyers often reduce uncertainty by gathering information about competing suppliers, checking the opinions of important others in the buying company, only buying from familiar and/or reputable suppliers and by spreading risk through multiple sourcing.

Office politics

Political factions within the buying company may also influence the outcome of a purchase decision. Interdepartmental conflict may manifest itself in the formation of competing ‘camps’ over the purchase of a product or service. Because department X favours supplier A, department Y automatically favours supplier B. The outcome not only has purchasing implications but also political implications for the departments and individuals concerned.

Personal liking/disliking

A buyer may personally like one salesperson more than another and this may influence supplier choice, particularly when competing products are very similar. Even when supplier selection is on the basis of competitive bidding, it is known for purchasers to help salespeople they like to ‘be competitive’. Obviously, perception is important in all organisational purchases, as how someone behaves depends upon the perception of the situation. One buyer may perceive a salesperson as being honest, truthful and likeable while another may not. As with consumer behaviour, three selective processes may be at work on buyers:

- selective exposure: only certain information sources may be sought;
- selective perception: only certain information may be perceived;
- selective retention: only some information may be remembered.

The implications of understanding the content of the decision are that, first, a salesperson may need to change the sales presentation when talking to different DMU members. Discussion with a production engineer may centre on the technical
superiority of the product offering, while much more emphasis on cost factors may prove beneficial when talking to the purchasing officer. Second, the choice criteria used by buying organisations change over time as circumstances change. Price may be relatively unimportant to a company when trying to solve a highly visible technical problem, and the order will be placed with the supplier who provides the necessary technical assistance. Later, after the problem has been solved and other suppliers become qualified, price may be of crucial significance.

3.5 FACTORS AFFECTING ORGANISATIONAL BUYER BEHAVIOUR

Cardozo identified three factors that influence the composition of the DMU, the nature of the decision-making process and the criteria used to evaluate product offerings:18

- the buy class;
- the product type;
- the importance of the purchase to the buying organisation.

These three factors are illustrated in Figure 3.6.
The buy class

Industrial purchasing decisions were studied by Robinson, Faris and Wind, who concluded that buyer behaviour was influenced by the nature of the buy class. They distinguished between a new task, a modified re-buy and a straight re-buy.

A new task occurs when the need for the product has not arisen previously so that there is little or no relevant experience in the company, and a great deal of information is required. A straight re-buy, on the other hand, occurs where an organisation buys previously purchased items from suppliers already judged acceptable. Routine purchasing procedures are set up to facilitate straight re-buys. The modified re-buy lies between the two extremes. A regular requirement for the type of product exists and the buying alternatives are known, but sufficient change has occurred to require some alteration of the normal supply procedure.

The buy classes affect organisational buying in the following ways. First, the structure of the DMU changes. For a straight re-buy, possibly only the purchasing officer is involved, whereas for a new buy, senior management, engineers, production managers and purchasing officers are likely to be involved. Modified re-buys often involve engineers, production managers and purchasing officers, but senior management, except when the purchase is critical to the company, are unlikely to be involved. Second, the decision-making process is likely to be much longer as the buy class changes from a straight re-buy to a modified re-buy and then, a new task. Third, in terms of influencing DMU members, they are likely to be much more receptive in new task and modified re-buy situations than for straight re-buys. In the latter case the purchasing manager has already solved the purchasing problems and has other problems to deal with. So why make it a problem again?

The first implication of this buy class analysis is that there are considerable gains to be made if the salesperson can enter the new task at the start of the decision-making process. By providing information and helping with any technical problems that can arise, the salesperson may be able to create goodwill and creeping commitment, which secures the order when the final decision is made. The second implication is that since the decision process is likely to be long, and many people are involved in the new task, supplier companies need to invest heavily in sales human resources for a considerable period of time. Some firms employ missionary sales teams comprising their best salespeople to help secure big new-task orders.

Salespeople in straight re-buy situations must ensure that no change occurs when they are in the position of the supplier. Regular contact to ensure that the customer has no complaints may be necessary, and the buyer may be encouraged to use automatic recording systems. For the non-supplier, the salesperson has a difficult task unless poor service or some other factor has caused the buyer to become dissatisfied with the present supplier. The obvious objective of the salesperson in this situation is to change the buy class from a straight re-buy to a modified re-buy. Price alone may not be enough since changing supplier represents a large personal risk to the purchasing officer. The new supplier’s products might be less reliable and delivery might be unpredictable. In order to reduce this risk, the salesperson may offer delivery guarantees with penalty clauses and be very willing to accept a small (perhaps uneconomic) order at first in order to gain a foothold. Supplier acquisition of a total quality management standard such as BS5750 may also have the effect of reducing
perceived buyer risk, or it may be necessary to agree to undertake a buyer’s supplier quality assurance programme. Many straight re-buys are organised on a contract basis and buyers may be more receptive to listening to non-supplier salespeople prior to contract renewal.

Value analysis and life-cycle cost calculations are other methods of moving purchases from a straight re-buy to a modified re-buy situation. **Value analysis**, which can be conducted by either supplier or buyer, is a method of cost reduction in which components are examined to see if they can be made more cheaply. The items are studied to identify unnecessary costs that do not add to the reliability or functionality of the product. By redesigning, standardising or manufacturing by less expensive means, a supplier may be able to offer a product of comparable quality at lower cost. Simple redesigns such as changing a curved edge to a straight one may have dramatic cost implications.

**Life-cycle cost analysis** seeks to move the cost focus from the initial purchase price to the total cost of owning and using a product. There are three types of life-cycle costs:

- purchase price;
- start-up costs;
- post-purchase costs.

Start-up costs include installation, lost production and training costs. Post-purchase costs include operating (e.g. fuel, operator wages), maintenance, repair and inventory costs. Against these costs would be placed residual values (e.g. trade-in values of cars). Life-cycle cost appeals can be powerful motivators. For example, if the out-supplier can convince the customer organisation that its product has significantly lower post-purchase costs than the in-supplier, despite a slightly higher purchase price, it may win the order. This is because it will be delivering a higher economic value to the customer. This can be a powerful competitive advantage and at the same time justify the premium price.

**The product type**

Products can be classified according to four types:

1. **Materials** to be used in the production process, e.g. steel;
2. **Components** to be incorporated in the finished product, e.g. alternator;
3. **Plant and equipment**;
4. **Products and services for maintenance, repair and operation (MROs)**, e.g. spanners, welding equipment and lubricants.

This classification is based upon a customer’s perspective – how the product is used – and may be applied to identify differences in organisational buyer behaviour. First, the people who take part in the decision-making process tend to differ according to product type. For example, it has been found that senior management tend to get involved in the purchase of plant and equipment or, occasionally, when new materials are purchased, if the change is of fundamental importance to company operations; for example, if a move from aluminium to plastic is being contemplated. Rarely do they involve themselves in component or MRO supply. Similarly, design engineers tend to
be involved in buying components and materials but not normally MRO and plant and equipment. Second, the decision-making process tends to be slower and more complex as product type moves from:

MRO → Components → Materials → Plant and equipment

For MRO items, ‘blanket contracts’ rather than periodic purchase orders are increasingly being used. The supplier agrees to resupply the buyer on agreed price terms over a period of time. Stock is held by the seller and orders are automatically printed out by the buyer’s computer when stock falls below a minimum level. This has the advantage to the supplying company of effectively blocking the efforts of the competitors’ salesforces for long periods of time.

Classification of suppliers’ offerings by product type gives the salesforce clues about who is likely to be influential in the purchase decision. The sales task is then to confirm this in particular situations and attempt to reach those people involved. A salesperson selling MROs is likely to be wasting effort attempting to talk to design engineers, whereas attempts to reach operating management are likely to prove fruitful.

Importance of purchase to buying organisation

A purchase is likely to be perceived as important to the buying organisation when it involves large sums of money, when the cost of making the wrong decision, for example in lost production, is high and when there is considerable uncertainty about the outcome of alternative offerings. In such situations, many people at different organisational levels are likely to be involved in the decision and the process is likely to be long, with extensive search and analysis of information. Thus extensive marketing effort is likely to be required, but great opportunities present themselves to sales teams who work with buying organisations to convince them that their offering has the best payoff; this may involve acceptance trials (e.g. private diesel manufacturers supplying rail companies with prototypes for testing, engineering support and testimonials from other users). In addition, guarantees of delivery dates and after-sales service may be necessary when buyer uncertainty regarding these factors is high.

3.6 DEVELOPMENTS IN PURCHASING PRACTICE

A number of trends have taken place within the purchasing function that have marketing implications for supplier firms. The advent of just-in-time purchasing and the increased tendency towards central purchasing, reverse marketing and leasing have all changed the nature of purchasing and altered the way in which suppliers compete.

Just-in-time purchasing

The just-in-time (JIT) purchasing concept aims to minimise stocks by organising a supply system which provides materials and components as they are required. As
such, stockholding costs are significantly reduced or eliminated and thus profits are increased. Furthermore, since the holding of stocks is a hedge against machine breakdowns, faulty parts and human error, they may be seen as a cushion which acts as a disincentive to management to eliminate such inefficiencies.

A number of JIT practices are also associated with improved quality. Suppliers are evaluated on their ability to provide high-quality products. The effect of this is that suppliers may place more emphasis on product quality. Buyers are encouraged to specify only essential product characteristics, which means that suppliers have more discretion in product design and manufacturing methods. Also the supplier is expected to certify quality, which means that quality inspection at the buyer company is reduced and overall costs are minimised, since quality control at source is more effective than further down the supply chain.

The total effects of JIT can be enormous. Purchasing inventory and inspection costs can be reduced, product design can be improved, delivery streamlined, production down-time reduced and the quality of the finished item enhanced.

However, the implementation of JIT requires integration into both purchasing and production operations. Since the system requires the delivery of the exact amount of materials or components to the production line as they are required, delivery schedules must be very reliable and suppliers must be prepared to make deliveries on a regular basis – perhaps even daily. Lead times for ordering must be short and the number of defects very low. An attraction for suppliers is that it is usual for long-term purchasing agreements to be drawn up. The marketing implications of the JIT concept are that to be competitive in many industrial markets (e.g. motor cars), suppliers must be able to meet the requirements of this fast-growing system.

An example of a company that employs JIT is the Nissan car assembly plant at Sunderland in north-east England. The importance of JIT to its operations has meant that the number of component suppliers in the area has increased from 3 when Nissan arrived in 1986 to 27 in 1992. Nissan has adopted what they term ‘synchronous supply’ – parts are delivered only minutes before they are needed. For example, carpets are delivered by Sommer Allibert, a French supplier, from its nearby facility to the Nissan assembly line in sequence for fitting to the correct model. Only 42 minutes elapse between the carpet being ordered and fitted to the car. The stockholding of carpets for the Nissan Micra is now only ten minutes. Just-in-time practices do carry risks, however, if labour stability cannot be guaranteed. Renault discovered this to their cost when a strike at its engine and gearbox plant caused its entire French and Belgian car production lines to close in only ten days.

Centralised purchasing

Where several operating units within a company have common requirements and there is an opportunity to strengthen a negotiating position by bulk buying, **centralised purchasing** is an attractive option. Centralisation encourages purchasing specialists to concentrate their energies on a small group of products, thus enabling them to develop an extensive knowledge of cost factors and the operation of suppliers. The move from local to centralised buying has important marketing implications. Localised buying tends to focus on short-term cost and profit considerations whereas
centralised purchasing places more emphasis on long-term supply relationships. Outside influences, for example, engineers, play a greater role in supplier choice in local purchasing organisations since less specialised buyers often lack the expertise and status to question the recommendations of technical people. The type of purchasing organisation can therefore provide clues to suppliers regarding the important people in the decision-making unit and their respective power positions.

**Systems purchasing**

Systems purchasing is the desire by buyers to acquire complete systems rather than individual components. As noted in Chapter 1, this means, for example, that to sell door handles to a car company, a supplier must not only be able to sell a door system which includes door handles as well as locking and opening devices but also have an expert knowledge of door technology and the ability to solve future problems. Some systems purchasing is based on the expectations of benefits a system can provide for a buyer over time such as an operating chemical plant or telecommunications system.20

Systems sellers may take over responsibility for systems provision previously operated by customers such as inventory control, production control systems, IT and telecommunications networks. Each system sold comprises product and service components. Hardware, or product components, are physical or tangible products that perform a specific function within the system. Software, or service components, are the knowledge or intangible human efforts to solve customers’ problems and perform activities needed to design, build, operate and maintain a system (e.g. telecommunications).21

System selling requires sellers to create value for customers by cutting costs, and/or improving performance by developing innovative solutions that address the needs of business customers. It is widespread in capital goods industries such as IT, telecommunications and trains. For example, Alstom Transport, the train manufacturer, offers solutions for ‘train availability’ and Thales Training and Simulation, the flight simulator manufacturer, provides military customers with ‘flight training solutions’. Such companies offer to design and integrate components into a system and provide services to operate and maintain the system during its life.22

**Reverse marketing**

The traditional view of marketing is that supplier firms will actively seek the requirements of customers and attempt to meet those needs better than the competition. This model places the initiative with the supplier. Purchasers could assume a passive dimension, relying on their suppliers’ sensitivity to their needs and technological capabilities to provide them with solutions to their problems. However, this trusting relationship is at odds with a new corporate purchasing situation that developed during the 1980s and is gaining momentum. Purchasing is taking on a more proactive, aggressive stance in acquiring the products and services needed to compete. This process whereby the buyer attempts to persuade the supplier to provide exactly what the organisation wants is called reverse marketing.23 Figure 3.7 shows the difference between the traditional model and this new concept.
The essence of reverse marketing is that the purchaser takes the initiative in approaching new or existing suppliers and persuading them to meet their supply requirements. The implications of reverse marketing are that it may pose serious threats to unco-operative in-suppliers but major opportunities to responsive in-suppliers and out-suppliers. The growth of reverse marketing presents two key benefits to suppliers who are willing to listen to the buyer’s proposition and carefully consider its merits. First, it provides the opportunity to develop a stronger and longer-lasting relationship with the customer. Second, it could be a source of new product opportunities that may be developed to a broader customer base later on.

**Leasing**

A *lease* is a contract by which the owner of an asset (e.g. a car) grants the right to use the asset for a period of time to another party in exchange for payment of rent. The benefits to the customer are that a leasing arrangement avoids the need to pay the cash purchase price of the product or service, is a hedge against fast product obsolescence, may have tax advantages, avoids the problem of equipment disposal, and with certain types of leasing contracts avoids some maintenance costs. These benefits need to be weighed against the costs of leasing, which may be higher than outright buying.

There are two main types of lease: financial (or full payment) leases and operating leases (sometimes called rental agreements). A *financial lease* is a longer-term arrangement that is fully amortised over the term of the contract. Lease payments, in total, usually exceed the purchase price of the item. The terms and conditions of the lease vary according to convention and competitive conditions. Sometimes the supplier will agree to pay maintenance costs over the leasing period. This is common when leasing photocopiers, for example. The lessee may also be given the option of buying the equipment at the end of the period. An *operating lease* is for a shorter period of time, is cancellable and not completely amortised. Operating lease rates are usually higher than financial lease rates since they are shorter-term. When equipment
is required intermittently this form of acquisition can be attractive since it avoids the need to let plant lie idle. Many types of equipment such as diggers, bulldozers and skips may be available on short-term hire as may storage facilities.

Leasing may be advantageous to suppliers because it provides customer benefits that may differentiate product and service offerings. As such it may attract customers who otherwise may find the product unaffordable or uneconomic. The importance of leasing in such industries as cars, photocopying and data processing has led an increasing number of companies to employ leasing consultants to work with customers on leasing arrangements and benefits. A crucial marketing decision is the setting of leasing rates, which should be set with the following in mind:

(a) the desired relative attractiveness of leasing versus buying (the supplier may wish to promote/discourage buying compared with leasing);
(b) the net present value of lease payments versus outright purchase;
(c) the tax advantages of leasing versus buying to the customer;
(d) the rates being charged by competition;
(e) the perceived advantages of spreading payments to customers;
(f) any other perceived customer benefits, e.g. maintenance and insurance costs being assumed by the supplier.

### 3.7 RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT

The discussion of reverse marketing gave examples of buyers adopting a proactive stance in their dealings with suppliers and introduced the importance of buyer–seller relationships in marketing between organisations. The Industrial Marketing and Purchasing Group developed the **interaction approach** to explain the complexity of **relationship management**. This approach views these relationships as taking place between two active parties. Thus reverse marketing is one manifestation of the interaction perspective. Both parties may be involved in adaptations to their own process or product technologies to accommodate each other, and changes in the activities of one party are unlikely without consideration of, or consultation with, the other party. In such circumstances a key objective of industrial markets will be to manage customer relationships. Not only should formal organisational arrangements such as the use of distributors, salespeople and sales subsidiaries be considered, but also the informal network consisting of the personal contacts and relationships between supplier and customer staff. Marks & Spencer’s senior directors meet the boards of each of its major suppliers twice a year for frank discussions. When Marks & Spencer personnel visit a supplier, it is referred to as a ‘royal visit’. Factories may be repainted, new uniforms issued and machinery cleaned. This reflects the exacting standards that the company demands from its suppliers and the power it wields in its relationship with them.

The reality of organisational marketing is that many suppliers and buying organisations have been conducting business between themselves for many years. For example, Marks & Spencer has trading relationships with suppliers that stretch back almost 100 years. Such long-term relationships can have significant advantages to both buyer and seller. Risk is reduced for buyers since they get to know people in the
supplier organisation and know who to contact when problems arise. Communication is thus improved and joint problem-solving and design management can take place. Sellers benefit from closer knowledge of buyer requirements, and by gaining the trust of the buyer an effective barrier to entry for competing firms may be established. New product development can benefit from such close relationships. The development of machine-washable lambswool fabrics and easy-to-iron cotton shirts came about because of Marks & Spencer’s close relationships with UK manufacturers. Sellers can also benefit from information that buyers provide. Buyers often gather and pass on information about market developments that is relevant to the seller’s business.25

Close relationships in organisational markets are inevitable as changing technology, shorter product life-cycles and increased foreign competition place marketing and purchasing departments in key strategic roles. Buyers are increasingly treating trusted suppliers as strategic partners, sharing information and drawing on their expertise when developing cost-efficient, quality-based new products. Such partnerships can form a strong barrier to entry for competitors wishing to do business with a buying organisation. For example, when an outside supplier’s offer involves lower costs, higher quality, or even more advanced technology, buying organisations such as Honda, Toyota and Daimler Chrysler will work with their present strategic partners, giving them the opportunity to match or exceed the offer within a given time frame, which can be as long as 18–24 months.26 The marketing implication is that successful organisational marketing is more than the traditional manipulation of the four Ps – product, place, promotion and price. Its foundation rests upon the skilful handling of customer relationships. This had led some companies to appoint customer relationship managers to oversee the partnership and act in a communicational and co-ordinated role to ensure customer satisfaction. Still more companies have reorganised their salesforces to reflect the importance of managing key customer relationships effectively. This process is called ‘key’ or major account management. It should be noted, however, that strategic partnerships and key account management may not be suitable for all companies. For example, small companies may not be able to afford the resources needed to make such processes work.27

3.8 CONCLUSIONS

Understanding buyer behaviour has important implications for salespeople and sales management. Recognition that buyers purchase products in order to overcome problems and satisfy needs implies that an effective sales approach will involve the discovery of these needs on the part of the salesperson. Only then can they sell from the range of products marketed by the company the offering that best meets these needs.

When the decision-making unit is complex, as in many organisational buying situations, the salesperson must attempt to identify and reach key members of the DMU in order to persuade them of the product’s benefits. They must also realise that different members may use different criteria to evaluate the product and thus may need to modify their sales presentation accordingly.

Chapter 4 is concerned with the development of sales strategies that reflect the buyer behaviour patterns of the marketplace.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

The lost computer sale

Jim Appleton, managing director of Industrial Cleaning Services, had decided that a personal computer could help solve his cash flow problems. What he wanted was a machine which would store his receipts and outgoings so that at a touch of a button he could see the cash flow at any point in time. A year ago he got into serious cash flow difficulties simply because he did not realise that, for various reasons, his short-term outflow greatly exceeded his receipts.

He decided to visit a newly opened personal computer outlet in town on Saturday afternoon. His wife, Mary, was with him. They approached a salesperson seated behind a desk.

Jim: Good afternoon. I’m interested in buying a personal computer for my business. Can you help me?

Salesperson: Yes, indeed, sir. This is the fastest growing network of personal computer centres in the country. I have to see a colleague for a moment but I shall be back in a few minutes. Would you like to have a look at this brochure and at the models we have in the showroom? [Salesperson gives them the brochures, and leaves them in the showroom.]

Mary: I don’t understand computers. Why are some bigger than others?

Jim: I don’t know. What baffles me are all these buttons you have to press. I wonder if you have to do a typing course to use one? [Jim and Mary look round the showroom asking each other questions and getting a little confused. The salesperson returns after five minutes.]

Salesperson: Sorry to take so long but at least it’s given you a chance to see what we have in stock. You tell me you want a computer for work. I think I have just the one for you. [Salesperson takes Jim and Mary to a model.] This could be just up your street. Not only will this model act as a word processor, it will do your accounts, financial plans and stock control as well. It has full graphic facilities so that you can see trend lines on the screen at the touch of the button. You can also send emails and access the internet.

Mary: It looks very expensive. How much will it cost?

Salesperson: A lot less than you think. This one costs £1,000, which is quite cheap.

Mary: I’ve seen advertisements in newspapers for computers which are a lot less expensive.

Salesperson: Yes, but do they have a Core 2 Quad processor with 3GB of memory and a 640GB hard drive? And do they contain ATI’s best selling Radeon graphics card and the latest media card reader?

Mary: I don’t know, but they looked quite good to me.

Jim: It looks very complicated to use.

Salesperson: No more complicated than any of the other models. The computer comes with a full set of instructions. My 12-year-old son could operate it.

Jim: What’s this button for?
Salesperson: That moves the cursor. It allows you to delete or amend any character you wish.

Jim: I see.

Salesperson: I’ve left the best till last. Included in the price are three software programs which allow the machine to be used for spreadsheet analysis, stock control and word-processing. I’m sure your business will benefit from this computer.

Jim: My business is very small. I only employ five people. I’m not sure it’s ready for a computer yet. Still, thank you for your time.

Discussion questions

1 What choice criteria did Jim and Mary use when deciding whether to buy a computer and which model to buy?

2 Did the salesperson understand the motives behind the purchase? If not, why not? Did they make any other mistakes?

3 Imagine that you were the salesperson. How would you have conducted the sales interview?
Examination questions

1. Compare and contrast the ways in which consumers and organisations buy products and services.

2. Of what practical importance is the study of organisational buyer behaviour to the personal selling function?
Sales settings

OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Understand the forces that impact on selling and sales management
2. Appreciate why channels are structured in different ways
3. Evaluate push and pull promotional strategies and tactics
4. Understand the unique problems and forces that surround organisational and service sales settings
5. Evaluate the usefulness and application of exhibitions as a promotional medium
6. Understand the nature and role of public relations as a selling tool

KEY CONCEPTS

- channels of distribution
- environmental and managerial forces
- exhibitions
- franchising/vertical marketing system (VMS)
- physical distribution management (PDM)
- public relations
- ‘pull’ techniques
- ‘push’ techniques
- sales channels
- sales promotions
- services
- strategic customer management
- supply chain integration (SCI)
- trade marketing
- unique sales proposition (USP)
In this chapter we analyse the major forces that affect selling and sales management. We then consider specific sales settings such as sales channels, industrial/commercial/public authority, retail and services selling. Related activities that support selling activities, namely sales promotions, exhibitions and public relations, are also examined.

4.1 ENVIRONMENTAL AND MANAGERIAL FORCES THAT IMPACT ON SALES

A number of major environmental (behavioural and technological) and managerial forces impact on how selling and sales management are and will be carried out. These are outlined in Table 4.1.

Behavioural forces

As customers adjust to a changing environment, so sales have to adapt to a variety of influences:
(a) rising consumer and organisational buyer expectations;
(b) customer avoidance of buyer–seller negotiations;
(c) expanding power of major buyers;
(d) globalisation of markets;
(e) fragmentation of markets.

Rising consumer/organisational buyer expectations and fulfilment of higher order needs

As consumers experience higher standards of product quality and service, so their expectations are fuelled to expect even higher levels in the future. This process may be hastened by experiences abroad, and new entrants to industries (possibly from abroad) that set new standards of excellence. The chief executive of customer satisfaction research firm J.D. Power explained: ‘What makes customer satisfaction so difficult to achieve is that you constantly raise the bar and extend the finish line. You never stop. As your customers get better treatment, they demand better treatment.’

The implication for salespeople is that they must accept that both consumer and organisational buyer expectations for product quality, customer service and value will continue to rise. They must respond to this challenge by advocating and implementing continuous improvements in quality standards. The same is of course true in respect of organisational buyers, especially in view of trends highlighted in Chapter 7.

Technological advances have created new higher customer expectations. The existence of the internet means that customers expect salespeople calling on them for the first time (and after) to be familiar with their firms, its products and personnel. Improvements in communication through email and the internet have increased
customer expectations regarding response time to their requests and inquiries. Furthermore, customers are increasingly demanding customised solutions to their problems, which often takes the form of buying a system rather than individual components.

As corporate scandals appear in the media, customers are expecting greater transparency in company operations and more ethical practices. Consequently, sales management has a responsibility to train their sales teams in ethical selling practices and salespeople need to be careful about the arguments they use and the inducements they offer when attempting to secure a sale.

Table 4.1 Forces affecting selling and sales management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behavioural forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rising customer expectations and being concerned with fulfilling more than basic needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More professionally minded organisational buyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer avoidance of buyer–seller negotiations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanding power of major buyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalisation of markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragmentation of markets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technological forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales force automation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• laptop computers and more sophisticated software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• electronic data interchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• desktop video conferencing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• extranet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual sales offices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widespread adoption of credit cards as charging platforms and use of such facilities as opportunities for creation of databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic sales channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• internet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• television home shopping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Managerial forces</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• direct mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• telemarketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blending of sales and marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• intranet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Qualifications for salespeople and sales managers

Customer avoidance of buyer–seller negotiations

Studies have shown that the purchase of a car is the most anxiety-provoking and least satisfying experience in retail buying. Some car salespeople are trained in the art of negotiation supported by high pressure sales tactics. Consequently, customers have taken to viewing the purchase as an ordeal to be tolerated rather than a pleasant occasion to be savoured. In response, some car companies have moved to a fixed price, no pressure and full book value for the trade-in approach. This was used for the successful launch of the Saturn by General Motors in the United States and is the philosophy of Daewoo cars in Britain.

Expanding power of major buyers

The growing dominance of major players in many sectors (notably retailing) is having a profound influence on selling and sales management. Their enormous purchasing power means that they are able to demand and get special services, including special customer status (key account management), just-in-time inventory control, category management and joint funding of promotions. Future success for salespeople will depend on their abilities to respond to increasing demands of major customers, and to co-ordinate the efforts of selling and technical people in their firm to meet their needs.

Globalisation of markets

As domestic markets saturate, companies are expanding abroad to achieve sales and profit growth. Large companies such as Coca-Cola, Colgate-Palmolive and Avon Products now earn the largest proportion of their revenues in foreign markets. The global challenge includes a correct balance between expatriate and host country sales personnel, adapting to different cultures, lifestyles and languages, competing against world-class brands and building global relationships with customers based in many countries. For example, 3M has a variety of global strategic accounts from industrial high-tech (e.g. Motorola, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Texas Instruments) to original equipment manufacturers in electronics, appliances, automotive, electrical, aerospace, furniture, consumer products and health care. A major challenge for such transnational corporations is the co-ordination of global sales teams that sell to companies such as Nortel, Samsung, Siemens or P&G, where the customer may be located in over 20 countries and require special terms of sale, technical support, pricing and customisation of products. This complexity means that strategic account managers require both enhanced teamwork and co-ordination skills to ensure that customers receive top-quality service.

As companies expand into new overseas markets, there is a need to understand different cultural expectations and to give thought to various cultural issues (e.g. Guanxi networks in China). Ethical differences are also important considerations: what is ethical in one country may be unethical in another.

Fragmentation of markets

Driven by differences in income levels, lifestyles, personalities, experiences and race, markets are fragmenting to form market segments. This means that markets are
likely to become smaller with an increasing range of brands marketed to cater for the diverse needs (both functional and psychological) of customers. Marketing and sales managers need to be adept at identifying changes in consumer tastes and developing strategies that satisfy an increasingly varied and multicultural society.

## Technological forces

The importance of technological forces on selling and sales management is reflected in the attention given to this topic in Chapter 12. Three major forces are at play:

- salesforce automation;
- virtual sales offices;
- electronic sales channels.

Salesforce automation includes laptop and palmtop computers, mobile telephones, fax, email and more advanced sales software which aid such tasks as journey and account planning, and recruitment, selection and evaluation of sales personnel. In addition, electronic data interchange (EDI) provides computer links between manufacturers and resellers (retailers, wholesalers and distributors), allowing direct exchange of information. For example, purchase orders, invoices, price quotations, delivery dates, reports and promotional information can be exchanged. Technological innovations have made desktop video conferencing possible, enabling sales meetings, training and customer interaction to take place without the need for people to leave their offices. Customer relationship management technology allows salespeople to provide in buyers’ offices company and product information, video material and testimonials all at the click of a laptop button. Furthermore, it enables all supplier personnel to have access to the same database enabling the customer to be presented with a unified message and image.

Improved technology has encouraged the creation of virtual offices, allowing sales personnel to keep in contact with head office, customers and co-workers. The virtual office can be home or even a car. This means cost and time savings and enhanced job satisfaction for salespeople who are spared time waiting in traffic that is a feature of the job.

The fastest growing electronic sales channel is undoubtedly the internet, which will be discussed in Chapter 12. Its impact is not simply to reduce the size of salesforces but also to change the focus of the sales team. For example, the Dell salesforce are encouraged to convert customers to buy using the internet. The objective is to free expensive salesperson time from transactional selling (which Dell’s website does better, faster and more cheaply) so that more time can be devoted to closing major new orders. As discussed earlier, the internet has also raised customer expectations regarding salesperson knowledge about their company and responsiveness.

However, another emerging channel is worthy of mention as it will reduce the need for field salesforces. This is television home shopping, which is popular in the United States. Viewers watch cable television presenters promote anything from jewellery to consumer electronics and order by telephone. In effect, the presenter is the salesperson.
Managerial forces

Managers can respond to the changes in the environment by developing new strategies and tactics to enhance sales effectiveness, including:

(a) employing direct marketing techniques;
(b) improving co-operation between sales and marketing;
(c) encouraging salespeople to attend training programmes and acquire professional qualifications.

The increased role of direct marketing, including direct mail and telemarketing, will be discussed in Chapter 12. However, an emerging change is the use of computer stations, especially in US retail outlets, to replace traditional salespeople. In Europe the serious use of computer stations began in car showrooms with Daewoo’s employment of kiosks where customers obtain product and price information. The process has moved further in the United States where several Ford dealerships have installed computer stations that fully replace salespeople. Customers can compare features of competitive models, calculate running costs, compute monthly payments, and use the computer to write up the order and transmit this to the factory, without the intervention of a salesperson.

The development of effective relationships between sales and marketing is recognised, but in practice, blending the two functions into an effective whole is sometimes hampered by poor communication. The establishment of intranets that link employees, suppliers and customers through their PCs can improve links and information exchange. Intranets are used for such functions as email, team projects and desktop publishing. Their adoption can enhance the effectiveness of the field salesforce that requires fast access to rapidly changing information such as product specifications, competitor news and price updates, and allows the sharing of information between sales and marketing.

Finally, sales management is responding to the new challenges by recognising the importance of training and professional qualifications. In Britain, the Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM) offers the following qualifications: the introductory and professional certificates, and the professional diploma in marketing; followed by the professional postgraduate diploma in marketing. The aim is to enhance salespeople’s and sales managers’ professionalism, skills and competencies.

The result of these forces is to change the role and operation of the traditional sales organisation from a focus on order-taking and order-making to strategic customer management.\(^\text{10}\) The challenge is to reposition sales as a core element of a firm’s competitiveness, where the sales organisation is closely integrated into marketing strategy and planning.\(^\text{11}\) This process places the customer at the centre of the company’s focus with the sales organisation charged with taking a strategic view of designing and implementing superior customer relationships.\(^\text{12}\) This requires sales management to work towards the total integration of how customer relationships are designed, established, managed and sustained. For example, companies such as Cisco have developed sales strategies that use personal selling when the purchase is important, complicated and the decision uncertain – usually the first sale to a customer or a new application – leaving subsequent purchases to be made via the internet.\(^\text{13}\)
Strategic customer management requires three activities to be performed:\textsuperscript{14}

- **Intelligence:** enhancing customer knowledge to add value to customer relationships. A key finding in an investigation into corporate purchasers’ views of world-class sales organisations is that their salespeople show a deep understanding of the customer’s business, so that they can identify needs and opportunities ahead of the customer.\textsuperscript{15} The idea is that sellers can gain competitive advantage by identifying new opportunities in the end-user markets of their customers. This requires the seller to move from a simple knowledge of the customer’s organisation to understanding the customer’s markets. For example, when Johnson Controls in the United States won the business for the seats and electronic controls in Ford’s F-series trucks, it was not by discussing seats and switches with Ford. Johnson’s competitive advantage was a better understanding of truck driver’s seating and control preferences than Ford.

- **Interfaces:** refocusing salesforce efforts into the management and exploitation of critical interfaces that affect customer value (for example, with customer relationship management and key account management).

  Strategic customer management requires that the traditional salesperson and sales management processes integrate with the new challenges of doing business that have emerged through developments in technology. For example, the US firm Western and Southern Financial Group has added call centre and online sales operations to its field salesforce of 2,200 representatives. The challenges include developing a new collaborative sales representative role, working with and through the new channels, relying on building salesperson trust to encourage information sharing and a seamless customer relationship across all the channels.\textsuperscript{16} The aim is to produce an effective customer relationship management system that allows customer choice of channel while creating an efficient system of delivering customer value.

- **Integration:** the process of welding all the company’s activities and processes that affect customer value into a single, integrated and sustained point of value delivery to customers. Similar to the previous activity but broader in scope is the need for cross-functional and cross-border integration to deliver superior customer value. The lack of such co-ordination has proven harmful to customer relations. For example, the lack of integration between sales and supply chain management caused problems for one company when the sales director realised that a major customer was ordering irregularly as and when stock control indicated the need for more supplies. He recognised that his stock cover could be reduced if the customer could be persuaded to adopt continuous replenishment. Two days after the customer agreed to move to the new system, the sales director received a telephone call from the distraught customer complaining that he was almost out of stock and on the point of taking his business elsewhere. The sales director ran to the distribution depot to identify the problem. The answer was simple: the distribution system placed highest priority on large orders. Unfortunately the change to continuous replenishment meant that the customer was placing many small orders which received lowest priority and were often not fulfilled by the end of the day.
Another example shows the dramatic consequences of a lack of integration between sales and operations. In a major clothing company, the sales manager was instructed to increase sales targets irrespective of production capacity. Encouraged by his sales manager, a salesperson secured a major order from a national retailer. The result was that production could not deliver, the customer was furious, the salesperson was demotivated, and the sales manager was acutely embarrassed.

Having examined the major forces that impact on the sales function, we will now consider the specific settings where selling takes place, and some of the activities, such as sales promotions and exhibitions, that support selling activities.

### 4.2 SALES CHANNELS

Distribution channels involve two separate, yet closely connected, activities: logistics, or physical distribution management (PDM), and channels of distribution. Historically, distribution was simple, with producers selling to their immediate neighbours, who often collected goods themselves. Modern-day manufacturing, more cosmopolitan consumers, better transportation and communications, and business specialisation have meant that channel decisions are now quite complex. Distribution costs have risen relative to production. However, as a result of automation and computerisation, production costs as a percentage of total cost are now considerably lower than they were only a few years ago. Each of the two elements of distribution is now considered.

**Logistics or physical distribution management (PDM)**

The terms logistics and PDM are interchangeable, although some writers infer that logistics is more concerned with strategic issues whereas PDM relates to tactics. Basically, logistics means the effective and economic planning, implementation and control of the physical flow of materials in their unprocessed state through to finished goods from the point of origin to delivery to the end-consumer. Logistics conventionally starts with customers and works back towards the original source of supply. The term supply chain integration (SCI) is sometimes used to describe its effective co-ordination, and this is discussed in detail in Chapter 10.

The logistics mix describes the functional elements involved in this process and each of these is now considered:

1. **Order processing**: this first stage calls for close liaison with the customer. A well-designed system should have simple administrative procedures and be speedy and effective.
2. **Materials handling**: this is usually a function of the product in terms of physical characteristics such as weight, bulk related to value and perishability, all of which
will determine how the product is stored and transported. Here, a balance between levels of service that the company provides (e.g. ex-stock delivery as opposed to, say, one month) and costs is a decisive factor.

3. **Warehousing**: the location of depots and warehouses relative to end-customers is very important in some industries (e.g. agricultural machinery where spare parts must be immediately available during the harvesting period). Warehouses can carry buffer stock and help to even out peaks and troughs in production. Again, this process requires a balance between service levels and costs.

4. **Inventory control**: with the widespread adoption of just-in-time, or lean, manufacturing, this has become a critical issue. It is now customary to think of stockholding in terms of hours rather than days or weeks. An accounting rule of thumb suggests that the physical act of stockholding can add 25 per cent to the costs of inventory without adding to its value, so the advantages of lean manufacturing are understandable.

5. **Transportation**: this involves the physical delivery of goods to customers, and the organisation of materials from suppliers to be used in the production process. It is, of course, a critical factor in companies that operate a lean manufacturing system and this usually means that it is more costly because of smaller batch and load sizes, often resulting in partial loads.

6. **Packaging**: packaging design for the container that is displayed on the shelf of a supermarket is normally a marketing communications issue, but in terms of outer containers and appropriate packaging for shipping via various modes of transport, this falls under the logistics mix classification.

There are two philosophical standpoints in relation to logistics. One considers it as a ‘systems concept’ whereby management regards logistics as a system of interrelated components. The other views it as a total cost approach where management attempts to minimise the cost of using the components taken as a whole.

## Channels of distribution

Management should constantly reappraise channels of distribution to make cost savings. Marketing channels are determined by company policy and this determines how the salesforce should be organised.

A **sales channel** is the route that goods take through the selling process from supplier to customer. Sometimes the channel is direct, especially where goods sold are incorporated into a manufacturing process. Final goods might then be sold through a different channel. A product example is fuel injection systems that are sold to automobile manufacturers; automobiles are then sold to car distributors and the car distributors sell to end-customers. When we consider a product from the raw material stage to the end product, many different sales channels can be involved at different stages of manufacturing. A sales channel can also be indirect, whereby a manufacturer sells to a wholesaler or agent, who sells in smaller lots to other customers. This is known as ‘breaking bulk’.

Research has shown that channel management is a key role of the sales manager. This is a major responsibility, since for most manufacturers success or failure is partially determined by how efficiently and effectively their products are sold through
Relationships with suppliers – the foundations of success

Good supply chain management is seen as both a key driver of business and one of the toughest problems for UK managers. Procurement is an often neglected part of business. A survey of chief executives and finance directors by the Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply found that 48 per cent could not recall their annual expenditure on goods and services, yet had no problem listing turnover, sales, profits and salary costs. This was odd, considering that most companies spend more on goods and services than on wages.

The starting point for managers should be in understanding how goods flow through the firm. This means mapping out the connections from suppliers to the company and on to customers, then charting the flow of information: orders, schedules, shipping notes, invoices, and so on. With a clearer picture of the supply chain, a company can work out a strategy that fits an overall scheme for the enterprise.

Marks and Spencer (M&S) the UK retailer, have recently returned to their earlier successes through several changes to strategy and improved management systems and practices. However M&S are a company that has never lost sight of the importance of effective supply systems and relationships with their suppliers.

This applies to all the products sold in store, but they are particularly effective in one of their major product categories, namely underwear. They work very closely with suppliers of these products to ensure they are up to date with the latest trends and developments including new fabrics and fibres for their products, which is probably the foundation of their success in this product category.

their marketing channel members (e.g. agents, wholesalers, distributors and retailers). The implication is that sales managers require training in how to deal with issues related to channel management.¹⁹

Selecting/reappraising sales channels

When selecting or reappraising channels, the company must take into consideration:

- the market;
- channel costs;
- the product;
- profit potential;
- channel structure;
- product life-cycle; and
- non-marketing factors.
The market

This must be analysed to ensure that as many potential consumers as possible will have an opportunity to purchase the product or service. Channel compatibility with similar products in the marketplace is important. Consumers tend to be conservative and any move from the accepted norm can be viewed with suspicion. Unless there are sound reasons for so doing, it does not make sense to go outside the established channel. For instance, a canned food producer would not normally consider selling through mail order unless the company was providing a very specialist type of food or perhaps providing it as part of a hamper pack. Instead, the company would use traditional distribution outlets such as food multiples and cash and carry.

Channel costs

Generally, short channels are the costliest. A company selling direct may achieve large market coverage, but in addition to increased investment in the salesforce, the firm also incurs greater transportation and warehousing costs. This is balanced against the fact that there will be a greater profit margin, by virtue of the fact that distributive intermediaries are obviated and their margins will not have to be met. In addition to such financial criteria, short channels have an advantage of being nearer to end-users, which means the company is in a better position to anticipate and meet their needs.

There has been a trend in recent years for manufacturers to shorten their channels to control more effectively distribution of their products, particularly where advertising has been used to pre-sell the goods to consumers.

The product

Normally, low-cost, low-technology items are better suited to longer channels. More complex items, often requiring much after-sales service, tend to be sold through short channels, which is why most industrial products are sold direct from the producer to user. The width of the product line is important, in that a wide product line may make it worthwhile for the manufacturer to market direct because the salesperson has a larger product portfolio with which to interest the customer, which makes for more profit-earning potential.

A narrow product line is more suited to a longer channel because along the distribution chain it can be combined with complementary products of other manufacturers, resulting in a wider range of items with which to interest the customer. In this case, distributive intermediaries and not manufacturers are performing the final selling function. An example here is a manufacturer of bathroom fittings who sells through builders’ merchants. Builders’ merchants then sell these fittings to builders alongside other materials they require.

Profit potential

There comes a point when the costs of obtaining more sales through a channel outweigh revenue and profits to be gained from increased sales. For instance, a manufacturer of an exclusive perfume would not distribute through supermarkets or
advertise during peak-time television viewing. If the company did so, then sales would no doubt increase, but the costs involved in achieving those sales would make it unprofitable. It is an accounting problem and a balance must be struck between channel expense, profit and gross margins.

A manufacturer using short channels is more likely to have high gross margins, but equally higher channel expenses. A manufacturer using longer channels will have relatively lower gross margins, coupled with lower channel expenses.

Channel structure

To some extent a manufacturer’s choice of distributive intermediaries is governed by the members in that channel. If members of the channel are strong (by virtue of, say, their size), then it will be difficult for a manufacturer to go outside the established channel.

In some cases it may be difficult to gain entry to the channel unless the product is differentiated by way of uniqueness or lower price from those products already established in the channel. An example is the potential difficulty that a new detergent manufacturer would have in attempting to sell products through larger supermarkets. The manufacturer would have to convince members of the channel that the detergent was in some way better than those already on the market, or offer advantageous prices and terms. In addition, detergent is mainly marketed using a ‘pull’ strategy that relies on consumer advertising to create brand loyalty and pre-sell the product to end-customers. A new manufacturer would have to spend a lot on mass advertising to create brand loyalty for the product, or attempt to ‘push’ the product through the channel by providing trade incentives, with probably a lower end price than competitive products coupled with larger profit margins for retailers. It can be seen that it would be a daunting task for a new detergent manufacturer to enter the market in a big way without large cash resources at its disposal.

Product life-cycle

Consideration must be given to how far the product is along the product life-cycle. A new concept or product just entering the life-cycle might need intensive distribution to start with to launch it on the market. As it becomes established it may be that after-sales service criteria become important, leading to a move to selective distribution, with only those dealers that are able to offer the necessary standard of after-sales service being allowed to sell the product. Conversely, sales are low initially in keeping with diffusion theory discussed in Chapter 1. It would then be the case that only a select few distributors are needed in the early stages of the life-cycle.

In the case of televisions the wheel has turned full circle, from intensive distribution to selective distribution (for reasons just mentioned) and back to intensive distribution. This is because servicing of televisions is now relatively simple, in that televisions are constructed similarly and standard units are replaced when repairs are needed. A television repairer no longer needs to be a specialist in one particular model. Television manufacturers realise that with comparative parity between models, consumers are less likely to be drawn towards a particular brand because of its supposed technical superiority or standard of after-sales service. The most crucial
factor now is ensuring the customer is able to see the brand and compare it with competitors’ brands. Thus, maximum exposure at point of sale is a manufacturer’s distribution objective.

**Non-marketing factors**

Non-marketing factors relate to the amount of finance available. In the case of an innovative product, it could be that the firm is unable to exploit this to its fullest advantage because of financial constraints. The firm may have to distribute through a middleman because it cannot afford to employ a field salesforce. Conversely, the firm may use a non-conventional channel such as mail order, which requires minimal investment in salespeople, although the physical characteristics of the product might not make it suitable for mail order.

Non-marketing factors often apply when selling internationally, as many companies view export orders as a supplement to home trade and are prepared to offer an agency to anybody who is likely to obtain orders, irrespective of their commercial standing. A fuller discussion of international aspects can be found in Chapter 5, but it should be noted that there are cases of companies that entered into export agency agreements when they were small and exporting was relatively unimportant. As the companies grew they came to regard exporting as essential, but it proved difficult and expensive to unwind hastily-entered-into agency agreements. Such companies in many cases had to persevere with the original arrangements, often against their long-term best interests.

**Characteristics of sales channels**

Marketing channels are one of the more stable elements in the marketing mix. A channel is costly and complex to change, unlike price, which is relatively easy to manipulate. For instance, a switch from selective to intensive distribution is a policy decision that will have a direct effect upon salesforce numbers, and even upon the type of selling methods to be used.

The main problem that companies have to face is in choosing the most appropriate channel. From the viewpoint of sales management this includes the type of sales outlet that must be serviced. Basically, a manufacturer has the choice of one of four types of distribution:

1. **Direct**: the manufacturer does not use a middleman and sells and delivers direct to the end-customer.
2. **Selective**: the manufacturer sells through a limited number of middlemen who are chosen because of special abilities or facilities to enable the product to be better marketed.
3. **Intensive**: maximum exposure at the point of sale is needed and the manufacturer sells through as many outlets as possible. Servicing and after-sales aspects are less important. Examples are cigarettes, breakfast cereals and detergents.
4. **Exclusive**: the manufacturer sells to a restricted number of dealers. An example is the car industry where distributors must provide levels of stockholding, after-sales service, etc., deemed appropriate by manufacturers as their reputations depend ultimately upon service back-up provided by distributors.
4.3 INDUSTRIAL/COMMERCIAL/PUBLIC AUTHORITY SELLING

These categories are grouped together as the sales approach is similar and behavioural patterns exhibited by each conform to organisational behaviour (discussed in Chapter 3). A number of characteristics in these types of market distinguish them from consumer markets.

Fewer customers

Institutions and businesses purchase goods either for use in their own organisations or for use in the manufacture of other goods. There are few potential purchasers, each making high-value purchases.

Concentrated markets

Industrial markets are often highly concentrated, an example being the UK textile industry which is centred in Lancashire and Yorkshire. An industrial salesperson who sells into one industry may deal with only a few customers in a restricted geographical area.

Complex purchasing decisions

Buying decisions often involve a large number of people, particularly in the case of a public authority where a purchasing committee may be involved in a major purchase.

Many industrial buying decisions involve more than the buyer; in some cases the technical specifier, production personnel and finance personnel are involved and this is where the decision-making unit (as discussed in Chapter 3) can be seen in practice. This can prolong negotiation and decision-making processes. Salespeople have to work and communicate with people in a variety of positions and tailor their selling approaches to satisfy individual needs. For example, specifiers need to be convinced of the technical merits of the product, production people want to be assured of guaranteed delivery and buyers will be looking for value for money.

For technically complicated products, selling is sometimes performed by a sales team, with each member working with their opposite number in the buying team, e.g. a sales engineer works with engineers in the buying company.

Long-term relationships

A life insurance policy salesperson might make a sale and never meet the customer again. The nature of selling in industrial, commercial and public authority settings is that long-term relationships are established and both parties become dependent upon each other, one for reliable supplies and the other for regular custom.

There is a tendency to build up strong personal relationships over a long time and high pressure sales techniques could be counter-productive. A more considered
approach involving salespeople identifying needs of individual customers and selling the benefits of the product to satisfy those needs is more likely to be successful. The ability of salespeople to deal with complaints and provide a reliable after-sales service is important. It is suggested that the effective salesperson must understand how to develop and sustain relationships with key customer groups, along the lines of relationship selling (Chapter 10).

Reciprocal trading

This is an arrangement whereby company A purchases certain commodities manufactured by company B and vice versa. Such arrangements tend to be made at senior management level and are often entered into when there is a financial link between the companies, such as those within the same group (referred to as intergroup trading) or between companies whose directors simply want to formalise an arrangement to purchase as much of each other’s products as possible.

Such arrangements can be frustrating for salespeople and buyers alike, as they deter free competition. Buyers do not like to be told where they must purchase from, just as salespeople do not like having a large part of a potential market permanently excluded because of a reciprocal trading arrangement.

Types of production

This relates mainly to industrial sales. The type of production operated by the firm to whom the salesperson is selling can determine the type of selling approach to be used. There are a number of different types of production:

1. **Job (or unit or project) production**: an item is produced or constructed to individual customer requirements. It is difficult to forecast demand in such circumstances. Examples are ships, tailormade suits and hospital construction.

2. **Batch production**: a number of products or components are made at the same time, but not on a continuous basis. As with job production, batches are normally made to individual customer requirements, but sometimes batches are produced in anticipation of orders. Product examples are books, furniture and clothes.

3. **Flow (or mass or line) production**: this is continuous production of identical or similar products that are made in anticipation of sales. Examples are motor cars, video recorders and washing machines.

4. **Process (or continuous) production**: the production unit has raw materials coming into the manufacturing process and a finished product emerging at the end. Examples are chemicals, brewing and plastic processes.

Salespeople selling in a combination of such settings have to adopt a different approach for each. With flow production the salesperson has to anticipate model changes to ensure the firm is invited to quote at the outset, and follow up the quotation in the expectation of securing an order that will be fulfilled over the life of the product. If the salesperson is unsuccessful at this stage, they may not have the opportunity of selling to the firm again until the next model change, when it will be difficult to dislodge an established supplier.
Just-in-time manufacturing is normally operated in flow production situations. As will be discussed in Chapter 10, reliability of quality and delivery are of prime importance as manufacturers work on minimal stockholding of components and raw materials. Long-term relationships with suppliers are prevalent. ‘Zero defects’ is the goal suppliers must strive to achieve in terms of quality.

With job production, losing an order is not normally as critical, because as long as the firm has been professionally represented, it should be invited to quote for the next order and perhaps be successful then. Losing a potential order is serious, but with job production it might mean waiting a short period before being asked to quote again for a different job, whereas with flow production it might be years before the model is changed and an opportunity provided to quote again (by which time the buyer might have forgotten the existence of the salesperson).

4.4 SELLING FOR RESALE

This includes selling to retailers, most of whom are multiples like Tesco, Sainsbury’s and Asda, which effectively perform their own wholesaling functions. Independents purchase from wholesalers or cash and carry operators such as Makro. Some retailers belong to voluntary chains like SPAR. Much buying is centralised and in many cases the buyer visits the seller (unlike industrial selling when the seller normally visits the buyer). A look at changing patterns of retailing since the end of the Second World War illustrates how retailing has been revolutionised.

Before examining these changing patterns of retailing, we first categorise seven different types of selling outlet:

1. **Multiples**: classed as belonging to a retail organisation with ten or more branches, each selling a similar range of merchandise. This has been one of the fastest growing areas of retailing, and in Britain multiples now dominate fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) retail trading.

2. **Variety chains**: similar to multiples except that the qualifying number of branches is five and they sell a wider range of merchandise.

3. **Co-operative societies**: owned and controlled by the people who shop there, each society is governed by a board of directors elected from its own members. Anybody can be a member by purchasing one share. The movement can be traced back to 1844 when it started in Rochdale. Its principles are:
   - open membership;
   - democratic control (one person, one vote);
   - payment of limited interest on capital;
   - surplus arising out of the operation to be distributed to members in proportion to their purchases — originally distributed through dividends, but later paid through trading stamps — this has been generally abandoned in favour of lower prices;
   - provision of education;
   - co-operation among societies, both nationally and internationally.

4. **Department stores**: stores with five or more departments under one roof and at least 25 employees, selling a wide range of commodities, including significant amounts of household goods and clothing.
5. *Independents:* traders who own their own retail outlets. There are variations, the first being where the independent belongs to a retail buying association. This is an informal grouping whereby retailers (usually within a specific geographical area) group together to make bulk purchases. A higher-profile arrangement is when a wholesaler or group of wholesalers invites retailers to affiliate to them and agree to take the bulk of their purchases from them. Such arrangements are termed voluntary groups (individual wholesaler-sponsored) or voluntary chains (group wholesaler-sponsored). Participating independent retailers have an identifying symbol (and for this reason they are termed ‘symbol shops’ – such as SPAR) in addition to their customary title. Retailers voluntarily agree to abide by the rules of the group or chain, including matters of accounting procedures, shop facilities and group marketing/promotional schemes.

6. *Mail order:* this activity has expanded significantly in recent years. The most popular type of arrangement is the mail order warehouse that carries a large range of goods. Business is conducted through the medium of glossy catalogues held by appointed commission agents who sell to families and friends. Mail order is also carried out by commodity specialists dealing in items such as gardening produce, government surplus and hi-fi. They advertise in appropriate specialist press and through direct mail. This type of business has expanded largely as a result of the expansion of Sunday colour supplements. Many companies deal in more general ranges of goods and use such colour supplements to advertise. Some department stores offer postal services and sometimes provide catalogues.

7. *Direct selling:* party plan companies have sold direct to customers in their homes for a number of years. Tupperware produces a range of high-quality kitchenware and other merchandise for food and drink storage. A direct salesperson demonstrates products to a group of guests, invited by the host in whose home the demonstration takes place. The host’s compensation is a percentage commission on orders taken. A long-established company in the field of direct selling is Avon Cosmetics, whose part-time agents sell to people in a specific locality through the medium of a catalogue. This company is the subject of a case study at the end of this chapter. Buying from a ‘travelling shop’ was popular after the Second World War, but as people became more mobile its popularity waned. However, there is now a new trend to sell bespoke items through this medium.

---

**Fashion on wheels**

The Polyanna boutique zooms about Britain bringing rails of designer labels to its clients. The company was formed 40 years ago as Barnsley’s first fashion boutique and has now expanded to include lifestyle menswear and accessories departments, and an in-house café. The operation includes a mobile shop which zooms around the country packed with high-fashion labels, visiting clients as far afield as Glasgow and London. The company’s clients largely find out about the company from the website www.polyanna.com and from style programmes such as UKTV style.
The success of the multiples has meant that manufacturers have had to reappraise their sales channels, with the concentration of purchasing power in fewer hands. In the FMCG field, manufacturers have become increasingly involved in controlling distribution of their products and in merchandising activities to support their ‘pull’ marketing strategies. This has meant heavy advertising expenditures, and concurrent merchandising activity at point of sale has been necessary to ensure that goods are promoted in-store to back up national advertising. As a result, large manufacturers operating a ‘pull’ strategy have been able to exercise control over their distributive intermediaries; such intermediaries could only dismiss demand created through advertising and branding at the risk of losing custom. This control has meant lower margins for retailers, with manufacturers being able to dictate the in-store location of their particular products. The weight of advertising put behind major brands has given these manufacturers influence over their distributive outlets.

Although there was initially some resistance on the part of manufacturers to the development of the multiples, they eventually found it to their advantage to deal with them directly. This was because multiples purchased in bulk, often for delivery to a central depot, and placed large orders well in advance of the delivery date, thus enabling the manufacturer to organise production more efficiently.

The implications for selling as a result of these developments have been that salespeople of FMCGs are no longer compelled to sell the products in the old-fashioned ‘sales representational’ sense as advertising has already pre-sold goods for them. Selling to multiples is more a matter of negotiation at higher levels whereby the buyer and the sales manager negotiate price and delivery and salespeople merely provide an after-sales service at individual outlets. Sometimes salespeople carry out merchandising activities such as building up shelf displays, providing window stickers and in-store advertising, although such duties may also be carried out by separate merchandiser teams, particularly when some form of demonstration or product promotion is required.

The growing importance of retailers is reflected in the formation of trade marketing teams to service their needs. A combination of key account management on the part of the salesforce and brand management’s lack of appreciation of what retailers actually want has prompted many European consumer goods companies to set up a trade marketing organisation. A key role is to bridge the gap between key account management and the salesforce. Trade marketers focus on retailer needs:

- the kinds of products they want;
- in which sizes;
- with which packaging;
- at what prices; and
- with what kind of promotion.

Information on trade requirements is fed back to brand management, who develop new products, and to the salesforce, who can then better communicate with retailers. An important role for trade marketers is to develop tailored promotions for supermarkets.

Wholesalers have suffered since and many have gone out of business because their traditional outlet post-Second World War (independents) have also suffered. This is why wholesalers established voluntary groups or chains, in order to meet the
Tailored promotion

A supermarket chain that owned a group of hotels demanded from a drinks supplier that the next competition promotion offer holiday breaks in its hotels as prizes (paid for by the supplier).

challenge of multiples and offer a similar type of image to the public. However, this has largely failed because of inferior purchasing power and because wholesalers must try to make their independent retailing members behave like multiples, using voluntary means. The wholesaler’s only sanction against non-co-operating members is to expel them from the group, whereas in the case of multiples a store manager can be quickly removed.

Since the late 1960s we have witnessed the growth of large-scale retailing, including growth in the size of retail establishments, first to supermarkets, then to superstores, then hypermarkets and finally to megastores. Because of the large size of site required for such outlets, but also for customer convenience, the trend has been towards out-of-town sites where easy parking is facilitated. Patterns of shopping have changed, with shoppers for most goods prepared to dispense with the personal service of the shopkeeper, and self-service and self-selection readily accepted in the interests of lower overheads and more competitive prices. There has been a growth in mass marketing because improved standards of living have meant that products that were once luxury goods are now utility goods and required by the mass of the population, e.g. cars, foreign holidays, televisions, telephones and mobile phones. Because supply normally exceeds demand for consumer goods, there has been a large increase in advertising and other forms of promotion in an attempt to induce brand loyalty, with FMCGs being pre-sold to consumers by means of ‘pull’ promotional strategies. At the same time retailers have encouraged shoppers to become ‘store loyal’ through the introduction of loyalty card schemes. Thus, retailing has undergone dynamic changes that have affected ways in which salespeople operate.

Franchising

A more recent trend in European retailing has been contractual systems of franchising. It is a corporate vertical marketing system (VMS) as its power is based at a point in the channel that is one or more stages removed from the end-customer. The franchisor initiates the franchise and provides the link to the ultimate franchisee in specific stages of the manufacturing/distribution process. Franchising was originally a British development under the ‘tied public house’ system. Landlords who owned their own premises were tied to a brewery under an agreement to purchase only that brewery’s products. However, modern franchising is a US phenomenon that was introduced to Britain in the 1950s. Since then it has grown enormously and now has a code of conduct that is administered through a
voluntary body called the British Franchising Association. Franchising comes in a number of forms:

1. *From manufacturers to retailers:* e.g. a car manufacturer (the franchisor) licenses car distributors (franchisees) to sell its products.

2. *From manufacturers to wholesalers:* popular in the soft drinks industry, here manufacturers sometimes supply concentrate (i.e. the ‘secret recipe’) which wholesalers then mix with water and bottle for distribution to local retail outlets (e.g. Pepsi Cola, Coca-Cola). Manufacturers are the driving force behind the brand image of the product and stringent consistency and control of quality is of paramount importance.

3. *From wholesalers to retailers:* in decline for a number of years as a result of the rise of the multiples mentioned. The most successful example is the voluntary group ‘SPAR’, which does not manufacture, but its large wholesale buying power means it can pass on cost savings to independent retailers who join the group and display the SPAR logo. They must abide by the rules of the group in relation to matters such as price promotions, standards of store layout and opening hours that the group uses as part of advertising: ‘SPAR – your eight ‘til late shop’.

4. *Service firm sponsored franchises to retailers:* this area has achieved the largest growth over recent years. Examples are found in the fast food business (e.g. Burger King, McDonald’s, Little Chef, KFC, Spud-U-Like, Pizza Hut); car rentals (e.g. Avis, Budget, Hertz); office services (e.g. Prontaprint); hotels and resorts (e.g. some Sheraton and Holiday Inn hotels are owned by individuals or groups who operate on a franchise basis).

Franchising arrangements have a common set of procedures:

1. The franchisor offers expert advice on such matters as location, finance, operational matters and marketing.

2. The franchisor promotes the image nationally or internationally and this provides a well-recognised name for the franchisee.

3. Many franchise arrangements have a central purchasing system where franchisees buy at favourable rates or where a successful ‘formula’ is central to the operation of the franchise (e.g. KFC).

4. The franchise agreement provides a binding contract to both sides. This contract governs such matters as hours of opening, hygiene and how the business is operated in terms of its dealings with customers. Indeed, on this latter point, organisations such as Little Chef employ ‘mystery shoppers’ who call unannounced and order a meal anonymously. They check up on the operation of franchisees to ensure they are following the franchise rules of operation. The mystery shopper investigates matters such as how the customer is greeted, whether or not they were kept waiting, whether or not certain extra items of food were offered, cleanliness of restroom facilities and if such facilities were checked in the last two hours from a chart that is displayed on the wall.

5. The franchisor often provides initial start-up and then continuous training to the franchisee.

6. A franchise arrangement normally requires the franchisee to pay a royalty or franchise fee to the franchisor. However, the franchisee owns the business and is not employed by the franchisor.
This system of marketing has become popular over recent years. It provides an advantage to both large-scale business (the franchisor) and the small-scale business (the franchisee). In the case of the latter, the opportunity to become self-employed and in control of their own destiny is a strong motivating factor to work hard and make a success of the business. The fact that the name is internationally recognised means that business is assured straight away.

Example of franchising

McDonald’s is an example of brand franchising. McDonald’s, the franchisor, grants the right to sell McDonald’s branded goods to someone wishing to set up their own business, the franchisee. The licence agreement allows McDonald’s to insist on manufacturing or operating methods and the quality of the product. This is an arrangement that can suit both parties.

Under this franchise, McDonald’s owns or leases the site and the restaurant building. The franchisee buys the fittings, the equipment and the right to operate the franchise for 20 years. To ensure uniformity throughout the world, all franchisees must use standardised McDonald’s branding, menus, design layouts and administration systems.

Source: http://www.thetimes100.co.uk/case_study with permission.

4.5 SELLING SERVICES

As with tangible products, a service must satisfy needs of buyers. However, the benefits are less tangible than with physical products in that they cannot be stored or displayed and satisfaction is achieved through activities (e.g. transportation from one place to another rather than, say, a seat on a train). Services come in many forms and examples include:

- transportation – air, sea, rail and road
- power – electricity, gas and coal
- hotels and accommodation
- restaurants
- communications – telephone, fax, email, text messages
- television and radio services
- banking
- insurance
- clubs – social, keep fit, sporting, special interests
- repair and maintenance
- travel agencies
- accounting services
Sales environment

- business consultancy – advertising, marketing research, strategic planning
- architectural
- cleaning
- library
- public (local) authority services and undertakings – disposal of refuse and road repairs
- computing services
- stockbroking services.

There are more and they can be applied to both consumer and industrial users. The selling approach to each category differs, depending upon customer needs, just as selling approaches differ when considering physical products.

In Britain the service sector has grown tremendously over recent years, so much so that it is now primarily a service rather than a manufacturing economy. There are many reasons for this. For example, more women work full-time and the division of responsibilities between men and women is breaking down more equitably. This has put pressure on the service sector to provide services that can perform tasks that have hitherto been seen as the province of being provided in the home (e.g. more eating out in restaurants and more holidays – often two per year – because of increased disposable income).

Better technology has assisted the development and provision of a more comprehensive range of services (e.g. banks offer internet banking, credit cards, instant statements, quicker decisions on loans and longer-term services such as house loans). Building societies now provide a broader range of services and have moved into areas traditionally viewed as the province of the banks, and the major ones have now become banks. This has been a result of the ‘liberalisation’ of their activities through the Financial Services Act (1986).

In addition to expansion of existing services in the financial sector, more services are now available (e.g. professional drain-clearing through the ‘Dyno-rod’ franchise). Public services have become more marketing orientated and have to be seen to be more accountable to the publics (e.g. the police service is now more public relations conscious than in the past). Local authorities spend money that is raised through council tax and the public now questions more closely how money they have contributed is being spent. Thus, these organisations have to be seen to be spending money wisely as they are publicly accountable. They have to communicate with their public and explain how services they provide are of value. Special characteristics of services include:

(a) intangibility;
(b) the difficulty of separating production from consumption as many services are consumed as they are produced;
(c) services are not as ‘standard’ as products and are more difficult to assess (in terms of value);
(d) it is not possible to ‘stock’ services (e.g. unsold hotel rooms) unlike products.

Table 4.2 illustrates these characteristics more graphically.

The final criterion, ownership, shows that, unlike a product, the consumer does not secure ownership of the service, but pays to secure access to the use of the service (e.g. a recreational facility such as exercise in a gymnasium).
Table 4.2 Characteristics of services and products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Products</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Intangibility</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Inseparability</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Variability (i.e. non-standard)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Perishability (i.e. inability to stock)</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes Ownership</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The four Ps have been extended to include an extra three Ps; thus we have the ‘seven Ps’ of service marketing. The three extra Ps are People, Process and Physical evidence.

- **People** are an important element in carrying out a service, especially those who are directly involved with customers. Employees must be well trained and have a friendly demeanour when handling customers.
- **Process** relates to how the service is provided and it deals with customers at the point of contact in the supply of the service. Consistency and quality of service must be well planned and managed.
- **Physical evidence** is included because of the intangibility of services. Marketing should highlight the nature of the service being offered. This should be communicated to customers by emphasising such matters as levels of quality, types of equipment and physical facilities.

With this background in mind, the task of selling services is perhaps more difficult than selling products because of its more abstract nature. A distinguishing feature is that those who provide the service are often the ones who sell that service. Thus, providers of services must be more highly trained in sales technique, and sales negotiation forms an important part of such interaction. It is also important that close attention is paid to image building (e.g. banks and insurance companies must be seen to be stable, reliable institutions, but with a friendly, non-intimidating attitude – an image on which banks in particular have spent a lot of money). Above all, as McDonald has pointed out, unlike a physical product, it is never possible to know precisely what will be received until the service is rendered, so an element of trust is essential in selling services.20

Extended marketing mix

**People:** Argos places great emphasis on training staff and ensuring they provide good customer service. If staff are friendly, know what they are talking about and are eager to serve customers this can provide an important competitive advantage in retailing.
Sales promotions include techniques that organisations can use as part of their marketing effort. Objectives that can be achieved through sales promotional activities include:

- encouragement of repeat purchases;
- building of long-term customer loyalty;
- encouragement of consumers to visit a particular sales outlet;
- building up of retail stock levels;
- widening or increasing the distribution of a product or brand.

Sales promotions include:

- price reductions;
- vouchers or coupons;
- gifts;
- competitions;
- lotteries;
- cash bonuses.
Techniques cover:

• consumer promotions;
• trade promotions;
• salesforce promotions.

The importance of sales promotions has increased since the 1960s, as has the sophistication of methods used. It is sometimes implied that sales promotion is a peripheral marketing activity, but companies are increasingly realising the importance of a well-planned and co-ordinated programme of sales promotion.

In Britain, sales promotional activities have matured since the 1970s. At that time few attempts were made to measure their effectiveness. Advertising agencies branched out into sales promotions with the aim of offering an all-inclusive package to clients in an attempt to combat competition from emerging sales promotion agencies. The mid-1980s brought increased economic pressure to bear on business activities, which had the effect of making advertising agencies become more concerned about reductions in company advertising budgets. They began to pay more attention to the effectiveness of sales promotions and adopted a more integrated approach to advertising. There was a move towards fee-based sales promotional agencies, which implied a longer-term relationship between agency and client, rather than the existing ad hoc commission structure.

As a result of increased competition from sales promotional agencies, advertising agencies have tended since the mid-1980s to take sales promotion seriously and now offer sales promotion alongside advertising as an integrated communications package. Since the late 1970s there has been a gradual erosion of the line between sales promotion and advertising. Sales promotions can be divided into three main areas of activity:

• consumer promotions;
• trade promotions; and
• personnel motivation.

**Consumer promotions**

These are often referred to as pull techniques, since they are designed to stimulate final demand and move products through the sales channel, with consumers providing the impetus. The most widely used consumer promotion is the price reduction or price promotion:

1. The item is marked ‘x pence off’. This can be manufacturer or retailer originated.
   This technique has to be used with caution by UK manufacturers, as recent legislation now makes it illegal to state this unless the previous price has been applied for a substantial period of time.
2. An additional quantity is offered for the normal price, e.g. ‘buy one get one free (BOGOF)’ or ‘10 per cent bigger – same price as usual’.
3. Price-off coupons, either in- or on-pack, may be redeemed against future purchases.
4. Introductory discount price offers on new products.

A view held by many organisers of such promotions is that the consumer, in economically difficult times, is more likely to be attracted by the opportunity to save money than by incidental free offers or competitions. Price promotions are predominately used by FMCG producers, especially in the grocery trade.
**Premium offers**

Premium offers are techniques that give extra value to goods or services in the short term as part of a promotional package:

1. **Self-liquidating premiums.** An offer of merchandise is communicated to the customer on or off the pack. The price charged to the customer covers the cost of the item to the promoter. The promoter is able to purchase such merchandise in bulk and pass savings on to customers, who feel that they are getting something of additional value. These promotions are usually linked with the necessity to collect labels or cut out tokens from a number of purchases of the same, or same range of, products. The premium need not be connected with the product that carried the premium. The idea is to stimulate purchases of the product and selling the premium is of secondary importance.

2. **On-pack gifts.** Here the premium is usually attached to the product. The premium may be product-related, e.g. a toothbrush attached to toothpaste, or not product-related, e.g. an item of merchandise such as a CD taped to a magazine.

3. **Continuities.** These are sets of merchandise that can be collected through a series of purchases, e.g. picture cards, chinaware, glassware, etc. The premium is either with the product or the purchaser has to send off for the premium.

4. **Coupon plans.** Coupons, contained within the pack, may be collected over time and exchanged for a variety of products in a catalogue. Coupon techniques may be used by one producer or supplier as a promotion for its goods or services, or the plan may include a number of different producers’ products under one name. These schemes have in the main replaced trading stamps, which were used in a similar way. However, trading stamps and purchase vouchers that can be redeemed for cash or goods are making a comeback in specialist retailing situations (e.g. petrol purchases).

5. **Free samples.** These are sample packs of products offered with brand-related products, attached to magazines, given away separately in retail outlets, delivered door-to-door, etc.

Merchandise as a premium does not have the appeal of money, but it may have a more pointed appeal than cash or a price reduction. The premium chosen, and the way it is offered, may preselect a specific type of customer, but the offer can at least be targeted at the right market segment. Providing the additional response generated more than covers the cost of the premium and administration/distribution costs, the promotion should be cost effective.

The choice of premium and sales promotional technique is crucial. The problem is to find a premium that is ‘different’ or unusual, has broad customer appeal and is available in sufficient quantity to meet demand.

Competitions are popular in Britain and Germany. The advantage of running a competition is that it should be cost effective if the cost of the prizes is spread over a large enough number of entrants. Competitions for consumer goods are usually promoted on the pack concurrent with in-store promotion, with an entry form located on or near the product. It is usually required that each entry is accompanied by proof of purchase. More recently, free draws have become popular whereby a purchase is not necessary and the shopper merely fills in his or her name on an entry form and ‘posts’ it in an entry box in the retail outlet.
There is scope for individuality and creativity in this method of promotion. It needs much pre-planning and administration, which is probably the reason why competitions tend to be aimed at the national level and involve high value prizes such as holidays and cars, so that consumer response is great enough to cover the costs of the promotion. Lotteries and sweepstakes are also used as promotional techniques, particularly by retail outlets, which use them to attract custom into the store.

Joint promotions are not specific to consumer goods and are used increasingly as companies attempt to find new promotional techniques. They can involve two or more companies, which tend to be related not by product type but rather by similar customer profiles (e.g. the gin and tonic campaign that links two manufacturers – Gordons and Schweppes). There are a number of such arrangements:

(a) Between retailers and producers, where a branded good may carry a voucher redeemable at a particular retail outlet.
(b) Between two or more producers, where one manufacturer’s product carries a promotion for the other, and vice versa. Here the relation is by customer profile and not by product.
(c) Between a service organisation and a producer, e.g. between a travel company and a breakfast cereal manufacturer, or a dry cleaner and a clothes manufacturer.

Trade promotions

The aim is usually to push products through the channel towards the customer. Similar to consumer promotions, incentives are offered through extra rewards such as discounts, increased margins on sales, dealer competitions, exhibitions, provision of demonstrators and free holidays (often in the guise of a conference or product launch). The objectives of retailer–distributor promotions are:

- to achieve widespread distribution of a new brand;
- to move excess stocks onto retailers’ shelves;
- to achieve required display levels of a product;
- to encourage greater overall stockholding of a product;
- to encourage salespeople at distributor levels to recommend the brand – particularly in the case of non-consumer products;
- to encourage support for overall promotional strategy.

There are problems associated with trade promotions. Too frequent use can mean that a salesperson directs attention to the product involved and neglects other products in the line. The objectives of the promoter may conflict with those of the retailer or distributor; some sales employees are not permitted to accept incentives or participate in trade contests because their management wishes to maintain control over their selling activities. There is also a danger that a trade promotion may be used to push another brand or inferior product. Consequently, long-term measures to promote sales are not feasible and manufacturers would be better advised to look to product improvement as part of long-term strategy. The British Code of Sales Promotion Practice states:

No promotion directed towards employees should be such as to cause conflict with their loyalty to their employer. In case of doubt, the prior permission of the employer, or the responsible manager, should be obtained.
Although business gifts are not strictly sales promotions, they are relevant here. The business gift sector is characterised by seasonal demand and it is estimated that 80 per cent of this business is conducted in the last two months of every year. Apart from the obvious connotation that it puts the recipient under some moral obligation to purchase, it also serves as an advertising medium if the company logo is incorporated in the gift. From as early as 1981 the Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply took a serious and critical interest in the use of business gifts, especially where the ‘giving’ was tied to the placing of orders. They argued that such gifts could influence the buyer’s objectivity and should be restricted to nominal items such as calendars, diaries, pens, etc. Recently, the giving of business gifts has declined as employers have placed restrictions upon what their employees may receive. The Chartered Institute of Purchasing and Supply has published a ‘blacklist’ of companies operating what they consider to be gift schemes over and above items of nominal value.

**Personnel motivation**

These are promotions to the salesforce, but some apply to distributors and retailers. The most widely used salesforce promotion is the sales incentives scheme. Rewards are offered to participants on an equal basis which are over and above normal sales compensation. They can be prizes in a competition to individuals or groups who perform best against specific objectives. The problem is that average or below-average performers may not feel sufficiently motivated to put in any extra effort if they consider that only top performers are likely to win. Thus, competitions tend to be used for group or area salesforce motivation.

When establishing a salesforce incentive scheme one must consider objectives, timing, scoring methods and prizes/rewards. Typical objectives of such schemes include:

- introduction of a new product line;
- movement of slow-selling items;
- to obtain wider territory coverage;
- development of new prospects;
- to overcome seasonal sales slumps;
- to obtain display; and
- development of new sales skills.

The timing of the scheme may depend on the size of the salesforce, the immediacy of action required and the nature of the objectives to be achieved. An incentive programme runs on average for between two and six months.

Scoring or measuring performance may be based upon value or unit sales. In order to overcome territorial differences, quotas may be established for individual regions, areas or salespeople. Points, stamps, vouchers, etc., may be awarded on the achievement of a pre-stated percentage of quotas or level of sales, and continue to be awarded as higher levels are achieved. Such tokens may then be exchanged for merchandise, cash, etc., by the recipient. Sometimes catalogues are supplied giving a range of merchandise for the salesperson or family to choose from. Vouchers for redemption or exchange in retail stores can be used as prizes or rewards.

During a scheme, additional bonus points may be awarded for the attainment of more specific short-term objectives such as increased sales of a particular product,
increased numbers of new customers or training and display objectives. In this way a long-running scheme can be kept active and exciting for participants. Another form of motivation is the award of recognition in the form of a trophy or ‘sales-person of the year’ award.

4.7 EXHIBITIONS

Exhibitions are tangentially related to sales settings as the objective is not to sell from display stands, although in some circumstances (e.g. glassware and decorative ware sales from importers and manufacturers to the trade) exhibitions and trade fairs are where most business takes place. Generally speaking, their function is to build up goodwill and prepare the way for future sales. Exhibitions were once regarded as a luxury item in a company’s marketing budget and exhibition stand personnel often looked upon staffing an exhibition stand as an easy option to their normal duties. They were regarded as being a public relations tool. Companies are now more aware of their value as part of overall marketing and sales efforts.

The term exhibitions covers a wider spectrum than that described. At a simple level event management concerns activities that promote the organisation, but it is often an excuse to provide hospitality to customers. Corporate hospitality is an honest definition, but for reasons of not wishing to draw attention to marketing expenditure that might be regarded as trivial, this term is rarely used. This can take the form of the provision of seats or a box for invited guests at an event such as Royal Ascot, the Grand Prix at Silverstone or a Test match. At a more sophisticated level, conferences can be sponsored that reflect the interests of the sponsoring company, but provide a more serious forum for participants.

A study was undertaken by one of the authors to investigate how trade exhibitions could be better used as part of a communications programme. These results (Lancaster and Baron, 1977) are now presented together with updating information.21

Characteristics of a good exhibition include:

- a wide range of products;
- a large number of competitors;
- a good amount of information on the products on show made available beforehand (emphasising the importance of pre-exhibition mailing);
- a large number of new products;
- nearness to the buyer’s home base;
- good exhibition hall facilities;
- a simple stand that is always neat (no personal effects on display) and not cluttered with unsuitable display material.

Characteristics of a good exhibitor include:

- exhibiting a full range of products, particularly large items that cannot be demonstrated by a travelling representative;
- stand always staffed by personnel who do not spend time conversing with colleagues;
- well-informed and approachable stand staff;
• informative literature available;
• seating area or an office provided on the stand;
• refreshments for visitors (and stand staff only using refreshment facility when with customers);
• staff not using mobile telephones in public when on duty;
• staff spending time with potential and known customers, making future appointments and filtering away time-wasters and freeloaders;
• actively following up sales leads and debriefing the stand team afterwards.

The use of trade exhibitions is on the increase and companies increasingly need to establish a more scientific method of managing this function, as it requires an understanding of how an exhibition stand communicates itself to the public. Setting exhibition objectives and measuring results are important, as are the identification and comprehension of elements in the exhibition event. Management should plan, co-ordinate and control the exhibition mix. Figure 4.1 explains how the exhibition communication process works.

**Figure 4.1** A model of the exhibition communication process
Different communication problems exist for different types of product, including materials, services and small or large, simple or complex machinery. With materials the selling feature or unique sales proposition (USP) may be communicated quite simply or through a low communication medium, e.g. the written word. The USP of a large piece of complex machinery might only be communicated by the potential customer viewing the machinery working. The different methods of communicating the USP of different types of product are termed communication strata. A product with a simple USP can be communicated through a low communication stratum, whereas a product with a complex USP can best be communicated through a high communication stratum.

Having selected the stratum needed to put across the USP, the other methods of communication used must be organised to complement it. For example, if trade exhibitions are selected as the ultimate communication medium, all other marketing inputs, e.g. salesforce and media advertising, must be co-ordinated with the programmed trade exhibition. If strata 5 or 6 (see Figure 4.1) are needed, there are three communication media that can be used, such as trade exhibitions, demonstration centres or the salesperson taking the product into the firm.

In the management of any function, the setting of objectives is vital; without this, there is no basis for planning, co-ordination, control or measurement of results. Such objectives can be enumerated as follows:

1. Define the market with which it is intended to communicate by region, by product or by any other segmentation method.
2. Define the value of potential purchases. Is the exhibition effort to be aimed at potentially small or large users?
3. Define the status of contact at whom to aim, e.g. purchasing manager, managing director, etc. High-status contacts cannot normally be attracted to small exhibitions – they may wish to speak to top management or require a personal invitation plus entertainment.
4. Define the preference towards company products. Is the exhibition effort to be aimed at present customers? Is it principally to launch a new product? The danger is that stand personnel time can be taken up talking to the converted, whereas the objective should be to interest potential customers.
5. Define the communication level at which to aim:
   • to sell the product from the stand (the ultimate);
   • to obtain permission to quote;
   • to obtain permission to telephone for a follow-up sales interview;
   • to obtain permission to send further information.
Methods used to attract visitors to a particular stand include the following:
• direct mail;
• telephoning;
• a personal sales call before the event;
• an advertisement in the technical or trade press.
Once there, attractions can include the following:
• a buffet;
• give-aways;
• advertising material;
films and seminars at the exhibition;
attention-gaining exhibits on the stand.

The exhibition stand itself should have a number of elements:

1. *Products on show will depend upon the target market.* The more products, the higher the number of prospects that will be interested, although a balance has to be struck in order not to provide so wide a range as to make it confusing.

2. *Literature should not be on a self-service display.* When a prospect comes to the stand looking for literature, this should be an ideal opportunity for the salesperson to establish contact and obtain details of the prospect.

3. *Graphics should include at least a display board featuring the product literature.* Such aids make the stand look more attractive. Models of the item being marketed are useful when the product being sold is too large or bulky to be physically displayed.

4. *An office or interview room can take up a lot of expensive display space.* An alternative is to demonstrate the product and then invite the visitor to a nearby seating area to conduct the interview.

5. *Refreshment facilities on the stand are good attractors and from the results of the study were a major drawing force.*

6. *An area should be designated for storage of coats, briefcases, literature, materials,* etc., to avoid clutter and distractions from the main aim of the exhibition.

7. *An expensive, eye-catching stand can be a double-edged weapon.* It might attract visitors, but the study indicated that visitors’ attitudes towards such ostentation were that it might be reflected in the price of products.

The stand should be planned as early as possible by drawing up a checklist of everything required, checking limitations on stand design, drawing up a checklist of stand services required and a progress chart for the preparation of all products and exhibits, including their manufacture, transportation to the exhibition, assembly and dismantling.

Exhibition stand personnel must be able to communicate the USP of the products and have a sound commercial and technical knowledge. They may come from a variety of backgrounds such as sales, marketing and technical, and should be briefed upon a number of areas beforehand:

1. Objectives of the exhibition and set procedures to be used in achieving these objectives.
2. Features of the stand, who else is on the stand and the geography of the stand in the exhibition complex. Who is the exhibition stand manager?
3. How to approach stand visitors, how to interview them and how to deal with irrelevant visitors.
4. Tips on physical appearance before staffing the exhibition stand.

With professional pre-planning and management, exhibitions can be a powerful sales tool and not the expensive luxury that many companies once regarded them to be.
4.8 PUBLIC RELATIONS

Nature and role of public relations

Public relations covers a broader spectrum than selling or, indeed, marketing. Its application is wider and encompasses the entire organisation and its various external and internal ‘publics’. Its role, however, is increasingly important as an ancillary to selling, both in the receiving and giving senses. Selling needs public relations to assist it in its everyday operation and selling is often called upon to disseminate a public relations message. Since the first edition of this book was published, there has been a general recognition of the strategic role of public relations; no longer is it viewed as a means of ‘covering up’ when something has gone wrong. It has a positive role to play in an organisation and that role is now emphasised.

The public relations practitioner has to conduct activities that concern every public with which the organisation has contact. The specific nature of such groups will vary according to circumstances. Jefkins identifies seven basic publics: 22

- the community;
- employees;
- government;
- the financial community;
- distributors;
- consumers; and
- opinion leaders.

Definition

The task of defining the exact nature of PR is difficult. A number of definitions exist, each emphasising a slightly different approach and each attempting to arrive at a simple, yet brief and accurate, description. The difficulty in developing a single acceptable definition reflects the complexity and diversity of the subject. We look at three definitions:

PR practice is the deliberate, planned and sustained effort to establish and maintain mutual understanding between an organisation and its public.

(Chartered Institute of Public Relations, CIPR)

The essential features of this definition are first that PR practice should be deliberate, planned and sustained – not haphazard (e.g. when responding to the accidental pollution of a river). Second, mutual understanding is necessary in order to ensure that the communication between the organisation and its publics is clear (i.e. the receiver perceives the same meaning as the sender intended).

An alternative definition is given by the late Frank Jefkins who wrote widely on this subject:

PR consists of all forms of planned communication, outwards and inwards, between an organisation and its publics for the purpose of achieving specific objectives concerning mutual understanding. 23
This modified version of the IPR definition adds two dimensions:
(a) Public becomes publics, since PR addresses a number of audiences.
(b) The inclusion of specific objectives makes PR a tangible activity.

If we accept Jefkins’s definition, then we accept its further implication – that PR exists whether an organisation likes it or not. Simply by carrying out its day-to-day operations, an organisation necessarily communicates certain messages to those with whom it interacts. Opinions are formed about the organisation and its activities. It is thus necessary that PR orchestrates these messages in order to help develop a corporate identity or personality.

A more precise and comprehensive description of PR is provided by the Public Relations Society of America:

1. Anticipating, analyzing and interpreting public opinion, attitudes and issues which might impact, for good or ill, on the operations and plans of the organization.
2. Counseling management at all levels with regard to policy decisions, courses of action and communication.
3. Researching, conducting and evaluating, on a continuing basis, programs of action and communication to achieve informed public understanding necessary for the success of the organization’s aims.
4. Planning and implementing the organization’s efforts to influence or change public policy.
5. Managing the resources needed to perform the functions of public relations.

(Public Relations Society of America http://www.prsa.org/)

Communication is central to PR. The purpose of PR is to establish a two-way communication process to resolve conflicts by seeking common ground or areas of mutual interest. This is, of course, best achieved by word of mouth and is why the role of selling as the communication medium is so potentially important for PR to be successful.

Corporate identity

The concept of corporate identity, or personality, is inextricably linked to PR. All PR activities must be carried out within the framework of an agreed and understood corporate personality. This personality must develop to reflect the style of the top management, since they control the organisation’s policy and activities.

A corporate personality can become a tangible asset if it is managed properly and consistently. However, it cannot be assumed that all managers will consider the role of personality when they make decisions. A PR executive thus needs to be placed so that they are aware of all issues, policies, attitudes and opinions that exist in the organisation and that have a bearing upon how it is perceived by the organisation’s publics.

The use of the word personality rather than image is deliberate. An image is a reflection or an impression that may be a little too polished or perfect. True PR goes deeper than this. To use a common denigrating quote of a ‘PR job’ implies that somehow the truth is being hidden behind a glossy or false facade. Properly conducted, PR emphasises the need for truth and full information. The public relations
executive, as a manager of the corporate personality, can only sustain in the long term an identity that is based upon reality.

What public relations is not

Misunderstanding as to the nature of PR has led to confusion about its role. Certain distinctions are clarified here:

1. **PR is not free advertising.** Advertising complements selling. PR is informative, educational and creates understanding through knowledge. PR is not free. It is time consuming and costs money in terms of management expertise. Editorial space and broadcasting time have more credibility than advertisements. Every organisation, consciously or unconsciously, has PR. PR involves communications with many groups and audiences, not just potential customers.

2. **PR is not propaganda.** Propaganda is designed to indoctrinate with the aim of attracting followers. It does not necessarily call for an ethical content, so facts can be distorted or falsified for self-interest. PR, on the other hand, seeks to persuade by securing the willing acceptance of attitudes and ideas.

3. **PR is not publicity.** Publicity is a result of information being made known. The result may be uncontrollable and either good or bad. PR is concerned with the behaviour of an organisation, product or individual that leads to publicity. It will clearly seek to control behaviour in such a way as to attempt to ensure that the publicity is good.

Objectives of public relations

PR is used in order to create a better environment for the organisation and its activities. The objectives may include the following:

- attract sales inquiries;
- reinforce customer loyalty;
- attract investors;
- attract merger partners or smooth the way for acquisition;
- attract better employees;
- dissolve or block union problems;
- minimise competitor advantage while you catch up;
- open a new market;
- launch a new product;
- reward key people with recognition;
- bring about favourable legislation.

In order to achieve such objectives, PR is viewed as part of a total marketing communications strategy, the principal part of which is the selling function. At any point in a marketing programme there can be PR activity, for the reason that PR is concerned with human relations and is a two-way process. There is a PR element in every facet of marketing (e.g. a salesperson who exaggerates, cheats or lets down customers is a PR liability).
Manufacturers have to get closer to people. In order to reach different groups, each with separate interests, they must employ the techniques of press relations, house journals, seminars, works visits, private demonstrations, exhibitions, videos, professionally designed websites, and other aids. Moreover, they have to consider those who influence opinion, sales channels and all communication media that express ideas and news.

Corporate public relations

This is concerned with group image and based on a long-term, carefully planned programme designed to achieve maximum recognition and understanding of the organisation’s objectives and performance that is in keeping with realistic expectations.

The main medium for corporate PR is prestige advertising (e.g. ICI’s ‘pathfinders’, which present to the public a progressive image of the huge conglomerate). Another medium is house style (e.g. a specific logo such as the Woolmark sign devised by the International Wool Secretariat and displayed on hats and uniforms worn by people they sponsor). Sponsorship is important for such sporting activities as golf, football, cricket and motor racing. It can include partial funding for, and the resultant publicity of, such events as concerts and community projects.

Sponsorship is defined by Meenaghan as ‘an investment in cash or in kind, in an activity, in return for access to the exploitable commercial potential associated with that activity’.24

Effective public relations

Effective PR depends upon the following:

• setting specific objectives that are capable of evaluation;
• fully integrating the PR function into the organisation;
• selecting the right personnel to carry out the PR function.

We now examine each in more detail.

Objective setting

This is an essential requirement of PR practice. Bowman and Ellis state:

If a PR programme is to be effective, then it is vital that its objectives be defined; that means of achieving them shall then be determined . . . and that progress, success and failure be reviewed.25

Although it is sometimes difficult to decide how an objective can be measured, an obvious objective can be cited in terms of increased sales, although it is sometimes difficult to determine whether such an increase in sales was due to PR activity or to some other marketing activity.

Crisis PR tends to dictate its own objectives. If information is to be prevented from reaching the press, then the yardstick that determines success or failure is whether that information reaches the press. If the objective is to maintain the company’s reputation, then some attempt must be made to define ‘reputation’ in useful terms such that it can be measured and evaluated.
A traditional method of measuring PR activity is in terms of column centimetres gained from press coverage. This method does not, however, account for the quality of such coverage. Furthermore, the value of editorial cannot be quantified against equivalent advertising cost because of the greater credibility of editorial.

As PR matures, the call for more objectivity is likely to become greater. As Worcester and English state:

Just as it is now difficult to conceive of marketing without measurement, a PR agency seeking to change the perception of its clients . . . will begin by quantifying the scale of the problem . . . and the effect of its activities over time.26

Integration

The integration of the PR function into the organisation is important. It should be decided whether PR should act in a ‘technician’ or ‘policy-making’ role, the implication being that a technician simply carries out top management orders whereas the policy-maker inputs into corporate strategic plans. Modern thinking favours the latter role because every decision has PR implications. If PR is not involved in policy formation, then top management is implicitly assuming the PR mantle.

The role that is suggested for PR is far-reaching, involving communication with large numbers of people. This requires co-operation with other organisational functions. PR must then be a reasonably autonomous unit so that it can serve all departments equally. A staff function should be positioned so that it can funnel its services to the organisational levels that may be the public face of the organisation to outside groups. The importance of PR at lower hierarchical levels cannot be overstated (e.g. from the way the secretary answers the telephone to the attitude of the company’s delivery person).

The extent of PR responsibility has to be established initially by senior management and this can be achieved by objective setting and well-defined job analyses. PR as a staff function exists to serve and facilitate line functions. Such lack of PR authority is desirable since it minimises conflict and ensures that the emphasis is on co-operation and consultation between line and staff. It also recognises that day-to-day business and executive authority are vested in line management. It does, however, mean that it is essential that PR has direct access to the board in order that PR programmes can be sanctioned and executed with full backing from top management.

Selection

The selection of the ‘right’ personnel is especially important for potential PR practitioners. The practice of PR covers such a wide diversity of tasks that flexibility is very important. The Institute of Public Relations (IPR) recognises: ‘There is no single set of ideal qualifications and no formal path into the profession.’

The IPR even states that formal qualifications are not necessary for PR personnel. However, such a view suggests that you ‘learn by your mistakes’ which can be costly. There are clearly some PR principles that can be formally taught and it may be that PR as a profession has now ‘come of age’ because Stirling University introduced the first Master’s degree in Public Relations back in 1988 and Bournemouth University introduced the first Bachelor’s degree in 1989.
Practitioners have identified a number of skills and attributes necessary to be successful:

- sound judgement;
- personal integrity;
- communications skills;
- organisational ability;
- strong personality; and
- team player.

The traditional importance of media relations has resulted in a strong journalist contingent in the PR profession. However, some find it hard to adapt, as the required writing style is different, as are planning horizons and work routines. As the wide range of necessary qualities and skills illustrates, relevant experience can be obtained from almost any background. Personality is really of far more importance, together with a sense of empathy and the ability to be adaptable. It goes without saying that an ability to write and speak fluently is vital.

The use of public relations consultancies

In some situations, it is more cost effective to use a PR consultancy, especially in areas where the organisation is inexperienced (e.g. the City or Parliament). Quite often larger companies find that a better interaction comes from an in-house PR department and an external specialist. Consultancies are an integral part of the PR industry and possess certain advantages of experience, independence and specialist skills that may not be evident internally. External PR activities can be grouped as follows:

1. Freelance writers/consultants: who are generally technical authors able to produce PR feature articles.
2. PR departments of advertising agencies: which can vary from a small press office handling product publicity to augment an advertising campaign, to a large comprehensive PR department not unlike the agency set-up itself.
3. PR subsidiary of an advertising agency: where there is a desire to permit a fuller development of PR activity on the part of the advertising agency and, indeed, whose clients will provide a useful source of potential business. Its association with an advertising agency can have benefits through shared services such as art studios and production.
4. Independent PR consultants: who usually specialise in a particular class of business, which clients can take advantage of for ad hoc or short-term assignments. Such consultants specialise in charities and appeals, theatre, finance, agriculture, building, shipping, travel, fashion, etc.
5. PR counsellors: who advise, but do not carry out the PR work.

4.9 CONCLUSIONS

This has been a lengthy chapter of necessity as it has placed sales settings in their respective contexts. It has been shown that different selling approaches must be adopted, depending on the situation in which one is selling.
Environmental and managerial forces have been discussed and their importance illustrated. Various sales settings including sales channels, industrial/commercial/public authority, reseller and services selling have been examined.

Sales promotions relate to all types of sales setting and their growth and importance have been shown in respect of consumer markets, trade markets and as an aid to sales personnel motivation. The role of exhibitions has also been examined.

Public relations has been discussed in some detail, as this area has expanded most over recent years and its relationship to the selling function is very direct, as the salesforce is increasingly being called upon to carry out PR activity.

Chapter 5 is concerned with international selling, which is a further example of a sales setting. It is, however, treated separately because of its diversity and ever-increasing importance, especially in view of European Union legislation and changes that impact on the selling function.
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Johnny Tan is the sales manager for Yee Wo Plastic Piping Components Ltd, a subsidiary of a Taiwanese multinational that manufactures a large range of diverse products. Their markets are mainly in the civil and chemical engineering industries. Yee Wo Plastic Piping Components is solely involved in the manufacture and sale of plastic pumps, valves, fittings, pipes and gauges. Such products have applications in, for example, chemical plants, dyehouses and swimming baths. Their growth in the marketplace is virtually assured because they are largely replacing steel and malleable cast iron products at less cost and with greater efficiency.

In the ASEAN region, five manufacturers market similar products. The two largest are Yee Wo Plastic Piping Components and Shun Tak Fittings, each with about 40 per cent of the ASEAN market, with the remaining 20 per cent being shared among the other three. Each of the five manufacturers charges around the same price for their products, but the smaller companies are more prone to negotiation downwards on the factory price.

Distribution is almost wholly through stockists and the sales representatives’ tasks are twofold:

1. To persuade stockists to hold a full range of the company’s products to ensure a complete service to the end-user.
2. To persuade end-users to specify the company’s products when purchasing from distributors.

Only Yee Wo Plastic Piping Components and Shun Tak Fittings provide a complete product range and this probably accounts for their success. However, a disturbing trend has emerged among the smaller distributors, and this has been to stock only the fastest moving lines from marginally cheaper sources from smaller manufacturers. Yee Wo’s representatives are increasingly being called on to supply less popular lines at very short notice.

Several of Yee Wo’s representatives have become disturbed by this trend and two have recently resigned because of the adverse effects on their sales commission. Replacing these with the right calibre people will be difficult and Johnny Tan realises that there are three courses of action to help solve this problem:

- restrict supplies to licensed distributors only;
- persuade representatives to concentrate more on the productive market sectors (e.g. large chemical plants);
- sell direct and cut out distributors.

**Discussion questions**

1. What can Johnny Tan do to revitalise his demoralised salesforce?
2. What are the implications of pursuing each of the three courses of action suggested by Johnny Tan?
Richard Booth is worried. It is the end of his first month as the newly appointed sales manager of Gardnov Ltd and things have not gone as well as expected. He joined the company with considerable enthusiasm and optimism, feeling that his experience and logical, positive approach would stand him in good stead in his new post, even though he had not previously worked for a company dealing with similar types of merchandise. His selling background was based in the more aggressive product fields of double glazing and home security products.

Gardnov Ltd was established ten years ago to supply garden products to the retail trade. Essentially a wholesaler, Gardnov stocks a very comprehensive range of garden products including garden tools, pumps and pond products, barbecues and garden furniture. It carries a Gardnov branded line of garden ornaments and these are made by manufacturers to Gardnov designs and specifications – the most popular being a range of garden gnomes featuring the likenesses of famous political figures. Most leading UK branded products are carried, together with some of the major overseas suppliers’ brands. All these products are included in the company’s annual catalogue which is mailed out to garden centres and retail outlets throughout Britain, regardless of whether or not they are existing customers.

Although retail customers may order direct from the catalogue (and a number do), some 90 per cent of all sales are obtained through the company salesforce of six salespeople, all male, organised to cover Britain on a regional basis. The salesforce are each paid a straight salary which in 2008 averaged £31,600 each, within a range of £22,000 to £39,000. The position of a salesperson within this range depends on his age and the length of time he has been with the company. A mid-range company car is provided, together with an expense account that covers fuel costs and a modest entertainment allowance.

Richard Booth has worked in sales for some 20 years and had previously been regional sales manager for a leading manufacturer of double glazing and home security products. On commencing his appointment at Gardnov Ltd (the previous sales manager having retired), Booth decided that he would spend his first four weeks simply observing how the salesforce operated by accompanying them on sales visits and talking to customers. He felt this would give him a sound basis on which to assess the current situation and he could then put together a strategic sales plan for the future.

What he found out during those four weeks now forms the basis of his present worries. Essentially, what he has seen and heard suggests that the company salesforce is generally lethargic and lacking in motivation. Although sales have increased by some 5 per cent on average over each of the past ten years, the total market, as Booth established from secondary marketing research data, has been growing at an annual rate of over 10 per cent.

Some of the more worrying elements that Booth established in his first four weeks are as follows. Each salesperson is assigned a region to cover. In each region the previous sales manager had divided accounts into three categories – A, B, C – according
to their sales potential. A accounts are major customers to be visited weekly. B accounts are visited once every two weeks and C accounts once a month. Booth also established that each salesperson had been allocated a non-incentivised target for opening new accounts in his region.

What Booth has discovered is that over the past two years virtually all of the salesforce had only called regularly on A category customers, while B category customers were being visited about once in six weeks and C category customers were hardly ever visited. In addition, only one new account had been opened during the past four months, against five that had been lost.

Even worse, Booth visited a sample of customers in each region and was dismayed to hear that even regular customers felt that they did not relate closely to Gardnov’s salesforce. A number of customers commented that recently the salesforce had been more like order-takers rather than order-makers. In addition, a high proportion of the customers suggested that Gardnov’s salesmen were unable to answer questions about some of the products in the catalogue. They felt that the salesmen showed little interest in their customers and had little enthusiasm for the products they were selling. Their main aim seemed to be to minimise the time spent with the customer, even when a visit was made.

Booth knew that all six of the salesforce were experienced salesmen and had been with the company for an average of five years, falling within a range of 2–12 years, in an industry where the average length of stay for sales representatives was only three years. He was not sure what the problem was but knew that he would have to take immediate steps to improve sales performance.

His problem is that he does not want to start his career with Gardnov by antagonising the salesforce, but he is determined to increase motivation and ultimately sales. First, he needs to gain their co-operation and confidence. Then he hopes to be able to remedy the present situation.

**Discussion questions**

1. What steps should Richard Booth take to investigate further the problems highlighted by his initial research, while at the same time gaining the co-operation of the salesforce? In your answer indicate what information Booth will require.

2. What are the disadvantages of the present salary-only compensation plan? What advice would you give to Booth about devising and implementing a new system of compensation for the salesforce?
Quality Chilled Foods Ltd

The company manufactures a range of up-market chilled foods in a market that covers the counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, parts of Cambridgeshire and parts of north-east London. The region consists of more than 10 million people. The company’s customers are quality delicatessens and some of the smaller non-chain supermarkets.

The following report has been published in the local regional newspaper, a newspaper covering the area in which the company’s products are sold. This paper is an evening paper and has a very high readership.

Listeria bacteria have been found in a high percentage of chilled foods throughout East Anglia. This information comes from a report published by Essex County Council and it is confirmed by Norfolk and Cambridgeshire County Councils.

The report says that the virulent bacteria – which is particularly dangerous to children, elderly people and pregnant women – has been found in food such as cooked chickens, cooked meats and pâtés in supermarkets and stores. The report is to be studied in more detail later in the month by Essex authority’s environmental health sub-committee. It has been drawn up following a widespread survey in the towns of Chelmsford, Southend and Colchester. At the same time similar surveys have been conducted in Ipswich and Cambridge, and although these results are not fully confirmed, their respective county councils state that their findings are likely to be similar to the findings from Essex.

It concludes: ‘The relatively high percentage of commercial chilled foods which were positive gives cause for concern – not least because the large majority of these foods were ready to eat without further cooking or reheating.’

The Chief Environmental Health Officer for the area said: ‘The report is hardly a shock – it confirms a similar government finding of last year.’

Discussion question

1 Quality Chilled Foods has asked you, a public relations consultant, to advise it what to do in relation to its retail customers in particular and the public in general. The company has absolute proof that none of its products contains listeria bacteria because its chilling process is unique and has in-built safety checks to ensure against this kind of eventuality. Prepare your advice in the form of a report, with special reference to the role which could be played by the salesforce.
Examination questions

1. In the context of sales channels why is it important to engage in segmentation and targeting?
2. How can sales promotion techniques be used to help the sales effort?
3. Using appropriate illustrations, explain how PR assists the sales function.
4. Explain the meaning of ‘push’ and ‘pull’ promotional techniques. How can each help the salesperson to plan sales more effectively?
5. What is meant by the USP? How is it of use to the salesperson?
6. How can new methods of promotion through the internet assist the sales process?
OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Understand key economic terms relating to international trade
2. Appreciate the nature of different types of overseas representational arrangements
3. Have a working knowledge of many of the world’s trading blocs
4. Evaluate the role of culture in international selling
5. Know how to organise for international selling
6. Appreciate the effects of world-wide sourcing and buying alliances

KEY CONCEPTS

- agent
- balance of payments
- culture
- distributor
- exporting
- export houses
- invisible trade
- indirect and direct (selling)
- international marketing
- joint venture
- licensing
- multinational marketing
- subsidiary
- theory of comparative costs
- trade deficit
- trade surplus
5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we explore aspects of international selling and examine issues and problems that stem from these. Companies contemplating entering overseas markets will need to develop specialist knowledge and expertise in these areas.

Some sales managers feel that selling abroad is impossibly difficult, but most who try it see that, although it is ‘different’, it is no more demanding than selling in the home market. Success depends largely on the attitude and approach of the firm and the personal qualities of the salespeople – not every salesperson is suited to such a task from the point of view of understanding and empathy with the foreign market concerned. While it is hoped that this text will contribute to the development of the personal qualities necessary for successful salesmanship, the chapter concentrates specifically on those aspects of international selling with which a firm either exporting or contemplating it should be familiar.

Each year companies that have never been involved in selling abroad join the important, and often highly profitable, league of exporters or licensors and some establish joint ventures or subsidiary companies in overseas countries. One of the problems for the UK economy is that, despite government exhortations for companies to become involved in selling overseas, many executives remain apprehensive because of the mystique which often surrounds the subject. We now attempt to dispel some of this mystique by examining the more important economic aspects of international selling.

5.2 ECONOMIC ASPECTS

Many goods we purchase are imported, and everywhere we read that companies are striving to increase exports. Successive governments have exhorted, threatened and promised to persuade the business community to become involved in foreign markets and export more. Exporting is necessary for economic survival.

The United Kingdom is not self-supporting. Much of our raw materials and food must be purchased in world markets and imported. In turn, to pay for these commodities, we must export. The ledger for these transactions is represented by the balance of payments which show the difference between our overseas earnings and overseas expenditure. The difference between our export earnings and import expenditure (including ‘invisibles’ dealt with later) is termed the balance of payments. We now take a more detailed look at what this means.

The balance of payments

Goods passing from one country to another have to be paid for; trading between countries thus involves the creation of debts between countries. Over a period of, say, one year, a country will add up how much it has paid or still owes for goods imported from foreign countries. In the same way, the country will add up how much has been paid or
is still owed from overseas countries for goods exported to them. When the amount exported exceeds the amount imported the country is said to have a favourable balance of trade or a **trade surplus**. If the importation of goods exceeds exports, then the country is said to have an adverse balance of trade or a **trade deficit**.

Payments for physical goods are not the only items involved in international trade. Debts also arise between countries from services performed by one country for another. Because one cannot actually see such services they are referred to as **invisible** exports or imports. For example, Britain supplies insurance services for other countries and premiums payments due from those countries are received in Britain. Payment for shipping services, income from tourism, banking services and interest payments from international loans are other examples of invisibles.

To find how a country stands in respect of international trade – its balance of payments – we must compare the country’s total exports (visible and invisible) with its total imports (visible and invisible). In the long term, a country’s payments for imports and receipts for exports should balance. If a country finds itself in deficit, it can do one of two things to put matters right:

1. **Reduce expenditure on imported foreign goods**, reduce expenditure overseas on such items as defence and foreign aid and attempt to discourage its citizens from travelling overseas to stop money being spent abroad.
2. **Sell more goods and services overseas to increase foreign revenue**. It can encourage foreign tourists in the country to spend money or it can encourage foreign investment that will provide income.

While the first alternative can be effective to some extent, there is a limit to which expenditure of this kind can be reduced. It is, therefore, to the second alternative that countries should look – selling goods and services overseas – if they are to maintain and improve their living standards and avoid a balance of payments crisis. We look briefly at the issues involved to fully understand these points.

A country that has a balance of payments surplus may receive payment from the debtor’s foreign exchange reserves, receive the balance in gold, leave the money in the debtor country and use it to purchase goods and services in the future, or lend the debtor country the money to pay off the debt and receive interest on the loan in the meantime. In the same way, a country that has a deficit on its balance of payments will either have to run down its foreign exchange reserves; pay over gold; borrow the money to pay off the debt from other countries; or hold money, in terms of credit, that the creditor country can use to purchase goods and services in the future.

In essence, the balance of payments is an accounting record, with information from various sources being entered on the basis of double-entry bookkeeping. If there is a deficit on the current account, i.e. if we import more goods and services than we export, this deficit must be matched by a surplus on the capital account to make the account balance. The capital account records purchases and sales of assets such as stocks, bonds, land, etc. There is a capital account surplus, or a net capital inflow, if our receipts from the sale of stocks, bonds, land, bank deposits and other assets exceed our payments for our own purchase of foreign assets.

If the government is to achieve a balance in the accounts in a current account deficit, it means either borrowing from abroad or reducing the government’s stocks of gold and/or foreign exchange reserves. These borrowings and/or reductions are
entered in the capital accounts as a positive figure and thus counteract the negative entry represented by a current account deficit, so the books balance.

As you will appreciate, a country can fund a continuing current account deficit only if it has limitless reserves of gold and foreign exchange or unlimited foreign borrowing power. In the long run, persistent current account deficits are difficult and costly to sustain and damaging to an economy. Total exports must pay for total imports, so if a country’s exports fall then imports should also fall, unless the deficiency in exports can be made good in the ways specified. We now appreciate the importance to a country of keeping up its volume of exports.

**UK share of international trade**

Britain’s share of exports by the main manufacturing nations has declined dramatically since the end of the Second World War. At the same time, some major competitors such as Japan and Germany have increased their share. The problems to which this has given rise are compounded when one examines our import record. On the import side there has been a trend comprising two related factors:

- the tendency for real imports per unit of real gross domestic product to increase; and
- the rising share of manufactured goods accounted for by imports.

The effect of such trends on British manufacturing industry has been serious. In the late 1980s to the present day, Britain has experienced an imbalance in the balance of payments. In fact, the cost of physical imports has exceeded the value of exported products for over a century. This has been undesirable, but not of critical importance because our income from invisible exports has made good the difference. However, for a variety of reasons, income from invisible exports has failed to keep pace with expenditure on physical imports, resulting in an overall deficit throughout this period.

Whatever the reasons for the current situation, selling overseas has been, and will remain, one of the keystones of our national prosperity. Not only is it in the national interest, but in the interest of every industry, company, employer and employee.

**Further economic factors**

It is appropriate to consider some of the more important developments in world trade over the past 20 years. It is difficult to comment on the general effect of these developments as different industries and individual companies have been affected in different ways. Some companies feel that they have had a beneficial effect on their trading situation, while others feel that their competitive position has been seriously undermined.

**European Union (EU)**

The European Union was at first called the Common Market, and indeed reference is still made to this title. The Common Market was legally established on 25 March 1957 by the signing of the Treaty of Rome between the governments of France, West Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg. Since then, the ranks of Europeans have been swelled by the accession of Ireland, Denmark, Greece, Spain,
Portugal and the United Kingdom, to be joined later by the former East Germany, following the reunification of Germany. More recently, Austria, Sweden and Finland were admitted, and in 2005, Poland, Hungary, Latvia, Estonia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Lithuania, Malta, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Romania and Bulgaria were admitted. Turkey, Croatia and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia are now seeking membership. The Common Market was also known as the European Economic Community (EEC), and subsequently the European Community (EC). The EC title is still used, but now stands for European Commission. These name changes resulted from the fact that, as the organisation expanded and matured, it began to see its role as being more a political union than merely a trading bloc. More recently, its title has been changed to the European Union (EU), which is a reflection of its current influential political role.

The initial objective of the treaty was to remove all restrictions on the free movement of goods and services and individuals within the EU by removing taxation differentials, frontier controls and other forms of restriction. Since those early days, the movement towards this goal has been slow for economic and political reasons. In fact, it was this political aspect that kept Britain out of the EU for many years. Britain was not seen to be truly European – a contention that many say holds true today – epitomised by a national reluctance to adopt the euro and its tendency to view the European Union as an economic, rather than a political union.

By 1982 (the European Union’s 25th birthday) the momentum for a Single European Market had come to a virtual standstill. Many non-tariff barriers remained. The free movement of goods was hindered by varying taxation systems, public procurement restrictions (to include tenders only from domestic providers) and different technical and consumer protection standards. For example, rates of value added tax still differ between individual countries.

A turning point came in 1984 when Jacques Delors (former French finance minister) assumed the presidency of what was then the European Community (EC). He developed the concept of an open market within the community to create the largest single market in the Western world. Although this was essentially nothing new, his statement came at the end of the economic recession of the late 1970s and early 1980s, during which member states had turned economically inwards, defending their national markets against European competition. A programme for removing the remaining obstacles to trade by 31 December 1992 was drawn up by Lord Cockfield, EC Commissioner in charge of the internal market portfolio. The programme was presented to heads of government at a summit meeting in Milan in June 1985, and eventually the Single European Act (SEA) came into force in July 1987. The Act lists 300 measures that were to be completed if the single market philosophy was to proceed to schedule. In order to hasten the decision-making process, power of veto was removed and these resolutions could be passed by a ‘qualified majority’. These 300 initial proposals were subsequently reduced to 279 by the withdrawal of certain proposals and the grouping of others into single proposals. The main features of the Single European Act are:

(a) establishment of a Single European Market;
(b) products approved in any one EU country can be freely marketed throughout the European Union;
(c) progressive opening up of government and public body contracts to all EU contractors on an equal basis;
(d) more competitive and efficient Europe-wide services in telecommunications and IT;
(e) removal of red tape on road haulage and shipping services between member countries to be provided on equal terms, and more competition on air routes with lower overall fares;
(f) banks should be free to provide banking and investment services anywhere within the European Union; insurers should have greater freedom to cover risks in member countries;
(g) restrictions on the movement of capital to be abolished;
(h) harmonisation of national laws on patents and trademarks; and
(i) professional qualifications gained in one country to be acceptable throughout the European Union.

There are, of course, other features, but these are the most significant ones.

A pamphlet produced by the Department of Trade and Industry perhaps best summed up how companies could take advantage of the single market in terms of protecting their existing markets and developing new ones.\(^1\) This is ironic because other EU members have more of a European mentality. They tend to regard each other’s markets as their own ‘home’ markets, whereas UK companies still tend to regard selling to EU countries as exporting. This is highlighted by the fact that since Britain joined the European Union with its current population of almost half a billion people, it has always operated with a net deficit on its balance of trade with its European partners. The DTI pamphlet recommended that companies should ask a number of key questions in relation to their businesses:

1. How has the market changed our business?
2. Should we become a European business, looking upon Europe as our primary market rather than just the United Kingdom?
3. Would becoming a European business alter the scale of the targets in our plans?
4. In what ways will we be vulnerable to more competition in our present markets?
5. Should we form links, merge or acquire business to strengthen our market presence, broaden our range of products and services, and spread our financial risk?
6. Is our management and structure appropriate for exploiting new opportunities or defending our position?
7. What training in languages and other skills do we need to be ready for this single market?
8. Who in our firm is going to be responsible for deciding how to make the most of the single market?

The pamphlet might have stated the obvious, but it did at least focus thinking in a formal manner on the issues of 1992. More specifically, it recommended that in the field of selling the company should ask five key questions. The solutions to each of these questions were volunteered through a list of suggestions:

1. How do you reach the customers?
   - Investigate the trade structure such as wholesalers and retailers.
   - Identify buying points.
• Find out about buying procedures, terms and practices, such as the preferred currency of invoicing (now, with exceptions, standardised as the euro).
• Consider how far you need to know the local language.
• Examine different selling approaches, including brokers and agents.
• Find out how your competitors are using advertising, promotion and trade discounts.

2. How can you sell into this market?
• Consider regional test marketing.
• Establish your sales targets.
• Decide on your total sales and promotion budget.
• Decide on your selling organisation.

3. What sales literature is necessary?
• Assess suitability of existing material for European markets.
• Consider the need to redesign to appeal to new customers.
• Arrange translation where necessary.

4. How should you advertise?
• Examine your existing advertising.
• Assess differences in national media availability and costs.
• Decide on your advertising budget.

5. How will you provide after-sales service?
• Consider relative merits and costs of direct provision or subcontracting.

The concept of a single market is no longer a future scenario but a reality. Companies that have failed to plan for the changes that the single market has brought, and will continue to bring, find themselves faced with increased competition for which they are ill-prepared. Successful companies will increasingly be those who prepared for the single market some years ago. A Confederation of British Industry survey of 200 companies, undertaken in 1990, found that three-quarters had undertaken strategic reviews in response to 1992. It is important to remember that in many ways 1992 represented just one more step, albeit a major one, in a 40-year journey towards genuine free trade within the European Union.

At a more general level, by the terms of the Treaty of Rome that first initiated the European Union in 1957, member countries are independent of their national governments and not able to accept instructions from them. Their proposals are subject to the official sanctions of the (European) Council of Ministers and the democratically elected members of the European Parliament. This means that many of the decisions which ultimately affect UK industry are outside the direct control of the UK government, and in many areas of trade negotiations are carried out on our behalf by the European Union as a whole. This process of Europeanisation was taken further by the terms of the Maastricht Treaty, which was controversial in the UK domestic political arena. There is still deep division within political parties over the relative merits of the treaty’s proposals. The point being that, although it is ultimately envisaged that the European Union will be similar to the United States, with each member country being akin to a state (it is even termed the United States of Europe), can this ever become a reality when one considers differences in attitude, culture, language and even religion? It is difficult to envisage a homogeneous pan-European marketing
programme not unlike that of the United States. A continuing trend towards political and economic unity will pose many opportunities (and threats) to companies within the European Union, but things will not change overnight. There will be more of a slow transitionary period, and it could well be decades before an integration similar to that in the United States today is achieved. We have seen the first steps towards this goal, with the introduction of a common monetary unit – the euro – that has been accepted by an overwhelming majority of member countries.

An interesting proposition postulated by Charles Betz of the European consultancy organisation Carré Orban and Paul Ray International is that each European country will adopt a particular expertise, for example:

- **Germany** will specialise in high technology engineering.
- **The Netherlands** will concentrate on service industries (e.g. storage and distribution of petrochemicals).
- **Belgium** will form the hub of the community through Brussels, adopting a bureaucratic role.
- **France** will become more technical.
- **Switzerland** will remain outside the European Union, acting as the financial centre and neutral protector of money.
- **Austria** could play a major role as the bridge between the European Union and other Eastern European countries.
- **Turkey** (which is currently seeking membership) will become a cheap manufacturing base producing goods for the Middle East and North Africa.
- **Italy, Spain and Greece** will be the ‘winners’ as they have reasonable levels of readily available, cost-effective labour.
- **Portugal** has low labour costs and is basically an agrarian economy, making it a natural country from which to sell winter-grown vegetables to the more affluent northern countries.
- **Denmark** has traded its Scandinavian independence for an ability to trade within the European Union and should do well with innovative designs.
- **Poland** will specialise in supplying building trade and hospitality workers such as plumbers and hotel staff.
- **Ireland** will hopefully solve its political problems with the North and its low labour costs will put it in a good position to compete in manufacturing and assembly.
- **The United Kingdom** will show leadership in financing the consolidation of industries across national boundaries.
- **Sweden** and **Finland** will develop their established expertise in precision machinery and telecommunications equipment.

This is merely one expert’s conjecture, but inevitably there will be movement towards specialisation by individual member countries of the European Union.

**World Trade Organisation (WTO)**

Perhaps one of the most important developments of the last few years has been a steady but widespread trend towards protectionism. The greater part of world trade
is subject to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). This is a complex agreement, but its most important features can be summarised in four fundamental principles:

1. **Non-discrimination**: each member country agrees that any tariff concession or trade advantage granted to one country, whether or not a member of GATT, shall be granted to all member countries.

2. **Consultation**: member countries are required to meet under GATT auspices to discuss any trade problems that may arise.

3. **Tariff negotiation**: the idea that originally inspired GATT is that tariffs should be open to negotiation. The hope was that these negotiations would be aimed at reducing and eventually removing customs duties.

4. **Trade liberalisation**: the overriding aim of the WTO, from which the principles described derive, is a continuing liberalisation of world trade. With this aim in mind, import quotas and licensing requirements, restrictions that nations have traditionally used to limit volume and types of imports, are prohibited. The idea being that temporary protection should be afforded to each nation’s domestic industry exclusively through the customs tariff.

The effect of GATT over post-war years has been to remove some of the protection afforded to national markets. As a result, GATT agreements have been responsible – in part – for the considerable growth in world trade referred to earlier. This liberalisation of trade has since been slowed by a series of actions. There has been widespread adoption of restrictive trade measures falling outside formal GATT rules, e.g. voluntary export restraints and anti-dumping legislation.

The World Trade Organisation has suggested that, excluding agricultural products, the volume of international trade so affected now represents more than 5 per cent of the total volume of world trade and is expanding steadily. However, the WTO principles resulted in the average tariff on manufactured goods falling by over 40 per cent over its first 30 years as an organisation from when it was founded in 1947 as the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), and it has continued to fall since becoming the WTO in 1995, but less dramatically ever since.

Such tariff reductions are negotiated in GATT rounds of meetings – the eighth and last successful round began in Uruguay in 1986 and was originally set for completion in December 1990. The fact that this only finished in 1995 reflects the lengthy and difficult negotiations involved. The Uruguay round made slow progress on new rules and tariff reductions, including a new general agreement on trade in services. However, a major stumbling block to reaching agreement was the dispute between the United States and EU members regarding the Common Agricultural Policy. The United States insisted that reform of subsidies allocated to EU farmers was essential to a GATT agreement and called for the abolition of all farming subsidies over a period of ten years. Initially, it seemed that the United States and the European Union would not be able to agree on the farm subsidies issue and that the Uruguay round would degenerate into a stalemate with a return to protectionist policies, especially on the part of the United States. However, after intensive talks and diplomacy, issues were largely resolved and discussions was able to move forward, albeit somewhat haltingly.
The current round of negotiations, which commenced in 2001 and is known as the Doha development round, commencing as it did in Doha, Quatar, is still ongoing, with subsequent meetings in Mexico (2003), Hong Kong (2005), Geneva (2006) and Potsdam (2007).

**Eastern Europe**

A significant development in recent years has been the collapse of communism and the changes in Eastern Europe this has precipitated. The nature and significance of these changes are lengthy topics, but suffice it to say that many of the previously ‘closed’ Eastern European countries are now open to trade with their neighbours and countries world-wide. In attempting to develop their economies, many of these previously centrally planned economies are now eager and willing trade partners for those companies able to organise themselves to do business with them.

**The continuing need to export**

Undoubtedly the world economy is experiencing basic changes in the composition and direction of international trade, terms of trade and in size, direction and character of capital movements. Britain has moved from being heavily reliant on oil imports to self-sufficiency. Related to this, our balance of payments accounts showed a surplus until the 1980s when they fell back into deficit again. Despite this, the need to export remains as imperative as ever. While these changes pose a challenge to exporters, it can only be hoped that the response they evoke will be conducive to the well-being and prosperity of all.

Although increased exports of goods and services is in the national interest, individual firms have more selfish objectives and the most positive inducement to them to sell overseas is the existence of profitable opportunities. However, there are other factors that must be considered and these are now discussed.

**5.3 INTERNATIONAL SELLING AT COMPANY LEVEL**

The fact that national economic prosperity depends on selling overseas is not without relevance to individual companies. There are, however, a number of more pressing reasons why companies benefit from selling overseas:

1. *Trade due to non-availability of a particular product:* such trade is clearly beneficial when a country is able to import a commodity it could not possibly produce itself. For example, Britain imports rubber because it cannot be grown here. It may be that a product or process is protected by a patent and can only be produced if a firm purchases the patent right or enters a licensing agreement.

2. *Trade due to international differences in competitive costs:* the basis for international trade between countries can be explained in terms of the economist David Ricardo’s **theory of comparative costs**. The theory states that countries will gain if each exports products in which costs of production are comparatively lower and imports
products in which costs of production are comparatively higher. Although this principle is applied mainly in connection with international trade, one can see it in operation in all forms of production. It is a similar concept to the benefit of division of labour, in that benefits are to be gained not by persons doing what they can do best, but by persons doing what they can do relatively better than other people. The more productive country would still benefit from specialisation in those goods it produces best, and should then import those goods it is comparatively less good at producing.

3. Trade due to product differentiation: in many industries each firm’s product has some point of difference that distinguishes it in some way from products manufactured by other firms. Differentiation may be in terms of quality, design or even an intangible difference such as customers’ perceived image of the product. This latter factor is in evidence in relation to cars, which explains why Britain both imports cars from and exports cars to other countries.

It is important to note that the decision to export and import in a free market economy is not made by the country as a collective unit. It is made by individual firms who hope to benefit through foreign trade. We have looked at three broad reasons why individual firms become involved in selling overseas, but there are other more situation specific reasons:

(a) To become less vulnerable to the effects of economic recession, particularly in the home market, and to counter market fluctuations.
(b) Loss of domestic market share due to increased competition.
(c) To take advantage of faster rates of growth in demand in other markets.
(d) To dispose of surplus or to take up excess capacity in production.
(e) Loss of domestic market share due to product obsolescence. Products that become technically obsolete in more developed economies may still be appropriate in less advanced economies. For example, flypaper has been replaced by aerosol fly killers, but this product is relatively inexpensive and still in demand in developing countries.
(f) To achieve the benefits of long production runs and to gain economies of scale: if the firm can expand its production it will lead to a reduction in average cost and hence a reduction in price, not only in overseas markets but also in the home market, which may lead to further domestic market expansion.
(g) The firm has special expertise or knowledge of producing a product that is not available in a foreign market.
(h) Simply the existence of potential demand backed by purchasing power, which is probably the strongest incentive of all.

So far we have looked at some of the main economic factors concerned with selling overseas. This coverage is not exhaustive as entire texts have been written on the economics of international trade.

We began this chapter by stating that selling overseas was different from selling in the home market. While economic factors are important, only non-economic factors can explain the different patterns of consumption of two different countries with similar per capita incomes. Selling overseas is a cultural as well as an economic phenomenon and it is to the area of cultural influences in overseas markets that we now turn.
In essence, culture is the distinctive way of life of a people that is not biologically transmitted. Such learned behaviour is passed on from one generation to the next, evolving and changing over time. A society organises itself in such a way that people adhering to cultural norms are rewarded, while those who deviate are ‘punished’ to a greater or lesser degree depending on the culture. As a society’s needs change and evolve, so cultural norms will change and ‘old’ patterns of behaviour will no longer be rewarded, whereas new patterns will. In this way, society sustains itself and produces the types of behaviour and responses it needs to survive.

This reward and punishment principle of culture is important when selling overseas. The culture in which a person lives affects their consumption patterns and perceptions of specific products and meanings attached to them. Because of this, only certain products and selling practices that the individual perceives as normal and acceptable to their particular culture will be acceptable. It follows that overseas salespeople need to understand how culture functions in individual overseas markets so that sales approaches can be tailored accordingly. In order to be able to offer value to the market, a salesperson must understand the value system of the foreign market and this entails a knowledge of the influence of cultural factors.

Culture includes both abstract and material elements. Abstract elements include values, attitudes, ideas and religion. These are learned patterns of behaviour that are transmitted from one generation to another. Material elements of the culture are levels and type of technology and consumption patterns within that society.

The Prahalad and Doz Integration and Responsiveness Model (Figure 5.1) has proven to be a valuable model in portraying the approach that firms may adopt in their international operations.²

According to this model, a firm may opt to maintain its standardised products/services across its international markets (e.g. Coca-Cola) or choose to adapt its

---

**Figure 5.1** Prahalad and Doz integration and responsiveness model

product offerings according to the cultural needs of the respective country (e.g. Levi jeans). However, according to this model, sustained competitiveness would ideally be achieved if companies strive to achieve the balance of ‘Think global act local’. Subsequently, not only would the firm and its employees be able to integrate fully within the culture, but they would also be able to respond appropriately to the cultural demands and needs of the specific market – thereby achieving a win–win situation.

An understanding of the way a society organises its economic activities and the type of technology used is important for selling overseas. It stands to reason that a firm would find difficulty selling advanced microelectronic machinery to a culture with a primitive, agriculturally based economy. In such a case ‘appropriate’ technology will have a greater chance of acceptance.

Salespeople should develop cultural skills that would provide them with an ability to relate to different cultures even when they do not know the elements of the culture in detail. Cateora, Graham and Ghauri suggest that people with cultural skills can:

- convey respect and communicate verbally and non-verbally a positive attitude and interest in people and their culture;
- cope with ambiguity and the frustrations that sometimes occur when faced with an unfamiliar culture;
- show empathy by understanding other people’s needs and viewpoints;
- avoid judging other people according to their own value systems;
- control the use of self-reference criteria whereby assumptions are made based upon one’s own culture and values; and
- use humour to prevent frustration levels rising when things do not work out as planned.3

We now explore some of these elements within cultures in the knowledge that in some countries factors such as religion have inhibited the acceptance of Western materialism and industrialisation.

Aesthetics

A non-material cultural factor which may have an influence on the development of overseas markets is aesthetics. This refers to a culture’s ideas concerning beauty and good taste, together with an appreciation of colour and form. The exporter must be aware of positive and negative aspects of its designs, packaging, advertising, etc. The company should be sensitive to local preferences and tastes and items such as company logos should incorporate local preferences.

Colour is important, the most quoted example being that black represents mourning in the West, whereas in Eastern countries the colour of mourning is white. This has implications for pack design. Music is important, particularly when used in advertising and promotion. Many non-Western cultures use a type of music not applied in the West, which has symbolic meaning to the members of the culture. An attempt should be made to understand this symbolism and turn it to positive selling advantage.
Religion

Material culture and aesthetics are outward manifestations of a culture and give an indication of how consumers in a particular culture behave. The firm selling overseas needs an understanding of why consumers behave in that way. The religion practised by a culture can give insights into its members’ behaviour. For illustrative purposes, two of the largest religions – Hinduism and Islam – are now discussed.

Hinduism is followed by 85 per cent of India’s population and is as much a way of life as a religion. An understanding of the tenets of Hinduism is necessary for an understanding of the Indian culture. Important doctrines of Hinduism include the caste system, the joint family, the veneration of the cow and the restriction of women. Any product or selling activity that offends the tenets of Hinduism would have small chance of success because such views are deep-rooted in Indian culture.

Islam takes the Koran as its ultimate guide; anything not mentioned in the Koran is likely to be rejected by the faithful. An important element in Islamic belief is that everything that happens proceeds from the divine will. This belief restricts any attempt to bring about change, because to attempt to change may be contrary to what Allah has ordained. Firms entering overseas markets must bear this in mind when introducing new products or services.

A company must therefore be aware of religious differences in its foreign markets and be prepared to make adaptations both in selling operations and the products themselves.

Education

Analysing educational information for relevant markets gives the firm an insight into the nature and sophistication of consumers in different countries. In some countries many people are not formally educated in the three Rs, although they may be educated in ways of culture.

In marketing a new product in a foreign country, the firm is itself trying to educate consumers in uses and benefits of the product. The success of this sales communication will be constrained by the general level of education within the culture. If consumers are largely illiterate, then company advertising, packaging and labelling will need to be adapted. Complex products that need written instructions may need to be modified into diagrams to meet the educational level and skills of the particular culture.

Language

The language of a culture is important. For example, a literal translation by someone not familiar with its deeper cultural meaning may result in serious mistakes. If the brand name is standardised world-wide in English it may be found to have an unfavourable meaning in some countries, or not be pronounceable in languages that lack certain letters of the alphabet. A famed example of the former (and now denied by Rolls-Royce) is that the Rolls-Royce Silver Shadow was nearly called Silver Mist which would have been most unfortunate when selling to the German market. A good example of the latter is Signal toothpaste which was called Shield toothpaste.
Understanding language in international selling

A key ingredient in international selling is a command of foreign languages. As the former German Chancellor, Willy Brandt, once said, ‘If I am selling to you I will speak English, but if you are selling to me dann müssen Sie Deutsch sprechen!’

Salespeople also need to understand both the nuances of the foreign language and the silent language. A salesperson needs to know that Japanese ‘yes’ often means ‘no’, but that a Chinese ‘no’ often means ‘yes’! Silent languages are also important as the following example illustrates.

A European salesperson visits a Saudi businessperson to sell him machinery. The Saudi offers the salesperson coffee which is politely refused (he had been drinking coffee earlier). He sits down and crosses his legs exposing the sole of his shoe. He passes sales literature to the Saudi with his left hand, asks about the Saudi’s wife and stresses the need to make a quick decision.

Unwittingly, the European has offended the Saudi five times. He turned down his host’s hospitality, showed disrespect, used an ‘unclean’ hand, was over-familiar and showed impatience with his host. Although the Saudi may realise that the actions were unintentional, the salesperson is left in a weakened position.


Social organisation

Social organisation differs between cultures. The primary kind of social organisation is based on kinship and in many less-developed nations this takes the form of a large extended family. A company operating in such a society must realise that the extended family means that decisions on consumption are taken by a larger unit and in different ways. A firm selling overseas may find difficulty determining the relevant consuming unit (e.g. is it the family, the household or an individual?).

In many Asian and African countries, social organisation is in tribal groupings which may be a clue to effective market segmentation. Social class is more important and more rigid in many foreign countries, e.g. the Indian caste system. The selling firm must be aware of the cultural variations in social organisation when targeting sales efforts to a particular social segment of the population.

Political factors

Culture includes all activities that characterise the behaviour of particular communities such as legal, political and economic factors. Nationalism and dealings with governments are often considered to be a major problem facing firms selling overseas. Most governments play either participating or regulatory roles in their economies.
In India, for example, certain sectors of the economy are reserved exclusively for government enterprise.

Government legislation and economic policy may affect a firm’s pricing and credit policy and there may be regulations concerning products and promotions. Factors such as nationalism, international relations, political stability and the level of capitalism and democracy in the foreign country will all have an impact on overseas sales strategy.

General cultural attitudes and values

In some cultures selling and trade in general have a low level of social approval. A company selling overseas may thus have difficulty in recruiting appropriate sales personnel and selling products through the channel of distribution. Many Eastern cultures put spiritual values before material values.

Different cultures also have different ‘time values’. A much quoted example is in Latin American cultures, where sales representatives are often kept waiting a long time for a business appointment. In our culture this would be unorthodox and at best would be seen as being ill-mannered. A delay in answering correspondence in Britain usually indicates that the matter has low priority. A similar delay in Spain could mean something different because there close family relatives take absolute priority. No matter how important other business is, all non-relatives are kept waiting. In the West we are used to business deadlines, but in many Middle Eastern cultures a deadline is taken as an insult and such behaviour may well lose business for the overseas salesperson.

The concept of space has a different meaning to different cultures. In the West the size of an executive’s office is often an indication of his or her status. In the Arab world this is not so. The managing director may use the same office as the general clerks, so the salesperson must be careful how they speak to people. In the West, business agreements are carried out at a distance, say two metres or more. In Middle Eastern and Latin American countries, business discussions are carried out in very close proximity, involving physical contact, which many Western salespeople find uncomfortable.

The Chinese culture and sales negotiations

Cultural differences mean that salespeople need to understand and respect the values of overseas customers and alter their expectations and behaviour accordingly. Visiting salespeople may be required to attend long banquets when engaging in negotiations with Chinese people. The banquets may begin in either the late morning or early evening. Frequent toasts are usual and some Chinese hosts regard the visitor as having a good time if they become a little intoxicated.

In China, negotiations often take much longer than in many Western countries. Arriving late for a business appointment is deemed acceptable behaviour in some
The Chinese culture and sales negotiations (continued)

In the West, business is discussed over lunch or dinner in the businessperson's home. In India, to discuss business at home or at any social occasion is a violation of hospitality rules. In the West we rely on the law of contract for all business agreements, but in the Muslim culture a man's word is just as binding. A written contract often violates a Muslim's sensitivities because it challenges his honour. Business relations should be built on the basis of harmony and friendship. Contracts are accepted as much as a basis for business relationships as a legal document. Many salespeople fall into the trap of using 'self-reference' criteria when selling abroad. They assume that what is acceptable and highly valued in their own country is equally valued in all cultures. To avoid this fallacy, salespeople need training in the special skills of selling to people from different cultures.

A key aspect of business life in China is Guanxi networks which are relationships or social connections based on mutual interests and benefits. They are special types of relationship that bond buyers and sellers together through co-operation and the exchange of favours. The importance of Guanxi networks is discussed in the case study at the end of this chapter.

Salespeople should expect to maintain relations after the deal is won. For Chinese businesspeople, signing a contract is only the beginning of a business relationship: they expect both parties to continue working together to solve problems as they arise.


In the West, business is discussed over lunch or dinner in the businessperson’s home. In India, to discuss business at home or at any social occasion is a violation of hospitality rules. In the West we rely on the law of contract for all business agreements, but in the Muslim culture a man’s word is just as binding. In fact, a written contract often violates a Muslim’s sensitivities because it challenges his honour.

Subcultural influences must not be overlooked, because these are sometimes the dominant force in the country. Examples include the following:

- nationality groups, e.g. French- and English-speaking Canadians;
- religious groups, e.g. Protestant and Catholic groupings in Northern Ireland;
- geographical areas, e.g. the north and south of England may be thought of as separate markets for many products;
- racial groups, e.g. within South Africa the divide still remains between races;
- social stratification, e.g. the caste system in India.
Cultural change

A company following the marketing concept overseas – trying to satisfy needs and wants of target markets at a profit – must keep abreast of changes in the cultural environment that affect people’s attitudes and values and thereby, indirectly, their needs and wants of products and services. In our own society the cultural values towards debt have changed. Debt has lost its stigma and is part of everyday life with the universal acceptance of credit cards. Our society’s moral values have changed and we are more liberal and tolerant of matters such as entertainment. Products and services demanded have reflected this change in cultural values. A firm must therefore be aware that its products may face obsolescence in overseas markets, not because of technical advance but because of cultural change.

Not only are a firm’s existing products vulnerable to cultural change, but the company may also miss new opportunities by not being informed of changes in culture. The impact of culture is especially important if the company is dealing with a foreign culture seeking rapid industrialisation. It is necessary for a company operating in this type of environment to monitor trends and adapt as necessary. Not only must the firm selling overseas be versed in the economics, law and politics of a foreign country, but it will also have to understand the more subtle, less tangible meanings, values and languages of the culture itself.

5.5 ORGANISATION FOR INTERNATIONAL SELLING

Organisation to implement international sales operations can be complex. Decisions must be made on arranging the interface between manufacturing and sales and in delegating responsibility for international operations. Each problem can have alternative solutions and an optimal decision must be tailored for each firm.

Some companies are so deeply involved in international trade that it forms the majority of sales turnover, while others are simply content to supply export orders. A distinction is made between multinational marketing, international marketing and exporting and each is now considered:

1. **Multinational marketing** relates to companies whose business interests, manufacturing plants and offices are spread throughout the world. Although their strategic headquarters might be in an original country, multinationals operate independently at national levels. Multinationals produce and market goods within the countries they have chosen to develop. Examples of multinationals are Shell, Ford, Coca-Cola, Microsoft and McDonald’s. To be successful multinationals need to understand their competences and weaknesses. The Microsoft case history examines this company’s bright and dark side.

2. **International marketing** covers companies that have made a strategic decision to enter foreign markets, have made appropriate organisational changes and marketing mix adaptations.

3. **Exporting** is at the simple end of the scale and the term is applied to companies that regard exporting as a peripheral activity, whose turnover from exporting is less than 20 per cent.
Microsoft’s soul

Steve Ballmer has drawn up a map of multinational Microsoft’s soul. There is a ‘bright side’ and a ‘dark side’ to the software company says Ballmer in a slide presentation he has shown to staff at the Seattle headquarters.

The bright side
• The company is ‘totally about intelligence’. It is stocked with some of the brightest people.
• Microsoft ‘loves, loves, loves’ technology.
• It is super-competitive.
• Internally the company is honest and self-critical.
• The individual rules the roost. ‘One great guy. One great idea.’

The dark side
• Internal competition is too fierce. Departments see each other as enemies.
• The company is sometimes focused on the wrong things.
• It is too reliant on ‘brilliant leaders’.
• It is ‘opinionated but not decisive’.
• There is a lack of team work.

Source: Adapted from an article by Dominic Rushe, Sunday Times, 23 June 2002.

In choosing how to organise for international selling there is a division into indirect and direct methods. Some of the more common forms of overseas sales organisation are now described. The choice of organisation depends on a number of factors: the proportion of total turnover accounted for by overseas business; the nature of the product; relative advantages and disadvantages of each form of organisation. There is no single uniform approach to the task. The keynote is flexibility and adaptability. We first consider indirect approaches to international selling.

Types of intermediary and their selection

It is estimated that agents and distributors alone, acting on behalf of overseas companies, handle over half the world’s overseas trade. The term intermediary is used to describe all persons and organisations providing the service of representation between sellers and buyers.

Few manufacturers are able to cover a market adequately without the service of some form of intermediary. The decision faced by firms as to which intermediary to use and the policies to be adopted is critical to the firm’s future in the market.
Agents

An agent is a firm or individual acting on behalf of another. This is one of the main forms of overseas representation. The most common form of agency is where agents, acting as independent operators, obtain orders on behalf of an exporter on a commission basis and the exporter acts as principal. Agents also work on behalf of purchasers and some specialise in certain tasks, for example, transport and distribution, advertising and market research.

Care should be exercised in appointing the right agent, and a company entering overseas markets should satisfy itself as to the agent’s reputation and financial position. The agent may have other interests and the firm should ensure that these do not conflict with its own. Agents are often key figures in a firm’s overseas operations and success overseas will depend on the ability and commitment of the agent. Care therefore needs to be exercised in the choice of agent and organisations such as banks will advise and assist in their selection. In assessing the suitability of an agent, the principal needs clear answers to the following questions:

1. When was the agency founded?
2. What other interests does the agency have, i.e. what other agencies are held?
3. Does the agent provide the required coverage for your market?
4. What is the agent’s standing in the business community of the market in terms of professional integrity and reputation, reliability, etc.?
5. Is the agent the type of person or company that will fit in with the way your company carries out its business?
6. Will you be able to work with the agency?
7. Does the agent possess the resources necessary to carry out the task adequately, i.e. financial resources, transport, offices, warehouses and human resources?
8. Is the agent able to provide technical support or after-sales service arrangements if these are necessary?

This list is not exhaustive and more specific details may be necessary depending on the market, industry and type of product. Once a suitable agent has been found, progress should be monitored. Agents are usually appointed for a trial period, with extensions to the contract after that.

Training agents is important to indirect selling in overseas markets, particularly if products are technically complex. Without proper knowledge and technical appreciation of the product range, the agent will be ill-equipped to conduct negotiations with professional buyers who may be experts in their field. Training may have to take place at the principal’s manufacturing plant and should form a compulsory part of any agreement. Training may need to be continuous, with periodic updating sessions, especially if the firm is involved in new product development or if technology is changing rapidly.

Sales meetings and conferences in the principal’s own country can be used for training purposes and as a forum for tackling specific problems and discussing future promotional strategies. Such meetings will also have a social function, bringing agents together for a few days to exchange ideas, discuss common problems and be made to feel part of the company.

Once a suitable agent has been found, the right kind of working relationship must be nurtured. Many companies feel that the appointment of a good overseas agent is
an alternative to involvement in the market themselves. This is not so, as the principal has to be actively involved; if the relationship is to be successful then it must be based on partnership and co-operation. The principal should visit the agent in the market to create a sense of value, importance, belonging and encouragement. Such visits also keep the agent informed of developments in the principal’s country and of the principal’s products. The principal will gain valuable market information on competitive actions, the overseas business environment and feedback on promotions and new products. All of this will lead to a better understanding of the dynamics of the overseas market and improvement in sales strategy.

The principal can also give assistance to the agent by helping in commercial negotiations between the agent and important customers, assisting with special discounts or credit arrangements in order to secure business. Frequency of visiting abroad by the principal will depend on the importance of the market, the competence of the agent and distance from home base. Important markets should be visited more frequently, particularly if technical assistance or after-sales service are required.

In some cases, agents feel insecure as companies often regard them as a temporary method of servicing overseas markets. Once the market expands and matures, many companies dismiss their agents and enter direct selling or open a subsidiary company. Therefore, the very success of an agent can sometimes mean downfall. In anticipation of this eventuality, agents sometimes collect a large number of agencies, resulting in a diffusion of effort and possible conflict of interests. This problem can be overcome by negotiating a long-term arrangement once the agent has been proved, or by inserting a gradual run-down clause into the agency agreement. In the latter case, the agent can often make a valuable contribution to, say, the setting up of a new overseas subsidiary company, or even manage the subsidiary. Thus, fair treatment of agents and ex-agents cultivates a reputation as a good and fair employer, and this in turn will probably be reflected in future dealings in that country.

An insight into the factors in which principals should excel in order to attract top-performing agents is given in a research study by Merritt and Newell (2001) that identified the criteria sales agents use to evaluate principals. The top ten criteria are listed in Table 5.1.

### Table 5.1 Top ten criteria used by sales agents to evaluate principals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Criterion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Loyalty of principal to agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Product quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Trustworthiness of the principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Exclusiveness of territories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Timeliness of orders received</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Potential sales growth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Principal–agency teamwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Principal action on complaints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Commission or reward structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Attitudes of principal personnel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distributors

Distributors act in a different capacity to agents as they actually buy and sell the goods, whereas agents work principally on commission. Like an agent, a distributor will usually be a local firm or individual and a specialist in the requirements of the local market. They should be familiar with local business practices/customs, structure of the market and various socio-cultural factors. Distributors differ from agents as follows:

(a) They will be able to finance their own stockholding of goods.
(b) They will usually be able to purchase in larger quantities, thus saving on delivery costs.
(c) Acting as principal, they will be commercially and legally responsible for all business transactions in the market.
(d) They are entrepreneurs and accept risks involved in the purchase and reselling of goods, such as local falls in demand and currency fluctuations.
(e) In some cases they may provide an after-sales service.

A frequent complaint from companies using distributors is that, because they are independent businesses acting independently, they can decide the final selling price to the customer. If price is thought to be a significant factor in the product’s success, then the manufacturer should only deal with distributors who are willing to agree a mark-up and selling price with the manufacturer.

As with agents, it is important for the manufacturer to develop good working relationships with overseas distributors as commitment to the commercial relationship is needed from both sides. Although distributors purchase goods from the manufacturer to resell on their own account, they are more than just another customer. The manufacturer relies on the distributor to achieve their own objectives, but the manufacturer must consider that distributors have objectives and interests of their own. It is in the firm’s interests to give distributors as much technical and sales assistance as possible. As with agents, distributors can be used in an information-gathering capacity to report on trends and developments in the marketplace.

A decision will also have to be made on whether to use a number of smaller local distributors or a small number of large national distributors. Using a number of small distributors has the advantage of good coverage and is advantageous where there are regional differences in culture or business practices. However, large national distributors provide economies of scale as goods can be shipped in bulk.

In some cases it may be desirable to have an exclusive agreement with the distributors, otherwise they might offer competitors’ products to customers if they offer a higher margin.

Licensing

Licensing is another alternative open to a firm contemplating an indirect venture into overseas markets. It assumes that the company has some unique product or process (preferably protected by patent) that an overseas company will want to manufacture. This is a good way of entering and remaining in more distant markets, or in a market where it is difficult or impossible to export finished goods. In such markets, direct selling
or selling via agents and distributors might be impractical, or it might be the case that import duties and other non-tariff barriers might present obstacles to exporters.

The costs of setting up a manufacturing subsidiary might be prohibitive or the foreign country might be politically unstable. Licensing avoids the danger of the firm’s overseas assets being expropriated and, in some situations, repatriation of profits is sometimes difficult for a manufacturing subsidiary. Where the product is bulky and expensive to transport relative to its value, licensing might be the only way to produce that product at a competitive price. If a firm has a good product idea but is short of capital to expand and exploit the commercial opportunity itself, licensing allows the earning of at least some profit or, more precisely, royalty, without having to commit scarce financial resources.

The main problem is that if a licensing arrangement exists with a company in a politically sensitive area then, for many reasons, royalties due might not be paid. This a danger of licensing and clearly the licensee has to be chosen with care. There are two suggestions to try to overcome this situation. One is to ensure that the licensing arrangement means the acceptance of certain component parts from the licensor and if there are problems in payment then components can be withheld. The other suggestion is that where the product under licence is technically advanced it is likely that it will be continually improved through innovation; the sanction here is that if there are royalty payment problems then the latest innovation can be withheld. However, such suggestions indicate a negative aspect of licensing and the majority of such arrangements are successful. The answer is to choose a licensee of integrity in a politically stable country (the problem being that in such a situation there are probably more lucrative export arrangements than licensing).

Assuming that a licensing arrangement is agreed, then regular checks should be made on the quality of the licensee’s finished products and defined quality standards should be part of the licensing agreement.

**Export houses**

The use of export houses is an alternative to the manufacturer having their own export department. Export houses are usually home-based organisations that carry out some or all the overseas activities in place of the manufacturer, often using their own agents, distributors or other intermediary. They are a useful alternative for small companies whose overseas operations are limited, not warranting the expense of direct involvement. They are also used by larger firms that are only marginally involved in smaller markets, or they use export houses until a market has expanded sufficiently to warrant their own overseas operation.

Manufacturers can delegate some or all of their overseas operations to an export house or they may delegate parts of the actual selling task to the export house. Thus, export houses offer flexibility and a range of services:

1. Export factoring – handling finance and credit arrangements on behalf of manufacturers.
2. Factory representation – a sales supervisor supervising sales activities of distributors or dealers on behalf of the manufacturer.
4. Handling export procedures and documentation.
5. Help in selecting agents, distributors and dealers.
6. Confirming orders – paying the manufacturer on confirmation of an order from an overseas buyer and receiving commission, although here the export house is not actually paying the manufacturer, but merely confirming liability for payment.

Having looked at services that export houses can offer, we now look at the reasons why a manufacturer might want to use one:

1. Lack of resources to carry out overseas operations by the manufacturer.
2. When overseas selling operations are only small scale and it would not make economic sense to carry out such operations oneself.
3. Where the export house has particular expertise in a country or an industry.
4. Where the manufacturing company is predominantly production orientated and lacks marketing expertise.

There are a number of disadvantages, the main one being lack of direct contact with the market. The manufacturer may also experience difficulty in monitoring developments and changes in the overseas market and adapting to these changes in good time.

Having examined indirect approaches to selling, we now look at more direct methods.

**Direct methods of overseas selling**

**Subsidiary companies**

The **subsidiary** may be a selling or manufacturing organisation or both. A selling subsidiary usually replaces agents and distributors with the company’s own permanent staff. In certain cases it is possible for a firm to start its own sales organisation with little investment. The usual way, however, is for a company to start by using an agent; then to open its own sales office with a limited number of staff. Once profits start to show, the unit can become self-sufficient and ultimately expand into manufacturing.

The above scenario is a generalisation and sales subsidiaries may require a larger investment than many companies can afford, especially where after-sales service has to be offered and stocking a large volume of spare parts is necessary. Manufacturing subsidiaries range from simple assembly plants to complete production units.

A simple assembly plant subsidiary is useful where the product is bulky and freight costs are high. By using local assembly, the final cost of transport may be reduced as it is often more economical to ship containers of parts for assembly than to ship finished bulky manufactured products. In addition, local employment is created that promotes goodwill towards the company, which in itself assists in developing markets further.

Reasons for establishing overseas manufacturing subsidiaries differ from company to company, but the following are important:

1. **Production capacity.** Where overseas markets are expanding, a firm may find problems in serving the market from the home base.
2. **Non-tariff restrictions.** Where such restrictions exist, the setting up of a subsidiary may be the only way round them. Many foreign governments give grants and incentives to firms to set up manufacturing bases in their countries and their purchasing strategies favour goods made at home. In some cases restrictions placed on imports might take the form of complex (and unnecessarily prohibitive) safety or packaging regulations.

3. **Costs.** Labour and manufacturing facilities are often more economical in overseas countries and setting up a manufacturing base saves transportation costs.

4. **Explicit import restrictions.** Where these exist, the setting up of a manufacturing subsidiary may be the only way to enter or stay in the market.

When establishing a subsidiary, local legal and taxation regulations must make it possible to set up a profitable subsidiary and allow the parent company to extract profits from the country. It may be prudent for a firm to gain experience in the market through agents and distributors before venturing directly into setting up a manufacturing subsidiary. Many firms employ the staff of a previous agent or distributor to form the nucleus of the new company.

Although it may seem that the establishment of a foreign subsidiary exposes a firm to many of the risks that licensing minimises, a venture of this kind can offer the greatest potential. Not only may local employment and production be beneficial for reasons mentioned, but the parent company can offer the subsidiary the wealth of its business experience and resources. Other advantages are that employees working directly for a company are often better motivated than those of an intermediary and it is easier to control a subsidiary because it is under the parent company’s direct control. The disadvantage is that economic or political instability within the country may cause problems outside the control of the parent company.

**Joint ventures**

A joint venture is where usually two but sometimes more firms manufacture and sell products on a joint basis. As such it can be an indirect as well as direct method of exporting, depending on the arrangement. This is common in the transport, construction and high technology sectors of business. Such agreements have financial benefits as the cost of development is shared, but friction and disagreement sometimes arise between parties to the agreement.

**Direct selling**

Despite the strengths of using intermediaries, some companies find that selling direct from the home country to overseas markets offers more advantages. Direct selling requires a firm to take responsibility for establishing contact with potential customers.

Direct selling provides a degree of control that is impossible to achieve through intermediaries over matters such as price, credit, after-sales service, etc. The chief disadvantage is that more frequent travel is involved and a lack of a permanent presence in the market can cause problems. The firm may find difficulty keeping abreast of developments in the market and will have to rely on customers to provide market information. Customers may also view this lack of permanent presence as a lack of
definite commitment to the market. Firms supplying technically complex products that require technical service and advice often place a sales engineer in the market on a semi-permanent basis, which tends to obviate the lack of commitment criticism. The following guidelines show where direct selling is most appropriate:

1. **Buyer-specified work.** Where individual orders are large and custom-made it may be necessary for the manufacturer and purchaser to get together to discuss each job as a unique contract.

2. **Continuous supply.** Once set in motion this requires only a periodic visit to negotiate such matters as price changes. Such contracts are normally able to run smoothly without a permanent overseas presence.

3. **Products are technically complex with a clearly defined market.** Here problems can be discussed directly between the supplier and user.

4. **Geographical proximity.** For example, countries in Western Europe can sometimes be serviced directly from Britain because of good communication facilities.

5. **Few customers but large or high-value orders.** In such situations time and expense involved travelling abroad are sometimes small compared with size and value of orders.

In selling direct to a customer overseas, there is an opportunity to build up close relationships with individual customers based on trust, commitment and understanding. A close interactive commercial relationship is beneficial, particularly if the exporting company is unfamiliar with the market. Speaking the language of the country is more important in direct selling than if the firm deals through an intermediary. If the salesperson is to build up a close personal relationship with customers, they must understand the cultural, religious and business practices of the country. There may be many mental barriers to a foreign buyer placing an order with an overseas salesperson and patience will be required to break down these barriers. Thus, emphasis must be placed upon gradual acceptance rather than the expectation of instant success. This involves careful planning in building up contacts and nurturing them and not taking the first ‘no’ for an answer.

### 5.6 PRICING

**Freight considerations**

Pricing as an element of the marketing mix has been covered in Chapter 1. In considering pricing decisions for international markets the same rationale applies. There are, however, a number of additional factors that must be considered, the most significant of which is the potentially greater logistical problem of getting the goods to their destination. This normally involves extra packaging to withstand lengthy sea journeys, although with containerisation it is possible to rent a full or partial container, so this is less of a problem for goods where containerisation is appropriate. Air freight is a quick medium of transport, especially for goods that are perishable, or where weight is low and value high in relation to volume.

Transport adds to costs and this must be considered in relation to the price at which goods will be charged when they reach their ultimate market. For this reason many
manufacturers tend to accept lower margins for export orders so they will still be competitively priced. Quotations for export orders are sometimes a simple ex-works price that does not include freight charges to the end-customer. At the other extreme, the price can include delivery to the customers’ works. These various price quotations form part of the legal document of contract and are considered Chapter 6.

Import considerations

A factor when calculating price is that of tariffs that might be levied on goods entering the customer’s country. This will have to be considered in the light of an additional cost before the goods reach the marketplace. Import considerations might also include a quota restriction on particular goods, which means that a numerical restriction is placed upon the amount that can be imported during a particular period. In such cases the importing country sometimes raises extra revenue by selling off these quotas to the highest bidder. An import licence is sometimes required, which apart from costing money sometimes entails a lengthy process in terms of negotiating with authorities in the country concerned. This process is detailed and complicated and only companies with large international trading departments could handle such detail internally. For smaller companies, the services of shipping and handling agents would be necessary, all of which add to the landed cost of goods.

Purchasing alliances

Larger companies have an inbuilt advantage as they are able to form world-wide purchasing alliances between each other and, in a multi-country manufacturing organisation, between its own subsidiaries (the implications of the latter being discussed in the next section). Such an alliance might be in the form of reciprocal trading (see Chapter 10). On the other hand, a number of companies, particularly in the automobile industry, purchase component parts from each other; for example, one company might use another’s engines for use in their vehicles. The implication for international selling is that such arrangements might impede free competition as certain markets might simply not be available because of such arrangements. The selling company should be aware of such alliances in order not to waste time exploring fruitless avenues. However, the parallel argument is that such alliances do not necessarily last for ever, so selling companies should be aware of the possibility of an alliance being broken up in good time by using market intelligence, of which the salesforce can be a good contributor.

Transfer pricing

This is perhaps one of the most intriguing aspects of pricing and can be controversial in that it often involves detailed investigation by customs and excise and taxation authorities if they feel companies are abusing positions of relative privilege. It is of particular benefit to large international companies with manufacturing and assembly bases situated in different countries around the world.
Transfer pricing works when component parts and finished products are moved between manufacturing or assembly plants in different countries as part of the manufacturing or marketing process. Different countries have different rates of corporation tax and import duties also vary. There is, therefore, an incentive for an international company to make as much profit as possible in a country with a low rate of corporation tax. In fact, some countries offer ‘tax-free holidays’ for a specific period to companies willing to set up manufacturing bases.

What happens is that component parts from one country can be transferred to a high duty country in which the company also has a manufacturing base at a low transfer price to minimise import duty. Components can also be transferred into countries with higher rates of corporation tax at high transfer prices in order to minimise profits. In addition, parts or finished products can be transferred at high prices into a country from which transfer of profits is difficult owing to currency restrictions or perhaps where there is an unstable currency, and so depress the profits of the manufacturing or assembly plant in that country.

In view of possible abuses of the transfer pricing system it can be seen why customs and excise and tax authorities tend to view such arrangements with a certain amount of suspicion.

5.7 JAPAN – A STUDY IN INTERNATIONAL SELLING

The objective of this chapter has not been to provide a comprehensive guide to international selling and exporting. Rather, the general case for exporting for the good of the economy and for the good of individual companies has been covered, together with an overview of organisational and cultural issues. The specific type of information that is of direct use to a potential exporter is that which follows in respect of exporting to Japan. This information has been taken from an article in the *Journal of Sales Management* for which the second author was then editor.5

Successful selling to Japan requires patience and sensitivity to customs and business practices not altogether appreciated by Westerners. Business in Japan is still conducted in a traditional Confucian manner where civility, politeness and the search for constructive relationships are of the essence, and successful business follows the establishment of such relationships.

In many ways the Japanese do not respond in the same way as Westerners. For the most part, the Japanese keep their emotions under control and culture demands that a person of virtue will not show a negative emotion when shocked or upset by sudden bad news. This ideal of an expressionless face in situations of great anxiety was strongly emphasised in *bushido* (the way of the warrior) which was the guideline for samurai and the ideal for many others. Furthermore, not only are negative emotions suppressed, but the control of an outward show of pleasant emotions in public is also rarely relaxed in Japan. Women tend to cover their mouths while laughing and males show true merriment (and true anger) mainly after hours when their culture allows them greater freedom of behaviour while drinking alcohol. Thus the poker-faced ideal is very common in public settings in Japan. The moral of these observations is
that one must develop a sensitivity to the reactions of the Japanese because of the difficulty in telling how they are reacting.

Another noteworthy aspect is that shame is intolerable in Japan. This means that one should never put one’s Japanese counterpart in a position that will force them to accept blame for a project going wrong, being delayed, etc. This characteristic has important implications for two elements of the sales process: handling objections and the close. The Japanese may avoid explicit objections because politeness demands that the seller does not lose face. Similarly, an attempted close may put the Japanese in a position where they are concerned for the seller’s loss of face if the answer is to be negative. The deft footwork associated with the persuasion approach to selling clashes with the Japanese character and is in direct opposition to the spirit of Japanese negotiations.

In some countries it is considered socially acceptable to compliment someone directly on his or her business accomplishments or the accomplishment of the company, but in Japan anything in the way of a compliment is made indirectly. Instead, say, of complimenting someone directly on his or her taste and sophistication, the Japanese practice is often to approach this particular problem indirectly and pick out some aspect of the room which reflects the other person’s taste and sophistication and comment on that.

With regard to business correspondence, Japanese companies may fail to answer written enquiries concerning possible business relationships. This does not necessarily mean a lack of interest – there can be a number of reasons for a slow response. Decision-making tends to be much slower and this is often the reason. Japanese companies are accustomed to being able to talk face-to-face with suppliers as this is the usual way of conducting business in Japan.

Personal introductions are commonly executed by a third party rather than through, say, the medium of a telephone call requesting a meeting. The person making the introduction will explain to the person one wishes to meet approximately what subjects are to be discussed, what company one comes from and one’s position within that company. Because there will usually be a common understanding between the two Japanese, the Japanese businessperson whom one wishes to meet will generally be more favourably disposed to hearing one’s opinion than if one walks in without an introduction.

The key to a successful business relationship in Japan is a successful personal relationship and nowhere in the world are business and personal relationships so intertwined. However, such friendship only opens the door. Thereafter the hard reality of the benefits to be gained and the risks to be run will take over. Friendships in Japan take more time to form, are deeper and last longer than those in the West and often these obligations extend to business relationships. For example, during a recession a large firm will commit itself to its suppliers and subcontractors for continued orders to tide them over. The lesson of these observations is that one must be prepared to operate within this two-tier business structure; establish friendship first and then move to the second stage of actual business negotiations.

To Westerners, Japanese business seems formal and ritualistic. To a degree this is true, but business relationships do no more than reflect the formality of relationships generally. As in all societies, ritual is particularly important when meeting someone for the first time. It is used to establish and signal that one has identified initial
relationships. The first meeting is also a time when transgressions are most likely to cause lasting damage.

One of the most powerful forms of non-verbal communication is dress. The usual dress for Japanese businesspeople is a dark suit for men and sober dress for women. However, most Japanese businesspeople acquainted with foreigners have come to expect a certain variety within reasonable limits in the dress of foreign businesspeople. It is not, therefore, expected that one should imitate the Japanese mode of dress. However, one should avoid extremes in dress which may cause uneasiness. For example, loud clothing will create the disturbing feeling among the Japanese businesspeople that the foreigner has perhaps failed to take them as seriously as they might have, by failing to observe that the common practice in dress in Japan is some degree of formality.

At the beginning and end of every meeting, the Japanese businessperson will bow very formally to the members of the other side in the negotiations. This is generally observed at the first meeting and to a somewhat lesser extent at subsequent meetings. Most Japanese with experience in dealing with Westerners will be expecting to use a handshake rather than a bow. The appropriate strategy is perhaps to wait to determine whether the Japanese businessperson is prepared to offer his hand for a handshake or whether he is going to bow. The question of whether the non-Japanese should imitate the bow of the Japanese is controversial within Japan itself. Generally, a nod of the head or a slight bow is considered acceptable for the non-Japanese party. One should be aware that reciprocal bowing behaviour is dependent on the status relationship of participants; the inferior must begin the bow, and his bow is deeper, while the superior determines when the bow is complete. When participants are of equal status, they must both bow the same way and begin and end the bow at the same time.

One of the most obvious differences between Japanese and Western business practices is the use of business calling cards, or *meishi*. These are exchanged on every occasion when one businessperson meets another. The prime purpose is to enable the recipients of the cards to know the other’s status so that not only do they bow correctly, but also use the proper form of language. Japan is a hierarchical society and the Japanese are very status conscious in that they use different forms of language and bow in different manners according to the status relationship with another individual. Business cards also serve the function of not having to memorise instantaneously the names and positions of one’s business counterparts and they provide a record for future reference.

Such cards are a standard pattern and size, so that they will fit in the Japanese filing systems. They must have square corners for males and round corners for females. The typical business card that the non-Japanese businessperson should have will show the Japanese translation of the individual’s name on one side, along with their company, its address and the person’s title. The other side will have the same information in English (which is the most common foreign language used in Japanese business).

The exchange of business cards is a very important part of the process of introduction in Japan. For this reason, cards should be exchanged one at a time and with some care. The courteous method is to present it, Japanese side up, with the printing facing the receiver.

One of the peculiarities of these business cards is that there is no single standard set of English translations for the ranks and positions in Japanese companies. As mentioned earlier, Japan is a very hierarchical and status conscious society, so an
understanding of the ranks in business is very important. Table 5.2 translates some of the more common Japanese business titles.

The basic titles in a Japanese firm are usually very clear and the level of the position within a company, as indicated by the title, is usually closely related to the age of the individual. This system of ranking and responsibility, corresponding closely with age and years of service in the company, is one unique characteristic of Japanese organisations.

While the details of negotiations may be left to a representative in Japan, the managing director of the foreign firm (or some other high official in the company) should establish an initial contact with their equal in the Japanese firm. This is termed the *aisatsu*, or the greeting, the purpose of which is to establish a presence.

The Japanese term *hai* is literally translated as ‘yes’, although it can also mean ‘I see’ or ‘I understand’ and does not necessarily mean agreement. Furthermore, the Japanese are very reluctant to give a direct ‘no’ answer because Japanese culture emphasises harmony rather than confrontation. Instead of the answer ‘no’, one is more likely to hear something non-committal such as ‘Let me think.’ One must therefore learn to read the negative response signs such as hesitancy or an unwillingness to be more specific.

Postponements of negotiations are common in Japan, largely because decision-making follows a prescribed process called the *ringi* system. This means that a proposal must be circulated among various sections and departments which will be affected by the proposal, with much discussion and correction ensuing. The *ringisho* (request for a decision) goes back and forth and eventually a consensus is achieved among the interested parties, with the president giving final approval.

During negotiations long periods of total silence are common. This is because the Japanese like time to think over what has been said and what alternatives are open to them when they next speak. Silence is also part of the Japanese communication procedure and they tend to rely heavily on non-verbal communication. Westerners often find such silences embarrassing and feel obliged to say something unnecessary to relieve the supposed tension. The best way to handle such silences is to exercise restraint and outwait the silence.

Japanese businesspeople have little confidence in detailed contracts which attempt to provide for all possible contingencies. Their preference is for broad agreements

---

**Table 5.2 Translations of common Japanese business titles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Japanese title</th>
<th>Description and/or usual translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No title</td>
<td>New graduate, aged 23–33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Kakaricho</em></td>
<td>Manager, aged 34–43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Kacho</em></td>
<td>Section Chief, aged 44–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Bucho</em></td>
<td>Bureau Chief, aged 48+, Senior Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Torishimariyaku</em></td>
<td>Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Fuku Shacho</em></td>
<td>Vice-President (more senior director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Shacho or Daihyo Torishimariyaku</em></td>
<td>President (Managing Director)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Kaicho</em></td>
<td>Chairman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and mutual understanding. Contracts are drawn up with an eye to flexibility and a contract is often considered an agreement to enter into a general course of conduct rather than something fixing precise terms. The Japanese like to negotiate each issue as it arises and there is an assumption that each party is prepared to make substantial accommodations to the other. This should not be interpreted as an attempt to violate the contract, but rather the desire of the Japanese to allow both sides the ability to adjust to unforeseen circumstances. One should not expect to obtain a detailed contract, but once a commitment is made it is for the long term. Japanese firms prefer long-term, reliable and exclusive business relationships and tend to turn to established channels to develop new business initiatives.

Because of the consciousness of using the correct level of language in a conversation or discussion, any interpreter one engages may unconsciously modify statements going from English to Japanese and back to English again, according to the rank of the people involved. For example, if a senior official of a Western company is speaking with a high-level Japanese manager, the interpreter will feel in an inferior position to both of them. The statement that the senior official intends to have translated verbatim for a Japanese counterpart may end up as being something quite different.

Entertainment in Japan plays a major role in establishing personal and business relationships. Unlike the West, business luncheons are a rarity and evening entertainment almost never takes place in the home. The typical pattern is for the Japanese businessperson to eat at a restaurant in the evening and thereafter go to a bar or cabaret. Such evenings are for cementing business relationships rather than for discussing specific aspects of business.

The personal skills necessary to conclude negotiations successfully in Japan do not come naturally to the Westerner. What is perhaps even more disturbing is the inappropriateness of much sales training to the Japanese situation. Many skills such as reading body language are culture bound. The persuasion approach to selling seems diametrically opposed to the Japanese character and perception of the role of negotiations. Eight recommendations put forward by Bruderevč for selling to people in Japanese organisations are as follows:

1. *Describe your organisation in detail.* Japanese businesspeople welcome pamphlets and brochures that describe your organisation, its location, its products and your objectives for being in Japan. Ideally these should be in Japanese; if not, the main points should be summarised in Japanese.

2. *Manage meetings Japanese style.* Get a mutual acquaintance to introduce you. Do not be late or change appointments. Leave plenty of time for travel between meetings and bring a small gift (e.g. a modest novelty item made in your country, but not something made by your firm as this would be viewed as a paltry give-away).

3. *Recognise that decisions are often made by middle management.* On your first call you may meet the president, but this is a formality. The important person is probably the head of a department or division.

4. *Do not push for a close.* Even with the most attractive product and effective sales propositions, Japanese businesspeople will not make a decision at that meeting. They will want time to assess your proposal, your company and you personally. They will be thinking about establishing a long-term relationship, and so will demand time to consider all aspects of the sale. If they do not like your proposal, courtesy prohibits their saying ‘no’ to your face.
5. **Use Japanese whenever possible.** Write sales and promotional material in Japanese using a native-born translator. If you have to write in English this will damage your image. Many Japanese businesspeople have a limited knowledge of English, so if you have to speak in English, speak slowly, using simple words. Learn some common Japanese expressions; the effort you have made will be appreciated.

6. **Make sales presentations low key.** Use a moderate, low-key, deliberate style to reflect their preferred manner of doing business.

7. **Establish a strong relationship.** Japanese people follow formal rules when beginning a relationship (e.g. the introduction, exchange of business cards, the gradual beginning of business talks) and expect you to cultivate relationships through sales calls, courtesy visits and the occasional lunch and other social events.

8. **Dress conservatively.** Japanese prefer plain, undemonstrative business dress. The objective should be to blend in quietly.

### 5.8 CONCLUSIONS

Broad economic aspects of international trade have been considered and their significance to the sales function has been established. This has included balance of payments and Britain’s share of international trade. UK entry into the European Union was examined, together with the effects of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the activities of the World Trade Organisation (WTO).

The advantages to companies entering international selling have been discussed, particularly in the context of how the sales approach should be adapted for different cultures, especially in relation to issues such as aesthetics, religion, education, language, social organisation and political factors.

Different types of organisation for international selling have been explained, including agents, distributors, licensing and export houses through indirect methods as well as direct methods such as the use of subsidiary companies, joint ventures and direct selling. The chapter was concluded with a specific description of the problems involved in selling to Japan. Chapter 6 considers further broader issues of selling and relates to legal and social aspects.

### References

Selling in China

For the past 20 years, China’s economy has been growing at an average of 9 per cent and this phenomenal growth rate is expected to continue. China possesses considerable strengths in mass manufacturing and is currently building large electronics and heavy industrial factories. The country is also investing heavily in education and training, especially in the development of engineers and scientists. While these advances mean that China poses new threats to Western companies, the country provides opportunities. Chinese consumers are spending their growing incomes on consumer durables such as cars, a market that has reached 3 million, and mobile phones where China has the world’s biggest subscriber base of over 350 million. Western companies such as Microsoft, Procter & Gamble, Coca-Cola, BP and Siemens have already seen the Chinese market as an opportunity and entered, usually with the aid of local joint venture partners.

Although the Chinese economy undoubtedly possesses many strengths, it also has several weaknesses. First, it lacks major global brands. When business people around the world were asked to rank Chinese brands Haier, a white-goods (refrigerators, washing machines, etc.) and home appliance manufacturer was ranked first, and Lenovo, a computer company, famous for buying IBM’s personal computer division, second. Neither company is a major global player in their respective markets. Second, China suffers from the risk of social unease – resulting from the widening gap between rich and poor, as well as corruption. Third, the country has paid a heavy ecological price for rapid industrial and population growth, with thousands of deaths attributed to air and water pollution. Fourth, while still a low labour cost economy, wage levels are rising fast, particularly in skilled areas, reducing its competitive advantage in this area. Finally, bureaucracy can make doing business in China difficult.

Although Western companies have made successful entries to the Chinese market some such as Whirlpool, a US white-goods manufacturer and Kraft, the food multinational have made heavy losses. Overseas companies hoping to sell successfully in China need to understand a number of realities of the market there. First, the country is very diverse: 1.3 billion people speak 100 dialects, and covering such a large geographic area the climate is very different across regions. For example, parts of the south are humid while the north is more temperate. Also, income levels vary considerably between less affluent rural districts and richer cities.

Many Western companies enter China by means of a joint venture but they need to be aware of the different business conditions there. In China there is no effective rule of law governing business. Bureaucracy and governmental interference can also bring difficulties. For example, Thames Water pulled out of a 20-year water treatment project in Shanghai after the government ruled that the guaranteed rate of return to investors was illegal.

A key element in Chinese business dealings is the existence of Guanxi networks. Guanxi is a set of personal connections on which a person can draw to obtain resources or an advantage when doing business. Developing such a network may
involve performing favours or the giving of gifts. For example, a business person may participate in a public ceremonial function or a profession could send books to a Chinese university. Favours are ‘banked’ and there is a reciprocal obligation to return a favour.

An important aspect of Chinese culture is the avoidance of ‘loss of face’. This can occur when a Chinese person finds themselves embarrassed by, for example, displaying lack of knowledge or understanding. Chinese people like to gather as much information as possible before revealing their thoughts to avoid losing face and displaying ignorance. They also value modesty and reasoning. In addition, they regard the signing of a contract to be only the beginning of a business relationship.

Discussion questions

1. What are the implications of Guanxi networks for selling in China?
2. An important Chinese cultural issue is the avoidance of loss of face. Discuss its implications for selling in China.
For some weeks Russell Anderson had worried about work that was reaching him from Calcutta across his virtual private network in the Buckinghamshire headquarters of Syplan, the company he launched with colleague David O’Mahony in 2006. Syplan was betting its future on new software called Clear Thought, designed to help FTSE 100 companies analyse business performance. It had outsourced software development to a team in Calcutta. The team was committed to deliver the system by 1 January 2008, but this deadline had slipped and Anderson felt remote from the action.

‘However carefully you specify a task, you cannot calculate time needed for effective human communication,’ says Anderson. ‘If I were dealing with a development team in this country, half the time would be spent hammering out specifications. The rest would be spent on informal discussion; the kind that motivates people and gets them talking so you naturally hear if anything is going wrong.’

The company started out providing consultancy to the likes of Nortel Networks, BUPA and British Airways, but in 2007 they decided on a change of direction. They felt that consultancy was changing as big companies sought to reduce reliance on armies of external consultants in favour of developing greater in-house capability. They decided to develop software that would help companies to act as their own strategic analysts.

The Clear Thought product would enable companies to analyse performance of projects across many sites and areas of operation. Ideally, it would enable each person in an organisation, whether in finance, sales or logistics, to key in business improvement ideas and study the impact on other parts of the business. The idea was to design a system that would encourage creative commercial thinking at all levels.

The move was risky. As a consultancy, the company had low overheads and had built up sales of £375,000 for financial year ending March 2007, on which it made pre-tax profits of £240,000. But the software would cost more than £500,000 to develop and in the meantime Syplan’s income would almost dry up because Anderson believed software development was not something that could be done in a half-hearted way.

‘Many people questioned our timing,’ says Anderson, ‘but I believe it is a great time. Given the recent technology slump, it has never been cheaper to develop innovative software.’

Anderson spent January 2007 in Calcutta getting Clear Thought back on track. He learned some important lessons, particularly how communications can drive up productivity. A small example illustrates this. Before leaving Britain he had sent out a specification for a function in the software. When he arrived in India he found engineers busily writing their own code for it. But a brief bit of research showed that he could acquire a piece of software for £130 that would perform the function perfectly well. He was able to put the engineers to work on something for which there was no existing solution.

‘This is the kind of thing that happens when you are not working in the same place,’ says Anderson. ‘I would now recommend using an outsourced team only for simple development tasks. Once we are bigger we will have our own team.’
Clear Thought was launched in August 2008, but this was just the start of the obstacle race. Syplan now faces its second hurdle, convincing FTSE 100 companies to use the system, which might cost anything from £100,000 to £1 million, depending on whether it is deployed within a single business area or across an entire company with operations in many countries. This is no easy task. The founders have credibility as consultants, but none as software developers. They are also selling new products in a climate of depressed business spending and slashed IT budgets.


**Discussion questions**

Syplan sees its challenges in three areas. Advise the company on how it might resolve them:

1. Managing software development in Calcutta.
2. Persuading a blue-chip company to use the software and prove to others that it works.
3. Finding partners that can sell the software to their clients.
Wardley Investment Services (Hong Kong)

Private banking has been one of the main growth areas of the banking industry in the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN) region over the past few years, but private bankers have found that newly rich ASEAN clientele can be quite a different market from the traditional customer in Europe and North America.

Mr Robert Bunker and Mr John Cheung, directors of Wardley Investment Services (Hong Kong) said both Wardley and its corporate parent, the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank Group, have adopted what has been described as the American interpretation of private banking in their approach to the ASEAN marketplace.

Mr Bunker explained, ‘We provide a one-stop shop for financial services to high net worth individuals, drawing on the wide range of services available in the group. There are many smaller banks which have seen private banking as a profitable growth area, but it is difficult for them to provide the breadth of services with just a small representative office in the region. As a result, they struggle to develop the mass of business necessary to make a living.’

The demands of ASEAN customers do tend to differ from those of their counterparts in Europe and North America. Mr Cheung said that, in Asia as a whole, private banking is not as tax driven as it is in much of the West: ‘There are other differences. For example, the division of corporate and private wealth in Asia is often blurred, and some Asian clients are very aggressive in the way they like to invest. Again, such tendencies can mean a different attitude on the part of the private bank.’

Mr Bunker added, ‘I think that you will notice in the marketing strategy of the group that we are trying to shrug off our traditional image and create a more adventurous and aggressive picture.’ He said the infrastructure of the group provides a great boon. In the ASEAN region, the bank has a presence in one form or another in Singapore, Thailand and Indonesia.

European banks entering the ASEAN market find it a lot more difficult to rely on name or reputation to build their market share, particularly when many potential customers are not familiar with their names. A bank such as Banca della Svizzera Italiana (BSI), for example, despite its size and reputation in Europe, has to fight hard to get noticed in an already crowded marketplace.

But Mr Anton Jecker, BSI’s chief representative in Hong Kong, believes his bank can offer a competitive service for its clients: ‘We see private banking as just that, knowing the individual needs and requirements of a customer and servicing those needs. We provide individually serviced accounts with an emphasis on the personal nature of banking. We provide safety and confidentiality as a Swiss bank, and investors do not put their money with us for us to speculate. So we do not target the entrepreneur so much and tend to go for personal assets on the whole. We make it clear where we can help from the beginning, and we do not do everything in the wide spectrum of banking services.’
Although BSI has a different emphasis to the Hongkong Bank Group, Mr Jecker still feels that there is a great future for private banking in the region. ‘But it is difficult for European banks to enter such markets, especially given the dominance of US banks in the last 30–40 years. The same can be said for the Philippines which, despite its economic and political problems, still has a lot of potential for private banking.’

Discussion questions

1. Give advice to a UK bank that has not previously been engaged in the ASEAN region on what problems it might face when setting up in the area.
2. What segmentation possibilities might exist for a smaller bank in the region?
3. What research would you advise a small bank to undertake before setting up in the region for the first time?
4. Assume that a small bank you are advising has decided to set up in the region. What strategic guidelines would you give to the bank in so far as organising its selling activities is concerned?
Quality Kraft Carpets Ltd

This company was founded in 1993 by William Jackson and John Turner in Kidderminster, a UK town with a tradition of carpet-making going back hundreds of years. Carpet manufacture and related activities had been the major provider of employment in the area up until the late 1960s. However, after that date the carpet industry, like many other areas of British textiles, faced problems and decline.

Paradoxically, it was this decline that brought Quality Kraft Carpets into existence. William Jackson had been production manager with one of the largest carpet manufacturing firms in the area, with a world-wide reputation for quality carpets. John Turner had been a loom tuner (a maintenance engineer) responsible for maintaining over 100 carpet looms for another large company. Jackson had been made redundant as a result of a drastic decline in orders and Turner’s company had gone into liquidation. They were good friends and since their unemployment had come at the same time they decided to start their own small company, specialising in the product they knew best – traditional, woven, good quality Axminster carpets.

Because so many firms in the area were either closing down or cutting back production, there was a steady supply of textile machinery being sold very cheaply by local auctioneers. By pooling their respective resources, plus help from the bank, they were able to acquire a 15-year lease on a small factory and purchase enough equipment to enable them to commence production.

Their policy was to weave best quality carpets made of 80 per cent wool and 20 per cent nylon. The market was good-quality carpet shops and the contract market, especially hotels, restaurants, offices and large stores. They made a conscious decision not to deal with carpet superstores, largely because profit margins would be low, as bulk purchasing power enabled them to demand low margins. In addition, carpet superstores predominantly sold cheaper carpets, mainly tufted synthetic carpets purchased from North America. It was contended that purchasers looking for a good-quality carpet would go to a conventional carpet shop and not a carpet superstore that they considered was more applicable to the lower end of the market.

At the time of setting up (1993) the main problems facing UK carpet manufacturers were a depressed economy and the fact that imports of carpets were taking an increasing share of a diminishing market. Thus, the recession made carpet purchasing a lower priority issue for those who already had carpets and the attitude was to make them last longer.

Imports now account for over 50 per cent of the UK carpet market and this percentage is increasing. The main imports are synthetic tufted carpets, mainly from North America but increasingly from EU countries – Belgium, followed by Germany and Holland. Nylon carpet is basically oil-based, which gave the Americans a significant advantage until the late 1980s because of the cheapness of their oil. However, since then their oil prices have increased and the strength of the US dollar has made exports to the United Kingdom less competitive.

Despite the apparently depressing picture for UK manufacturers, the UK carpet industry is still among the largest in the world, particularly the high-quality woven
carpet sector. Britain has always been a net exporter of carpets and its reputation for quality has world-wide acclaim.

Since Quality Kraft Carpets commenced, its total sales have been as follows:

### Quality Kraft Carpets Ltd sales (£000)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>1,280</td>
<td>2,300</td>
<td>2,900</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>1,970</td>
<td>1,950</td>
<td>1,950</td>
<td>1,990</td>
<td>2,010</td>
<td>1,950</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These sales are to two distinct markets:

- direct to quality retailers;
- the contract market.

The percentage of sales accounted for by each of these market segments is shown below.

### Percentage of sales to each segment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the 1999 level of demand the company was operating at full capacity, but today it has an excess of manufacturing capacity. The company has not laid off any employees, but overtime has been cut out and some work that was given to outside contractors, e.g. final ‘shearing’ up of carpets, is now done in the company. An interesting facet of contract sales is that much of it is for customised carpet, often incorporating the customer’s company logo in the design.

The company now feels that the industry is likely to remain depressed and foreign competition in the UK market likely to increase further. The company has not attempted to sell its products abroad, but feels that if it is ever to expand again, then overseas markets are the only feasible method. William Jackson and John Turner had a long discussion about exporting as they were both inexperienced in such matters. They listed the strengths and weaknesses of Quality Kraft Carpets in order to arrive at a decision as to which would be the most appropriate overseas market to enter and their conclusions were as follows:

1. **Weaknesses**
   - Small and relatively new without the reputation of a long-established firm.
   - Management has no knowledge of selling overseas, and although educated by experience, has little knowledge of finance, economics, languages, etc., which are of help when selling overseas.
   - The more popular types of tufted carpets are not manufactured.
   - The company cannot compete on price in the volume markets because of outdated equipment and small purchasing power.
   - Although products are first class, they are expensive.
   - The company does not directly employ such specialists as designers, but operates on a freelance/contractual basis.
2. Strengths

- Expertise in the manufacture of good-quality, conventionally woven Axminster carpets.
- The company is small and flexible and can easily cope with new trends in designs.
- Proficiency is increasing in contract work and staff have specialist knowledge of such one-off tasks. Much repeat business is coming from satisfied contract customers.
- There is a loyal workforce who have flexible working arrangements in that the workers can each carry out a number of different jobs without demarcation disputes.
- The company is reasonably profitable and it has very little long-term debt.
- The retail part of the business contains loyal customers with much repeat business.

After discussions with the bank and advice from the British Overseas Trade Board, it was decided that the United States offered the best potential for the immediate future. The Middle East and Japan showed promise in the medium term. It was also decided that they should concentrate on the contract market. These decisions were based upon the following criteria:

1. The United States is now an established market for best quality Axminster carpet.
2. Although the United States does manufacture some conventionally woven Wilton carpet, it does not manufacture much good-quality Axminster carpet.
3. In the contract market, quality seems to be more important than price and it would seem to be good for the company to concentrate on contract carpet sales.
4. Import tariffs into the United States from Britain are 9.5 per cent ad valorem (on top of the imported cost) for Axminster and 19.5 per cent for Wilton (higher to protect US producers). This gives an undoubted advantage for the export of Axminster carpets.
5. A market research survey conducted in the United States had indicated that their interior designers liked Axminster because of the fact that any pattern or logo could be woven into the design. Most contract carpet in the United States is tufted and printed which only makes mass production runs feasible. This printing process, although much cheaper, is inferior to the design being actually woven into the carpet as is the case with Axminster.
6. The pound is quite good value against the US dollar, although it has strengthened in recent years, yet this makes the product good value in the United States.
7. Advice from the British Overseas Trade Board has indicated that the United Kingdom has a high reputation in the United States for quality carpets. They appreciate personal service and reliable delivery and British carpets might be seen as a status symbol.

Quality Kraft Carpets Ltd decided that they would immediately enter the North American market, but did not want to commit too much money to the venture in case it failed. On the other hand, if it was successful, they were prepared to commit more resources.
Discussion questions

1. Draw up a short-, medium- and long-term sales strategy upon how Quality Kraft Carpets can enter, develop and remain in the US market.

2. What form of representation would you recommend for this new market – or would you consider setting up a manufacturing subsidiary? Give reasons for your decision.

3. How might your various strategies change and what further considerations would need to be made if, after initial success in the US market, the Middle East and Japan offered good export opportunities?

4. What would be your marketing communications and sales promotional strategies for the company in the United States? More specifically, outline your sales ‘message’ and the type of media you would use to communicate this message.

5. What, if any, further research needs to be undertaken before attempting to export to the United States?
Examination questions

1 Discuss the contention that there is no such thing as ‘overseas selling’; it is merely an extension of selling to the home market.

2 How does the role of an export agent differ from the role of an export salesperson?

3 Discuss the contribution that the WTO has made to a freeing up of international sales negotiations.

4 What are the differences that should be considered when international sales managers draw up their export plans?

5 How is the world-wide trend towards urbanisation and greater overseas travel affecting opportunities for international selling?
Law and ethical issues

OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Understand the importance of consumer protection in the context of selling
2. Apply appropriate terms and conditions to a contract of sale
3. Appreciate how legal controls affect sales activities
4. Make voluntary and legal restraints work to the advantage of both the buyer and the seller
5. Appreciate ethical issues in sales

KEY CONCEPTS

- collusion
- consumer credit
- consumer protection
- contract
- ethical issues
- exclusion clauses
- false trade description
- faulty goods
- inertia selling
- regulated agreements
- terms and conditions
- terms of trade
- unit pricing
Consumer protection by the law is very much a twentieth-century phenomenon. Before that the prevailing attitude can be described by the phrase *caveat emptor* – let the buyer beware. Much of the legislation has been drawn up since 1970 when there was a recognition that sellers may have an unfair advantage compared with consumers when entering into a contract of sale. The major laws controlling selling activity in Britain include the following:

- Resale Prices Acts 1964, 1976
- Misrepresentation Act 1967
- Trade Descriptions Acts 1968, 1972
- Unsolicited Goods and Services Acts 1971, 1975
- Fair Trading Act 1973
- Hire Purchase Act 1973
- Consumer Credit Act 1974
- Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977
- Consumer Safety Act 1978

In addition to these Acts, consumers are protected by a range of codes of practice covering such activities as advertising, market research and direct selling. Trade associations such as the Association of British Travel Agents, Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders, and Radio, Electrical and Television Retailers’ Association have also drawn up codes of practice which have been approved by the Office of Fair Trading.

The consumers’ interest is also protected by the Consumers’ Association, which campaigns for consumers and provides information about products, often on a comparative basis, allowing consumers to make a more informed, rational choice between products and brands. This information is published in their magazine *Which?* The National Consumer Council was established in 1975 to represent the consumer interest at national level and to issue reports on various topics of consumer concern, e.g. consumer credit.

6.1 THE CONTRACT

All this activity is centred upon the contract entered into when a seller agrees to part with a good or provide a service in exchange for monetary payment.

A contract is made when a deal is agreed. This can be accomplished verbally or in writing. Once an offer has been accepted a contract is formed and is legally binding. Thus if a builder offers to build a garage for £4,000 and this offer is accepted, the builder is obliged to carry out the work and the householder is under an obligation
to pay the agreed sum upon completion. Although contracts do not have to be in writing – except, for example, house purchase – to place an offer and acceptance in writing can minimise the likelihood of misunderstanding over the nature of the agreement that has been struck and provide tangible evidence in the event of legal action. Important in written contracts are the terms and conditions which apply. This aspect of the contract will now be considered, before an examination of some business practices and the way in which they are controlled by law is undertaken.

In a binding contract, one party should have made a firm offer and the offer should have received an unequivocal acceptance. An offer should be distinguished from ‘an invitation to treat’. An invitation to treat (negotiate) is not an offer. For example, the display of goods at a certain price in a shop is not an offer by the shopkeeper to sell. Rather it is an invitation to shoppers to make an offer to buy. Thus if a product is accidentally priced too low, the customer cannot demand to buy at that price.

6.2 TERMS AND CONDITIONS

As the name suggests, terms and conditions state the circumstances under which the buyer is prepared to purchase and the seller is prepared to sell. They define the limit of responsibility for both buyer and seller. Thus both buyer and seller are at liberty to state their terms and conditions. Usually the buyer will state them on the back of the order form and the seller will do so on the reverse of the quotation form. Often a note is typed on the front of the form in red ink: ‘Your attention is drawn to our standard terms and conditions on the reverse of this order.’ Typical clauses incorporated into the conditions of a purchase order include the following:

1. Only orders issued on the company’s printed order form and signed on behalf of the company will be respected.
2. Alterations to orders must be confirmed by official amendment and signed.
3. Delivery must be within the specified time period. The right to cancel is reserved for late delivery.
4. Faulty goods will be returned and expenses charged to the supplier.
5. All insurance of goods in transit shall be paid for by the supplier.
6. This order is subject to a cash discount of 2.5 per cent, unless otherwise arranged, for payment within 28 days of receipt. Any payment made is without prejudice to our rights if the goods supplied prove to be unsatisfactory or not in accordance with our agreed specification or sample.
7. Tools supplied by us for the execution of this order must not be used in the service of any other firm without permission.

Careful drawing up of terms and conditions is essential in business since they provide protection against claims made by the other party should problems arise in fulfilment of the contract. An example of a conditions of sale document for a seller is given in Figure 6.1.
CONCLUSIONS OF SALE

These Conditions apply except so far as they are inconsistent with any express agreement entered into between the Seller and the Buyer before the delivery.

1. Where the Seller delivers in bulk it is the Buyer’s responsibility
   (a) to provide a safe and suitable bulk storage which complies in all respects with all relevant regulations made by H.M. Government or other competent authority.
   (b) to ensure that the storage into which delivery is to be made will accommodate the full quantity ordered and in the case of Petroleum Spirit to procure certification to this effect and also to the effect that the connecting hose is properly and securely connected to the filling point. In this regard the Buyer is referred to the regulations currently in force relating to the storage and use of petroleum spirit.
   (c) in the case of highly inflammable products and where otherwise applicable, strictly to observe any regulations laid down by H.M. Government or other competent authority in respect of the avoidance of smoking, naked lights, fires, stoves or heating appliances of any description in the vicinity of the storage and the fill, dip and vent pipes connected thereto.

The Buyer will indemnify the Supplier against any damages, claims, expenses or costs which may arise as a result of the Buyer’s non-observance of these conditions.

2. It is a condition of every bulk sale that the quantity shown by any measuring devices employed by the Seller shall for the purpose of accounts be accepted by the Buyer as the quantity delivered but the Buyer may be represented at the taking of these measurements in order to verify them if he so desires. The Seller cannot accept any responsibility whatever for discrepancies in the Buyer’s tanks, dip rods or other measuring devices.

3. Prices include any Government Tax (other than Value Added Tax) in force at the time of supply. Any variation in the rate of existing tax, or any additional taxation, is for Buyer’s account.

4. All products supplied are chargeable at the price ruling on the day of despatch irrespective of the date of the order or the amount of cash sent with order.

5. In the event of missing consignments, short delivery or damage the Seller can only investigate the circumstances if
   (a) In the case of damage the Buyer notifies the Railway or other Carrier and the Seller of the damage immediately upon receipt of the damaged goods, such notices to be in writing and quoting the invoice number;
   (b) In the case of non-receipt or short delivery the Buyer notifies the Seller in writing of non-receipt or short delivery. Such notice, quoting the invoice number, should be sent within 21 days of date of despatch.

6. Acceptance of goods will be treated as acceptance of the Seller’s conditions.

Figure 6.1  Example of conditions of sale document

6.3 TERMS OF TRADE

In addition to the tactical and strategic aspects of international selling discussed in Chapter 5, sellers and buyers need to be aware of the terms of trade that apply when trading overseas. Differences in the terms of trade can have serious profit consequences for the unwary. Terms of trade are used to define the following:

(a) who is responsible for control over the transfer of goods between importer and exporter;
(b) who is responsible for each part of the cost incurred in moving the goods between importer and exporter.
A number of terms are used to cover these aspects of delivery and cost. Variations in definitions led to the International Chamber of Commerce drawing up formal definitions in 1936. These were published under the title of INCOTERMS and have since been subject to update. For example, in 1980 a new edition of INCOTERMS covered two new terms that were required because of the increasing importance of container transportation.

Terms of trade are useful in that they cover a range of situations extending from the case where exporters merely make their goods available for collection by importers or their agents at their factory (ex works) to the case where the exporter agrees to deliver the goods to the importer’s factory, thereby taking responsibility for the costs and administration of that delivery (free delivered). The following sections list the more commonly used terms.

**Bills of lading**

A bill of lading is a receipt for goods received on board a ship that is signed by the shipper (or agent) and states the terms on which the goods were delivered to and received by the ship. The Bills of Lading Act 1855 laid down the following principles:

1. It maintained the right of the shipper to ‘stoppage in transit’. Thus an unpaid exporter could reclaim the goods during shipping.
2. It set up the principle of transferability that allowed the transfer of the bill of lading from the holder to a third person who then assumed ownership of the goods as well as any rights and liabilities stated in the bill.
3. It stated that the bill of lading was *prima facie* evidence that the goods had been shipped.

The bill of lading thus acts as evidence that the goods have been received by the shipper. It can also act as part of the contract between the shipper and person or organisation paying for the shipping. For example, if the goods are damaged on arrival at the port of departure, a shipper can ‘clause’ the bill of lading to that effect. A bill of lading will usually cover the following details:

- name of the shipper;
- ship’s name;
- description of the cargo;
- payment details, e.g. whether freight has been paid or is payable at destination;
- name of consignee;
- terms of the carriage contract;
- date when the goods were loaded in the ship;
- who is to be notified on arrival of the shipment at its destination;
- ports of departure and final destination.

In summary, the bill of lading is a receipt for the goods shipped, a transferable document of title to the goods allowing the holder to claim their goods, and evidence of the terms of the contract of shipping.
Ex works

An exporter may quote a price to an importer ‘ex works’. This places the exporter’s liability for loss or damage to the goods at a minimum and also means that the exporter’s duties in delivering the goods are minimal. Ownership of the goods passes to the buyer once they leave the factory and the buyer pays all costs of exporting and accepts the risks once the goods pass through the factory gates. Quoting ex works may make sense if the goods are to be combined with those of another organisation to form a joint export cargo, or when the buyer has well-developed transportation facilities, e.g. buyers of commodity items such as tea and coffee beans. However, for other customers, quoting an ex works price may not meet their needs, since they cannot easily compare the actual cost of such goods against buying in their own country where prices are quoted with delivery.

Free on board (FOB)

This extends the responsibility, liability and costs of delivery for the exporter until the goods have been loaded on to the ship (‘passed the ship’s rail’). From this point, the importer pays the costs of insurance and freight. However, the exporter still has the right of ‘stoppage in transit’ should the importer fail to pay for those goods. Variations for land transport are ‘free on rail’ (FOR) and ‘free on wagon’ (FOW) which mean that the seller has the responsibility and cost of delivering goods on board a railway transporter or wagon.

Free alongside ship (FAS)

This term means that the exporter is responsible for and must pay all the costs of transport up to the point of placing the goods alongside the ship. A provision should be made covering who is responsible for any loss or damage before the goods are actually loaded on to the ship. The importer thus pays for the loading of the cargo and the cost of insurance and freight to its destination.

Cost, insurance and freight (CIF)

If a cost, insurance and freight agreement is reached, the exporter is responsible for the delivery of the goods onto the ship and pays the insurance on the part of the buyer against loss or damage while on ship. Should any loss or damage occur after the shipping company has received the goods and given the shipment a clean bill of lading, the buyer can take action against the ship owner or underwriter. Thus responsibility has passed from the exporter once the cargo is aboard ship, although it is the exporter who pays for the shipping to the importer’s port.

The term cost and freight (C&F) is similar to CIF except, as its name suggests, the exporter is not responsible for insurance during shipping. Instead the importer incurs the cost of this insurance.
Free delivered

This places maximum responsibility and cost on the exporter, who undertakes to deliver the goods to the importer with all costs paid and all of the administrative duties (e.g. obtaining an import licence) carried out by the exporter. From a marketing perspective, quoting a delivered price has the advantage that it minimises customer uncertainty and workload since the costs of transport, obtaining documentation, arranging shipping, etc., are borne by the seller. Furthermore, it allows the customer to compare actual prices from a foreign source with local prices where delivery costs are included or are minimal. However, customers who have an efficient importing system may prefer to pay ‘ex works’ or ‘free on board’ and organise carriage themselves, rather than pay the higher ‘free delivered’ price.

6.4 BUSINESS PRACTICES AND LEGAL CONTROLS

False descriptions

Unscrupulous salespeople may be tempted to mislead potential buyers through inaccurate statements about the product or service they are selling. In Britain a consumer is protected from such practice by the Trade Descriptions Act 1968. The Act covers descriptions of products, prices and services and includes both oral and written descriptions.

Businesses are prohibited from applying a false trade description to products and from supplying falsely described products. The false description must be false to a material degree, and the Act also covers ‘misleading’ statements. Not only would salespeople be contravening the Act if they described a car as achieving 50 miles per gallon when in fact it only achieved 30 miles per gallon, they would also be guilty of putting a false trade description if they described a car as ‘beautiful’ if it proved to be unroadworthy.

The Trade Descriptions (Place of Production) (Marking) Order 1988 requires that where products are marked in such a way as to suggest they were made elsewhere than is the case, a clear statement of the actual place of manufacture must be made.

Misleading price indications are covered by the Consumer Protection Act 1987. This Act states that it is an offence to give a misleading indication of the price at which goods, services, accommodation or facilities are available. Agents, publishers and advertisers are covered by the Act as well as the person or organisation offering the goods or services. Prices can be misleading when:

- it is suggested that a price is less than it actually is;
- it is suggested that other charges are included in the price when, in fact, they are not;
- it is suggested that prices will increase, decrease or stay the same;
- it is suggested that the price depends on certain circumstances or particular facts;
- consumers are encouraged to depend on the truth of the price indication by circumstances which do not apply.

The Act covers both products and services.
Confusion over value for money due to differing pack sizes can be reduced by **unit pricing** whereby packs are marked with a price per litre or kilogram, etc. An EU Directive that came fully into force in 1994 requires that many supermarket products, for example, must be marked with a unit price unless packed in EU-approved pack sizes.

**Faulty goods**

The principal protection for the buyer against the sale of **faulty goods** is to be found within the Sale of Goods Act 1979. This Act states that a product must correspond to its description and must be of merchantable quality, i.e. ‘fit for the purpose for which goods of that kind are commonly bought as it is reasonable to expect’. An example is a second-hand car that is found to be unroadworthy after purchase; it is clearly not of merchantable quality, unless bought for scrap. Finally, a product must be fit for a particular purpose that may be specified by the buyer and agreed by the seller. If, for example, a buyer bought a car in this country with the expressed desire to use it in Africa, a retailer may be committing an offence if they agree that the car is fit to be used when in fact, because of the higher temperatures, it is not.

The condition that products must correspond to their description covers both private and business sales, whereas the merchantability and fitness for purpose conditions apply to sales in the course of a business only. The latter two conditions apply not only at the time of purchase but for a reasonable time afterwards. What exactly constitutes ‘reasonable’ is open to interpretation and will depend upon the nature of the product.

In order to protect the consumer against faulty goods, some companies give guarantees in which they agree to replace or repair those goods should the fault become apparent within a specified period. Unfortunately, before the passing of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1973, these so-called guarantees often removed more rights than they gave. However, since the passing of that Act it has been unlawful for a seller to contract out of the conditions that goods should be merchantable and fit for their purpose. Buyers can now be confident that signing a guarantee will not result in their signing away their rights under the Sale of Goods Act 1979.

The Consumer Protection Act 1987 came into operation in response to an EU Directive. This protects buyers if they suffer damage (e.g. death, personal injury or damage to goods for private use). They must be able to prove that the good was defective and that the damage was caused by the defect in the product. Usually liability falls on the manufacturer or importer of the finished product or of the defective component or raw material. A product is considered to be defective when it does not provide the safety that a person is entitled to expect (including instruction for use). A major defence against claims is the ‘development defence’ where the manufacturer proves that the state of technical knowledge when the product was launched did not enable the existence of the defect to be discovered.

Further consumer protection is provided by the Consumer Safety Act 1978, which prohibits the sale of dangerous products, and by various EU regulations. For example,
the EU mark can only be used on aerosol containers if they conform to EU regulations regarding dimensions, strength, etc.

**Inertia selling**

Inertia selling involves the sending of unsolicited goods or the provision of unsolicited services to people who, having received them, may feel an obligation to buy. For example, a book might be sent to people who would be told that they had been specially chosen to receive it. They would be asked to send money in payment or return the book within a given period, after which they would become liable for payment. Non-payment and failure to return the good would result in letters demanding payment, sometimes in quite threatening terms.

The growing use of this technique during the 1960s led to a campaign organised by the Consumers’ Association demanding that legislation be enacted curbing the use of the technique. As a result the Unsolicited Goods and Services Act 1971 was passed, followed by the Unsolicited Goods and Services (Amendment) Act 1975. These Acts have not prohibited the use of the technique but have created certain rights for consumers that make the use of the method ineffective. Unsolicited goods can be treated as a free gift after a period of six months from receipt if the sender has not reclaimed them. Further, if the recipient notifies the sender that they are unsolicited, the sender must collect them within 30 days or they become the property of the recipient. The 30-day rule was felt to be a fair compromise between the rights of the recipient and the rights of the sender who may be the subject of a false order placed by a third party.

The practice of sending threatening letters demanding payment has been outlawed, as have the threats of legal proceedings or placing of names on a published list of defaulters.

Unsolicited services have also been controlled by law. For example, the practice of placing unsolicited entries of names of firms in business directories and then demanding payment has been controlled.

The law therefore gives sufficient rights to consumers effectively to deter the practice of inertia selling. Fortunately for the consumer, the trouble and costs involved in using this technique nowadays outweigh the benefits to be gained.

**Exclusion clauses**

Another practice that some sellers have employed in order to limit their liability is the use of an exclusion clause. For example, a restaurant or discotheque might display a sign stating that coats are left at the owner’s risk, or a dry cleaners might display a sign excluding themselves from blame should clothes be damaged. This practice is now controlled by the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977. A seller is not permitted to limit liability or contract out of their liability for death or injury arising from negligence or breach of contract or duty.

For other situations, where loss does not include death or injury, an exclusion clause is only valid if it satisfies the requirement of ‘reasonableness’. This means
that it is fair taking into account the circumstances prevailing when the sale was made. Relevant factors which are taken into account when making a judgement about ‘reasonableness’ include the following:

- the strength of the bargaining positions of the relevant parties;
- whether the customer received an inducement to agree to the exclusion clause;
- whether the customer knew or ought to have known of the existence of the exclusion clause;
- whether the goods were produced to the special order of the customer;
- for an exclusion clause which applies when some condition is not complied with, whether it was practicable for the condition to be met.

**Buying by credit**

Under the law, before 1974 obtaining consumer credit through a hire-purchase agreement was treated differently from consumer credit by means of a bank loan. However, from the consumer’s point of view there is very little difference between paying for a good by instalments (hire-purchase) or paying in cash through a bank loan which is itself repayable by instalments. The Consumer Credit Act 1974 effectively abolished this distinction. Almost all consumer credit agreements up to £15,000 are termed regulated agreements, a notable exception being a building society mortgage. Regulations concerned with ‘truth in lending’ provisions of the Act came into operation in 1985. The Act now replaces all former statutes concerning credit (e.g. hire-purchase).

An important consumer protection measure that resulted from the Act was that a lender should disclose the true interest rate in advertisements and sales literature. This true rate now appears in advertisements as the annual percentage rate (APR) and enables consumers to compare rates of interest charged on a common basis. Prior to this Act, cleverly worded advertisements and sales literature could give the impression that the scale of charges was much lower than was the true case.

Control of credit trading was achieved by a system of licensing that is placed in the hands of the Director-General of Fair Trading. This system was designed to ensure that only people with a sound trading record are able to deal in credit. Not only finance companies, but also retailers who arrange credit in order to sell their products, must have a licence. Exempt from the Act, however, is weekly or monthly credit. Thus, many credit card agreements are exempt since total repayment is often required at the end of each month.

People entering credit agreements are entitled to receive at least one copy of the agreement so that they are informed of their rights and obligations. A ‘cooling off’ period is provided for in the Act when the agreement is preceded by ‘oral representations’ (sales talk) and the agreement was not signed on business premises. This provision was designed to control doorstep selling through credit arrangements. A consumer who wishes to cancel must serve notice of cancellation within five days of the date of receiving the copy of the signed agreement.

The Consumer Credit (Advertisements) Regulations 1989 laid down the minimum and maximum information that may be given in credit or hire advertisements. Advertisements are categorised as being simple, intermediate or full advertisements and the information content is regulated accordingly.
Collusion between sellers

In certain circumstances it may be in the sellers’ interests to collude with one another in order to restrict supply, agree upon prices (price fixing) or share out the market in some mutually beneficial way. The Restrictive Trade Practices Act 1979 requires that any such trade agreement must be registered with the Director-General of Fair Trading, a post established under the Fair Trading Act 1973. If the Director-General of Fair Trading considers that the registered agreement is contrary to the public interest, they are empowered to refer it to the Restrictive Practices Court. If the Court agrees, the agreement may be declared void. The EU Commission also has powers over collusion and has had notable successes in breaking down price cartels, for example, in plastics.

6.5 ETHICAL ISSUES

Research into relationship marketing and personal selling highlights the importance of gaining customer trust in the establishment and development of mutually beneficial buyer–seller relationships. Salespeople can partially create and keep trust by showing competence, reliability and customer focus. Of equal importance is the willingness to be honest, exercise fairness and refrain from unethical behaviours. Salespeople face many ethical issues including bribery, deception, the hard sell and reciprocal buying. Most companies operate within a predetermined set of ethical guidelines (see box).

British Gas and ethics

Ethical decisions are integral in making investment decisions. BG Group’s Statement of Business Principles sets out the fundamental values and ethical principles within which the company operates. BG Group will only enter countries where the company can operate in accordance with its business principles.

Important statistical and financial procedures are involved in making an investment decision, but it is important to emphasise the weight given to non-financial factors involved in such decisions. Gas is the cleanest fossil fuel, but any form of energy production involves some form of environmental cost, e.g. the sight of windfarms located in fields, or harmful release of greenhouse gases when burning fossil fuels. BG Group will only bid to explore if it can operate within its ethical guidelines. This can sometimes be difficult since natural gas resources can be located in difficult areas, including sensitive environments, conflict zones and territories with indigenous peoples where land rights are contested or inadequately protected.

Source: http://www.thetimes100.co.uk/case_study with permission.
Ethics are the moral principles and values that govern the actions and decisions of an individual or group. They involve values about right and wrong conduct. Business ethics are the moral principles and values that guide a firm’s behaviour. Until recently, for many companies, business ethics consisted mainly of compliance-based, legally driven codes and training that outlined in detail what employees could or could not do regarding such areas as conflicts of interest or improper use of company assets. Now, an increasing number of companies are designing values-based ethical programmes that are consistent across global operations. The aim is to provide employees with an in-depth understanding of ethical issues that helps them to make the correct decisions when faced with new ethical situations and challenges.

Selling ethics are the moral principles and values that guide behaviour within the field of selling and sales management. Selling ethics cover issues such as the avoidance of bribery, deception, the hard sell, reciprocal buying, the use of promotional inducements to the retail trade, slotting allowances and pyramid selling. Sales professionals should be aware of the distinction between the legality and ethicality of selling practices. Ethics concern personal moral principles and values, while laws reflect society’s principles and standards that are enforceable in the courts.

An unethical practice may be perfectly legal. For example, it is not illegal to include genetically modified (GM) ingredients in products sold in supermarkets. However, some organisations, such as Greenpeace, believe it is unethical to sell GM products when their effect on health has not been scientifically proven. Such concerns have led some supermarket chains to withdraw GM ingredients from their own-brand products.

Ethical principles reflect the cultural values and norms of society. Norms guide what ought to be done in a given situation. For example, being truthful is regarded as good. This societal norm may influence selling behaviour. Hence – since it is good to be truthful – deceptive, untruthful selling should be avoided. Often, unethical behaviour may be obvious but, in other cases, deciding what is ethical is debatable, leading to ethical dilemmas. These often derive from the conflict between the desire to increase profits and the wish to make decisions that are ethically justified. For example, many companies use overseas subcontractors where labour is cheap to cut production costs. This has led to accusations of unethical behaviour because of poor pay and working conditions and the use of child labour. Companies such as Nike and Reebok seek to address such conflicts by monitoring the overseas production of sports goods to check on working conditions and to ensure that no child labour is used.

We will now discuss a number of key ethical issues in selling and sales management beginning with bribery.

**Bribery**

This is the act of giving payments, gifts or other inducements to secure a sale. Such actions are thought to be unethical because they violate the principle of fairness in commercial negotiations. A problem is that in some countries bribes are necessary simply to compete for business. Organisations need to decide if they are to market in such countries. Taking an ethical stance may cause difficulties in the short term but...
over a longer period the positive publicity (or lack of exposure to the risk of bad publicity) that can follow may be of greater benefit.

Deception

A problem faced by many salespeople is the temptation to mislead the customer in order to secure an order. The deception may take the form of exaggeration, lying or withholding important information that would significantly lessen the appeal of the product. Such behaviour should be discouraged by training, sales management promoting ethical actions by their own words and behaviour and by establishing codes of conduct for their salespeople. Nevertheless, occasionally reports of malpractice in selling reach the media. For example, in Britain it was alleged that some financial services salespeople missold pensions products by exaggerating their expected returns. The scandal resulted in millions of pounds of compensation being paid by the companies to their clients. In the United States, the Prudential Insurance Company of America had to take a $2.6 billion charge against earnings to pay policy holders damages after the company allowed their salespeople to use deceptive sales practices.5

Secrets and lies of beauty industry laid bare by advertising watchdog

They are promoted as products that will rejuvenate, regenerate, tighten and tone, bringing instant smoothness to your skin and bounce to your hair.

The multibillion-pound industry of beauty creams, lotions, gels and ointments suffered a rebuke yesterday as two leading brands were found not to defy the ageing process or rigours of daily life, but medical science.

In a warning shot to an industry reliant on increasingly extreme claims, the Advertising Standards Authority upheld complaints about the promotion of an ‘anti-cellulite’ cream and an ‘amino-acid replenishing’ shampoo. Claims attached to the two products were found to be misleading and unsubstantiated, the watchdog ruled.

Source: Adapted from an article by Sam Lister in *The Times* 11 May 2005, News Supplement p. 3.

Nestlé is a further example of a company that has been criticised for deception. In the 1970s and 1980s, it sold its infant formula (dried milk used to bottle feed babies) in the developing world, using saleswomen dressed to look like nurses. This gave the impression, among a vulnerable target group that the product was endorsed by the medical profession and represented a healthy and desirable alternative to breast feeding, despite the fact that the medical profession consistently advises that ‘breast feeding is best’. Following a major boycott of its products, Nestlé agreed to honour a code drawn up by the World Health Organisation, which controls the selling of breast milk substitutes.
The hard sell

A criticism that is sometimes made of personal selling behaviour is the use of high pressure (hard sell) sales tactics to secure a sale. Some car dealerships have been accused of such tactics to pressure customers into making hasty decisions on a complicated purchase that may involve expensive credit facilities. Such actions encouraged Daewoo to sell cars using non-commission customer advisors, whose job it is to help customers choose the car which best meets their needs rather than pressure them into an ill-considered purchase.

15,000 a month hit by phone scam

Rogue salespeople are switching phone users to new suppliers without permission. People receive letters saying their landline accounts have been taken over by firms they may never have heard of. They are victims of ‘phone slamming’ which takes advantage of a legal loophole. Salespeople only need their name, postcode and phone number. They do not have to obtain a signature or evidence of consent, provided the customer is sent a letter giving them a 10-day ‘cooling off’ period to cancel the switch. There are six steps:

1. Salesperson for phone company rings customer of rival firm and tries to get their business with promises of lower bills.
2. Customer declines to be signed up, but agrees to be sent information by post. Salesperson asks customer for their full address, including postcode.
3. Unbeknown to the householder, the salesperson – armed with their name, address and phone number – registers them as a new customer and sends an order to BT, to change the supplier to the new firm.
4. Once the order to switch has been made, the existing supplier, usually BT, sends a letter telling the customer their account will end on a given date.
5. The new supplier sends a letter telling the customer the date the new service will begin and giving them ten days to cancel.
6. If the customer does not take the opportunity to cancel, their phone service is automatically switched. Bills are either sent in the post or cash taken from the customer’s bank via direct debit if these details have been given.

Providing the ‘slammer’ has given the householder the opportunity to cancel, the whole process is within the law.

Source: Adapted from headline article in Daily Mail 25 April 2005.

Reciprocal buying

Reciprocal buying occurs when a customer agrees to buy from a supplier only if that supplier agrees to purchase something from the customer. This may be considered unethical if the action is unfair to other competing suppliers who may not agree to
such an arrangement or not be in a position to buy from the customer. Proponents of reciprocal buying claim that it is reasonable for a customer to extract the best terms of agreement from a supplier, even if this means reaching agreement to sell to the supplier. Indeed, they argue, counter-trade where goods may be included as part payment for supplies has been a feature of international selling for many years and can benefit poorer countries and companies that can not afford to pay in cash.

The importance of business ethics in Cadbury Schweppes

Ethics concern an individual's moral judgements about right and wrong. Decisions taken within an organisation may be made by individuals or groups, but whoever makes them will be influenced by the culture of the company. The decision to behave ethically is a moral one; employees must decide what they think is the right course of action. This may involve rejecting a route that would lead to a bigger short-term gain.

Ethical behaviour and corporate social responsibility can bring significant benefits to a business. For example, they may:

• attract customers to the firm's products, thereby boosting sales and profits
• make employees want to stay with the business, reduce labour turnover and increase productivity
• attract more employees wanting to work for the business, reduce recruitment costs and enable the company to obtain the most talented employees
• attract investors and keep the company's share price high, possibly protecting the business from takeover.

Unethical behaviour and lack of corporate social responsibility may damage a firm's reputation and make it less appealing to stakeholders. Profits could fall as a result.

Along with good corporate governance, ethical behaviour is an integral part of everything that Cadbury Schweppes does. Treating stakeholders fairly is seen as an essential part of the company's success: 'A creative and well managed corporate and social responsibility programme is in the best interests of all our stakeholders – not just our consumers – but also our shareowners, employees, customers, suppliers and other business partners who work together with us.'*

Ensuring that employees understand the company's corporate values is achieved by the statement of 'Our Business Principles' which makes clear the behaviour it seeks from employees.

Cadbury Schweppes' good practice was recognised when it was voted one of the 'most admired companies for community and environmental responsibility' by

*Cadbury Schweppes Corporate and Social Responsibility Report 2002 and 2006
Promotional inducements to the trade

Manufacturers like retailers to promote their products rather than those of the competition. They, therefore, sometimes offer inducements to retailers to place special emphasis on their products. So, for example, when a consumer asks to see trainers the salesperson is likely to try to sell the brand of trainers that gives them the extra bonus. This may be considered unethical since it may result in the consumer buying a brand that does not best meet their needs.

Although salespeople concede that this practice has the potential to lead to abuse, they agree that most consumers have a good idea of their needs and the type of product they want. They claim the practice will be most effective in product categories where there are brands from different suppliers that are largely undifferentiated so that the consumer has a number of options that fulfil their needs. Critics counter by arguing that if the practice leads to overemphasis on a more expensive alternative to the neglect of a cheaper rival brand, the consumer’s interest is still not being upheld.

Slotting allowances

A slotting allowance is a fee paid by a manufacturer to a retailer in exchange for an agreement to place a product on the retailer’s shelves. The importance of gaining distribution and the growing power of retailers means that slotting allowances are commonplace in the supermarket trade. They may be considered unethical since they distort competition, favouring large suppliers that can afford to pay them over small suppliers who may in reality be producing superior products.

Salespeople argue that they are only responding to the realities of the marketplace (and the immense power of some retailers) and claim the blame should rest
with the purchasing practices of those retailers that demand payment for display space, rather than the sales profession who is often powerless to resist such pressures.

**Pyramid selling**

The primary purpose of pyramid selling schemes is to earn money through recruiting other individuals. Individuals are encouraged to join through the promise that they will receive payments for introducing further participants. The Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform in Britain refers to such schemes as illegitimate and illegal if, ‘while purporting to offer business opportunities, the sole purpose of the scheme is to make money by recruiting other participants, rather than trading in goods or services’. Other countries similarly consider this a ‘bogus’ form of selling. The main problem with pyramid selling is that it requires an infinite supply of new participants if everyone is to make money; since supply will always be finite, saturation point is generally reached quickly and later recruits have little chance of recovering their money.

### 6.6 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has examined some of the laws and organisations which have been established to protect consumer interests. Unfortunately the unscrupulous few have made it necessary to enact laws that provide consumer protection.

Central to the study of the sale is an understanding of a contract and its associated terms and conditions. Following this, a number of business practices and their related legal controls were described. Finally, ethical issues in sales were examined.

Part Three examines the techniques of selling.

**References**

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

Kwiksell Cars Ltd

John Perry spent £1,500 on a second-hand car bought from Roy Clarke, salesperson at Kwiksell Cars. He is rueing his decision. Perry had never bought a car before but believed that he was smart enough to tell a good car from a bad one. After several weekends of trying to buy a car from private sellers, he decided that going to a dealer was the only sensible option left to him if he wanted to buy one quickly.

A four-year-old Astrada 1100 in the forecourt of Kwiksell Cars had caught his eye as he travelled to work by bus. It was advertised at £1,800 and looked in good condition.

When Perry and his girlfriend visited Kwiksell Cars the following Saturday he was greeted by Roy Clarke, who asked him which car he was interested in and took him to see the Astrada. Clarke described the car as ‘in lovely condition’, the mechanics having been overhauled recently and the engine tuned. Perry was concerned about petrol consumption and was told that he could expect around 40 mpg around town, increasing to nearly 55 mpg on long runs. Perry was very impressed but he was a little worried about the car’s capacity to pull his father’s caravan. ‘There’s no problem there,’ said Clarke. ‘The Astrada might have a small engine but the carburettor has been souped up and it will cope with a caravan. No problem!’

Clarke asked Perry if he and his young lady would like a test drive. Perry agreed and found the car quite good on acceleration, although the engine was a bit noisier than his father’s car. ‘That’s the souped up engine,’ said Clarke. ‘It makes it sound a bit racey, doesn’t it?’

To Perry, the car looked like the solution to his long search but he knew that, as a cash purchaser, he might be able to negotiate a lower price.

‘The car seems to suit my purposes but the price is a little higher than I would be prepared to pay.’

‘Yes, but it’s not often a car in this condition comes on to the market, sir,’ retorted Clarke.

‘What would you be prepared to knock off the price for a cash deal?’ asked Perry.

‘Usually, the maximum I am allowed to go is £200, but if you are prepared to pay a deposit now, with the remainder on, say, Tuesday when you collect the car, I’m willing to reduce the price to £1,500.’

Perry felt pleased with himself, and in front of his girlfriend too! He agreed. He wrote a cheque for £500 and agreed to bring the balance in cash on the following Tuesday. Clarke asked him to sign a contract of sale and promised that the car and all the necessary documents would be ready by Tuesday.

Perry was pleased with his new purchase at first, but the following weekend on a long run, he noticed a knocking noise coming from the engine. The car also appeared to be using much more petrol than he expected. He decided to buy a car guide from WH Smith and check the petrol consumption figures. The guide stated that the Astrada would achieve 30 mpg on the urban cycle and 40 mpg at a steady 56 mph. Perry was livid!
The knocking noise was still to be heard, so he took the car to his father’s garage. The mechanic told Perry that the car’s big end was badly worn. It would cost £300 to be repaired. ‘The engine’s not souped up,’ he said, ‘it’s kaput!’

‘But I need the car next weekend. I’m going on holiday in my father’s caravan,’ said Perry.

‘Well, I hope you’re thinking of using your father’s car,’ said the mechanic. ‘You’d blow the engine for sure with a car like the Astrada. It’s only got an 1100 engine.’

Perry stormed into Clarke’s office.

‘I’m sorry you’ve had these problems but engine troubles are common with Astradas,’ explained Clarke. ‘I’d like to help but I did take you for a test drive.’

‘You conned me!’ shouted Perry.

‘Not at all. You will see that the contract you signed clearly states that the responsibility to check for defects was the buyer’s. That means that any faults which appear after sale are your responsibility to put right. You told me you knew a bit about cars. If you didn’t you should have brought a mechanic with you. I knocked £300 off the price. That was to cover for any problems like this.’

**Discussion question**

Did Clarke break the law regarding the sale of the car? Which laws are relevant to this case?
PRACTICAL EXERCISE

ChevronTexaco cuts losses with Innovetra Fraud Alerter

ChevronTexaco is an oil giant, active in over 180 countries and competitive in energy sectors. A key part of the UK operation is a network of Texaco-branded fuel stations with forecourt convenience stores across England and Wales. This part of the business operates in a competitive marketplace with historically low margins, putting a keen emphasis on efficiency and profitability.

Fraudulent transactions – a needle in a haystack

Like many retailers, Texaco recognises that shrinkage has a direct negative impact on the bottom line, and that internal theft is a major contributor to ‘shrinkage of stock’. The company-operated network of sites has a team of ten auditors responsible for audit, loss prevention and compliance, and a key part of their brief is to detect and investigate cases of internal theft. With a large network of sites, many trading 24 hours a day, detecting fraud and non-compliance among millions of transactions is almost impossible, and much depends on random examinations noticing something unusual.

Reducing till-based fraud

Texaco wanted to reduce the level of shrinkage, and recognised that the most effective means of achieving this would be to improve the detection and prevention of till-based fraud.

Mike Noyce, European Security and Audit Manager for Texaco explains: ‘We looked at various alternatives, and found that Managed Loss Prevention, suggested by Innovetra, provides a comprehensive approach to combating fraud.’

The implementation was managed under Innovetra’s project planning process. Noyce comments: ‘The system was up and running in eight weeks, the project went smoothly, and came in on budget.’

Direct to the field

Fraud Alerter automatically analyses and mines the transactions from all sites every night. The findings of the system are accessed directly by Loss Prevention Auditors in the field, with no need for help from specialised analysts. Each auditor spends a regular amount of time each week checking what has been found, and is then able to conduct a detailed investigation from their desktop, or to hit the road if a site visit seems necessary.

Early results

Texaco saw the benefit of the new system immediately. Noyce explains: ‘We soon found a number of instances of internal fraud and thefts that would not have been
detected without the new system. It helps root out fraud quickly, so we are able to nip it in the bud before it becomes a big problem.’

The speed with which the Loss Prevention Auditors are able to respond means that they can visit a site within days of a questionable event, making investigations more effective. ‘Being able to confront people with the evidence so quickly after the event gives us a significant tool in the fight against this type of loss,’ says Noyce.

Loss Prevention Auditors also find they can forward details of questionable events to the regional management team quickly and easily, bringing another resource to the fight against internal theft.

The deterrent effect has been significant. Site staff quickly became aware that frequent calls are being made to sites asking for an explanation of unusual events. This has had a measurable effect at many sites.

Training and compliance

Texaco is finding that Fraud Alerter helps identify and manage till-based training requirements and compliance issues. Noyce comments: ‘Another benefit is that we have been able to identify areas where we need more staff training because Fraud Alerter shows where correct procedures are not being followed.’

A more effective team

The Loss Prevention team has become more productive and effective, and they are better able to prioritise their work. This has led directly to increased detection and resolution of fraud. The Loss Prevention Auditors are able to investigate suspicious events and access detailed till roll displays while working from home or their head office, allowing much of the investigative work to be done without the need to actually visit the retail site. This allows the investigators to be much more selective in deciding which sites to visit, resulting in fewer wasted, unproductive visits.

Managed Loss Prevention

Noyce says: ‘MLP has enabled Texaco to fully benefit from the advanced technology now available. My team now have an additional, highly effective tool that complements our way of working and enables us to utilise our time more productively.’

MLP and Fraud Alerter have provided Texaco with positive results. Having measured shrinkage both before and after the implementation, Texaco is able to accurately quantify the reduction which has occurred. ‘Fraud Alerter has made a significant contribution to the reduction of losses since its implementation. The system has paid for itself in four months.’

About Innovetra

Founded in 1991 and based in North London, Innovetra specialises in business intelligence systems for the retail sector. Their range of products enables retailers to analyse
information from their electronic point of sale (EPOS) and other systems to gain an understanding of their customers, increase sales and reduce loss-making activities.

- Innovetra Performance Analysis enables fast analysis of all corporate data.
- Innovetra Basket Analysis is a powerful tool for analysing the basket mix, showing patterns within customer buying behaviour.
- Innovetra Retail Newswire is a browser-based system for delivering timely alerts to field staff.
- Innovetra Fraud Alerter uses advanced searching and analysis technologies to identify potential fraudulent activity by retail staff. It highlights the areas of the business that need investigation and can dramatically cut loss from staff fraud.

High-profile customers include BP Retail, Peacocks, Total UK, and Jacksons Convenience Stores.

Source: www.thetimes100.co.uk/case_study with permission.

Discussion question

How might the introduction of Innovetra in a group of retail establishments affect:

- The staff who work there including implications for training and recruitment?
- Managers of such retail establishments?
Examination questions

1. What is a contract? Of what significance are contracts in buyer–seller relationships?
2. How well protected are customers from false trade descriptions and faulty goods?
3. How does the external legal environment affect the role of sales management?
Part Three deals with the basics of selling. It begins with an overview of sales responsibilities including prospecting, customer records and information feedback, managing the sales cycle, self-management, dealing with complaints, the provision of service and the implementation of sales strategies. Sales preparation issues such as product knowledge, knowledge of competitors’ products and planning sales presentations are considered, along with preparation for sales negotiations. In addition, negotiation techniques, including assessment of power, determination of negotiating objectives, concession analysis and proposal analysis are examined.

Chapter 8 explains personal selling skills and covers the ‘sales routine’ through the individual phases and associated tactics related to opening, need and problem identification, presentation and demonstration, handling objections, negotiation, closing the sale and follow up.

Chapter 9 is devoted to the important issue of key account management (KAM) and how this is applied in practice. The KAM relational development model gives a strategic overview of this process and this leads to an explanation of the operation of the key account information and planning system.

Relationship selling is then discussed in Chapter 10 from a historical perspective, beginning with its roots in total quality management to customer care. ‘Just-in-time’ or ‘lean’ manufacturing has been the medium through which relationship marketing has developed and the notion of ‘reverse marketing’ introduced earlier is considered in greater detail. The concept of supply chain integration is discussed, along with the fact that powerful buyers wield increasing power in this relationship. Tactical issues in relationship selling are examined, along with the task of the field salesforce becoming increasingly occupied in the process of gathering marketing information as an input to the company’s marketing information system. Finally, the important role of the field salesforce in the task of servicing is considered.

Direct marketing is an element of modern marketing communications and this is looked at in Chapter 11 from the point of view of how this affects the selling process. The management of a direct marketing campaign is examined, as is the practical application of database marketing, including such techniques as direct mail, telemarketing, catalogue marketing and direct response advertising.
Part three concludes by considering how the internet complements selling activity. It is explained in terms of how this has impacted on the roles of selling and sales management. An overview of IT techniques and their application to selling activities is provided. CRM is explained in terms of IT capabilities being used by firms to manage customer relationships. A separate discussion is provided in relation to how IT has affected retail selling, including issues such as EPOS, space management systems, category management, electronic data interchange, intranets and extranets.
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Sales responsibilities and preparation

OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Itemise sales responsibilities
2. Evaluate sources of sales prospects
3. Understand the meaning and importance of the sales cycle
4. Take a systematic approach to keeping customer records
5. Understand the importance of self-management in selling
6. Assess what preparation is needed prior to selling
7. Understand the issues in cold canvassing
8. Understand the art of negotiation
9. Plan individual sales interviews

KEY CONCEPTS

- complaint handling
- diversion
- preparation
- presentation planning
- prospecting
- pure selling
- sales cycle
- sales negotiation
7.1 **SALES RESPONSIBILITIES**

The *primary* responsibility of a salesperson is to conclude a sale successfully. This task will involve the identification of customer needs, presentation and demonstration, negotiation, handling objections and closing the sale. These skills are discussed in detail in Chapter 8. In order to generate sales successfully, a number of *secondary* functions are also carried out by most salespeople. Although termed secondary, they are vital to long-term sales success. These are:

- prospecting;
- database and knowledge management;
- self-management;
- handling complaints;
- providing service; and
- relationship management.

Salespeople are also responsible for implementing sales and marketing strategies. This issue will be considered later in this chapter. Figure 7.1 illustrates the key responsibilities of salespeople.

**Prospecting**

*Prospecting* is the searching for and calling upon customers who, hitherto, have not purchased from the company. This activity is not of uniform importance across all branches of selling. It is obviously far more important in industrial selling than retail...
selling; for example, a salesperson of office equipment may call upon many new potential customers, whereas a furniture salesperson is unlikely to search out new prospects – they come to the shop as a result of advertising and, perhaps, high street location.

A problem sometimes associated with salespeople who have worked for the same company for many years is that they rely on established customers to provide repeat orders rather than actively seeking new business. Certainly, it is usually more comfortable for the salesperson to call upon old contacts, but the nature of much industrial selling is that, because product life is long, sustained sales growth depends upon searching out and selling to new customers.

Sources of prospects

1. **Existing customers.** This is a highly effective method of generating prospects and yet tends to be under-used by many. A wealth of new prospects can be obtained simply by asking satisfied customers if they know of anyone who may have a need for the kinds of products or services being sold. This technique has been used successfully in life insurance and industrial selling, but also has applications in many other areas.

   Having obtained the names of potential customers, the salesperson, if appropriate, can ask the customer if they may use the customer’s name as a reference. The use of reference selling in industrial marketing can be highly successful since it reduces the perceived risk for a potential buyer.

2. **Trade directories.** A reliable trade directory such as Kompass or Dun and Bradstreet can prove useful in identifying potential industrial buyers. The Kompass directory, for example, is organised by industry and location and provides such potentially useful information as:
   - name, address and telephone number of companies;
   - names of board members;
   - size of firm, by turnover and number of employees;
   - type of products manufactured or distributed.

   For trade selling, the Retail Directory provides information regarding potential customers, organised by various types of retail outlet. Thus a salesperson selling a product suitable for confectioners and newsagents could use the listing of such retailers under the CTN heading (confectioners, tobacconists and newsagents) to obtain relevant names, addresses, telephone numbers and, also, an indication of size through the information given regarding number of branches.

3. **Enquiries.** Enquiries may arise as a natural consequence of conducting business. Satisfied customers may, by word-of-mouth create enquiries from ‘warm’ prospects. Many companies stimulate enquiries, however, by advertising (many industrial advertisements use coupon return to stimulate leads), direct mail and exhibitions. This source of prospects is an important one and the salesperson should respond promptly. The enquirer may have an urgent need seeking a solution and may turn to the competition if faced with a delay. Even if the customer’s problem is not so urgent, slow response may foster unfavourable attitudes towards the salesperson and their company’s products.
The next priority is to screen out those enquiries that are unlikely to result in a sale. A telephone call has the advantage of giving a personalised response and yet is relatively inexpensive and not time consuming. It can be used to check how serious the enquiry is and to arrange a personal visit should the enquiry prove to have potential. This process of checking leads to establish their potential is known as qualifying. For potential business customers the internet can be useful in qualifying customers. For example, online financial ratings services can be used to check on the prospect’s financial resources. Salespeople may also inspect the prospect’s corporate website and blogs.

4. The press and the internet. Perhaps under-used as a source of prospects, the press is nevertheless important. Advertisements and articles can provide clues to potential new sources of business. Articles may reveal diversification plans that may mean a company suddenly becomes a potential customer. Advertisements for personnel may reveal plans for expansion, again suggesting potential new business. The internet is also a vast resource for identifying new potential customers. For example, salespeople may use electronic versions of product directories (e.g. Thomson Register) to identify companies that carry out certain types of operations and therefore may need specific products or services. Also, online databases (e.g. ABI Inform) can be used to gather detailed data on industries together with information on trends for products and industries.1

5. Cold canvassing/cold calling. These terms are used interchangeably and as the words suggest involve calling on potential new customers ‘cold’ i.e. without prior contact or even an appointment. Although widely used in some forms of selling, such as ‘door-to-door’ or telephone selling, it can be an ineffective and thus frustrating approach to generating sales. In fact, only a relatively small number of individuals are able to cope with the stresses, strains and challenges of cold canvassing, making them very special and valuable types of salespeople. Indeed, the process of cold canvassing can be so stressful that someone once suggested that it was ‘God’s punishment’ for the salesperson.

So why is cold canvassing potentially so ineffective and stressful, and, come to that, is it always so?

The major problem in cold canvassing lies with the potential reaction, or perhaps lack of it, on the part of the customer.

Cold canvassing means approaching customers who at the extreme have never heard of the company, have never heard of its products, have never met or spoken to the salesperson before and may have no conceivable interest in, or need for, the product or service in question. Imagine the difficulties of trying to sell in this situation.

Furthermore, the customer may strongly resent being approached without prior warning or permission. This is particularly the case where customers are approached in their own time and/or in their own homes as is the case with much consumer product cold canvassing. Even organisational buyers though, who may well have extremely busy schedules and, let’s face it, are probably inundated with unsolicited approaches from companies wishing to sell them something, may strongly resent being cold called.

In fact, there are major potential ethical and regulatory issues associated with some types of cold calling, especially where the approach to the potential customer
is made via the internet or by telephone. Consequently, any marketer intending to use these contact methods for cold calling must be familiar with, and careful to adhere to, any legal or industry regulations and guidelines pertaining to the cold calling process.

Resentment and possible anger on the part of the customer at being cold called obviously make it much more difficult for the sales person to initiate the selling process, never mind make a sale. In addition, the lack of pre-qualification on the part of the seller with regard to the customer’s needs, wants and circumstances often means that, even if the customer does not resent being approached in this way, they may simply have no need of the product or service under any circumstances.

One can understand then that the cold calling salesperson faces being rebuffed, or often rebuked, much more frequently, which is why cold calling is so stressful and potentially so ineffective. As mentioned earlier, because of this it takes a very special type of person to cope with the stress of cold calling. In particular, cold calling means that the salesperson must be able to deal with high rates of rejection and must be extremely self-motivated. Contrary to popular opinion, however, qualities that are not required are aggressiveness or pushiness. If anything, these traits in the cold calling salesperson tend to increase the likelihood of customer resentment and rejection.

But if cold calling is potentially so ineffective and stressful, why do many companies continue to practise it? Is there anything to recommend it? The answer is, quite simply, yes!

Cold calling allows a company the potential to expand its customer base. If companies restricted their sales efforts to existing customers, they would find it much more difficult to grow. In addition, cold calling evidences a proactive approach by a company towards its markets. Some argue that the marketer should wait for the customer to come to the company before trying to sell to them, on the basis that if somebody wants something they will ask. However, we all know that this is not always the case – customers often want marketers to present them with solutions to their purchasing problems. Finally, for at least some salespeople cold calling represents the challenge they need to keep them motivated. Especially where they are suitably rewarded for success.

All in all, it would be a mistake to rule out cold calling as a way generating new sales. However, cold calling activity does need to be carefully planned and managed. Some of the ways in which cold calling can be made more effective include the following:

1. Try to make cold calling as unintrusive as possible for the customer. For example, do not cold call at what are known to be busy or inconvenient times for the customer.
2. Related to the above, in the case of domestic customers try to avoid cold calling very early or very late in the day.
3. At all times respect the privacy of the customer and always respect their wish not to be bothered.
4. Do not ever try to bully a customer into speaking to or seeing you.
5. Use cold calling to secure a future appointment, or to gain an agreement to send further information, rather than immediately trying to secure an order. The business customer in particular is much more likely to welcome a letter in
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advance explaining the business the seller is in, followed by a call to make an appointment.  

6. Find out as much as possible about the prospective customer and use this to plan the cold call approach and content. In particular, the effectiveness of cold canvassing can be improved where information is used to identify customers who are more likely to buy because of some attribute or characteristic that can be identified in advance. For example, we might select only companies over a certain size, or perhaps consumers in a certain income bracket or lifestyle group.

This last point about building customer databases and developing as much knowledge about customers as possible is obviously applicable to all types of prospecting, but it also applies to repeat-call salespeople. An area to which we now turn our attention.

Database and knowledge management

Databases and customer knowledge are not just essential for prospecting. A systematic approach to customer record-keeping is also to be recommended to all repeat-call salespeople. An industrial salesperson should record the following information:

1. name and address of company;  
2. name and position of contact(s);  
3. nature of business;  
4. date and time of interview;  
5. assessment of potential;  
6. buyer needs, problems and buying habits;  
7. past sales with dates;  
8. problems/opportunities encountered; and  
9. future actions on the part of salesperson (and buyer).

The almost universal use of laptops now enables salespeople to record key information, which is then stored for future use.

Salespeople should also be encouraged to send back to head office information that is relevant to the marketing of company products. Test market activity by competition, news of imminent product launches, rumours of policy changes on the part of trade and industrial customers and competitors, and feedback on company achievement regarding product performance, delivery and after-sales service are just some of the kinds of information that may be useful to management.

Self-management

This aspect of the sales job is of particular importance, since a salesperson often works alone with the minimum of personal supervision. A salesperson may have to organise their own call plan, which involves dividing territory into sections to be covered day by day and deciding the best route to follow between calls. Often it makes sense to divide a territory into segments radiating outwards, which the salesperson’s home at the centre. Each segment is designed to be small enough to be covered by the salesperson during one day’s work.
Many salespeople believe that the most efficient routing plan involves driving out to the furthest customer and then zigzagging back to home base. However, it can be shown that adopting a round-trip approach will usually result in lower mileage. Such considerations are important with respect to efficiency, as an alarming amount of time can be spent on the road as opposed to face-to-face with buyers. A survey conducted on behalf of the Chartered Institute of Marketing into UK selling practice found that, on average, only 20–30 per cent of a salesperson’s normal working day is spent face-to-face with customers. Although this study was conducted almost 30 years ago, matters have not improved since. In fact, this figure is now nearer 20 rather than 30 per cent because salespeople are increasingly being called upon to carry out ancillary work such as customer surveys, service work and merchandising. Some companies take this responsibility out of the salesperson’s hands and produce daily worksheets showing who is to be called on and in what order.

Another factor, which may be the responsibility of the salesperson, is deciding on call frequency. It is sensible to grade customers according to potential. For example, consumer durable salespeople may categorise the retail outlets they are selling to into A, B and C grades. This is dealt with in greater detail later under ‘sales journey cycle’ issues, but in this context, grade A outlets may be visited every fortnight, grade B every month and grade C once every three months. The principle applies to all kinds of selling, however, and may either be left to the salesperson’s discretion or organised centrally as part of the sales management function. The danger of delegating responsibility to salespeople is that the criteria used to decide frequency of visit are ‘friendliness with the buyer’ or ‘ease of sale’ rather than sales potential. On the other hand, it can be argued that a responsible salesperson is in the best position to decide how much time needs to be spent with each customer.

Handling complaints

Handling complaints may seem at first to be a time-consuming activity that diverts a salesperson from the primary task of generating sales. A marketing orientation for a salesforce, however, dictates that the goal of an organisation is to create customer satisfaction in order to generate profit. When dissatisfaction identifies itself in the form of a complaint, this necessary condition for long-term survival is clearly not being met.

Complaints vary in their degree of seriousness and in the authority that the salesperson holds in order to deal with them. No matter how trivial the complaint may seem, the complainant should be treated with respect and the matter dealt with seriously. In a sense, dealing with complaints is one of the after-sale services provided by suppliers. It is, therefore, part of the mix of benefits a company offers its customers, although it differs in essence since the initial objective is to minimise its necessity. Nevertheless, the ability of the salesperson to empathise with the customer and to react sympathetically to their problem can create considerable goodwill and help foster long-term relationships.

With this in mind, many companies give the customer the benefit of the doubt when this does not involve high cost, even though they suspect that the fault may be caused by inappropriate use of the product on the part of the customer; for example,
garden fork manufacturers may replace prematurely broken forks, even though the break may have been caused by work for which the fork was not designed.

When the salesperson does not have the authority to deal with the complaint immediately, their job is to submit the relevant information in written form to head office so that the matter can be taken further.

Providing service

Salespeople are in an excellent position to provide a ‘consultancy’ service to their customers. Since they meet many customers each year, they become familiar with solutions to common problems. Thus an industrial salesperson may be able to advise customers on improving productivity or cutting costs. Indeed, the service element of industrial selling is often incorporated into the selling process itself, e.g. computer salespeople may offer to conduct an analysis of customer requirements and produce a written report in order to complete a sale. The salesperson who learns solutions to common problems and provides useful advice to their customers builds an effective barrier to competitive attacks and strengthens buyer–seller relationships.

Another area where salespeople provide service is trade selling. They may be called on to set up in-store displays and other promotions for wholesalers and retailers. Some companies employ people to do this on a full-time basis. These people are called merchandisers and their activities provide support to traditional salespeople, who can thus spend more time selling.

Retail salespeople also provide customer service. Selling audio equipment, for example, is an opportunity to help the customer make the correct choice for a given budget. Richer Sounds is a UK-based chain of audio stores that prides itself on exceptional customer service (see box).

Customer service in retailing

At Richer Sounds, the UK-based audio chain, customer service begins when potential customers enter the door. Salespeople are trained to acknowledge customers by asking casually, ‘Are you OK there?’ or ‘Are you happy browsing, sir/madam?’ The purpose is not to sell them anything but to let customers know that the salesperson is aware of their presence and that they can contact them when they are ready. A sign over the door says ‘Browsers Welcome’ and they mean it – without the fear of being hassled by salespeople.

Customers should not be pre-judged. The same quality of service must be provided to customers who are shabbily dressed, pompous, flashy, aggressive, rude or boring. The whole selling operation should be transparent. There should be no pressure, no trying to disguise a poor product and no catches. Salespeople should be honest and if they do not have the right information should reply, ‘I’m sorry I don’t know but I shall try to find out.’
Sales responsibilities and preparation

Salespeople may also be called upon to provide after-sales service to customers. Sales engineers may be required to give advice on the operation of a newly acquired machine or provide assistance in the event of a breakdown. Sometimes they may be able to solve the problem themselves, while in other cases they will call in technical specialists to deal with the problem.

Relationship management

Another key responsibility for salespeople is relationship management. This is discussed extensively in Chapters 3, 9, 10 and 12. This coverage examines relationships between salespeople and customers. There is, however, another set of relationships that a salesperson must master in today’s complex selling environment: those between the salesperson and other people in their company who are vital to ensure a smooth sales process and efficient delivery and service of the product. Particularly with key accounts, selling is performed by a team of players (e.g. from engineering,
production, marketing, finance and senior management). Key account managers must be able to manage these relationships both within their firms and between those players and members of the customer’s DMU.

**Implementing sales and marketing strategies**

The salesforce is also charged with the responsibility of implementing sales and marketing strategies designed by management. Misunderstandings regarding strategy can have grave implications. For example, the credibility of a premium price and high-quality position in the marketplace can be seriously undermined by a salesforce too eager to give large price discounts. The solution might be to decide discount structure at managerial level (both sales and marketing management will have an input to this decision) based on the price sensitivity of various market segments. The salesforce would then be told the degree to which price could be discounted for each class of customer. In this way the product’s positioning strategy would remain intact while allowing the salesforce some discretion to discount when required.

Successful implementation can mean the difference between winning or losing new accounts. An effective method of gaining an account in the face of entrenched competition is the **diversion**. The aim is to distract a rival into concentrating its efforts on defending one account (and therefore neglecting another). The boxed case history provides a true account of how a salesperson for a computer company diverted a well-entrenched rival to defend an account (the bank) in order to win another (the insurance company).

In this example, the stakes and costs were high. The management at A believed that the cost of loaning a £1 million computer system to the bank was justified: (a) by a strategically important penetration of a major market; (b) by the potential profit to be gained by selling to the insurance company. This was a managerial decision and obviously dependent on judgement, but the example shows the principle of using ‘diversion’ as a method of winning major accounts.

**The diversion**

A computer company (A) was seeking its first high-profile installation in a major European city. A successful breakthrough sale was believed to be strategically important. It was considering two prospective customers: ‘the bank’ and ‘the insurance company’.

At the bank, a rival computer company (B) was entrenched. Using a network of contacts, A’s salesperson did a thorough reconnaissance. He discovered that B’s salesperson at the bank was deeply entrenched through good service and effective relationship building. The conclusion was that the situation for A was hopeless. However, the bank’s information technology manager opined that if A offered them a free computer system (£1 million) the bank would ‘have to consider their offer’.
The diversion (continued)

The insurance company was a customer of a third computer company (C) and company B. A’s sales manager had senior contacts at the insurance company and found them dissatisfied with C, approaching a capacity shortage which would force the purchase of a large computer (likely to be over £10 million). The problem was that B was well respected by the insurance company. Also the same salesperson from B serviced both the bank and the insurance company accounts. Fortunately, B’s salesperson had not called on the insurance company recently. The task: to perpetuate B’s absence. To accomplish it, the ‘diversion strategy’ was used.

A called at the bank and offered a computer ‘free for a year’ and made an occasional follow-up call, while selling diligently (but quietly) at the insurance company. The ensuing flap at the bank was quite spectacular. The switching costs associated with A’s complete replacement of B would have been significant, and so the bank began to ask a lot of questions about switch-over plans and arrangements. (It was rumoured that B’s salesperson was staying awake at night composing new questions that the bank might ask of A!) In the face of these questions A’s salesperson responded deliberately (after all, he was spending most of his time selling at the insurance company). The struggle at the bank raged on with A’s credibility relentlessly eroded by B’s clever and determined defence.

In due course, B’s sales team was successful in their defence of the bank account. However, their gratification was dimmed by the news that A had won a larger order (£10 million) at the insurance company.

7.2 PREPARATION

The ability to think on one’s feet is of great benefit to salespeople, since they will be required to modify their sales presentation to suit the particular needs and problems of their various customers and to respond quickly to unusual objections and awkward questions. However, there is much to be gained by careful preparation of the selling task. Some customers will have similar problems; some questions and objections will be raised repeatedly. A salesperson can therefore usefully spend time considering how best to respond to these recurring situations.

Within this section, attention will be given to preparation not only for the selling task, in which there is little or no scope for the salesperson to bargain with the buyer, but also for where selling may involve a degree of negotiation between buyer and seller. In many selling situations, buyers and sellers may negotiate price, timing of delivery, product extras, payment and credit terms, and trade-in values. These will be termed sales negotiations. In others, the salesperson may have no scope for such discussions; in essence the product is offered on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. Thus, the
salesperson of bicycles to dealers may have a set price list and delivery schedule with no authority to deviate from them. This will be termed **pure selling**.

**Preparation for pure selling and sales negotiations**

A number of factors can be examined in order to improve the chances of sales success in both sales negotiations and pure selling.

**Product knowledge and benefits**

Knowledge of product features is insufficient for sales success. Because people buy products for the benefits they confer, successful salespeople relate product features to consumer benefits; product features are the means by which benefits are derived. The way to do this is to look at products from the customer’s point of view. Table 7.1 shows a few examples.

By analysing the products they are selling in this way, salespeople will communicate in terms that are meaningful to buyers and therefore be more convincing. In industrial selling, the salesperson may be called upon to be an adviser or consultant who is required to provide solutions to problems. In some cases this may involve a fairly deep understanding of the nature of the customer’s business, in order to be able to appreciate the problems fully and to suggest the most appropriate solution. Thus the salesperson must not only know their products’ benefits but the types of situation in which each would be appropriate. In computer selling, for example, successful selling requires an appreciation of which system is most appropriate given customer needs and resources. This may necessitate a careful examination of customer needs through a survey conducted by the seller. Sometimes the costs of the survey will be paid for by the prospective customer, later to be subtracted from the cost of the equipment should an order result.

Preparation of sales benefits should not result in an inflexible sales approach. Different customers have different needs, which implies they seek different benefits from products they buy. One high-earning salesperson of office equipment attributed his success to the preparation he conducted before every sales visit. This involved knowing the product’s capabilities, understanding a client’s needs and matching these together by getting his wife to test him every evening and at the weekend.4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product feature</th>
<th>Customer benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retractable nib on ballpoint pen</td>
<td>Reduces chances of damage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High rev. speed on spin dryer</td>
<td>Clothes are dried more thoroughly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High reach on forklift truck</td>
<td>Greater use of warehouse space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streamfeeding (photocopiers)</td>
<td>Faster copying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic washing machine</td>
<td>More time to spend on doing other less mundane activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Knowledge of competitors’ products and their benefits

Knowledge of competitors’ products offers several advantages:

1. It allows a salesperson to offset the strengths of those products, which may be mentioned by potential buyers, against their weaknesses. For example, a buyer might say, ‘Competitor X’s product offers cheaper maintenance costs’, to which a salesperson might reply, ‘Yes, but these cost savings are small compared to the fuel savings you get with our machine.’

2. In industrial selling, sales engineers may work with a buying organisation in order to solve a technical problem. This may result in a product specification being drawn up in which the sales engineers have an influence. It is obviously to their benefit that the specification reflects the strengths and capabilities of their products rather than those of the competition. Thus knowledge of the competing products’ strengths and weaknesses will be an advantage in this situation.

Information on competing products can be gleaned from magazines such as *Which?*, sales catalogues and price lists, from talking to buyers and from direct observation (e.g. prices in supermarkets). It makes sense to keep such information on file for quick reference. Vauxhall gives its salespeople a brief with a résumé of the strengths and weaknesses of its car range, along with those of its competitors. The internet provides a wide range of information on competitors, which a salesperson can access via a competitor’s website.

Sales presentation planning

Although versatility, flexibility and the ability to ‘think on one’s feet’ are desirable attributes, there are considerable advantages to presentation planning:

1. The salesperson is less likely to forget important consumer benefits associated with each product within the range they are selling.

2. The use of visual aids and demonstrations can be planned into the presentation at the most appropriate time to reinforce the benefit the salesperson is communicating.

3. It builds confidence in the salesperson, particularly the newer, less experienced, that they are well equipped to do the job efficiently and professionally.

4. Possible objections and questions can be anticipated and persuasive counter-arguments prepared. Many salespeople, who to an outsider seem naturally quick witted, have developed this skill through careful preparation beforehand, imagining themselves as buyers and thinking of objections they might raise if they were in such a position. For example, many price objections can be countered by reference to higher product quality, greater durability, high productivity and lower offsetting life-cycle costs, for example, lower maintenance, fuel or human resources costs.

Setting sales objectives

The temptation, when setting objectives, is to determine them in terms of what the salesperson will do. The essential skill in setting call objectives is to phrase them in terms of what the salesperson wants the customer to do rather than what the
An adhesives salesperson may decide that the objective of the visit to a buyer is to demonstrate the ease of application and adhesive properties of a new product. While this demonstration may be a valuable and necessary part of the sales presentation, it is not the ultimate goal of the visit. This may be to have the customer test the product over a four-week period, or to order a quantity for immediate use.

The type of objective set should stem from, and support, overall company marketing objectives from the marketing planning process we discussed earlier. As with all objectives, sales objectives should, wherever possible, fulfill the SMART criteria for objectives that were discussed in Chapter 2. Examples of possible objectives for sale calls might be as follows:

- for the customer to define clearly what their requirements are;
- to have the customer visit the production site;
- to have the customer try the product, e.g. fly on an aircraft;
- to have the customer compare the product against competing products in terms of measurable performance criteria, e.g. for pile-driving equipment this might be the number of metres driven per hour.

An important factor affecting the setting of sales objectives is the so-called **sales cycle**.

**Sales Cycle**

The sales cycle refers to the processes/steps between first contact with a customer and the placing of the actual order and the amount of time this takes. With regard to the process/steps in the sales cycle, once again this should always be considered from the point of view of what processes/steps the customer undertakes rather than from the perspective of the steps involved in selling, though clearly the former should determine the latter.

The complexity of the steps in the sales process during the customer’s buying process and related to this, the amount of time involved, can vary enormously. So, for example, with many retail sales the steps in the sales cycle are relatively few and the length of the cycle is short and in the case of, for example, impulse purchase almost instantaneous. Often, unless a sale is concluded during the first visit, the customer will buy elsewhere. In this situation it is reasonable to set a sales closing objective. With capital goods such as aeroplanes, gas turbines and oil rigs, the sales cycle is very long, and the steps and procedures complex and detailed, perhaps running into years. Clearly, to set a sales objective in terms of closing the sale is inappropriate.

Thus, sales objectives, and indeed sales strategies and tactics, must obviously be based on a clear understanding of the sales cycle pertinent to the particular product market and, wherever possible, pertaining to the individual customer.

Understanding the sales cycle enables the salesperson to help the customer through the buying process towards placing an order. Thus a key task of the salesperson is to ease the customer’s decision-making process, making it easier for them to progress to purchase.

So the salesperson needs, for example, to understand how customers search for solutions to their purchasing needs – what sort of information they look for and what are their important choice criteria. The salesperson also needs to understand the sorts of forces and factors that affect each stage of the customer’s decision-making process.
including, for example, who is involved and what factors tend to slow down the process of decision-making, thereby increasing the length of the sales cycle.

Wherever possible and appropriate we should be looking to reduce the length of the sales cycle. Some suggest that on average the sales cycle is 30 per cent longer than it needs to be. Sales cycle time can be reduced in a number of ways, but again it should be based on facilitating the buying decision for the customer. A powerful way of doing this is through reducing the perceived risk for the customer.

The buying process is often slowed because the customer fears making a wrong decision, especially in the case of buying expensive or long-term commitment products and services. In this situation a key task for the salesperson is to reduce the perceived risk to the customer, and there are several ways of doing this. For example offering the customer a chance to test a product before purchase can help reduce perceived risk. Another way is the provision of guarantee and/or return policies that facilitate the return of products if not totally satisfactory. Finally, as another example, we must not forget that favourable company and brand image/reputation act as strong risk reduction factors in many purchasing situations.

Thus understanding and using knowledge of the sales cycle is crucial to effective sales planning, but this understanding is really only part of the wider process of understanding the buying behaviour of customers. We considered this in some detail in Chapter 3 but now we return to it in the context of this chapter’s focus on sales preparation.

**Understanding buyer behaviour**

The point was made in Chapter 3 that many organisational buying decisions are complex, involving many people whose evaluative criteria may differ, and that the purchasing officer may play a minor role in deciding which supplier to choose, particularly with very expensive items.

The practical implication of these facts is that careful preparation may be necessary for industrial salespeople, either when selling to new companies or when selling to existing customers where the nature of the product is different. In both situations, time taken trying to establish who the key influencers and decision-makers are will be well rewarded. In different companies there may be different key people: for example, secretaries (office stationery); production engineers (lathes); design engineers (components); managing directors (computers). The salesperson needs to be aware of the real need to treat each organisation individually.

Other practical information that a salesperson can usefully collect includes the name and position of each key influencer and decision-maker, the times most suitable for interview, the types of competing products previously purchased by the buying organisation, and any threats to a successful sale or special opportunities afforded by the situation. Examples in the last category would include personal prejudices held by key people against the salesperson, their company, or its products, while positive factors might include common interests that could form the basis of a rapport with the buyer, or favourable experiences with other types of products sold by the salesperson’s company.

The internet can provide a wealth of information on the buying organisation. The buyer’s website, online product catalogues and blogs are useful sources of information. Customer relationship management (CRM) systems allow salespeople to access
customer information held by their company via the internet. For example, Orange, the telecommunications company, enables their field salespeople to access their CRM databases using personal digital assistants (PDAs) equipped with wireless modems.5

Preparation for sales negotiations

In addition to the factors outlined in the previous section, a sales negotiator will benefit by paying attention to the following additional factors during preparation.

Assessment of the balance of power

In the sales negotiation, seller and buyer will each be expecting to conclude a deal favourable to themselves. The extent to which each is successful will depend upon their negotiating skills and the balance of power between the parties. This balance will be determined by four key factors:

1. The number of options available to each party. If a buyer has only one option – to buy from the seller in question – then that seller is in a powerful position. If the seller, in turn, is not dependent on the buyer but has many attractive potential customers for the products, then again they are in a strong position. Conversely, when a buyer has many potential sources of supply and a seller has few potential customers, the buyer should be able to extract a good deal. Many buyers will deliberately contact a number of potential suppliers to strengthen their bargaining position.

2. The quantity and quality of information held by each party. (‘Knowledge is power’, Machiavelli.) If a buyer has access to a seller’s cost structure then they are in a powerful position to negotiate a cheaper price, or at least to avoid paying too high a price. If a seller knows how much a buyer is willing to pay, then their power position is improved.

3. Need recognition and satisfaction. The greater the salesperson’s understanding of the needs of the buyer and the more able they are to satisfy those needs, the stronger their bargaining position. In some industrial marketing situations, suppliers work with buying organisations to solve technical problems in the knowledge that doing so will place them in a very strong negotiating position. The more the buyer believes that their needs can be satisfied by only one company, the weaker the buyer’s negotiating stance. In effect, the seller has reduced the buyer’s options by uniquely satisfying these needs.

4. The pressures on the parties. Where a technical problem is of great importance to a buying organisation, its visibility high and solution difficult, any supplier who can solve it will gain immense bargaining power. If, on the other hand, there are pressures on the salesperson, perhaps because of low sales returns, then a buyer should be able to extract extremely favourable terms during negotiations in return for purchasing from them.

The implications of these determinants of the balance of power are that before negotiations (and indeed during them) salespeople will benefit by assessing the relative strength of their power base. This implies that they need information. If the seller knows the number of companies who are competing for the order, their likely
stances, the criteria used by the buying organisation when deciding between them, the degree of pressure on key members of the decision-making unit, and any formula they might use for assessing price acceptability, an accurate assessment of the power balance should be possible.

This process should lessen the chances of pricing too low or of needlessly giving away other concessions such as favourable payment terms. At this stage, judicious negotiators will look to the future to assess likely changes in the balance of power. Perhaps power lies with the supplier now, but overpowering or ‘negotiating too sweet a deal’ might provoke retribution later when the buyer has more suppliers from which to choose.

Determination of negotiating objectives

It is prudent for negotiators to set objectives during the preparation stage. This reduces the likelihood of being swayed by the heat of the negotiating battle and of accepting a deal which, with the benefit of hindsight, should have been rejected. This process is analogous to buyers at an auction paying more than they can afford because they allow themselves to be swept along by the bidding. Additionally, when negotiation is conducted by a team, discussion of objectives helps co-ordination and unity. It is useful to consider two types of objective:6

1. ‘Must have’ objectives. The ‘must have’ objectives define a bargainer’s minimum requirements; for example, the minimum price at which a seller is willing to trade. This determines the negotiating breakpoint.

2. ‘Would like’ objectives. These are the maximum a negotiator can reasonably expect to get; for example, the highest price a seller feels they can realistically obtain. This determines the opening positions of buyers and sellers.

When considering ‘must have’ objectives it is useful to consider the Best Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement (BATNA).7 This involves the identification of one’s alternative if agreement cannot be reached. It sets a standard against which any offer can be assessed and guards against accepting unfavourable terms when pressured by a more powerful buyer. Having attractive BATNAs allows higher ‘must have’ objectives to be set. For example, a person wishing to sell a house may set a ‘must have’ objective of £90,000. However, by considering their BATNA of renting the property, it may become clear that its rental value is equivalent to £100,000. This means that the ‘must have’ objective would rise by £10,000. Also during the negotiations themselves, its identification allows a comparison with each possible proposal that emerges with the BATNA to assess whether a negotiated agreement is better than the alternative.8

Finally, the notion of a BATNA encourages people without a strong alternative to create one. For example, before entering pay negotiations, the seller of services (employee) can strengthen their position by improving their BATNA by seeking and getting a favourable job offer elsewhere.

Figure 7.2 illustrates a negotiating scenario where a deal is possible since there is overlap between the highest price the buyer is willing to pay (buyer’s ‘must have’ objective) and the lowest price the seller is willing to accept (seller’s ‘must have’ objective). The price actually agreed will depend on the balance of power between the two parties and their respective negotiating skills.
Since negotiation implies movement in order to achieve agreement, it is likely that concessions will be made by at least one party during the bargaining process. Preparation can aid negotiators by analysing the kinds of concession that might be offered to the other side. The key to this concession analysis is to value concessions the seller might be prepared to make through the eyes of the buyer. Doing this may make it possible to identify concessions that cost the seller very little and yet are highly valued by the buyer. For example, to offer much quicker delivery than is usual may cost a seller very little because of spare capacity, but if this is highly valued by the buyer, the seller may be able to trade it in return for a prompt payment agreement. The kinds of issue that may be examined during concession analysis include the following:

- price;
- timing of delivery;
- the product – its specification, optional extras;
- the price – ex works price, price at the buyer’s factory gate, installation price, in-service price;
- payment – on despatch, on receipt, in working order, credit terms;
- trade-in terms, e.g. cars.

The aim of concession analysis is to ensure that nothing that has value to the buyer is given away freely during negotiations. A skilful negotiator will attempt to trade concession for concession so that ultimately an agreement that satisfies both parties is reached.

Proposal analysis

A further sensible activity during the preparation stage is to estimate the proposals and demands the buyer is likely to make during the course of negotiation, and the seller’s reaction to them. This is analogous to the anticipation of objections in pure selling – it helps when quick decisions have to be made in the heat of the negotiation.
It is also linked to concession analysis, for when a buyer makes a proposal (e.g. favourable credit terms) they are really asking the seller to grant a concession. The skilful salesperson will ask for a concession in return – perhaps a less onerous delivery schedule. By anticipating the kinds of proposals the buyer is likely to make, the seller can plan the kinds of counter-proposals they wish to make. In some situations, the appropriate response may be the ‘concession close’ (see Chapter 8).

7.3 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has examined the responsibilities of salespeople to gain sales, to prospect for new customers, to maintain customer records and provide information feedback, to manage their work, to handle complaints and to provide service.

An important element in managing their work is preparation, which is examined in detail. A distinction is made between sales negotiations, where a certain amount of bargaining may take place, and pure selling, where the salesperson is given no freedom to bargain. The following elements are important during preparation:

(a) product knowledge and customer benefits;
(b) knowledge of competitors’ products and their benefits;
(c) sales presentation planning;
(d) setting sales and negotiation objectives;
(e) understanding buyer behaviour;
(f) assessing the power balance;
(g) concession analysis; and
(h) proposal analysis.

Chapter 8, on personal selling skills, considers how to use this preparation in the actual selling situation.
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The O’Brien Company

The O’Brien Company manufactures and markets a wide range of luggage, including suitcases, handbags and briefcases. The company is organised into two divisions – consumer and industrial. The consumer division sells mainly through retail outlets, whereas the industrial division markets direct to companies which buy luggage (especially briefcases) for use by their executives.

You have recently been appointed as a salesperson for the industrial division and asked to visit a new potential client with a view to selling him briefcases. The potential customer is Brian Forbes, the Managing Director (and owner) of a medium-sized engineering company in the Midlands with subsidiaries in Manchester, Leeds and Bristol. They employ a salesforce of 20 men selling copper piping. In addition, it is estimated that the company employs around 40 marketing, personnel, production and accountancy executives.

The O’Brien Company markets two ranges of executive briefcase. One is made from good quality plastic, with imitation hide lining. It is available in black only and priced at £25 for the lockable version and £22 for the non-lockable type. The other, a deluxe range, is manufactured from leather and real hide and priced at £95. Colours available are black, brown, dark blue and claret. Additional features are a number-coded locking device, a variable depth feature which allows the briefcase to be expanded from its usual 87.5 mm to 137.5 mm, individual gilt initialling on each briefcase, an ink-resistant interior compartment for pens, and three pockets inside the lid to take different sized papers/documents. The plastic version has only the last of these features and is 75 mm in depth. Quantity discounts for both ranges are as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Reduction %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10–19</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–39</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–79</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 or more</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Very little is known about Brian Forbes or his company apart from the information already given. However, by chance, an acquaintance of yours who works as a salesperson for a machine tool company visited Mr Forbes earlier in the year.

Discussion questions

1. What are your sales objectives? What extra information would be useful?
2. Prepare a sales presentation for the briefcases.
3. Prepare a list of possible objections and your responses to them.
PRACTICAL EXERCISE

Presenting New Standa Plus:
The final word in hydraulic braking systems?

Standa is a hydraulic braking system that has been around for 15 years, used by most of the major truck and lorry manufacturers. It has been very reliable, but has perhaps lost its way and key customers are starting to specify other systems in their trucks. The reason for this is that there has been little in the way of product development. Until now!

New Standa Plus has been developed, which uses polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) to prolong the life of the system. PTFE is a very slippery coating that reduces friction wear dramatically (in the household it is used on non-stick pans). The use of this coating in hydraulic systems is revolutionary. The PTFE coating is a major advancement for the product type, as it will prolong the life of the system by up to 50 per cent (independent tests by Hydromatics Testers Ltd).

The reason the new PTFE coating is so special is that up until now it was impossible to get the PTFE to stick effectively to the piston metal. This was due to the fact that the hydraulic fluid would find any imperfections in the coating, and there were always some, and this would cause the PTFE to separate from the metal of the piston. The Standard Hydraulics R&D team have discovered a new process, using liquid nitrogen as the solvent for the PTFE, which delivers a blemish-free coating. The added bonus is that the coating can now be applied to both pistons and cylinders. Thus the system becomes virtually friction free and New Standa Plus is now guaranteed for a minimum of 15 years – longer than the lifetime of the average truck itself and certainly up to 50 per cent longer than the competition’s products. The New Standa Plus PTFE coating technology is patented as ‘SuperPTFE’. As such, it cannot be directly copied by any other hydraulic braking system manufacturer.

The advertising that will run for the product in the technical press is based on the concept that New Standa Plus is built to last longer than the trucks.

TASK

In the role of sales representative for Standard Hydraulics you are required to put together a sales pitch to purchasing teams at potential new customers. You will need to convince the prospects to switch from their existing hydraulic system to New Standa Plus. You should assume that you will make a PowerPoint presentation to the buying group, which will consist of the Manufacturing Director, Production Manager, Technical Designer, Financial Director and Managing Director. You would be advised to include something for each of them to be impressed with. You should use the information given about the product to form the basis for your sales pitch. In your sales presentation you will need to communicate the following:

• The Standa hydraulic braking system has been radically improved by the addition of PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene) coating to the hydraulic pistons and cylinders.
• The name of the new system is New Standa Plus.
• The effect of the product improvement is that it dramatically prolongs the working life of the bearings.
• The company is a leading-edge manufacturer of hydraulics. You might consider using the corporate claim/slogan ‘Standard Hydraulics, the new Standard in Hydraulics’.

Source: Written by Andrew Pressey, Lecturer in Marketing, University of East Anglia. Neville Hunt, Lecturer in Marketing, University of Luton.
Examination questions

1. What considerations should be taken into account when deciding on the amount of prospecting a salesperson should do?

2. Discuss the contribution of preparation to the selling process.
8 Personal selling skills

OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Distinguish the various phases of the selling process
2. Apply different questions to different selling situations
3. Understand what is involved in the presentation and the demonstration
4. Know how to deal with buyers’ objections
5. Understand and apply the art of negotiation
6. Close a sale

KEY CONCEPTS

- buying signals
- closing the sale
- demonstrations
- needs analysis
- negotiation
- objections
- personal selling skills
- reference selling
- sales presentation
- trial close
8.1 INTRODUCTION

The basic philosophy underlying the approach to personal selling adopted in this book is that selling should be an extension of the marketing concept. This implies that for long-term survival it is in the best interests of the salesperson and their company to identify customer needs and aid customer decision-making by selecting from the product range those products that best fit the customer’s requirements. This philosophy of selling is in line with Weitz and the contingency framework, which suggests that the sales interview gives an unparalleled opportunity to match behaviour to the specific customer interaction that is encountered. This is called ‘adaptive selling’ since the salesperson adapts their approach according to the specific situation and it has been found to be a growing way of conducting sales interactions. Its importance is supported by research by Jaramillo et al. (2007) which showed that adaptive selling was associated with salespeople’s performance (as measured by their attainment of sales quotas). This is not to deny the importance of personal persuasion. In the real world, it is unlikely that a product has clear advantages over its competition on all points, and it is clearly part of the selling function for the salesperson to emphasise those superior features and benefits that the product possesses. However, the model for personal selling advocated here is that of a salesperson acting as a need identifier and problem-solver. The view of the salesperson as being a slick, fast-talking confidence trickster is unrealistic in a world where most sellers depend on repeat business and where a high proportion of selling is conducted with professional buyers.

Saxe and Weitz (1982) defined customer orientated selling as ‘the degree to which salespeople practice the marketing concept by trying to help their customers make purchase decisions that will satisfy customer needs’. They characterised customer orientated selling as:

1. The desire to help customers make satisfactory purchase decisions.
2. Helping customers assess their needs.
3. Offering products that will satisfy those needs.
5. Avoiding deceptive or manipulative influence tactics.
6. Avoiding the use of high pressure sales techniques.

In order to foster customer orientated selling, companies need to develop a corporate culture that views understanding customers and creating value for them as being central to their philosophy, and to use evaluation procedures that include measurement of the support given to customers, customer satisfaction with salesperson interactions, and the degree to which salespeople are perceived by customers to behave ethically. In addition, companies should include ethics in sales training courses, and employ sales managers who are willing to promote and enforce ethical codes and policies.

Research studies have shown that successful selling is associated with the following:

- asking questions;
• providing product information, making comparisons and offering evidence to support claims;
• acknowledging the customer’s viewpoint;
• agreeing with the customer’s perceptions;
• supporting the customer;
• releasing tension;
• having a richer, more detailed knowledge of customers;
• increased effort; and
• confidence in one’s own ability.

These important findings should be borne in mind by salespeople when in a sales interview. They also suggest that sales training can improve sales performance, not only by improving skills, but by enhancing the self-confidence of the trainees in their perceived ability to perform well.7

When developing their personal selling skills, salespeople should also be aware of the characteristics desired of salespeople by buyers. Research has shown a number of key factors and these are displayed in Table 8.1.

As with the development of all skills, the theoretical approach described in this chapter needs to be supplemented by practical experience. Many companies use role playing to provide new salespeople with the opportunity to develop their skills in a situation where sales trainees can observe and correct behaviour. An example of such an exercise is given at the end of Chapter 14.

In order to develop personal selling skills it is useful to distinguish seven phases of the selling process, shown in Figure 8.1. These phases need not occur in the order shown. Objections may be raised during presentation or during negotiation and a trial close may be attempted at any point during the presentation if buyer interest is high. Furthermore, negotiation may or may not take place or may occur during any of the stages. As Moncrief and Marshall (2005) report:8

The evolved selling process assumes that the salesperson typically will perform the various steps of the process in some form, but the steps (phases) do not occur for each sales call. Rather, they occur over time, accomplished by multiple people within the selling firm, and not necessarily in any given sequence.

### Table 8.1 Key characteristics of salespeople desired by buyers

| • Expertise in their company’s products and the market |
| • Good communication skills |
| • Ability to solve problems |
| • Ability to understand and satisfy the buyer’s needs |
| • Thoroughness |
| • Ability to help in ensuring the reliable and fast delivery of orders |

8.2 THE OPENING

Initial impressions can cloud later perceptions, so it is important to consider the ways in which a favourable initial response can be achieved.

Buyers expect salespeople to be businesslike in their personal appearance and behaviour. Untidy hair and a sloppy manner of dress can create a lack of confidence. Further, the salesperson who does not respect the fact that the buyer is likely to be a busy person, with many demands on their time, may cause irritation on the part of the buyer.

Salespeople should open with a smile, a handshake and, in situations where they are not well known to the buyer, introduce themselves and the company they represent. Common courtesies should be followed. For example, they should wait for the buyer to indicate that they can sit down or, at least, ask the buyer if they may sit...
down. Attention to detail, such as holding one’s briefcase in the left hand so that the right can be used for the handshake, removes the possibility of an awkward moment when a briefcase is clumsily transferred from right to left as the buyer extends their hand in greeting.

Opening remarks are important since they set the tone for the rest of the sales interview. Normally they should be business-related since this is the purpose of the visit; they should show the buyer that the salesperson is not about to waste time. Where the buyer is well known and by their own remarks indicates a willingness to talk about a more social matter, the salesperson will obviously follow. This can generate close rapport with the buyer, but the salesperson must be aware of the reason for being there and not be excessively diverted from talking business. Opening remarks might be:

**Trade salesperson:** Your window display looks attractive. Has it attracted more custom?

**Industrial salesperson:** We have helped a number of companies in the same kind of business as you are in to achieve considerable savings by the use of our stock control procedures. What methods do you use at present to control stock?

**Retail salesperson:** I can see that you appear to be interested in our stereo equipment. What kind of system do you have in mind?

The cardinal sin which many retail salespeople commit is to open with ‘Can I help you?’ which invites the response ‘No thank you. I’m just looking.’

The use of the internet can help to create favourable first impressions. For example, research using online business databases can make the salespeople appear more knowledgeable about the customer’s company and industry.

### 8.3 Need and Problem Identification

Most salespeople have a range of products to sell. A car salesperson has many models ranging from small economy cars to super luxury top-of-the-range models. The computer salesperson will have a number of systems to suit the needs and resources of different customers. A bicycle retailer will have models from many different manufacturers to offer customers. A pharmaceutical salesperson will be able to offer doctors a range of drugs to combat various illnesses. In each case, the seller’s first objective will be to discover the problems and needs of the customer. Before a car salesperson can sell a car, they need to understand the customer’s circumstances. What size of car is required? Is the customer looking for high fuel economy or performance? Is a boot or a hatchback preferred? What kind of price range is being considered? Having obtained this information the salesperson is in a position to sell the model best suited to the needs of the buyer. A computer salesperson may carry out a survey of customer requirements prior to suggesting an appropriate computer system. A bicycle retailer should ask who the bicycle is for, what type is preferred (e.g. mountain or racing) and the colour preference, before making sensible suggestions.
as to which model is most suitable. A pharmaceutical salesperson will discuss with
doctors the problems that have arisen with patient treatment; perhaps an ointment
has been ineffective or a harmful side-effect has been discovered. This gives the
salesperson the opportunity to offer a solution to such problems by means of one of
their company’s products.

This needs analysis approach suggests that early in the sales process the salesper-
son should adopt a question-and-listen posture. In order to encourage the buyer to
discuss their problems and needs, salespeople tend to use ‘open’ rather than ‘closed’
questions. An open question is one that requires more than a one-word or one-phrase
answer, for example:

• ‘Why do you believe that a computer system is inappropriate for your business?’
• ‘What were the main reasons for buying the XYZ photocopier?’
• ‘In what ways did the ABC ointment fail to meet your expectations?’

A closed question, on the other hand, invites a one-word or one-phrase answer. These
can be used to obtain purely factual information, but excessive use can hinder
rapport and lead to an abrupt type of conversation which lacks flow:

• ‘Would you tell me the name of the equipment you currently use?’
• ‘Does your company manufacture 1000cc marine engines?’
• ‘What is the name of your chief mechanical engineer?’

In practice, a wide variety of questions may be used during a sales interview. These
types of questions and their objectives, together with examples, are given in
Table 8.2. Salespeople should avoid the temptation of making a sales presentation
without finding out the needs of their customers. It is all too easy to start a sales presentation
in the same rigid way, perhaps by highlighting the current bargain of the week, with-
out first questioning the customer about their needs.

Questioning can also be useful in order to understand the customer’s situation. Here
is an account of how important this can be:

We had a problem with a new customer and one of our young sales reps. We
sent the CEO in to meet the customer. The customer was a new wine buyer for
a large supermarket chain. This was when supermarkets had just started sell-
ing wine. The customer always seemed very defensive, and questioning
revealed that he didn’t know much about the wine trade. We invited him out
for lunch at our premises and just talked to him. We found out that he liked
Rugby League, so we talked to him about that. After that there was no
problem; he relaxed and we understood that he was nervous about a new
position. This enabled us to move from a $20,000 per year account to a
$150,000 account.

At the end of this process, the salesperson may find it useful to summarise the
points that have been raised to confirm an understanding with the buyer. For
example:

Fine, Mr and Mrs Jones. I think I have a good idea of the kind of property you
are looking for. You would like a four-bedroom house within fifteen minutes’
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of question</th>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tie-down question</td>
<td>Used for confirmation or to commit a prospect to a position.</td>
<td>You want the programme to work, don’t you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading question</td>
<td>Direct or guide a prospect’s thinking.</td>
<td>How does that coat feel on you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative question</td>
<td>Used to elicit an answer by forcing selection from two or more alternatives.</td>
<td>Would you prefer the red or blue model?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statement/question</td>
<td>A statement is followed by a question which forces the prospect to reflect upon the statement.</td>
<td>This machine can spin at 5000 rpm and process three units per minute. What do you think of that productivity?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharp-angle question</td>
<td>Used to commit a prospect to a position.</td>
<td>If we can get it in blue, is that the way you would want it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information-gathering questions</td>
<td>Used to gather facts.</td>
<td>How many people are you currently employing?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opinion-gathering</td>
<td>Used to gather opinions or feelings.</td>
<td>What are your feelings questions concerning the high price of energy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confirmation questions</td>
<td>Used either to elicit agreement or disagreement about a particular topic.</td>
<td>Do my recommendations make sense?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarification questions</td>
<td>Reduce ambiguities, generalities and non-committal words to specifics.</td>
<td>When you say . . . exactly what do you mean?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusion questions</td>
<td>Present an issue for the prospect’s consideration in a low-risk way.</td>
<td>I don’t suppose you’d be interested in a convertible hard-top, would you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counterbiasing</td>
<td>To attain sensitive information by making a potentially embarrassing situation appear acceptable.</td>
<td>Research shows that most drivers exceed the speed limit. Do you ever do so?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transitioning</td>
<td>Used to link the end of one phase to the next phase of the sales process.</td>
<td>In addition to that, is there anything else that you want to know? (No) What I’d like to do now is talk about . . .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversing</td>
<td>Used to pass the responsibility of continuing the conversation back to the prospect by answering a question with a question.</td>
<td>When can I expect delivery? When do you want delivery?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

drive of Mr Jones’s company. You are not bothered whether the house is
detached or semi-detached, but you do not want to live on an estate. The price
range you are considering is between £300,000 and £350,000. Does this sum up
the kind of house you want, or have I missed something?

8.4 THE PRESENTATION AND DEMONSTRATION

Once the problems and needs of the buyer have been identified, the presentation
follows as a natural consequence. The first question to be addressed is presentation
of what? The preceding section has enabled the salesperson to choose the most ap-
propriate product(s) from their range to meet customer requirements. Second, hav-
ing fully discussed what the customer wants, the salesperson knows which product
benefits to stress. A given product may have a range of potential features which con-
fer benefits to customers, but different customers place different priorities on them.
In short, having identified the needs and problems of the buyer, the presentation pro-
vides the opportunity for the salesperson to convince the buyer that they can supply
the solution.

The key to this task is to recognise that buyers purchase benefits and are only in-
terested in product features in as much as they provide the benefits that the customer
is looking for. Examples of the relationship between certain product features and
benefits are given in Chapter 7. Training programmes and personal preparation of
salespeople should pay particular attention to deriving the customer benefits which
their products bestow.

Benefits should be analysed at two levels: those benefits that can be obtained by
purchase of a particular type of product, and those that can be obtained by purchas-
ing that product from a particular supplier. For example, automatic washing ma-
chine salespeople need to consider the benefits of an automatic washing machine
compared with a twin-tub, as well as the benefits that their company’s automatic
washing machines have over competitors’ models. This proffers maximum flexibility
for the salesperson in meeting various sales situations.

The danger of selling features rather than benefits is particularly acute in indus-
trial selling because of the highly technical nature of many industrial products, and
the tendency to employ sales engineers rather than salespeople. Perkins Diesels
found this to be a problem with their sales team after commissioning market research
to identify strengths and weaknesses of their sales and marketing operation,11 but it
is by no means confined to this sector. Hi-fi salespeople who confuse and infuriate
customers with tedious descriptions of the electronic wizardry behind their products
are no less guilty of this sin. A simple method of relating features and benefits in a
sales presentation is to link them by using the following phrases:

• ‘which means that’
• ‘which results in’
• ‘which enables you to’.

For example, an estate agent might say, ‘The house is situated four miles from the
company where you work (product feature) which means that you can easily be at
work within fifteen minutes of leaving home’ (customer benefit). An office salesperson might say, ‘The XYZ photocopier allows streamfeeding (product feature) which results in quicker photocopying’ (customer benefit). Finally, a car salesperson may claim, ‘This model is equipped with overdrive (product feature) which enables you to reduce petrol consumption on motorways’ (customer benefit).

The term ‘presentation’ should not mislead the salesperson into believing that they alone should do all the talking. The importance of asking questions is not confined to the needs and problem identification stage. Asking questions as part of the presentation serves two functions. First, it checks that the salesperson has understood the kinds of benefits the buyer is looking for. After explaining a benefit it is sound practice to ask the buyer, ‘Is this the kind of thing you are looking for?’ Second, asking questions establishes whether the buyer has understood what the salesperson has said. A major obstacle to understanding is the use of technical jargon that is unintelligible to the buyer. Where a presentation is necessarily complicated and lengthy, the salesperson would be well advised to pause at various points and simply ask if there are any questions. This gives the buyer the opportunity to query anything that is not entirely clear. This questioning procedure allows the salesperson to tailor the speed and content of their presentation to the circumstances. Buyers have different backgrounds, technical expertise and intelligence levels. Questioning allows the salesperson to communicate more effectively because it provides the information necessary for the seller to know how to vary the presentation to different buyers.

Technological advances have greatly assisted the presentation. For example, laptops allow the use of online resources such as video material and the ability to get a response from a sales office during a presentation. Access to company websites permits the carrying of masses of product information, including sound and animation.

Many sales situations involve risk to the buyer. No matter what benefits the salesperson discusses, the buyer may be reluctant to change from the present supplier or present model because to do so may give rise to unforeseen problems – delivery may be unpredictable or the new model may be unreliable. Assurances from the salesperson are, of themselves, unlikely to be totally convincing – after all, they would say that, wouldn’t they! Risk is the hidden reason behind many failures to sell. The salesperson accurately identifies customer needs and relates product benefits to those needs. The buyer does not offer much resistance, but somehow does not buy; a likely reason is that the buyer plays safe, sticking to the present supplier or model in order to lessen the risk of aggravation should problems occur. How, then, can a salesperson reduce risk? There are four major ways:

(a) reference selling;
(b) demonstrations;
(c) guarantees; and
(d) trial orders.

Reference selling

Reference selling involves the use of satisfied customers in order to convince the buyer of the effectiveness of the salesperson’s product. During the preparation stage
a list of satisfied customers, arranged by product type, should be drawn up. Letters from satisfied customers should also be kept and used in the sales presentation in order to build confidence. This technique can be highly effective in selling, moving a buyer from being merely interested in the product to being convinced that it is the solution to their problem.

Demonstrations

*Chinese proverb:* Tell me and I’ll forget; show me and I may remember; involve me and I’ll understand.

**Demonstrations** also reduce risk because they prove the benefits of the product. A major producer of sales training films organises regional demonstrations of a selection in order to prove their quality to training managers. Industrial goods manufacturers will arrange demonstrations to show their products’ capabilities in use. Car salespeople will allow customers to test drive cars.

For all but the most simple of products it is advisable to divide the demonstration into two stages. The first stage involves a brief description of the features and benefits of the product and an explanation of how it works. The second stage entails the actual demonstration itself. This should be conducted by the salesperson. The reason behind this two-stage approach is that it is often very difficult for the viewers of the demonstration to understand the principles of how a product works while at the same time watching it work. This is because the viewers are receiving competing stimuli. The salesperson’s voice may be competing for the buyers’ attention with the flashing lights and noise of the equipment.

Once the equipment works, the buyers can be encouraged to use it themselves under the salesperson’s supervision. If the correct equipment, to suit the buyers’ needs, has been chosen for demonstration and performs reliably, the demonstration can move the buyers very much closer to purchase.

There now follows more practical advice on what must be regarded as an extremely important part of the personal selling process, for without a demonstration the salesperson is devoid of one of their principal selling tools.

**Pre-demonstration**

1. *Make the process as brief as possible,* but not so brief as not to be able to fulfil the sales objective of obtaining an order, or of opening the way for further negotiations. It is basically a question of balance, in that the salesperson must judge the individual circumstances and tailor the demonstration accordingly. Some potential buyers will require lengthier or more technical demonstrations than others.

2. *Make the process as simple as possible,* bearing in mind that some potential purchasers will be less technically minded than others. Never ‘over-pitch’ such technicality, because potential buyers will generally pretend that they understand and not want to admit that they do not because of loss of face. They will see the demonstration through and probably make some excuse at the end to delay the purchase decision. The likelihood is that they will not purchase (or at least not
purchase from you). This point is deliberately emphasised because it is a fact that many potential sales are lost through overly technical demonstrations.

3. **Rehearse the approach to likely objections with colleagues** (e.g. with one acting as an ‘awkward’ buyer). Work out how such objections can be addressed and overcome through the demonstration. The use of interactive video is useful here, as you can review your mistakes and rehearse a better demonstration and presentation.

4. **Know the product’s selling points** and be prepared to advance these during the course of the demonstration. Such selling points must, however, be presented in terms of benefits to the customer. Buyer behaviour must therefore be ascertained beforehand. By so doing, it will be possible to maximise what is euphemistically called the ‘you’ or ‘u’ benefits.

5. **The demonstration should not go wrong if it has been adequately rehearsed beforehand.** However, machines do break down and power supplies sometimes fail. Be prepared for such eventualities (e.g. rehearse an appropriate verbal ‘routine’ and have a back-up successful demonstration available on your laptop). The main point is not to be caught out unexpectedly and to be prepared to launch into a contingency routine as smoothly as possible.

**Conducting the demonstration**

1. Commence with a concise statement of what is to be done or proved.
2. Show how potential purchasers can participate in the demonstration process.
3. Make the demonstration as interesting and as satisfying as possible.
4. Show the potential purchaser how the product’s features can fulfil their needs or solve their problems.
5. Attempt to translate such needs into a desire to purchase.
6. Do not leave the purchaser until they are completely satisfied with the demonstration. Such satisfaction will help to justify ultimate expenditure and will also reduce the severity and incidence of any complaints that might arise after purchasing.
7. Summarise the main points by re-emphasising the purchasing benefits that have been put forward during the demonstration. Note that we state purchasing benefits and not sales benefits because purchasing benefits relate to individual buying behaviour.
8. The objectives of a demonstration should be: (a) to enable the salesperson to obtain a sale immediately (e.g. a car demonstration drive given to a member of the public); or (b) to pave the way for future negotiations (e.g. a car demonstration drive given to a car fleet buyer).
9. Depending on the objective above, in the case of (a) ask for the order now, or in the case of (b) arrange for further communication in the form of a meeting, telephone call, letter, an additional demonstration to other members of the decision-making unit, etc.

Information technology can allow multi-media demonstrations of industrial products in the buyer’s office. No longer is it always necessary for buyers to visit the supplier’s site or to provide facilities to act as video ‘show rooms’ for salespeople wishing to demonstrate their product using video projectors.
Advantages of demonstrations

1. Demonstrations are a useful ancillary in the selling process. They add realism to the sales routine in that they utilise more human senses than mere verbal descriptions or visual presentation.

2. When a potential customer is participating in a demonstration, it is easier for the salesperson to ask questions in order to ascertain buying behaviour. This means that the salesperson will not need to emphasise inappropriate purchasing motives later in the selling process.

3. Such demonstrations enable the salesperson to maximise the ‘u’ benefits to potential purchasers. In other words, the salesperson can relate product benefits to match the potential buyer’s buying behaviour and adopt a more creative approach, rather than concentrating on a pre-prepared sales routine.

4. Customers’ objections can be more easily overcome if they can be persuaded to take part in the demonstration process. In fact, many potential objections may never even be aired because the demonstration process will make them invalid. It is a fact that a sale is more likely to ensue if fewer objections can be advanced initially, even if such objections can be satisfactorily overcome.

5. There are advantages to customers in that it is easier for them to ask questions in a more realistic way in order to ascertain the product’s utility more clearly and quickly.

6. Purchasing inhibitions are more quickly overcome and buyers declare their purchasing interest sooner than in face-to-face selling/buying situations. This makes the demonstration a very efficient sales tool.

7. Once a customer has participated in a demonstration there is less likelihood of ‘customer remorse’ (i.e. the doubt that value for money is not good value after all). By taking part in the demonstration and tacitly accepting its results, the purchaser has bought the product and not been sold it.

Guarantees

Guarantees of product reliability, after-sales service and delivery supported by penalty clauses can build confidence towards the salesperson’s claims and lessen the costs to the buyer should something go wrong. Their establishment is a matter for company policy rather than the salesperson’s discretion but, where offered, the salesperson should not underestimate their importance in the sales presentation.

Trial orders

The final strategy for risk reduction is for salespeople to encourage trial orders, even though they may be uneconomic in company terms and in terms of salespeoples’ time in the short term, when faced with a straight re-buy (see Chapter 3). Buyers who habitually purchase supplies from one supplier may recognise that change involves unwarranted risk. It may be that the only way for a new supplier to break through this impasse is to secure a small order which, in effect, permits the demonstration of the company’s capability to provide consistently high-quality products promptly. The confidence, thus built, may lead to a higher percentage of the customer’s business in the longer term.
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Focus
Acton Mobile Industries had historically managed their sales process with spreadsheets and other paper-based means. Under new management, the company made a business decision to automate their sales process using XSalerator.com™ in order to increase revenue and sales effectiveness through a shortened sales cycle, implementation of best practices, and the ability to provide senior management with accurate real-time forecasting data.

Client overview
With headquarters in Baltimore, Maryland, and 15 offices in 12 states, Acton Mobile Industries has been servicing the mobile office and modular building industry since 1970. Through the ability to quickly deliver temporary space that makes job surveillance and project management both comfortable and convenient, the company has become the leader in providing mobile offices and modular buildings to suit customer-specific needs. Acton Mobile Industries provides temporary space for construction sites, schools and industry in a variety of sizes and for varying lengths of time.

Situational overview
Acton Mobile Industries made a business decision to automate their sales process with a web-based salesforce automation system in order to better manage the sales process from lead development to closed orders. The Chapman Group was engaged to implement their proprietary salesforce automation solution (XSalerator.com™) through a three-phase process consisting of an assessment, customisation, and implementation phase.

Efforts
The Chapman Group (TCG) worked with a client team consisting of senior members of Acton Mobile Industries in the corporate office and various members of the field salesforce in order to further develop the strategic objectives, goals and vision for the project. This provided an opportunity to gain valuable insight into Acton Mobile Industries’ sales process in order to target key areas of improvement through the implementation of the new salesforce automation package. During this initial assessment phase, Chapman Group met with key stakeholders to create ownership of the proposed salesforce automation concept. The next phase involved tailoring and customizing XSalerator.com™ to provide the sales team with a system that would enable them to meet their quotas more
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consistently and provide them with a reliable reinforcement of sales best practices. The user interface of the system was designed with key performance indicators from Acton Mobile Industries’ market in mind, including a variety of charts, graphs and analysis. Each screen within XSalerator.com™ was reviewed during this process, culminating in a user-friendly, results-focused system.

Results

Since going live in February 2004, Acton Mobile Industries has experienced radical improvements in the areas of forecasting, prospect development, closed business and order fulfilment. Employees received an intensive one-day training session that introduced them to the system and provided them with a roadmap for future success. Results point to a more effective sales process and a renewed sense of strategy and direction of the sales division for all employees.

Source: adapted from www.ChapmanHQ.com, with permission.

8.5 DEALING WITH OBJECTIONS

Objections are any concerns or questions raised by the buyer. While some objections are an expression of confusion, doubt or disagreement with the statements or information presented by the salesperson, objections should not always be viewed with dismay by salespeople. Many objections are simply expressions of interest by the buyer. What the buyer is asking for is further information because they are interested in what the salesperson is saying. The problem is that the buyer is not yet convinced. Objections highlight the issues that are important to the buyer. For example, when training salespeople, Ford makes the point that customers’ objections are signposts to what is really on their minds.

An example will illustrate these points. Suppose an industrial salesperson working for an adhesives manufacturer is faced with the following objection: ‘Why should I buy your new adhesive gun when my present method of applying adhesive – direct from the tube – is perfectly satisfactory?’ This type of objection is clearly an expression of a desire for additional information. The salesperson’s task is to provide it in a manner that does not antagonise the buyer and yet is convincing. It is a fact of human nature that the argument that is supported by the greater weight of evidence does not always win the day; people do not like to be proved wrong. The very act of changing a supplier may be resisted because it implies criticism of a past decision on
the part of the buyer. For a salesperson to disregard the emotional aspects of dealing with objections is to court disaster. The situation to be avoided is where the buyers dig in their heels on principle because of the salesperson’s attitude.

The internet can aid the creation of convincing answers to objections. The salesperson can guide buyers to the firm’s website where frequently asked questions and testimonials may be found. Potential customers might also be directed to favourable online reviews at independent websites. This improved dialogue between sellers and buyers can improve the chances of a successful sale.¹⁵

So, the effective approach for dealing with objections involves two areas: the preparation of convincing answers and the development of a range of techniques for answering objections in a manner that permits the acceptance of these answers without loss of face on the part of the buyer. The first area has been covered in the previous chapter. A number of techniques will now be reviewed to illustrate how the second objective may be accomplished. These are shown in Figure 8.2.

Listen and do not interrupt

Experienced salespeople know that the impression given to buyers by the salesperson who interrupts midstream is that the salesperson believes that:

- the objection is obviously wrong;
- it is trivial;
- it is not worth the salesperson’s time to let the buyer finish.
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Sales technique

Interruption denies the buyer the kind of respect they are entitled to, and may lead to a misunderstanding of the real substance behind the objection. The correct approach is to listen carefully, attentively and respectfully. The buyer will appreciate the fact that the salesperson is taking the problem seriously and the salesperson will gain through having a clear and full understanding of the true nature of the problem.

Agree and counter

This approach maintains the respect that the salesperson shows to the buyer. The salesperson first agrees that what the buyer is saying is sensible and reasonable, before then putting forward an alternative point of view. It therefore takes the edge off the objection and creates a climate of agreement rather than conflict. For example:

Buyer: The problem with your tractor is that it costs more than your competition.

Salesperson: Yes, the initial cost of the tractor is a little higher than competitors’ models, but I should like to show you how, over the lifetime of the machine, ours works out to be far more economical.

This example shows why the method is sometimes called the ‘yes . . . but’ technique. The ‘yes’ precedes the agree statement, while the ‘but’ prefaces the counter-argument. There is no necessity to use these words, however. In fact, in some sales situations the buyer may be so accustomed to having salespeople use them that the technique loses some of its effectiveness. Fortunately there are other less blatant approaches:

- ‘I can appreciate your concern that the machine is more expensive than the competition. However, I should like to show you . . .’
- ‘Customer XYZ made the same comment a year ago. I can assure you that he is highly delighted with his decision to purchase because the cost savings over the lifetime of the machine more than offset the initial cost difference.’
- ‘That’s absolutely right – the initial cost is a little higher. That’s why I want to show you . . .’

The use of the reference selling technique can be combined with the agree and counter method to provide a powerful counter to an objection. For example, salespeople of media space in newspapers that are given away free to the public often encounter the following objection:

Buyer [e.g. car dealer]: Your newspaper is given away free. Most of the people who receive it throw it away without even reading it.

Salesperson: I can understand your concern that a newspaper which is free may not be read. However, a great many people do read it to find out what second-hand cars are on the market. Mr Giles of Grimethorpe Motors has been advertising with us for two years and he is delighted with the results.
The straight denial

This method has to be handled with a great deal of care since the danger is that it will result in exactly the kind of antagonism that the salesperson is wishing to avoid. However, it can be used when the buyer is clearly seeking factual information. For example:

**Buyer:** I expect that this upholstery will be difficult to clean.

**Salesperson:** No, Mr Buyer, absolutely not. This material is made from a newly developed synthetic fibre that resists stains and allows marks to be removed simply by using soap, water and a clean cloth.

Question the objection

Sometimes an objection is raised which is so general as to be difficult to counter. For example, a customer might say they do not like the appearance of the product, or that the product is not good quality. In this situation the salesperson should question the nature of the objection in order to clarify the specific problem at hand. Sometimes this results in a major objection being reduced to one which can easily be dealt with.

**Buyer:** I’m sorry but I don’t like the look of that car.

**Salesperson:** Could you tell me exactly what it is that you don’t like the look of?

**Buyer:** I don’t like the pattern on the seats.

**Salesperson:** Well, in fact this model can be supplied in a number of different upholstery designs. Shall we have a look at the catalogue to see if there is a pattern to your liking?

Another benefit of questioning objections is that in trying to explain the exact nature of objections buyers may themselves realise these are really quite trivial.

Forestall the objection

With this method, the salesperson not only anticipates an objection and plans its counter, but actually raises the objection as part of their sales presentation.

There are two advantages of doing this. First, the timing of the objection is controlled by the salesperson. Consequently, it can be planned so that it is raised at the most appropriate time for it to be dealt with effectively. Second, since it is raised by the salesperson, the buyer is not placed in a position where, having raised a problem, they feel that it must be defended.

The danger with using this method, however, is that the salesperson may highlight a problem that had not occurred to the buyer. It is most often used where a salesperson is faced with the same objection being raised time after time. Perhaps buyers are continually raising the problem that the salesperson is working for one of the smallest companies in the industry. The salesperson may pre-empt the objection in the following manner: ‘My company is smaller than most in the industry which means that we respond more quickly to our customers’ needs and try that bit harder to make sure our customers are happy.’
Turn the objection into a trial close

A trial close is where a salesperson attempts to conclude the sale without prejudicing the chances of continuing the selling process with the buyer should they refuse to commit themselves.

The ability of a salesperson to turn the objection into a trial close is dependent upon perfect timing and considerable judgement. Usually it will be attempted after the selling process is well under way and the salesperson judges that only one objection remains. Under these conditions they might say the following: ‘If I can satisfy you that the fuel consumption of this car is no greater than that of the Vauxhall Vectra, would you buy it?’

When dealing with objections, the salesperson should remember that heated arguments are unlikely to win sales – buyers buy from their friends, not their enemies.

Hidden objections

Not all prospects state their objections. They may prefer to say nothing because to raise an objection may cause offence or prolong the sales interaction. Such people may believe that staying on friendly terms with the salesperson and at the end of the interview stating that they will think over the proposal is the best tactic in a no-buy situation. The correct salesperson’s response to hidden objections is to ask questions in an attempt to uncover their nature. If a salesperson believes that a buyer is unwilling to reveal their true objections, they should ask such questions as the following:

• ‘Is there anything so far which you are unsure about?’
• ‘Is there anything on your mind?’
• ‘What would it take to convince you?’

Uncovering hidden objections is crucial to successful selling because to convince someone it is necessary to know what they need to be convinced of. However, with uncommunicative buyers this may be difficult. As a last resort the salesperson may need to ‘second guess’ the reluctant buyer and suggest an issue that they believe is causing the problem and ask a question such as: ‘I don’t think you’re totally convinced about the better performance of our product, are you?’

8.6 NEGOTIATION

In some selling situations, the salesperson or sales team have a degree of discretion with regard to the terms of the sale. Negotiation may therefore enter into the sales process. Sellers may negotiate price, credit terms, delivery times, trade-in values and other aspects of the commercial transaction. The deal that is arrived at will depend on the balance of power (see Chapter 7) and the negotiating skills of the respective parties.

The importance of preparation has already been mentioned in the previous chapter. The buyer’s needs, the competition that the supplier faces and knowledge about the buyer’s business and the pressures on them should be estimated. However, there are a number of other guidelines to aid the salespeople actually engaged in the negotiation process.
Start high but be realistic

There are several good reasons for making the opening stance high. First, the buyer might agree to it. Second, it provides room for negotiation. A buyer may come to expect concessions from a seller in return for purchasing. This situation is prevalent in the car market. It is unusual for a car salesperson not to reduce the advertised price of a car for a cash purchaser. When considering how high to go, the limiting factor must be to keep within the buyer’s realistic expectations; otherwise they may not be willing to talk to the seller in the first place.

Attempt to trade concession for concession

Sometimes it may be necessary to give a concession simply to secure the sale. A buyer might say that they are willing to buy if the seller drops the price by £100. If the seller has left some negotiating room, this may be perfectly acceptable. However, in other circumstances, especially when the seller has a degree of power through being able to meet buyer requirements better than competition, the seller may be able to trade concessions from the buyer. A simple way of achieving this is by means of the ‘if . . . then’ technique.\textsuperscript{16}

- ‘If you are prepared to arrange collection of these goods at our premises, then I am prepared to knock £10 off the purchase price.’
- ‘If you are prepared to make payment within 28 days, then I am willing to offer a 2.5 per cent discount.’

This is a valuable tool at the disposal of the negotiator since it promotes movement towards agreement while ensuring that proposals to give the buyer something are matched by proposals for a concession in return.

It is sensible, at the preparation stage, to evaluate possible concessions in the light of their costs and values, not only to the seller but also to the buyer. In the example above, the costs of delivery to the seller might be much higher than the costs of collection to the buyer. The net effect of the proposal, therefore, is that the salesperson is offering a benefit to the buyer at very little cost to the seller.

Implement behavioural skills

Graham\textsuperscript{17} reports on research carried out by the Huthwaite Research Group into negotiation effectiveness. By comparing skilled, effective negotiators with their average counterparts, the researchers identified a set of behavioural skills that are associated with negotiation success. These are:

- \textit{Ask lots of questions:} questions seek information (knowledge is power) and identify the feelings of the buyer. They also give control (the person asking the questions directs the topic of conversation), provide thinking time while the buyer answers and are an alternative to outright disagreement.
- \textit{Use labelling behaviour:} this announces the behaviour about to be used. Examples of labelling behaviour are ‘Can I ask you a question?’, ‘I should like to make two further points’ and ‘May I summarise?’
• But do not label disagreement: a likely way of ensuring your argument does not get a fair hearing is to announce in advance to the other party that you are going to contradict their argument. Statements like ‘I totally disagree with that point’ or ‘I cannot accept what you have just said’ are bound to make the other party defensive.

• Maintain clarity by testing understanding and summarising: testing understanding is a behaviour which seeks to identify whether or not a previous contribution has been understood. Summarising is a behaviour which restates in a compact form the content of previous discussions. An example of this combined behaviour would be, ‘Let me see if I’ve got this right. You are saying that if we could deliver next week, match the competition on price and provide a day’s worth of free training, you would place an order with us today.’

• Give feelings: contrary to conventional wisdom, skilled negotiators are not poker-faced. They express their feelings, which makes them appear human, creates an atmosphere of trust and can be an alternative to giving hard facts.

• Avoid counter-proposing: this is a proposal of any type which follows a proposal given by the other party without first demonstrating consideration of their proposal. Counter-proposing is usually an instant turnoff. If the seller is not prepared to give due consideration to the buyer’s proposal, why should the buyer listen to the seller’s?

• Avoid the use of irritators: these are behaviours which are likely to annoy the other party through self-praise and/or condescension. Statements like ‘Listen, young man, I think you’re going to find this a very attractive and generous offer’, are likely to be more irritating than persuasive. The response will be ‘I’m best placed to judge your offer, and don’t patronise me.’

• Do not dilute your arguments: common sense suggests that presenting as many arguments in favour of a proposal is the correct way to gain acceptance. The problem is that as more and more points are advanced they tend to become weaker. This allows the buyer to attack the weaker ones and the discussion becomes focused on them. The correct approach is to present only a few strong arguments rather than a complete list of both stronger and weaker points. This avoids the risk of the weak arguments diluting the power of the strong points.

In addition to these behavioural skills, Buskirk and Buskirk (1995) suggest a further one:

• Avoid personalising the discussion: negotiations should never get personal. Negotiators should never say ‘You’re being ridiculous’ or ‘Your price is too low.’ Calling someone’s statement ‘ridiculous’ is an affront. Personal pronouns should be taken out of speech patterns. Instead say ‘That price is too low.’

Buyers’ negotiating techniques

Buyers also have a number of techniques that they use in negotiations. Sellers should be aware of their existence, for sometimes their effect can be devastating. Kennedy, Benson and Macmillan describe a number of techniques designed to weaken the position of the unsuspecting sales negotiator.

First, the shotgun approach involves the buyer saying, ‘Unless you agree immediately to a price reduction of 20 per cent we’ll have to look elsewhere for a
supplier.’ In a sense, this is the ‘if . . . then’ technique played on the seller, but in this setting the consequences are more serious. The correct response depends on the outcome of the assessment of the balance of power conducted during preparation. If the buyer does have a number of options, all of which offer the same kind of benefits as the seller’s product, then the seller may have to concede. If the seller’s product offers clear advantages over the competition, the salesperson may be able to resist the challenge.

A second ploy used by buyers is the ‘sell cheap, the future looks bright’ technique: ‘We cannot pretend that our offer meets you on price, but the real payoff for you will come in terms of future sales.’ This may be a genuine statement – in fact the seller’s own objective may have been to gain a foothold in the buyer’s business. At other times it is a gambit to extract the maximum price concession from the seller. If the seller’s position is reasonably strong they should ask for specific details and firm commitments.

A final technique is known as ‘Noah’s Ark’ – because it’s been around that long! The buyer says, tapping a file with one finger, ‘You’ll have to do much better in terms of price. I have quotations from your competitors that are much lower.’ The salesperson’s response depends on their level of confidence. The salesperson can call the buyer’s bluff and ask to see the quotations; or take the initiative by stating that they assume the buyer is wishing for them to justify the price; or, if flushed with the confidence of past success, can say ‘Then I advise you to accept one of them.’

### 8.7 CLOSING THE SALE

The skills and techniques discussed so far are not in themselves sufficient for consistent sales success. A final ingredient is necessary to complete the mix – the ability to close the sale.

Some salespeople believe that an effective presentation should lead the buyer to ask for the product without the seller needing to close the sale. This sometimes happens, but more usually it will be necessary for the salesperson to take the initiative. This is because no matter how well the salesperson identifies buyer needs, matches product benefits to them and overcomes objections, there is likely to be some doubt still present in the mind of the buyer. This doubt may manifest itself in the wish to delay the decision. Would it not be better to think things over? Would it not be sensible to see what competitor XYZ has to offer? The plain truth, however, is that if the buyer does put off buying until another day it is as likely that they will buy from the competition. While the seller is there, the seller has the advantage over the competition; thus part of the salesperson’s job is to try to close the sale.

Why, then, are some salespeople reluctant to close a sale? The problem lies in the fact that most people fear rejection. Closing the sale asks the buyer to say yes or no. Sometimes it will be no and the salesperson will have been rejected. Avoiding closing the sale does not result in more sales, but rejection is less blatant. Thus, the most important point to grasp is not to be afraid to close. Accept the fact that some buyers will inevitably respond negatively, but be confident that more will buy than if no close had been used.
A major consideration is timing. A general rule is to attempt to close the sale when the buyer displays heightened interest or a clear intention to purchase the product. Salespeople should therefore look out for such **buying signals** and respond accordingly. Purchase intentions are unlikely to grow continuously throughout the sales presentation. They are more likely to rise and fall as the presentation progresses (see Figure 8.3). The true situation is reflected by a series of peaks and troughs. An example will explain why this should be so. When a salesperson talks about a key benefit that exactly matches the buyer’s needs, purchase intentions are likely to rise sharply. However, the buyer then perhaps raises a problem, which decreases the level, or doubts arise in the buyer’s mind as to whether the claims made for the product are completely justified. This causes purchase intentions to fall, only to be followed by an increase as the salesperson overcomes the objection or substantiates the claim.

In theory the salesperson should attempt to close at a peak. In practice, judging when to close is difficult. The buyer may be feigning disinterest and throughout a sales interview several peaks may be expected to occur. Which peak should be chosen for the close? Part of the answer lies in experience. Experienced salespeople know intuitively if intentions are sufficiently favourable for a close to be worthwhile. Also, if need and problem identification have been conducted properly, the salesperson knows that a rough guide as to when to close is after they match all product benefits to customer needs; theoretically, intentions should be at a peak then.

Not all buyers conform to this theoretical plan, however, and the salesperson should be prepared to close even if the planned sales presentation is incomplete. The method to use is the **trial close**. This technique involves asking for the order in such a way that if the timing is premature the presentation can continue with the minimum of interruption. Perhaps early in the presentation the customer might say, ‘Yes, that’s just what I’m looking for’, to which the salesperson replies, ‘Good, when do you think you would like delivery?’ Even if the buyer says they have not made up their mind yet, the salesperson can continue with the presentation or ask the customer a question, depending on which is most appropriate to the situation.
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*Figure 8.3* The level of buyers’ purchase intentions throughout a sales presentation
A time will come during the sales interview when the salesperson has discussed all the product benefits and answered all the customer’s questions. It is, clearly, decision time; the buyer is enthusiastic but hesitant. There are a number of closing techniques which the salesperson can use (see Figure 8.4).

**Simply ask for the order**

The simplest technique involves asking directly for the order:

- ‘Shall I reserve you one?’
- ‘Would you like to buy it?’
- ‘Do you want it?’

The key to using this technique is to keep silent after you have asked for the order. The salesperson has asked a closed question implying a yes or no answer. To break the silence effectively lets the buyer off the hook. The buyer will forget the first question and reply to the salesperson’s later comment.

**Summarise and then ask for the order**

This technique allows the salesperson to remind the buyer of the main points in the sales argument in a manner that implies that the moment for decision has come and that buying is the natural extension of the proceedings.
‘Well, Mr Smith, we have agreed that the ZDXL4 model meets your requirements of low noise, high productivity and driver comfort at a cost which you can afford. May I go ahead and place an order for this model?’

The concession close

This involves keeping one concession in reserve to use as the final push towards agreement: ‘If you are willing to place an order now, I’m willing to offer an extra 2.5 per cent discount.’

The alternative close

This closing technique assumes that the buyer is willing to purchase but moves the decision to whether the colour should be red or blue, the delivery should be Tuesday or Friday, the payment in cash or credit, etc. In such circumstances the salesperson suggests two alternatives, the agreement to either thus closing the sale:

- ‘Would you like the red one or the blue one?’
- ‘Would you like it delivered on Tuesday or Friday?’

This technique has been used by salespeople for many years and consequently should be used with care, especially with professional buyers who are likely to have experienced its use many times and know exactly what the salesperson is doing.

The objection close

This closing technique has been mentioned briefly earlier in this chapter. It involves the use of an objection as a stimulus to buy. The salesperson who is convinced that the objection is the major stumbling block to the sale can gain commitment from the buyer by saying, ‘If I can convince you that this model is the most economical in its class, will you buy it?’ A positive response from the buyer and reference to an objective statistical comparison by the seller effectively seal the sale.

Action agreement

In some situations it is inappropriate to attempt to close the sale. For many industrial goods the sales cycle is long and a salesperson who attempts to close the sale at early meetings may cause annoyance. In selling pharmaceutical products, for example, salespeople do not try to close a sale but instead attempt to achieve ‘action agreement’ whereby either the salesperson or doctor agree to do something before their next meeting. This technique has the effect of helping the doctor–salesperson relationship to develop and continue.
A useful characteristic for salespeople is persistence. Making a decision to spend large quantities of money is not easy. In most sales situations, no one product is better than its competitors on all evaluative criteria. This means that the salespeople for all of these products stand some chance of success. The final decision may go to the one who is most persistent in their attempts to persuade the customer that the product meets the buyer’s needs. Children learn very quickly that if they are initially refused what they want, asking a second or third time may be successful. The key is knowing where to draw the line before persistence leads to annoyance.

Once the sale is agreed, the salesperson should follow two rules. First, they should never display emotions. No matter how important the sale, and how delighted the salesperson feels, they should remain calm and professional. There will be plenty of opportunity later to be euphoric. Second, leave as quickly as is courteously possible. The longer they stay around, the greater the chance that the buyers will change their minds, and cancel the order.

8.8 FOLLOW-UP

This final stage in the sales process is necessary to ensure that the customer is satisfied with the purchase and no problems with factors such as delivery, installation, product use and training have arisen. Salespeople may put off the follow-up call because it does not result in an immediate order. However, for most companies repeat business is the hallmark of success and the follow-up call can play a major role by showing that the salesperson really cares about the customer rather than only being interested in making sales.

The follow-up call can also be used to provide reassurance that the purchase was the right one. As we have already seen, many customers suffer from cognitive dissonance, that is being anxious that they have made the right choice.

Advances in technology have changed the way the follow-up is made. Traditionally it was done with a telephone call, a letter thanking the customer for the sale and asking if the product was meeting expectations, or the salesperson ‘dropping by’ to see if any problems had arisen. Today, email is frequently used, particularly in business to business situations. Emails are quick and efficient at reaching customers, and allow them to respond quickly if difficulties arise.20

Websites can also be used to remind buyers about post-purchase support resources and salespeople can maintain an open dialogue with buyers through online user newsletters. Companies such as Dell and Xerox allow customers to log into a secure buyer website to track the status of their orders, order products online or pay invoices.21

This chapter has stressed the importance of changing the sales approach according to the differing needs and circumstances of customers. The boxed case discussion continues this theme by showing how different British and German customers can be.
Selling in Germany

Salespeople have to be aware of the need to adapt their approach to differing customers and different ways of doing business. Major differences in the ways British and German companies do business were described by two German employees of British computer company Psion:

With German firms there is much greater emphasis on bureaucracy and proper procedure. With British firms things are done in a much more off-the-cuff way which means that they can react more flexibly and it is possible to act on a client’s requirements very rapidly. In Germany, particularly with big German companies, you have to go through a very long bureaucratic procedure.

I think the Germans are very precise. Their attitude is ‘I want this thing by 10.15 am not at 10.16 am.’ If you order something in the UK, you ask ‘When will it arrive?’ You will be told ‘You’ll have it next month.’

The office hierarchy is very important in Germany. For example, office subordinates may not be willing to take even the smallest decision while their boss is away. Salespeople can waste a lot of valuable time under such circumstances by attempting to sell to persons not authorised to take the decision of whether to buy the product or not.

The Germans place great emphasis on personal contact and usually expect to meet business partners face-to-face. However, one-to-one meetings are rare, with senior executives normally bringing along at least one colleague. Sometimes they appear confident, almost arrogant. The correct response is to be polite and correct. Germans are not impressed by covering up uncertainty with humour, particularly not at first meetings.

German business people should be addressed by their title and surname: Herr Schmidt or Frau Strauss. Dress is sober. Lunch is an important element in German business negotiations, although it may well be in the company canteen since business guests are rarely invited out for lavish meals.

Often suppliers’ salesforces are expected to negotiate with purchasing departments which may have considerable organisational power. Attempts to bypass the purchasing department may cause annoyance. Face-to-face contact at trade fairs and advertising campaigns are often used to communicate with engineers and other technical people.

8.9 CONCLUSIONS

The skills involved in personal selling have been explored in this chapter. The necessary skills have been examined under the following headings:

1. The opening.
3. Presentation and demonstration.
4. Dealing with objections.
5. Negotiation.
6. Closing the sale.
7. The follow-up.

The emphasis in this chapter has been on identifying the needs and problems of the potential buyer and presenting a product or service as a means of fulfilling that need or solving that problem. Having identified the skills necessary for successful selling, in Chapter 9 we will examine the role of key account management in the selling process.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

Mordex Photocopier Company

You have an appointment to see George Kirby, sales office manager of Plastic Foods Ltd, with regard to the hire of a Mordex photocopier. You are bristling with anticipation as you know the present contract that Plastic Foods has with Clearprint, your closest competitor, is up for renewal. You have not met Mr Kirby before.

As you enter Mr Kirby’s office you notice that he appears a little under pressure. After introducing yourself, you say, ‘I’d like to talk with you about how we can improve the efficiency of your photocopying operation. I see that you use the Clearprint ZXR photocopier at the moment. What kinds of documents do you photocopy in the sales office?’

The discussion continues, with you attempting to assess his staff’s requirements with regard to photocopying facilities and his attitude towards the Clearprint machine. One need is the ability of the photocopier to collate automatically, since some of the documents photocopied are quite lengthy. Another requirement is for the photocopier to be of the highest quality since it is usual for photocopies of standard letters to be sent to clients. The Clearprint photocopier does not have a collating facility and the quality, while passable, is not totally satisfactory. Further, there are sometimes delays in repairing the machine when it breaks down, although generally it is quite reliable.

At the end of the discussion you summarise the points that have been raised: staff time is being wasted collating lengthy documents; the quality of photostat is not totally satisfactory; repairs are not always carried out promptly. Mr Kirby agrees that this is a fair summary.

Discussion question

During the sales interview the following objections were raised. How would you deal with them?

1. ‘I’m sorry, I have an urgent meeting in ten minutes’ time. Can we make it quick?’
2. ‘We haven’t had any major problems with the Clearprint so far.’
3. ‘Doesn’t your firm have a bad reputation?’
4. ‘Aren’t your hiring charges much higher than Clearprint’s?’
5. ‘How do I know your service will be any better than Clearprint’s?’
6. ‘My staff have got used to using the Clearprint. I’ll have to spend time showing them how to use your machine.’
7. ‘Let me think about it. The Clearprint rep is coming next week. I should like to discuss the points you’ve raised with him.’
Thomas Maggs is head buyer for cereals and cereal-related products at Morrisco Markets, one of Britain’s top supermarket chains. Morrisco has a 14 per cent share of the UK grocery market with a mixture of in-town and out-of-town stores fairly evenly spread across the country. Like most retail grocery buyers, Maggs is tough on his suppliers. He has to be, as competition among the big multiples is fierce and the ability to price low and retain a fair margin is the key to sustained financial success. The breakfast cereal market is highly competitive, fragmented and yet dominated by a number of ‘power brands’, such as Kellogg’s Corn Flakes, Weetabix and Shreddies, all of which spend large budgets on advertising and promotions. Maggs favours deep price cutting promotional activity in this market as he knows that it shifts stock fast. The cereal manufacturers tend to resist this form of promotion as much as they can, preferring to ‘add value’ to their products rather than reduce price, which they feel tends to undermine premium brand imagery.

Sonya Farquahar is Key Accounts Manager at Morning Foods Ltd, a large manufacturer of breakfast cereals with one or two heavily supported ‘power brands’ in its portfolio, such as Powergrains, a protein-rich crunchy cereal enjoying 8 per cent of the cereal market and Slymbites, a tasty, low-fat cereal targeted at young women, ready sweetened with aspartame, a no calorie sugar substitute, enjoying 5 per cent of the market. With distinct product differentiators, these two brands hold premium price positions and the company favours added value ‘themed’ promotions. Each brand is heavily supported with TV advertising. Riding on the back of the success of the two brands, each of them has been recently brand extended to cereal bars, competing with Jordans and other brands. The brand team at Morning Foods want to run promotions on the two brands offering free cereal bars in-pack as a means of generating trial for each of the extensions. Given the importance of these brands, the company is trying to use this as a lever to gain separate distribution for the bars. It seems to be working with most of the supermarket chains, but Morrisco is proving difficult to persuade – they don’t like to be dictated to and they don’t want another as yet unproven cereal bar on their shelves. Maggs at Morrisco is insisting on some form of deep price oriented promotion.

**TASK**

Students form three teams representing Morrisco Markets, Morning Foods Ltd and a team of observers. Each side has a set of objectives, ranked according to importance. Teams spend 20 minutes developing a negotiation strategy, identifying the objections that the other party is likely to make and preparing appropriate responses. Each team should nominate a representative or negotiating team. Each side is looking for a ‘win–win’ result. Each party has a fair idea what the other’s negotiation objectives will be.
Objectives: Morning Foods Ltd

Must have:

• ‘Added value’ promotions agreed for both brands – Powergrains in sales period May/June; Slymbites in sales period September/October;
• Trial of the cereal bar variants of each brand.

Would like:

• Stocking of cereal bar brand variants adjacent to Jordans, etc.

Objectives: Morrisco Markets

Must have:

• Effective price-based promotions for each brand;
• No agreement to stock cereal bars.

Would like:

• Specially printed Morrisco promotional packs;
• Special promotional TV support.

Source: Written by Andrew Pressey, Lecturer in Marketing, University of East Anglia. Neville Hunt, Lecturer in Marketing, University of Luton
A controlled sales process?

Sales research undertaken at Loughborough University examined the duration and proportion of time that car dealership salespeople spend on selling and selling-related activities, and examined the role and effectiveness of controlled sales processes.

Controlled sales processes – in theory

A controlled sales process in a car dealership usually involves a customer information form to collect customers’ contact details, details of their current car (and a valuation, if being considered as a part exchange), the car they are interested in, financing details, and information such as where they heard about the dealership.

For the process to be effective, a sales manager (or controller) issues and logs a customer information form to a salesperson for each customer that enters the showroom. The salesperson then gathers the details as part of the selling process with the customer, even if the customer is only browsing. The completed form is either retained by the salesperson or handed back to the controller. Each customer is discussed at sales meetings and action decided upon until the customer makes a purchase or the sale is lost. The process enables a sales manager to ensure that salespeople are managing prospects effectively.

This system, when used properly, does increase sales. It is especially important in car dealerships as many customers will be at the initial stage of information gathering and it may be months before they make a purchase. Therefore taking an interest in the customer, professionally collecting their details, undertaking courtesy follow-up calls and targeted promotional activity can help keep the dealership on the customer’s shortlist.

Controlled sales processes in practice

In reality the research identified that although the dealers said they operated a controlled sales process, they did not. Most allowed the salespeople to hold on to and log their own customer information sheets, which reduces the effectiveness of the system. Salespeople are subject to social and personal prejudices like everyone else. Consequently they interpret a situation and judge potential customers and determine whether or not they are a ‘tyre kicker’ (a time waster). Consequently many customers enter the showroom, are not interacted with professionally, are ignored and do not have their information collected or the information is collected but never followed up. How many times as a buyer in any sales situation have you felt that you weren’t taken seriously?

Controlled sales systems do work and bring in business that would otherwise be lost. Another Loughborough University study found that in a dealership where a
part-controlled system was in place, 50 per cent of customers were not followed up. Of those, 50 per cent had purchased elsewhere and 60 per cent of those purchased the same brand but at another dealership.

Sales are evidently lost when enquiries are not followed up. When enquiries are not even recorded, the potential loss of business is frightening.

Roadblocks to controlling a sales process?

One of the biggest roadblocks to implementing a controlled sales process is salespeople. They say: ‘I haven’t got time to follow up enquiries, I’m too busy with paperwork or dealing with “real” customers.’ The research disagrees with this statement. The *average* proportion of time salespeople spent on their activities in a working week was as follows:

- In new car consultations with customers – 13 per cent.
- In used car consultations with customers – 8 per cent.
- Sales administration – 19.5 per cent.
- Prospecting, following up enquiries – 10.5 per cent.
- Other activities outside the sales process (e.g. having a break, chatting, reading a newspaper, collecting cars from other dealerships) – 49 per cent. In some dealerships this figure was as high as 70 per cent.

It appears that there is time for operating and following up a full controlled sales process and consequently improving sales.


**Discussion questions**

1. This case study is based on car dealerships. How representative is this of other industries?
2. Why do salespeople spend so much time unproductively? How can this be reduced?
3. What management tools and techniques could be used to ensure a controlled sales process is effective? Could information technology help?
4. What are the benefits of an effective controlled sales process for the customer, the salesperson, the sales manager and the company?
1. If the product is right and the sales presentation is right, there is no need to close the sale. Discuss.

2. Discuss the ways in which a salesperson can attempt to identify buyer needs.
Key account management

OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Understand what a key account is and the advantages and disadvantages of key account management
2. Decide whether key account management is suitable in a given situation
3. Understand the criteria used to select key accounts
4. Appreciate the tasks and skills of key account management
5. Understand the special role and competences of global account management
6. Recognise the ways in which relationships with key accounts can be built
7. Identify the key components of a key account information and planning system
8. Appreciate the key success factors for key account management

KEY CONCEPTS

- global account management (GAM)
- key account information and planning system
- key account management
- relationship building
- relational development model
Important changes are taking place in the personal selling function. Companies are reducing the size of their salesforces in response to increasing buyer concentration, the trend towards centralised buying, and in recognition of the high costs of maintaining a field salesforce. This latter factor has fuelled a move towards telemarketing. Perhaps the most significant change, however, has been the rise in importance of selling to, and managing key accounts resulting from, the growing concentration of buying power into fewer hands. These days companies often find over 70 per cent of sales coming from a few key customers. These key customers require special treatment since the loss of even one of them would significantly affect a supplier’s sales and profits. In addition to the concentration of buying power, Weibaker and Weeks (1997) have noted several business conditions that stimulated the movement to key account management. These were that a small number of buying companies accounted for a large proportion of suppliers’ sales, increased pressure by customers on suppliers to improve service and the wide geographic dispersion of buyers of the same company, which encouraged some suppliers to adopt key account management as a way of presenting a co-ordinated front.

They also noted that there was increased pressure on buyers to reduce costs, greater pressure from customers to improve communications and a heightened desire to develop partnerships. Previously, the usual arrangement was for salespeople to be responsible for selling to companies only within their own geographic territory. As buyers demanded higher quality service and lower costs, some companies began assigning a single salesperson to manage and develop a few accounts. The improved service and responsiveness to the key account customer was valued by those customers who were looking to off-load some of the responsibilities normally handled by their own employees. Furthermore, suppliers also appear to gain, as research by Homburg, Workman and Jensen (2000) shows that actively managing key accounts results in improved supplier performance.

In this chapter we shall discuss what a key account is, the advantages and drawbacks to key account management, the factors that influence the move to key account management, the criteria used to select key accounts, the skills required and how to select, and sell to, key accounts. Since the objective of key account management is to develop relationships over time, we shall also examine how to build account relationships. Next, we shall consider key account planning and evaluation. Finally, key success factors for key account management will be discussed.

9.1 WHAT IS KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT?

Key account management is a strategy used by suppliers to target and serve high-potential customers with complex needs by providing them with special treatment in the areas of marketing, administration and service. In order to receive key account status, a customer must have high sales potential. A second characteristic is that of complex buying behaviour; for example, large decision-making units with many choice criteria are often found in dispersed geographical locations. The decision-making unit may be located in different functional
areas and varying operating units. Third, key account status is more likely to be
given to customers willing to enter into a long-term alliance or partnership.
Such relationships offer buyers many benefits including reliability of supply, risk
reduction, easier problem-solving, better communications and high levels of
service. Key accounts that are geographically widespread are often called national
accounts.

Key account management has three features. First, key account management
involves special treatment of major customers that is not offered to other accounts.
This may involve preferential treatment in the areas of pricing, products, services,
distribution and information sharing. This may take the form of special pricing,
customisation of products, provision of special services, customisation of services,
joint co-ordination of distribution and workflow, information sharing and joint
development of business processes and new products. Second, it is associated
with dedicated key account managers who typically serve several key accounts.
They may be placed in the suppliers’ headquarters, in the local sales organisation
of the key account’s country, or sometimes on the premises of the key account.
Third, key account management requires a multifunctional effort involving, in
addition to sales, such groups as engineering, marketing, finance, information
technology, research and development and logistics. Such cross-functional selling
teams have the ability to increase an organisation’s competitive advantage and are
employed by such companies as Bayer, Procter & Gamble, Xerox, ABB and Kraft
Foods.

Key account handling requires a special kind of attention from the seller
that may be beyond the capacity of the regular field salesforce. Some of the key re-
sponsibilities of key account managers are planning and developing relationships
with a wide range of people in the customer firms, mobilising personnel and other
resources in their own firms to assist the account, and co-ordinating and motivat-
ing the efforts and communications of their company’s field salespeople in their
calls on the various departments, divisions and geographical locations of the key
account.

According to Hise and Reid, the six most critical conditions needed to ensure the
success of key account management are as follows:

• integration of the key account programme into the company’s overall sales
effort;
• senior management’s understanding of, and support for, the key account unit’s
role;
• clear and practical lines of communication between outlying sales and service
units;
• establishment of objectives and missions;
• compatible working relationships between sales management and field sales-
people;
• clear definition and identification of customers to be designated for key account
status.

Some important distinctions between transactional selling and key account man-
agement are shown in Table 9.1.
9.2 ADVANTAGES AND DANGERS OF KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT TO SELLERS

A number of advantages to the supplier have been identified with key account management:

1. *Close working relationships with the customer* – the salesperson knows who makes what decisions and who influences the various players involved in the decision-making process. Technical specialists from the selling organisation can call on technical people (e.g. engineers) in the buying organisation, and salespeople can call upon administrators, buyers and financial people armed with the commercial arguments for buying.

2. *Better follow-up on sales and service* – the extra resources devoted to the key account means there is more time to follow up and provide service after a key sale has been concluded.

3. *More in-depth penetration of the DMU* – there is more time to cultivate relationships within the key account. Salespeople can ‘pull’ the buying decision through the organisation from the users, deciders and influencers to the buyer, rather than face the more difficult task of ‘pushing’ it through the buyer into the organisation, as is done with more traditional sales approaches.

4. *Higher sales* – most companies that have adopted key account selling techniques claim that sales have risen as a result.

5. *The provision of an opportunity for advancement for career salespeople* – a tiered salesforce system with key account selling at the top provides promotional opportunities for salespeople who wish to advance within the salesforce rather than enter a traditional sales management position.


7. *Co-operation* – on research and development for new products and joint promotions (e.g. within the fast-moving consumer goods/retail sector).

8. *Integrated systems* – information communication technology (ICT) integration can benefit suppliers in the areas of delivery and billing.
However, Burnett\textsuperscript{11} points out that key account management is not without its potential dangers. For example:

1. When resources are channelled towards a limited number of companies, the supplier runs the risk of increased dependence on, and vulnerability to, relatively few customers.
2. The risk of pressure on profit margins if a customer chooses to abuse its key account status.
3. The possible danger of a customer applying ever-increasing demands for higher levels of service and attention once they know that they have preferred customer status.
4. Focusing resources on a few key accounts may lead to neglect of smaller accounts, some of which may have high, long-term potential.
5. The team approach required by key account management may be at odds with the career aspirations of certain high achievers who prefer a more individualistic approach and object to the dilution of praise which has to be shared with other people when a big order is won. Thus care is required when recruiting key account salespeople.

It should also be recognised that not all major customers may want to have close key account managed relationships. Some companies prefer to carry out their buying on a transactional selling model with their purchasing professionals trading off quality with price, and using their market power to extract the best deal. Some supermarkets are regarded by many of their suppliers as buying on such a basis.\textsuperscript{12}

### 9.3 ADVANTAGES AND DANGERS OF KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT TO CUSTOMERS

Customers also derive benefits from key account management.\textsuperscript{13}

1. \textit{Improved service}: the special attention afforded by key account management improves service levels (including responsiveness) for the customer.
2. \textit{Improved communication and co-ordination}: the customer has a single point of contact on the supplier side (the key account manager). In more complex situations, the customer knows who constitutes the supplier’s selling team (including account managers and production, engineering and marketing specialists) and, therefore whom to contact when a problem arises.
3. \textit{Improved terms}: key account customers are in a strong bargaining position to negotiate low prices and credit terms because of their importance to suppliers.
4. \textit{Avoidance of switching costs}: customers benefit from working long-term with suppliers avoiding the costs associated with having to switch supplier.
5. \textit{Customised offerings}: a result of KAM relationships can be adapted or fully customised product offerings designed to meet the specific needs of the customer.
6. \textit{Integrated systems}: customers can gain by the integration of information communication technology (ICT) for delivery and billing.
7. **Co-operation on research and development:** can aid new product development and joint promotions (e.g. within the supermarket sector) can cut costs and improve effectiveness.

There are also potential dangers for customers involved in key account management relationships:

1. Over-reliance on one (or a few) seller(s) can lead to supply problems should the seller encounter production or delivery difficulties.
2. Doing business with the same seller over a long period can lead to complacency on the supplier’s side resulting in lower service levels.
3. Established relationships with the same seller can lead to complacency on the customer’s side resulting in missed opportunities with other more efficient and innovative companies.

### 9.4 DECIDING WHETHER TO USE KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

An important question is the suitability of key account management to suppliers. Clearly it is only one form of salesforce organisation (others are discussed in Chapter 15, which covers organisation and compensation) and care is needed in deciding whether the extra resources and costs associated with its implementation can be justified. The greater the extent to which the following circumstances exist, the more likely a company is to move towards setting up key accounts:

1. A small number of customers account for a high proportion of the supplier’s sales.
2. There is potential for differentiation of the product and/or service provided by the supplier in a way that is highly valued by the customer.
3. Customers exhibit complex buying behaviour with large decision-making units applying varied choice criteria, often in multiple locations, meaning that a geographical organisational structure is inappropriate.
4. Multifunction contacts between supplier and customer are required.
5. Significant cost savings are possible through dealing selectively with a small number of large customers, and joint agreements of production and delivery schedules.
6. There is a danger of different salespeople from the supplier’s salesforce calling upon the same customer to sell different products or offer conflicting solutions to problems.
7. The establishment of in-depth communications and strong relationships with customers may lead to the opportunity of tailoring products and services to specific customer needs.
8. Customers are centralising their operations.
9. Competition is improving its account handling by moving to key account management.
10. Competition is high. Intensity of competition was found to be a key factor driving companies to establish key accounts in a study by Wengler, Ehret and Saab (2006).
9.5 CRITERIA FOR SELECTING KEY ACCOUNTS

Traditionally the key criterion for designating particular customers as ‘key accounts’ was on the basis of the large quantity of output sold to a customer. On the basis that an organisation bought a considerable amount of product from a supplier, it deserved special treatment because of the high profit contribution it made. The supplier was motivated to provide the extra resources because the loss of that customer would have a significant impact on its own sales and profits.

As experience with key accounts has grown, the range of criteria used to select key accounts has grown, based on the strategic or long-term importance of specific customers to a supplier. These include:

- Accounts that have growth prospects through their ability to build sales and market share in their existing markets.
- Accounts with growth prospects through their position as major players in small or medium-sized but expanding markets.
- Customers that are willing to be partners in innovation by allowing joint new product development with a supplier and/or will allow a supplier to test new products in their production processes.
- Customers that are early adopters of new products and so aid the diffusion of such products in the marketplace.
- Highly prestigious accounts that improve the image and reputation of the supplier and can be used in reference selling by the salesforce.
- Accounts that are important to and currently served by competitors that the supplier has decided to attack.
- Accounts that provide a high contribution to the supplier’s profits.

9.6 THE TASKS AND SKILLS OF KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

A study by the Bureau of Business Practice reported that choosing the best person to manage and co-ordinate key account programmes is second only in importance to obtaining support from top management. Selecting the best person requires a full understanding of the tasks and skills required of the job. Simply choosing the company’s top salesperson to handle the management of a key account is not recommended because the jobs are so different, with the latter requiring a higher level of managerial ability (e.g. leadership, co-ordination, development of account strategies and communication). This is because powerful buyers in key accounts carry high expectations and are very demanding of suppliers. For example, they expect key account salespeople to act as partners in creating strategic solutions to their problems or to be experts who provide specialised category or product application knowledge.

Wotruba and Castleberry surveyed key account salespeople to identify the tasks performed and skills required of the job. The top ten of each are listed in Table 9.2. This list can be used to choose criteria for the recruitment, selection and evaluation of key account managers. It is not surprising that relationship building skills are
paramount, and this topic will be explored later in this chapter. Next, though, we consider the special selling skills required to sell to key accounts.

As can be seen in Table 9.2, an important responsibility of a key account manager is to establish and maintain a harmonious and mutually beneficial relationship between supplier and customer. Traditionally, buyer–seller relationships were managed as illustrated in Figure 9.1, with interfirm contact being almost exclusively between the supplier’s salesperson and the customer’s purchasing manager. This is called the ‘bow-tie’ relationship. Key account management requires a more sophisticated approach whereby the relationship is in the form of a diamond, as shown in Figure 9.2. The key account manager co-ordinates and encourages multifunctional levels of interaction involving various relevant functions of both organisations such as marketing, engineering, research and development and finance.

For this to occur, key account managers must have the skills and/or power to encourage functional specialists within their own company to interact with their

Table 9.2  Tasks performed and skills required by key account management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Develop long-term relationships</td>
<td>Relationship building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Engage in direct contact with key customers</td>
<td>Co-ordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Maintain key account records and background information</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Identify selling opportunities and sales potential of existing key accounts</td>
<td>Human relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Monitor competitive developments affecting key accounts</td>
<td>Focus on specific objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Report results to upper management</td>
<td>Diagnosing customer problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Monitor and/or control key account contracts</td>
<td>Presentation skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Make high-level presentations to key accounts</td>
<td>Generating visibility, reputation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Co-ordinate and expedite service to key accounts</td>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Co-ordinate communications among company units</td>
<td>Working in a team</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 9.1](Traditional (bow-tie) buyer–seller relationship: communication is between salesperson and buyer)

counterparts in customer organisations. The problem for many key account managers is that their colleagues in other functions do not recognise the need or do not believe they have the time to meet customer personnel. They perceive this task to be the responsibility of sales and marketing and resist involvement with customers. Thus, key account managers require considerable persuasive skills, internal credibility and the authority that comes with top management support to convince colleagues outside the sales and marketing function that customer contact is an essential part of their job. Functional specialists themselves may require training to communicate effectively with specialist managers in customer organisations.

9.7 KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT RELATIONAL DEVELOPMENT MODEL

The development and management of a key account can be understood as a process between buyers and sellers. The key account management (KAM) relational development model plots the typical progression of a buyer–seller relationship based upon the nature of the customer relationship (transactional or collaborative) and the level of involvement with customers (simple or complex). It shows five of the six stages identified by Millman and Wilson: pre-KAM, early-KAM, mid-KAM, partnership-KAM and synergistic-KAM (see Figure 9.3). A sixth stage (uncoupling-KAM) represents the breakdown of the relationship which can happen at any point during the process.
Pre-KAM

Pre-KAM describes preparation for KAM, or ‘prospecting’. The task is to identify those accounts with the potential for moving towards key account status and to avoid wasting investment on those accounts that lack the potential. Pre-KAM selling strategies involve making products and services available while attempting to gather information about customers so that their key account potential can be assessed. Where an account is thought to have potential but breaking into the account is proving difficult, patience and persistence are required. A breakthrough may result from the ‘in’ supplier doing something wrong, e.g. refusing to quote for a low-profit order or failing to repair equipment promptly.

Early-KAM

Early-KAM involves the exploration of opportunities for closer collaboration by identifying the motives, culture and concerns of the customer. The selling company needs to convince the customer of the benefits of being a ‘preferred customer’. It will seek to understand the customer’s decision-making unit and processes, and the problems and opportunities that relate to the value adding processes. Product and service adaptations may be made to fit customer needs better. An objective of the sales effort will be to build trust based on consistent performance and open communications.

Most communication is channelled through one salesperson (the key account manager) and a single contact at the buying organisation. This makes for a fragile
relationship, particularly as it is likely that the seller is one of many supplying the account. The customer will be monitoring the supplier’s performance to assess competence and to identify quickly any problems that might arise. The account manager will be seeking to create a more attractive offering, establish credibility and deepen personal relationships.

**Mid-KAM**

By now trust has been established and the supplier is one of a small number of preferred sources of the product. The number and range of contacts increases. These may include social events which help to deepen relationships across the two organisations.

The account review process carried out at the selling organisation will tend to move upwards to involve senior management because of the importance of the customer and the level of resource allocation. Since the account is not yet exclusive the activities of competitors will require constant monitoring.

**Partnership-KAM**

This is the stage where the buying organisation regards the supplier as an important strategic resource. The level of trust will be sufficient for both parties to be willing to share sensitive information. The focus of activities moves to joint problem-solving, collaborative product development and mutual training of the other firm’s staff. For example, Fiat and the technology-driven car component supplier, Bosch collaborate on brake systems research, hold joint training courses for employees and even engage in common communication campaigns.²³

The buying company is now channelling nearly all of its business in the relevant product group(s) to the one supplier. The arrangement is formalised in a partnership agreement of at least three years’ duration. Performance will be monitored and contacts between departments of the two organisations will be extensive. The buying organisation will expect guaranteed continuity of supply, excellent service and top quality products. A key task of the account manager is to reinforce the high levels of trust to exclude potential competitors.

**Synergistic-KAM**

Synergistic-KAM is the ultimate stage of the relational development model. Buyer and seller see one another not as two separate organisations, but as part of a larger entity. Top management commitment manifests itself in joint board meetings and joint business planning, research and development, and market research take place. Costing systems become transparent, unnecessary costs are removed and process improvements are mutually achieved. For example, a logistics company together with one of its retail key accounts has six cross-boundary teams working on process improvements at any one time.²⁴
Uncoupling-KAM

This is where transactions and interactions cease. The causes of uncoupling need to be understood so that it can be avoided. Breakdowns are more often attributable to changes in key personnel and relationship problems than price conflicts. The danger of uncoupling is particularly acute in early-KAM when the single point of contact prevails. If, for example, the key account manager leaves to be replaced by someone who in the buyer’s eyes is less skilled, or there is a personality clash, the relationship may end.

A second cause of uncoupling is a breach of trust. For example, the breaking of a promise over a delivery deadline, product improvement or equipment repair can weaken or kill a business relationship. The key to handling such problems is to reduce the impact of surprise. The supplier should let the buying organisation know immediately a problem becomes apparent. It should also show humility when discussing the problem with the customer.

Companies also uncouple through neglect. Long-term relationships can foster complacency and customers can perceive themselves as being taken for granted. Cultural mismatches can occur, for example, when the customer stresses price whereas the supplier focuses on life-cycle costs. Difficulties can also occur between bureaucratic and entrepreneurial styles of management.

Product or service quality problems can also provoke uncoupling. Any kind of performance problem, or perceptions that rivals now offer superior performance, can trigger a breakdown in relations. ‘In’ suppliers must build entry barriers by ensuring that product and service quality are constantly improved and that any problems are dealt with speedily and professionally.

Not all uncoupling is instigated by the buying company. A key account may be de-rated or terminated because of loss of market share or the onset of financial problems that impair the attractiveness of the account.

9.8 GLOBAL ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

Global account management (GAM) is the process of co-ordinating and developing mutually beneficial long-term relationships with a select group of strategically important customers (accounts) operating in globalising industries. It has arisen as a way of managing global customers that are of strategic importance to suppliers. The growth in globalisation of business activities is making GAM an increasingly important issue for many multinational organisations.

Global key accounts are also usually multinational customers that have an expectation of being supplied and serviced world-wide in a consistent and co-ordinated way. Multinational customers are increasingly buying on a centralised or co-ordinated basis and seek suppliers that are able to provide consistent and seamless service across countries. Consequently, suppliers are developing and implementing GAM and are creating global account managers to manage the interface between seller and buyer on a global basis. At first sight GAM might be regarded as simply an extension
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of KAM, but there are some key differences that make the job fundamentally more complex.28

• cross-cultural issues (e.g. concerning people, systems and processes);
• management of globally dispersed and cross-cultural teams;
• management of conflict that can stem from the issues of global versus local approaches to sales and marketing;
• managing global logistics;
• management of global communication;
• location of global account managers.

This complexity makes the job of the global account manager very demanding. Research has shown a range of roles and competences necessary to carry out the job.29 These are displayed in Table 9.3. These competencies are required because global account managers perform a boundary-spanning role across two important organisational areas. First, they span the internal interface between global and national account management, which is often part of a headquarters/subsidiary relationship. Second, they span the external interface between the supplier and the dispersed activities of its global accounts. In recognition of the need to navigate sensitive commercial and political issues while managing these interfaces, Wilson and Millman (2002) consider the global account manager to perform the role of political entrepreneur.30

Organisationally, a lead global account manager (sometimes called global client director, global relationship manager or global account team manager) normally manages a team of account managers. Although there is no one best way to organise for GAM, there are a number of principles that act as a guide when designing organisation structure and systems.31

Table 9.3 Roles and competencies required of a global account manager

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roles</th>
<th>Competences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global account strategist</td>
<td>Communication skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-ordinator of the account's centralised</td>
<td>Global team leadership and management and skills dispersed requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global account team manager/leader</td>
<td>Business and financial acumen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information broker</td>
<td>Relationship management skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship facilitator/builder</td>
<td>Strategic vision and planning capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiator</td>
<td>Problem-solving capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Voice of the customer’ (customer’s advocate)</td>
<td>Cultural empathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate ‘culture carrier’</td>
<td>Selling skills (internal and external)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Industry and market knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product service knowledge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

to avoid becoming embroiled in local politics with local country and national account managers assigned to local customer organisations.

The global account manager should have authority over the global team and the resources allocated to them and have sufficient status within the company hierarchy for this authority to be reinforced. Ideally, the global account manager should be located near the customer headquarters and supported by local account managers positioned near the customer’s remote facilities. Further support should be provided by local dedicated staff and the expertise of corporate specialists.32

9.9 BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS WITH KEY ACCOUNTS

The importance of relationship building with customers is discussed in Chapter 10. However, there are certain ways in which suppliers can build relationships with key accounts. Five ways of building strong customer relationships will now be described.

1. **Personal trust**
   The objective is build confidence and reassurance.
   
   *Methods:*
   • ensure promises are kept;
   • reply swiftly to queries, problems and complaints;
   • establish high (but not intrusive) frequency of contact with key account;
   • arrange factory/site visits;
   • engage in social activities with customer;
   • give advance warning of problems.

2. **Technical support**
   The objective is to provide know-how and improve the productivity of the key account.
   
   *Methods:*
   • research and development co-operation;
   • before- and after-sales service;
   • provide training;
   • dual selling (supplier helps key account to sell).

3. **Resource support**
   The objective is to reduce the key account’s financial burden.
   
   *Methods:*
   • provide credit facilities;
   • create low interest loans;
   • engage in co-operative promotions to share costs;
   • engage in counter-trade (accept payment by means of goods or services rather than cash).

4. **Service levels**
   The objective is to improve the quality of service provision.
   
   *Methods:*
   • reliable delivery;
   • fast/just-in-time delivery;
• install computerised reorder systems;
• give fast accurate quotes;
• defect reduction (right first time).

5. Risk reduction
The objective is to lower uncertainty in the customer’s mind regarding the supplier and the products/services provided.

Methods:
• free demonstrations;
• free/low-cost trial period;
• product guarantees;
• delivery guarantees;
• preventative maintenance contracts;
• proactive follow-ups;
• reference selling.

Suppliers should consult the above checklist to evaluate the cost/benefit of using each of the methods of building strong relationships with each account. A judgement needs to be made regarding the value each key account places on each method and the cost (including executive and management time) of providing the item.

Managing relationships involves taking care in day-to-day meetings with customers. Table 9.4 gives a list of some key dos and dont’s of key account management.

Table 9.4 Handling relationships with key accounts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key account do’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do work with the account to agree an actionable account plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do understand key account decision-making:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• key choice criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• roles of decision-making unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• how decisions are made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do only ever agree to what can be delivered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do resolve issues quickly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do confirm agreements in writing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do communicate internally to identify unresolved problems (e.g. late delivery).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do treat customers as ‘experts’ to encourage them to reveal information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do view issues from the customer’s (as well as your own) perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do ask questions: knowledge is power.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key account dont’s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Don’t let a small issue spoil a relationship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t expect to win everything, giving a concession may improve the relationship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t divulge confidential information from other accounts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t view negotiations as win–lose scenarios. Try to create win–win situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t be afraid to say ‘No’ when the circumstances demand it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t deceive: if you do not know the answer, say so.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.10 KEY ACCOUNT INFORMATION AND PLANNING SYSTEM

The importance of key accounts means that suppliers need to consider the information which needs to be collected and stored for each account, and the objectives, strategies and control systems required to manage the accounts. This can be accomplished by a key account information and planning system. The benefits of planning systems include consistency, change monitoring, resource allocation and competitive advantage.

Consistency
The plan provides a focal point for decisions and action leading to better consistency and co-ordination between managers.

Monitoring of change
The planning process forces managers to review the impact of change on the account and to consider the actions required to meet the new challenges.

Resource allocation
The planning process asks fundamental questions about resource allocation. Some of the questions that require addressing are: Should the account receive more, the same or fewer resources? How should those resources be deployed? How should resources be allocated between accounts?

Competitive advantage
Planning promotes the search for better ways of servicing the account in order to keep out competing firms. The building block for the planning system is the account audit, which is based on the creation of an information system that collects, stores and disseminates essential account data. Table 9.5 shows the kind of data that may form such a system. Hard data record the facts and figures of the account such as the products sold and markets served and the sales volume (units), revenue and profits generated by the customer. Such general data provide the fundamental background information to the account.

Specific hard data cover issues that focus on the transactions between seller and customer such as the seller’s sales and profits by product, supplier and competitor’s price levels, competitor’s products sold to the customer, their volume and revenue, details of discounts and contract expiry dates. Absolute levels, trends and variations from targets will be recorded.

Soft data complement hard data by providing qualitative (and sometimes more subjective) assessments of the account situation. A key requirement is the holding of
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buyer behaviour data such as the names, positions and roles of decision-making unit members, their choice criteria/perceptions/attitudes and buying processes. An assessment of the ongoing relationships should be made and any problems, threats and opportunities defined. The suppliers’ and competitors’ strengths and weaknesses should be analysed in both absolute and relative terms. Finally, external changes (such as declining markets, changes in technology and potential new competition) should be monitored as they may affect future business with the account.

The outcome of this account audit can be summarised in a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT) analysis (see Figure 9.4). The internal strengths and weaknesses of the supplier are summarised as they relate to the opportunities and threats relevant to the account. SWOT analysis provides a convenient framework for making decisions to improve the effectiveness of key account management and provides insights to develop the account plan. For example, action can be taken to exploit opportunities by building on strengths, and to minimise the impact of threats.

An account plan comprises objectives, strategies and control procedures.

Objectives

The account plan should set out clear objectives for the planning period. Typically objectives will be stated in terms of sales and profit-by-product for each account for the planning period. Pricing objectives will state target price changes for the period. Where more than one supplier services the account, share-of-business objectives may be set. For example, the SWOT analysis may identify an opportunity resulting from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of data</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Soft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td>Addresses, telephone, fax and telex numbers, email addresses</td>
<td>Decision-making unit members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Customer products sold and markets served (size and growth rates)</td>
<td>Choice criteria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sales volume and revenue</td>
<td>Perceptions and attitudes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Profits</td>
<td>Buying processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Capital employed</td>
<td>Assessment of relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operating ratios (e.g. return on capital employed, profit margin)</td>
<td>Problems and threats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Opportunities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific</td>
<td>Supplier’s sales to account by product</td>
<td>Supplier’s strengths and weaknesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supplier’s price levels and profitability by product</td>
<td>Competitors’ strengths and weaknesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Details of discounts and allowances</td>
<td>Environmental changes affecting account now and in the future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Competitors’ products, price levels and sales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contract expiry dates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.5  A key account information system
service problems associated with a competitor. This may encourage the development of an objective to raise the share of business from 40 to 55 per cent.

A long sales cycle is characteristic of many key account sales. It is, therefore, often sensible to couch objectives in terms of gaining customer commitment rather than of achieving a sales close, particularly if the account planning period is relatively short. Such objectives must be set in terms of customer responses, not seller actions. For example, suitable objectives may be to persuade the customer to visit the seller’s site, agree to a product demonstration, or give the seller’s new product an extended trial.

**Strategies**

Strategies are the means by which objectives are achieved. For example, the objective of persuading the customer to visit the seller’s site would require a statement of who in the decision-making unit should be targeted, the identities of the people in the account management team responsible for reaching these people, what action they need to take to persuade the customer to make the visit, and activity completion deadlines. Obviously not every detail can be planned: scope should be provided for individual initiative and enterprise, but without a guiding framework, the activities may become unco-ordinated or, worse still, the task neglected.

**Control**

An account planning control system checks progress on the achievement of objectives so that corrective action can be taken when needed. Computerised sales and profitability analysis can evaluate actual performance against objectives. Review meetings may be required to compare both quantitative and qualitative performance against
expectations. The frequency, coverage and composition of review meetings should be agreed. The agenda for these meetings should be decided upon in time to gather, analyse and present information relevant to topics under discussion.

An important issue is the profitability of each key account. A check should be made on account costs as well as sales revenue. Account costs may be broken down as follows:

1. **Sales staff costs.** These would include the costs of all sales staff working on the account, e.g. the account manager, account executives and any field salesforce activity related to the account. For example, for a multiple retailer account, the account manager would reach an agreement with the field salesforce manager to provide a certain level of support (perhaps two visits per store per week). The costs of these visits would be included in the calculation of sales staff costs.

2. **Support staff costs.** In a technical environment such as telecommunications or information technology, this would comprise people such as systems engineers who might undertake pre-bid analysis and planning, and also any dedicated maintenance people.

3. **Other sales and marketing costs.** These might include account-specific promotions, special packaging and special payment terms such as discounts. Special distribution arrangements, e.g. to individual stores rather than one central warehouse, would also fall into this category of account costs.

The above is an example of how a company may break down account costs, but organisations have the choice of how best to categorise account costs given their own circumstances and requirements. By itemising costs, results can be compared against budget and areas that require investigation will be revealed.

### 9.11 KEY SUCCESS FACTORS FOR KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT

A study by Abratt and Kelly (2002) investigated the perceptions of suppliers and key account customers regarding the success factors of key account relationships. They identified six critical issues that can assist management in the creation of enhanced and sustainable relationships (see Table 9.6).

**Table 9.6 KAM key success factors**

| 1. Suitability of the key account manager |
| 2. In-depth knowledge and understanding of the key account customer's business |
| 3. Commitment to the partnership |
| 4. Delivering value |
| 5. Trust |
| 6. Proper implementation and understanding of the KAM concept |

Important issues relating to the suitability of the key account manager are their integrity, interpersonal skills, personality, general competence and ability to relate to the culture of the key account. An in-depth knowledge and understanding of the key account customer’s business was identified as the second key success factor. The primary reason for this was to anticipate their future needs. The third success factor was commitment to the key account programme. This involves giving sufficient time and resources to establish and build the relationship and to properly train key account managers. Suppliers should also have an effective system of evaluating the key account programme’s core strengths and to apply them in ways that deliver the greatest value to their customers. In order to achieve this, the supplier requires an effective process for understanding the key account customer’s needs. Cross-functional project teams can help by allowing both parties to develop a ‘feel’ for the value that each contributes to the relationship.

Trust is considered a key success factor, with suppliers regarding trust as the sharing of confidential information between the partners while key account customers view trust as neither party breaching the contract. Finally, proper implementation and understanding of the KAM programme was seen to be a key success factor. Implementation requires an in-depth understanding, not only by key account managers but also by people in other functional areas. Such functions as operations, logistics, purchasing and marketing need to understand the reason for and the implications of the KAM programme. In addition, the key account customer needs to be informed and trained about the KAM programme. In particular, the customer should understand what the supplier is trying to achieve in establishing a KAM programme.

9.12 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has examined the crucial task of selling to and managing key accounts. Selling skills tend to differ between low-cost and key sale situations. The additional skills and techniques necessary to sell to key customers have been examined.

An important ingredient in managing key accounts is the ability to manage relationships over a long period of time. We have discussed ways to build trust, provide technical and resource support, improve service levels and reduce risk for the customer. Additionally this chapter has examined ways of deciding whether a key account system is appropriate and, if it is, how to create a key account information and planning system.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

Cloverleaf plc

Cloverleaf plc was a UK-based supplier of bottling machinery used in production lines to transport and fill bottles. Two years ago it opened an overseas sales office targeting Germany, France and the Benelux countries. It estimated that there were over 1,000 organisations in those countries with bottling facilities and that a key sales push in northern Europe was therefore warranted. Sales so far had been disappointing with only three units having been sold. Expectations had been much higher than this, given the advantages of their product over that produced by their competitors.

Technological breakthroughs at Cloverleaf meant that their bottling lines had a 10 per cent speed advantage over the nearest competition with equal filling accuracy. A key problem with competitor products was unreliability. Down-time due to a line breakdown was extremely costly to bottlers. Tests by Cloverleaf engineers at their research and development establishment in the United Kingdom had shown their system to be the most reliable on the market.

Cloverleaf’s marketing strategy was based around high quality, high price competitive positioning. They believed that the superior performance of their product justified a 10 per cent price premium over their key competitors who were all priced at around £1 million for a standard production line. Salespeople were told to stress the higher speed and enhanced reliability when talking to customers. The sales organisation in northern Europe consisted of a sales manager with three salespeople assigned to Germany, France and the Benelux countries respectively. A technical specialist was also available when required. When a sales call required specialist technical assistance, a salesperson would contact the sales office to arrange for the technical specialist to visit the prospect, usually together with the salesperson.

Typically, four groups of people inside buying organisations were involved in the purchase of bottling equipment, namely the production manager, production engineer, purchasing officer and, where large sums of money were involved (over £0.5 million), the technical director. Production managers were mainly interested in smooth production flows and cost savings. Production engineers were charged with drawing up specifications for new equipment and in large firms they were usually asked to draw up state-of-the-art specifications. The purchasing officers, who were often quite powerful, were interested in the financial aspects of any purchase, and technical directors, while interested in technical issues, also appreciated the prestige associated with having state-of-the-art technology.

John Goodman was the sales executive covering France. While in the sales office in Paris, he received a call from Dr Leblanc, the technical director of Commercial SA, a large Marseille-based bottling company that bottled under licence a number of key soft drink brands. They had a reputation for technical excellence and innovation. Goodman made an appointment to see Dr Leblanc on 7 March. He was looking forward to making his first visit to this company. The following extracts are taken from his record of his sales calls.
March 7

Called on Dr Leblanc who told me that Commercial SA had decided to purchase a new bottling line as a result of expansion, and asked for details of what we could provide. I described our system and gave him our sales literature. He told me that three of our competitors had already discussed their systems with him. As I was leaving, he suggested that I might like to talk to M. Artois, their production engineer, to check specifications.

March 8

Visited M. Artois who showed me the specifications that he had drawn up. I was delighted to see that our specifications easily exceeded them but was concerned that his specifications seemed to match those of one of our competitors, Hofstead Gm, almost exactly. I showed M. Artois some of our technical manuals. He did not seem impressed.

March 11

Visited Dr Leblanc who appeared very pleased to see me. He asked me to give him three reasons why they should buy from us. I told him that our system was more technologically advanced than the competition, was more reliable and had a faster bottling speed. He asked me if I was sure it was the most technologically advanced. I said that there was no doubt about it. He suggested I contact M. Bernard, the purchasing manager. I made an appointment to see him in two days’ time.

March 13

Called on M. Bernard. I discussed the technical features of the system with him. He asked me about price. I told him I would get back to him on that.

March 15

Visited Dr Leblanc who said a decision was being made within a month. I repeated our operational advantages and he asked me about price. I told him I would give him a quote as soon as possible.

March 20

Saw M. Bernard. I told him our price was £1.1 million. He replied that a key competitor had quoted less than £1 million. I replied that the greater reliability and bottling speed meant that our higher price was more than justified. He remained unimpressed.

March 21

Had a meeting with Mike Bull, my sales manager, to discuss tactics. I told him that there were problems. He suggested that all purchasing managers liked to believe they were saving their company money. He told me to reduce my price by £50,000 to satisfy M. Bernard’s ego.
March 25

Told M. Bernard of our new quotation. He said he still did not understand why we could not match the competition on price. I repeated our technical advantages over the competition and told him that our 10 per cent faster speed and higher reliability had been proven by our research and development engineers.

March 30

Visited Dr Leblanc who said a meeting had been arranged for 13 April to make the final decision but that our price of £1.05 million was too high for the likes of M. Bernard.

April 4

Hastily arranged a meeting with Mike Bull to discuss the situation. Told him about Dr Leblanc’s concern that M. Bernard thought our price was too high. He said that £1 million was as low as we could go.

April 5

Took our final offer to M. Bernard. He said he would let me know as soon as a decision was made. He stressed that the decision was not his alone; several other people were involved.

April 16

Received a letter from M. Bernard stating that the order had been placed with Hofstead Gm. He thanked me for the work I had put into the bid made by Cloverleaf plc.

Discussion question

Analyse the reasons for the failure to secure the order and discuss the lessons to be learnt for key account management.
Examination questions

1. Discuss the differences between the characteristics of low- and high-value sales.
2. What are the key skills required of a key account manager?
3. What is global account management? What competencies are required and do they differ from those required of the key account manager?
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OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Relate to the ideas put forward by the early quality practitioners
2. See that quality now embraces the organisation as a whole rather than being the sole concern of manufacturing
3. Understand how freer world trade is driving companies towards accepting the need for quality in terms of their relationships with their customers and suppliers
4. Appreciate the role that is being played by just-in-time manufacturing in bringing about these changes
5. Understand the notion of reverse marketing and the change it is bringing about in the traditionally accepted roles of the field salesperson
6. Understand the notion of relationship selling as being the tactical marketing and sales key stemming from the adoption of reverse marketing

KEY CONCEPTS

- best practice benchmarking (BPB)
- business process re-engineering
- customer care
- marketing information system (MkIS)
- open accounting
- product or project champion
- lean manufacturing
- internal marketing
- relationship marketing
- relationship selling
- reverse marketing
- simultaneous engineering
- supply chain integration (SCI)
- total quality management (TQM)
- value chain
When the buyer moves on does the relationship end?

Relationship marketing plays a significant role in modern sales management. Companies have realised the benefits of practising a relational approach to selling rather than a transactional one. Many markets are volatile or have long product life-cycles that make the practice of relationship selling challenging. This far-sighted quotation from 1954 came from Peter Drucker.¹

There is only one valid definition of business: to create customers. It is the customer who determines the nature of the business. Consequently, any business has two basic functions:

- marketing (customer orientation)
- innovation.

The importance of the customer remains clear. Gummesson² who, in his classic article, claims that ‘customer focus’ not only ‘compels management to realise the firm’s primary responsibility – to serve the customer’, but also ‘to recognise that customer knowledge is paramount to achieving market orientation’.

Another management thinker more often associated with engineering than management was W. Edwards Deming, who has been credited with guiding the Ford Motor Company (USA) towards a sharp focus on quality, not just in manufacturing but in all of its operations, including selling. Although Henry Ford is accredited with the production orientated notion of ‘You can have any colour that you like as long as it is black’, in the 1970s Deming formulated a mature theory of quality based upon his observations of Japanese manufacturing. His theory revolved around 14 points of philosophical thinking and he is widely regarded as being the modern quality guru. His thinking has changed the way that manufacturing companies operate, as was evidenced from earlier applications in the late 1970s and early 1980s through ‘quality circles’, or self-motivated works committees assigned to the improvement of quality.

This tactical thinking has now been replaced by the more mature and strategic view of **total quality management (TQM)** that dominates present-day thinking, not just in manufacturing, but also as shown by Omachonu et al.³ in a wide variety of different types of organisations and markets In line with the dynamics of TQM, in 1985, when General Motors announced the creation of the Saturn Corporation, calling it the ‘the key to GM’s long-term competitiveness, survival and success as a domestic provider’, the new company’s mission was not only to market compact vehicles ‘developed and manufactured in the US’, but perhaps more importantly to become a world leader in terms of quality, cost and customer satisfaction. Indeed, Saturn was an ambitious undertaking for GM. This positioning was further worsened by the established market share of imports, especially in the compact market. Additionally, the Saturn project was pursued at a time when the general feeling was that US manufacturers lacked the ability to make world-class compact cars, and General Motors itself had already aborted several attempts to develop such cars. Yet after four years
on the market, Saturn had succeeded in building from scratch one of the strongest brands from the United States. The brand was even compared to the Ford Mustang of the 1960s, the Ford Pinto of the 1970s and the Ford Taurus of the 1980s.

There is no doubt that the notion of TQM has added considerably to brand building and marketing success and as both Kemp and Hoyle demonstrate, the essential principles of TQM are relatively easy to understand and are now well established in organizations. However, Taeger contends that for many the ideas of quality still tend to trigger mental pictures more related to manufacturing than to the business of selling. This is because its phraseology and concepts relate back to the origins of the quality philosophy of the manufacturing processes whence Deming took his inspiration. Taeger goes on to say that the difficulty in measuring the success of the quality process in sales is that, even when the initial phase has passed, there are rarely any positive pointers that can be identified as having been improved as a result of the introduction of TQM as part of the philosophy of selling. Indeed, as Aaker points out, strong brands are built on a number of factors many of which are qualitative in nature.

Despite negative thinking that still exists in relation to the perception of quality, it is a fact that since the 1980s many bigger companies have recognised that the key to success is the need to evolve from a production- and cost-dominant stance towards one of serving a diverse range of customers through personal contact. A key factor in this transition relates to the process of forming relationships. As the strategic perspective of companies is changing from regional to global thinking, the selling model is changing from a ‘transactions’ to a ‘relationships’ focus.

This change of perspective in the commercial environment has been supported by academics from the ‘Nordic School of Thought’, namely Gronroos and Gummesson. These academics have led the argument that the marketing mix theory is inadequate in today’s business environment. While Gronroos’s main argument that the traditional marketing mix approach is inadequate for operating in line with the marketing concept (i.e. satisfying customer needs and wants) appears to be based on the four Ps approach constituting a production-orientated definition of marketing and a reliance, at best, on mass marketing, Gummesson argues that the marketing mix approach is supplier orientated as opposed to customer orientated. Hence, it excludes or treats marginally matters like complaints handling, invoicing, design and production. Additionally, he advocates that the 4Ps approach is narrowly limited to functions and is not an integral part of the total management process.

The general consensus about this change of focus lies mainly in the fact that, although customer focus prevails, relationship marketing aims to cover the whole organisation. Marketing has adopted a more strategic dimension, with manufacturing, finance and human resource management being integrated and matched to support a coherent competitive strategy to assist marketing in such matters as cost leadership and product differentiation.

As the worldwide political and regulatory climate continues to be increasingly liberal towards the encouragement of free trade, it becomes more difficult to sustain market leadership based on short-term, sales orientated transactions. As Harwood et al. show, in order to succeed in their search for new ways of gaining competitive advantage over rivals, sellers must now engage in building and maintaining long-lasting relationships with their customers.
As competition intensifies, companies are seeking to differentiate their products not only via the actual product (the primary focus of the traditional marketing mix) by styling, packaging, brand image, quality and price benefits, but more holistically at the level of the augmented product. Accordingly, added benefits such as sales support, guarantees and after-sales care that support purchase and consumption experiences are increasingly being provided.

Stalk, Evans and Schulman\(^\text{11}\) cite the case of Honda’s original success in motorcycles resulting from the company’s distinctive capability in dealer management, which departed from the traditional relationship between motorcycle manufacturers and dealers. Honda provided operating procedures and policies of merchandising, selling, floor planning and service management. It trained all its dealers and their staff in these new management systems and supported them with a computerised dealer management information system.

Customer-focused quality is now essential because it involves a change from an operations-centred to a customer-targeted activity. As the move towards a global economy quickens, so customers demand quality in terms of their relationships with sellers, with increased emphasis being placed on reliability, durability, ease of use and after-sales service.

Supporting the argument that changes in the global environment are threatening established value chains, Walters and Lancaster\(^\text{12}\) offer an alternative view: traditional value chains begin with the company’s core competencies, whereas evidence suggests that modern value chain analysis reverses this approach and uses customers as its starting point.

This leads to the modern notion of **customer care**. Customer care is a philosophy which ensures that products or services and the after-care associated with serving customers’ needs at least meets, and in most cases exceeds, expectations. Cook\(^\text{13}\) argues that today’s customers have more choice than ever before and demand high levels of service and care. In support of this view, it is argued that customer loyalty can no longer be relied upon because there is greater product and service choice.

Modern studies show how reduced marketing expenditures and lifetime values based on commitment and trust make keeping of existing customers more cost effective than recruiting new ones. Marketing should, however, integrate new customers into a company by developing a positive relationship between them and the company’s designers and ensure that they interact with consumers, which is central to the notion of customer care.

IT is important in maintaining customer relationships. As companies look to possible customer needs for technological advancements, communication tools provide opportunities for creating long-term, close relationships.

This view is evidenced by the approach of Nissan, the Japanese car manufacturer, when it saw that its market share was in decline. It changed its organisational structure and company philosophy to reflect, as its first priority, the concept of customer satisfaction. Development times were cut, leading to quicker lead times. Coupled with a greater awareness of what customers wanted, this had the effect of turning around the fortunes of the company and placing it in a more stable position in the marketplace. More recent evidence of the success that close attention to customer needs can create is provided by the Microsoft Corporation. Microsoft realised that the average person had little training or knowledge of computer software or programming.
It replaced technical jargon with easily understandable icons and graphical representations of the tasks to be done. Microsoft is now the largest software company in the world.

Quality-led manufacturing is relevant to companies adopting a market-driven approach to TQM. This leads to market-led quality that ensures customers perceive quality being built into both the product and the service component of the total product offering, as illustrated in Figure 10.1.

Market-driven TQM and the development of a total product quality for manufacturing and service companies are concepts upon which companies should focus. As product parity is reached between different product offerings, so companies can gain a competitive advantage by increasing the total service component of their market offerings. This is more than simply offering an after-sales service – it is a programme of total customer care. This is illustrated in the example of GTSI, Chantilly, which put in a programme of sales coaching to replace the previous system of transactional purchasing.

**Situational overview**

GTSI is a provider of technical solutions to the United States Federal Government. The company had identified that most sales were being conducted as ‘transactional’ purchases. Little value, beyond technology, was being communicated to the customer. GTSI had also identified that their sales representatives and account managers were not really networking within major agency accounts. These activities were positioning GTSI primarily as a ‘commodity’ resource with little perceived value and decreasing sales margins. In addition, turnover was increasing and competition was improving. It was GTSI’s conclusion that due to minimal sales management input little, if any, coaching was taking place between management and sales representatives.
Christopher, Payne and Ballantyne\textsuperscript{14} in their text on the subject of relationship marketing absorb the TQM ideas of bringing together quality, marketing and customer service. Although there is no singular consensus on what relationship marketing constitutes, the general agreement is that relationship marketing means that organisations must be designed to enable them to pick up changes in the marketplace on a continuing basis, and this is where the quality chain must be anchored. This is the essence of what is termed \textit{business process re-engineering}, and this was initiated by Toyota who based its pioneering just-in-time (JIT) manufacturing system around the needs of customers. Work was reorganised to accommodate a variety of customer preferences in terms of the fastest possible response time and it is a system that delivers input to its production site at the rate and time it is needed. It thus reduces...
inventories within the firm and is a mechanism for regulating the flow of products between adjacent firms in the distribution system channel.

The notion of JIT has already been dealt with from a buyer behaviour point of view in Chapter 3. A more modern term that describes JIT is lean manufacturing, and in this context it is argued that in a well-synchronised lean manufacturing system, customer demands can be met and profits maintained or increased through a reduction in stockpiles and inventory levels which do not gain in value as they await the production process. In fact, they cost the organisation money in terms of financing an unproductive resource. In such a system the supplier and manufacturer relationship is critical and close associations must be developed. Typically, this means a reduction in the number of suppliers to a single source and long-term relationships. In such situations the role of salespeople is not to sell, but to provide a tactical liaison between their customers’ buyers, manufacturers and their own production department. This leads us to the notion of relationship selling, which will be discussed later.

In contrast to the dynamics of the traditional marketing mix, relationship marketing means that an organisation’s marketing effort should be designed around a series of contacts with customers over time, rather than based on single transactions. This means that more non-marketing people are involved in the process, and has led to the notion of Gummesson’s idea of the part-time marketer. It means that non-marketing people are increasingly brought into contact with customers at an operational level. TQM has become an integrator between production orientation and marketing orientation, meaning the convergence of these two approaches towards the same goal of creating customer-perceived quality and satisfaction.

Traditional company marketing structures cannot respond quickly enough to new segments or niches within a market. Developing high-quality products should be a priority to enable companies to remain competitive. Marketing should be brought into product development at a very early stage in the decision-making process. Temporary task forces should be set up as project teams involving personnel from different departments led by a team leader or project manager to oversee the introduction of new products. Such people are called product champions or project champions. In the automotive industry this normally starts at the design stage of a new vehicle when the product concept is being developed through initial brainstorming and lasts right through to the product’s launch. As a result there is continuity of interest and impetus and it is not a matter of the project being ‘handed over’ to the next stage of the development through to launch process.

At a practical level a company can introduce the technique best practice benchmarking (BPB) which as Moore suggests should be aimed at achieving what he refers to as ‘world-class performance’. This involves an organisation forming a project team of people from multifunctional areas, such as marketing, production, quality and purchasing. The team’s task is to obtain information about products or companies in their industry which have a higher level of performance or activity, and to identify areas in their own organisation that need improving. The team also needs to be given the facility for research on product development and quality. It is
contended that the benefits of shared knowledge in such a multifunctional team mean that companies implementing BPB should find that this drives members of the team to meet new standards, or even to exceed them as discussed in Nissan’s case.

**Total quality management**

TQM is a key feature of Nissan’s way of working. It involves making customer satisfaction top priority. Given this goal, everything the organisation and its people do is focused on creating high quality. To achieve this, Nissan has to:

- understand customer requirements;
- consider the processes involved in providing quality, not just the end result;
- prioritise and standardise tasks to deliver quality;
- educate all employees to work in this way.

In practical terms TQM involves:

- identifying customers and their requirements;
- establishing and using objectives (targets) for all areas of activity;
- basing decisions on researched hard facts rather than on hunches;
- identifying and eliminating the root causes of problems;
- educating and training employees.

TQM is an ongoing process – a way of thinking and doing that requires an ‘improvement culture’ in which everyone looks for ways of doing better. Building this culture involves making everyone feel their contributions are valued and helping them to develop their capabilities.

A cycle of Plan, Do, Check, Action becomes part of every employee’s thinking, because it represents Nissan’s way of working.

Source: [http://www.thetimes100.co.uk/case_study](http://www.thetimes100.co.uk/case_study) with permission.

10.3 REVERSE MARKETING

At this juncture we reintroduce the concept of reverse marketing. The significance of this to the selling function will be seen shortly. Reverse marketing has already been described in Chapter 3 (see Figure 3.7, p. 104). Although buyers have the purchasing power to initiate commercial transactions, it is traditionally the case within organisational buying situations that sellers tend to visit buyers. This is termed ‘transactional marketing’, where the emphasis is likely to be on a single sale and the time horizon is usually short term. Quality is generally seen to be the concern of production and there tends to be an emphasis on product features and price.
To re-emphasise what was said earlier, the concept of reverse marketing occurs where buyers take the initiative and they source suppliers (i.e. sellers). This scenario is particularly applicable in retailing and in lean manufacturing situations, which has proved to be so economical and efficient that it now commonplace in production line manufacturing situations where a relatively standardised product is being produced on a continuous basis. In this situation, buyers source suppliers whom they retain for a long period. The main criteria being sought from suppliers rests upon the quality of goods and reliability of their supplies as and when they are demanded. In such manufacturing situations down-time on the production line resulting from faulty components or late delivery can be very costly, so effectively the cheapest may well prove to be the most expensive.

Such long-term agreements can take two years before acceptable quality and delivery standards from suppliers are satisfactorily established. Suppliers and buyers form long-term ‘co-makership’ agreements where both parties derive mutual benefits.

Hines\textsuperscript{16} makes a powerful argument for the advantages to be gained by not looking at business in isolation, but by looking at the supply chain as a whole to find new opportunities to improve overall effectiveness. Especially where this process is customer focused. Additional areas of duplication and waste become evident and offer new sources of cost reduction. Service to the end-customer can be driven to even higher standards by focusing the whole supply chain towards that goal, rather than diluting the efforts of individual companies through conflicting objectives. This broader vision is termed \textbf{supply chain integration (SCI)}. Most now believe that closer relationships between suppliers and customers will become a competitive necessity. However, it is important not to believe that achieving co-ordination and co-operation throughout the supply chain is easy – it is not. A level of realism is required in SCI to take account of the practical difficulties of integration, the level of sophistication of the participants and the nature of competitive advantage and power within the supply chain. Each company has a different mix (or portfolio) of supply chain relationships operating at different levels and the key is to select the right one for the right supply chain.

The trend towards reverse marketing has accelerated over the past decade. Buyers as a group are becoming more professional and indeed such professionalism is needed in JIT purchasing situations. So how does a seller cope with buyer needs once the company is an ‘in’ supplier and a long-term relationship is anticipated? This brings us back to the notion of relationship marketing. Gronroos\textsuperscript{17} argues that implementing the traditional view of marketing is unsatisfactory. He quotes the limitations of the four Ps and claims that other Ps, such as people and planning, have to be added in an attempt to cover new marketing perspectives. He agrees with the concept of a company basing its activities on customer needs and wants in target markets, but argues that this still smacks of production orientation since these ideas stem from the firm and not from the marketplace. His redefinition of marketing perhaps sums up the concept of reverse marketing and the resultant cognition of relationship marketing when he states: ‘Marketing is to establish, maintain and enhance long-term customer relationships at a profit so that the objectives of the parties involved are met. This is done by a mutual exchange of promises.’
Building trade groups reject ‘naive’ partnership targets

Plans to step up the use of collaborative teams in construction projects ignore the need to integrate the wider supply chain, industry bodies have warned. There has been too much emphasis on forming integrated supply teams at the expense of understanding how to improve each organisation’s individual supply chain. This sentiment has been echoed by Brian Wilson, construction minister, who has called for the public sector to take a stronger lead in collaborative projects. ‘We need teams and supply chains moving from one project to another, building up expertise that encourages innovation and a constant quest for better value,’ he said.

Steven Ratcliffe, chief executive of the Construction Confederation has said: ‘Each project will need to rely to some extent on local supply chains, which will be different from job to job.’

Source: Adapted from an article that first appeared in Supply Management, 18 July 2002, p. 10.

10.4 FROM RELATIONSHIP MARKETING TO RELATIONSHIP SELLING

As we have seen additional value can be secured in buyer–supplier relationships by focusing on the supply chain. From a purchasing perspective this involves an integrated approach between suppliers, customers and manufacturing. The most important feature of buyer–seller transactional relationships tends to revolve around price; indeed, negotiation is one of the key issues in sales presentations. However, a new view has emerged, based on the notion of open accounting. This kind of agreement is only possible when long-term relationships between buyers and sellers have been established in typical lean production situations. Here, price negotiation does not feature in buyer–seller transactions because each side sees the other’s price make-up. Buyers have access to the seller’s accounts in terms of the cost build-up for components or materials being supplied, along with labour costs and overheads that have been incorporated into the cost of such products. As the term open accounting suggests, complete open access is afforded. Equally, suppliers will have access to the manufacturer’s accounts to conduct a similar analysis. A mutually acceptable margin for profit will then be agreed between the buyer and supplier so, in effect, the pricing element of the marketing mix has now become redundant, which gives credence to the earlier view relating to Gronroos’s new definition of marketing.

This suggests that certain tactics are needed to implement relationship marketing. A more holistic concept requires a detailed understanding of the consumer’s value chain from raw material supply right through the extractions and production processes to delivery to the end-customer. This type of marketing involves strategic thinking that accompanies the modern view of marketing brought about as a result
of reverse marketing. It is contended that relationship selling concerns the tactical features of securing and building up the relationships implicit in relationship marketing. Thus, what establishes a firm’s competitive advantages is an ability to serve customers’ present and future needs.

As far back as 1995 a study by Barnet et al. observed striking differences between Western and Japanese approaches to the sharing of technological effort. They found that then in Europe, an average of 54 per cent of the approximate 6,800 engineering hours needed to produce a new model were contributed by subcontractors. In the United States only about 14 per cent of the 4,200 engineering hours needed were contributed by subcontractors. In Japan, the hours required to produce a new model were lower at 3,900 but about 72 per cent of those were supplied by subcontractors. A subcontractor’s ability to participate in product design then gave Japanese customers the advantage of sharing the workload and reducing the time to market through what is called simultaneous engineering. In such relationships it is common for the partners to provide access to shared technology. Since 1995, when the research was originally carried out, this notion has spread to European and US companies, but there are still large gaps between Japan and Europe.

Thus the role of marketing is changing. Selling is often viewed as a tactical arm of the marketing function and its role is also changing. As Johnston shows, selling and sales management are now being approached from a relationship-based approach. In addition to the changes that have been identified so far, the marketing environment is changing in other ways. The penetration of the world-wide market by satellite and cable television means that ‘blockbuster’ promotional campaigns are becoming increasingly difficult to sustain owing to the fragmentation of viewers’ patterns of watching television programmes. The increased abundance of channels had led to potential customers being dispersed into a wide variety of media audiences. Accordingly, the media are segmenting audiences more narrowly and, hence, it is increasingly difficult to reach a wide audience through the same medium. Thus, in order to inform and persuade customers as well as to retain them, methods other than mass advertising ought to be given prominence.

Further, the increase in competition and a greater variety of choice among customers in business and consumer markets, coupled with increasing affluence in the past two decades, has meant that customers have become more sophisticated and demanding. Even when products offered are satisfactory, customers still seek and exercise their right to go from one supplier to another to purchase products they need either at a better price, or merely to experience change and variety. Thus, brand loyalty has become more difficult to sustain.

Meanwhile, as the effectiveness of above-the-line media diminishes, so it will become a less attractive form of promotion for advertisers. Consequently, suppliers are considering different ways of keeping customers loyal to survive and prosper.

There is an accelerating move towards below-the-line activity as more cost-effective campaigns can now be mounted through precisely targeted direct marketing approaches. This has led to more effective ways of generating sales leads. ‘Push’ rather than ‘pull’ promotional techniques have become increasingly popular and, of course, a ‘push’ promotional strategy is very much a concern of the sales function. While many suppliers, in particular retailers, have turned to such tactical devices as loyalty cards, other more visionary companies have adopted a more strategic and philosophical
approach to gaining customer loyalty through designing relationship marketing programmes. This, in turn, implies a general increase in customer care programmes that can be viewed as an effective means of customer retention. Companies, which might have viewed the unique selling proposition as being their ‘winning card’ when dealing with customers in the past, now have to adopt more of a small business philosophy by staying adjacent to customers in terms of understanding their needs and looking after them post-sale.

Lancaster and Reynolds suggest some of the activities that are increasingly becoming the responsibility of the sales function when they describe an expanded role for the modern salesperson that include: servicing, prospecting, information gathering, communicating and allocating. Some of the views of this enlarged role have been extended into what can now be regarded as a modern view of the tactics of relationship selling.

10.5 TACTICS OF RELATIONSHIP SELLING

Customer retention constitutes a prime objective of relationship selling. This can only be achieved in an organisational selling situation by having full regard to customers’ needs and by working to form long and trustworthy relationships. In such situations it can be seen that the length of time individual salespersons stay in particular posts is now increasing since buyers generally stay in their positions almost twice as long as field salespeople. This new tendency has given rise to the associated concept of **internal marketing**. Just as in the case of external customers, internal marketing focuses on long-term relationships and employee retention within companies. Under relationship selling circumstances the time individual salespeople spend in a particular post is moving towards that of their purchasing counterparts. Why should this be the case? It can be postulated that buyers, because of the type of role they fulfil, have what may be termed a more ‘sedate’ occupational lifestyle than that of the traditional salesperson whose lifestyle ‘on the road’ can be quite frantic. Buyers are thus more ‘settled’ and stay in their posts longer. As buyers become more proactive in the marketplace under the system of reverse marketing, so their lifestyle is becoming more akin to that of field salespersons. Although there is pressure to purchase effectively, this is different from the pressure to sell in terms of reaching sales targets and quotas in a given period.

At the same time, the role of the field salesperson is now becoming different as under reverse marketing situations there is a different type of pressure from that experienced in transactional marketing situations. Pressure under reverse marketing focuses on the longer-term goal of customer retention rather than the achievement of sales targets and quotas. In reverse marketing situations the traditional sales commission system is disappearing and being replaced by a higher basic salary plus bonuses shared by an expanded sales team whose ranks have been swelled by the concept of the part-time marketer. Thus the role of selling is partially carried out by production, quality and finance people, among others, whose increasingly proactive roles with customers mean that they also contribute to the sales function.
In their proposal of the ‘virtuous circle’, Reichheld and Schefter advocate that the emphasis of this approach is placed on mechanisms that motivate employees to achieve as highly as possible. Thus, support mechanisms such as training programmes that enable employees to do their jobs to the best of their abilities are becoming of prime importance.

Different qualities are required of field salespeople in relationship selling situations. There is now a move away from the traditional qualities of salespeople that are quoted in Figure 13.2 (p. 389). The importance of features such as determination, self-motivation, resilience and tenacity, while still important when establishing long-term relationships, might well be overtaken by the greater relevance of features such as acceptability, attention to detail and a general ability to ‘get along’ with people on a long-term basis. The ‘cut and thrust’ traditionally associated with field selling positions is being supplanted by a calmer environment of working together as a team that includes members of both the salesperson’s own company and the buyer’s company.

Additionally, the attitude of the buyer or customer towards the salesperson needs to be considered. For instance, liking a specific salesperson will positively affect a buyer’s attitude towards the products recommended by that person. However, caution must be exercised when interpreting selling relationships, as friendliness might be misinterpreted as assuming that a long-term affiliation has been established and that business will automatically follow, which is not necessarily the case.

Sales visits to individual customers are becoming longer, and in many situations there is somebody from the supplier’s company, usually somebody who monitors quality, permanently in place at the customer’s company. This is already being practised by some high technology companies, for example those providing computer software and hardware to large retail organisations.

At a more practical level, the following two activities, which traditionally tend to be regarded as ancillary to the task of selling, are becoming more important; these are information gathering and servicing which are now discussed.

**Information gathering**

Information gathering in terms of collecting market information and intelligence is becoming an increasingly important part of the task of selling. Such information gathering feeds into the company’s marketing information system as shown in Figure 10.2.

A company’s marketing information system (MkIS) has three inputs: marketing research, market intelligence and the company’s own internal accounting system. These are inputs into the MkIS which captures the data on a database. Marketing research is provided by the marketing department from primary and secondary research and from commissioned survey data. The company’s internal accounting system relates to sales analyses by customer purchases over periods of time by customer group, geographical area, size of order, and by any other combination that may be required. Market intelligence relates to information about competitors and the products and services they supply, plus information on how they generally ‘perform’ with their customers. It also relates to the company’s own customers.
Much of this intelligence comes from the company’s own employees from executives, engineers, research personnel and more directly from field sales personnel who are extremely good collectors of market information and intelligence. The responsibility of salespeople as collectors of such information is expanding and information technology skills are increasingly important as individual salespeople interact in terms of input to and output from the MkIS as part of their routine activities. There is, of course, an output from the MkIS and this contributes to the strategic marketing planning system. Business in general is now more strategic and long term, and the MkIS is the principal data input into strategic marketing plans. The role of individual salespeople is becoming of more strategic value as their regular reports are incorporated into the MkIS, which in turn inputs into the organisation’s longer-term marketing plans. A formalised process for reporting this information is an essential part of a contemporary marketing information system. It has already been mentioned that salespeople should be encouraged to send back information that is relevant to the marketing of the company’s products to head office. In a lean manufacturing situation, the role of information gathering should be seen to be a prime part of the organisational salesperson’s task.

It is widely acknowledged that the most effective form of marketing research is the personal interview, and conducting research in this way provides the most accurate information as the interviewer is speaking directly with customers. It can, however, be an expensive form of interview because interviews take place at multiple times and locations. However, this expense is already covered when salespeople, as opposed to separate organisational marketing researchers, are encouraged to use the sales interview to gather marketing research data. It is also higher quality information as the salesperson has already established a rapport with the customer, so responses will be more candid.
A number of advantages are associated with personal interviews in terms of being able to ask detailed questions, an ability to ask follow-up questions and the ability to use visual aids or samples. Respondents can be chosen who specifically comprise the target audience and they can also be called after the interview to verify or clarify what has been said in the research interview.

Concentrated markets are especially good for this kind of research as only a small number of competitors exist, and their activities can be easily investigated simply by asking buyers a few pertinent questions. Buyers will normally be willing to co-operate on the basis that divulging information, perhaps about competitors and how they perform against the salesperson’s company, might mean that the salesperson’s company will be able to offer the buyer an improved contract.

In fragmented markets that have many competitors it is often the case that Pareto’s law exists whereby something like 80 per cent of total market revenues are accounted for by 20 per cent of the competition, so these are the 20 per cent that should be most closely investigated, and the likelihood is that these are the customers whom salespeople visit on a more regular basis, e.g. in the computer industry there are hundreds of clone manufacturers, but the majority of the market is shared by manufacturers such as HP/Compaq, Dell, IBM and Apple. It is, therefore, important to keep well informed about new and upcoming market players who might break into the big time through discovering a new technology, or through aggressive marketing and advertising become a dominant player, and nobody is better able to spot such trends more quickly than the salesperson in the field.

Salespeople can conduct marketing research among their organisational buyer customers and collect and analyse this information and then download this onto the company marketing information system for use in the strategic marketing planning process. Information that can be gathered includes information on the market structure of the industry, numbers of competitors as well as information on their market decisions. Such information can then be used for forecasting purposes and investment decisions, and it might lead to a more scientific assessment of competitive growth and relative market shares.

The preparation of reports is part of the modern salesperson’s task, and presenting this market intelligence in a clear and meaningful way is important for policy-makers.

In a competitive business climate an understanding of the dynamics of the market is an essential first step towards business success. A more precise assessment of product positioning, based on an accurate market assessment, is important along with a detailed understanding of consumer behaviour, motivation, needs and attitudes.

Such qualitative research on the part of salespeople means that the company can gain a greater insight into understanding how customers feel about their products alongside those of competitors – insights into buyer behaviour and feelings that might not come out in the course of a traditional sales interview and that provide a vehicle through which the salesperson’s company can benefit (i.e. through better market intelligence) and which will also benefit the customer (i.e. through the provision of a better designed and targeted service).
When monitored adequately, this process should be dynamic because interaction with customers is ongoing. The added benefits of such an integrated process include the following:

1. Reducing selling costs achieved through using information derived from the MkIS. New business response provides information to improve future targeting and, through experience of what works and what does not, improves the productivity of subsequent advertising and sales promotion.

2. More sales per customer, achieved through using customer case histories, leading to:
   - better identification and categorisation of customers;
   - better segmentation and targeting;
   - better presentation of relevant offers.
   Identification of ‘best customers’ will determine future selling efforts; identify potential customers who warrant personal calls or special offers or even the type of representative who can best service each category of customer or enquirer.

3. Superior business forecasting achieved by:
   - analysing ‘campaign’ and customer case history data, using past performance as a guide to future performance;
   - because the errors in past activities need not be repeated, efficiency should be subject to continuous improvement (control).

Servicing
Servicing is an area in which the role of the salesperson has become invaluable. This includes a certain amount of first-line servicing, so product application is important as well as product knowledge. What we refer to here is servicing in the broader sense of serving customers on a highly individualistic basis. The phenomenon of field sales personnel staying longer in such positions provides them with more time to acquire such skills.

However, such sales personnel now come from more technical backgrounds such as engineering or chemistry. Servicing also includes the provision of technical advice in relation to such matters as levels of quality, arranging after-sales service, establishing improved customer care programmes, and even offering consultancy services. More practical matters, such as agreeing delivery schedules, expediting individual orders and, occasionally, progressing payment for orders supplied, also feature in this context. In lean manufacturing situations the salesperson’s company is an integral part of the supply chain, which stretches not only forwards to the end-customer, but also backwards towards the sources of prime manufacture, so buyers often need information from the salesperson’s suppliers as part of the process of supply chain integration (SCI).

Does all of this suggest that the salesperson of the future will not need to be versed in any of the skills of selling? In a word, no. The basic elements of the sales cycle discussed earlier still remain. Prospecting skills will always be needed from leads that are increasingly generated from direct marketing approaches rather than from cold calling. Skills of sales presentation are also required in such circumstances. Negotiation skills too are still needed. Communication skills have always been an important part
of the field salesperson’s armoury, but under traditional marketing such skills have been honed in such a way as to win orders through ‘telling them what they want (or need) to know’. Under reverse marketing situations, communications skills are still essential, but the customer–salesperson dyad is now more in terms of ‘equals’ than of an ‘us and them’ situation.

10.6 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has examined current trends in the marketplace and looked at them in the context of likely future changes within the selling function.

It has traced the development of the movement towards relationship selling from its earliest roots based on quality issues through to the more mature notion of total quality management (TQM). In a more discerning marketplace customers desire and deserve the best in terms of quality. The selling implications of such expectations have been discussed.

Lean manufacturing is growing apace as a manufacturing technique, with the result that longer-term selling relationships are becoming the norm. Traditional marketing is thus beginning to be replaced by reverse marketing, with buyers becoming more proactive in initiating commercial transactions, including long-term strategic relationships.

Relationship selling comprises the raft of sales tactics that actually delivers relationship marketing strategy to the company and to customers.
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Microcom

When the buyer moves on does the relationship end?

Relationship marketing plays a significant role in modern sales management. Companies have for some time realised the benefits of practising a relational approach to selling rather than a transactional one. Nevertheless, many markets are volatile or else have long product life-cycles, which make the practice of relationship selling challenging.

Microcom is a UK firm supplying high-quality broadcasting equipment used by national networks such as the BBC, ITV and their equivalents abroad. The product is chiefly customised to customers’ specific requirements and has a 10–15 year lifespan. Senior management are troubled by the fact that at present the firm practises a largely transactional approach to selling. They are keen to adopt a relational selling approach, but are uncertain how this might be achieved. The Marketing Director has explained the meaning of relationship marketing and stressed that a relationship is between people. One of the problems Microcom have in this respect is that when a company they have previously sold to requires new equipment the original buyer has often left to go to another job, been promoted away from the buying function, retired, or in some circumstances may even have died.

Although the company is keen to adopt a relational selling approach, another major reservation is the long time between repurchases. One senior manager expressed this issue as follows:

Relationship marketing cannot work because you can guarantee the places we sold to this year won’t be in the market to buy again for 15–20 years.

Typically Microcom will design and install the equipment (a process that can last anywhere between two months for small projects and up to three years for larger ones) and will then maintain contact with the customer for a time afterwards to ensure that the system is effective. These systems typically last for anywhere between 15 and 20 years before they must be replaced. There are generally a number of small orders that may crop up in the interim, but Microcom often does not bother with such minor orders as it typically needs a minimum of £20 million worth of business a year, which means that it usually only bids for the large orders. At present, however, Microcom has a poor retention record, with a rate of around 30 per cent, despite the fact that customers claim to be highly satisfied with the equipment and level of service provided by the firm.

Source: Written by Andrew Pressey, Lecturer in Marketing, University of East Anglia and Neville Hunt, Lecturer in Marketing, University of Luton.

Discussion questions

1 Advise senior management on the appropriateness of adopting a relational approach to selling.

2 Suggest and justify tactics that could be used.
Mergers may bring long-term business benefits, but short-term there are problems with disparate IT systems and corporate culture. For Focus Wickes, with three major mergers in five years, streamlining supplier relations is a key priority – which is where the system termed ‘Eqos’ that was specifically produced for this task helped.

Focus Wickes labelled its new supplier relationship initiative ‘Fusion’. Over a frantic first five years the DIY chain grew dramatically, acquiring Do It All in 1998 and both Great Mills and Wickes in 2000, to become the UK’s second largest home improvements chain. Very soon there were more than 270 Focus outlets, including a dozen or so trading under the discount ‘No Frills’ fascia, and some 161 Wickes stores.

‘Fusing’ the inevitable disparate IT systems resulting from such expansion was a major consideration and problem for the company. So, too was the need to build a coherent corporate culture that melded good supplier relations with a customer-centric strategy. ‘We have seen something of a cultural revolution in the past few years,’ stated Justin Farrington-Smith, trading director for the Focus division. ‘We’re now giving much greater emphasis to understanding customer needs and also working more closely with suppliers.’

Wickes had been an early enthusiast for collaborative working.

Around 98 per cent of Wickes’ product assortment is own-label, so the company has always tended to work very closely with suppliers to develop new lines and share sales forecasts. What it wanted from a new system was better communications to help cut lead times and improve ‘on-shelf’ availability, as well as something that could help suppliers become more involved in assortment planning and ranging, as the group moved towards a more structured category management model.

Wickes decided to reorganise its business into three broad business units: ‘Trade’, ‘DIY & Garden’ and ‘Showroom’ – the sort of complete kitchens and bathrooms that tend to be delivered direct to customers. The aim was for the new integrated category teams, which made up the business units, to collaborate even more closely with suppliers. ‘We needed something that would be simple for our suppliers to use, easy to link into their own IT systems and would also give us more flexibility in reporting,’ stated Focus Wickes project manager.

Why Eqos?

In August 2002 the company established a project group, bringing together a dozen suppliers, as well as representatives from both Focus and Wickes to define the requirements of the planned supplier relations platform. The resulting request for
information was sent to 12 IT vendors of whom six were then invited to tender. ‘In December 2002 Focus Wickes decided to go with Eqos technology. Focus Wickes management felt this system best matched their current and future requirements with good flexibility, rapid implementation and, importantly, the ability to work with a wide range of IT systems so it would be easy for both their suppliers and the different parts of the Focus Wickes group to integrate.’

Implementing an adaptable platform

Rather than putting in place a number of packaged solutions, Focus Wickes wanted an extensive, adaptable platform that would enable a series of collaborative SRM solutions, from performance monitoring through to new product development and vendor managed inventory.

The company signed a three-year agreement with Eqos to develop three operational modules with the flexibility to decide precisely which functions these would address as the system developed and users on both side of the trading partnership began to understand the options. This total platform was called ‘Fusion’ with the first of the modules addressing product performance management (PPM). Work began in mid-March 2003, with the PPM component completed in 17 weeks and with 145 of Wickes’ 150 suppliers live on the system by August. The then project manager for the new system said this about it:

Fusion is one of the fastest business system deployments that we have undertaken in recent years. We did this through running a series of workshops and training sessions for suppliers. As the Eqos system is web-browser based it was very easy to use and most people didn’t even need to read the manual.

The system was driven by daily downloads of store-level sales and stock data from both Focus and Wickes outlets. This was then consolidated centrally and input into Fusion, which was hosted by Eqos.

Consolidating data across the group was felt to be especially helpful for those vendors selling to both divisions. Suppliers could access store and depot level information about their products to check sell-through rates, delivery performance and forecasts. Lines selling better than forecast were automatically highlighted with alerts emailed to relevant buyers and suppliers. This alerting system was a key aspect of Fusion usability.

Fusion quickly began initiating dialogue between suppliers and category managers to improve forecasts and streamline deliveries. As familiarity with the system increased, suppliers of items which were sent direct to stores, mostly heavy or bulky goods such as sacks of cement or garden sheds, were expected to play a greater part in helping store managers revise order quantities based on better supply chain visibility.

The benefits

Fusion helped increase sales and margins in the first full year of operations by around 0.5 per cent, while stock-outs were on target to reduce by some 20 per cent. There were significant potential savings in logistics, as well as avoidance of overstocking. It all added up to a likely annual saving of around £10 million across the group.
In addition suppliers became much more proactive and were able to use the information from Fusion to improve their own production schedules which they were not able to do with the old system. Focus Wickes felt that in the future it might even be able a move to vendor managed inventory and greater use of collaborative planning, forecasting and replenishment techniques.

With the new system suppliers could use the information to suggest amendments based on greater visibility of supply chain and demand patterns.

Like Wickes, Focus is moving to category management and has reorganised into business units ‘Decorative’, ‘Home enhancement’, ‘Garden & Pets’, and ‘Core DIY’ with some 26 category teams comprising planners, merchandisers, marketers and buyers.

Eventually nearly 200 of the 220 Focus suppliers became live with Fusion. The company felt that the new system had really been a fundamental change in the way it worked with its suppliers.

As a result of this success Focus and Wickes began conducting further workshops with their suppliers to decide on the next modules for Fusion. Among the possibilities were collaborative product development techniques and an ‘open order book’ system that would give all involved better visibility of the progress and status of purchase orders to help rid the supply chain of those all-too-familiar ‘black holes’. Focus Wickes wanted suppliers to drive much of the development. As a result, this new spirit of collaboration began to help realign the companies’ strategic business model. For example, traditionally Focus had sold largely manufacturer branded merchandise but began to consider moving to own-label brands which if anything meant it would have to work even more closely with suppliers.

Source: www.thetimes100.co.uk/case_study with permission.

Discussion question

What would be the implications of Focus Wickes moving to say 50 per cent own-label merchandise within the next year from the viewpoints of:

• end-customers;
• sales staff;
• suppliers?
Examination questions

1 Discuss the implications of the move towards relationship marketing in organisational buying/selling situations in the context of how this might change the role of selling.

2 Total quality management is a philosophy of management that should permeate every aspect of the organisation and not simply be the concern of production. What is meant by this statement in terms of how TQM can affect the selling function?

3 Describe the key elements of a customer care programme that would be appropriate in a manufacturing or service environment with which you are familiar.

4 What are the implications for salespeople of the adoption of supply chain integration by larger manufacturers?
After studying this chapter you should be able to:

1. Understand the meaning of direct marketing
2. Appreciate the reasons for growth in direct marketing activity
3. Understand the nature of database marketing
4. Know how to manage a direct marketing campaign
5. Know the media used in direct marketing

- business to business lists
- campaign management
- catalogue marketing
- consumer lifestyle lists
- consumer lists
- creative brief
- database marketing

- direct mail
- direct marketing
- direct response advertising
- house list
- mailing houses
- mobile marketing
- telemarketing
A major change that is reshaping the face of selling is the growth of direct marketing. This chapter explores the major changes that are taking place, the key tools that can be used and how the direct marketing process can be effectively managed. It begins by explaining the meaning of direct marketing before discussing the use of database marketing. The management of direct marketing activities will then be explored, including setting objectives, targeting, achieving customer retention and creating action plans.

11.1 WHAT IS DIRECT MARKETING?

Direct marketing attempts to acquire and retain customers by contacting them without the use of an intermediary. The objective is to achieve a direct response which may take one of the following forms:

- a purchase over the telephone or by post;
- a request for a catalogue or sales literature;
- an agreement to visit a location/event (e.g. an exhibition);
- participation in some form of action (e.g. joining a political party);
- a request for a demonstration of a product;
- a request for a salesperson’s visit.

Direct marketing, then, is the distribution of products, information and promotional benefits to target consumers through interactive communication in a way which allows response to be measured. It covers a wide array of methods, including the following:

- direct mail;
- telemarketing (both inbound and outbound);
- direct response advertising (coupon response or ‘phone now’);
- electronic media (internet, interactive cable TV);
- catalogue marketing;
- inserts (leaflets in magazines);
- door-to-door leafleting;
- text messaging.

Figure 11.1 shows overall and per capita direct marketing expenditure. Smith outlines five factors that have fuelled the rise in direct marketing activity.¹

1. Market fragmentation. The trend towards market fragmentation has limited the application of mass marketing techniques. As market segments develop, the capacity of direct marketing techniques to target distinct consumer groups is of increasing importance.

2. Computer technology. The rise in accessibility of computer technology and increasing sophistication of software, allowing the generation of personalised letters and messages, has eased the task of direct marketing.
3. **The list explosion.** The increased supply of lists and their diversity (e.g. 25,000 Rolls Royce owners, 20,000 women executives and 100,000 house improvers) has provided the raw data for direct marketing activities.

4. **Sophisticated analytical techniques.** By using geodemographic analysis, households can be classified into neighbourhood type (e.g. ‘modern private housing, young families’ or ‘private flats, single people’). These in turn can be cross-referenced with product usage, media usage and lifestyle statements.

5. **Co-ordinated marketing systems.** The high costs of personal selling have led an increasing number of companies to take advantage of direct marketing techniques such as direct response advertising and telemarketing, to make the salesforce more cost effective. For example, a coupon response advertisement or direct mail may generate leads that can be screened by outbound telemarketing, or inbound telemarketing can provide the mechanism for accommodating enquiries stimulated by other direct marketing activities.

As with all marketing communications, direct marketing campaigns should be integrated both within themselves and with other communication tools such as advertising, publicity and personal selling. Un co-ordinated communication leads to blurred brand images, low impact and customer confusion. The capability of direct marketing to transform markets is discussed in the boxed case history.
How direct marketing can change markets

The three classic cases of how direct marketing can transform markets are Dell Computers, First Direct’s entry into banking and Direct Line’s move into insurance. Dell Computers was founded in 1984 by Michael Dell in the United States. His conception was to challenge existing players in the computers market by establishing a direct marketing operation that would allow customers to dial Dell to place an order for a computer. The computer, which was based upon customer specification, would be sent direct, eliminating the need for a distributor. Just-in-time production means that computers can be manufactured in four hours. Dell moved into internet marketing in 1996 and achieved over £14 million worth of web-enabled revenue per day in 1999.

First Direct moved into telephone banking in 1989. Its success was based on customer dissatisfaction with traditional branch banks that offered short opening hours, queues and bank charges. By centralising banking operations and offering direct access by telephone, First Direct was able to offer high levels of customer service at low cost. The new service offered 24-hour access and free banking. The operation has proved to be a huge success, with the number of customers far exceeding target and the highest level of customer satisfaction of any bank.

Direct Line saw a market opportunity in motor insurance. Traditional insurance companies used insurance brokers situated in towns and cities to provide the link to customers. Direct Line placed advertisements on television and in the print media to persuade prospects to phone their telemarketing operation with the inducement of a much cheaper quotation. The entire transaction is conducted over the telephone with the form being sent to the customer simply for signature. By eliminating the broker, Direct Line’s cost structure enables it to reduce costs and pass on some of the savings to its customers. The success of its motor insurance has led the company to move into related areas such as home and contents insurance.

11.2 DATABASE MARKETING

Much direct marketing activity requires accurate information on customers so that they can be targeted through direct mail or telemarketing campaigns. This information is stored on a marketing database which comprises an electronic filing cabinet containing a list of names, addresses and transactional behaviour. Information such as types of purchase, frequency of purchase, purchase value and responsiveness to promotional offers may be held in the database. This allows future campaigns to be targeted at those people who are most likely to respond. For example, a special offer on garden tools from a mail order company can be targeted at those people who have purchased gardening products in the past. Another example would be a car dealer,
which by holding a database of customer names and addresses and dates of car purchases could direct mail to promote service offers and new model launches.

A marketing database can also be used to strengthen relationships with customers. For example, Highland Distillers switched all of its promotional budget for its Macallan whisky brand from advertising to direct marketing. It built a database of 100,000 of its more frequent drinkers (those who consume at least five bottles a year), mailing them every few months with interesting facts about the brand, whisky memorabilia and offers.2

The UK supermarket Tesco has built a huge database through its successful loyalty card called Tesco Clubcard. The database is used to define market segments such as discount-driven ‘price sensitives’, ‘foodies’, ‘heavy category users’ and ‘brand loyalists’, testing response to promotions, and testing the effects of different prices.

The boxed case discusses how retailers, including Tesco, use marketing databases.

---

**How retailers use marketing databases**

At the heart of retail marketing databases are loyalty card programmes. These reward shoppers by means of cash back or products offered on a points basis. In return, retailers such as Tesco and Boots collect masses of data allowing them to tailor products and communications at distinct customer segments.

Loyalty schemes allow customers to be tracked by frequency of visit, expenditure per visit and expenditure by product category. Retailers can gain an understanding of the types of products that are purchased together. For example, Boots, the UK retailer, uses its Advantage card loyalty scheme (which has 14 million active members) to conduct these kinds of analyses. One useful finding is that there is a link between buying films and photo frames and the purchase of new baby products. Because its products are organised along category lines it never occurred to the retailer to create a special offer linked to picture frames for the baby products buyer, yet these are the kinds of products new parents are likely to want.

Integrated marketing communications is possible using the marketing database, as the system tracks what marketing communications (e.g. direct mail, promotions) customers are exposed to, and measure the cost-effectiveness of each activity via electronic point of sale data and loyalty cards.

The retailer’s customers are classified into market segments based on their potential, their degree of loyalty and whether they are predominantly price- or promotion-sensitive. A different marketing strategy is devised for each group. For example, to trade up high-potential, promotionally sensitive, low-loyalty shoppers who do their main shopping elsewhere, high-value manufacturers’ coupons for main supping products are mailed every two months until the consumer is traded up to a different group. Also, high-loyalty customers can be targeted for special treatment such as receiving a customer magazine.

The Tesco Clubcard (which has 12 million active members) also gathers a rich stream of information. It is used to defining segments – for example, discount-driven...
How retailers use marketing databases (continued)

‘price sensitives’, ‘foodies’, ‘heavy category users’, and ‘brand loyalists’, testing consumer response to promotions, and testing the effects of different prices. Different regional media selection strategies can be tested by monitoring in-store responses. It is also used to communicate more effectively with consumers. Promotions can be targeted more precisely; for example, targeting dog food offers to dog owners, direct mail can be sent out to targeted segments such as ‘healthy living’ types, and tailored e-mail campaigns developed. Product assortments in stores can also be fine-tuned according to the buying habits of customers.


A customer profile can be built up by including postcodes in the addresses of customers and employing the services of an agency that conducts geodemographic analysis, such as A Classification of Residential Neighbourhoods (ACORN). Direct mail can then be targeted at people with similar geodemographic profiles.

**Database marketing** is defined as an interactive approach which uses individually addressable marketing media and channels (such as mail, telephone and the salesforce) to:

(a) provide information to a target audience;
(b) stimulate demand;
(c) stay close to customers by recording and storing an electronic database memory of customers, prospects and all communication and transactional data.\(^3\)

Typical information stored on a database includes the following:

1. **Information on actual and potential customers.** Basic data such as names, addresses and telephone numbers enable customers to be contacted. This may be supplemented by psychographic and behavioural data. In business to business markets, information on key decision-makers and their choice criteria may be held.
2. **Transactional information.** Such information as frequency of purchase, when the customer last bought and how much was bought for each product category may be stored. Cross-analysing this type of data with customer type can throw light on the customer profile most likely to buy a particular product and communications can be targeted accordingly.
3. **Promotional information.** Data covering what promotional campaigns have been run, customer response patterns and results in terms of contact, sales and profiles can be stored on a marketing database.
4. **Product information.** Information relating to which products have been promoted, how, when, where and associated responses can be held.
5. **Geodemographic information.** Information about the geographical areas of customers and prospects and the social, lifestyle or business categories to which they belong can be stored. By including postcodes in the addresses of customers and employing the services of an agency that conducts geodemographic analysis (such as ACORN) a customer profile can be built up. Direct mail can then be targeted at people with similar geodemographic profiles.

The importance of database marketing is reflected in its applications:

1. **Direct mail.** A database can be used to store customer information for mailings.
2. **Telemarketing.** A database can store telephone numbers of customers and prospects. Also when customers contact the supplier by telephone, relevant information can be held, including when the next contact should be made.
3. **Loyalty marketing.** Highly loyal customers can be drawn from the database for special treatment as a reward for their loyalty.
4. **Campaign planning.** The database can be used as a foundation for sending consistent and co-ordinated campaigns and messages to individuals and businesses.
5. **Target marketing.** Specific groups of individuals or businesses can be targeted as a result of analysing the database. For example, customer behaviour data stored by supermarkets can be used to target special promotions to consumers who are likely to be receptive to them, such as a promotion for wine aimed at wine purchasers exclusively.
6. **Distributor management systems.** A database can be the foundation upon which information is supplied to distributors and their performance monitored.
7. **Marketing evaluation.** By recording responses to marketing mix activities, for example, price promotions, special offers on products and direct mail messages, the effectiveness of different approaches to varying consumers and market segments can be evaluated.

### 11.3 MANAGING A DIRECT MARKETING CAMPAIGN

The starting point for campaign management is the marketing plan: direct marketing should be fully integrated with all marketing and promotional mix elements to provide a coherent marketing strategy. In particular direct marketers must understand how the product is being positioned in the marketplace in terms of its target market (where it is to compete) and differential advantage (how it is to compete). These issues will fundamentally affect who the campaign is targeted at and the persuasive messages used to convince the target consumer to buy. Figure 11.2 displays the stages in managing a direct marketing campaign.

**Identifying and understanding the target audience**

The target audience is the group of individuals at which the direct marketing campaign is aimed. For consumer markets the target audience may be described using market segmentation variables such as age, gender, social class and lifestyle. Of
particular importance is the use of geodemographic bases for segmenting consumers. Population census data are used to classify households according to a wide range of variables such as household size, number of cars, occupation, family size and ethnic background. Using statistical techniques, small geodemographic areas (known as enumeration districts in Britain) are formed that share similar characteristics. ACORN, the best known system, describes different groups of households as Thriving, Expanding, Rising, Settling, Aspiring and Striving. Since each household in each group can be identified by its postcode (zip code), direct mail can be targeted at selected groups.

For business markets, the target audience will be described as the type of organisation that the direct marketer wishes to target and the type of individual within each organisation who should be reached. The first type of decision will be aided by segmentation based on such variables as organisational size, industry type, degree of purchasing centralisation, location and organisational innovativeness. Choosing the type of individual to select within the organisation will usually be based on an analysis of the decision-making unit (see Chapter 3). Often targeting will then be based on job title.

Once the target audience has been defined, a list is required that may be obtained from an in-house database or through an external broker. For example, in business markets, companies such as Kompass, and Dun and Bradstreet will provide adhesive labels with names and addresses drawn up to client specifications to facilitate direct mail campaigns. Direct marketers need to be aware of the possibility that mailing or telephone lists may be out of date or inaccurate.
Direct marketers also need to understand the buyer behaviour of the target audience. David Ogilvy, a famous advertising guru, once wrote ‘never sell to a stranger’. What he meant by this was the importance of understanding the needs and purchasing behaviour of the target audience. In particular, understanding the needs and choice criteria of targeted individuals aids message development. For example, if we understand that price is an important choice criterion for our chosen target audience, we can stress the outstanding value for money of our direct marketing offer.

**Setting campaign objectives**

Campaign objectives can be set in different ways:

1. **Financial objectives**
   - e.g. sales volume and value
   - e.g. profit
   - e.g. return on investment.

2. **Communication objectives**
   - e.g. awareness
   - e.g. stimulate trial
   - e.g. positioning of brand in consumers’ minds
   - e.g. remind and reinforce.

3. **Marketing objectives**
   - e.g. customer acquisition
   - e.g. customer retention
   - e.g. lead/enquiry generation
   - e.g. number of orders
   - e.g. response rate (proportion of contacts responding).

Despite this spread of possible objectives it is true to say that direct marketing usually is more concerned with making a sale – with immediate action – than with advertising. Linked to this objective is the acquisition and retention of customers. Acquiring new customers is usually much more costly than retaining existing ones. Also maintaining customer loyalty has the additional advantage that loyal customers repeat purchase, advocate brands to their friends, pay less attention to competitive brands and often buy product line extensions. Therefore, direct marketers should pay at least as much attention to retaining existing customers (and generating sales from them) as using tools such as direct mail and telemarketing to gain new customers.

When calculating the resources to be used to create new customers, the concept of lifetime value should be used. This is a measure of the profits of customers over their expected life with a company. Where lifetime value is high it can pay to invest heavily in customer acquisition, particularly if customers once attracted tend to stay loyal. This is why banks invest heavily in attracting students who in the short term do not have great value but over their lifetime are a very attractive proposition.

Equally, companies are paying considerable attention to retaining customers. This objective has spawned customer loyalty programmes such as frequent flyer schemes (airlines) and loyalty cards (supermarkets).
Creative decisions

Given that a usual objective of direct marketing is immediate sales generation, recipients of messages (particularly through direct mail and telemarketing) need to perceive a clear benefit in responding. As we saw in the boxed example, Direct Line grew its business by establishing a real customer benefit – substantial cost savings – communicated through direct response advertising and a highly efficient telemarketing scheme. In order to achieve their level of success, companies need to produce an effective creative brief which includes the following:

1. **Communication objectives.** This spells out what the campaign is hoping to achieve, such as sales volume and value, number of orders, customer retention and/or acquisition and lead generation.

2. **Target market analysis.** Target consumers will be identified, profiled and their needs and buyer behaviour analysed. This is essential so that the creative team adopts the Ogilvy philosophy of never selling to a stranger.

3. **Brand benefits (and weaknesses).** The customer benefits that the brand’s features create need to be identified. Features can be linked to benefits by the use of phrases like ‘which results in’ or ‘which means that’. Any differential advantages need to be identified through an analysis of competitor brands’ strengths and weaknesses.

4. **Development of the offer.** Potential offers should be pre-tested with the target audience to establish their attractiveness. This can take the form of small-scale individual tests or through the use of group discussions. Offers may be price-related or take the form of free gifts (e.g. a free telephone/radio alarm to people taking out insurance).

5. **Message communication.** In direct mail the offer can be communicated by the envelope as well as the internal contents. Recipients must also be told clearly how to respond. Including a freephone number as well as the usual freepost envelope can increase response by between 50 and 125 per cent. In telemarketing, scripts are often used to communicate messages. When combined with powerful software and information technology, they can provide an efficient means of communicating with target consumers.

6. **Action plan.** An action plan focusing on when the campaign is to run, how often and recommendations regarding the most appropriate media to use needs to be drawn up. For telemarketing campaigns, practical details such as how many operators are required and at what times need to be decided.

Media decisions

The direct marketer has a range of media that can be used to reach target audiences. Direct mail, telemarketing, direct response advertising and catalogue marketing will now be analysed. A fifth type of media – the internet – will be examined in Chapter 12.

**Direct mail**

Direct mail is material sent by post to a home or business address with the purpose of promoting a product and/or maintaining an ongoing relationship. An important factor in the effectiveness of a direct mail campaign is the quality of the mailing list. List houses supply lists on a rental or purchase basis. Since lists become out of date quickly
it is usually preferable to rent. Consumer lists may be compiled from subscriptions to magazines, catalogues, membership of organisations, etc. Alternatively, consumer lifestyle lists are compiled from questionnaires. The electoral roll can also be useful when combined with geodemographic analysis. For example, if a company wished to target households living in modern private housing with young families, the electoral roll can be used to provide names and addresses of people living in such areas.

Business to business lists may be bought from directory producers such as the Kompass or Key British Enterprises directories, from trade magazine subscription lists (e.g. Chemicals Monthly or Purchasing Managers' Gazette), or from exhibition lists (e.g. Which Computer Show). Perhaps the most productive mailing list is that of a company's own customers which is known as the house list. This is because of the existing relationship that a company enjoys with its own customers. Also of use would be names of past buyers who have become inactive, names of enquirers and of those who have been 'referred' or recommended by present customers of the company. It is not uncommon for a house list to be far more productive than an externally compiled list. Customer behaviour such as the products purchased, most recent purchase, frequency of purchase and expenditure can also be stored in an in-house database.

The management of direct mail involves asking five questions:

Who: Who is the target market? Who are we trying to influence?

What: What response is required? A sale, an enquiry?

Why: Why should they buy or make an enquiry? Is it because our product is faster, cheaper, etc.?

Where: Where can they be reached? Can we obtain their home or working address?

When: When is the best time to reach them? Often this is at the weekend for consumers, and Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday for business people. (Monday can be dominated by planning meetings, and on Friday they may be busy clearing their desks for the weekend.)

Other management issues include a system for addressing and filling the envelopes. Mailing houses provide these services. For large mailings the postal service needs to be notified in advance so that the mailing can be scheduled.

Direct mail allows specific targeting to named individuals. For example, by hiring lists of subscribers to gardening catalogues, a manufacturer of gardening equipment could target a specific group of people who would be more likely to be interested in a promotional offer than the general public. Elaborate personalisation is possible and the results directly measurable. Since the objective of direct mail is immediate – usually a sale or an enquiry – success can easily be measured. Some organisations such as the Reader's Digest spend money researching alternative creative approaches before embarking on a large-scale mailing. Such factors as type of promotional offer, headlines, visuals and copy can be varied in a systematic manner and by using code numbers on reply coupons, responses can be tied to the associated creative approach.

The effectiveness of direct mail relies heavily on the quality of the mailing list. Poor lists raise costs and can contribute to the criticism of 'junk mail' since recipients are not interested in the contents of the mailing. Initial costs can be much higher than advertising in terms of cost per thousand people reached and the response can be low (an average response rate of 2 per cent is often quoted). Added to these costs is the expense of setting up a database. In these terms direct mail should be viewed as
Direct marketing

Direct marketing is a medium- to long-term tool for generating repeat business from a carefully targeted customer group. An important concept is the lifetime value of a customer which is the profit made on a customer’s purchase over their lifetime.

In summary, direct mail can be very cost-effective at targeting specific segments of the population, but its critics point to low response rates, the existence of junk mail, the fact that personal information can be sold to mailers without the knowledge of the subject, and the fact that some companies persist in sending mail even when they have been asked to stop.⁷

Telemarketing

**Telemarketing** is a marketing communications system where trained specialists use telecommunications and information technologies to conduct marketing and sales activities.

In North America, sales prospects have long been solicited through the medium of the telephone for relatively expensive products such as cars, freezers and home improvement. Telemarketers work from prepared scripts designed to give different selling approaches according to the circumstances of the prospect, these circumstances being established before the sales talk. The idea is sometimes to ‘smooth the way’ for a salesperson’s visit following the telephone call. Success rates may appear low, but it is a very cost-effective method and eliminates a lot of ‘cold canvassing’ by salespeople. However, telephone selling can be a very demanding task for the person soliciting over the telephone. This is reflected in the vernacular term applied to the location from which such solicitation takes place – ‘the boiler room’.

Inbound telemarketing occurs when a prospect contacts the company by telephone, whereas outbound telemarketing involves the company calling the prospect. Developments in IT have affected both forms. For example, Quick Address is a package that enables telemarketing people handling inbound calls quickly to identify the address and account details of the caller with the minimum amount of typing time and also ensures it is accurate. The caller is asked for their name and postcode (either for the household or the company). From this the correct address will appear on the computer screen. If the caller wishes to purchase (e.g. using a credit card) over the telephone, the tedium of giving (and spelling) their address to allow posting is removed. This has gained penetration in such areas as selling football and theatre tickets. Even more sophisticated developments in telecommunications technology allow the caller to be identified even before the operator has answered the call. The caller’s telephone number is relayed into the customer database and outlet details appear on the operator’s screen before the call is picked up. This service, **integrated telephony**, has gained penetration in the customer service area.

Computerisation can also enhance productivity in outbound telemarketing. Large databases can store information that can easily be accessed by telephone marketing operators. Call lists can be automatically allocated to operators. Scripts can be created and stored on the computer so that operators have ready and convenient access to them on screen. Orders can be automatically processed and follow-up actions (such as call back in one month or send literature) can be recorded and stored. In addition, productivity can be raised by autodiallers.

An important technological advance is predictive dialling, which makes multiple outbound calls from a call centre. Calls are only delivered to agents when the
customer answers, therefore cutting out wasted calls to answer machines, engaged signals, fax machines and unanswered calls. It is claimed to dramatically improve call centre efficiency by providing agents with a constant flow of calls. However, there is no time for call staff to psych themselves up for the call (they are alerted by a bleep and the relevant details appear on the screen). This means that call centre staff have to work extremely intensively.8

Telemarketing automation also allows simple keystroke retrieval of critical information such as customer history, product information or schedules. If the prospect or customer is busy, automated systems can reschedule a call-back and allow the operator to recall the contact on screen at a later date simply by pressing a single key.

Telemarketing is often conducted from call centres where trained operators accept and send thousands of calls a day. This process is described in the boxed case discussion.

A useful set of guidelines for conducting a telemarketing call has been developed by the Bell Telephone System of America:

1. Identify yourself and your company.
2. Establish rapport: this should come naturally since you have already researched your potential clients and their business.
3. Make an interesting comment (e.g. to do with cost savings or a special offer).
4. Deliver your sales message: emphasise benefits over features (e.g. your production people will like it because it helps to overcome down-time through waiting for the material to set).
5. Overcome objections: be skilled at objection-handling techniques.
6. Close the sale: when appropriate do not be afraid to ask for the order (e.g. ‘Would you like to place an order now?’) or fulfil another objective (e.g. ‘Can I send you a sample?’).
7. Action agreement: arrange for a sales call or the next telephone call.
8. Express your thanks.

**Mobile marketing**

Mobile marketing (the sending of short text messages direct to mobile phones) is extremely successful. Every month in Britain over a billion chargeable text messages are sent. Marketers have been quick to spot the opportunities of this medium to communicate, particularly to a youth audience. Marketers now send out messages to potential customers via their mobile phones to promote such products as fast food, movies, banks, alcoholic drinks, magazines and books. A new acronym, SMS (short messaging service), has appeared to describe this new medium, which is available on all mobile phones that use the global system for mobile communications (GMS), which dominates the second generation (2G) standard. The advantages of this approach for marketers are as follows.9

- **Cost effective**: the cost per message is between 15p and 25p compared with 50p to 75p per direct mail shot, including print production and postage.
- **Personalised**: like direct mail each message is sent to individuals, in contrast to traditional advertising.
- **Targeting**: given that SMS use among 15–25-year-olds is 86 per cent, and 87 per cent among 25–34-year-olds in Britain, mobile marketing has high potential as a youth targeting tool.10
- **Interactive**: the receiver can respond to the text message, setting up the opportunity for two-way dialogue.
- **Customer relationship building**: by establishing an ongoing dialogue with consumers it can aid the relationship-building process.
- **Time flexible**: unlike direct mail, mobile marketing can be sent at various times of the day, giving greater flexibility when trying to reach the recipient.
- **Immediate and measurable**: the results of the mobile campaign can be immediate (for example, the number of people taking up an offer) and measurable.
- **Database building**: creative use of mobile marketing allows marketers to gather consumer information, which can be stored on a database.

Mobile marketing does have certain limitations though.11 These are as follows.

- **Short text messages**: the number of words in a text message is limited to 160 characters. Future technological advances may remove this limitation.
- **Visually unexciting**: 2G systems do not permit picture messaging. Although multimedia messaging services and 3G technology allow picture messaging, the extra cost may deter its widespread use.
• **Wear-off**: while mobile marketing is still novel, response rates are good, but sceptics argue that once the novelty has worn off and consumers receive more and more advertising/promotion-related messages, the effectiveness of the medium will wane.

• **Poor targeting**: as with poorly targeted direct mail, ‘junk’ text messages cause customer annoyance and lead to poor response rates.

At the moment, mobile marketing is not just acceptable, it is actually popular. Research by the Mobile Marketing Association showed that 68 per cent of consumers would be likely to recommend the service to their friends, and 43 per cent said they would respond to messages positively, perhaps by visiting a website or viewing an advertisement.12

**Direct response advertising**

**Direct response advertising** appears in the prime media such as television and the press but is different from standard advertising since it is designed to elicit a direct response such as a request for further information, an enquiry or an order. Usually a freephone telephone number is provided so that interested parties can contact the company. In this way, broadcast media are used to reach large numbers of consumers and direct marketing techniques are employed to allow a fast response by both consumers and the company.

Direct response television (DRTV) – or teleshopping as it is sometimes called – is slowly gaining in popularity and comes in many formats. The most basic is the standard advertisement with telephone number. Other variants are the 25-minute product demonstration (often called infomercials) and live home shopping programmes broadcast by companies like QVC.

In Europe a wide range of products is promoted (such as leisure products, household goods, books and beauty care products) through pan-European satellite channels such as Quantum International, Super Channel and NBC. Four factors tend to raise the probability of DRTV application and success:13

1. Products that require a demonstration or a service that needs to be explained.
2. Products that have mass appeal (although single interest channels provide a medium for specialist products).
3. An effective DRTV promotion must make good television to attract and maintain the interest of the target audience.
4. A successful DRTV promotion is usually supported by an efficient telemarketing operation to handle the response.

**Catalogue marketing**

**Catalogue marketing** is the promotion and sale of goods through catalogues distributed to agents and customers by mail or at outlets if the catalogue marketer is a store owner. Traditionally catalogue marketing was a form of mail order where agents passed the catalogue to relatives and friends who ordered through the agent. A key benefit to customers was the credit facility of weekly payment. More recently companies such as Next and Trois Suisse moved catalogue marketing more upmarket by
targeting busy, affluent consumers who valued the convenience of choosing products at home.

A major UK success story has been Argos, which has built its business entirely on catalogue marketing. A wide range of products such as cameras, jewellery, toys, mobile phones, watches, household goods and gardening equipment is sold through their catalogues. A customer selects at home and then visits a town centre Argos store to purchase goods. Argos’s success is built on this convenient form of shopping, plus low prices and an efficient service, and an inventory system that controls costs and ensures a low out-of-stock situation.

Catalogue marketing can provide a convenient method of shopping, a wide range of products, low prices and, sometimes, credit facilities. When the operation is centralised the expense of town centre locations is avoided. However, catalogues are expensive to print and require regular updating. The internet is a much cheaper way of displaying products to consumers. Like the internet, catalogues do not allow products to be tried (e.g. a hi-fi system) or tried on (e.g. clothing) before purchase. Furthermore, there can be differences between the colour displayed in the catalogue and that of the product when it is delivered. This can be an important issue for products such as home furnishings.

Catalogues are also important in business to business markets, acting as a continual sales aid which allows customers to order at their convenience. More and more companies are moving to internet-based catalogues which are cheaper to produce and easier to update. Business to business catalogues often contain vast amounts of information including product specification and prices. Direct mail and telemarketing campaigns can be used to remind customers to buy from their catalogues. For many companies supplying other organisations such as component and office supply firms, the catalogue is an important marketing tool.

**Campaign execution and evaluation**

Once the creative and media decisions have been made, the action plan will be executed. This may be done in-house or through the use of a specialist direct marketing agency. The campaign should be evaluated against clearly defined objectives which include:

- sales volume and value;
- response rate (the percentage of contacts responding);
- number of enquiries;
- cost per order/enquiry/sale;
- number of new customers;
- number of existing customers re-buying;
- conversion rate from enquiry to sale;
- renewal rate;
- repeat purchase rate.

Most of these objectives measure the immediate (short-term) impact of a direct marketing campaign. Direct marketers should not ignore the longer term impact of a campaign which takes into account the lifetime value of a customer. A campaign in the short term may not appear cost effective, but when the impact through renewals and repeat purchase is taken into account its longer-term value may be very positive.
11.4 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has explored the growth of direct marketing as a means of selling products and services. Direct marketing activity has helped companies such as Direct Line, First Direct and Dell Computers to sell directly to customers without the need for traditional salespeople or distributors. The use of direct mail and telemarketing is reducing the need for a field salesforce, particularly for smaller customers.

Direct marketing activity needs to be carefully planned in order to produce integrated campaigns that make the best use of the tools available. Key media include direct mail, telemarketing, direct response advertising, catalogue marketing and internet marketing (discussed in Chapter 12). They should be employed as part of a plan based on the identification and understanding of the target audience, the setting of campaign objectives, making creative and media decisions and the execution and evaluation of the campaign.
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Kettle Foods

Kettle Foods has discovered that its Chips brand does not need advertising support. Might this be a problem now supermarkets are promoting their in-house brands?

Kettle Chips were the first ‘designer crisps’ to come to Britain in the late 1980s in upmarket wine bars and delicatessens. Now they are everywhere. They are never advertised on television, the printed media or on poster sites, yet annual sales turnover of this type of snack in the UK is now almost £50 million.

In the UK, the snack market is worth around £3 billion a year, of which potato crisps forms one-third. This has remained steady for about ten years with the exception of the premium hand-cooked chips market (principally occupied by Kettle Chips) which is growing at 30 per cent per year. Kettle Chips are never advertised, so what is the secret of their success?

Cameron Healy had no working capital when he founded Kettle in Oregon in 1978. He contended that customers with sufficient discretionary income would be prepared to pay around £2 for a top quality packet of crisps. His idea turned out to be correct and he developed Kettle Chips. By 1982 they were the only handproduced potato crisps in the USA. He came to Britain in 1987 to research ‘natural foods’ and set up crisp production with Tim Meyer in Norwich in 1988 and moved to larger premises in 1998. Since then year-on-year growth has been over 30 per cent and exports to Europe have grown at an even faster rate.

Josh Layish, joint Managing Director at Kettle, contends that company growth has been a direct result of not targeting a mass market. He says: ‘Financial discipline is essential, but it cannot form the vision and direction for the company. We’re not a volume driven business.’ As Kettle is not a public company it has the managerial independence to make such decisions. Being a high-quality premium product encourages loyal consumers. ‘Our customers are prepared to pay for premium products,’ explains Layish. ‘They’re ABs – foodies and prosperous. Typically they haven’t yet had kids, or they’re older and their kids have left home and they want to be communicated with intelligently.’

The policy of not advertising was intuitive, based on the notion that in this way people could ‘discover’ the brand. ‘We do a lot of communication with our customers,’ says Layish. ‘Any firm with a message like ours has to communicate it, but that’s not the same as advertising in the 30-second commercial sense.’

Their communication strategy has the following components:

- Direct mail that extends to a database of 40,000 names obtained from customers who register at food fairs, county shows, English Heritage concerts, the BBC Good Food Show and such events as the National Wedding Show.
- A website that features a recipe book, plus a quarterly booklet for those who request it, as well as a free 0800 telephone facility.
- A PR strategy managed by Communications Plus which specialises in food and drink.
Kettle wants major sales through supermarkets, but it does not necessarily want this to be the first place where customers discover the brand. Originally it was marketed through delicatessens, but now it is offered in upmarket settings such as Coffee Republic, All Bar One and Ha Ha’s as the only hand-cooked crisp on offer.

When asked about competition from supermarket own brands, Layish responded: ‘We are conscious of this, but we believe we can stay ahead on quality and innovation. Our seasonings are second to none.’ Competition from own-label intrusion suggests a harder hitting marketing approach than Kettle has previously adopted. With 30 per cent growth from a firm that seems satisfied, what else can Kettle do?

Phil Teer, head of planning at St Luke’s Communications Consultancy, argues that although Kettle Chips is perceived to be an innovative product with a modern pack design, we live in dynamic times and trends can quickly go out of fashion. With Kettle, they have successfully built an intense relationship between the brand and its customers, but he questions how strong that bond will be in two or three years. He suggests building a strong online community similar to the Friends Reunited website, as well as branding a TV programme. Teer contends that Kettle could create a strand of programming around its brand of crisps or its target market in the form of a deli-culture.

Teer says: ‘I associate Kettle with the home . . . Kettle parties or events at high profile venues would enhance its out-of-home role and deepen the relationship in a contemporary way. You’d look to ensure that Kettle is a part of people’s lives in a way that reflects how they’re living it. People are smart. They look behind the brand and see that it’s not some big corporation, but a small team who believe in what they do. That’s a marketable quality.’

Layish is not persuaded with this view when he states: ‘There is potential for a more targeted message, but we believe it is not a sufficiently rich message. We communicate a lot of information, but the more we have pulled back from volume-chasing promotional activity, the faster our acceleration in growth has been. We’ve seen real organic growth. If you have people who are passionate about natural products or the ethics of a company, it becomes a natural network.’


Discussion questions

1 Which view is the more convincing – Teer’s or Layish’s? Give reasons to justify your answer.

2 Suggest ways in which Kettle Foods can surmount the threat from own-label brands, with particular reference to direct marketing.

3 How might Kettle sustain or even increase its 30 per cent year-on-year growth?
Text messaging (the sending of brief written messages directly to a cellular telephone) has been a phenomenon of the twenty-first century – it is an entirely new means of communication, suitable for an entirely new millennium. It was only really during 2001 that text messaging really took off. Cellular telephones became widely available to a young audience and, despite the belief in some quarters that text messaging would never catch on, the growth in the number of messages sent has been astronomical. During December 2001 alone, 1.3 billion chargeable text messages were sent across the four networks involved.

Marketers have never been slow to see the possibilities in a new communications medium, particularly one which has proved so popular with the younger end of the market. Marketers now send out text messages to potential customers via their mobile telephones; a way of reaching out directly to a potentially lucrative audience. A whole new acronym has appeared to encompass the new medium, and now SMS (short messaging service) is being used to promote movies, fast food, chocolate bars and even books.

Of course, if we were talking here about one-way advertising, public outcry would sink it without trace within weeks. It is reasonable to suppose that unsolicited text messages would prove as equally irritating as spamming on email. The lesson of spamming has not been lost on marketers, so the SMS system operates like any other direct marketing method, by being interactive with the recipients. SMS professionals are at some pains to ensure that spamming does not occur. They are prepared to police the system themselves in order to weed out any rogues who might damage customer trust. One useful factor which will help in this is that text messages are paid for by the sender, which makes indiscriminate texting an expensive operation.

In 2001, the EU ruled that SMS marketing in Europe should be an opt-in system, which means that marketers need to obtain people’s permission to send them messages. First contact point is often an on-pack Instant Win device where the response mechanical is a text message. The telephone owner, by responding, gives permission for the SMS marketer to respond via text, so a ‘mailing list’ is built up in a more or less traditional way. Another way of developing a list is to run advertisements in magazines such as *Smash Hits* inviting readers to join the Pop Text Club. By joining the club, members will receive text messages about bands, gigs and latest releases from bands they are interested in.

From the recipient’s viewpoint the advantages are obvious. The text messages themselves cost nothing (unless the recipient wants to respond) and the messages can be read at a convenient time. The brief nature of the message is an advantage too – compared with the average mailshot which may run to several thousand words of small print, a 160-character (maximum) message is positively refreshing. One industry leader, Flytxt, is so confident of the acceptability of the medium that it is planning to introduce a premium-rate group of text clubs which will charge the recipient for each message received. Obviously members of these clubs will know what they...
are getting into – but for traditional marketers, the idea that someone is prepared to pay to receive marketing messages must seem bizarre.

Research shows, however, that SMS is not only acceptable, it is actually popular. The research, carried out by the Mobile Marketing Association, showed that 68 per cent of respondents would be likely to recommend the service to their friends; 43 per cent said they would respond to messages positively, perhaps by visiting a website or viewing an ad.

Currently, the system is purely tactical, because of the limitations of the screen size and image quality. Technological advances embodied in the third-generation (3G) handsets mean that brand-building strategic campaigns became feasible during 2003 and 2004. In the meantime, SMS practitioners are content to use the system for tightly targeted direct marketing campaigns.

Source: Written by Jim Blythe, Reader in Marketing, University of Glamorgan.

Discussion questions

1. Why might someone be prepared to pay to receive marketing messages?
2. What types of strategic messages might be delivered in future?
3. What factors might reduce the acceptability of SMS for customers?
4. What might account for the very positive response to SMS?
5. What type of company might benefit most from SMS?
Examination questions

1. Compare the strengths and weaknesses of direct mail and telemarketing.
2. What is database marketing? Explain the types of information that are recorded on a database.
3. What are the stages of managing a direct marketing campaign? Why is the concept of lifetime value of a customer important when designing a campaign?
Internet and IT applications in selling and sales management

OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Understand how a range of information technology (IT) developments have altered the selling and sales management functions
2. Appreciate that future developments in IT will continue to shape these sales functions in the coming decade
3. Appreciate how large organisations manage procurement using a variety of electronic means
4. Understand how small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) can use internet technology to market and sell their products
5. Know how information technology can enable customer relationship management (CRM)
6. Understand how sales force automation (SFA) software is used to support the sales function in many organisations today

KEY CONCEPTS

- customer relationship management (CRM)
- customer relationship quality (CRQ)
- e-commerce
- e-procurement
- information technology (IT)
- intranets and extranets
- sales force automation (SFA)
- salesforce effectiveness
Developments in information technology (IT) in general, and internet or web technology in particular, are having profound effects both on the way products are sold and on the nature of selling and sales management activities. The chapter begins with an examination of the changing nature of the salesforce as a result of increasing use of information and wireless technologies. Electronic commerce and the nature of electronic sales and procurement are then discussed. The chapter continues with a discussion of the use of salesforce automation software in selling, before proceeding to a more detailed examination of the use of information technology and IT applications in supporting and managing the sales function.

12.1 THE CHANGING NATURE OF THE SALESFORCE

A sales practitioner’s perspective

Information technology (IT), the internet, electronic commerce (e-commerce), wireless and mobile technologies have each had a major impact on salesforce productivity and management. The extent to which such technology developments have affected salespeople’s jobs can be gauged by the boxed case history of a national account manager for a major company.

A sales practitioner’s perspective

Over the past 15 years the role of information technology has rapidly explored nearly every possible avenue of our working and social lives from the emergence of ATMs to personal computers, domestic appliances and the wealth of information that is held about us as individuals whenever we make a transaction.

During my ten years’ experience of field-based sales, many changes have occurred. I will now give a few examples of how communication methods have changed and how more efficient methods of operation have developed.

First, not so long ago most communication was by landline telephone and letter. This was followed by the fax and pagers. Then mobile phones and email arrived and communication between businesspeople became almost instantaneous.

Second, in the arena of a traditional salesperson, the raising of letters confirming arrangements, quotations, etc. passed in the post and several weeks were often needed to conclude simple transactional business deals. These have been replaced first by fax but now by email and web-based purchasing. In addition the role of the secretary in this is becoming obsolete as the majority of salespeople generate their own letters from standard templates and quotation software.

In purely transactional purchases, customers can produce their own quotations by specifying certain criteria on a web-based purchasing system. The various fields are
A sales practitioner’s perspective (continued)

entered and the system automatically produces a quotation, which is legally binding on the company.

Within industrial sales many changes have occurred through technology. Historically, knowledge was power and the salesperson or sales engineer would know nearly everything about the customer-facing side of the relationship. Customer records were often randomly completed and ‘deals or agreements’ could often be verbal or have an unwritten verbal amendment. This was a potential cause for conflict, particularly if the personnel changed. On average people would change every three years in a typical industrial sales role.

With the introduction of IT, laptops and PDAs, much of this information can now be accessed not only by salespeople and their line managers but anyone within the company who may have a requirement to be aware of what has been agreed previously with the customer (e.g. customer service, technical support, finance and logistics).

One of the major advantages of this is that any contact with the customer is entered into their file so everyone is fully aware of conversations, comments and offers made. These systems are becoming more commonplace, particularly in larger firms trying to manage their customer information more efficiently and with less reliance on memory or paper records.

Customer relationship management (CRM) is becoming commonplace in a wide range of sales related areas, including banks, industrial sales, catalogues and even taxi firms where a log of all previous transactions, enquiries, purchasing profiles and other communications is kept. In the most complex systems, details about a customer preference for hobbies, family anniversaries, pet likes or dislikes can be logged to assist in creating a more familiar relationship between individuals in the sales process.

The belief, where this is applied correctly, is that the customer can contact or be contacted by the company with an almost seamless approach. Questions about invoices, technical issues and quotations can be fielded by a whole range of employees within the organisation. However, all this information needs to be gathered, entered and managed and the onus of this task often falls to the field salesperson in addition to getting the order.

These CRM systems offer great advantages in managing customers and identifying micro-segments within the overall customer base for highly focused marketing campaigns and promotions. These systems are now also capable of identifying and creating actual profit and loss statements on individual accounts; and the efficiency with which the salesperson and the company as a whole deals with each individual customer.

In effect a customer can be rated not only on the traditional basis of revenue generation but on actual net profit generated. This takes into account the level of service
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Paul Miller’s account is typical of the changes that have taken place in sales and sales management over the past decade or more. The growth in the adoption of IT in sales during this period has been phenomenal and has impacted on almost every aspect of the salesperson’s life. For some older salespeople, the move to an IT- and information-intensive age has been a difficult journey. For younger salespeople, the changes that are likely to happen in the coming decade may be no less dramatic, as these technologies continue to mature and evolve, and as the role of the salesperson adapts in line with technological changes.

The wireless and ‘mobility’ revolution

One of the most significant trends in the past decade has been the move towards wireless technology, freeing the salesperson from their desk and allowing greater freedom to spend time with customers. We often think of the ‘tools of the trade’ for
salespeople as the car, mobile phone (or the ubiquitous Blackberry device) and laptop, but Signorini\(^1\) helps put some structure on these ‘mobility’ devices by defining four areas into which the majority of these wireless data applications fall:

- **Field sales:** these include product inventory and pricing systems, access to customer account information, and real-time ordering.
- **Mobile office:** these include email, personal information management (PIM), access to corporate intranets and human resources systems.
- **Fleet management:** these solutions include despatch applications for courier companies, call scheduling systems for taxis and vans, location-tracking applications for managing the utilisation of large fleets of trucks, routing and mapping systems.
- **Field service:** these include the scheduling of work orders in the service and repair industry, access to customer records and information while on-site, financial services applications such as insurance claims handling and assessing, and access to national databases while ‘on the road’.

The first two of these applications will now be discussed in more detail:

**Field sales**

Field sales constitute the single biggest use of wireless technology, accounting for more than a quarter of all applications in large organisations.\(^2\) Wireless sales technology is typically used in one of three ways:

- The sales person has a laptop computer that can be synchronised with head office.
- The sales person uses a personal digital assistant (PDA) that can transmit sales information to, and receive sales reports from, head office.
- Many of the capabilities of the previous two can be combined into a single handheld device that also acts as a mobile phone.

Sales administrators often face a bewildering choice when deciding how to equip their sales executives in the field. Although handheld devices are cheaper than laptops, it may well be the case that the overall cost per salesperson continues to increase as more mobile technology applications are introduced. If sales representatives retain their laptops, rather than replacing them with PDAs or Blackberry devices (see below), then costs will certainly increase. There is also the potential for higher costs associated with the relative immaturity of some of the underlying technologies and standards.

**The mobile office**

The mobile office became a reality in the mid-1990s when sales people were routinely equipped with a mobile phone and laptop. In those early days, there were few robust office or sales applications and sales people were often poorly trained in their use. In 1998, the first BlackBerry was released (see box below) which made access to email on the move a reality. Today, a combination of lightweight laptops and a wide variety of PDAs and mobile phones make it possible for the salesperson to remain ‘on the road’ with no reason to visit the office except for routine sale management meetings.
Crackberry or Brickberry?

The ubiquitous Blackberry mobile communication device was created by Research in Motion (RIM), a Canadian company based in Waterloo, Ontario. RIM was founded in 1984 by a pair of engineering students. RIM was the first wireless data technology developer in North America and created several wireless products, including wireless point-of-sale devices, radio modems and the first two-way messaging pager.

In 1998, RIM produced a wireless handheld called the RIM 950 which handled email, contacts and calendaring with a built-in QWERTY keyboard. RIM forged partnerships with several wireless carriers and many software and hardware companies along the way.

The following year, a phone and email device called the Blackberry was launched along with a system for synchronising emails with Microsoft Exchange. This system provided the conduit between the wireless handheld and the corporate Exchange mailbox, with contacts and calendar, putting current business email in the hands of the mobile salesperson. New content updated in the mailbox was ‘pushed’ out to the Blackberry, keeping the salesperson up-to-date.

RIM continues to grow and improve the Blackberry brand, which has earned its many nicknames, such as Crackberry, a tribute to the apparent addiction users have to their devices, and Brickberry for the inelegant shape of the early, full-size, smartphone Blackberry devices.


12.2 ELECTRONIC COMMERCE AND ELECTRONIC PROCUREMENT

While the role of the salesperson has changed considerably, there have also been significant changes in the way sales and procurement are carried out, particularly between large organisations and their suppliers. In these business-to-business (B2B) environments, the nature of electric commerce, or e-commerce, has certainly undergone a revolution in recent years.

E-commerce and B2B trading

The term ‘electronic commerce’ or e-commerce refers to any sales or trading activity that is carried out over an electronic network. Today, e-commerce is synonymous with business-to-business (B2B) trading, as opposed to its business-to-consumer (B2C) counterpart. Although the first wave of growth of e-commerce was in the B2C domain, the B2B area is between five and ten times larger.3
E-commerce comes in many different flavours. For many years, electronic data interchange (EDI) allowed companies to place orders and facilitated suppliers’ sending invoices electronically. However, the growth of internet use has seen an accompanying expansion of e-commerce through this medium. The boxed case study discusses how e-commerce has contributed to the success of Federal Express, Cisco, Dell and GE. This should not mislead anyone into believing that success on the internet is guaranteed. For every success story there are hundreds of expensive e-commerce failures. Poor website design, reluctance to conduct transactions through a new medium, problems with the adoption of common standards, difficulties with the integration of back-end computer systems and security fears are all barriers that hinder the faster adoption of e-commerce by consumers and businesses alike.

E-commerce in action

Internet-based e-commerce began in the mid-1990s when companies like Federal Express, Cisco, Dell and GE started to focus on online sales, customer service and procurement. These companies recognised the advantages of the internet as a more flexible alternative to electronic data interchange (EDI). It allowed them to expand their electronic trading to smaller organisations and transactions now started to flow on the internet. The terminology changed also – people began to use terms like ‘e-business’, ‘e-commerce’ and ‘business-to-business’ (B2B) as the use of the internet increased as a networking mechanism. A good example is Siemens, the German giant with an annual procurement budget of around €35 billion. The company buys all sorts of materials, from metals and plastics to pencils and desks, and spreads these over a dozen global divisions in sectors ranging from semiconductors and telecommunications to transportation and medicine. In 2002, 76 per cent of Siemens’ procurement was offline and 24 per cent online. Of the online purchases, 90 per cent were conducted via EDI, the transfer of data between different companies using networks, and the remainder via the web.


E-commerce can take place at four levels (see Figure 12.1).

**Level 1: Publish**

This is the provision of information to the customer electronically. It is one-way communication that may involve annual reports, press releases, information on products and services, recruitment opportunities and advertising. Sometimes referred to as
`brochureware`, it is little more than the establishment of an online presence and has little to do with selling.

**Level 2: Interact**

The next level refers to interactive engagement with the user on the internet. For example, Dell’s website provides online technical support services including email links to online technical support representatives. Again, this has little to do with sales but does provide an additional layer of functionality to the ‘publish’ level.

**Level 3: Transact**

The third level of e-commerce allows goods and services to be bought and sold over the internet. Reaching this level can be costly in terms of initial investment, and although operating costs should be lower than more traditional ways of conducting business, usually costs need to be driven down in other areas of the business for cost savings overall to fall.

**Level 4: Integrate**

The highest level of e-commerce is where integration of the computer system and processes of traders is achieved to create a strong, formalised relationship. This may involve the establishment of a business-to-business extranet which is an electronic network linking companies to their trading partners. Extranets allow partners to
exchange information such as that relating to ordering, delivery and invoicing in a secure environment. For example, Mobil’s extranet allows the oil company to accept orders from 300 distributors globally.

**A practical example of Level 3 – Amazon and eBay**

Operating at Levels 1 and 2 is inexpensive. Companies wishing to actually sell on the internet as opposed to just market their wares must move to Level 3, which can become significantly more expensive. However, there are ways for small to medium sized enterprises (SMEs) to limit the investment. The internet giants Amazon and eBay both offer a mechanism for SMEs to set up their own sales operations on the web. For as little as $15.99 per month, eBay can establish a ‘Basic Store’ for you. Slightly more expensive is Amazon’s WebStore offering, which allows sellers to trade online in five easy steps:

1. **Setup your account**: Follow the quick and easy instructions to setup your WebStore account. In minutes you’ll have access to a custom solution that will get your site up and running today!
2. **Design your webstore**: Take a few moments to customise your WebStore with one of our easy-to-use templates or use our 1-Click feature to create and launch your WebStore in minutes.
3. **Upload your product inventory**: Use our web-based tools, downloadable desktop application, or text files to upload your products and inventory to your WebStore. With many options, it’s fast and easy to get your entire product catalogue into your WebStore.
4. **Change your domain to point to your WebStore**: Simply follow our step-by-step guide to point your existing domain name at your new WebStore. Don’t have a domain name? No problem – your site will be available to the public at an Amazon provided web address or you can purchase a domain name with any registrar.
5. **Start selling on your WebStore**: Once your domain is pointed to your WebStore you’ll be up and selling. From here, you can use our marketing tools to help drive traffic to your site.

**A practical example of Level 4 – Raytheon**

While Amazon and eBay provide a somewhat cheap and cheerful solution to selling online, most large organisations have developed and manage their own web systems, and have integrated these systems into their own in-house sales, fulfilment and accounting systems.

Let us examine one specific case as an example of this highest level of e-commerce (Level 4 – Integrate) in action. Raytheon, one of the largest defence companies in the world, has also been one of the more forward-looking in terms of its adoption of e-commerce. For years, Raytheon had EDI links with its suppliers, but as the company moved into the internet age, it found that it had to put in place an
increasingly complex variety of mechanisms for dealing electronically with its trading partners. By 2008, trading partners could have an electronic commerce relationship with Raytheon in several different ways. In fact, Raytheon’s website (www.raytheon.com) states that ‘Suppliers and other Trading Partners are encouraged to work with Raytheon to build an electronic commerce relationship’ and so that electronic commerce software allows data to be transferred between Raytheon and its trading partners with no manual input, which could slow the transaction (see www.raytheon.com/connections/supplier/commerce/index.html).

The point about e-commerce at Raytheon is not so much the technology itself, but the fact that sales people selling to Raytheon or similar large organisations will find themselves operating through a similar electronic procurement or e-procurement platform. Salespeople not only need to be familiar with these electronic procurement systems, they will also find themselves having to adapt to new roles as the nature of the relationship between seller and buyer/procurer changes and the entire procurement and sales processes continue to evolve.

A related application of technology that today’s sales person has to contend with is the customer relationship management (CRM) system that has become ubiquitous in most businesses (both large and small) today.

Customer relationship management

Customer relationship management (CRM) is a term for methodologies, technologies and e-commerce capabilities used by firms to manage customer relationships. In particular, CRM software packages aid the interaction between customer and company, enabling the firm to co-ordinate all its communications so that the customer is presented with a unified message and image. CRM vendors offer a range of IT-based services including call centres, data analysis services and website management. One basic principle behind CRM is that company personnel should have a ‘single customer view’ of each client. As customers are now using multiple channels more frequently, they may buy one product from a salesperson and another from a website. Indeed, a website may provide product information which is used to buy the product from a distributor. Interactions between customer and company may take place through a combination of some, or even all, of the following: direct salesforce, call centres, websites, email and fax services or distributors. Therefore it is crucial that no matter how a customer contacts a company, front-line staff have instant access to the same data about the customer, such as their details as well as past purchases. This usually means consolidation of the many databases held by individual company departments into one centralised database that can be accessed by all relevant staff on a computer screen.

Although the term CRM is relatively new, the ideas and principles behind it are not. Businesses have long practised some form of customer relationship management. What sets present-day CRM apart is that companies now have an increased opportunity to use technology and manage one-to-one relationships with huge numbers of consumers. This is facilitated by companies such as Seibel (www.seibel.com),
SNT (www.snt.com) and Salesforce (www.salesforce.com), which provide specialist consultancy services.

In practice, CRM projects have not always achieved their objectives. It is therefore important to take note of the following factors, which research has shown to be related to successful implementation: 

- having a customer orientation and organising the CRM system around customers;
- taking a single view of customers across departments and designing an integrated system so that all customer-facing staff can draw information from a common database;
- having the ability to manage cultural change issues that arise as a result of system development and implementation;
- involving users in the CRM design process;
- designing the system in such a way that it can readily be changed to meet future requirements;
- having a board-level champion of the CRM project, and commitment within each of the affected departments to the benefits of taking a single view of the customer and the need for common strategies – for example, prioritising resources on profitable customers;
- creating ‘quick wins’ to provide positive feedback on the project programmes;
- ensuring face-to-face contact (rather than by paper or email) between marketing and IT staff;
- piloting the new system before full launch.

The real impact of the internet on selling and sales management

To date, most of the commentary on the impact of the internet and information technology on sales and sales management has been anecdotal, offering exaggerated speculative forecasts of its future potential. In the retailing industry, for example, ‘despite one view contending that the internet will become a major new retail format, replacing the traditional dominance of fixed location stores, little academic research exists to either disprove or support the claims of internet penetration by retailers’. Nonetheless, the internet continues to gain an increasing proportion of both B2C and B2B sales transactions.

With electronic commerce showing enormous potential to take over a significant share of sales, there has been an increasing need for companies to provide services that can reach individual users with different information profiles and levels of expertise. Indeed, the internet has not only become a powerful tool, transforming the fundamental dynamics behind social and business interactions, but more importantly, also seems to be growing in both popularity and profitability.

However, the application of the internet in selling and sales management remains a relatively new discipline with the potential to revolutionise the way companies build brands, sell products or services and develop relationships. Nonetheless, as pointed out by some authors, few companies seem to have a focused strategy, let alone a clear understanding of this phenomenon.
It should also be pointed out that while the initial objective of websites was to provide information, increasing emphasis is now being placed on building lasting relationships between companies and customers. As Martin suggests:

The focus of marketing efforts are (and should be) shifting from marketing mix manipulation for the purpose of immediate exchange transactions to those that focus on longer-term exchange relationships.

Accordingly, by developing a marketing strategy continuum focusing on steps to enable organisations to move from transaction cost marketing to relationship marketing, Grönroos not only complements Martin’s argument, but further supports Scott’s view that:

Relationship marketing moves the dyadic exchange associated with personal selling from a short-term transaction orientation to a lifelong process where immediate closings must be postponed on the basis of more effectively meeting customer needs.

Not all researchers support the merits of this process and, opposing this outlook, Shaw argues: ‘Marketers must stop their obsession with loving customers since it has become a distraction from the basics of selling and tracking the origins of sales success.’

Nevertheless, the internet has the potential to affect selling and sales management in many ways. Here are a few.

**Building customer-centric selling arenas**

The increasing use of the internet as a marketing and sales medium increases the power of the consumer by increasing the availability of comparative price information and the diversity of purchasing options. Customer focus not only compels management to realise the firm’s primary responsibility of serving the customer, but also to recognise that customer knowledge is key to achieving market orientation. As a result of this many organisations have successfully integrated strategies, tactics and web technologies to cement relationships with customers online.

A major tool in creating customer-centric selling arenas is the emergence of extranets. These are secure sites accessible only to certain people and/or organisations. They allow transactions between buyer and seller to take place without the need for the involvement of expensive salespeople. Customers are able to log on to make routine purchases, allowing salespeople to focus on building customer relationships, developing customised solutions for customers and prospecting for new business. These business-to-business sites improve sales productivity and allow salespeople to build customer loyalty.

Another internet-based selling arena is the open market catalogue site. These sites provide customers with product and price information and allow them to purchase from the site, rather like purchasing from a direct mail catalogue. The best known example is the online bookseller Amazon (www.amazon.com, www.amazon.co.uk, etc.).
Focusing on the right customer

Because the internet enables access to any online customer at anytime and anywhere in the world, companies may be tempted to try to attract as many potential customers as possible. However, several authors warn against this lack of focus and advocate the necessity for companies to adhere to the principles of sales and marketing management such as targeting. For instance, Van Niekerk, Berthon and Davies stress that ‘the temptation to be everything to everyone must be vigorously guarded against’ and that ‘a tighter focus on the specific target audience needs to be paramount’.20

When using the internet it is important that the organisation’s website is designed to achieve a specific set of objectives and provides a focus, rather than just being a vehicle for promoting the company in general terms. These objectives can relate to servicing current customers when making purchases, cross-selling company products, encouraging new customers or building greater loyalty among existing customers. A method of encouraging response is to make a specific product or service offering or to ask for a website evaluation.

Obviously, it is important that the website is simple to access and navigate, and has the appropriate links. If it contains icons or banners to gain attention at the beginning, these should not be used deeper in the site as they might prove distracting.

Data can be captured from those who respond to website offerings in terms of frequency of ordering, size of orders, types of purchase made, methods of payment, etc. This provides a clearer picture of customers who can be profiled, segmented and targeted more easily along the lines suggested.

Creating quality in communications

The general consensus seems to be that the internet and its related technologies allow for swifter information exchange and more consistent communications.21 However, researchers such as Reichheld and Schefter warn that ‘with the freedom to do more comes the temptation to do too much’.22

Given the plethora of information now available, it is becoming increasingly important that evidence presented to the customer is kept to a manageable proportion.

Understanding buyer behaviour patterns

A study on consumer behaviour by Long and Schiffman clearly concludes: ‘it pays to understand customers’.23 Nonetheless, we still do not have a complete understanding of how users actually interact with the internet. Two factors seem critical to predicting consumer behaviour on the internet. The first factor questions whether the buyer builds a relationship with a selected vendor or searches for a different electronic vendor for each transaction. While the first pattern or behaviour will undoubtedly create an opportunity for the seller to tune regular offerings and promote loyalty, the second pattern precludes stable relationships. The other critical factor lies in the scope of the goods and services linking buyer and seller. Thus, the consumer is expected either to search for the provider of the best individual goods and services or favour a search for the best provider of a collection of goods and services.24
Changing approaches to brand management

The internet is changing traditional approaches to brand management. While images and allusions are used to communicate branding messages in traditional marketing, on the internet, product features and the provision of information are needed as a basis for branding as some consumers scan alternative product offerings and outlets for bargains. Furthermore, as consumers gain more experience of using the internet, they are more likely to search for alternative sources of information and be less reliant on product branding. Branding may become less dominant in consumer choice but still remains important.

Pricing

The internet makes the process of searching for the lowest price a simple task. Therefore, one prediction is that brands will have to become more price competitive to survive in the new electronic world. However, Reichheld and Schefter claim that ‘contrary to common perception, the majority of on-line customers are not out to score the absolute lowest price . . . Price does not rule the web; trust does’. A contrary view is presented by Sinha who believes that ‘cost transparency may weaken customer loyalty and create perceptions of price unfairness by encouraging dispassionate comparisons of price and features’. Sinha may well be right. One of the largest airlines in Europe today is Ryanair, a company whose entire philosophy is build around low prices, and which has pointedly ignored many of the tenets of CRM discussed earlier. Ryanair forces its customers to buy online, print their own boarding passes, and fly to out-of-the-way airports. (Ryanair passengers flying to Brussels will find themselves in the small regional airport of Charleroi, 46 kilometres from the Belgian capital.) Despite the company’s distain for customer-centricity, its seller-centric model has been highly successful because it provides a low-cost offering that consumers want.

Creating interactive opportunities with consumers

The interactive opportunities afforded by the internet not only offer information about buyers’ current tastes and preferences, but can also provide information about their potential needs and future market trends through marketing research. It therefore represents a valuable source of new product ideas. The key is not only to design brands to be interactive, but also to equip customers with the ability and willingness to interact.

Building customer relationships

Advances in information technology present new opportunities and challenges to establish, build and manage customer relationships. In fact, interactive communication is increasingly being hailed as the conductor to relationships, which cannot only drive brand value but more importantly provide up-to-date information on customers’ needs and thoughts. For example, increasingly interactive databases have become the platform from which companies are tailoring the targeting of their messages to attract and retain customers. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.
the internet, the growth of email campaigns (as a replacement for direct mail) and extranets as forms of external communications and the growing complexity of intranet systems to facilitate internal communications show how information technology can aid (if done with care) buyer–seller relationships.

**Performance measurement**

Developments in information technology have increased the scope to collect, analyse and exploit customer information. The internet offers companies unprecedented opportunities for understanding their customers in depth and for customising offerings to meet their preferences. However, not only does the average website achieve less than 30 per cent of its full sales potential with each customer, but ‘less than 20 per cent of companies even track customer retention rigorously let alone try to systematically learn from customer defection patterns’.\(^{30}\) This lack of analysis means that strengths and weaknesses in past performance are not identified and opportunities to improve future performance are missed. Supporting this outlook, Kenny and Marshal argue that companies are so fixated on building web capacity and increasing their visitor counts, click-throughs and online sales that they overlook opportunities to cross-sell and up-sell with a result that purchase value per customer is lower than it should be.\(^{31}\) There is, therefore, considerable scope for improving the measurement of the effectiveness of websites and the information they provide.

### 12.3 **USING TECHNOLOGY TO SUPPORT SALES ACTIVITIES**

#### Automating the salesforce

While sales representatives traditionally operated with limited technology support, in recent times, technology has been used to improve productivity. IT applications, typically involving laptop computers, are often referred to under the broad heading of **sales force automation (SFA)**.

Technology can increase the overall professionalism of salespeople as they work through the sales cycle with potential customers. Some of the benefits provided by this type of laptop software applications include:

- Freeing salespeople from routine office administrative tasks enabling them to spend more time with customers.
- Providing better customer service because the salesperson has immediate access to information such as stock levels or quotations.
- Capturing information that allows management to measure and monitor sales performance.
- Helping to create and manage sales opportunities so that a greater proportion is converted into sales.

The important caveat here is that salesforce productivity issues cannot be solved completely by technology. Selecting salespeople with the right skills, training them and motivating them with properly designed incentives are as critical to salesforce productivity as the SFA applications.
Three generations of sales force automation (SFA) software

Salesforce automation software has developed through a series of different generations over the past decade:

**Generation 1: Personal information and contact management**

The first generation involved equipping the salesforce with laptops and other types of computing and data storage devices. At first, these machines contained the typical office productivity applications such as spreadsheets and word processors. Before long, salespeople clearly saw the value of personal digital assistants (PDAs) and over time, these applications became tied into the other personal productivity applications on the PC. Products such as ACT!, Goldmine and Maximizer were designed to help a salesperson manage contacts and time, and increase their selling effectiveness. Powerful time and contact management tools that had not existed previously were quickly developed and implemented.

**Generation 2: The networked salesforce**

As managers realised that this technology was helpful to their field sales representatives, they began to wonder how they might also harness this information for corporate purposes. The ‘second generation’ SFA tools were essentially networked versions of the first, connecting the contacts database and personal productivity tools of the salesforce to the corporate network. This was usually accomplished via data replication, by plugging the laptop into a phone-line, typically at night. While sales representatives retained their interest in time and contact management, these tools offered them little if any additional advantage over the first generation, although some were much smaller, portable and lighter than their predecessors.

**Generation 3: Technology-enabled selling**

Technology-enabled selling is the name given to the latest generation of SFA tools. These technology-enabled sales systems incorporate a much richer variety of functions to help salespeople acquire and close more business, including some combination of the following:

- **Lead management**: the ability for sales to receive leads from marketing and other departments.
- **Opportunity management**: this organises all information around a sales opportunity to give complete view of the sales cycle, co-ordinate schedules and resources, and bring the sales process to closure.
- **Account management**: the ability to track successfully closed opportunities. This can also track business contacts through companies, subsidiaries, branch offices, departments, etc. with multiple addresses and contacts.
- **Proposal management**: the ability of the salesforce to produce on-the-spot, customised, accurate product configurations and proposals. It is critically important for complex product and service sales opportunities.
Table 12.1  Well-known US sales force automation (SFA) software packages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SFA solutions aimed at large enterprises</th>
<th>SFA solutions aimed at small–medium enterprises</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amdocs/Clarify (<a href="http://www.amdocs.com">www.amdocs.com</a>)</td>
<td>Pivotal (<a href="http://www.pivotal.com">www.pivotal.com</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.piphany (<a href="http://www.epiphany.com">www.epiphany.com</a>)</td>
<td>Onyx Software (<a href="http://www.onyx.com">www.onyx.com</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firepond (<a href="http://www.firepond.com">www.firepond.com</a>)</td>
<td>Interact Commerce (<a href="http://www.saleslogix.com">www.saleslogix.com</a>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.D. Edwards (<a href="http://www.jedwards.com">www.jedwards.com</a>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oracle (<a href="http://www.oracle.com">www.oracle.com</a>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PeopleSoft (<a href="http://www.peoplesoft.com">www.peoplesoft.com</a>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP (<a href="http://www.sap.com">www.sap.com</a>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siebel Systems (<a href="http://www.siebel.com">www.siebel.com</a>)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


- **Win/loss reporting**: the ability to evaluate wins, losses and return on investment objectively. It allows people and companies to learn and improve their sales and customer support processes.

There are hundreds of different software solutions aimed at the salesforce automation market. Some well-known US packages are shown in Table 12.1.

The use of technology in the retail industry

Some of the greatest changes in e-commerce have taken place within the field of retailing. This has major implications for the way in which business is conducted between suppliers and retailers, as described in the box below.

The changing relationship between supplier and retailer

The area of the relationship between a supplier and a retailer in the grocery industry has for a long time been a relationship built on personal contact. The personal contact between the salesforce of the supplier and representatives for the retailers (from store managers and ‘upwards’) has been the foundation of business relationships in the grocery sector. In recent years, the size of the salesforces have decreased, and more and more communication is done electronically between supplier and retailer. This is especially true in countries like Britain, where different forms of extranet, propriety-nets based on internet technology, are increasingly becoming the contact point between suppliers and retailers.

Johansson describes how suppliers access information on their sales and stocks, including promotions, with the retailers. He cites Safeway, the fourth largest grocery retailer in Britain, which is linked to 500 of its suppliers through the company’s supplier information system (SIS). Tesco, the market leader in the United Kingdom, has its own system while Asda is argued to be even more advanced given that it is owned and operated by Wal-Mart, a retailer that has built its success on the use of state-of-the-art information technology.

Suppliers need to be fully conversant with the technology employed by their trade customers and ensure their strategy and systems are consistent with their customer’s approach. Suppliers need to be sensitive to the impact their own actions can have on a customer’s technology and should take advantage of opportunities to assist the customer through the sharing of information and technological resources.

The pace of change in retailing continues to accelerate. Much of this change has been as a consequence of investment in IT by retailers of all sizes and made possible by falling infrastructure costs.

We have already examined the role of electronic data interchange (EDI) applications in the retail industry. The following paragraphs offer a brief insight into other applications used in the retail industry by both suppliers and retailers.

**Supply chain management**

Much of the drive for investment being made by retailers is to increase the efficacy of data relating to stock to allow efficiencies to be made in supply chain management. Supply chain management is the concept of the provision of products from suppliers’ production lines to their sale at the retailers’ tills. Supply chain management drives profitability as it ensures retailers and suppliers are focused on ensuring the right products are available in the right quantities at the right times to meet their individual customers’ requirements. Accurate and real-time data are the enablers for this.

Retailers are increasingly aware of the benefit of having collaborative relationships with their suppliers and are now making these data available to their suppliers, usually through web-based technology such as secure intranets and extranets. This allows the supplier to see the same data as their customers at the same time. Production and supply are harmonised to in-store demand, facilitating the concept of demand management. This can have the mutual benefits of increased sales, fewer stock-outs and lower levels of stock required across the entire supply chain.

Retailers have taken the lead in this investment and thus now hold the balance of power in dealings with suppliers as they now possess more up-to-date and relevant real-time data than their suppliers. This obviously gives retailers a commercial advantage when negotiating with suppliers.

**Electronic point of sale (EPOS) and electronic funds transfer at point of sale (EFTPOS)**

Data are captured at the moment a product’s unique barcode is scanned at the till. Advances in technology have significantly aided the scope for data analysis. In addition to the original scanner-related data on sales rate, stock levels, stock turn, price and margin, retailers now have information about the demographics, socio-economic and
lifestyle characteristics of consumers. They can also assess the impact of a whole host of variables, e.g. price, promotions, advertising, position in store, shelf position and number of facings. This information drives their choice of product mix, allocation of shelf space and promotional tactics. Some retailers also use customer loyalty cards as a means to capture data which can be analysed, allowing the retailer to engage in one-to-one marketing initiatives, e.g. information on new products and offers of discounts to retain customers.

EPOS has certainly changed the relationship between buyer and seller. Before the availability of scanner data, the trading relationship depended on information provided by manufacturers from retail audits, information that was at least several weeks old. Access to more detailed, accurate and timely data from scanner systems gives the retailer significant bargaining power. Not surprisingly, information finds itself on the negotiating agenda. Manufacturers do buy EPOS data from their customers, but they can also trade the information and capabilities they have in exchange for it. Market knowledge is still the manufacturer’s forte and this national market picture is of great use to the retailer. Additionally, armed with the retailer’s EPOS data, the manufacturer could deliver well-targeted trade marketing programmes beneficial to both sides. In true trade marketing spirit, co-operation is the overall preferred approach.

EPOS depends on the inclusion of barcodes on all products to be scanned. This impacts directly on the manufacturer/supplier who should ensure that all packs carry a barcode and that the barcodes for any new line listings or promotional packs are entered into the customer’s system before any goods are shipped.

**Space management systems**

Maximising the sales and profitability of selling space is critical. One of the reasons for retailers investing in supply chain management is to reduce the amount of storage space required in store, allowing sales areas to be increased. To ensure the right amount of product is kept in store and featured on the shelf, retailers use space management systems to construct virtual plannograms, which should maximise sales that can be achieved from each metre of selling space. To better understand the implications of these software packages on their products, suppliers have not only bought packages but also set up departments that specialise in space management. Opportunities exist for their proactive use by manufacturers, particularly in situations where the retailer is short of resources; importantly, manufacturers can put themselves forward as produce category specialists. In the soft drinks sector, Coca-Cola Schweppes Beverages (CCSB) acts as the category specialist. A key function of the trade marketing role at CCSB is to advise the retail trade on the allocation of space to the soft drinks category in totality. An example of a software package that can accomplish this is Nielsen’s *Spaceman*. Recently, however, retailers have become concerned that some suppliers may use this technology to favour their products at the expense of competitors at the key point of purchase.

**Direct product profitability**

Maximising the profitability of every product is critical in many areas of retailing where price figures highly in the marketing mix.

The output from direct product profitability (DPP) systems can affect retailer decisions on product stocking, store position, pricing and even trading terms demanded.
It is vital, therefore, that the manufacturer understands DPP and the extent to, and manner in which, individual retailers use it.

DPP replaces gross margin as a much more accurate measure of a product’s contribution to total company overhead costs and profit. It takes account of the fact that products differ with respect to the amount of resource they use; such as the amount of transport costs, warehouse and back-of-store space, staff handling time, share of shelf space, even head office costs. As a minimum, the manufacturer needs to be aware of how the retailer is using DPP and have sufficient expertise to question the results of the retailer’s analysis. For example, a product with low DPP may still be essential to a retailer’s success if it generates in-store customer flow, and if deleting it would lead to a loss of customers.

It can be used by manufacturers and retailers to examine the costs at their individual ends of the distribution chain, and by both to estimate the costs and profits in the other’s field for use in negotiation. In some instances, manufacturers have taken the lead in introducing DPP and in doing so have capitalised on the potential gains for both sides. Procter & Gamble claims it would modify its packaging, trading terms and other variables on the basis of DPP analysis. Proactive use of DPP by manufacturers works best with actual cost data from the retailer; without this only standard retail industry data can be used. In fact, to continue a theme already begun, manufacturer–retailer co-operation in the sharing of data is the preferred strategy in order to maximise gains for both parties.

**Category management**

Technology also enables category management. Scanning technology delivers information at a level of detail that allows customised merchandising strategies (tailored product assortments, space allocations, pricing, promotions, etc.) to be devised for categories or types of store. Furthermore, sophisticated computer modelling programs allow such marketing programmes to be pre-tested before they are implemented.

Retailers will best respond to those manufacturers who establish themselves as experts in the category and share their data on product sales, consumer behaviour and competitor activity with them. Manufacturers can add these data to their knowledge, analyse and identify significant consumer and category trends and use this to make strategic recommendations to the retailer on ranging, merchandising, products and promotions that will increase the overall profitability of the category. This, of course, presumes the adoption by the manufacturer of the relevant technology and applications, but the gains to the proactive manufacturer are substantial.

### 12.4 USING TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE SALES MANAGEMENT

**Managing the sales pipeline**

Consider the daily activities of this successful but fictitious sales executive:

- **7:00 a.m.** Wake up. Check BlackBerry for customer and prospect emails/deals in progress. Review tasks and calendar.
- **7:15 a.m.** Work out (at company-sponsored health club, ClubOne).
8:20 a.m. Arrive at work. Grab breakfast and coffee in company kitchen (healthy 
snacks provided) and catch up on the weekend with co-workers.

8:35 a.m. Read emails from Marc (CEO), Jim (president), and my manager (RVP) 
to make sure I’m up to date on what’s new with the company, corporate sales 
and my team.

8:45 a.m. Review dashboard/pipeline, plan prospecting and closing calls for the day.

9:00 a.m. Team meeting. Discuss forecast and latest competitive information. 
Review deals.

9:30 a.m. Ensure customer success. Close a deal worth $22K. Convert three leads 
into opportunities. Make six customer and eight prospects phone calls. Leverage 
salesforce application to review new opportunities and update client and 
prospect records. Talk with customer success manager on key accounts to review 
customer activity and adoption goals.

Noon Book travel for President’s Club trip to Hawaii in March.

12:10 p.m. Attend brown bag lunch session on new features of the Apex platform.

1:00 p.m. Present two web-based salesforce demos to VP of sales and CFO of two 
medium-sized (500–1,000 employees) businesses. Close another deal worth $38K.

5:00 p.m. Meet with my manager, who congratulates me on how I blew out my 
numbers this month. Discuss current pipeline and forecasting, customer upgrades, 
pricing proposals, and career development plan.

5:30 p.m. End of the month happy hour with the entire sales team.

Although fictitious, the daily activities of this (presumably male) testosterone-fuelled 
sales executive do explain the concept of the sales pipeline and how that pipeline is 
managed. The sales pipeline is a relatively simple concept that can be thought of as a 
funnel rather than a pipeline. Numerous leads are poured into the top of the funnel, 
and these leads swirl around; they either spill out over the top of the funnel or manage 
to proceed down the funnel where they get converted to real sales opportunities. Some 
will even progress all the way through the bottom of the funnel, at which point they 
emerge as signed contracts and purchase orders. For leads to become opportunities 
with a greater chance of eventually being converted into a sale, they need to be ‘quali-
ified’, typically through a process of being able to answer questions such as: Is there a 
budget for this? Are we talking to the budget holder? Do we know what the buying 
criteria are? Is there a target date for the buying decision? Do we know any of the people 
who can influence the budget holder in making the decision?

Good sales pipeline management consists of having a clear and formal process for 
capturing and analysing leads, allocating them to sales people, managing the qualifica-
tion process, and carefully managing the process of closing those sales so that the maxi-
umum number of sales is generated. Over the past decade, this process has become more and more automated and several companies (such as Salesforce.com) now have 
technology products that not only support the sales executive in managing the activities 
around the sales process, but also provide the sales director with good management 
information that allows them to forecast better, allocate resources more effectively, and 
understand which sales executives are being more effective at selling than others.

These pipeline management systems are typically embedded into a customer relation-
ship management (CRM) system so that leads and opportunities are linked to con-
tacts and accounts that may be existing customers, or just potential customers. For most 
mature businesses, the majority of sales revenues will come from existing customers.
Measuring salesforce effectiveness

SFA systems help monitor salesforce activities and productivity, but do they measure salesforce effectiveness?

According to Dr Pierre Chenet, founder of customer retention and sales effectiveness specialists Deep-Insight, sales directors need to have three different categories of measurement if they are to monitor and maximise the effectiveness of their salesforces:

1. Accounting-based measures such as overall revenues achieved and profit margins, by team and by individual;
2. Sales activity measures such as calls per period, proposals submitted, sales pipeline coverage, sales forecast figures;
3. Customer relationship quality (CRQ) measures, which can identify how likely existing customers are to continue to buy from the same supplier, based on a measurement of the strength of the relationship that exists with that customer.

The first of these three measurement systems is almost always in place in a well-organised company. The second is sometimes in place, but often in an ad hoc fashion unless a sales force automation (SFA) system or lead management system (such as Salesforce.com mentioned above) is rigorously in use. The third is rarely in place in a structured fashion, despite the fact that sales forecasting can only be done effectively if there is a clear understanding of the strength of the relationship with major accounts (see Chapter 10 for a more in-depth discussion of relationship selling). Chenet picks up the story in the interview below.

Chenet’s perspective is an example of true CRM in selling and sales management – attempting to gain a real understanding of, and insight into, the relationships that companies have with their customers. Armed with these insights, sales directors and account managers can focus on what they really need to do in order to make the next sale to these customers.

Selling through ‘Trust’

Most customer surveys miss the point. They don’t account for the customer’s feelings and trust. Furthermore, they are designed in a way that fails to capture the changing needs of customers. Let me start by clearing up a misunderstanding. I don’t wish to play with semantics, but it is important to highlight the difference between customer loyalty and customer retention. Customer loyalty is an elusive and intangible concept that cannot be measured and consequently cannot be managed. However, customer retention is a tangible concept that can be measured. If it can be measured, it can be managed! However, customer retention is a complex process.

Our research shows that the most important factor in customer retention is the measure of customer relationship quality (CRQ). This is an assessment of a number of factors, but the three most important are:

- customer satisfaction;
- trust; and
- relationship commitment.
Selling through ‘Trust’ (continued)

The funny thing is that most companies will measure satisfaction on an ongoing basis, but it’s quite a transactional measure. You can be satisfied today and deeply dissatisfied tomorrow. Most sales directors that I meet know that in order to get a real understanding of whether a major account is going to stay with you for the future, they need to understand if the customer trusts the company, and if the customer is committed to a long-term relationship. But most companies only have a ‘Customer Sat’ measurement system in place. That’s the thing I can never understand!

We help global companies measure CRQ on an ongoing basis. We are also pragmatic enough to understand that sales directors need more operational measures to monitor the performance of their sales or account managers (AMs). At Deep-Insight, we provide ‘AM packs’ that provide account managers with a full assessment of their accounts. Those reports also help the sales director identify under-performing (and over-performing) sales managers, and help the individual sales manager to identify the actions he or she needs to take on specific accounts to improve the quality of the relationship with (and future sales from!) that customer.

Online assessment tools like ours provide results within days, not weeks or months. More important, because the assessment takes only 10 minutes to complete, we get response rates of around 50 per cent. In other words, today’s technology allows you to check the pulse of ALL your customers regularly, not just a small sample. Sales directors love that, because they can get regular and speedy feedback that allows them to take remedial action where necessary.


Optimising sales territories

Another area of opportunity is the allocation of sales territories to particular salespeople. This can be an inefficient manual process that can be automated using statistical techniques to optimise the ratio of time spent with clients to time spent on the road. Zoltners and Lorimer\(^{33}\) believe that many salesforces are losing millions of dollars each year because of sales territory imbalances. They cite a study of 4,800 sales territories from 18 companies in four different industries where more than half the territories were imbalanced because they were either too large or too small. They also note that there are very real obstacles that prevent companies from optimising their sales territories:

- salesforces resist change;
- salesforce incentives and compensation plans can work against achieving the best alignment;
- realignment is a cumbersome task;
- data required for alignment are often not readily available.

These are the internal difficulties associated with any changes to existing sales territories. The realignment or optimisation of sales territories can also be problematic...
and confusing for customers. Zoltners and Lorimer believe that sales territory alignment is one of the most frequently overlooked areas of salesforce productivity and provide a methodology for overcoming the obstacles that includes obtaining buy-in from the salesforce and making territory decisions based on accurate data.

The boxed case shows an example of one implementation of territory management software.

**IT applications in territory management**

In the past, sales managers drew sales territory boundaries using a map, a thick felt pen, lots of pins and years of experience. The result was highly inefficient territories. At best this approach led to lots of unnecessary driving and at worst it meant lost sales as some areas were less well served than they should have been. Today, software packages such as CACI Fieldforce Planning’s *Insite Fieldforce* provide computerised territory planning. The package calculates the best possible balance of workloads and drive times to create efficient territories that allow the salesforce to spend less time driving and more time face-to-face with customers.

Territories are normally built around the locations of the salespeople – their home addresses or the local offices from which they travel – and the number of territories requested will be the number of salespeople in post. If more salespeople are to be recruited, extra ‘floating locations’ can be added and the package will work out the optimum location for each one. Alternatively, all territories can be based around floating locations to identify the best location for all salespeople. By default, territories of equal workload are produced.

Account is taken of the greater time spent driving in more rural territories in Scotland, mid-Wales, East Anglia, Devon and Cornwall. Allowance is also taken of the distribution of calls around the sales base. For example, in one territory calls over an hour’s drive time for the salesperson’s home may be widely scattered while in another they may be concentrated in three towns where several calls can be made on the same day to reduce the total time spent driving. In this way efficient territories based on both drive time and workload can be designed.

A companion software package, *CallSmart*, allows sales calls to be placed in the best sequence to minimise drive time. It takes into account many factors such as call locations, call cycles, visit restrictions, fieldforce locations and driving times. It will deal with single and multiple frequency calls and plan tomorrow’s visits or a set of call cycles for the next year. There are two versions of software, one allowing head office to plan calls and the other for use on the field salesperson’s laptop.

The most efficient call sequence is achieved by using a matrix of drive times to and from any postcode. The package can then make the most efficient choice of when to plan each call. Call sequences can be viewed on a map to reassure users that the chosen plan is sensible, logical and efficient.

Other sales support applications

Recruitment and selection

Recruitment and selection decisions can also be facilitated by IT applications. Specific software packages have been developed to assess the suitability of sales personnel. Packages assess candidates on the basis of key attributes for a salesperson, for example, intellect, motivation and sales ability. Some packages provide a suite of skill areas, which can be selected according to the nature of the sales job and may include prospecting, lead qualification, handling objections, presentation skills, closing the sale, telephone technique and time management.

Such software packages can also be used in relation to the current sales team to diagnose underperformance and to identify training and motivational needs. For example, a sales manager can identify skills weaknesses and therefore focus on the area (e.g. presentation skills) in most need of attention. In relation to motivation, a manager can determine whether status is more important than money and adjust incentives accordingly.

Training

Implementation of training can also be assisted by IT. Computer-based training (CBT) packages can be used to deliver knowledge and develop skills in managing information. In particular, new product information can be delivered in this way. The software can be used to present information and challenge the salesperson to remember key points, or to monitor knowledge levels. Some companies, such as those in financial services (e.g. insurance), require their salespeople to achieve a minimum score before they are allowed to sell. A key advantage of computer-based training software is that it can be used at times and locations to suit the company and user. There has been growing interest in multimedia training packages, many of which are now hosted on the web, as well as being distributed through the more traditional medium of CD-ROM or DVD.

Sales forecasting

Computers have been used for sales forecasting purposes for many years. For example, the statistical software package SPSS can be used to forecast future sales using sophisticated techniques such as regression analysis. This takes account of variables such as advertising spend, disposable income and relative price levels to predict future sales. Without the power of the computer, the calculations would be time consuming, tiresome and prone to error.

12.5 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has explored the new developments in information technology that have impacted on selling and sales management. Information technology is helping companies such as Wal-Mart and Raytheon to sell efficiently and effectively to their
customers. The internet is allowing customers to search for product and price information more easily than ever before, and to buy directly without the need for salespeople or distributors.

Developments in information technology such as email, fax and mobile phones are improving the communications links between salespeople, customers and head office. They are also bringing pressure on salespeople who are now expected to respond faster because of the speed at which these new technologies operate.

Customer relationship management software is allowing companies to understand the quality of their customer relationships better than they could historically. CRM software also provides company staff with access to the same data about the customer so they can respond in a unified way. This usually means the consolidation of the many databases held by individual departments into a centralised database that can be accessed by all relevant staff.

Sales management has also benefited from these developments. Sales force automation (SFA) software has helped to increase the productivity of the sales person, while IT is also employed to support territory management, journey planning, recruitment and selection, training, sales forecasting, salesforce size and evaluation systems.

The twin arts of selling and sales management have undergone significant changes over the past decade as a result of developments in IT and the internet. It is safe to assume that the next decade will see changes that are equally significant and as challenging for the sales executive.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

Raytheon

Assume that you are the sales director of a hi-tech manufacturing company based in the United Kingdom. Much of your manufacturing has been outsourced to China and India but the more sensitive, value-added components are still manufactured in the north of England. Your new CEO is an American with strong contacts in Raytheon in Waltham, Massachusetts. He has secured a series of meetings with some of the senior executives and with Raytheon’s procurement department, which will take place next week. He has asked you to prepare a two-page briefing document on the most appropriate sales and negotiation strategy to adopt in those meetings, based on your understanding of Raytheon’s procurement process.

Trawl the web and Raytheon’s corporate website (www.raytheon.com) to find out how Raytheon manages its procurement process, and prepare that two-page briefing for the CEO.
1. Choose five technological changes that have impacted on selling and sales management. What effect do they have on selling and sales management practices?

2. What is e-commerce? E-commerce can take place at four levels. Discuss each of the four levels.

3. Discuss four ways that the internet has affected selling and sales management practices.

4. What is customer relationship management? Describe how a salesforce automation company like Salesforce.com can help you manage customer relationships more effectively.
Part Four considers issues related to the management of the salesforce. Chapter 13 examines the important elements of recruitment and selection. The job description acts as the blueprint for the personnel specification and this discussion is followed by the identification of sources of recruitment. Preparing a shortlist and the conduct of the interview are then examined along with the types of questioning techniques that are appropriate when considering the appointment of sales personnel.

Chapter 14 examines motivation and training of the field salesforce from the point of view of applying theories provided by Herzberg, Vroom, Adams and Likert along with the Churchill, Ford and Walker model of salesforce motivation. Sales management leadership is then considered, followed by sales training and the development of methods that improve selling skills.

Compensation is an important motivational element for salespeople. Chapter 15 looks at this and at how sales activities are organised. Such arrangements are geographical, product specialisation and customer-based structures, the latter of which breaks down into a number of sub-divisions. The establishment of sales territories is a determining factor when establishing the number of salespeople that might be required. Compensation plans are then considered around three main schemes: salary only, commission only and a mixture of salary and commission.
Recruitment and selection

OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Appreciate that salesperson selection is a key to ultimate selling success
2. Apply interview and selection procedures in the context of recruiting salespeople
3. Understand the advantages and drawbacks of certain tests and procedures related to selection

KEY CONCEPTS

• ego drive
• empathy
• interview
• job description
• personnel specification
• psychological tests
• recruitment
• role playing
• salesforce selection
• shortlist
In attempting to recruit and select a new sales representative, sales managers find themselves in an unaccustomed role. Instead of being a seller they for once take on the role of buyer. It is crucial that this transition is carried out effectively because the future success of the salesforce depends upon the infusion of high-calibre personnel. There are a number of facts that emphasise the importance of effective salesforce selection:

1. **There is wide variability in the effectiveness of salespeople.** In the Institute of Marketing commissioned study into salesforce practice, the following question was asked of sales managers: ‘If you were to put your most successful salesperson into the territory of one of your average salespeople, and made no other changes, what increases in sales would you expect after, say, two years?’

   The most commonly expected increase was 16–20 per cent and one-fifth of all sales managers said they would expect an increase of 30 per cent or more. It must be emphasised that the comparison was between the top and average salesperson, not top and worst salesperson. Clearly, the quality of the sales representatives which sales managers recruit can have a substantial effect on sales turnover.

2. **Salespeople are very costly.** If a company decides to employ extra sales personnel, the cost will be much higher than just basic salary (and commission). Most companies provide a car if travel is required and travel expenses will also be paid. The special skills necessary to make a sale, rather than to receive an order, imply that training will be required. No company will want to incur all of these costs in order to employ a poor performer.

3. **Other important determinants of success, such as training and motivation, are heavily dependent on the intrinsic qualities of the recruit.** Although sales effectiveness can be improved by training, it is limited by innate ability. Like other activities where skill is required, such as cricket, football and athletics, ultimate achievement in selling is highly associated with personal characteristics. Similarly, motivational techniques may stimulate salespeople to achieve higher sales but they can do only so much. A lot will be dependent on the inborn motivation of the salesperson to complete a difficult sale or visit another prospect instead of returning home.

   A study by Galbraith, Kiely and Watkins examined the features that attracted salespeople into selling and what they valued most about their work. The results are given in Table 13.1.

   Table 13.1 shows that working methods and independence are more important than earnings as the attraction for entering selling. This challenges the assumption made by many companies that money is the main reason for embarking on a sales career. Independence is also highly valued when doing the selling job. The implication of these findings is that sales management should understand the reasons why people are attracted to selling in their industry to develop effective...
Recruitment and selection strategies. They certainly should not blindly assume that earnings are always paramount.

Sales managers are clearly faced with a difficult and yet vitally important task. However, many of them believe that the outcome of the selection process is far from satisfactory. In the Institute of Marketing survey,\(^3\) nearly half of the sales managers reported that fewer than seven out of ten of the salespeople they had recruited were satisfactory.

Recruitment and selection is a particularly difficult task when operating in overseas markets. The boxed case discussion identifies some of the key issues.

### Table 13.1 Features of most interest and most value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most interest</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Most value</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Working methods</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independence</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Earnings</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earnings</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Providing a service</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company status</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Freedom</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good training</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dealing with people</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion chances</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Job satisfaction</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional status</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusive territory</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Promotion prospects</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Recruiting and selecting an international salesforce

A company wishing to recruit an international sales team has a range of options. Recruits could be expatriates, host-country nationals or third-country nationals. Expatriates (home-country salespeople) are well regarded by technical companies selling expensive products because they tend to possess a high level of product knowledge and the ability and willingness to provide follow-up service. Work overseas also provides companies with the opportunity to train managers and prepare junior executives for promotion. Furthermore, expatriates allow international companies to maintain a high degree of control over global marketing and sales activities. However, there are drawbacks. Expatriates are usually more expensive than local salespeople, they may not settle in the new country, and may fail to understand the cultural nuances required to sell successfully abroad.
There are a number of stages in the recruitment and selection process (see Figure 13.1):

1. Preparation of the job description and personnel specification.
2. Identification of sources of recruitment and methods of communication.
3. Designing an effective application form and preparing a shortlist.
4. Interviewing.
5. Supplementary selection aids – psychological tests, role playing.

An understanding of each stage and the correct procedures to be followed will maximise the chances of selecting the right applicant.
13.2 PREPARATION OF THE JOB DESCRIPTION AND SPECIFICATION

The production of an accurate job description should prove of little difficulty for the sales manager. They have intimate knowledge of what is required, having been a salesperson and out on the road with salespeople during training and evaluation exercises. Generally a job description will cover the following factors:

1. The title of the job.
2. Duties and responsibilities – the tasks which will be expected of new recruits, e.g. selling, after-sales service, information feedback, range of products/markets/type of customer with which they will be associated.
3. To whom they will report.
4. Technical requirements, e.g. the degree to which the technical aspects of the products they are selling need to be understood.
5. Location and geographical area to be covered.
6. Degree of autonomy – the degree to which salespeople will be able to control their own work programmes.

Once generated, the job description will act as the blueprint for the personnel specification which outlines the type of applicant the company is seeking. The technical requirements of the job, for example, and the nature of the customers which the salespeople will meet, will be factors which influence the level of education and possibly the age of the required recruit.

The construction of the personnel specification is more difficult than the job description for the sales manager. Some of the questions posed lead to highly subjective responses. Must the recruit have selling experience? Should such experience be
within the markets that the company serves? Is it essential that the salesperson holds certain technical qualifications? If the answer to all of these questions is yes, then the number of possible applicants who qualify is reduced.

The danger is that applicants of high potential in selling may be excluded. Graduates at universities often complain that jobs they are confident they are capable of doing well are denied them because of the ‘two years’ experience in selling’ clause in the advertisements. The implications of this are that the job specification should be drawn up bearing in mind the type of person who would be excluded from applying if conditions are laid down with regard to such factors as previous experience. Is it really necessary or just more convenient since less training may then be required?

Another aspect of the personnel specification is the determination of qualities looked for in the new salesperson. This is a much more nebulous concept than the level of technical qualifications, age or previous experience. The qualities themselves may depend on the nature of the job, the personal prejudices of the sales manager (a good rule of thumb is that many managers favour people like themselves), or be based on more objective research which has been conducted into attributes associated with successful salespeople. A survey which investigated selection practice among sales managers in large UK companies produced a plethora of qualities deemed to be important. Figure 13.2 lists the top 20 characteristics and the percentage mentioning each. A more recent survey of recruitment advertisements for trainee and senior sales executives identified the qualities shown in Table 13.2.

Mayer and Greenberg produced a more manageable list. Extensive research among over 1,000 companies in the United States revealed only two qualities essential to selling – empathy and ego drive. Empathy is defined as the ability to feel as the buyer does; to be able to understand the customer’s problems and needs. This is distinct from sympathy. A salesperson can feel and understand without agreeing with that feeling. The other basic determinant of sales success, ego drive, is defined as the need to make a sale in a personal way, not merely for money.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 13.2 Qualities required of trainee and senior sales executives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trainee %</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambitious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievement-orientated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enthusiastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articulate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intelligent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work to deadlines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determined</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Recruitment and selection

Mayer and Greenberg claim that when an applicant has a large measure of both these qualities they will be successful at selling anything. Their research led them to believe that sales ability is fundamental, not the product being sold:

Many sales executives feel that the type of selling in their industry (and even in their particular company) is somehow completely special and unique. This is

---

**Figure 13.2** Important qualities of salespeople

true to an extent. There is no question that a data-processing equipment salesperson needs somewhat different training and background than does an automobile salesperson. Differences in requirements are obvious, and whether or not the applicant meets the special qualifications for a particular job can easily be seen in the applicant’s biography or readily measured. What is not so easily seen, however, are the basic sales dynamics we have been discussing, which permit an individual to sell successfully, almost regardless of what he is selling. (Mayer and Greenberg 1964, p. 264)

Certainly, the evidence which they have provided, which groups salespeople into four categories (highly recommended, recommended, not recommended, virtually no chance of success) according to the degree to which they possess empathy and ego drive, correlated well with sales success in three industries – cars, mutual funds and insurance. Their measures of empathy and ego drive were derived from the use of a psychological test, the multiple personal inventory (discussed in section 13.6). In summary, a personnel specification may contain all or some of the following factors:

1. Physical requirements: e.g. speech, appearance.
2. Attainments: e.g. standard of education and qualifications, experience and successes.
3. Aptitudes and qualities: e.g. ability to communicate, self-motivation.
4. Disposition: e.g. maturity, sense of responsibility.
5. Interests: e.g. degree to which interests are social, active, inactive.
6. Personal circumstances: e.g. married, single, etc.

The factors chosen to define the personnel specification will be used as criteria of selection in the interview itself.

It should be noted that the recruitment of key account managers involves the identification of additional qualities that may not be required in a traditional salesperson. Key account managers develop long-term relationships with selected customers and to do this are usually supported by a team composed of people from production, finance, logistics, marketing and other functional groups. As such they require the skills and power to co-ordinate and expedite service to key accounts, and to co-ordinate communications among functional groups involved in servicing key accounts. Preparations of the job description and specification can be aided by reference to the tasks and skills of key account management discussed in Chapter 9 with particular reference to Table 9.2 ‘Tasks performed and skills required by key account management’.

### 13.3 IDENTIFICATION OF SOURCES OF RECRUITMENT AND METHODS OF COMMUNICATION

#### Sources

There are six main sources of recruitment:

- from inside – the company’s own staff;
- recruitment agencies;
• educational establishments;
• competitors;
• other industries;
• unemployed.

Company’s own staff

The advantage of this source is that the candidate will know the company and its products. The company will also know the candidate much more intimately than an outsider. A certain amount of risk is thereby reduced in that first-hand experience of the candidate’s personal characteristics is available. However, there is no guarantee that they have selling ability.

Recruitment agencies

Recruitment agencies will provide lists of potential recruits for a fee. In order to be entered on such a list, reputable agencies screen applicants for suitability for sales positions. It is in the long-term interests of the agencies to provide only strong candidates. The question remains, however, as to the likelihood of top salespeople needing to use agencies to find a suitable job.

Educational establishments

It is possible to recruit straight from higher education personnel who have as part of their degree worked in industry and commerce. Most business degree students in Britain have to undergo one year’s industrial training. Some of these students may have worked in selling, others may have worked in marketing. The advantage of recruiting from universities is that the candidate is likely to be intelligent and may possess the required technical qualifications. It should be borne in mind that the applicant may not see their long-term future in selling, however. Rather, they may see a sales representative’s position as a preliminary step to marketing management.

Competitors

The advantage of this source is that the salesperson knows the market and its customers. The ability of the salesperson may be known to the recruiting company, thus reducing risk.

Other industries and unemployed

Both these categories may provide applicants with sales experience. Obviously careful screening will need to take place in order to assess sales ability.

Communication

Although some sales positions are filled as a result of personal contact, the bulk of recruitment uses advertisements as the major communication tool. Figure 13.3 shows
how large companies attract applicants from outside the company. It is advisable to be aware of a number of principles which can improve the communication effectiveness of advertisements.

There is a wide selection of national and regional newspapers for the advertiser to consider when placing an advertisement. A major problem with such classified recruitment advertising is impact. One method of achieving impact is size. The trick here is to select the newspaper(s), check the normal size of advertisement which appears in it, then simply make your advertisement a little bigger than the largest. This should ensure a good position and its size will give the advertisement impact. Furthermore, the larger space will reduce the likelihood of the advertisement being poorly specified. This is an important consideration since research into sales job advertising in the printed media found the ‘typical’ ad to be ill-specified, giving only a very rough sketch of the job and the organisation concerned.8 This method assumes, of course, adequate funds, although compared with selecting a lower quality salesperson, the extra cost to many companies is small.

The other component of impact is the content of the advertisement. The headline is the most important ingredient simply because if it does not attract and is not read, then it is very unlikely that any of the advertisement will be read. An inspection of any Friday night regional newspaper will highlight the lack of imagination employed in designing the average sales representative recruitment advertisement. There is plenty of scope, therefore, to attract attention by being different. As in the case of size, look at the newspaper which is to be used and ask the question: ‘If I were contemplating changing jobs, what headline would attract my attention?’

Finally, if imagination is low and funds are high, it is worth considering employing a recruitment advertising specialist who will produce the advertisement and advise on media. Whether the advertisement is produced by the company itself or by a recruitment specialist, it is important to ensure that all of the major attractions (not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of respondents mentioning:</th>
<th>National press advertising</th>
<th>Local press advertising</th>
<th>Advertising in trade or professional journals</th>
<th>Recruitment agencies</th>
<th>Local radio</th>
<th>Recruitment direct from universities and colleges</th>
<th>Other means</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 13.3 How companies attract external applicants
just features) of the job are included in the advertisement. This is necessary to attract applicants – the object of the exercise.

13.4 DESIGNING AN EFFECTIVE APPLICATION FORM AND PREPARING A SHORTLIST

The application form is a quick and inexpensive method of screening out applicants in order to produce a shortlist of candidates for interview. The questions on the form should enable the sales manager to check if the applicant is qualified vis-à-vis the personnel specification. Questions relating to age, education, previous work experience and leisure interests are often included. Besides giving such factual information, the application form also reveals defects such as an inability to spell, poor grammar or carelessness in following instructions.

The application form can reveal much about the person who is applying. Some applicants may be inveterate job-hoppers; others may have inadequate educational qualifications. Whatever the criteria, the application form will often be the initial screening device used to produce a shortlist. Its careful design should, therefore, be a high priority for those involved in selection. Four categories of information are usual on application forms:

1. **Personal**
   - name
   - address and telephone number
   - sex.

2. **Education**
   - schools: primary/secondary
   - further and higher education: institutions, courses taken
   - qualifications
   - specialised training, e.g. apprenticeships, sales training
   - membership of professional bodies, e.g. Chartered Institute of Marketing.

3. **Employment history**
   - companies worked for
   - dates of employment
   - positions, duties and responsibilities held
   - military service.

4. **Other interests**
   - sports
   - hobbies
   - membership of societies/clubs.

Such an application form will achieve a number of purposes:

(a) to give a common basis for drawing up a shortlist
(b) to provide a foundation of knowledge that can be used as the starting point for the interview
(c) to aid in the post-interview, decision-making stage.
Having eliminated a number of applicants on the basis of the application form, an initial or final shortlist will be drawn up depending on whether the interviewing procedure involves two stages or only one stage. References may be sought for shortlisted candidates or simply for the successful candidate.

13.5 THE INTERVIEW

The survey into the selection processes for salespeople of large UK companies identified several facts pertinent to the interview:

1. Most companies (80 per cent) employ two-stage interviews.
2. In only one-fifth of cases does the sales manager alone hold the initial interview. In the majority of cases it is the human resources manager or human resources manager and the sales manager together who conduct the initial interview. This also tends to be the case at the final interview.
3. In 40 per cent of cases the HR manager and sales manager together make the final choice. In 37 per cent of cases the sales manager only makes the final decision. In other cases, marketing directors and other senior management may also be involved.

These facts highlight the importance of the sales manager in the selection process and indicate that selection normally follows two interviews – the screening interview and the selection interview. If the procedures described so far have been followed, the sales manager will have already produced a personnel specification including some or all of the factors outlined above and repeated here for convenience.

1. Physical requirements: e.g. speech, appearance, manner, fitness.
2. Attainments: e.g. standard of education, qualifications, sales experience and successes.
3. Aptitudes and qualities: e.g. ability to communicate, empathy, self-motivation.
4. Disposition: e.g. maturity, sense of responsibility.
5. Interests: e.g. identification of social interests, interests related to products that are being sold, active versus inactive interests.

The job specification will be used as a means of evaluating each of the shortlisted candidates. In reality other more personal considerations will also play a part in the decision. A candidate whom the sales manager believes would be difficult to work with or might be a troublemaker is unlikely to be employed. Thus, inevitably, the decision will be based upon a combination of formal criteria and other more personal factors that the sales manager is unable or unwilling to express at the personnel specification stage.

Having carried out the essential preparation necessary to form the basis of selection, what are the objectives and principles of interviewing? The overall objective is to enable the interviewers to form a clear and valid impression of the strengths and weaknesses of the candidates in terms of the selection criteria. In order to do this, all applicants must be encouraged to talk freely and openly about themselves. However, at the same time the interviewer(s) must exercise a degree of control in order that the candidate does not talk at too great length on one or two issues, leaving insufficient time for other equally important factors (possibly where the candidate is weaker) to be adequately discussed.
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The interview setting

The interview setting will have a direct bearing on the outcome of the interview. A number of examples will illustrate this point:

1. The room should be one where the sales manager is unlikely to be interrupted by colleagues or telephone calls. If this is not possible, visitors and telephone calls should be barred.
2. A very large room with just two or three people occupying it may not have the intimacy required to obtain a free, natural discussion.
3. A large desk situated between candidate and interviewer, particularly if littered with filing trays and desk calendars, can have the psychological effect of distancing the two parties involved, creating too formal an atmosphere and inhibiting rapport. A more relaxed, informal setting away from the manager’s work desk is likely to enable the interviewee to relax more easily. The use of a low table which interviewers and interviewee can sit around (rather than sitting face-to-face) is a common method for achieving this effect.

Conducting the interview

Besides creating the right atmosphere by the judicious selection of the interview setting, the interviewers themselves can do much to help establish rapport.

What happens at the beginning of the interview is crucial to subsequent events. The objective at this stage is to set the candidate at ease. Most interviewees are naturally anxious before the interview and when they first enter the interview setting. They may feel embarrassed or be worried about exposing weaknesses. They may feel inadequate and lack confidence. Above all they may feel worried about rejection. These anxieties are compounded by the fact that the candidate may not have met their interviewers before and thus be uncertain about how aggressive they will be, the degree of pressure that will be applied and the types of question they are likely to ask. Some sales managers may argue that the salesperson is likely to meet this situation out in the field and therefore needs to be able to deal with it without the use of anxiety-reducing techniques on the part of the interviewers. A valid response to this viewpoint is that the objective of the interview is to get to know the candidate in terms of the criteria laid down in the personnel specification, or ‘profile’ as it is sometimes called. In order to do this candidates must be encouraged to talk about themselves. If sales ability under stress is to be tested, role playing can be used as part of the selection procedure. There are a number of guidelines which, if followed, should reduce anxiety and establish rapport:

1. One of the interviewers (preferably the sales manager) should bring the candidate into the room, rather than the candidate being sent for through a secretary or junior administrator. This reduces status differentials and hence encourages rapport.
2. Open the conversation with a few easy-to-answer questions, which although not directly pertinent to the job, allow the candidate to talk to the interviewers and gain confidence.
3. Continuing in this vein, questions early in the interview should be, if possible, open-ended rather than closed. Open-ended questions allow the applicant scope for talking
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at some length on the topic, e.g. ‘Can you tell me about your experiences selling pharmaceuticals?’ Closed questions, on the other hand, invite a short answer, e.g. ‘Can you tell me how long you worked for Beechams?’ Some closed questions are inevitable, but a series of them makes it difficult for the candidate to relax and gain confidence. Indeed, such questions may give the impression that the applicant is uncommunicative, when really the problem lies with the interviewer.

4. Interviewers should appear relaxed and adopt a friendly, easy manner.
5. They should be courteous and appear interested in what the applicant says.

Having successfully established rapport and reduced anxiety, the interviewer will wish to encourage candidates to talk about themselves, their experiences, attitudes, behaviour and expectations. To do this the interviewer not only needs to develop the art of being a good listener but also needs to develop skills in making people talk. The skills required in the needs analysis stage of the selling process (discussed in Chapter 8) may be used in an interview to good effect. Specifically, the interviewer can use the following techniques:

1. the ‘playback’ technique;
2. the use of rewards;
3. the use of silence;
4. the use of probes;
5. summarising;
6. the use of neutral questions.

The ‘playback’ technique

The interviewer repeats the last few words of the candidate’s sentence in order to elicit the reason for what has been said. For example, the candidate might say ‘I worked for XYZ Company for two years, but I didn’t like it very much.’ The interviewer follows with ‘You didn’t like it very much?’ Candidate: ‘No, the sales manager was always on my back, checking to see that I was making my calls.’

The use of rewards

Obvious interest in the candidate’s views, experiences and knowledge shown by the interviewer confers its own reward. This can be supplemented by what can only be described as encouraging noises such as ‘Uh, uh’ or ‘Mmm, yes, I see’. The confidence instilled in the candidate will encourage further comment and perhaps revelations.

A further method of reward is through ‘eye behaviour’. The subtle narrowing of the eyes, together with a slight nodding of the head can convey the message ‘Yes, I see.’ The correct use of such rewards comes only with experience, but their application is undoubtedly an aid in encouraging the candidate to talk freely.

The use of silence

Silence can be a very powerful ally of the interviewer. However, silence must be used with discretion, otherwise rapport may be lost and candidates may raise their barriers to open expression.

Its most common use is after the candidate has given a neutral, uninformative reply to an important question. A candidate, eager to impress, will feel uncomfortable and
interpret silence as an indication that the interview is not going well. In such a situation they will normally attempt to fill the void, and it may be that the only way they can do this is by revealing attitudes or behaviour patterns which otherwise they would have been happy to have kept hidden. Alternatively, the pause may allow the candidate to formulate their thoughts and thus stimulate a more considered reply. Continuing with a follow-up question without a pause would have precluded this happening. Either way, extra, potentially revealing information can be collected by the discriminate use of silence.

The use of probes

The salesperson who is adept at needs analysis will be well acquainted with the use of probes. In an interview, comments will be made which require further explanation. For example, the applicant might say, ‘The time I spent on a sales training course was a waste of time,’ to which the interviewer might say ‘Why do you think that was?’ or ‘That’s interesting, why do you say that?’ or ‘Can you explain a little more why you think that?’ Such phrases are to be preferred to the blunt ‘Why?’ and are really alternatives to the ‘playback’ technique mentioned earlier.

A choice of phrases and techniques allows the interviewer to vary the approach to probing during the course of the interview. Although it may not always be possible to guarantee, probing of particularly embarrassing events such as the break-up of an applicant’s marriage (if thought relevant to job performance) or failure in examinations should be left until the interview is well under way and certainly not be the subject of scrutiny at the start.

Summarising

During an interview, the interviewer will inevitably be attempting to draw together points which have been made by the applicant at various times in order to come to some opinion about the person under scrutiny. A useful device for checking if these impressions are valid in the subject’s eyes is to summarise them and ask for their corroboration.

After a period of questioning and probing, the interviewer might say: ‘So, as I understand it, your first period in sales was not a success because the firm you worked for produced poor quality products, inferior in terms of technical specifications compared to competition and you felt inexperienced. But your second job, working with a larger, better-known company, was more satisfactory, having received proper sales training and having the advantage of selling a recognised high-quality product line. Would you say that this was a fair summary?’ Having obtained agreement, the interviewer can then move to another area of interest or continue to investigate the same area with the certainty that there has been no earlier misunderstanding.

The use of neutral questions

A basic principle of good interviewing is to use neutral rather than leading questions. The question ‘Can you tell me about the sales training you received at your previous employer?’ is likely to lead to rather different, less biased responses than, ‘I’m sure you learnt a lot from your sales training courses, didn’t you?’ Again, ‘What do you feel about dealing with the type of customer we have?’ is more neutral than, ‘I’m sure you wouldn’t have any problems dealing with our customers, would you?’
Other considerations

There are other considerations which an interviewer is wise to bear in mind. First, they must not talk too much. The object is for most of the time spent interviewing to be used to evaluate the candidates. Second, part of the interview will be a selling task in order to ensure that the chosen applicant accepts. The balance between evaluation and selling is largely based upon judgement and no hard and fast rules apply, but obviously the competitive situation and the strength of the candidate will be two factors that affect the decision.

Third, the interviewer must discreetly control the interview. A certain amount of time will be allocated to each candidate and it is the interviewer’s responsibility to ensure that all salient dimensions of the candidate are covered, not only those about which the candidate wishes to talk. Some of the earlier techniques, used in reverse, may be necessary to discourage the candidate from rambling on. For example, the interviewer may look uninterested, or ask a few closed questions to discourage verbosity. Alternatively, the interviewer can simply interrupt with ‘That’s fine, I think we’re quite clear on that point now,’ at an appropriate moment.

Finally, the interviewer will need to close the interview when sufficient information has been obtained. Usually, the candidate is forewarned of this by the interviewer saying ‘OK, we’ve asked you about yourself. Are there any questions you would like to ask me (us)?’ At the end of this session, the interviewer explains when the decision will be made and how it will be communicated to the candidate and then thanks them for attending the interview. They both stand, shake hands and the candidate is shown to the door.

Research has shown that interviews that are structured, i.e. have a pre-planned sequence, perform better at selection than those that have very little predetermined structure. This emphasises the need to carefully pre-plan the content and organisation of the interview. Interviews generally measure social skills, including extroversion, agreeableness and job experience and knowledge.

13.6 SUPPLEMENTARY SELECTION AIDS

Psychological tests

Although success at the interview is always an important determinant of selection, some firms employ supplementary techniques to provide a valid measure of potential. A number of large firms use psychological tests in this way. However, care has to be taken when using these tests and a trained psychologist is usually needed to administer and interpret the results. Further, there are a number of criticisms which have been levelled at the tests:

1. It is easy to cheat. The applicant, having an idea of the type of person who is likely to be successful at selling, does not respond truly but ‘fakes’ the test in order to give a ‘correct’ profile. For example, in response to a question such as ‘Who is of more value to society – the practical man or the thinker?’ they answer ‘the practical man’ no matter what their true convictions may be.
2. Many tests measure interest rather than sales ability. The sales manager knows the interests of successful salespeople and uses tests to discover if potential new recruits have similar interest patterns. The assumption here is that sales success can be predicted by the types of interests a person has. This is as unlikely as discovering a new George Best by measuring the interests of young footballers.

3. Tests have been used to identify individual personality traits which may not be associated with sales success. Factors such as how sociable, dominant, friendly and loyal a person is have been measured in order to predict sales success. While some of these factors may be useful attributes for a salesperson to possess, they have failed to distinguish between high- and low-performing sales personnel.

Earlier in the chapter, reference was made to the use of the multiple personal inventory in order to predict the degrees of empathy and ego drive a person possesses. Mayer and Greenberg have shown that sales success can be reasonably accurately predicted once these characteristics are known. The ideal is a person who possesses a high degree of both. A high degree of empathy (an ability to feel as the customer feels) and ego drive (the need to make a sale in a personal way) are usually associated with high sales performance. Plenty of empathy but little ego drive means that the salesperson is liked by the customers but sales are not made because of an inability to close the sale purposefully. A person with little empathy but much drive will tend to bulldoze their way through a sale without considering the individual needs of customers. Finally, the person with little empathy and ego drive will be a complete failure. Too many salespeople, say Mayer and Greenberg, fall into this last group.

The test itself – the multiple personal inventory – is based on the forced choice technique. Subjects pick those statements that are most like and least like themselves from a choice of four. Two of these statements may be termed favourable and the other two unfavourable. Mayer and Greenberg claim that the test is difficult to fake, since the two favourable statements are chosen to be equally favourable and the two unfavourable ones are equally unfavourable. The subject, then, is likely to be truthful. Since it is very difficult to produce statements which are equally favourable or unfavourable, the cautious conclusion is that the forced choice technique minimises cheating rather than completely eliminating it. The test also overcomes the criticism that psychological tests measure personality traits that may not be correlated with performance. Mayer and Greenberg describe empathy and ego drive as the ‘central dynamics’ of sales ability and produce evidence that scores on these characteristics correlate well with performance in the car, insurance and mutual funds fields.

If the multiple personal inventory, or any other psychological test, is to be used as a basis for selection of sales personnel, a sensible procedure would be to validate the test beforehand. Research has shown that other personality tests correlate with performance and that different types of people do well in different selling situations. Randall, for example, has shown that the type of person who was most successful selling tyres could be summarised as a ‘grey man’. His characteristics were those of a humble, shy, tender-minded person of below-average intelligence, quite unlike the stereotyped extrovert, happy-go-lucky, fast-talking salesperson. The explanation of why such a person was successful was to be found in the selling situation. Being in the position of selling a brand of tyre that was not widely advertised and had only a small market share, the salesperson had to hang around tyre depots hoping to make sales by solving some of the supply problems of the depot manager in meeting
urgent orders. He was able to do this because his company provided a quicker service than many of its competitors. Thus, the personality of the man had to be such that he was prepared to wait around the depot merging into the background, rather than by using persuasive selling techniques.

This rather extreme example demonstrates how varied the sales situation can be. Contrast that situation with the skills and personality required to sell hi-fi equipment, and it becomes immediately apparent that successful selection should focus on matching particular types of people to particular types of selling occupations. Indeed Greenberg, since his earlier study, does seem to have moved position and recognised that successful selling depends on other personality dynamics ‘which come into play depending on the specific sales situation’.14 Consequently different psychological tests may be required for different situations.

Validation requires the identification of the psychological test or tests which best distinguish between a company’s above-average and below-average existing salespeople. Further validation would test how the predictions made by the test results correlate with performance of new recruits. Recent research has cast doubt on the general applicability of the empathy/ego drive theory of sales success, but certainly the multiple personal inventory could be one psychological test used in this validation exercise, although it must be carried out under the supervision of a psychologist. Research has also shown that tests measuring integrity, conscientiousness and optimism perform well at predicting sales success.15

Finally, it must be stressed that the proper place of psychological tests is alongside the interview, as a basis for selection, rather than in place of it.

**Role playing**

Another aid in the selection of salespeople is the use of role playing in order to gauge the selling potential of candidates. This involves placing them individually in selling situations and assessing how well they perform.

The problem with this technique is that, at best, it measures sales ability at that moment. This may depend, among other things, on previous sales experience. Correct assessment of salespeople, however, should be measuring potential. Further, role playing cannot assess the candidate’s ability to establish and handle long-term relationships with buyers and so is more applicable to those selling jobs where the salesperson–buyer relationship is likely to be short term and the sale a one-off. Role playing may, however, be valuable in identifying the ‘hopeless cases’, whose personal characteristics, e.g. an inability to communicate or to keep their temper under stress, may preclude them from successful selling.

13.7 **CONCLUSIONS**

The selection of salespeople, while of obvious importance to the long-term future of the business, is a task which does not always receive the attention it should from sales managers. All too often, the ‘person profile’ is ill-defined and the selection procedure designed for maximum convenience rather than optimal choice. The assumption is
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that the right candidate should emerge whatever procedure is used. Consequently
the interview is poorly handled, the smooth talker gets the job and another mediocre
salesperson emerges.

This chapter has outlined a number of techniques which, if applied, should mini-
mise this result. Specifically, a sales manager should decide on the requirements of the
job and the type of person who should be able to fulfil them. They should also be
aware of the techniques of interviewing and the necessity of evaluating the candidates,
in line with the criteria established during the personnel specification stage. Finally, the
sales manager should consider the use of psychological tests (under the guidance of a
psychologist) and role playing as further dimensions of the assessment procedure.

Chapter 14 examines two further key areas of sales management: motivation and
training.
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Plastic Products Ltd

Plastic Products Ltd is a company that produces and markets plastic cups, teaspoons, knives and forks for the catering industry. The company was established in 1974 in response to the changes taking place in the catering industry. The growth of the fast-food sector of the market was seen as an opportunity to provide disposable eating utensils which would save on human resources and allow the speedy provision of utensils for fast customer flow. In addition, Plastic Products has benefited from the growth in supermarkets and sells ‘consumer packs’ through four of the large supermarket groups.

The expansion of sales and outlets has led Jim Spencer, the sales manager, to recommend to Bill Preedy, the general manager, that the present salesforce of two regional representatives be increased to four.

Spencer believes that the new recruits should have experience of selling fast-moving consumer goods since essentially that is what his products are.

Preedy believes that the new recruits should be familiar with plastic products since that is what they are selling. He favours recruiting from within the plastics industry, since such people are familiar with the supply, production and properties of plastic and are likely to talk the same language as other people working at the firm.

Discussion questions

1. What general factors should be taken into account when recruiting salespeople?
2. Do you agree with Spencer or Preedy or neither?
Examination questions

1. Distinguish between the job description and the personnel specification. For an industry of your choice, write a suitable job description and personnel specification for a salesperson.
2. Discuss the role of psychological testing in the selection process for salespeople.
14 Motivation and training

OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Understand certain motivation theories in the context of selling
2. Apply motivation in practice
3. Set sales targets and quotas
4. Understand what is required to be a successful leader
5. Organise suitable sales training programmes and evaluate their usefulness

KEY CONCEPTS

- Adams's inequity theory
- group meetings
- Herzberg's dual factor theory
- Likert's sales management theory
- Maslow's hierarchy of needs
- merit-based promotion system
- recognition
- sales contests
- sales quotas
- sales targets
- training programmes
- Vroom's expectancy theory
14.1 MOTIVATION

Creating and maintaining a well-motivated salesforce is a challenging task. The confidence and motivation of salespeople are being constantly worn down by the inevitable rejections they suffer from buyers as part of everyday activities. In some fields, notably life insurance and double glazing, rejections may greatly outnumber successes; thus motivation may be a major problem. This is compounded by the fact that salesperson and supervisor are normally geographically separated, so the salesperson may feel isolated or even neglected unless management pays particular attention to motivational strategies which take account of their needs.

It is critical that sales managers appreciate that motivation is far more sophisticated than the view that all salespeople need is a ‘kick up the pants’. Effective motivation requires a deep understanding of salespeople as individuals, their personalities and value systems. In a sense, sales managers do not motivate salespeople. What they do is provide the circumstances that will encourage salespeople to motivate themselves.

An understanding of motivation lies in the relationship between needs, drives and goals: ‘The basic process involves needs (deprivations) which set drives in motion (deprivations with direction) to accomplish goals (anything that alleviates a need and reduces a drive)’.1 Thus a need resulting from a lack of friends, sets up a drive for affiliation which is designed to obtain friends. In a work context, the need for more money may result in a drive to work harder in order to obtain increased pay.

Improving motivation is important to sales success as research has shown that high levels of motivation lead to:2

- increased creativity;
- working smarter and a more adaptive selling approach;
- working harder;
- increased use of win–win negotiation tactics;
- higher self-esteem;
- a more relaxed attitude and a less negative emotional tone;
- enhancement of relationships.

In this chapter both applied theory and practice will be evaluated in order to identify the means of motivating a salesforce.

Motivational theories

Motivation has been researched by psychologists and others for many years. A number of theories have evolved that are pertinent to the motivation of salespeople.

Maslow’s hierarchy of needs

Maslow’s classic hierarchy of needs model proposed that there are five fundamental needs which are arranged in a ‘hierarchy of prepotency’. Table 14.1 shows this hierarchy.
Maslow argued that needs form a hierarchy in the sense that, when no needs are fulfilled, a person concentrates on their physiological needs. When these needs are fulfilled, safety needs become preponderant and important determinants of behaviour. When these are satisfied, belongingness becomes important – and so on up the hierarchy.

Although Maslow’s belief that one set of needs only becomes important after lower order needs have been completely satisfied has been criticised, the theory does have relevance to salesforce motivation. First, it highlights the perhaps obvious point that a satisfied need is not a motivator of behaviour. Thus, a salesperson who already receives a more than adequate level of remuneration may not be motivated by additional payments. Second, the theory implies that what may act as a motivator for one salesperson may not be effective with another. This follows from the likelihood that different salespeople will have different combinations of needs.

Effective motivation results from an accurate assessment of the needs of the individual salespeople under the manager’s supervision. The overriding need for one salesperson may be reassurance and the building of confidence; this may act to motivate them. For another, with a great need for esteem, the sales manager may motivate by highlighting outstanding performance at a sales meeting.

**Herzberg**

Herzberg’s dual factor theory distinguished factors which can cause dissatisfaction but cannot motivate (hygiene factors) and factors which can cause positive motivation. Hygiene factors included physical working conditions, security, salary and interpersonal relationships. Directing managerial attention to these factors, postulated Herzberg, would bring motivation up to a ‘theoretical zero’ but would not result in positive motivation. If this were to be achieved, attention would have to be given to true motivators. These included the nature of the work itself which allows the person to make some concrete achievement, recognition of achievement, the responsibility exercised by the person, and the interest value of the work itself.
The inclusion of salary as a hygiene factor rather than as a motivator was subject to criticisms from sales managers whose experience led them to believe that commission paid to their salespeople was a powerful motivator in practice. Herzberg accommodated their view to some extent by arguing that increased salary through higher commission was a motivator through the automatic recognition it gave to sales achievement.

The salesperson is fortunate that achievement is directly observable in terms of higher sales (except in missionary selling, where orders are not taken, e.g. pharmaceuticals, beer and selling to specifiers). However, the degree of responsibility afforded to salespeople varies a great deal. Opportunities for giving a greater degree of responsibility to (and hence motivating) salespeople include giving authority to grant credit (up to a certain value), discretion to offer discounts and handing over responsibility for calling frequencies. The results of an experiment with a group of British salespeople by Paul, Robertson and Herzberg showed that greater responsibility given to salespeople by such changes resulted in higher sales success.3

Herzberg’s theory has been well received in general by practitioners, although academics have criticised it in terms of methodology and oversimplification.4 The theory has undoubtedly made a substantial contribution to the understanding of motivation at work, particularly in extending Maslow’s theory to the work situation and highlighting the importance of job content factors which had hitherto been badly neglected.

Vroom’s expectancy theory

Basically Vroom’s expectancy theory assumes that people’s motivation to exert effort is dependent upon their expectations for success. Vroom5 based his theory on three concepts – expectancy, instrumentality and valence.

1. **Expectancy.** This refers to a person’s perceived relationship between effort and performance, i.e. to the extent to which a person believes that increased effort will lead to higher performance.

2. **Instrumentality.** This reflects the person’s perception of the relationship between performance and reward; for example, it reflects the extent to which a person believes that higher performance will lead to promotion.

3. **Valence.** This represents the value placed upon a particular reward by a person. For some individuals promotion may be highly valued; for others it may have little value.

Thus, according to the theory, if a salesperson believes that by working harder they will achieve increased sales (high expectancy) and that higher sales will lead to greater commission (high instrumentality) and higher commission is very important (high valence), a high level of motivation should result. The nature of the relationships in the sales setting is depicted in Figure 14.1.

Clearly, different salespeople will have different valences (values) for the same reward. Some might value increased pay very highly, while for others higher pay may have less value. For some the sense of accomplishment and recognition may be very important, for others much less so. Also, different salespeople may view the relationship between performance and reward, and between effort and performance, in quite different ways. A task of sales management is to specify and communicate to
the salesforce these performance criteria, which are important in helping to achieve company objectives, and to relate rewards to these criteria. Further, this theory supports the notion that for performance targets (e.g. sales quotas) to be effective motivators they should be regarded as attainable (high expectancy) by each salesperson; otherwise the first link in the expectancy model will be severed. Finally, this model provides a diagnostic framework for analysing motivational problems with individual salespeople and an explanation of why certain managerial activities can improve motivation. Training in sales skills, for example, can improve motivation by raising expectancy levels.

Adams’s inequity theory

Feelings of inequity (unfairness) can arise when an individual’s effort or performance on the job exceeds the reward they receive. Salespeople who feel they contribute more than others to the organisation expect to receive proportionately greater rewards. This is the essence of Adams’s inequity theory. For a salesperson, inequity can be felt in the following areas:

- monetary rewards;
- workload;
- promotion;
- degree of recognition;
- supervisory behaviour;
- targets;
- tasks.

The outcome of a salesperson perceiving significant inequities in any of these areas may be reduced motivation as a result of the feeling of unfairness. A study by Tyagi examined the effect of perceived inequities (rewards and favouritism) on motivation of life insurance salespeople. The results showed that feelings of inequity in all areas investigated (monetary, promotion, recognition, supervisory behaviour and task inequities) had an adverse effect on motivation. Monetary reward inequity had a particularly strong effect on motivation. The implication is that sales managers must monitor their salesforce to detect any feelings of unfairness. This can be done informally during sales meetings or through the use of questionnaires. Some sales organisations survey their sales representatives periodically to measure their perceptions of inequity and the effectiveness of the company’s motivational programme in general.
Motivation is often equated with incentives but Adams’s work emphasises that the elimination of disincentives (e.g. injustices, unfair treatment) may be an equally powerful influence.

**Likert’s sales management theory**

Unlike Herzberg, Maslow and Vroom, who developed ‘general’ theories of motivation, Likert based his sales management theory on research that looked specifically at the motivation of salespeople. His research related differing characteristics and styles of supervision to performance. One of the hypotheses he tested was that the sales managers’ own behaviours provide a set of standards which, in themselves, will affect the behaviour of their salespeople. He found that there was a link. High performing sales teams usually had sales managers who themselves had high performance goals.

His research also investigated the methods used by sales managers in the running of sales meetings. Two alternative styles were compared (see Figure 14.2). Sales managers who used the group method of leading sales meetings encouraged their team both to discuss sales problems that had arisen in the field and to learn from one another. Sales managers who monopolised the meeting discouraged interaction between salespeople and used it as an opportunity to lecture them rather than to stimulate discussion. There was a strong tendency for higher producing sales teams to use the group method.

Several reasons can be put forward to explain this. First, it is likely that a problem faced by one salesperson has been met previously by another who may have found a way of overcoming it; for example, a troublesome objection to one salesperson may have been successfully dealt with by another. The group method of leading a sales meeting encourages problem-solving and stimulates communication. Second, the more open style of meeting enables the sales manager to gain a greater understanding of the needs and problems of the salesforce. Finally, the group method promotes a feeling of group loyalty since it fosters a spirit of co-operation.

Thus, the research conducted by Likert suggests that to produce a highly motivated salesforce, the sales manager should have high performance goals and encourage analysis and discussion of salespeople’s performance and problems through the group method of conducting sales meetings.

**Figure 14.2** Methods of conducting sales meetings
The Churchill, Ford and Walker model of salesforce motivation

Churchill et al. developed a model of salesforce motivation that integrated some of the ideas of Herzberg and Vroom (see Figure 14.3). This suggests that the higher the salesperson’s motivation, the greater the effort, leading to higher performance. This enhanced performance will lead to greater rewards which will bring about higher job satisfaction. The circle will be completed by the enhanced satisfaction causing still higher motivation.

The implications of this model for sales managers are as follows:

1. They should convince salespeople that they will sell more by working harder or by being trained to work ‘smarter’ (e.g. more efficient call planning, developing selling skills).
2. They should convince salespeople that the rewards for better performance are worth the extra effort. This implies that sales manager should give rewards that are valued and attempt to ‘sell’ their worth to the salesforce. For example, a sales manager might build up the worth of a holiday prize by stating what a good time they personally had when there.

They also found that the value of rewards differed according to salesperson type. Older salespeople who had large families valued financial rewards more. Younger, better educated salespeople who had no family or small families tended to value higher order rewards (recognition, liking and respect, sense of accomplishment).

Motivation in practice

A study into salesforce practice commissioned by the Chartered Institute of Marketing asked sales managers to rank eight factors (excluding salary, bonus or commission) that could be effective in stimulating their salespeople to better their usual performance. The results of this research are given in Figure 14.4.

Figure 14.4 illustrates the importance of the manager/salesperson relationship in motivation. Individual meetings between manager and salesperson were thought to be the most effective of the eight factors investigated. Sales contests and competitions were ranked only sixth in importance, although a more detailed analysis of the answers revealed that this form of motivation was ranked first among the consumer goods companies replying to the questionnaire.

Surveys by Shipley and Kiely and Coulaux and Jobber investigated factors that motivated industrial and consumer goods salespeople. In both surveys self-satisfaction from doing a good job was ranked as the top motivator. Achieving
targets and acknowledgement of effort were also highly ranked by both industrial and consumer salespeople. However, a major difference was the factor ‘satisfy customer needs’, with industrial salespeople ranking it second, while their consumer counterparts ranked it only sixth. The difference between industrial and consumer products and customers probably explains the discrepancy, with the former selling more technical products to customers with more complex needs (see Table 14.2).

Some of these factors, along with financial incentives, will now be evaluated in terms of their potential to motivate.

**Financial incentives**

Most companies, whether selling consumer or industrial goods, pay commission or bonus to their salespeople. The most usual form of payment is the salary plus commission system since this provides a level of security plus the incentive of higher earnings for higher sales. However, in some instances salespeople are paid on a straight commission basis so that earnings are entirely dependent upon achievement.
There are a number of variants of the commission system, each depending on the outcome of the following decisions:\(^{13}\)

1. The commission base, e.g. sales revenue, or profits.
2. The commission rate, e.g. a set percentage of all sales or different for various products.
3. The starting point for commission, e.g. the first sale, or at some predetermined sales level.

A commission system may thus comprise a given percentage, e.g. 1.5 per cent of total sales revenue generated per salesperson; or a percentage, e.g. 5 per cent of sales revenue for all sales in excess of a sales quota. Some companies may construct more complicated commission systems whereby different products have varying commission rates. Higher rates may be paid on higher profit items, lines regarded as being harder to sell or products with high inventory levels. Thus the commission system can be used not only to stimulate greater effort in general, but also to direct salespeople towards expending greater energy on those products the company particularly wants to sell.

Commission may work in motivating salespeople through providing a direct reward for extra effort (Vroom) and by giving recognition for achievement (Herzberg). In a study by Lopez, Hopkins and Raymond, higher commission rates were the most

### Table 14.2  Motivational factors for salespeople in industrial and consumer goods markets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Extremely strong</th>
<th>Industrial moderately strong</th>
<th>Ranking*</th>
<th>Extremely strong</th>
<th>Consumer moderately strong</th>
<th>Ranking*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-satisfaction from doing a good job</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfy customer needs</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achieve sales budgets</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acknowledgement of effort</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase chance of promotion</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve lifestyle</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet family responsibilities</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make more money</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfy sales manager’s expectations</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note that the ranking is based on the sum of responses to extremely strong and moderately strong motivator with double weighting to the former category.

preferred reward among US salespeople, beating such alternatives as pay rises, promotion and recognition. The salespeople were also asked to describe their ideal compensation structure. Over half of them stated that they preferred compensation structures that relied more heavily on commission than on basic pay. Clearly salespeople value highly the opportunity to increase pay based on their sales achievements.

Setting sales targets or quotas

If a sales target or sales quota is to be effective in motivating a salesperson, it must be regarded as fair and attainable and yet offer a challenge to them. Because the salesperson should regard the quota as fair, it is usually sensible to allow them to participate in the setting of the quota. However, the establishment of the quotas is ultimately the sales manager’s responsibility and they will inevitably be constrained by overall company objectives. If sales are planned to increase by 10 per cent, then salespeople’s quotas must be consistent with this. Variations around this average figure will arise through the sales manager’s knowledge of individual sales personnel and changes in commercial activity within each territory; for example, the liquidation of a key customer in a territory may be reflected in a reduced quota. The attainment of a sales target usually results in some form of extra payment to the salesperson.

An advantage of the sales quota is that it can be used flexibly to motivate salespeople to attain specific goals. For example, sales quotas can be based on overall sales targets, sales to new customers, or sales of particular types of product. However, they have their drawbacks: non-quota areas may be neglected, they may encourage cheating and result in unethical selling practices (e.g. deception) when the pressure to meet a sales quota is great.

Meetings between managers and salespeople

These were highly regarded by sales managers in the motivation of their sales teams. Managers have the opportunity to meet their salespeople in the field, at head office and at sales meetings/conventions. They provide a number of opportunities for improving motivation.

First, they allow the sales manager to understand the personality, needs and problems of each salesperson. The manager can then better understand the causes of motivation and demotivation in individual salespeople and respond in a manner that takes into account the needs, problems and personality of the salesperson. A study by Jobber and Lee showed the extent to which the perceptions of sales management and salespeople towards motivation and demotivation can differ. They investigated the perceptions of what motivates and demotivates salespeople by asking a sample of life assurance salespeople and their sales directors. Figure 14.5 gives a summary of the results.

Sales management thought that competitions/prizes and incentives based on target setting motivated salespeople significantly more than the salespeople themselves did. Salespeople, on the other hand, valued fringe benefits higher than sales management. Perceptions of demotivating issues were also at variance. Sales management believed supervisory relations and personal problems demotivated salespeople significantly more than the salespeople did, whereas the salespeople believed that lack of advancement, lack of security and long hours of work were more a source of
demotivation than the sales management believed. Such misunderstandings can lead to wasted managerial effort devising motivational schemes and compensation plans that are not valued by salespeople. The remedy is to meet regularly with the salesforce to understand their value systems, so that what is prescribed by management is effective in raising salesforce motivation.

Second, meetings in the field, which may form part of an evaluation and training programme, can also provide an opportunity to motivate. Sales technique can be improved and confidence boosted, both of which may motivate by restoring in the salesperson the belief that performance will improve through extra effort.

Third, according to Likert, group meetings can motivate when the sales manager encourages an ‘open’ style of meeting. Salespeople are encouraged to discuss their sales problems and opportunities so that the entire sales team benefits from each other’s experiences. This leads to a greater sense of group loyalty and improved performance. Finally, meetings between manager and salespeople provide the opportunity for performance feedback where weaknesses are identified and recognition for good work is given.

The study by Coulaux and Jobber found that almost half their sample of consumer salespeople wanted more meetings with their sales managers. Table 14.3 shows the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivators</th>
<th>Demotivators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competitions/prizes</td>
<td>Supervisory relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incentives based on target setting</td>
<td>Personal problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringe benefits</td>
<td>Lack of advancement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lack of security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hours of work</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14.5  Summary of differences between sales directors and sales representatives

Table 14.3  Topics salespeople would like to discuss more with their sales managers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Matters</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analyse job problems and try to find solutions together</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales targets</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job problems</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job career</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review performance together</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remuneration</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal problems</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Motivation and training

topics which they would most like to discuss. Three-quarters of the salespeople said that they would like more opportunity to analyse job problems and try to find a solution with their sales managers. Sales targets were second on the list of issues which they would like to discuss.

The work by Herzberg highlights the importance of recognition as a positive motivator and Maslow suggests that many people have a need to be accepted. Thus what sales managers say to their salespeople can have both motivational and demotivational effects, by giving and/or taking away recognition and acceptance. Giving recognition and acceptance (by a pat on the back or praise, for example) is called positive strokes and can act as a motivator. Withdrawing recognition and acceptance (for example, criticising or ignoring the person) is called negative strokes and can act as both a motivator or a demotivator depending on the circumstances. Such withdrawal can motivate when the salesperson is underperforming through lack of effort when that person has a strong desire for recognition and acceptance. However, many managers can demotivate almost unknowingly by what they say and do. Outside factors such as domestic problems may cause managers to give out negative strokes to people who do not deserve them. Under such circumstances they can have a demotivational effect. Table 14.4 gives a few examples.

A further example of the use of negative strokes was the sales manager of a financial services company who wanted to reduce his salesforce’s expenses bill. The salespeople were provided with BMWs. To their astonishment the sales manager declared that from the following month the salesperson with the highest expenses would get to drive the company’s new Skoda.

Promotion

Sales managers believe that a merit-based promotion system does act as a motivator. If the promotion is to a managerial position, there are grave dangers of promoting the company’s best salesperson. The skills required of a sales manager are wider than those required of a salesperson. A sales manager must be able to analyse and control the performance of others, motivate and train them. These skills are not required to sell successfully.

If promotion is to be tied to sales performance, it is sensible to consider the creation of a dual promotional route. The first path follows the normal managerial career sequence. The second is created to reward outstanding sales success. An example of such a merit-based promotional ladder is:

Salesperson → Senior Salesperson → National Account Executive
Sales contests

Sales contests are a popular form of incentive for consumer salesforces. The purpose of the sales contest varies widely. It may be to encourage a higher level of sales in general, to increase the sales of a slow-moving product or to reward the generation of new customers. The strength of a sales contest lies in its ability to appeal to the competitive spirit of salespeople and their need for achievement and recognition. As with other financial incentives, to be effective the contest must be seen to be fair and each salesperson must believe that they are capable of winning.

However, problems can occur. Contests can encourage cheating. In one company which used a sales contest to promote sales at a series of promotional events around the country with its dealers, salespeople ‘stored up’ orders achieved prior to the events in order to increase the apparent number of orders taken at the events. By pitching salesperson against salesperson, contests may militate against the spirit of mutual help and co-operation that can improve salesforce performance.

Sales managers need to be sensitive to the differences in cultural ideas and expectations of overseas salespeople when devising motivational programmes. Examples of how such differences can impact on salesforce motivation are given in the boxed case discussion.

Motivating international salespeople

The key to selecting appropriate salesperson motivation and compensation systems is to understand their values and expectations, and not to assume that what works at home will work in foreign markets. For example, in Europe money is often viewed as a key motivator whereas in the Middle East and Japan commission is little used, and non-financial factors such as increased responsibilities or higher job security are more effective. An understanding of local customs is required. For example, in Japan salary increases are usually based on seniority. Political factors can also determine the fixed salary/commission split and the level of fringe benefits provided for employees.

Perceptions of unfairness can arise when the overseas salesforce consists of a mixture of expatriates and local salespeople. Because a salary increase normally accompanies an expatriate’s overseas move, they may be paid more than local recruits. If this becomes common knowledge, the motivation of locally recruited salespeople may suffer.

Some international salespeople complain that managers at their head office do not understand them. They often feel alone or deserted. Their motivation can be restored by setting realistic sales targets, given them full support and improving communication.

Motivation and training

14.2 LEADERSHIP

For motivation to be effective it must be channelled in the right direction, which is where leadership is crucial. Motivation provides the movement while leadership supplies the direction that allows both the company and the salesperson to achieve their objectives. Leadership is the process of influencing the behaviour of people toward the accomplishment of objectives. In sales management, leadership usually focuses on the relationships between sales managers and their salespeople. However, it is also relevant for key, national or global account managers who manage account teams.

Leaders generate good performance from their sales teams by increasing their personal rewards from achieving objectives and by making the path to these rewards easier to follow through advice, training, reducing or removing obstacles and problems, and by increasing the opportunities for personal satisfaction.

A key question is what is required to be a successful leader. An informal survey of sales managers’ opinions on the characteristics of a successful leader produced the following comments:

1. Leaders have a strong, defined sense of purpose. They know what needs to be done.
2. Leaders are effective communicators. They communicate their vision of the future. They provide an invitation to the sales team to link their prosperity to the success of the business. They communicate what is expected of people and how they are doing.
3. Leaders are persistent and hard working. They are prepared to invest whatever time and effort is required to achieve results.
4. Leaders are self-aware. They recognise their strengths, weaknesses, skills and abilities.
5. Leaders are learners. They welcome information, develop new skills and improve on existing ones.
6. Leaders love their work. They view work as an adventure and are constantly renewed and stimulated by it.
7. Leaders inspire others. They are able to unite people in a consolidated effort.
8. Leaders establish human relationships based on trust, respect and caring.
9. Leaders are risk takers. They are willing to explore and experiment.
10. Leaders are keen to help others attain their goals. They reduce or remove obstacles to the attainment of salespeople’s goals and help them succeed in their jobs.
11. Leaders have the ability to motivate and inspire salespeople to grow and learn. Each of their salespeople feels they have control over their own destiny and feels important to their organisation.

An enormous amount of research has gone into exploring leadership. While a review of all this work is beyond the scope of this book, one key study by Goleman will be reported as it links leadership styles to ‘working atmosphere or climate’ and performance. The research is based on a study of almost 4,000 executives from around the world by the management consulting firm Hay McBer.

Six leadership styles were identified and are summarised in Table 14.5. The research indicated that effective leaders do not rely on one leadership style but use all or most of them, depending on the particular situation. Goleman drew a golfing analogy: over the course of a game a golfer chooses clubs based on the demands of the shot. That is how highly effective leaders also operate.
While coercion and pace-setting have their uses, the study showed that overall these styles can harm ‘working atmosphere’, reducing, for example, flexibility (how free employees feel to innovate unencumbered by red tape) and commitment to a common purpose. The other four leadership styles have a positive impact on ‘working atmosphere’ and financial performance. Goleman concludes that the best leaders are those who have mastered four or more styles, especially the positive ones (authoritative, affiliative, democratic, coaching) and have the ability to change styles as the situation demands. Effective leaders have the capability to match behaviour to the situation in an automatic, flexible, fluid and seamless way. Importantly, Goleman argues that the ability to use more than those leadership styles that come naturally can be taught (or coached). Therefore, sales managers who display, for example, only one or two of the necessary styles can be coached to expand their repertoire of styles and, therefore, become more effective leaders.

Consistent with these findings, Huczynski and Buchanan conclude that leadership research suggests that effective leadership styles depend on context, with no one style of leadership appearing universally better. However, they argue that a good deal of research suggests that a considerate, participative or democratic style of leadership is generally (if not always) more effective than an autocratic, coercive style. Two reasons are given:

1. It reflects the wider social and political trends towards increased personal freedom and the right to resist manipulation.
2. The need to tap the ideas of people with knowledge and experience and the need to get greater commitment through their involvement in decision-making.

### Table 14.5 Six leadership styles and key characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Operational characteristics</th>
<th>Style in a phrase</th>
<th>Underlying competencies</th>
<th>When to use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coercive</td>
<td>Demands compliance</td>
<td>'Do what I tell you'</td>
<td>Drive to achieve, self-control</td>
<td>In a crisis, with problem people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authoritative</td>
<td>Mobilises people</td>
<td>'Come with me'</td>
<td>Self-confidence, change catalyst</td>
<td>When new vision and direction are needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affiliative</td>
<td>Creates harmony</td>
<td>'People come first'</td>
<td>Empathy, communication</td>
<td>To heal wounds, to motivate people under stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Democratic</td>
<td>Forges consensus</td>
<td>'What do you think?'</td>
<td>Collaboration, team building</td>
<td>To build consensus, to get contributions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pace-setting</td>
<td>Sets high standards</td>
<td>'Do as I do, now'</td>
<td>Initiative, drive to achieve</td>
<td>To get fast results from a motivated team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaching</td>
<td>Develops people</td>
<td>'Try this'</td>
<td>Empathy, self-awareness</td>
<td>To improve performance, to develop strengths</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Autocratic/coercive management stifles creativity, ignores available expertise and kills motivation and commitment. However, it can be necessary when time is short, the leader is the most knowledgeable person and where potential participants would never agree on a decision.²⁵

14.3 TRAINING

A study for the Learning International Organisation²⁶ revealed seven sales challenges that organisations must meet if they are going to survive in the competitive marketplace:

1. **Distinguish between similar products and services.** Success in sales requires more than just having an exceptional product or service. The proliferation of ‘me too’ products is causing buyers to become confused. Excellent salespeople are needed to capitalise on product differences: that their offerings are better than the competitor’s.

2. **Putting together groups of products to form a business solution.** As customers’ requirements are continually becoming more complex, single product or service selling is becoming obsolete. Their needs can only be met by a ‘package’ of products or services. The salesperson will have to be highly trained to put together a package to satisfy these needs.

3. **Handling the more educated buying population.** Today’s customers are willing to work harder and take time to shop around for what they need. They are also more aware of the product features, benefits, options and prices. Today’s professional salesperson must thus work harder to close the sale.

4. **Mastering the art of consultative selling.** The salesperson now needs to understand the specific business issues and problems faced by customers. Their role is to lessen customers’ responsibility to discover their own needs, and show how the product and service being offered will fill these needs.

5. **Managing a team selling approach.** In the future a team selling approach will have to be adopted to satisfy customer needs. The salesperson will have to draw on knowledge of technical staff, marketing staff and experts in other product areas.

6. **Knowing the customer’s business.** Future sales will require in-depth knowledge of the customer’s business, with salespeople well versed in the requirements of the market segment in which they sell. Relationship building with the customer is paramount and the customer’s best interests are always placed at the forefront. Accurate marketing information is needed to provide each customer with the best possible service.

7. **Adding value through service.** When a product reaches a commodity status the salesperson’s perceived value is diminished. They are reduced to ‘order-takers’. Companies must continue to build up their relationship with customers by adding value through services such as business consultations and ongoing product support.

These challenges have assumed greater importance since the advent of the Single European Market. For the first time there is easy access to the European markets. Thus competition has increased and only the companies that are prepared to meet these challenges will survive.
Producing the best available product or service is not enough – it has to be sold. If companies are to survive they must attach the utmost importance to training their field salesforce, not just pay lip service to the concept. Top management must be totally committed to training and authorise sufficient investment for this to occur. They must also accept that the benefits derived from sales training may not be immediate; they take time to show through.

The potential benefits of sales training are immense, ranging from enhanced skill levels, improved motivation (see the Vroom model) and greater self-confidence in one’s ability to perform well at selling, a factor that has been shown to be related to improved sales performance.

A list of the benefits of training is given in Table 14.6.

On the whole, insufficient attention is paid to training. Presumably it is believed that salespeople will learn the necessary skills on the job. This approach ignores the benefits of a training programme that builds a reference frame within which learning can occur and provides the opportunity to practise skills with feedback which is necessary to identify the strengths and weaknesses of performance. For training to succeed the salesperson must accept that there is a problem with their performance, otherwise they are unlikely to try to rectify the problem.

Table 14.6 Benefits of training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced skill levels</td>
<td>Training in needs analysis, presentation and demonstration, negotiation, objection handling, closing and relationship management will enhance skill levels, and lead to greater customer orientation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved motivation</td>
<td>Vroom suggests that motivation is dependent on a salesperson's belief that increased effort will lead to higher performance. Increasing skill levels through training should strengthen that belief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved self-confidence</td>
<td>Training improves self-confidence, which has been shown to be related to improve sales performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced costs</td>
<td>Training in self-management and journey planning should reduce costs. Higher skills should mean fewer call backs to close the sale. Better use of technology should also reduce costs (e.g. using email rather than site visits where appropriate).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer complaints</td>
<td>Better meeting of customer needs and higher service levels should reduce the number of customer complaints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower staff turnover</td>
<td>Training shows staff that the company is willing to invest in them raising morale and loyalty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced management support</td>
<td>Well trained salespeople require less managerial support as they can manage their own activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher job satisfaction</td>
<td>The confidence and success which accompanies higher skill levels developed during training lead to higher job satisfaction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher sales and profits</td>
<td>The result of the above advantages of training is that sales should be higher and costs lower resulting in higher company profits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another approach to the training problem of new salespeople is to send them out with an experienced salesperson to observe how selling is done. This in itself is insufficient for successful sales training. Its virtues are that the trainee may gain insights not only into techniques which appear to be successful in selling, for example, certain closing techniques, but also into the kinds of objections raised by buyers. However, its value is greatly enhanced if supplemented by a formal sales training programme conducted by an experienced sales trainer who is skilled in lecturing, handling role-playing sessions and providing constructive feedback in such a way that it is accepted by the trainee.

Sales training provides particular challenges in the international environment. Differences in language and culture mean that care must be taken when training overseas sales teams. The boxed case discussion addresses some major points. Indeed, as individual nations become culturally diverse there is a growing need for cultural diversity training for companies that do not trade internationally.29

Training overseas salesforces

When training local salespeople cultural imperatives should be recognised. For example, when training Chinese and Japanese salespeople situations where ‘loss of face’ can occur should be avoided. Japanese salespeople receive on-the-job training in a ritualistic formal setting to ensure that constructive criticism does not result in ‘loss of face’ for the inexperienced salesperson. Also some selling approaches may not be applicable in certain cultures. For example, problem-solving techniques may not be suitable for Chinese or Japanese salespeople. Finally, care needs to be exercised when translating sales manuals into foreign languages.

For local recruits, training will include product knowledge and an appreciation of the company, its history and philosophies. For expatriates, language training may be required and familiarity with foreign business etiquette. It will also focus on the special foreign sales problems that will be encountered. Often initial on-the-job training is with an experienced expatriate. Training in the language, lifestyle and culture of the people of the new country should include the salesperson’s spouse and children to reduce early burnout.

Skill development

There are four classic stages to learning a skill. These are shown in Table 14.7.

The first stage defines the situation before a trainee decides to enter a career in selling. They are unable to carry out the skills and have not even thought about them. By reading or being told about the skills involved, the trainee reaches the second stage...
of being consciously unable. They know what to do but cannot successfully perform any of the skills.

At the third stage (consciously able) the trainee not only knows what to do but is reasonably proficient at putting the skills into practice individually. They are like a learner driver who can engage gear, release the clutch, look in the mirror, gently press the accelerator and release the handbrake as a series of separate operations, but not in a co-ordinated manner that successfully moves the car from a standing start. The trainee may be able to make a presentation successfully, handle objections and close a sale, but may be hopelessly adrift when they need to handle objections, continue making the presentation and all the while look for signs to close the sale.

A successful training programme takes the trainee through this difficult barrier to the fourth stage (unconsciously able) when they can perform all the skills at once and have the ability to think a stage in advance so that they have control of the selling situation. A car driver reaches this stage when able to co-ordinate the skills necessary to start, move and stop a car without thinking; the timing of gear changes and braking, for example, become automatic, without conscious thought. Similarly, the salesperson can open the interview, move through the stages of need identification, presentation and handling objections in a natural manner, and can alter the approach as situations demand, before choosing the right moment and most appropriate technique to close the sale.

When salespeople become unconsciously able they are likely to be competent although, like a driver, football player or cricketer, there will always be room for further improvement and refinement of their skills.

### Components of a training programme

A training programme will attempt to cover a combination of knowledge and skill development. Five components can be identified:

1. The company – objectives, policies and organisation.
2. Its products.
3. Its competitors and their products.
4. Selling procedure and techniques.
6. Relationship management.
Figure 14.6 illustrates the six components.

The first three components are essentially communicating the required level of knowledge to the salesperson. The first component will probably include a brief history of the company, how it has grown and where it intends to go in the future. Policies relevant to the selling function, for example, how salespeople are evaluated and the nature of the compensation system will be explained. The way in which the company is organised will be described and the relationship between sales and the marketing function, including advertising and market research, will be described so that the salesperson has an appreciation of the support they are receiving from headquarters.

The second component, product knowledge, will include a description of how the products are made and the implications for product quality and reliability, the features of the product and the benefits they confer on the consumer. Salespeople will be encouraged to carry out their own product analyses so that they will be able to identify key features and benefits of new products as they are launched. Competitors will be identified and competitors’ products will also be analysed to spotlight differences between them and the company’s products.

Some training programmes, particularly within the industrial selling arena, stop here, neglecting a major component of a training programme – selling procedures and techniques. This component involves an examination of the factors analysed in Chapter 8 and will include practical sessions where trainees develop skills through role-playing exercises. For example, the Xerox Professional Selling Skills training programme focuses on five selling steps: opening sales calls; effective listening; objection handling; closing and follow-up.\textsuperscript{30}

The next component of the programme – work organisation and report writing – will endeavour to establish good habits among the trainees in areas which may be neglected because of day-to-day pressures. Work organisation training includes time and territory management skills. The importance of these activities on a salesperson’s performance and, hence, earnings will be stressed.
Finally, the importance of building relationships means that training programmes will place heavy emphasis on people skills. For example, the IBM consultative sales training programme emphasises working with clients as consultants to build close relationships and work jointly to solve problems. The case components of the programme involve people and communication skills.31

Methods

The lecture

This method is useful in giving information and providing a frame of reference to aid the learning process. The lecture should be supported by the use of visual aids, for example, professionally produced PowerPoints. Trainees should be encouraged to participate so that the communication is not just one way. Discussion stimulates interest and allows misunderstandings to be identified and dealt with.

Films

These are a useful supplement to the lecture in giving information and showing how a skill should be performed. They add an extra dimension to a lecture by demonstrating how the principles can be applied in a selling situation. In terms of the stages of learning skills, lectures and films take the trainees up to the point of being consciously unable. They will show what they are required to do, but they will lack the experience to put the theory into practice successfully.

Role playing

This learning method moves the trainees into the stage of being consciously able to perform a skill. It allows the trainees to learn by their own successes and failures in a buyer–seller situation. Feedback is provided by other group members, the sales trainer and by audio-visual means.

Seeing oneself perform is an enlightening and rewarding experience and can demonstrate to the trainee the points raised by other members of the group. Without this dimension some trainees may refuse to accept a fault, e.g. losing the buyer’s interest, simply because in the heat of the selling discussion they genuinely do not notice it. Playback allows the trainee to see the situation through the eyes of a third person and problems are more easily recognised and accepted.

Role playing has its critics. Some say that trainees do not take it seriously enough and that by its very nature it is not totally realistic. Its main value is in teaching inexperienced salespeople the basic skills of selling in a less threatening environment than real selling. The selling process can be broken up into a series of activities, e.g. opening and need identification, sales presentation and overcoming objections, each of which requires a special set of skills. Role playing can be used to develop each set of skills in a series of exercises that gradually build up to a full sales interview. A role-playing exercise designed to develop skills in need identification is given at the end of this chapter.
The degree of success achieved by role playing is heavily dependent upon the skills of the sales trainer. When the trainees have at least a modicum of sales experience, it is good practice to allow them to devise their own sales situations based on actual experiences. The briefs so produced are then exchanged between trainees so that each is presented with a situation which is new to them but which, at the same time, is realistic.32

**Case studies**

Case studies are particularly appropriate for developing analytical skills. Trainees are asked to analyse situations, identify problems and opportunities and make recommendations for dealing with them. They can be used, for example, in setting call objectives. A history of a buyer–seller relationship is given and the trainee is asked to develop a set of sensible objectives for their next visit.

**In-the-field training**

It is essential that initial training given to trainees is reinforced by on-the-job training. The experience gained by real-life selling situations plus the evaluation and feedback provided by the sales manager should mean that the salesperson moves solidly into the final stage of the learning skills process – unconsciously able. The salesperson does the right things automatically, just as a driver can co-ordinate the set of skills necessary to drive a car without consciously thinking.

Although unconsciously able is the final stage in the learning process, it does not describe a finite position beyond which improvement cannot take place. Field training is designed to improve the performance of the experienced as well as the newer salesperson. In order to achieve this the sales manager needs to do the following:

- analyse each salesperson’s performance;
- identify strengths and weaknesses;
- gain agreement with the salesperson that a weakness exists;
- teach the salesperson how to overcome the weaknesses;
- monitor progress to check that an improvement has been realised.

There may be a strong temptation during a sales interview for a manager to step in when it is obvious that the salesperson is losing an order. Whether they succumb to this temptation will depend upon the importance of the order, but to do so will undoubtedly reduce the effectiveness of the training session. Ideally, the sales manager should use the situation as an opportunity to observe and evaluate how the salesperson deals with the situation. Stepping in may save the order but cause resentment on the part of the salesperson, who loses face with the customer. This may jeopardise future sales and damage the manager’s relationship with the salesperson.

Generally, salespeople will respect criticism that they feel is fair and constructive. To achieve a sense of fairness, the sales manager should begin the post-interview assessment session by listing the positive points in the salesperson’s performance. They should then ask the salesperson to relate any aspects of the sales interview that could be improved on. If the salesperson realises that they have a weakness, then the manager does not have the problem of convincing them that a difficulty exists.
It is inevitable that some weaknesses will not be exposed in this way and the manager will have to explain them to the salesperson. However, since the manager has earlier praised other aspects of performance, the salesperson is unlikely to reject the manager’s criticisms out of hand. Having gained agreement, the sales manager will then suggest methods to overcome the problem. Perhaps they will take the role of the buyer and engage in a role-playing exercise to rehearse the way in which a problem should be dealt with before the next call, or simply instruct the salesperson and suggest that they apply what has been said at the next call.

**e-learning**

The heavy time constraints place on modern salespeople mean that taking days off work to attend a traditional sales training course may not be feasible. Technological advances mean that an alternative method of disseminating information is via the internet. Using technology to package information is an inexpensive and effective alternative to traditional programmes. This approach means that training can take place over long distances and at a time which fits in with salespeople’s work patterns.

**Evaluation of training courses**

A widely adopted framework for evaluating the effectiveness of sales training is the four-stage training model proposed by Kirkpatrick. Training evaluations are classified into four categories:

1. **Participants’ reactions to the training course.** Reactions are measures of how the sales trainees feel about various aspects of a sales training course. They are, therefore, similar to traditional measures of customer satisfaction. It is assumed that when salespeople dislike a training course, little effort will be put into learning and using the material. Conversely, if sales trainees enjoy the training they will learn more and be more motivated to use the material. Typically, reaction measures focus on value-added aspects of the training such as satisfaction with the instruction, satisfaction with the course content, and general course satisfaction. Research by Leach and Liu suggests that there is a positive link between reaction measures and knowledge retention, i.e. the more trainees are satisfied with a sales training course, the more they retain selling knowledge from it.

2. **Acquisition and retention of knowledge and attitude change.** Acquisition and retention of knowledge can be assessed by pen and paper tests when the training objectives are the provision of information (e.g. product and competitor information). When training objectives involve the teaching of selling skills, pen and paper tests will be supplemented with evaluated role plays. The study by Leach and Liu indicates that trainees whose level of knowledge acquisition was higher were more likely to transfer learned material to the marketplace.

3. **Changes in work behaviour.** Behaviour change evaluations measure the extent to which salespeople modify their job-related behaviour due to sales training. This is often referred to as ‘transfer of learning’ and is crucial to the success of a sales training
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Learning transfer evaluations often involve direct observations of the sales trainee in the workplace by sales managers. The Leach and Liu study suggests that assessment of the degree of learning transfer to the job is an important aspect of evaluation since it is linked to organisational outcomes, i.e. the more trainees apply what they have learnt from the sales training course, the better their achievement of desired organisational outcomes such as improved selling effectiveness, enhanced customer relations and higher levels of organisational commitment.

4. Organisational outcomes. These evaluations measure the extent to which a sales training course has contributed to the achievement of the objectives set out by the company. Six organisational sales training objectives are often used:

- increased sales volume;
- improved customer relations;
- increased salesperson commitment leading to lower levels of staff turnover;
- decreased selling costs;
- improved control of the salesforce; and
- better time management.

Although the most relevant, these measures are usually the most difficult to specifically attribute to the sales training course. Thus, it is useful to know that learning transfer (which is easier to measure) is a good predictor of organisational outcomes.

A study by Stamford-Bewlay and Jobber sought to identify the methods used to evaluate training courses among a sample of companies in service, consumer and industrial sectors. The results are shown in Figure 14.7. It appears that only 57 per cent

![Figure 14.7 Criteria used to evaluate training courses](image_url)

Key: Criteria used to evaluate training course

1. Change in sales net volume
2. Change in sales net value
3. Change in sales volume per call
4. Change in sales value per call
5. Number of new accounts gained
6. Number of old accounts lost
7. Order/call rate
8. Order taken/target
9. Coverage of territory
10. Length of time representatives spend with customer
11. Length of time representatives stay with company
12. Ability shown during field visits
13. Questionnaire at end of course
14. Questionnaire at some time in the future

attempt to measure changes in sales net volume which may occur as a result of the course. More popular were field visits with salespeople (78 per cent) where the sales manager would subjectively gauge whether ability had improved as a result of the training course. Unless the training course is followed-up by further in-field coaching, much of the effectiveness of the programme will be lost.41

Training sales managers

To succeed as a sales manager requires a formidable set of skills and roles42 including the following:

• developing close relationships with customers and an in-depth understanding of customers’ businesses;
• partnering salespeople to achieve sales, profitability and customer satisfaction goals;
• co-ordinating hybrid salesforces of telemarketers and field salespeople;
• keeping up to date with the latest technologies impacting the sales function;
• learning marketing skills to identify potential business opportunities and recommend strategies;
• working with other functional areas to achieve overall corporate goals through customer satisfaction;
• continually seeking ways to exceed customer expectations and create added value in buyer–seller relationships;
• creating a flexible, learning and adapting environment for the sales team;
• developing teaching, analytical, motivational, organisational, communication and planning skills.

The sales manager’s job is becoming increasingly demanding because of the environmental changes discussed at the beginning of Chapter 4. Yet the training of sales managers appears to be neglected in many companies. Information on the extent of sales manager training is based on US studies, which show that not only are most sales managers not being trained adequately, but also that most are not being formally trained at all.

The US survey conducted by Anderson, Mehta and Strong showed that 57 per cent of sales managers reported their company failed to provide them with formal sales management training.43 They speculate that one reason may be that companies assume a newly promoted ‘top salesperson’ ought to be able to pass their selling skills on to other salespeople and thus smoothly make the transition from successful salesperson to successful sales manager. However, this argument overlooks the large differences between the job of a salesperson and that of sales manager. While salespeople achieve their goals largely as a result of their own efforts, sales managers accomplish their goals largely through the efforts of the salesforce. Whereas the salesperson requires self-management, selling and negotiation skills, the sales manager requires a much broader range of managerial, administrative and leadership skills. Thus, it is not surprising that top salespeople do not always make the best managers.

For those who did receive training, most tended to be on-the-job coaching by supervisors or peers backed up by a company-sponsored course or seminar at a
college or university. Most of the training involved traditional methods such as group discussions, role playing, case studies and motivational speakers (see Table 14.8).

The topics most frequently covered were motivation, goal setting for salespeople, leadership skills, training evaluation, territory management and time management (see Table 14.9). Very little attention was given to profitability analyses (by product

Table 14.8 Methods used to train sales managers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group discussions</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role playing</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case studies</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivational speakers</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer simulation games</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seminars (up to four weeks long)</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videotapes/films</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College courses</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correspondence courses</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In basket exercises</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videoconferencing</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 14.9 Topics covered in sales training programmes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motivating salespeople</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal setting for salespeople</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading salespeople</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training salespeople</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluating salespeople</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territory management</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time management</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing sales strategies</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic sales planning</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruiting new salespeople</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organising salespeople</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales forecasting</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

category, market segment, salesperson, territory or customer type) indicating that sales managers were not being given essential financial skills to support their job.

Research by Dubinsky, Mehta and Anderson\(^4^4\) examined the link between sales managers’ satisfaction with training programmes and training content. Training satisfaction is increased for lower-level sales managers when the course addresses a wide range of issues such as conducting sales meetings, budgeting, company knowledge, customer relations and social responsibility. Such a wide array of topics provides a solid foundation for such managers in their present jobs and in the future as they gain promotion. For higher-level sales managers, training satisfaction is enhanced when the course includes general management issues, management of physical distribution, learning about company policies, planning and control activities and competitor knowledge. Such information has direct relevance for such managers as they affect the design and execution of sales and marketing strategies. Of particular interest is the greater level of training satisfaction for senior sales managers when control activities are included in the programme. The inclusion of a range of control tasks such as profit analysis by territory/customer type/salespeople/market segment/product category, analysis of selling costs and market share analysis enhances training satisfaction. This is gratifying given the need for sales managers to be more profit-orientated.\(^4^5\)

14.4 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter considered motivational theory and practice as applied to the sales area. A number of theories were examined:

1. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory
2. Herzberg’s motivator/hygiene theory
3. Vroom’s expectancy theory
4. Adams’s inequity theory
5. Likert’s sales management theory.

Motivation in practice is focused on the use of the following:

• financial incentives
• sales quotas or targets
• meetings between salesperson and manager
• sales contests.

Successful leaders change their style depending on the situation. Sales training involves the development of a programme that enhances selling skills. The components of a training programme and methods used were examined before the skills required for sales management were outlined.

Chapter 15 explores two other management considerations: sales organisation and compensation.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

Selling fountain pens

This exercise can be used to develop the skills required for effective selling outlined in Chapter 8; that is, need identification, presentation and demonstration, answering questions and handling objections, and closing the sale. The salesperson’s profile is given below. The salesperson should be given at least 15 minutes to study the range of pens on sale (see Figure 14.8). The role play can be video-recorded and played back in front of the class to provide a focus for discussion.

Salesperson’s profile

You are a salesperson in a stationery department of a small store. For a few minutes a customer has been looking at your range of quality pens. The person comes up to you saying, ‘I’m looking for a good fountain pen.’

You take the interview from this point. You have a display of six fountain pens (A–F) with the features shown in Figure 14.8.

Source: The authors are grateful to Mr Robert Edwards, sales training manager, UKMP Department, ICI Pharmaceuticals, who devised this exercise, for permission to reprint it.
### Figure 14.8 Fountain pen features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PEN</th>
<th>Filling method</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Spare nibs</th>
<th>Spare cartridge cost</th>
<th>Nib size/ type</th>
<th>Construction material (all with pocket clips)</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Colours</th>
<th>Other features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Capillary</td>
<td>£15</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>£2.50</td>
<td>Medium/ gold</td>
<td>All-metal ‘gold’ finish</td>
<td>Round</td>
<td>‘Silver’/ ‘gold’ tops</td>
<td>Barrel has to be unscrewed to refill with an easy grip feature; guaranteed for two years; screw cap; spare italic nib supplied; made in the UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Cartridge, 3 spare</td>
<td>£12</td>
<td>£1 for 4</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
<td>Medium/ gold</td>
<td>Metal/ plastic tops</td>
<td>Round</td>
<td>Black/ ‘silver’</td>
<td>Very slim enclosed nib; screw cap; guaranteed for one year; made in France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Cartridge, 2 spare</td>
<td>£10</td>
<td>£1 for 4</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
<td>Medium/ steel</td>
<td>Metal/ plastic</td>
<td>Round</td>
<td>Various/ ‘silver’ tops</td>
<td>Bulky easy-to-hold style; screw cap; guaranteed for one year; made in Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Cartridge</td>
<td>£10</td>
<td>£1 for 6</td>
<td>£1.30</td>
<td>Fine/ steel</td>
<td>Plastic with ‘silver’ top</td>
<td>Round</td>
<td>Various/ ‘silver’ tops</td>
<td>Superslim variety; enclosed nib; screw cap; guaranteed for two years; made in France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Cartridge, 1 spare</td>
<td>£9</td>
<td>£1 for 6</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
<td>Fine/ steel</td>
<td>Plastic</td>
<td>Triangular</td>
<td>Black/ red/ blue</td>
<td>Push-on cap; one year guarantee; made in Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Cartridge, 1 spare</td>
<td>£7</td>
<td>£0.60 for 4</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
<td>Broad/ steel</td>
<td>Metallised plastic</td>
<td>Round</td>
<td>‘Silver’</td>
<td>Choice of left-/ right-hand nib; push-on cap; guaranteed for six months; made in the UK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examination questions

1. It is impossible to motivate, only to demotivate. Discuss.
2. You have recently been appointed sales manager of a company selling abrasives to the motor trade. Sales are declining and you believe that a major factor causing this decline is a lack of motivation among your salesforce. At present they are paid a straight salary, the size of which depends on length of service. Outline your thoughts regarding how you would approach this situation.
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OBJECTIVES

After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Appreciate the advantages and disadvantages of different salesforce organisation structures
2. Compute the numbers of salespeople needed for different selling situations
3. Understand the factors to be considered when developing sales territories
4. Strike a balance between various sales compensation plans
5. Establish priorities in relation to customers, travelling time and evolving call patterns

KEY CONCEPTS

- compensation plans
- key account selling
- key or major account salesforce
- organising a salesforce
- team selling
- workload approach
Perhaps the classic form of \textbf{organising a salesforce} is along geographical lines, but the changing needs of customers and technological advances have led many companies to reconsider their salesforce organisation. The strengths and weaknesses of each type of organisational structure, as illustrated in Figure 15.1, will now be examined.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{organisation_structures.png}
\caption{Organisation structures: (a) geographical structure – the area sales manager level is optional: where the number of salespeople (span of control) under each regional manager exceeds eight, serious consideration may be given to appointing area managers; (b) product specialisation structure; (c) industry-based structure; (d) account-size structure}
\end{figure}
Geographical structure

An advantage of this form of organisation is its simplicity. Each salesperson is assigned a territory over which to have sole responsibility for sales achievement. Their close geographical proximity to customers encourages the development of personal friendships which aids sales effectiveness. Also, compared with other organisational forms, e.g. product or market specialisation, travelling expenses are likely to be lower.

A potential weakness of the geographical structure is that the salesperson is required to sell the full range of the company’s products. They may be very different technically and sell into a number of diverse markets. In such a situation it may be unreasonable to expect the salesperson to have the required depth of technical knowledge for each product and be conversant with the full range of potential applications within each market. This expertise can only be developed if the salesperson is given a more specialised role. A further related disadvantage of this method is that, according to Moss, salespeople in discrete geographical territories, covering all types of customer, are relatively weak in interpreting buyer behaviour patterns and reporting changes in the operational circumstances of customers compared with salespeople organised along more specialised lines.¹

Product specialisation structure

One method of specialisation is along product lines. Conditions that are conducive to this form of organisation are where the company sells a wide range of technically complex and diverse products and key members of the decision-making unit of the buying organisations are different for each product group. However, if the company’s products sell essentially to the same customers, problems of route duplication (and hence higher travel costs) and customer annoyance can arise. Inappropriate use of this method can lead to a customer being called upon by different salespeople representing the same company on the same day. When a company contemplates a move from a geographically-based to a product-based structure, some customer overlap is inevitable, but if only of a limited extent the problem should be manageable. A move from geographic to a product-based structure raises costs as keeping the same number of salespeople means increased territory size.

A variant on the more common product line specialisation is to divide the salesforce according to new and existing products (sometimes called functional specialisation).

In industrial selling, companies sometimes separate their salesforces into development and maintenance sales teams. The development salespeople are highly trained in handling very technical new products. They will spend considerable time overcoming commercial, technical and installation problems for new customers.

A major reason why companies have moved to a development/maintenance structure is that belief that one of the causes of new product failure is the inadequacy of the salesforce to introduce the product. Perhaps the cause of this failure is the psychological block each salesperson faces in terms of possible future problems with the
buyer–seller relationship if the product does not meet expectations. Because of this, the salesperson is likely to doubt the wisdom of giving an unproven product their unqualified support. Employment of a development sales team can reduce this problem, although it is often only large companies that can afford such a team. This approach allows salespeople to specialise in the skills needed to sell new products, ensures that new products receive the attention needed to sell them, and eliminates competition for a salesperson’s time between the selling of new and existing products (clarity of purpose). Some pharmaceutical companies use this form of salesforce organisation.

Table 15.1 provides a summary of the key strengths and weaknesses of geographic and product specialisation.

### Table 15.1 Strengths and weaknesses of geographic and product specialisation in organisational structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of structure</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geographic</td>
<td>• Simplicity&lt;br&gt;• Relatively low cost</td>
<td>• Difficulty in selling a wide product range&lt;br&gt;• Lower understanding of the complexities of buyer behaviour&lt;br&gt;• Poorer at reporting changes in the marketplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product specialisation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) By product line</td>
<td>• Good knowledge of products and applications</td>
<td>• Potential for route duplication (raising travel costs)&lt;br&gt;• Potential to cause customer annoyance if a buyer is called upon by different representatives of the same seller&lt;br&gt;• For a given salesforce size, territories are bigger than for a geographic structure raising costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) by new/existing products</td>
<td>• Specialisation of selling skills&lt;br&gt;• Greater attention given to new products&lt;br&gt;• Eliminates competition between the selling of new and existing products (clarity of purpose)</td>
<td>• Relatively high cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Customer-based structures**

The problem of the same customer being served by product divisions of the same supplier, the complexity of buyer behaviour, which requires not only input from the sales function but from other functional groups (such as engineering, finance, logistics and marketing), centralisation of purchasing, and the immense value of some customers have led many suppliers to rethink how they organise their salesforce. Companies are increasingly organising around customers and shifting resources from product or regional divisions to customer-focused business units.
**Market-centred structure**

Another method of specialisation is by the type of market served. Often in industrial selling the market is defined by industry type. Thus, although the range of products sold is essentially the same, it might be sensible for a computer firm to allocate its salespeople on the basis of the industry served, e.g. banking, manufacturing companies and retailers, given that different industry groups have widely varying needs, problems and potential applications. Specialisation by market served allows salespeople to gain greater insights into these factors for their particular industry, as well as to monitor changes and trends within the industry that might affect demand for their products. The cost of increased customer knowledge is increased travel expenses compared with geographically determined territories.

Magrath looked at the way industrial sales specialists levered up sales by virtue of applications expertise.3 Because they knew so much about the industry, they were welcomed as ‘fraternity brothers’ by customers.

**Account-size structure**

Some companies structure their salesforce by account size. The importance of a few large customers in many trade and industrial markets has given rise to the establishment of a key or major account salesforce. The team comprises senior salespeople who specialise in dealing with large customers that may have different buying habits and demand more sophisticated sales arguments than smaller companies. The team will be conversant with negotiation skills since they are likely to be given a certain amount of discretion in terms of discounts, credit terms, etc., in order to secure large orders. The range of selling skills required is therefore wider than for the rest of the salesforce, who deal with the smaller accounts. Some organisations adopt a three-tier system, with senior salespeople negotiating with key accounts, ordinary salespeople selling to medium-sized accounts, and a telemarketing team dealing with small accounts. A number of advantages are claimed for a key account salesforce structure:

1. **Close working relationships with the customer.** The salesperson knows who makes what decisions and who influences the various players involved in the decision. Technical specialists from the selling organisation can call on technical people (e.g. engineers) in the buying organisation and salespeople can call upon administrators, buyers and financial people armed with the commercial arguments for buying.
2. **Improved communication and co-ordination.** The customers know that a dedicated salesperson or sales team exists so that they know who to contact when a problem arises.
3. **Better follow-up on sales and service.** The extra resources devoted to the key account mean there is more time to follow up and provide service after a major sale has been made.
4. **More in-depth penetration of the DMU.** There is more time to cultivate relationships within the key account. Salespeople can ‘pull’ the buying decision through the organisation from the users, deciders and influencers to the buyer, rather than the more difficult task of ‘pushing’ it through the buyer into the organisation, as is done with more traditional sales approaches.
5. **Higher sales.** Most companies who have adopted key account selling claim that sales have risen as a result.
6. The provision of an opportunity for advancement for career salespeople. A tiered salesforce system with key (or national) account selling at the top provides promotional opportunities for salespeople who wish to advance within the salesforce rather than enter a traditional sales management position.

The term national account is generally considered to refer to large and important customers who may have centralised purchasing departments that buy or co-ordinate buying for decentralised, geographically dispersed branches that transcend sales territory boundaries. Selling to such firms often involves the following:

1. Obtaining acceptance of the company’s products at the buyer’s headquarters.
2. Negotiating long-term supply contracts.
3. Maintaining favourable buyer-seller relationships at various levels in the buying organisation.
4. Establishing first-class customer service.

The customer or small group of customers is given special attention by one key person (often known as a national account manager) or team headed by this person. This allows greater co-ordination than a geographically based system where each branch would be called upon by a different salesperson as part of the job of covering their territory.

This depth of selling activity frequently calls for the expertise of a range of personnel in the supplying company in addition to the salesperson. It is for this reason that many companies serving national accounts employ team selling.

Team selling involves the combined efforts of such people as product specialists, engineers, sales managers and even directors if the buyer’s decision-making unit includes personnel of equivalent rank. Team selling provides a method of responding to the various commercial, technical and psychological requirements of large buying organisations.

Companies are increasingly structuring both external and internal sales staff on the basis of specific responsibility for accounts. Examples of such companies are those in the electronics industry, where internal desk staff are teamed up with outside staff around ‘key’ customers. These company salesforces are able, with reasonable accuracy, to forecast future sales levels at these key locations. Further, an in-depth understanding of the buyer’s decision-making unit is developed by the salesperson being able to form relationships with a large number of individual decision-makers. In this way, marketing staff can be kept informed of customer requirements, enabling them to improve products and plan effective communications.

New/Existing account structure

A further method of sales organisation is to create two teams of salespeople. The first team services existing accounts, while the second concentrates on seeking new accounts. This structure recognises the following:

1. Gaining new customers is a specialised activity demanding prospecting skills, patience, ability to accept higher rejection rates than when calling upon existing customers, and the time to cultivate new relationships.
2. Placing this function in the hands of the regular salesforce may result in its neglect since the salespeople may view it as time which could be better spent with existing customers.
3. Salespeople may prefer to call upon long-established customers whom they know, rather than prospects where they might face rejection and unpleasantness.

Pioneer salespeople were used successfully by trading stamp companies to prospect new customers. Once an account was obtained it was handed over to a maintenance salesperson who serviced the account. This form of salesforce organisation is used in the CCTV, freight and copier industries.

New account salespeople have been found to spend more time exploring the prospect's needs and provide more information to management regarding buyer behaviour and attitudes than salespeople working under a conventional system. The deployment of new account salesforces is feasible for large companies with many customers and where there is a continual turnover of key accounts that have to be replaced. The new account structure allows better planning of this vital function and eliminates competition between prospecting and servicing.

Table 15.2 provides a summary of the key strengths and weaknesses of customer-based structures.

**Table 15.2  Strengths and weaknesses of customer-based organisational structures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of structure</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer-based</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(i) Market-centred</td>
<td>• Good customer knowledge&lt;br&gt;• Good for monitoring changes and trends within markets/industries</td>
<td>• Relatively high cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Account-size</td>
<td>• Allocation of salesforce resources linked to customer value&lt;br&gt;• A high level of resources being targeted at key accounts means: &lt;br&gt;• close working relationships&lt;br&gt;• improved communication and co-ordination&lt;br&gt;• better service&lt;br&gt;• deeper DMU penetration&lt;br&gt;• higher sales&lt;br&gt;• provides career opportunities for salespeople&lt;br&gt;• reduces costs of servicing small accounts&lt;br&gt;• specialisation of selling skills</td>
<td>• Very high cost of servicing key accounts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(iii) New/existing accounts</td>
<td>• Ensures sufficient attention is paid to new accounts&lt;br&gt;• Specialisation of selling skills&lt;br&gt;• Eliminates competition between prospecting and the servicing of existing accounts (clarity of purpose)</td>
<td>• Relatively high cost&lt;br&gt;• Potential discontinuity when new account is passed on to existing account team once account is established</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mixed organisation

This section has discussed the merits and weaknesses of the major sales organisational structures. In practice a combination may be used. For example, in order to minimise travelling expenses, a company using a two-product group structure may divide the country into geographically based territories with two salespeople operating within each one.

Like many selling decisions, the choice of sales organisation is not a black and white affair, which is why many salesforces are a blend of general territory representatives and specialists. Many companies use all forms of selling simultaneously: for very big accounts they use key account specialists; for the balance of small and medium accounts they use general territory representatives, perhaps supplemented by product application specialists who help generalists across several territories.

The challenge to any sales manager is to know how to assess the options. Financial, customer coverage and organisational flexibility trade-offs need to be made. The company must balance hard numbers with what the customer wants, which often means some form of specialisation, and what the competition are providing. Increasingly, the customer wants to buy total solutions and demands value-added services rather than one-off transactions.

As companies internationalise, consideration of salesforce organisation on a global scale needs to be made. The following case discussion covers a number of relevant issues.

Organisation for international sales

A common method of organising international salesforces is to adopt the same approach as that taken in the domestic market. Many multinational corporations use the simple geographical method within a given country or region. However, international companies that have wide product lines, large sales volumes and/or operate in large developed markets prefer more specialised organisational forms such as customer- or product-based structures. For smaller markets, as found in developing economies, such specialisation may not be economically viable, leading to geographical organisation.

Language also affects international salesforce organisation. For example, territories in Belgium are often divided by language – French to the south and Flemish in the north – or countries are combined as with Austria and Germany because both use the German language. Similarly, Switzerland is often organised into different regions based on usage of the French, German and Italian languages, while some companies combine Central America into a single sales region.

Some considerations when deciding upon international salesforce organisation are as follows:

- geographical size;
- sales potential;
15.2 DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF SALESPEOPLE

The workload approach

The workload approach allows the number of salespeople needed to be calculated, given that the company knows the number of calls per year it wishes its salespeople to make on different classes of customer. Talley showed how the number of salespeople could be calculated by following a series of steps:

1. Customers are grouped into categories according to the value of goods bought and potential for the future.
2. The call frequency (number of calls on an account per year) is assessed for each category of customer.
3. The total required workload per year is calculated by multiplying the call frequency and number of customers in each category and then summing for all categories.
4. The average number of calls per week per salesperson is estimated.
5. The number of working weeks per year is calculated.
6. The average number of calls a salesperson can make per year is calculated by multiplying (4) and (5).
7. The number of salespeople required is determined by dividing the total annual calls required by the average number of calls one salesperson can make per year.

Here is an example of such a calculation. The formula is:

\[
\text{Number of salespeople} = \frac{\text{Number of customers} \times \text{Call frequency}}{\text{Average weekly call rate} \times \text{Number of working weeks per year}}
\]
Steps (1), (2) and (3) can be summarised as in Table 15.1.

Step (4) gives:
\[
\text{Average number of calls per week per salesperson} = 30
\]

Step (5) gives:
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Number of weeks} &= 52 \\
\text{Less:} \\
\text{Holidays} &= 4 \\
\text{Illness} &= 1 \\
\text{Conferences/meetings} &= 3 \\
\text{Training} &= 1 \\
\text{Number of working weeks} &= 43
\end{align*}
\]

Step (6) gives:
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Average number of calls per salesperson per year} &= 43 \times 30 \\
&= 1,290
\end{align*}
\]

Step (7) gives:
\[
\text{Salesforce size} = \frac{47,000}{1,290} = 37 \text{ salespeople}
\]

When prospecting forms an important part of the salesperson’s job, potential customers can be included in the customer categories according to potential. Alternatively, separate categories can be formed, with their own call rates, to give an estimation of the workload required to cover prospecting. This is then added to the workload estimate derived from actual customers to produce a total workload figure.

The applicability of this method is largely dependent on the ability of management to assess confidently the number of calls to be made on each category of customer. Where optimum call rates on customers within a particular category vary considerably, management may be reluctant to generalise. However, in a company quoted by Wilson, although call rates varied between one and ten calls per day, for 80 per cent of the days seven or eight calls were made.

The method is of particular relevance to companies who are expanding into new geographical territories. For example, a company expanding its sphere of operation from England to Scotland could use a blend of past experience and judgement to assess feasible call frequencies in Scotland. Market research could be used to identify potential customers. The workload approach could then be used to estimate the number of salespeople needed.

15.3 Establishing Sales Territories

Territory design is an important organisational issue since it is a major determinant of salespeople’s opportunity to perform well and their ability to earn incentive pay where incentives are linked directly to territory-level individual performance. Faulty
Table 15.3 Workload method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customer groups</th>
<th>No. of firms</th>
<th>Call frequencies per year</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (Over £1,000,000 per year)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>× 12</td>
<td>2,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B (£500,000–£1m per year)</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>× 9</td>
<td>9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (£150,000–£499,000 per year)</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>× 6</td>
<td>18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D (Less than £150,000)</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>× 3</td>
<td>18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total annual workload</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>47,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

territory design decisions prevent the best use of expensive selling activities and can harm salespeople’s attitudes, behaviour and effectiveness when they believe they have been treated unfairly in territory allocation. Indeed, research has shown that the more satisfied sales managers are with territory design, the greater the level of salesperson and sales unit effectiveness. It is therefore important for sales managers to pay much attention to the establishment of effective territories. Their task can be aided by developments in information technology, which are discussed in Chapter 12.

There are two basic considerations used to allocate salespeople to territories. First, management may wish to balance workload between territories. Workload can be defined as follows:

\[ W = n_i t_i + n t_k \]

where \( W \) = workload; \( n_i \) = number of calls to be made to customers in category \( i \); \( t_i \) = average time required at call for each category \( i \); \( n \) = total number of calls to be made; \( t_k \) = average time required to travel to each call.

This equation is useful because it highlights the important factors which a sales manager must take into account when assessing workload. The number of calls to be made will be weighted by a time factor for each call. Major account calls are likely to be weighted higher than medium and small active accounts since, other things being equal, it makes sense to spend longer with customers who have greater potential. Also, calls on prospects may have a high weighting since salespeople need extra time to develop a new relationship and to sell themselves, their company and its products. In addition, the time required to travel to each customer must be taken into account. Territories vary in their customer density so travel time must be allowed for in the calculation of workload.

The data will be determined partly by executive judgement, e.g. how long to spend with each customer type on average, and, where a salesforce already exists, by observation, e.g. how long it takes to travel between customers in different existing territories. These data can be obtained during field visits with salespeople and estimates of current workloads calculated. For new sales teams the input into the formula will of necessity be more judgemental, but the equation does provide a conceptual framework for assessing territory workload.

The second consideration management may wish to use in working out territories is sales potential. Equalising workload may result in territories of widely differing potential. This may be accepted as a fact of life by some companies and dealt with by assigning their best salespeople to the territories of higher potential. Indeed, moving
salespeople from lower to higher potential territories could be used as a form of promotion. If company policy dictates that all salespeople should be treated equally, then a commission scheme based on the attainment of sales quotas, which vary according to territory potential, should establish a sense of fairness. However, if, after preliminary determination of territories by workload, sales potentials are widely disparate, it may be necessary to carry out some adjustment. It may be possible to modify adjacent territory boundaries so that a high potential territory surrenders a number of large accounts in return for gaining some smaller accounts from a neighbouring lower potential territory. In this way differences in sales potentials are reduced without altering workload dramatically. If this is not easily done it may be necessary to trade off workload for potential, making territories less similar in terms of workload but more balanced in terms of sales potential.

Designing territories calls for a blend of sound analysis and plain common sense. For example, it would be illogical to design territories purely on the basis of equalising sales potential if the result produced strips of territory which failed to recognise the road system (especially motorways) as it exists in the country today.

** Territory revision **

A sales territory should not be considered a permanent unit. The following factors may suggest the need for territory revision:

- change in consumer preference;
- competitive activity;
- diminution in the usefulness of chosen distribution channels;
- complete closure of an outlet or group of stores;
- increases in the cost of covering territories;
- salesforce complacency.

Before deciding that changes are necessary, a number of aspects of the sales effort should be investigated. The most common indicators that something might be wrong with the territorial structure is falling sales volume. However, great care must be taken before accepting this as a reason for territory revision. Sales may be falling because the selling and promotion effort within the territory is not as effective as it should be. If this is the case, then it is not the boundaries of the sales area that need revision.

Salespeople may be calling only on the prospects which offer the greatest potential. If there is no systematic plan for the territory, salespeople may make a poor job of planning their calls and this may result in an increase in non-selling time (e.g. travelling time). Furthermore, the supervision may be at fault. If sales personnel are not supervised properly, they may lose their enthusiasm for the job or even for the product.

Before changes are implemented, a reappraisal of market potential should take place. It may be that the original distributors of the products are in need of replacement or motivation because they have become disenchanted with the company, its products or policies. Consumer acceptance of the product may need to be investigated before territories are revised. This may require a limited market survey. The current activities of competitors should also be investigated.
If territories are to be revised, the salesforce must be fully informed about the extent of the changes and the reasons behind them. The extent to which the boundaries are changed will be governed by the need to increase coverage, reduce costs or increase sales. The sales manager should enlist the aid of supervisors and salespeople when the task of altering territories begins.

While the overall design of territories, size, number of customers, etc., are the responsibility of the sales manager, once allocated, the salesperson too (sometimes in conjunction with the sales manager) can play an important role in managing this territory in order to achieve maximum sales effectiveness. In fact, much of this aspect of territory management comes down to effective self-management on the part of the salesperson. Information technology can aid territory management and revision as discussed in Chapter 12.

15.4 COMPENSATION

Compensation objectives

Sales managers should consider carefully the type of compensation plan they wish to use. This is because there are a number of objectives which can be achieved through a compensation scheme. First, compensation can be used to motivate a salesforce by linking achievement to monetary reward. Second, it can be used to attract and hold successful salespeople by providing a good standard of living for them, by rewarding outstanding performance and providing regularity of income. Third, it is possible to design compensation schemes, which allow selling costs to fluctuate in line with changes in sales revenue. Thus, in poor years lower sales are offset to some extent by lower commission payments, and in good years increased sales costs are financed by higher sales revenue. Fourth, compensation plans can be formulated to direct the attention of sales personnel to specific company sales objectives. Higher commission can be paid on product lines the company particularly wants to move. Special commission can be paid to salespeople who generate new active accounts if this is believed to be important to the company. Thus, compensation plans can be used to control activities.

Types of compensation plan

When designing compensation plans, sales management need to recognise that not all of the sales team may be motivated by the thought of higher earnings. Darmon identified five types of salespeople:

1. Creatures of habit. These salespeople try to maintain their standard of living by earning a predetermined amount of money.
2. Satisfiers. These people perform at a level just sufficient to keep their jobs.
3. Trade-off-ers. These people allocate their time based upon a personally determined ratio between work and leisure that is not influenced by the prospect of higher earnings.
4. *Goal orientated.* These salespeople prefer recognition as achievers by their peers and superiors and tend to be sales quota orientated with money mainly serving as recognition of achievement.

5. *Money orientated.* These people aim to maximise their earnings. Family relationships, leisure and even health may be sacrificed in the pursuit of money.

The implication is that sales management need to understand and categorise their salespeople in terms of their motives. Compensation plans can only be effectively designed with this understanding. For example, developing a new plan based upon greater opportunities to earn commission is unlikely to work if the sales team consists only of the first three categories of salesperson. Conversely, when a sales team is judged to be composed mainly of goal and money orientated salespeople, a move from a fixed salary to a salary and commission system is likely to prove effective.

There are, basically, three types of compensation plan:

- fixed salary;
- commission only; and
- salary plus commission.

Each type of compensation plan is evaluated below in terms of its benefits and drawbacks to management and salespeople, while Figure 15.2 shows how a sales target can be associated with a fixed salary, commission only, or salary plus commission system. If the target is achieved, sales costs are equal no matter which system is used.
Fixed salary

This method of payment encourages salespeople to consider all aspects of the selling function rather than just those which lead to a quick sales return. Salespeople who are paid on fixed salary are likely to be more willing to provide technical service, complete information feedback reports and carry out prospecting than if they were paid solely by commission. The system provides security to the salesperson who knows how much income they will receive each month and is relatively cheap to administer since calculation of commissions and bonuses is not required.

The system also overcomes the problem of deciding how much commission to give to each salesperson when a complex buying decision is made by a number of DMU members who have been influenced by different salespeople, perhaps in different parts of the country. Wilson cites the case of a sale of building materials to a local authority in Lancashire being the result of one salesperson influencing an architect in London, another calling on the contractor in Norwich and a third persuading the local authority itself.9

However, the method does have a number of drawbacks. First, no direct financial incentive is provided for increasing sales (or profits). Second, high-performing salespeople may not be attracted, and holding on to them may be difficult using fixed salary since they may perceive the system as being unfair and be tempted to apply for jobs where financial rewards are high for outstanding performers. Third, selling costs remain static in the short term when sales decrease; thus the system does not provide the inbuilt flexibility of the other compensation systems.

Because of its inherent characteristics it is used primarily in industrial selling where technical service is an important element in the selling task and the time necessary to conclude a sale may be long. It is particularly appropriate when the salesperson sells very high value products at very low volumes. Under these conditions a commission-based compensation scheme would lead to widely varying monthly income levels depending on when orders were placed. A Chartered Institute of Marketing study found that roughly one-third of salespeople are paid by this method in Britain.10

Commission only

The commission-only system of payment provides an obvious incentive to sell. However, since income is dependent on sales results, salespeople will be reluctant to spend time on tasks, which they do not perceive as being directly related to sales. The result is that sales personnel may pursue short-term goals, to the detriment of activities, which may have an effect in the longer term. They may be reluctant to write reports providing market information to management and to spend time out of the field to attend sales training courses, for example.

The system provides little security for those whose earnings may suffer through no fault of their own and the pressure to sell may damage customer–salesperson relationships. This is particularly relevant in industrial selling, where the decision-making process may be long and pressure applied by the salesperson to close the sale prematurely may be detrimental.

From management’s perspective the system not only has the advantage of directly financing costs automatically, but also allows some control over sales activities
Table 15.4  The use of compensation methods in the United Kingdom

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manufacturing firms (%)</th>
<th>Industrial distributors (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salary only</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary plus commission/bonus</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission only</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


through the use of higher commission rates on products and accounts in which management is particularly interested.

It is most often used in situations where there are a large number of potential customers, the buying process is relatively short and technical assistance and service is not required. Insurance selling is an example where commission-only payments are often used.

**Salary plus commission**

This system attempts to combine the benefits of both the previous methods in order to provide financial incentives with a level of security. Since income is not solely dependent upon commission, management gains a greater degree of control over the salesperson’s time than under the commission-only system, and sales costs are to some extent related to revenue generated. The method is attractive to ambitious salespeople who wish to combine security with the capability of earning more by greater effort and ability.

For these reasons it is the most commonly used method of compensating salespeople, although the method of calculating commission may vary. Extra payment may be linked to profits or sales generated, at a constant rate for all sales or only after a certain level of sales has been generated. Payment may be based upon a fixed percentage for all products and customers or at a variable rate. Alternatively, a bonus (a given monetary sum) may be paid on the accomplishment of a particular task (e.g. achieving a sales target, opening a certain number of new accounts). The results of two surveys\(^{11}\) that have examined the use of salary, salary plus commission/bonus and commission only are shown in Table 15.4.

**15.5 CONCLUSIONS**

Two management functions – organisation and compensation – have been discussed in this chapter. There are three methods of organising a salesforce:

- geographical;
- product;
- customer.
The customer orientated approach has four variants:

- market-centred;
- account size;
- new/existing accounts;
- functional.

Determining the number of salespeople needed may be accomplished by the workload approach.

Establishing sales territories will be determined by attempting to balance workload and sales potential.

Finally, the three major categories of compensation plan were examined. These are the fixed salary, commission only and salary plus commission.

The next part of the text looks at the final area of sales management – sales control.
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PRACTICAL EXERCISE

Rovertronics

Going where others might fear to tread . . . but still needing direction

Rovertronics was established in 1965 by Arthur Sullivant, an Oxford-educated cybernetics scientist who invented one of the first artificial intelligence chips, which was subsequently developed into the world’s first autonomous robot. The robot was known affectionately as ‘Fearless Freddie’ – Fearless because it could manoeuvre itself into places that would be dangerous for humans to reach. Applications included bomb disposal and minesweeping for the armed forces, reactor troubleshooting in the nuclear energy industry and maintenance of sewerage networks. However, despite the technical expertise of the management the company was very product myopic and product development ideas were generated through technical inspiration rather than user needs – a typical entrepreneurial company driven by the ideas of its eccentric owner.

After a slow start the company were producing up to five per year of a single model each one selling for approximately £50,000, which covered costs and gave a small margin of profit plus a small amount for research and development. Sullivant does not have commercial savvy, but has sensibly secured full intellectual property rights and world patents for the product. One of the weaknesses of the founder’s lack of commercial acumen is that he paid virtually no attention to the sales function. Most customers sought out the company themselves and business was developed purely by chance.

Nevertheless, the company did attract the interest of a consortium of City banks that realised the product’s potential and wished to invest heavily in the organisation in order to make it more commercially driven. The bankers also had no selling experience and decided to use the services of a specialist sales and marketing consultancy to put together a cohesive sales and marketing plan to exploit the company’s potential and the product opportunities. The investors were particularly interested in innovative ideas for the following areas:

- salesforce organisation – structure, territories;
- compensation;
- number of salespeople required initially;
- any other ideas to help the organisation realise its full potential (e.g. sales strategy, new market opportunities).

TASK

The class will be split into four groups, two groups representing consultancies competing to advise the company on its business development strategy, a team of bankers, and a fourth group of observers. The consultancies are given 30 minutes to develop a five-minute presentation that meets the bank’s requirements. The bankers will award the contract to the consultancy with the most innovative bid, or may
decide to put it out to tender again if neither consultancy group is deemed satisfactory. Each group will give a presentation to the bank’s representative summarising their credentials and overall strategic approach to redeveloping the firm. Then the bank’s representative will give some feedback on each presentation and announce the winning consultancy (or announce that none of the consultancies has won the task).

The consultancies’ proposals will be evaluated on the basis of their responses to the three key areas outlined above and any exceptional considerations that might crop up.

Source: Written by Andrew Pressey, Lecturer in Marketing, University of East Anglia. Neville Hunt, Lecturer in Marketing, University of Luton.
Silverton Confectionery Company

Silverton Confectionery is a growing Berkshire-based company specialising in selling quality chocolates and sweets at higher than average prices through newsagents and confectioners.

At present their span of operation is limited to England and Wales, which is covered by a salesforce organised along geographical lines. Each salesperson is responsible for sales of the entire product line in their territory and for seeking out new outlets in which to develop new business. The system works well with Silverton’s salespeople, who are well known by their customers and, in most cases, well liked. The salesperson’s responsibilities include both the selling and merchandising functions. They are paid on a salary plus commission system.

The success of this company, which has exploited a market niche neglected by the larger confectionery companies, has led Silverton management to expand into Scotland. You, as national sales manager, have been asked to recommend the appropriate number of salespeople required.

The coverage objective is to call upon all outlets with a turnover of over £200,000 three times a year, those between £100,000 and £200,000 twice a year and those below £100,000 once a year. As a first step, you have commissioned a market research report to identify the number of outlets within each size category. The results are given below.

A salesperson can be expected to call upon an average of 60 outlets a week and a working year, after holidays, sales meetings, training, etc., can be assumed to be 43 weeks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>No. of outlets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Under £100,000</td>
<td>2,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£100,000–000</td>
<td>1,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over £200,000</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion question

How many salespeople are required?
Examination questions

1. The only sensible way to organise a salesforce is by geographical region. All other methods are not cost efficient. Discuss.

2. How practical is the workload approach to salesforce size determination?
This final part consists of two chapters, the first of which considers sales forecasting and budgeting. The sales forecast is important because it is from this forecast that sales, marketing and company plans are based. If the forecast is incorrect then plans for the business will also be incorrect. The place of forecasting in planning is considered in terms of levels of accuracy required in forecasting. An explanation is given of quantitative techniques and qualitative techniques of forecasting as well as the strengths and weaknesses of each. The budgetary process is then examined with particular emphasis on the sales budget. This can be described as the sum total of all of the projected sales of individual members of the salesforce. This is achieved through individual sales targets and quotas.

Salesforce evaluation concludes the book. Chapter 17 examines the salesforce evaluation process and the reasons why this is important for the company. Measures of performance are considered, including quantitative and qualitative measures. A key question to be asked in the context of evaluation relates to winning or losing orders. Questioning skills and the ability to identify weak and strong answers are considered to be useful here. Finally, the role of appraisal interviewing is discussed.
16
Sales forecasting and budgeting

OBJECTIVES
After studying this chapter, you should be able to:

1. Recognise the position of sales forecasting in the marketing planning system
2. Understand qualitative forecasting techniques
3. Understand quantitative forecasting techniques
4. Appreciate how computer software is used in forecasting
5. Understand the part budgets play in the smooth running of an organisation
6. Comprehend how the sales budget is derived and its purpose

KEY CONCEPTS
- budget allocation
- causal techniques
- diffusion models
- market forecasting
- qualitative forecasting techniques
- quantitative forecasting techniques
- sales budget
- time series analysis
16.1 PURPOSE

It is of utmost importance that the sales manager has some idea of what will happen in the future in order that plans can be made in advance. There would otherwise be no point in planning and all that has been said in the previous chapter would be negated. Many sales managers do not recognise that sales forecasting is their responsibility and leave such matters to accountants, who need the forecast in order that they can prepare budgets (dealt with later). Sales managers do not always see the immediate need for forecasting and feel that selling is a more urgent task. Indeed, the task of forecasting by the sales manager is often delayed until the last minute and a hastily put together estimation with no scientific base, little more than an educated guess, is the end result. The folly of such an attitude is examined during this chapter.

When one is in a producer’s market – similar to the situations in the immediate post-war years as described in Chapter 1 – there is less of a need for forecasting as the market takes up all one’s production; it is less a matter of selling and more a matter of allowing customers to purchase. However, in a buyer’s market the situation is different. The consequence of over-production is unsold stock which is costly to finance from working capital borrowings. The marginal money, i.e. the cost of borrowing the last unit of revenue, comes from the bank overdraft, which is at least base rate of borrowing plus 1 or 2 per cent. It can therefore be seen that over-production and holding stock can be costly. Conversely, under-production can be detrimental as sales opportunities might be missed due to long delivery times and business might pass to a competitor that can offer quicker delivery.

Thus the purpose of the sales forecast is to plan ahead and go about achieving forecasted sales in what management considers to be the most effective manner. It is again emphasised that the sales manager is the person who should be responsible for this task. The accountant is not in a position to know whether the market is about to rise or fall; all that can be done is to extrapolate from previous sales, estimate the general trend and make a forecast based on this. The sales manager is the person who should know which way the market is moving, and it is an abrogation of responsibility if the task of sales forecasting is left to the accountant. In addition, the sales forecasting procedure must be taken seriously because from it stems business planning. If the forecast is flawed then business plans will also be incorrect.

16.2 PLANNING

It has been established that planning stems from the sales forecast and the purpose of planning is to allocate company resources in such a manner as to achieve these anticipated sales.

A company can forecast sales either by forecasting market sales (called market forecasting) and then determining what share of this will accrue to the company or by forecasting the company’s sales directly. Techniques for doing this are dealt with later in the chapter. The point is that planners are only interested in forecasts when the forecast comes down to individual products in the company.
We now examine the applicability and usefulness of the short-, medium- and long-term forecasts in so far as company planners are concerned and look at each from individual company departmental viewpoints.

1. **Short-term forecasts.** These are usually for periods up to three months ahead and are really of use for tactical matters such as production planning. The general trend of sales is less important here than short-term fluctuations.

2. **Medium-term forecasts.** These have direct implications for planners. They are of most importance in the area of business budgeting, the starting point for which is the sales forecast. Thus, if the sales forecast is incorrect, then the entire budget is incorrect. If the forecast is over-optimistic then the company will have unsold stocks, which must be financed out of working capital. If the forecast is pessimistic then the firm may miss out on marketing opportunities because it is not geared up to produce the extra goods required by the market. More to the point is that when forecasting is left to accountants, they will tend to err on the conservative side and produce a forecast that is lower than the trend of sales, the implications of which have just been described. This serves to re-emphasise the point that sales forecasting is the responsibility of the sales manager. Such medium-term forecasts are normally for one year ahead.

3. **Long-term forecasts.** These are usually for periods of three years and upwards depending on the type of industry being considered. In industries such as computers three years is considered long-term, whereas for steel manufacture ten years is a typical long-term horizon. They are worked out from macro-environmental factors such as government policy, economic trends, etc. Such forecasts are needed mainly by financial accountants for long-term resource implications and are generally the concern of boards of directors. The board must decide what its policy is to be in establishing the levels of production needed to meet the forecasted demand; such decisions might involve the construction of a new factory and the training of a workforce.

In addition to the functions already mentioned under each of the three types of forecast, other functions can be directly and indirectly affected in their planning considerations as a result of the sales forecast. Such functions include the following:

1. It has been mentioned that production needs to know about sales forecasts so that they can arrange production planning. There will also need to be close and speedy liaison between production and sales to determine customer priorities in the short term. Production also needs long-term forecasts so that capital plant decisions can be made in order to meet anticipated sales.

2. Purchasing usually receives its cue to purchase from production via purchase requisitions or bills of material. However, in the case of strategic materials or long-delivery items it is useful for purchasing to have some advance warning of likely impending material or component purchases in order that they can better plan their purchases. Such advance warning will also enable purchasing to purchase more effectively from a price and delivery viewpoint.

3. Human resource management is interested in the sales forecast from the staffing planning viewpoint.

4. It has already been mentioned that the financial and, more specifically, costing functions need the medium-term forecast to budget. Later in this chapter we discuss the role of the sales forecast in the sales budgetary procedure and how such a function
operates. The long-term forecast is of value to financial accountants in that they can provide for long-range profit plans and income flows. They also need to make provision for capital items such as plant and machinery needed in order to replace old plant and machinery and to meet anticipated sales in the longer term.

5. Research and development (R&D) will need forecasts, although their needs will be more concerned with technological matters and not with actual projected sales figures. They will want to know the expected life of existing products and what likely changes will have to be made to their function and design in order to keep them competitive. Market research reports will be of use to R&D in that they will be able to design and develop products suited to the marketplace. Such a view reflects a marketing orientated approach to customer requirements. Here reports from salespeople in the field concerning both the company’s and competitors’ products will be useful in building up a general picture; such information will be collated and collected by the marketing research function.

6. Marketing needs the sales forecast so that sales strategies and promotional plans can be formulated in order to achieve the forecasted sales. Such plans and strategies might include the recruitment of additional sales personnel, remuneration plans, promotional expenditures and other matters as detailed in Chapters 3 and 4.

A useful model, proposed by Hogarth, involved three interactive forecasting components: the person performing the task of forecasting, the actions that are a consequence of that person’s judgements and the ultimate outcome of that judgement. This model is shown in Figure 16.1.

---

**Figure 16.1** A conceptually based model of judgemental forecasting

The individual making the forecast is represented in the scheme in terms of beliefs relating to the forecasting task. This judgement relates to acquiring and processing information and the output from this information. This is then translated into action, which is the sales forecast. The outcome refers to action that, along with external factors, then produces the final forecast. Feedback points are included as corrective measures that might be needed as the forecast becomes reality.

It can thus be seen that an accurate forecast is important because all functions base their plans on such forecasts. The short-, medium- and long-term forecasts all have relevance to some business function and, in the absence of reasonably accurate forecasting, where such plans are not based on a solid foundation, they will have to be modified later as sales turn out to be different from those predicted in the sales forecast.

Now that the purpose of sales forecasting has been established, together with its role as a precursor to all planning activity, we can look at the different types of forecasting technique, bearing in mind that such forecasting is the responsibility of the sales function. Such techniques are split into two types: qualitative techniques and quantitative techniques.

16.3 LEVELS OF FORECASTING

Forecasts can be produced for different horizons starting at an international level and ranging down to national levels, by industry and then by company levels until we reach individual product-by-product forecasts. The forecast is then broken down seasonally over the time span of the forecasting period and geographically right down to individual salesperson areas. These latter levels are of specific interest to sales management, for it is from here that the sales budgeting and remuneration systems stem, as we discuss later in the chapter.

However, companies do not generally have to produce international or national forecasts as this information is usually available from recognised international and national sources. The company forecaster finds such data useful for it is by using such information that product-by-product forecasts can be adjusted in the light of these macro-level predictions. It is also from these market forecasts that the company can determine what share it will be able to achieve through its selling and marketing efforts. These marketing efforts involve manipulating the marketing mix in order to plan how to achieve these forecasted sales (e.g. a price reduction could well mean more sales will be possible). Once it reaches a detailed level of product-by-product forecasting, geographically split over a time period, it is then termed the 'sales forecast', which is more meaningful to sales management. Indeed, it could be said that this is the means through which sales management exercises control over the field salesforce and, as we describe later, this is the revenue-generating mechanism for the entire sales organisation of a company as seen in the example that follows.
A vision of the future

Only a few years ago, the flat screen television revolution looked like being the saviour of what had become an industry in its mature stage with sales and profit growth static or declining.

In developed economies at least by the end of the 1990s sales of television had peaked. Most households had at least one television and often several. New sales were confined to customers replacing their existing televisions often only after a period of several years.

Because of this many of the major companies or brands in this market such as Sony, Panasonic and Phillips the future looked bleak for what in the past had been a very profitable market for them.

Then along came a number of breakthroughs in technology which led among other things to the introduction of the flat screen television.

Despite their initially high prices the market loved the new product. Televisions could now look sleek and slim and customers rushed out to replace their old bulky televisions with them.

As a result companies such as Sony once more turned their attention to the television side of their business. Vast sums were invested in refining and developing the product with larger and larger screens being produced. The often substantial amounts of research and development and marketing budgets required to grow the market were to be amply repaid by the forecast of anticipated sales and profit margins based on the price premium and levels of demand that the new flat screen products could command.

By 2008, the average price of an entry level 32-inch television in the UK was £250–300. Five years previously a similar set would have cost in the region of £800–900. Sony are thought to have lost in the region of £300 million in the television part of its business.

So what has gone wrong?

In fact, the major manufacturers were right in their forecast for demand for these products. They were and still are a major sale success. Customers are still switching from their old bulky sets and the product life cycle for televisions has taken off again.

However, what many of the major manufacturers, including Sony failed to predict was the intense price competition that would be encountered in this market causing prices and profit margins to drop significantly. Perhaps the major brands should have anticipated and planned for this, but even the marketers of televisions don’t always have perfect vision.

Source: Written by Frank Withey, University of Huddersfield.
16.4 QUALITATIVE TECHNIQUES

Qualitative forecasting techniques are sometimes referred to as judgemental or subjective techniques because they rely more on opinion and less on mathematics in their formulation. They are often used in conjunction with the quantitative techniques described in section 16.5.

Consumer/user survey method

This method involves asking customers about their likely purchases for the forecast period, sometimes referred to as the market research method. For industrial products, where there are fewer customers, such research is often carried out by the salesforce on a face-to-face basis. The only problem is that then you have to ascertain what proportion of their likely purchases will accrue to your company. Another problem is that customers (and salespeople) tend to be optimistic when making predictions for the future. Both of these problems can lead to the possibility of multiplied inaccuracies.

For consumer products it is not possible to canvass customers through the salesforce. The best method is to interview customers through a market research survey (probably coupled with other questions or through an omnibus survey where questions on a questionnaire are shared with other companies). Clearly, it will only be possible to interview a small sample of the total population and because of this the forecast will be less accurate. There is also a question of the type and number of questions one can ask on such a sample survey. It is better to canvass grades of opinion when embarking on such a study and these grades of opinion can reflect purchasing likelihoods. One can then go on to ask a question as to the likelihood of purchasing particular makes or brands which will, of course, include your own brand or model.

This method is of most value when there are a small number of users who are prepared to state their intentions with a reasonable degree of accuracy. It tends, therefore, to be limited to organisational buying. It is also a useful vehicle for collecting information of a technological nature which can be fed to one’s own research and development function.

Panels of executive opinion

This is sometimes called the jury method, where specialists or experts are consulted who have knowledge of the industry being examined. Such people can come from inside the company and include marketing or financial personnel or, indeed, people who have a detailed knowledge of the industry. More often, the experts will come from outside the company and can include management consultants who operate within the particular industry. Sometimes external people can include customers who are in a position to advise from a buying company’s viewpoint. The panel thus normally comprises a mixture of internal and external personnel.
These experts come with a prepared forecast and must defend their stance in committee among the other experts. Their individual stances may be altered following such discussions. In the end, if disagreement results, mathematical aggregation may be necessary to arrive at a compromise.

This type of forecasting method is termed a ‘top-down’ method whereby a forecast is produced for the industry. The company then determines what its share will be of the overall forecast. Because the statistics have not been collected from basic market data (from the ‘bottom-up’) there is difficulty in allocating the forecast out among individual products and sales territories, and any such allocation will probably be arbitrary. Thus the forecast represents aggregate opinion and is only useful when developing a general, rather than specific product-by-product forecast.

A variation of this method is termed ‘prudent manager forecasting’ whereby company personnel are asked to assume the position of purchasers in customer companies. They must then look at company sales from a customer’s viewpoint and ‘prudently’ evaluate sales, taking into consideration such factors as external economic conditions, competitive offerings in terms of design, quality, delivery and price and whatever other factors are considered relevant to making an evaluation of the company’s sales.

Salesforce composite

This method involves each salesperson making a product-by-product forecast for their particular sales territory. Thus individual forecasts are built up to produce a company forecast; this is sometimes termed a ‘grass-roots’ approach. Each salesperson’s forecast must be agreed with the manager, and divisional manager where appropriate, and eventually the sales manager agrees the final composite forecast.

Such a method is a bottom-up approach. Where remuneration is linked to projected sales (through quotas or targets) there can be less cause for complaint because the forecast upon which remuneration is based has been produced by the salesforce itself.

A variation of the above method is termed ‘detecting differences in figures’ and here each stage in the hierarchy produces a set of figures before meeting. The salesperson produces figures, broken down by product and customer, and the area manager produces figures for the salesperson’s territory. They then meet and must reconcile any differences in figures. The process proceeds with the area manager producing territory-by-territory figures and meeting with the regional manager who will have produced figures for the area, until it eventually reaches the sales manager and the entire forecast is ultimately agreed.

The immediate problem with the salesforce composite method of forecasting is that when the forecast is used for future remuneration (through the establishment of sales quotas or targets) there might be a tendency for salespeople to produce a pessimistic forecast. This can be alleviated by linking selling expenses to the forecast as well as future remuneration.

When remuneration is not linked to the sales forecast there is a temptation to produce an optimistic forecast in view of what was said earlier about customers and
salespeople tending to overestimate. The consequence of the above is that a forecast might be produced that is biased either pessimistically or optimistically. As a corollary to the above it can also be argued that salespeople are too concerned with everyday events to enable them to produce objective forecasts and they are perhaps less aware of broader factors affecting sales of their products. Thus their forecasts will tend to be subjective.

**Delphi method**

This method bears a resemblance to the ‘panel of executive opinion’ method and the forecasting team is chosen using a similar set of criteria. The main difference is that members do not meet in committee.

A project leader administers a questionnaire to each member of the team which asks questions, usually of a behavioural nature, such as ‘Do you envisage new technology products supplanting our product lines in the next five years? If so, by what percentage market share?’ The questioning then proceeds to a more detailed or pointed second stage which asks questions about the individual company. The process can go on to further stages where appropriate. The ultimate objective is to translate opinion into some form of forecast. After each round of questionnaires the aggregate response from each is circulated to members of the panel before they complete the questionnaire for the next round, so members are not completing their questionnaires in a void and can moderate their responses in the light of aggregate results.

The fact that members do not meet in committee means that they are not influenced by majority opinion and a more objective forecast might result. However, as a vehicle for producing a territory-by-territory or product-by-product forecast it has limited value. It is of greater value in providing general data about industry trends and as a technological forecasting tool. It is also useful in providing information about new products or processes that the company intends to develop for ultimate manufacture and sale.

**Bayesian decision theory**

This technique has been placed under qualitative techniques, although it is really a mixture of subjective and objective techniques. It is not possible to describe the detailed workings of this method within the confines of this text; indeed it is possible to devote a whole text to the Bayesian technique alone.

The technique is similar to critical path analysis in that it uses a network diagram and probabilities must be estimated for each event over the network. The basis of the technique can best be described by reference to a simple example. As this chapter does not easily lend itself to the provision of a case study that can encompass most or all of the areas covered, a practical exercise, followed by questions covering Bayesian decision theory, has been included at the end of the chapter which should give the reader an insight into its workings.
Product testing and test marketing

This technique is of value for new or modified products for which no previous sales figures exist and where it is difficult to estimate likely demand. It is therefore prudent to estimate likely demand for the product by testing it on a sample of the market beforehand.

Product testing involves placing the pre-production model(s) with a sample of potential users beforehand and noting their reactions to the product over a period of time by asking them to fill in a diary noting product deficiencies, how it worked, general reactions, etc. The type of products that can be tested in this manner can range from household durables, for example, vacuum cleaners, to canned foods such as soups. However, there is a limit to the number of pre-production items that can be supplied (particularly for consumer durables) and the technique is really of value in deciding between a ‘go’ or ‘no go’ decision.

Test marketing is perhaps of more value for forecasting purposes. It involves the limited launch of a product in a closely defined geographical test area, for example, a test town such as Bristol or a larger area such as the Tyne-Tees Television area. Thus a national launch is simulated in a small area representative of the country as a whole, obviously at less expense. It is of particular value for branded foodstuffs. Test market results can be grossed up to predict the national launch outcome. However, the estimate can only cover the launch. Over time, the novelty factor of a new product might wear off. In addition, it gives competitors an advantage because they can observe the product being test marketed and any potential surprise advantage will be lost. It has also been known for competitors deliberately to attempt to sabotage a test marketing campaign by increasing their promotional activity in the area over the period of the test market, thereby introducing additional complications when assessing the final results.

16.5 QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES

Quantitative forecasting techniques are sometimes termed objective or mathematical techniques as they rely more upon mathematics and less upon judgement in their computation. These techniques are now very popular as a result of sophisticated computer packages, some being tailor-made for the company needing the forecast.

It is not proposed to go into the detailed working of such techniques because they require specialist skills in their own right; indeed a single technique could take up an entire textbook. Some quantitative techniques are simple while others are extremely complex. We now explain such techniques so you will have an appreciation of their usefulness and applicability. If the forecasting problem calls for specialist mathematical techniques then the answer is to consult a specialist and not attempt it on the basis of incomplete information given here. Quantitative techniques can be divided into two types:

1. Time series analysis. The only variable that the forecaster considers is time. These techniques are relatively simple to apply, but the danger is that too much emphasis might be placed upon past events to predict the future. The techniques are useful in predicting sales in markets that are relatively stable and not susceptible to sudden
irrational changes in demand. In other words, it is not possible to predict downturns or upturns in the market, unless the forecaster deliberately manipulates the forecast to incorporate such a downturn or upturn.

2. Causal techniques. It is assumed that there is a relationship between the measurable independent variable and the forecasted dependent variable. The forecast is produced by putting the value of the independent variable into the calculation. One must choose a suitable independent variable and the period of the forecast to be produced must be considered carefully. The techniques are thus concerned with cause and effect. The problem arises when one attempts to establish reasons behind these cause and effect relationships; in many cases there is no logical explanation. Indeed, there is quite often nothing to suppose that the relationship should hold good in the future. Reasoning behind causal relationships may not be too clear at this stage, but once the techniques are examined later in the chapter it should become self-evident. The first set of techniques examined are those concerned with time series analysis.

Quantitative techniques (time series)

Moving averages

This method averages out and smooths data in a time series. The longer the time series, the greater will be the smoothing. The principle is that one subtracts the earliest sales figure and adds the latest sales figure. The technique is best explained through the simple example given in Table 16.1. It can be seen that using a longer moving average produces a smoother trend line than using a shorter moving average.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Three-year</th>
<th>Five-year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>1,446</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1,324</td>
<td>4,179</td>
<td>1,393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>1,409</td>
<td>3,951</td>
<td>1,317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1,218</td>
<td>3,773</td>
<td>1,258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>1,146</td>
<td>3,299</td>
<td>1,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>3,228</td>
<td>1,076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1,147</td>
<td>3,027</td>
<td>1,009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>945</td>
<td>2,872</td>
<td>957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>2,728</td>
<td>927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1,003</td>
<td>2,957</td>
<td>986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1,174</td>
<td>2,981</td>
<td>994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>804</td>
<td>3,022</td>
<td>1,007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1,044</td>
<td>3,009</td>
<td>1,003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1,161</td>
<td>3,492</td>
<td>1,164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1,287</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These data are reproduced graphically (see Figure 16.2) and it can be seen that averaging smooths out the annual sales figures. Five-year averaging produces a smoother line than three-year averaging. One can then produce a forecast by extending the trend line, and it is up to the individual forecaster to decide whether three-year or five-year averaging is better. Indeed, it is sometimes unnecessary to smooth the data (in the case of a steady trend) and the technique is then termed trend projection. Generally speaking, the more the data fluctuate, the more expedient it is to have a longer averaging period.

**Exponential smoothing**

This is a technique that apportions varying weightings to different parts of the data from which the forecast is to be calculated. The problem with moving averages and straightforward trend projection is that it is unable to predict a downturn or upturn in the market (unless the forecaster deliberately places a downturn or upturn in the data). In this technique the forecaster apportions appropriate degrees of ‘typicality’ to different parts of the time series.
It is not proposed to explain the detailed mathematics behind the technique because this is not a sales forecasting textbook. Instead, the statistics used in the previous example have been taken and from these weightings have been applied to earlier parts of the series. These weightings are applied by the forecaster according to their own judgement as to how ‘typical’ earlier parts of the data are in the production of a forecast (although there is a mathematical technique for deciding this if necessary). The result is shown in Figure 16.3.

In the moving averages technique the forecast will take some time to respond to a downturn or upturn, whereas with the exponential smoothing method the response can be immediate. In the example in Figure 16.3 the forecaster has apportioned greater weightings to downturn periods of trade than to upturn periods, and the forecast will thus reflect another downturn period for 2009. Had a moving averages forecast been used, this would have produced a less steep continuum of the 2007–8 upturn trend.

In practice the technique is simple to operate, but it is essentially a computer technique. The forecaster can very simply alter the smoothing constant for different periods to produce a number of alternative forecasts. The skill lies in determining the degree of weightings for earlier and later parts of the time series.

**Time series analysis**

This technique is useful when seasonality occurs in a data pattern. It is of particular use for fashion products and for products that respond to seasonal changes throughout the year. It can be used for cyclical changes in the longer term (such as patterns of
Sales control

Thus its best application is where the seasonal pattern is repeated on a fairly regular annual basis. These seasonal movements are measured in terms of their deviation from the aggregate trend.

The technique is best explained graphically by using data from the previous example. The quarterly sales of briefcases have been taken for Office Goods Supplies Ltd for the years 2004–08 (see Table 16.2), and it can be seen that sales exhibit a seasonal pattern, with a peak of sales in the final quarter of each year.

When the sums of quarterly deviations from the trend are added, the resultant sum is 40 in this particular case (see Table 16.3). The total sum must equal zero, otherwise it would mean that a positive bias would be built into the forecast. However, this correction must come from all figures equally, and is calculated as:

\[
\frac{40}{4} = +10
\]

Therefore +10 must be subtracted from each quarter’s figures. The corrected figures are then:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrected deviations</td>
<td>−292</td>
<td>−19</td>
<td>−328</td>
<td>+639 = 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 16.2 Office Goods Supplies Ltd: Quarterly sales of briefcases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Unit sales</th>
<th>Quarterly moving total</th>
<th>Sum of pairs</th>
<th>Divided by 8 to find trend</th>
<th>Deviations from trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>= 1,174</td>
<td>= 2,295</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>−64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>= 1,121</td>
<td>= 2,136</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>+209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>= 1,015</td>
<td>= 1,934</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>−88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>476</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>919</td>
<td>1,723</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>−53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>= 804</td>
<td>= 1,643</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>−78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>1,779</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>+139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>1,935</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>−53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>995</td>
<td>2,039</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>+8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>= 1,044</td>
<td>= 2,110</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>−82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>1,066</td>
<td>2,156</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>+141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1,090</td>
<td>2,197</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>−64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>1,107</td>
<td>2,268</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>= 1,161</td>
<td>= 2,346</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>−94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>199</td>
<td>1,185</td>
<td>2,433</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>+160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>1,248</td>
<td>2,497</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>−77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>1,249</td>
<td>2,536</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>+33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>= 1,287</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>502</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this particular example these figures must now be divided by 4 to produce a yearly aggregate (because four years’ data have been used in their compilation) and the figures from which the forecast will be derived are as follows:

Table 16.3  Office Goods Supplies Ltd: Sum of quarterly deviations from trend

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>−53</td>
<td>−64</td>
<td>+209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>−88</td>
<td>−53</td>
<td>−78</td>
<td>+139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>−53</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>−82</td>
<td>+141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>−64</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>−94</td>
<td>+160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>−77</td>
<td>+33</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum</td>
<td>−282</td>
<td>−9</td>
<td>−318</td>
<td>+649 = +40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The figures in Table 16.4 are an extension of data at the end of Table 16.2 and these have been derived as follows. Unit sales are added to provide a one-year total. This total then summates the one-year moving sales by taking off the old quarter and adding on the new quarter. The quarterly moving totals are then paired in the next column (to provide greater smoothing) and this sum is then divided by 8 to ascertain the quarterly trend. Finally, the deviations from trend are calculated by taking the actual figure (in unit sales) from the trend, and these are represented in the final column as deviations from the trend.

The statistics are then incorporated into a graph and the unit sales and trend are drawn in as in Figure 16.4. The trend line is extended by sight (and it is here that the forecaster’s skill and intuition must come in). The deviations from trend are then applied to the trend line, and this provides the sales forecast.

In the example in Figure 16.4 it can be seen that the trend line has been extended on a slow upwards trend similar to the previous years. The first two figures for periods 3 and 4 of 2008 are provided as a forecast, as this is a function of the calculation. These two periods of course passed, and it can be seen that the forecast is slightly different from what happened in reality. Proof that forecasting is never perfect! The four quarters of 2009 have been forecasted and these are included in the graph.

Table 16.4  Office Goods Supplies Ltd: Forecasted trend figures and deviations from trend that have been applied

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>Deviation</th>
<th>Forecast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>−82</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>+160</td>
<td>494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>−73</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>−5</td>
<td>347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>−82</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>369</td>
<td>+160</td>
<td>529</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this particular example these figures must now be divided by 4 to produce a yearly aggregate (because four years’ data have been used in their compilation) and the figures from which the forecast will be derived are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deviations</td>
<td>−73</td>
<td>−5</td>
<td>−82</td>
<td>+160 = 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The technique, like many similar techniques, suffers from the fact that downturns and upturns cannot be predicted, and such data must be subjectively entered by the forecaster through manipulation of the extension to the trend line.

Z (or zee) charts

This technique is merely a furtherance of the moving averages technique. In addition to providing the moving annual total, it also shows the monthly sales and cumulative sales; an illustration of the technique shows why it is termed Z chart. Each Z chart represents one year’s data and is best applied using monthly sales data. As a vehicle for forecasting it provides a useful medium where sales for one year can be compared with previous years using three criteria (monthly, cumulative and moving annual).

The sales of briefcases for Office Goods Supplies Ltd have been provided for each month of 2007 and 2008 and this is sufficient to provide data for the Z chart as can be seen in Table 16.5. The figures in Table 16.5 are then transposed graphically in Figure 16.5.

Moving annual sales are obtained by adding on the new month’s figure and taking off the old month’s figure, 12 months previously. The cumulative sales are obtained by adding each month to the next month, and the bottom line of the Z is the monthly sales.

The method is very much a comparison by sight method and in this case would be used for the medium-term (one-year) sales forecast. However, as a serious method for prediction its uses are limited; its main use is for comparison.
Table 16.5  Office Goods Supplies Ltd: Monthly sales of briefcases 2007–08

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Unit sales 2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>Cumulative sales 2008</th>
<th>Moving annual total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1,169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>1,172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>1,185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>1,198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>1,225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>1,248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>643</td>
<td>1,247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>1,254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>1,249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>903</td>
<td>1,273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>1,087</td>
<td>1,279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1,287</td>
<td>1,287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16.5  Office Goods Supplies Ltd: monthly sales of briefcases, Z chart for 2008
**Miscellaneous**

This final section briefly outlines two computer-based techniques; to describe their workings in detail would take a disproportionate amount of space together with a detailed knowledge of mathematics. They rely in their application upon sophisticated computer packages. If the reader wishes to pursue the techniques further, then a software specialist would advise on their applicability and the degree of accuracy for the desired intention. This is not to say that the forecaster (say the sales manager) should necessarily need to have a detailed knowledge of the technique that is being applied. All they need to know is what the forecast will do and its degree of accuracy.

The first of these techniques is Box-Jenkins, which is a sophistication of the exponential smoothing technique that applies different weightings to different parts of the time series. In the case of this technique, the computer package takes earlier parts of the time series and manipulates and weights parts of this against known sales from later parts of the time series. The weighting that provides the best fit is finally deduced and can then be used for the forecast. It is reasonably accurate for short- and medium-term forecasting.

The other technique is termed X-11 and was developed by an American named Julius Shiskin. It is a decomposition technique and breaks a time series down into trend cycles, seasonal cycles and irregular elements. It is an effective technique for medium-term forecasting and incorporates a number of analytical methods into its computation.

**Quantitative techniques (causal)**

**Leading indicators**

This method seeks to define and establish a linear regression relationship between some measurable phenomenon and whatever is to be forecasted. It is not appropriate to enter into a discussion of the technique of linear regression within the confines of this text; should you wish to pursue the technique further, most reasonably advanced statistical texts will adequately describe the method and its applicability.

The best way to explain the technique is to consider the following simple example. The sale of children’s bicycles depends upon the child population, so a sensible leading indicator for a bicycle manufacturer would be birth statistics. The bicycle manufacturer will therefore seek to establish a relationship between the two and, if the manufacturer is considering children’s first two-wheeler bicycles (say, at age three years old, on average) then births will precede first bicycles by three years. In other words first bicycles will lag births by three years.

The example is obviously an over-simplification, and there are forecasting packages available that permute a number of leading indicators; i.e. they are indicators that are ahead of actual sales. It is possible to provide the permutation that best fits known sales, where the sales are lagged in time and the indicator is leading. The
permutation that best fits the known sales to the indicator (or permutation of indicators) is the one to use in the forecast. Thus the permutation is constantly under review as time goes on. As forecasts pass into actual sales, so the forecasting permutation is modified to take account of most recent sales.

This more sophisticated type of forecasting uses what is known as correlation analysis to establish the relationship. Again the reader is directed to any reasonably advanced statistics text for a fuller explanation of its workings and implications.

**Simulation**

This forecasting methodology has become possible with the widespread use of computers. Leading indicator forecasting establishes relationships between some measurable phenomenon and whatever is to be forecasted, while simulation uses a process of iteration, or trial and error, to arrive at the forecasting relationship. In a reasonably complicated forecasting problem (which most are that utilise this technique) the number of alternative possibilities and outcomes is vast. When probabilities of various outcomes are known, the technique is known as Monte Carlo simulation and depends upon a predetermined chance of a particular event occurring (it is no coincidence that the technique derives from probabilities worked out for gambling games).

We cannot explain the technique further without entering into complex mathematical discussions and explanations. In so far as this text is concerned, it is sufficient that you are aware of the technique; if further information is required, an expert forecaster should be consulted.

**Diffusion models**

Most of the techniques discussed so far have depended upon a series of past sales for the company and the industry to be available before a forecast can be calculated. However, when new products are introduced to the market which are not simply extensions or redesigns of old products, then the technique for estimating sales comes from a body of theory called the diffusion of innovations. One of the authors made a study of the subject 20 years ago and produced a forecast for video-recorders that utilised the Bass diffusion model.²

Again, as with most causal techniques, the mathematics are complicated and the best advice for the sales manager seeking to apply such a technique to a new product would be to seek the advice of a specialist. This is essentially a computer technique and its computation is complicated. Basically, diffusion theory assumes that the new product has four basic units:

- the innovation;
- the communication of the innovation among individuals;
- the social system; and
- time.
The theory goes on to say that the innovation can be categorised into one of the following groupings:

- continuous;
- dynamically continuous; and
- discontinuous.

This is a hierarchical listing, with the innovations being more widely removed from previous technology as one moves further down the list. This means that the further down the hierarchy the innovation is placed, the lower will be the degree of likely acceptance. In the early days of a product innovation, knowledge must be communicated to as many individuals as possible, especially those who are likely to be influential in gaining wider appeal for the innovation. This communication process is broken down into formal and informal communication. These two elements are fed into the forecasting model and as such the model can be applied without large amounts of past sales data. The formal communication is controlled by the company and includes such data as advertising expenditure and sales support for the launch and the informal element relates to such matters as family and reference group influences.

Once the innovation has been launched, a measure of the rate of adoption is needed in order to produce a useful forecast. Products are born, they mature and eventually die, and it is important to the forecaster using this technique that the first few points of the launch sales are known in order to be able to determine the rate of adoption. Thus a forecast can be made using only a small amount of data covering the early launch period. An assumption is therefore made that the product being considered has a life-cycle curve and that new product acceptance is through a process of imitation, i.e. later purchasers will follow the innovators.

**Use of computer software in sales forecasting**

Software has been written designed specifically for forecasting purposes. The problem with any listing of such software is that it quickly dates, so if it is proposed to use a software package then the best advice is to consult an up-to-date listing. The following is a list of more generalised packages that have withstood the test of time.

- **EXEC*U*STAT** from Mercia Software Ltd. Combines business statistics with high-quality graphics output. It provides for quick analysis of data.
- **FOCA** from Timberlake Clark Ltd. Offers modern quantitative forecasting of time series using exponential smoothing, spectral analysis, Box-Jenkins and adaptive filtering.
- **MINITAB** from CLE.COM Ltd. A general-purpose data analysis system that is easy to use. Its features include descriptive statistics, regression analysis with diagnostics, residual analysis and step-wise procedures, time series analysis including robust smoothers and Box-Jenkins operations.
- **RATS** from Timberlake Clark Ltd. An econometric package that performs time series and cross-sectional regression. It is designed for forecasting of time series, although small cross-sectional and panel data may also be used.
SAS/ETS from SAS Software Ltd. An econometrics and time series library which provides forecasting, planning and financial reporting. It contains procedures for time series analysis, linear and non-linear systems simulation and seasonal adjustments, and its applications include econometric modelling and cash-flow planning as well as sales forecasting.

SORITEC from Timberlake Clark Ltd. Includes non-linear and simultaneous estimation techniques, simultaneous non-linear simulation and solution, a full matrix processing language and transfer function estimation.

SPSS-PC++ from SPSS (UK) Ltd. A fully interactive data analysis package with full screen editing facilities, data entry and validation and a range of analytical and reporting procedures.

STATGRAPHICS from Cocking & Drury Ltd. A statistical and graphics package that includes plotting functions (2D and 3D), descriptive methods, estimation and testing, distribution fitting, exploratory data analysis, analysis and variance, regression analysis, time series analysis including Box-Jenkins ARIMA modelling, multivariate and non-parametric methods and experimental design.

STATPAC GOLD from Molimerx Ltd with batch and interactive processing and good graphics that requires less memory than most other packages.

This listing only documents those packages that are available in Britain; many more are available in the United States.

16.6 BUDGETING – PURPOSES

It was outlined at the beginning of this chapter that an organisation needs to budget to ensure that expenditure does not exceed planned income. It has been shown that the sales forecast is the starting point for business planning activities. The company costing function takes the medium-term sales forecast as its starting point, and from this budgets are allocated to departments (or cost centres). Budgets state limits of spending; they are thus a means of control. The company can plan its profits based upon anticipated sales, minus the cost of achieving those sales (which is represented in the total budget for the organisation).

The consequence of an incorrect medium-term forecast can be seen as the company profit plan will be incorrect. It has already been mentioned, but is re-emphasised here, that if the forecast is pessimistic and the company achieves more sales than those forecast, then potential sales might be lost owing to unpreparedness and insufficient working finance and facilities being available to achieve those sales. Conversely, if the forecast is optimistic and sales revenue does not match anticipated sales, then revenue problems will arise, with the company having to approach a lender – probably a bank – to fund its short-term working capital requirements (which can be expensive if interest rates are high). This latter factor is a prime cause of many business failures, not necessarily because of bad products or a bad salesforce, but through insufficient money being available to meet working capital needs. These
Alternative types of budgeting

There are a number of budgeting types to choose from. Kraft uses a mix of the following:

1. **Zero based budgeting**: In a dynamic business it often makes sense to ‘start afresh’ when developing a budget rather than basing ideas too much on past performance. This is appropriate to Kraft because the organisation is continually seeking to innovate. Each budget is therefore constructed without much reference to previous budgets. In this way, change is built into budget thinking.

2. **Strategic budgeting**: This involves identifying new, emerging opportunities, and then building plans to take full advantage of them. This is closely related to zero based budgeting and helps Kraft to concentrate on gaining competitive advantage.

3. **Rolling budgets**: Given the speed of change and general uncertainty in the external environment, shareholders seek quick results. US companies typically report to shareholders every three months, compared with six months in the United Kingdom. Rolling budgets involve evaluating the previous twelve months’ performance on an ongoing basis, and forecasting the next three months’ performance.

4. **Activity based budgeting**: This examines individual activities and assesses the strength of their contribution to company success. They can then be ranked and prioritised, and be assigned appropriate budgets.

Source: [http://www.thetimes100.co.uk/case_study](http://www.thetimes100.co.uk/case_study) with permission.

---

**16.7 BUDGET DETERMINATION**

Departmental budgets are not prepared by cost accountants. Cost accountants, in conjunction with general management, apportion overall budgets for individual departments. It is the departmental manager who determines how the overall departmental budget will be utilised in achieving the planned-for sales (and production). For instance, a marketing manager might decide that more needs to be apportioned to advertising and less to the effort of selling in order to achieve the forecasted sales. The manager therefore apportions the budget accordingly and may concentrate upon image rather than product promotion; it is a matter of deciding beforehand where the priority lies when planning for marketing.

Thus, the overall sales forecast is the basis for company plans, and the sales department budget (other terms include sales and marketing department budget, and marketing department budget) is the basis for marketing plans in achieving those forecasted sales. The sales department budget is consequently a reflection of marketing’s forthcoming expenditure in achieving those forecasted sales.
At this juncture it is useful to make a distinction between the *sales department budget* and the *sales budget* (see section 16.8). The sales department budget is merely the budget for running the marketing function for the budget period ahead. Cost accountants split this sales department budget into three cost elements:

1. The *selling expense budget* includes those costs directly attributable to the selling process, e.g. sales personnel salaries and commission, sales expenses and training.
2. The *advertising budget* includes those expenses directly attributable to above-the-line promotion (e.g. television advertising), and below-the-line promotion (e.g. a coupon redemption scheme). Methods of ascertaining the level of such a budget are as follows:
   (a) A percentage of last year’s sales.
   (b) Parity with competitors, whereby smaller manufacturers take their cue from a larger manufacturer and adjust their advertising budget in line with the market leader.
   (c) The affordable method, where expenditure is allocated to advertising after other cost centres have received their budgets. In other words, if there is anything left over it goes to advertising.
   (d) The objective and task method calls for ascertainment of the advertising expenditure needed to reach marketing objectives that have been laid down in the marketing plan.
   (e) The return on investment method assumes that advertising is a tangible item that extends beyond the budget period. It looks at advertising expenditure as long-term investments and attempts to ascertain the return on such expenditure.
   (f) The incremental method is similar to the previous method; it assumes that the last unit of money spent on advertising should bring in an equal unit of revenue. (a) assumes that increasing sales will generate increasing promotion and vice versa, whereas the converse might be the remedy, i.e. a cure for falling sales might be to increase the advertising spend; (b) assumes status quo within the marketplace; (c) does not really commend itself because the assumption is that advertising is a necessary evil and should only be entered into when other expenditures have been met. It quite often happens in times of company squeezes that advertising is the first item to be cut because of its intangibility. The cure for the company ailment might rest in increased promotional awareness; (d) seems to make sense, but accountants contend that marketing personnel will state marketing objectives without due regard to their value, and such objectives may not sometimes be related to profits; (e) and (f) seem to make sense, but the main difficulties are in measuring likely benefits such as increased brand loyalty resulting from such advertising expenditures, and determining when marginal revenue equals marginal expenditure. In practice, firms often use a combination of methods, e.g. methods (d) and (e), when deciding their advertising budget.
3. The *administrative budget* represents the expenditure to be incurred in running the sales office. Such expenses cover the costs of marketing research, sales administration and support staff.

The marketing manager (or person responsible for the marketing and selling functions) must then determine, based on the marketing plan for the year ahead, what
portion of the sales department budget should be allocated to each of the three parts of the budget described above. Such expenditure should of course ensure that the forecasted sales will be met as the forecasting period progresses.

What has been stated so far relates to the sales department budget; the sales budget itself has not been dealt with. The sales budget has far more implications for the company and merits a separate section by way of explanation.

### 16.8 THE SALES BUDGET

The **sales budget** may be said to be the total revenue expected from all products that are sold, and as such this affects all other aspects of the business. Thus, the sales budget comes directly after the sales forecast.

It can be said that the sales budget is the starting point of the company budgeting procedure because all other company activities are dependent upon sales and total revenue anticipated from the various products that the company sells. This budget affects other functional areas of the business, namely finance and production, because these two functions are directly dependent upon sales. Figure 16.6 best explains the sales budgeting procedure.
Figure 16.6 represents the way that cost accountants view the budgeting procedure. From the sales budget comes the sales department budget (or the total costs in administering the marketing function). The production budget covers all the costs involved in actually producing the products. The administrative budget covers all other costs such as personnel, finance, etc., and costs not directly attributable to production and selling.

The sales budget is thus the revenue earner for the company and other budgets represent expenditures incurred in achieving the sales. Cost accountants also have cash budgets and profit budgets, each with revenue provided from company sales. It is not proposed to go into why they split into cash and profit budgets. If you want to know more about the mechanisms involved here, then any basic text on cost accountancy should provide an explanation.

16.9 BUDGET ALLOCATION

The sales budget is a statement of projected sales by individual salespeople. The figure that reaches the individual salesperson is sometimes called the sales quota or sales target and this is the amount that must be sold in order to achieve the forecasted sales. Such quotas or targets are therefore performance targets that must be reached, and quite often incentives are linked to salespeople reaching (and surpassing) such quotas or targets. Such incentives have already been covered in Chapters 14 and 15.

Each salesperson knows the individual amount they must sell to achieve their quota, and such quotas are effectively performance targets. Quotas need not necessarily be individually based, but can be group based – say, collectively throughout a region – with everybody from the regional or area manager downwards equally sharing the sales commission. Quotas may also be for much shorter periods than the one year. The entire year’s budget may be broken down in the same manner, say, month by month. When administered like this the time horizon is more realistic and immediate than one year. Thus, there is more of an incentive for a salesperson to achieve the quota or target.

For established firms the most common practice of budget allocation is simply to increase (or decrease) last year’s individual budgets or quotas by an appropriate percentage, depending on the change in the overall sales budget. However, periodically it is sensible to review individual sales quotas to establish if they are reasonable given current market conditions.

The first step in this procedure is to attempt to determine the sales potential of territories. Usually surrogate measures will be employed to give at least relative measures of potential. For consumer products, disposable incomes and number of people in the target market may be used to assess relative potential. For industrial products, the number and size of potential customers may be used. Another factor to be taken into account is workload. Obviously two territories of equal potential may justify different quotas if one is compact while the other is more widespread. By assessing sales potential for territories and allowing for workload, the overall sales budget can be allocated in as fair a manner as possible between salespeople.
Not only does the sales quota act as an incentive to the salesforce but it also acts as a prime measure of performance. Chapter 17 looks in detail at the whole area of evaluation of sales personnel.

16.10 CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of sales forecasting has been explained and it has been emphasised that this function rests with sales management. Its importance to the planning process has been established; without reasonably accurate forecasting, planning will be in vain. The purpose of forecasting has been considered in the short, medium and long term, and the usefulness of each has been established within the major functions of any manufacturing or service concern.

Forecasting has been considered under the headings of qualitative and quantitative techniques, with the latter being split into time series methods and causal methods. Qualitative techniques and time series methods have been explained in the amount of detail required to give you a working knowledge of their application. However, causal methods depend largely upon the use of the computer, and computation relies to a great extent upon advanced mathematics. As such, the techniques have been described, but not explained in workable detail.

Finally, the importance of the sales budget in motivating and controlling the salesforce was considered. The sales budget, which is determined by the sales forecast, is broken down into sales quotas or targets for individual salespeople and regions. Monetary incentives may be linked to the attainment of quotas and may be used as a yardstick of achievement.
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Background to the application of Bayesian decision theory

It has been mentioned throughout the chapter that since the 1960s we have seen the development of sophisticated statistical techniques for problem-solving where information is incomplete or uncertain. The new area of statistics has a variety of names – statistical decision theory, simple decision theory and Bayesian decision theory (after the Reverend Thomas Bayes, 1702–61). These names can be used interchangeably, but for the purposes of this case we use the term Bayesian decision theory.

Bayesian decision theory is a relatively new and somewhat controversial method for dealing with future uncertainties. Applied to forecasting, the technique incorporates the firm’s own guesses as data inputs into the calculation of a sales forecast. There are essentially two ways of conceiving probability:

- as a physical property, inherent to a physical system;
- as a measure of belief in the truth of some statement.

Until the late 1950s most statisticians held the first view of probability, with the probability of an event being the relative frequency with which the event might occur. Since this period there has been a rethink on the meaning of probability and it is now regarded more as a measure of belief. This latter approach is termed Bayesian statistics. The Bayesian view is that probability is a measure of our belief and we can always express our degree of belief in terms of probability.

To use the Bayesian approach, the decision-maker must be able to assign a probability to each specified event or state of nature. The sum of these probabilities must add to one. These probabilities represent the strength of the decision-maker’s feeling regarding the likelihood of the occurrence of the various elements of the overall problem. It is because of the subjective nature of the process in generating these probabilities that Bayesian decision-making is so useful in solving business problems for which probabilities are often unknown. It is also the reason many practitioners often reject the Bayesian approach; in fact some of the more conservative statisticians have termed it ‘the quantification of error’!

In practical business problems, decisions are often delegated to persons whose levels of expertise should be such as to enable them to assign valid probabilities to the occurrences of various events. These probabilities will be subjective evaluations based on experience, intuition and other factors such as available published data, all of which are acquired prior to the time that the decision is made. For this reason such subjective probability estimates are referred to as the prior probability of an event.

In business decision-making we must decide between alternatives by taking into account the monetary repercussions or expected value of our actions. A manager who must select from a number of available investments should consider the profit and loss that might result from each option. Applying Bayesian decision theory
involves selecting an option and having a reasonable idea of the economic consequences of choosing that action.

Once the relevant future events have been identified and the respective subjective prior probabilities have been assigned, the decision-maker computes the expected payoff for each act and chooses the one with the most attractive expected payoff. If payoffs represent income or profit, the decision-maker chooses the act with the highest expected payoff.

The Bayesian technique can be used to solve quite complex problems, but in this example we give a relatively simple problem by way of illustration and explanation. However, the principles are similar for simple or difficult problems.

Bayesian decision theory applied to Classical Reproductions Ltd

This UK manufacturer of fine reproduction English furniture is considering venturing into the US market. The company is to appoint an agent who will hold stock and sell the furniture to quality retail stores.

In order for the firm to gain economies in freight charges, consignments need to be fairly large and it is planned that the first consignment will be £2 million worth of furniture.

This type of furniture is particularly fashionable in North America at present and commands high prices. The management of Classical Reproductions expect the furniture to remain heavily in demand so long as US economic conditions remain buoyant. If economic conditions take a turn for the worse, then demand and prices will fall dramatically, because such products are a deferrable purchase.

To finance the manufacture, shipping, warehousing and other costs associated with the venture, the company is raising capital from a bank. Although the venture looks sound there is uncertainty as to the future direction of the US economy over the next 12 months. The decision facing management is whether to risk going ahead with the venture now, when demand for their products is going to be high but with the possibility of the economy deteriorating, or to postpone the venture until the US economic outlook is more certain, but during which time tastes might change.

Let us assume that the management feel that the direction of the US economy could go in one of three ways in the next 12 months:

- continue to be buoyant;
- a moderate downturn; or
- a serious recession.

The direction of the economy is an event (E) or a state of nature that is completely outside the control of the company. Let us also assume that management has decided on three possible courses of action (A):

- export now while demand is high;
- delay the venture by one year; or
- delay the venture by two years.

Management has made a forecast of the likely expected profit for each of the possible courses of action for each of the three possible events, and this information is shown in the table on the next page.
Management wishes to make the decision that will maximise the firm’s expected profit. They assign subjective prior probabilities to each of the possible events:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Probability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic conditions remain good (A)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate downturn in economy (B)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic recession (C)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These prior probabilities are now incorporated into a decision tree (see Figure 16.7) which is made up of a series of nodes and branches. The decision points are denoted by a square and chance events by circles. The node on the left (square) denotes the decision the firm has to make. Each branch represents an alternative course of action or decision. Each branch leads to a further node (circle) and from this, further branches denote the chance events.

![Decision tree for Classical Reproductions Ltd: (a) economy remains buoyant; (b) moderate downturn; (c) recession](image_url)
The expected value (EV) should now be calculated for each forecast and then totalled for each alternative course of action. This is done in the following ‘payoff table’ by multiplying the expected profit for each event by their assigned probabilities and summing these products.

**Action 1 – export now:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event (E)</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Expected profit (£)</th>
<th>Expected value (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>800,000</td>
<td>320,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>450,000</td>
<td>135,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>–324,000</td>
<td>–97,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total EV for this alternative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>£357,800</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Action 2 – delay one year:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event (E)</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Expected profit (£)</th>
<th>Expected value (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>600,000</td>
<td>240,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>370,000</td>
<td>111,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total EV for this alternative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>£366,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Action 3 – delay two years:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event (E)</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Expected profit (£)</th>
<th>Expected value (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total EV for this alternative</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>£284,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The firm decides to delay the venture by one year because the maximum expected payoff is associated with this. Since the act is selected under conditions of uncertainty, the EV of £366,000 is referred to as the EV under uncertainty and the act is referred to as the optimal act.

In this example the probabilities that have been assigned to events have been prior probabilities, so-called because they have been arrived at prior to the acquisition of sampling or experimental information. As a rule, these prior probabilities are subjective, representing the decision-maker’s belief that various events will happen. The analysis that is carried out using these prior probabilities is called prior analysis. Following prior analysis, the decision-maker must decide whether to go ahead with the optimal act indicated by prior analysis, or to obtain further information in the hope of making a better and more certain decision.

Additional information may be obtained by conducting a survey, by carrying out an experiment or by some other means. If this additional information is acted upon, the decision-maker will have to substitute new probabilities for the prior probabilities.
Another analysis will then have to be undertaken using this new information. These new probabilities are called posterior probabilities.

Naturally, generating further information can be costly and the decision-maker must decide if the potential result is worth the cost. To extend this final point, let us find the expected value with perfect information when the prior probabilities are as follows:

(A) Economic conditions remain buoyant = 0.4
(B) Relative economic decline = 0.3
(C) Recession = 0.3

If economic conditions remain buoyant, the optimum choice would be to export now. If there is a moderate downturn in the economy, the optimum choice would still be to export now. If there is a recession, the optimal choice will be to delay for two years. Thus we find the expected value of perfect information (EVPI):

\[
£479,000 - £366,000 = £113,000
\]

This value of £113,000 can be interpreted as the expected opportunity loss for the optimal act under uncertainty and is the cost of uncertainty. The decision-maker can do no better than obtain perfect information, so this figure is the maximum they would be willing to pay for additional information that they know will be less than perfect.

Discussion questions

1. Carry out a full decision analysis for Classical Reproductions Ltd, using the following information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Profit for optimal act</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Expected value (£)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>800,000</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>£320,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>450,000</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>£135,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>£ 24,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prior probabilities for the various events for the next 12 months are:
(A) = 0.3
(B) = 0.4
(C) = 0.3

2. Carry out a pre-posterior analysis and find the expected value of perfect information (EVPI).

3. Having applied Bayesian decision theory to this example, what do you consider are its advantages and disadvantages?
A recipe for success

Until Dr Oetker entered the UK market with the launch of its flagship ‘Pizza Ristorante’ frozen pizza brand, few in Britain knew of the company that is one of Europe’s leading food manufacturers. So, who is Dr Oetker?

A pharmacist from Bielefeld, Germany, Dr August Oetker founded the Oetker Group in 1891. Today the group has grown to become one of Germany’s largest family-owned companies with an annual turnover of more than £3.5 billion.

And the key to this success? A simple philosophy – that ‘Quality is the Best Recipe’, both in business and its products.

Quality is the best recipe

Pizza Ristorante was launched in Britain in 2002 and surprisingly was the first venture into the United Kingdom for this huge German food and beverage conglomerate. Promising an authentic pizzeria taste, that’s exactly what consumers got. Pizza Ristorante was soon a huge success with research indicated that 76 per cent of consumers preferred Pizza Ristorante to its competitors. It is now a well established and thriving brand in the United Kingdom.

Recipe for success

Dr Oetker has plenty of experience when it comes to launching into new markets, and is market leader in many of the 23 European countries in which its pizza brands available. The company experienced similar success in the United Kingdom. In line with the company’s philosophy Pizza Ristorante was prepared from the finest ingredients to satisfy consumer demand for a quality frozen product. In addition, the company always carefully considers the needs of the particular market it is entering and the nature of the competition. In the case of the UK pizza market at the time of launch, the Thin & Crispy sector was dominated by own-label, and the company felt that the introduction of a branded product offering true quality at a competitive price could only add value. The aim was to stimulate a static market by encouraging consumers to revisit the frozen pizza category by sampling the uniquely authentic pizzeria taste Pizza Ristorante delivers.

Onwards and upwards

Spurred on by the success of its pizza launch in Britain, Dr Oetker since introduced several more of its best selling brands. For example the company’s yoghurt and desserts brand ‘Onken’ is now established and doing well.

One of its latest UK ventures is the acquisition of the well established SuperCook range of baking and cake decorating products.

The company is now in the process of ‘marrying’ the Dr Oetker and SuperCook brands which will both be used on new packaging and promotional material.
Again Dr Oetker is very well established in this product area in other parts of Europe and particularly in its own country (Germany) where it has a long history of supplying baking products. As with its pizza launch there is no doubt that Dr Oetker will invest substantial resources in developing its newly acquired brand and will of course once again bring its recipe for successful marketing.

However, the UK baking product market is renowned for its conservatism. British bakers don’t like their products to be messed around with and are inherently suspicious of new innovations, especially where these come from other parts of Europe.

It is also recognised that a key task in the re-launch of the brand will be persuading UK retailers and particularly the large grocery multiples to continue to support the brand and allocate shelf space.

An entirely new sales team is to be recruited and trained for this task as effective selling is seen as being crucial to the success of the relaunch.


**Discussion questions**

1. The marketing manager for the relaunch of the SuperCook range in the United Kingdom wants a system of forecasting that will provide as accurate a picture as possible of first year sales in order to satisfy demands from head office who are sponsoring the launch of the relaunched brand. Advise this manager as to the best system she might adopt.

2. The marketing manager also wants the new salesforce to be incentivised to ensure a good product launch. She recognises the importance of the sales budget in motivating and controlling the salesforce. Advise on the best way of setting sales quotas or targets for salespeople for the relaunched brand and how these might be used as a yardstick when measuring achievement.
Examination questions

1. What is the place of sales forecasting in the company planning process?
2. Distinguish between qualitative and quantitative forecasting techniques. What are the advantages and disadvantages associated with each approach?
3. Define the differences between a sales forecast and a market forecast.
4. How might a government forecast or a forecast from a trade association be of specific use to a medium-sized company?
5. How does the sales department budget differ from the sales budget?
6. Discuss the importance of the sales budget in the corporate budgetary process.
17 Salesforce evaluation

OBJECTIVES

After studying the chapter, you should be able to:

1. Understand the meaning of salesforce evaluation
2. Understand the salesforce evaluation process
3. Know how standards of performance are set in order that sales can be achieved
4. Understand how information plays a key role in the evaluation process
5. Set qualitative and quantitative measures of performance

KEY CONCEPTS

- appraisal interviewing
- qualitative performance measures
- quantitative performance measures
- salesforce evaluation
- salesforce evaluation process
17.1 THE SALESFORCE EVALUATION PROCESS

Salesforce evaluation is the comparison of salesforce objectives with results. A model of the evaluation process is shown in Figure 17.1. It begins with the setting of salesforce objectives which may be financial, such as sales revenues, profits and expenses; market-orientated, such as market share; or customer-based such as customer satisfaction and service levels. Then, the sales strategy must be decided to show how the objectives are to be achieved. Next, performance standards should be set for the overall company, regions, products, salespeople and accounts. Results are then measured and compared with performance standards. Reasons for differences are assessed and action taken to improve performance.

Figure 17.1 The salesforce evaluation process
17.2 THE PURPOSE OF EVALUATION

The prime reason for evaluation is to attempt to attain company objectives. By measuring actual performance against objectives, shortfalls can be identified and appropriate action taken to improve performance. However, evaluation has other benefits. Evaluation can help improve an individual’s motivation and skills. Motivation is affected since an evaluation programme will identify what is expected and what is considered good performance. Second, it provides the opportunity for the recognition of above-average standards of work performance, which improves confidence and motivation. Skills are affected since carefully constructed evaluation allows areas of weakness to be identified and effort to be directed to the improvement of skills in those areas.

Thus, evaluation is an important ingredient in an effective training programme. Further, evaluation may show weaknesses, perhaps in not devoting enough attention to selling certain product lines, which span most or all of the sales team. This information may lead to the development of a compensation plan designed to encourage salespeople to sell those products by means of higher commission rates.

Evaluation provides information that affects key decision areas within the sales management function. Training, compensation, motivation and objective setting are dependent on the information derived from evaluation, as illustrated in Figure 17.2. It is important, then, that sales management develops a system of information collection which allows fair and accurate evaluation to occur.

The level and type of control exercised over international salesforces will depend upon the culture of the company and its host nations. The boxed case discussion highlights some important points.

![Figure 17.2 The central role of evaluation in sales management](image)
17.3 SETTING STANDARDS OF PERFORMANCE

Evaluation implies the setting of standards of performance along certain lines that are believed to be important for sales success. The control process is based upon the collection of information on performance so that actual results can be compared against those standards. For the sales team as a whole, the sales budget will be the standard against which actual performance will be evaluated. This measure will be used to evaluate sales management as well as individual salespeople. For each salesperson, their sales quota will be a prime standard of sales success.

Standards provide a method of fairly assessing and comparing individual salespeople. Simply comparing levels of sales achieved by individual salespeople is unlikely to be fair since territories often have differing levels of sales potential and varying degrees of workload.

17.4 GATHERING INFORMATION

The individual salesperson will provide much of the information upon which evaluation will take place. They will provide head office with data relating to sales achieved by product/brand and customer, a daily or weekly report of the names of customers called on and problems and opportunities revealed, together with expense claims.

Such information will be supplemented by sales management during field visits. These are important in providing more qualitative information on how the salesperson performs in front of customers, as well as giving indications of general attitudes.
work habits and degree of organisational ability, all of which supplement the more quantitative information provided by the salesperson.

Market research projects can also provide information on the sales team from customers themselves. A specific project, or a more general one which focuses on the full range of customer–seller relationships, e.g. delivery, product reliability, etc., can provide information on salespeople’s performance. A market research study commissioned by Perkins Engines found that salespeople with technical backgrounds were basing their sales presentation on features which were not properly understood by their audience.¹ This led Perkins Engines to retrain their salesforce so that their sales presentation focused upon a simple presentation of features and the customer benefits which arose from those features.

Finally, company records provide a rich source of information for evaluation. Records of past sales levels, calls achieved, expense levels, etc. can provide bases for comparison and indications of trends that can be used both for evaluation and objective setting.

17.5 MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE

Quantitative measures of performance

Assessment using qualitative performance measures falls into two groups. For both groups, management may wish to set targets for their sales team. One group is a set of input measures which are essentially diagnostic in nature – they help to provide indications of why performance is below standard. Key output measures relate to sales and profit performance. Most companies use a combination of input (behavioural) and output measures to evaluate their salesforces.² Specific output measures for individual salespeople include the following:

- sales revenue achieved
- profits generated
- percentage gross profit margin achieved
- sales per potential account
- sales per active account
- sales revenue as a percentage of sales potential
- number of orders
- sales to new customers
- number of new customers.

All of these measures relate to output. The second group of measures relates to input and includes:

- number of calls made
- calls per potential account
- calls per active account
- number of quotations (in part, an output measure also)
- number of calls on prospects.
By combining output and input measures a number of hybrid ratios can be determined. For example:

1. Strike rate = \( \frac{\text{Number of orders}}{\text{Number of quotations}} \)
2. Sales revenue per call ratio
3. Profit per call ratio (call effectiveness)
4. Order per call ratio
5. Average order value = \( \frac{\text{Sales revenue}}{\text{Number of orders}} \)
6. Prospecting success ratio = \( \frac{\text{Number of new customers}}{\text{Number of prospects visited}} \)
7. Average profit contribution per order = \( \frac{\text{Profits generated}}{\text{Number of orders}} \)

All of these ratios can be applied to individual product and customer types and help to answer the following questions:

(a) Is the salesperson achieving a satisfactory level of sales?
(b) Is sales success reflected in profit achievement?
(c) Is the salesperson ‘buying’ sales by giving excessive discounts?
(d) Is the salesperson devoting sufficient time to prospecting?
(e) Is time spent prospecting being rewarded by orders?
(f) Does the salesperson appear to be making a satisfactory number of calls per week?
(g) Are they making enough repeat calls on different customer categories?
(h) Are they making too many calls on low-potential customers?
(i) Are calls being reflected in sales success?
(j) Are the number of quotations being made reflected in orders taken?
(k) How are sales being achieved – a large number of small orders or a few large orders?
(l) Are the profits generated per order sufficient to justify calling upon the account?

Many of these measures are clearly diagnostic. They provide pointers to possible reasons why a salesperson may not be reaching their sales quota. Perhaps they are lazy – not making enough calls. Perhaps call rate is satisfactory but call effectiveness, e.g. sales per call, is low, indicating a lack of sales skill. Maybe the salesperson is calling on too many established accounts and not enough new prospects.

Ratios also provide clues to problem areas that require further investigation. A low strike rate (order to quotations) suggests the need for an analysis of why orders are not following quotations. Poor call effectiveness suggests a close examination of sales technique to identify specific areas of weakness so that training can be applied more effectively.

A further group of quantitative measures will explore the remuneration which each salesperson receives. The focus will be on expenses and compensation. With respect to expenses, comparisons will be made between salespeople and between current year and last year. Ratios which may be used include the following:

- expenses/sales revenue generated
- expenses/profit generated
- expenses per call
- expenses per square mile of territory.
Such measures should give an indication of when the level of expenses is becoming excessive. Compensation analysis is particularly valuable when:

- a large part of salary is fixed;
- salespeople are on different levels of fixed salary.

The latter situation will be found in companies which pay according to the number of years at the firm or according to age. Unfairness, in terms of sales results, can be exposed by calculating for each salesperson the following two ratios:

- total salary (including commission)/sales revenue
- total salary (including commission)/profits.

These ratios will reveal when a compensation plan has gone out of control and allow changes to be made before lower paid higher achievers leave for jobs which more closely relate pay to sales success.

A study by Jobber, Hooley and Shipley surveyed a sample of 450 industrial products organisations (i.e. firms manufacturing and selling repeat industrial goods such as components and capital goods such as machinery). The objective was to discover the extent of usage of sales evaluation criteria among small (less than £3 million sales turnover) and large (greater than £3 million sales turnover) firms. Table 17.1 shows that there is a wide variation in the usage of output criteria among the sample of firms and that large firms tend to use more output criteria than small organisations.

Table 17.2 shows that the use of input criteria is also quite variable, with statistics relating to calls the most frequently used by both large and small firms. Again, there is a tendency for large firms to use more input criteria when evaluating their salesforces.

The growth in the penetration of personal computers is mirrored by the development of software packages that provide the facilities for the simple compilation and analysis of salesforce evaluation measures. The creation of a databank of quantitative measures over time allows a rich source of information about how the salesforce is performing.

Alone, these quantitative measures cannot produce a complete evaluation of salespeople. In order to provide a wider perspective, qualitative measures will also be employed.

### Qualitative measures of performance

Assessment along qualitative lines will necessarily be more subjective and take place in the main during field visits. The usual dimensions applied are given in the following list:

1. **Sales skills.** These may be rated using a number of sub-factors:
   - Handling the opening and developing rapport.
   - Identification of customer needs, questioning ability.
   - Quality of sales presentation.
   - Use of visual aids.
   - Ability to overcome objections.
   - Ability to close the sale.
Table 17.1 A comparison of the usage of salesforce evaluation output criteria between small and large organisations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluative criteria</th>
<th>Small firms %</th>
<th>Large firms %</th>
<th>Statistically significant difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sales</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales volume</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales volume by product or product line</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales volume by customer or customer type</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales volume per order</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales volume by outlet or outlet type</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales volume per call</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market share</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accounts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of new accounts gained</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of accounts lost</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of new account sales</td>
<td>57.6</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of accounts on which payment overdue</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion/number of accounts buying full product line</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Profit</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross profit generated</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net profit generated</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>42.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross profit as a percentage of sales volume</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net profit as a percentage of sales volume</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return on investment</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit per call ratio</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Orders</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of orders taken</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of orders cancelled</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order per call ratio</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Strike rate = \[
\frac{\text{Number of orders}}{\text{Number of quotations}}\] | 37.9          | 40.5          |                                     |
| Average order value                         | 28.2          | 26.0          |                                     |
| Average profit contribution per order       | 21.2          | 16.8          |                                     |
| Value or orders to value of quotations ratio | 29.4          | 21.4          |                                     |
| **Other output criteria**                   |               |               |                                     |
| Number of customer complaints               | 23.5          | 22.3          |                                     |

Note: *indicates significant at $p < 0.05.$
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2. Customer relationships.
   • How well received is the salesperson?
   • Are customers well satisfied with the service, advice, reliability of the salesperson, or are there frequent grumbles and complaints?

3. Self-organisation. How well does the salesperson carry out the following?
   • Prepare calls.
   • Organise routing to minimise unproductive travelling.
   • Keep customer records up to date.
   • Provide market information to headquarters.
   • Conduct self-analysis of performance in order to improve weaknesses.

4. Product knowledge. How well informed is the salesperson regarding the following?
   • Their own products and their customer benefits and applications.
   • Competitive products and their benefits and applications.
   • Relative strengths and weaknesses between their own and competitive offerings.

5. Co-operation and attitudes. To what extent will the salesperson do the following?
   • Respond to the objectives determined by management in order to improve performance, e.g. increase prospecting rate.
   • Co-operate with suggestions made during field training for improved sales technique.
   • Use their own initiative.

Table 17.2  A comparison of the usage of salesforce evaluation input criteria between small and large organisations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluative criteria</th>
<th>Small firms %</th>
<th>Large firms %</th>
<th>Statistically significant difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calls</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of calls per period</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of calls per customer or customer type</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>37.4</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calls on potential new accounts</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calls on existing accounts</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospecting success ratio:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Number of new customers)</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Number of potential new customers visited)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expenses</strong></td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of sales expense to sales volume</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average cost per call</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other input criteria</strong></td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of required reports sent in</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of demonstrations conducted</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of service calls made</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of letters/telephone calls to prospects</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *indicates significant at p < 0.05.
What are their attitudes towards the following?

- The company and its products.
- Hard work.

An increasing number of companies are measuring their salespeople on the basis of the achievement of customer satisfaction. As Richard Harrison, a senior sales manager at IBM, states: ‘Our sales team is compensated based on how quickly and how efficiently they achieve customer satisfaction’.4

The study by Jobber, Hooley and Shipley also investigated the use of qualitative evaluative measures by industrial goods companies.5 Table 17.3 shows the results, with most criteria being used by the majority of sales managers in the sample. Although differences between small and large firms were not so distinct as for quantitative measures, more detailed analysis of the results showed that managers of small firms tended to hold qualitative opinions ‘in the head’, whereas managers of large firms tended to produce more formal assessments, e.g. in an evaluation report.

As mentioned earlier, the use of quantitative and qualitative measures is interrelated. A poor sales per call ratio will inevitably result in close scrutiny of sales skills, customer relationships and degree of product knowledge in order to discover why performance is poor.

Table 17.3 A comparison of the usage of qualitative salesforce evaluation criteria between small and large organisations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluative criteria</th>
<th>Small firms %</th>
<th>Large firms %</th>
<th>Statistically significant difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skills</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selling skills</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication skills</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>85.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knowledge</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product knowledge</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>90.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of competition</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of company policies</td>
<td>56.6</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Self-management</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning ability</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time management</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judgement/decision-making ability</td>
<td>74.7</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Report preparation and submission</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Personal characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>91.6</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiative</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appearance and manner</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>86.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggressiveness</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *indicates significant at $p < 0.05$. 
Sales management response to the results of carrying out a salesforce evaluation is shown in Figure 17.3. Lynch suggests four scenarios with varying implications:

1. **Good quantitative/good qualitative evaluation.** The appropriate response would be praise and monetary reward. For suitable candidates promotion would follow.

2. **Good quantitative/poor qualitative evaluation.** The good quantitative results suggest that performance in front of customers is good, but certain aspects of qualitative evaluation, e.g., attitudes, report writing, and market feedback, may warrant advice and education regarding company standards and requirements.

3. **Poor quantitative/good qualitative evaluation.** Good qualitative input is failing to be reflected in quantitative success. The specific causes need to be identified and training and guidance provided. Lack of persistence, poor closing technique, or too many/too few calls might be possible causes of poor sales results.

4. **Poor quantitative/poor qualitative evaluation.** Critical discussion is required to agree on problem areas. Training is required to improve standards. In other situations, punishment may be required or even dismissal.

For an evaluation and control system to work efficiently, it is important for the sales team to understand its purpose. For them to view it simply as a means for management to catch them out and criticise performance is likely to breed resentment. It should be used, and be perceived, as a means of assisting salespeople in improving performance. Indeed, the quantitative output measures can be used as a basis for rewarding performance when targets are met. In essence, controls should be viewed in a positive manner, not a negative one.

**Winning or losing major orders**

A key qualitative evaluation question that sales managers have to ask is: ‘Does it appear that we are going to win or lose this order?’ This is particularly important for major...
sales. For example, a sales manager may be asked by the managing director: ‘Will you find out whether the Saudis are really going to place that new big aero engine order? I have to tell the board next week so that we can decide whether we will have to expand our plant.’

The obvious response would be to ask the salesperson in charge of the sale directly. The problem is that many salespeople delude themselves into believing they are going to be successful. How do you come to terms with the fact that you are going to lose an order worth £5 million? Asking the direct question ‘Bill, are we going to win this one?’ is likely to get the answer ‘Yes, the customer loves us!’ What the salesperson really means is that the customer likes the salesperson, not necessarily the product.

Consequently, the sales manager needs to probe much more deeply in order to assess the situation more accurately. This involves asking a series of who, when, where, why and how questions. It also means that the sales manager needs to work out what would be considered acceptable (winning) answers, and what would be thought of as unacceptable (losing) responses. Table 17.4 gives an example of the use of this procedure in connection with a £10 million computer sale. The losing answers are thin and unconvincing (e.g. the director of MIS would not have the power to authorise an order of this size).

The salesperson is deluding themselves and misleading the sales manager. The winning answer is much more assured and provides clear, credible answers to all of the questions (e.g. an executive director is likely to have the power to authorise a purchase of this magnitude).

Table 17.4 Winning and losing orders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Poor (losing answer)</th>
<th>Good (winning answer)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Who will authorise the purchase?</td>
<td>The director of MIS.</td>
<td>The director of MIS but it requires an executive director’s authorisation, and we’ve talked it over with them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When will they buy?</td>
<td>Right away. They love the new model.</td>
<td>Before the peak processing load at the year end.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where will they be when the decision is made – in the office alone, in their boss’s office, in a meeting?</td>
<td>What difference does that make? I think they have already decided.</td>
<td>At a board meeting. But don’t worry, the in-supplier has no one on their board and we have two good customers on it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why will they buy from us? Why not their usual supplier?</td>
<td>We go way back. They love our new model.</td>
<td>The next upgrade from the in-supplier is a big price increase, and ours fits right between their models. They are quite unhappy with the in-supplier about that.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How will the purchase be funded?</td>
<td>They've lots of money, haven't they?</td>
<td>The payback period on reduced costs will be about 14 months and we’ve a leasing company willing to take part of the deal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
If the outcome is a losing answer, the sales manager has to decide how important the sale is and how important the salesperson is. If they both have high potential, the sales manager, sales trainer or top salesperson should work with them. They should be counselled so that they understand why they are being helped and what the sales manager hopes they will learn. In the process, they will also realise that management cares about their development and the success it can bring to both parties.

If the salesperson is viewed as having high potential but the situation has low potential, only a counselling session is needed. Usually it is best done at the end of the day, driving back from a call, using an ‘oh, by the way’ introduction, and avoiding serious eye contact. By these means the salesperson’s ego is not offended.

When the salesperson does not have high potential but the sale does, the alternatives are a little nastier. Perhaps the salesperson would be a candidate for redeployment to a more suitable post. When neither the salesperson nor the sale has much potential, the basic question is whether the salesperson is redeployed before or after the sale is lost.

### 17.6 APPRAISAL INTERVIEWING

Appraisal interviewing can provide the opportunity to identify a salesperson’s weaknesses and to give praise when it is deserved. One method is to ask the salesperson to write down 5–10 expectations that they hope to achieve during the next year, e.g. to go on a presentation skills course, to go on a time management course, to have monthly sales visits from their sales manager, to meet targets, to move into marketing, etc. The sales manager then sits down with the salesperson and goes through this list, breaking it down into quarterly (three-month) sections. At the end of each quarter they have another meeting to see if expectations have been met or shifted in any way. These meetings also provide an opportunity to give or withdraw recognition and acceptance.

### 17.7 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has explored the sales evaluation process. A model of the evaluation process is described. It begins with setting objectives, moves to the determination of sales strategy, the setting of performance standards, measurement of results against standards and finishes with action taken to improve performance.

A more detailed look at the kinds of measures used to evaluate salespeople was then taken. Two broad measures are used – quantitative and qualitative indicators. Such measures can be used to evaluate, control and motivate salespeople towards better performance.
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Dynasty Ltd

Dynasty Ltd is a radio paging service that has operated since the mid-1970s when radio pagers took Hong Kong by storm. Hong Kong still has the world’s highest concentration of population carrying radio pagers, currently estimated at around 2 million. When the Hong Kong government decided to introduce a new telecommunications technology called CT2 (cordless telephone generation two), Dynasty jumped on the bandwagon of contenders in pursuit of a licence. After some negotiation it was awarded one of the four licences to operate a CT2 network in Hong Kong. The company is about to launch this service.

Dynasty’s sales manager was charged with the task of setting up a salesforce for the market. While CT2 is a sophisticated technology, the sales manager felt that a deep understanding of the technology was not a prerequisite for her salespeople. Instead, how to deal with customers, who tend to be very time conscious and results orientated, was considered more important. It was felt that CT2 is a personal product. The new recruits should have experience in selling products to end-users and must have broad social contacts.

When reviewing his recruitment plan with her sales director it became apparent that the sales director had different ideas. The sale director was a strong advocate that new recruits must be familiar with the product and its technology since that is what they were selling. An inside knowledge of these new products would also impress would-be customers and give the salespeople an edge over the competition. The sales director favoured recruiting from within the telecommunications industry, since such people are familiar with the developments of the technology. Apart from that, they were likely to talk the same language as people working in engineering, technical support and service.

Discussion questions

1. Justify what general factors you consider should be taken into account when recruiting salespeople for the positions described in the exercise. In particular, suggest how the performance of such salespersons could be evaluated.
2. State whether you agree with the sales manager or the sales director or neither.
3. Suggest and justify the kind of commission structure that you would put into place.
PRACTICAL EXERCISE

MacLaren Tyres Ltd

MacLaren Tyres is a company involved in the import and marketing of car tyres manufactured in Asia. David MacLaren established the business in 1990 when a friend living in Singapore told him of the supply of tyres from that area which substantially undercut European prices. Although Asian tyres were not as long lasting as European ones (average 18,000 miles compared with 25,000), they were produced to a high standard which meant that problems like weak spots, cracks and leaks were no more serious than with European tyres.

MacLaren believed that a viable target market existed for the sale of these tyres in the United Kingdom. He was of the opinion that a substantial number of people were interested primarily in the purchase price of tyres. This price-sensitive target market could roughly be described as the mid–lower income family that owned a second-hand car which was over three years old.

He decided to buy a consignment of tyres and visited tyre centres to sell them. Initially business was slow but gradually, as distributors began to believe in the quality of the tyres, sales grew.

MacLaren was general manager and had recruited five salespeople to handle the sales function. A brief personal profile produced by MacLaren of each of his salespeople is given below.

Profiles of MacLaren salespeople

Peter Killick. Joined the company five years ago. Has an HND (business studies) and previously worked as an insurance salesperson for two years. Aged 27. Handles the Tyneside area. Gregarious and extrovert.

Gary Olford. Joined the company three years ago. No formal qualifications but sound track record as a car salesperson and, later, as a toy sales representative. Aged 35. Handles the Manchester/Liverpool area. Appears to be hard working but lacks initiative.

Barrie Wilson. Joined the company at the same time as Olford. Has an HNC (mechanical engineering). Was a technical representative for an engineering firm. Aged 28. Handles the London area. Appears to enjoy his work but lacks the necessary ‘push’ to be really successful in selling.

Ron Haynes. Joined the company three years ago. Has a degree in industrial technology. Previous experience includes selling bathroom suites and textile fabrics. Aged 29. Covers the Birmingham area. Appears to lack enthusiasm but sales record is about average.

Kevin Harris. Joined MacLaren Ltd two years ago. Has a degree in business studies. Only previous experience was as a marketing assistant during the industrial training period of his degree. Aged 25. Handles the Bristol area. Keen but still very raw.
Salesforce data

MacLaren decided that the time had come to look in detail at the sales records of his sales representatives. His plan was to complete a series of statistics that would be useful in evaluating their performance. Basic data for the last year relevant to each salesperson are given below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Salesperson</th>
<th>Sales (£000s)</th>
<th>Gross margin (£000s)</th>
<th>Live accounts</th>
<th>Calls made</th>
<th>Number of different customers called upon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Killick</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>1,472</td>
<td>441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olford</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>1,463</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>1,321</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haynes</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>1,152</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>1,396</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Market data

From trade sources and from knowledge of the working boundaries each salesperson operated in, MacLaren was able to produce estimates of the number of potential accounts and territory potential for each area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of potential accounts</th>
<th>Territory potential (£000s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Killick (Tyneside)</td>
<td>34,620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olford (Lancashire)</td>
<td>36,360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson (London)</td>
<td>62,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haynes (Birmingham)</td>
<td>43,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris (Bristol)</td>
<td>38,620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion questions

1. Evaluate the performance of each of MacLaren’s salespeople.
2. What further information is needed to produce a more complete appraisal?
3. What action would you take?
Examination questions

1 Quantitative measures of the performance of sales representatives are more likely to mislead than guide evaluation. Do you agree?
2 Produce a balanced argument that looks at the differences between qualitative and quantitative measures of sales performance.
3 If a company loses a potential major order what should sales management do to alleviate the risk of this happening again?
Appendix

Cases and discussion questions

CASE STUDY Beiersdorf and Nivea: Researching and understanding the market and customers

This study shows how an international company, Beiersdorf, combines market research with new product development on its NIVEA deodorant brand to provide exciting new products that better meet consumer requirements.

Beiersdorf has a clear goal – to be as close as possible to consumers, regardless of which country they live in. Developing superior consumer insights is fundamental to the continued future success of Beiersdorf and its international brands such as NIVEA, Eucerin and Atrixo. These are the result of more than 120 years of experience in research and development. Beiersdorf has launched many new brands and products into a variety of countries and categories. Being an innovation leader has allowed Beiersdorf actively to shape its markets and set new trends. These product launches have led to long-term global growth.

Market research involves the systematic gathering, recording and analysing of data about customers, competitors and the market. This links marketers to consumers by supplying essential information to solve marketing challenges and help with marketing decisions.

Market research helps a company create and develop an up-to-date and relevant portfolio of products.

Creating new products

Beiersdorf’s international Market Research team is based at company headquarters in Hamburg, Germany. The team’s objective is to be the voice of consumers within the organisation. High-quality market research has helped secure the long-term future of the business. Analysing and understanding the data gathered on consumer behaviour, needs, attitudes and opinions minimises risks involved in making marketing decisions.
Market research in a global organisation needs the help and support of the company’s overseas affiliate companies. Most affiliate companies (in the UK for example) have dedicated Market Research Managers. They help the central research team in gathering and interpreting consumer views. These views provide information or insights that ultimately result in the development of new products suitable for a global market.

This case study follows the development of a new NIVEA Deodorant called *Pearl and Beauty* aimed at young women and it provides a clear picture of how market research has helped New Product Development (NPD).

**Identifying consumer views and product needs – where to start?**

Market research should start with the consumer and serves two purposes:

1. To inform companies about consumer needs and desires. What are the trends in the market? What do consumers want?
2. To give consumers the opportunity to talk to the providers of products and services so that their views are taken into account.

Businesses exist in a fast-moving world with increased consumer choice. It is essential that a company knows its market and its consumers before developing any new product. Lots of questions need answering.

Consumer insights drive New Product Development. This information takes into account their behaviours, attitudes and beliefs. It is an expression of their
wishes and desires. Businesses use consumer insights to create opportunities for their brands. It is the starting point that enables brands to fit meaningfully into consumers’ lives.

Across countries, consumers are different in terms of culture and lifestyle. NIVEA’s challenge was to find similar insights from consumers across different countries. This was used to optimise product development.

Secondary research

In the deodorant category, NIVEA used many secondary research sources to discover consumers’ views and their need for deodorants. These related to different markets and were supplied by local country market researchers. These included:

1. A consumer Usage and Attitude study. This had been conducted a few years earlier across various markets (UK, France and USA).
2. An external study by Fragrance Houses. This covered the importance of scent and fragrance to people’s well-being and mood.

Primary research

The research team felt therefore there was not enough recent knowledge about the consumer in the secondary research. They commissioned some primary qualitative research in key markets (Germany, France, UK and USA). This was aided by the local Market Research Manager. The aim was to understand the motivations for using deodorant among the female consumer.

Primary research is used when there is no existing data available to answer your questions.

The research involved small discussion groups of females. This helped researchers understand the beliefs and motivations of this group. There were several main findings:

• There is steady growth in females shaving. They wanted to look after their underarms throughout all seasons (not just in summer).
• Women cared increasingly about the condition of their underarms.
• Women desired attractive, neat underarms. This symbolised sensuality and femininity.
• The deodorant segment remained focused on functional rather than beautifying products.

Results of the research

The market research revealed an unexplored market potential for NIVEA deodorant. The brand did not have a specific product that addressed ‘underarm beauty’ for the female consumer. No direct competitor was offering a product to meet these needs. So there was a clear opportunity to develop a new product. This would fit across different markets and with the current NIVEA deodorant range.
Consumers showed a need for a ‘beautifying, caring deodorant’. The team generated ideas on how to address the consumer need.

From these ideas the marketing team created ‘product concepts’. These describe the product benefits and how they will meet the consumer needs. Several concepts were written in different ways. These explained and expressed unique product attributes.

The company needed to know which concept was preferred by prospective consumers. It carried out market research to test whether the concepts would work. The research was conducted among the desired target market. For **Pearl and Beauty**, the desired target market was 18–35 year-old women who were beauty orientated, followed fashion and looked for products with extra benefits.

Quantitative research on the concept was carried out in two test markets (France and Germany). An international company such as Beiersdorf must test products in more than one market to assess properly the global appeal.

The concepts were tested monadically. Monadic testing means that the respondent of the test is only shown one concept. This stops the respondent being biased by seeing many variations of the same product concept.

A number of criteria were used to test the concepts:

1. Deodorant category performance measures. These included wetness, dryness and fragrance. The new concept must deliver generic core benefits.
2. Product attributes specific to the new product and NIVEA core values. The new **Pearl and Beauty** product has additional benefits to a ‘regular’ deodorant. For example, it leaves your skin feeling silky and gives you beautiful underarms. Consumers needed to understand and see these benefits.
3. The product needed to be relevant and motivate a consumer to purchase it.

The team chose the ‘winning concept’. This best conveyed beauty while remaining relevant to the deodorant category and NIVEA brand.

Next, the research team tested various name ideas for the product and developed different designs for the packaging. Packaging design plays an important role in helping to communicate the image of the product. **Pearl and Beauty** needed to
communicate femininity and sophistication. Pink was a natural colour choice for the packaging. They also used a soft pearlescent container to emphasise the ‘pearl extracts’ in the product.

Various design ideas were tested using quantitative market research. In addition, this helped to predict the volume of the new products that would be sold, the optimal selling price and the level of switching from existing NIVEA deodorant and competitor products.

**Testing**

The stages described so far produced a product concept that consumers felt was relevant and which they were willing to buy. The next stage was to test the product on actual customers. Many product launches fail, despite great advertising. A big reason is because the product fails to live up to the promises made.

The Market Research Team conducted a product usage test. A de-branded sample of the proposed new product was given to the target consumer of females in several countries. De-branded means the deodorant was in a blank container so that the consumers did not know who made the product or what type it was. Very often consumers form opinions about products and services from advertising and packaging. This can sometimes be very strong and creates a bias in what they think of a product before trying it.

The consumers were asked to use the new deodorant for a week. They kept a diary of when they used it and scored the performance of the deodorant against a list of criteria. These included:

- Did it keep you dry all day?
- Did you have to reapply it?
- Did you like the fragrance?
- Did it last all day?
- Was the deodorant reliable?

Consumers applied the ‘de-branded’ deodorant under their right armpit and continued to use their current deodorant under their left armpit. This helped the users gauge if it was as good as or better than the brand they normally used. This gave a measure of how likely the consumer would be to swap brands.

The results of the test were positive. Most consumers loved the fragrance and the feel of the product on their skin. They felt it performed as well as their current deodorant. Most said they would swap their brands after trying the product.

**Brand positioning**

Now the marketing team had a new product idea that consumers liked. It had a name and packaging design that were well received. They now needed to check how this fitted with the rest of the NIVEA deodorant brand positioning and range.

The brand position is the specific niche in the market that the brand defines itself as occupying.
The NIVEA deodorant *Pearl and Beauty* adds a touch of feminine sophistication and elegance to the NIVEA deodorant brand’s personality. This built on the core deodorant positioning. It made NIVEA deodorant more appealing, modern and unique to trendy, young female consumers.

**Using qualitative research to inform advertising**

The next stage was to brief an advertising agency to develop communication to support the launch of the new product. Through market research the team could check whether the advertisements positively supported and communicated the new product.

The company conducted qualitative research on some advertising ideas among various groups of the target consumers. It presented ideas in the form of ‘storyboards’ of what a TV advert could look like. The objective was to evaluate which advertisements were best ideas in terms of:

- Did they stand out as exciting or different?
- Were they relevant to the consumer?
- Did they communicate the right things about the new product?
- Did they persuade the consumer to want to purchase the product?

**Evaluating success**

Once the product is launched and the consumer can actually purchase it, the research process does not stop.

Continuous consumer tracking can be carried out to find out consumers’ views of the new product. This involves interviewing people to find out whether they are using the product, what they think of it and why they would purchase it.

Beiersdorf uses other, secondary data sources such as consumer panel data and EPOS (electronic point of sale) data. These monitor the sales effectiveness of the product throughout the launch phase and through the product life cycle.

**Conclusion**

New product development should start with an insight based on consumer needs. Throughout the NPD process, market research is a valuable tool for Beiersdorf to check viability and minimise the risk of the product launches. Being an international company, it is essential that Beiersdorf develops new products using the insights of consumers across markets and cultures. This ensures the products are relevant to a large number of global consumers and will deliver the maximum return when launched. This maximises return on investment for the company and results in happy, satisfied and loyal consumers.

Source: adapted from www.thetimes100.co.uk – reproduced with permission.
Discussion questions

1. How was market research and product development interlinked in the development of Pearl and Beauty?

2. The target market for the new product was identified as follows:
   ‘...18–35 year old women who were beauty-oriented, followed fashion and looked for products with extra benefits...’
   In your view was this an appropriate market segment for the proposed new product? Justify your answer.

3. What are the challenges facing the Nivea sales team when selling Pearl and Beauty to the retail trade?

4. How does market research help salespeople to sell products?
CASE STUDY Hutchinson Whampoa: Market leadership in the 3G market

Introduction

3G stands for third-generation mobile communication and can be viewed as wireless broadband for mobile phones. It is a radio communications technology offering:

- Voice
- Video
- Email
- Internet
- Music downloading
- Picture message
- Other applications

3G is a contemporary development, with phones first being developed on a major scale in Japan in 2001. Today, more than half of Japanese mobile phone users use 3G. It spread to Europe in 2003 and its use is growing rapidly here and worldwide.

The market leader in 3G in this country is 3. 3 has the highest customer base in its market sector.

As a mobile network provider, 3 recognised that 3G was the way forward for market development. It seeks to provide the best network available for mobile phone users.

The product life cycle

Products go through a life cycle:

- When a new product is introduced to the market, consumers may have little awareness. Therefore, it is important to use promotional activity to give advice about the product’s benefits.
• The next stage is growth. During this period more people find out about the product and purchase it.
• Finally is a stage of maturity when there is little expansion and a product may go into decline.

The typical life cycle of a product can be illustrated as above. The sales performance rises steadily from zero (when the product is introduced to the market).

The mobile phone market fits this pattern.

First-generation phones (analogue mobile phones) have declined rapidly with the development of digital phones.

Second-generation phones (GSM digital mobile phones) are in a stage of maturity – everyone knows what they offer.

Third-generation phones (3G digital phones with much greater bandwidth) are in the growth phase.

**Relationship between the life cycle and sales**

Initially the product will grow and flourish. However, as new competitors come into the market and as excitement about the product reduces, a new stage in the life cycle stage is reached, called maturity. If the product is not handled carefully at this stage we may see the saturation of the market and interest in the product or services begins to decline.

At each stage there is a close relationship between sales and profits so that as organisations or brands go into decline, their profitability decreases.

To prolong the life cycle of a brand or product, an organisation needs to use skilful marketing techniques to inject new life into the product.

**Maintaining a product’s life**

A product’s life cycle may last for a few months or for more than a century. It all depends on how good the product is originally, how easy it is for competitors to emerge, and how good a firm is at keeping its own product relevant and attractive to consumers.

Hutchison Whampoa, the company that owns 3, has led the growth of the global 3G market. It has invested heavily in new technology and provides the most comprehensive network for 3G communications.

**What is marketing strategy?**

Marketing strategy describes how a business meets the requirements of its market.

The marketing strategy must enable a business to deliver its objectives.

Markets are made up of customers with wants and needs. Market planners must provide products and services that are better than those which competitors offer.
The organisation with the most effective marketing strategy should become the market leader.

Creating a marketing strategy

To create a marketing strategy you must first find out about your environment through market research. Investigation into the 3G market in Japan first indicated that the ‘killer application’ would be video messaging. This has not proved to be the case. For example, Japanese consumers have been far more interested in music downloads. Market research by 3 showed that consumers are interested in the extensive range of 3G phone applications.

Marketing strategy covers all elements of the procedure that an organisation uses to satisfy the market, such as research, promotion and advertising.

The marketing strategy must enable a business to deliver its objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Market research</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Pricing</th>
<th>Advertising</th>
<th>Promotion</th>
<th>Consumer tracking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Finding out about consumers and the market</td>
<td>What you offer consumers</td>
<td>How much you charge</td>
<td>How and where you advertise</td>
<td>e.g. special offers</td>
<td>Finding out about product sales and customer views about your product</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hutchison Whampoa’s objective is to be the market leader in providing 3G wireless communications. All aspects of 3’s market plan are tailored to achieving this. For example, the company’s advertising helps customers appreciate the benefits of 3G services and content.

Product orientation

Production and marketing go hand in hand in successful businesses. You can only convince customers that you can meet their needs if you have the products to do so.

3G technology has significantly more bandwidth than 2G technology. More bandwidth means more space for transmitting large amounts of data, e.g. videos rather than text. A 3G phone offers up to 384 kilobytes per second when a device is stationary or moving at pedestrian speed. During 2007, 3 will launch a high speed service which will have a target speed of 1.8 Mbytes per second.

There are three main sections of 3’s UK business:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communications</th>
<th>Media and entertainment</th>
<th>Information services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All forms of personal communications, voice and video calling.</td>
<td>Television, music audio and video, computer games and media publishing.</td>
<td>Wireless web, access to the rest of the internet and a range of other news and information services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
First mover advantage

3 was the first company in Europe to appreciate the opportunities offered by 3G. It invested seriously in this market, hoping to acquire ‘first mover advantage’ by being the first one to develop a specific market.

The first mover becomes associated by customers with that expansion. It is then able to be at the leading edge of new developments so its rivals are continually trying to catch up.

3 is always seeking to improve its products and services to maintain its market leading position. In 2006 these included:

- signing an exclusive deal to stream ITV1 – ITV’s flagship channel – to its 3.75 million customers in the United Kingdom (customer numbers in August 2006);
- signing deals with leading handset producers such as Nokia, Motorola and Sony Ericsson to provide handsets to complement the network. A recent example of this is the link with Sony Ericsson’s K610i and K800i Cyber-shot phones;
- screening the 2006 World Cup directly on customer mobile phones. This created an all-time high in mobile television usage;
- launch of the X Series from 3, which is supported by a commercial link with key internet service and software providers such as Microsoft, Yahoo, Google, eBay, Skype, Slingbox and Orb. These links will take wireless broadband to the next level, allowing consumers to experience the full internet experience whilst on the move.

Market orientation

Hutchison Whampoa took a considerable gamble in investing in the 3G network market. At the time it was a relatively untried new technology, but there was considerable support for the development. Britain is a member state of the European Union (EU), which was able to see the advantage of this innovative technology. In 2002 the EU Council wanted telecom network providers to transfer 80 per cent of telecommunications to 3G.

3 is always seeking to improve its products and services to maintain its market leading position.

Existing network providers and new competitors had to bid for licences to operate using this system but the cost of these was extremely high. Because of this, the successful companies were left with only limited funds to invest in the new technologies. However, 3 was determined to lead the field and has invested considerably in this market. Today it is beginning to harvest the benefits.

Achieving market leadership

3 invested £4.4 billion to purchase one of the five licences available from the government. Since then, 3 has invested heavily in developing its network which was launched on 3 March 2003 and which today covers 90 per cent of the UK population.
The market is getting stronger all the time. The network is continually being extended and there are new and innovative companies producing the high-quality phones required to access the products and services delivered across the network.

When you phone someone using 3, 3G chops up your call into a miniature packet of data, which is coded. This is a highly efficient way of sending information. Using this system of chopping and coding, 3G can deliver large files such as pictures and videos at a much faster speed.

The results of 3's market research

3's market research shows that young people like 3G because it enables them to send pictures, view videos and listen to music downloads. It is also popular with business customers and people who work in the media – for example, film editors and journalists. The market research was able to illustrate that 3G provides customers with many benefits including:

1. Real-time communication – for example, phone calls, emails (including large attachments) and faxes. This means that people can be in constant touch.
2. High-speed internet access – you can browse the web and download data files and software using your handset wherever you are.
3. Access to information – for example, watching the World Cup or accessing news bulletins.
4. Personal organisers – including electronic diaries and lists.
5. Global roaming – you can access services anywhere in the world (within 3’s sister territories).

Asset-led marketing: Video conferencing for business people or schools linking with partner schools in other parts of the world

An asset is something you have possession of. In this case, Hutchison Whampoa owns 3, which is the UK's market leader in 3G. This provides customers with a much greater range of communications benefits than non-3G offerings.

Asset-led marketing involves using your material goods in the most efficient way – the market determines this. Wise marketers know that assets work best when they meet customer needs. Market research is therefore seen as imperative for 3. For example, it showed that ITV1 is a highly popular television channel.

Research also revealed that 3’s customers wanted to watch ITV1 on their phones, so the company formed a link with ITV. The consequence is that 3’s network works better to meet customer requirements – this is asset-led marketing.

Asset-led marketing involves using your material goods in the most efficient way. 3 is continually seeking to improve its network and services. This involves improving:

• the network;
• the content available through the network;
• links with mobile phone producers;
• links with global leaders in internet technology.

Conclusion

3G wireless technology provides an exciting new development in the way people communicate with each other. It enables us to use a much more comprehensive range of communication than previous forms.

Because of the greater bandwidth the new technology offers, there are tremendous benefits to be gained by business and private users. Features such as high-speed internet connections and the transmission of pictures and sound give users access to high-quality information wherever they are.

Future development

A major strength of 3 is an emphasis on anticipating and meeting customers’ needs. The company recognises that it can continue to be the market leader only if its product remains superior to that of its rivals. This will only be the case if 3 understands what its customers want.

In a fast-moving industry, it is important to find out what clients prefer today, but 3 must also research their future requirements. It must also frequently research new technologies – in this way it will stay at the forefront of the field and retain market leadership. 3G is a developing technology and the greatest benefits are likely to come in the next couple of years. Because of its market leadership, 3 is ideally placed to continue to lead developments in 3G.

Source: Adapted from www.thetimes100.co.uk – reproduced with permission.

Discussion questions

1 We have seen how the mobile phone market fits the typical product life cycle pattern with the 3G digital phone now being in the growth stage.
   How could Hutchinson Whampoa use the product life cycle model to develop future marketing strategy for the ‘3’ brand?
2 What are the advantages and disadvantages of being ‘market leader’ in a market and assess the actions 3 is taking to maintain its market leadership position?
3 Provide a medium-term directional marketing plan for the company for its new video conferencing product, paying particular attention to the sales and distribution aspects of the plan.
McCain: Responding to changes in the external environment

McCain’s business

The McCain product most people recognise is Oven Chips. McCain is the world’s largest producer of chips, buying 12 per cent of the British potato crop. McCain is also one of the world’s largest frozen foods companies. McCain is a privately owned company with a strong market focus. This means that it carries out research to find out what consumers want. It then uses this market information to create products that consumers want to buy.

McCain’s business is broader than just chips, with a range as wide as frozen potato specialities and frozen light meals. It provides consumers with a wide variety of cut and seasoned potato products through UK retailers, such as supermarkets and restaurants. These include roast potatoes, potato wedges, hash browns, waffles and potato croquettes. McCain produces more specific potato shapes like Potato Smiles, Crispy Bites and Sumthings (shaped as numbers) which appeal to younger consumers. McCain also makes pizzas.

Chips have come a long way since the potato was first brought to this country by Walter Raleigh in the seventeenth century. By the 1850s fish and chips were sold in the streets and alleys of London and in some of Britain’s industrial towns.

If asked to name a typically English dish, most people will say ‘fish and chips’. Chips are produced in lots of different shapes and sizes, ranging from those deep-fried in fish and chip shops to McCain’s 5 per cent fat oven chips.

External challenges

One of the biggest environmental factors affecting McCain in 2005/06 was the growing concern about obesity, particularly in children. This case study shows how McCain has risen to the challenges of this debate and other external challenges.

McCain’s view is that its chips can and do play a role in a healthy balanced diet and it is continually finding ways to ensure McCain products are as healthy as possible.
SLEPT analysis and social factors

In order to be able to understand its customers’ requirements and respond to other changes, it is important for a company to analyse its environment. A SLEPT analysis is a tool that helps to analyse the environment.

![SLEPT diagram]

To create a SLEPT analysis the company needs to examine the key environmental factors that affect its business. These are broken down into:

- **Step 1:** Analyse your environment (SLEPT)
- **Step 2:** Make organisational and product changes to respond to the changed environment

Having carried out the analysis it must then take action to respond to the important changes that have been identified.

Of course, some of the factors in the SLEPT analysis can be placed under more than one of these headings.

The following analysis outlines SLEPT factors and indicates some of the changes that McCain has made and is making.

### Social factors

Social trends are one of the key factors affecting a business. Consumer buying patterns are determined by trends. Just as the demand for some popular clothes are determined by fashion, demand for food products is determined by eating patterns. Eating habits are always changing. Currently one in four of all British potatoes consumed are eaten as chips.

Recently McCain and other food producers have seen a slowdown in sales as a result of campaigns to encourage healthier eating such as that spearheaded by Jamie Oliver. McCain has responded to this challenge in two main ways:

- by reducing quantities of salt and oil throughout its potato products range. McCain argues that these figures are very low already. For example, McCain’s Oven Chips contain only 5 per cent fat, 0.8 per cent saturated fat and 62 mg of sodium in every 100 g portion. They are made with only natural ingredients – specially selected potatoes and sunflower oil.
• by seeking to get the message over that its chips are not unhealthy. The message that it communicates through public relations campaigns and advertising is that all McCain potato products are made from simple ingredients such as whole potatoes and sunflower oil.

A key way in which McCain has responded to changing customer tastes has been to improve the nutritional make-up of its products. All of McCain’s potato products are now pre-cooked in sunflower oil instead of regular vegetable oil to reduce saturated fats. There is no added salt in oven chips and added salt has been reduced by up to 50 per cent in other potato products.

Legal factors

Responsible businesses not only abide by the law, they seek to create standards above minimum requirements.

Food labelling

McCain has to be aware of a number of legal factors. The government’s Food Standards Agency has recommended that firms put ‘traffic light’ labels on food to help people understand what they are buying and to help them make the right choices:

• Red represents high levels of ingredients such as fats and salts.
• Green represents low levels.

McCain has put ‘traffic light’ labels on its British products as a response to consumer concerns about healthy eating. All of McCain’s potato products are able to display the green label for saturated fat and none of its products show a red label. Also featured on the labels are Guideline Daily Amounts (GDAs) which show how much fat, saturated fat, sugar and salt each product contains. This helps the consumer to achieve a consistently balanced diet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oven Chips</th>
<th>per 135g serving oven cooked</th>
<th>% of GDA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MED FAT</td>
<td>6.8g</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW SATURATES</td>
<td>0.3g</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW SUGAR</td>
<td>0.3g</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW SALT</td>
<td>0.3g</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Fries</td>
<td>per 135g serving oven cooked</td>
<td>% of GDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED FAT</td>
<td>8.4g</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW SATURATES</td>
<td>1.1g</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW SUGAR</td>
<td>0.7g</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED SALT</td>
<td>0.9g</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Advertising

In Britain, advertising of products is supervised by a voluntary body within the advertising industry. It is called the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA). McCain makes sure that all its advertising sticks rigidly within the requirements of the ASA. The ASA sets out that all advertisements must be:

• legal;
• decent;
• honest; and
• truthful.

McCain takes these responsibilities seriously. It is important to build a reputation for honesty and fair play.

In addition, McCain’s products comply with a range of laws, including:

• The Food Safety Act, covering the way in which food is prepared and served.
• The Trades Descriptions Act, which states that goods and services must be exactly as described.
• The Weights and Measures Act, governing such aspects as giving the right weight on packs. For example, McCain’s oven chips come in packs of 454g, 907g, 1kg, 1.5kg, and 1.8kg.

Economic factors

Economic factors include changes in buying patterns as people’s incomes rise. For example, as incomes go up people prefer to buy what they see as superior varieties of a product type. We see this with the development of ready prepared foods.

As people become cash-rich and time-poor they prefer to switch to ready meals and simple to prepare foodstuffs that they can quickly heat in an oven or microwave. Rather than buying potatoes and making chips at home or taking the time to go to a fish and chip shop, it may be seen as more desirable to buy oven chips. Of course, it may be cheaper to make your own chips by peeling and cutting up potatoes. However, with growing affluence people prefer ready prepared oven chips.

Responsible eating and healthy exercise encourages everyone’s health and well-being. McCain has risen to this challenge by creating a range of varieties, e.g. McCain’s Straight Cut Oven Chips, Home Fries, roast potatoes and wedges, to appeal to a variety of customers.

Political factors

On political factors, the UK government has increased the pressure on food suppliers to come up with healthier foods. The government publicises and supports healthy eating by creating initiatives such as ‘Healthy Schools’. This encourages pupils to think about the choices they make when choosing what to eat.

McCain supports the government’s initiative. It believes that the foods that it provides, including potato-based products, are nutritious provided that they are prepared in a healthy and simple way.

Technological changes

Challenges of food technology

Food technology is one of the most dynamic technologies in the modern economy and it involves researching and developing new techniques for making products as
diverse as ice cream, probiotic yoghurt, frozen oven chips and muesli bars. Each of these products involves finding technical solutions to problems such as how to:

- freeze while retaining flavour;
- maximise natural nutritional characteristics;
- turn a frozen product into an oven heated product.

McCain is continually being faced by new challenges from technological factors. It should be no surprise therefore that McCain’s food technologists were only too happy to rise to the challenge of making its potato products even healthier. McCain needed a solution that not only reduced fat and salt, but also kept the sort of flavour that would delight customers.

**Solutions**

The solution was to use sunflower oil which reduced saturated fats by 70 per cent across the whole potato product range. Food technologists know that by working with real potatoes they are dealing with a product with a very strong nutritional pedigree.

For example, it is a little known fact that potatoes are a major source of vitamin C in the UK diet. As a product, potatoes are the second most important staple food in the world today (rice is the first), providing essential carbohydrates that help us to generate energy.

Potatoes also have tremendous future potential. In 1995 the potato became the first vegetable to be grown in space. NASA worked with top scientists to develop super-nutritious and versatile potatoes. These can be used to feed astronauts on long space voyages and NASA hopes one day that these will feed space colonies.

**Conclusion**

Change comes from a number of sources – Social, Legal, Economic, Political and Technological.

This case study has illustrated how these changes have affected McCain, particularly in relation to its core products.

Change is the one constant in the business environment.

Because McCain is a market focused company it recognises that it has to respond to what its consumers want. There are clear indicators that today’s consumers want to live a healthier lifestyle.

Consumers are increasingly aware of food content and food issues. More and more people look at food labelling and read information in the press about what is good for them. They listen to people like Jamie Oliver and government spokespeople. They listen to advice from teachers and nutritionalists.

The challenge has been, and continues to be, to prepare chips and potato products in the healthiest way possible. Fortunately for McCain, it has market researchers and food technologists who enable the company to keep in tune with the changing environment.
McCain’s advertising supports the company’s message that chips are nutritionally acceptable provided they are made in the right way. The challenge now is to keep listening to consumers and to the external environment in order to continue to give those consumers the best value healthy chips and other food products.

Source: Adapted from: www.thetimes.co.uk – reproduced with permission.

Discussion questions

1. Most of the trends and changes in the macro marketing environment lie outside the control of the individual company.
   With this in mind, using the information in the case study discuss why McCains should concern itself with trends and changes in the macro environment.

2. How would the trends and changes in the SLEPT factors outlined in the case affect each of the elements of the strategic marketing planning process for McCains?

3. How could the salesforce contribute to analysing and responding to a changing market environment?

4. Markets continue to evolve and change. How can a company try to anticipate and forecast future important trends and changes in the macro environment?
CASE STUDY  Syngenta: Developing products for a better world

The use of science for research and development into new products has helped to build Syngenta as a leading global agri-business.

Using R&D to improve agricultural productivity

The population of the earth is growing at a fast pace. In 1950, 2 billion humans lived on the planet. By 2006, this had increased to 6.5 billion and by 2025, the world’s population is expected to reach 8 billion.

This growth in population is expected to be in urban, not rural areas. This leads to a higher calorie demand per person associated with dietary changes. It puts a heavy burden upon the world’s limited resources and further increases pressure on rural communities in the struggle to increase agricultural productivity.

In 1960 one hectare of agricultural land was required to grow food to feed two people. By 1995 one hectare was required to feed four people and by 2025 the same area will need to feed five people. Feeding this growing demand requires sustainable solutions for agriculture across the world. This involves balancing the need to produce food with concerns for the environment.

What is sustainability?

Sustainability is a ‘virtuous circle’. If agriculture uses sustainable solutions it will be able to meet the needs of future generations and become the type of farming which future generations want to inherit. As sustainable businesses grow, they develop better methods and solutions to support farmers and growers around the world. Both communities and businesses benefit and local economies grow.

Who is Syngenta?

Syngenta is a leading global agricultural business committed to sustainable agriculture through innovative research and technology and whose customers are in the primary sector.

Syngenta is a relatively new company formed by the merger of the agricultural divisions of AstraZeneca and Novartis in 2000. Syngenta’s goal is ‘to be the leading
global provider of innovative solutions and brands to growers and the food and feed chain’. This provides the business with its direction as part of the virtuous circle. The company offers customers choice of chemistry, seeds and biotechnology products. More than 19,500 people work for Syngenta in over 90 countries. Its main activity is producing products that protect crops from weeds, diseases and pest infestations, and breeding and selling seeds of new crop varieties. This enables agricultural land to be used for the sustainable production of food.

Why research and development is so important

Syngenta works in partnership with over 150 organisations worldwide to research and develop sustainable agriculture practices. Research and development (R&D) into plant breeding and plant protection products by companies such as Syngenta is essential to ensure higher agricultural productivity. Without crop protection products it is estimated that 40 per cent of arable food production would be lost to pests and diseases. Syngenta invests almost US$800 million (about £500 million) each year in research and development to improve ways of growing and protecting crops.

Business to business

Syngenta operates in markets where transactions take place on a business to business (B2B) basis between companies rather than direct to consumers. This is why many people might not be aware of the company’s name.

However, Syngenta touches nearly 95 per cent of the world’s population through its products and activities. Within these markets, Syngenta uses its R&D knowledge, creativity and skills to give it competitive advantage.

The development of a new crop protection product or a new plant variety takes many years and requires a large investment both of people and capital. Syngenta’s R&D invests over $2 million per day to ensure it has a pipeline of new products coming to market and to keep it ahead of its competitors.

The role of R&D

As society develops, consumer demands change to reflect different needs. Consumers want to choose from a range of fresh, high-quality products. To meet these needs in a sustainable way farmers have to balance environmental concerns with the need to produce food. Within Syngenta research and development are two separate, but closely integrated, functions.

Research is a systematic investigation to seek answers to agricultural problems. Scientists such as biologists and chemists develop technologies which may eventually lead to new products. For example, chemists investigate thousands of different compounds to see if they have the potential to be a new crop protection product. Once a suitable compound is identified, then development takes place.

Development involves turning the research findings into a product. Development scientists perform tests on the compound to see how it operates in realistic growing conditions.
R&D at Syngenta involves developing new products and supporting existing products. It can take nine years for a product to reach the market. This is a costly process. Syngenta can only achieve a return on its investment once new products reach the market. A new product is patent protected to ensure payback of R&D costs, but this protection only exists for a limited time. Consequently, Syngenta concentrates on fully patentable products to ensure payback and profit.

Syngenta’s goals

Syngenta’s main goals for research and development are:

- to provide the most effective products for farmers and growers that are also safe for human health and the environment;
- to develop the best new plant varieties to gain higher yields and quality in a range of soils and weather conditions;
- to maximise crop productivity while maintaining and improving farmland biodiversity.

New product development

Finding a new compound and bringing it to market is a long process. Here are the main stages of the R&D process:

1. Identify new areas: The research needs to identify areas of opportunity. In crop protection this often starts with chemistry. Chemists look for new compounds which will overcome existing problems or where resistance to existing products has developed in pests or diseases.

2. Test the new ideas: Biologists then test the compounds to see if they have the active potential to become products while ensuring environmental safety.

3. Trial in specific conditions: Researchers and developers test whether the compounds would work in various conditions, for example, in open fields. By a process called formulation development the active ingredients become a product that farmers can use.

4. Product safety: Environmental scientists ensure that products are safe to use. This is an assessment which goes on throughout the above process.
5. **Support users:** When the products are launched, Syngenta provides support for farmers. This helps them use the products in the most effective way.

   During the phases of research and development, a large number of compounds and plant varieties will be dropped because they do not meet the high standards required by the company and the government regulators.

**R&D and environmental sustainability**

Much of Syngenta’s R&D focuses on the development of new products for farmers and growers, but the company also invests in environmental projects. These demonstrate how highly productive, profitable agriculture can go hand-in-hand with biodiversity and environmental sustainability. Two examples are:

**SOWAP (Soil and Water Protection) Project**

Soil erosion is a huge problem in arable farming, particularly when ploughed fields are subject to heavy rainfall. In Europe, around 200 million tonnes of soil per year is washed into lakes, rivers and roads, causing pollution and reducing agricultural productivity.

   Working with around 25 project partners across Europe, Syngenta led a four-year project demonstrating how the practice of conservation agriculture reduced soil disturbance and helped provide permanent soil cover, and how diverse crop rotation can reduce erosion by more than 60 per cent. When applied correctly, conservation agriculture reduces water pollution and improves farmland biodiversity, while maintaining crop yields.

**Operation Bumblebee**

Bumblebee populations on UK arable farms have declined by more than 70 per cent over the past 30 years. This is because of changing ways in which crops were grown, which led to the loss of vital nectar food resources and nesting sites for bees.

   One of the 20 native species of bumblebee has disappeared altogether. Three others are on the verge of extinction. Operation Bumblebee involved more than five years of research by Syngenta into the habitats for bumblebees, butterflies, spiders and other insects on farms.

   The research involved a number of test sites within the United Kingdom. The edges of fields (field margins) were cultivated to create biodiversity sites. Scientists at Syngenta designed a special pollen and nectar seed mixture that included wild flowers and clovers. Farmers are trained to establish and manage these mixtures along the field edges. The impact upon the bee population was clearly beneficial.

   Managing field edges in this way also produces major environmental benefits on farms while maintaining high food production. If farmers manage their farms this way they qualify for payments from the Department for Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs (Defra). In this way, as well as others, Syngenta has helped farmers to improve the environment.

Supporting farmers

Farmers get full product support. For example, Syngenta trains over 1 million farmers each year worldwide in the safe use of its products. Syngenta's representatives in the field use relationship marketing skills with farmers for repeat business. It also provides farmers with the confidence to try new products and innovations as and when they are launched.

Conclusion

With the rapid growth in world populations and developing economies, there are increasing demands upon limited resources.

Syngenta's approach is about providing sustainable solutions. At the centre of its approach to R&D is the use of science.

This makes the need for research and development vital for effective sustainability. The use of science creates knowledge and allows Syngenta to develop added-value products and services. Syngenta ensures that its business is able to respond to industry demands in a competitive world and has helped build competitive advantage.

Syngenta's work also benefits society. Successful R&D programmes help Syngenta build its competitive advantage and benefit the next generation of farmers and consumers. Its developments have helped improve the lives of many rural communities around the world. Improvements in agricultural productivity enable farmers to live healthier, safer and more prosperous lives and provide consumers with cheap, high quality food.

Source: Adapted from www.thetimes.co.uk – reproduced with permission.

Discussion questions

1. Are Syngenta's R&D activities technology or market led and how can marketing and sales help at each stage in the R&D process outlined in the case?
2. How would an understanding of product adoption and diffusion help in developing and marketing Syngenta's new products?
3. Comment on the view that as a commercial organisation Syngenta should restrict itself to developing and marketing new products for farmers and growers rather than investing in environmental projects. In particular what sales and marketing advantages might Syngenta gain from being involved in environmental projects?
4. Why might relationship marketing be felt to be particularly effective to a company like Syngenta?
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